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TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

New York Academy of Sciences.

Regular Business Meeting.

October 5th, 1896.

The Academy met with Vice-President Osborn in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The following gentlemen were nominated as honorary mem-
bers of the Academy, and on ballot were duly elected :

Prof. James J. Thompson, Cavendish Professor of Physics, in

the University of Cambridge, England.

Prof. A. 0. Hubrecht, of the University of Utrecht, Holland.

Prof. Felix Klein, Professor of Mathematics in the University

of Goettingen, Germany.

Prof Henri Moissan, of the University of Paris, France.

The following resolution was then presented from the Coun-

cil and was adopted :

Resolved, That the Council of the New York Academy of

Sciences extend an invitation to Prof Henri Moissan to deliver

a lecture before the New York Academy of Sciences and the

other societies of the city upon a date, which will be agreeable

to him ; and that the arrangements for the lecture and for the

co-operation of the authorities of the other societies be re-

ferred to a committee consisting of the President of the Acad-
emy, Prof Thomas Egleston, Prof Chas. A. Doremus and Mr.

George F. Kunz.

On motion it was voted that the chair appoint a committee

to prepare a suitable form of notification for the honorary and

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 1, December 15, 1896.
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corresponding members. The chair appointed Prof. J. K. Rees

and Mr. Chas. F. Cox. Mr. R. E. Dodge presented the nomina.

tion of Prof. John F. Woodhull, of the Teacher's College, for

resident membership.

The Section of Astronomj^ and Physics then organized.

The minutes of the last Section meeting, held Ma}^ 4th were

read and approved. There being no official business to come

before the Section, and no set papers for the evening, the follow-

ing reports were made

:

Prof. J. K, Rees stated that the work of the Columbia Col-

lege observatory upon the variation of latitude had been con-

tinued during the past summer in such a manner that forty

pairs of stars were observed every two weeks. It is a part of

the general programme to continue these observations for the

next two or three 3'ears, until the observatories contemplated

by the National Geodetic Association should be established. It

is all the more important that this work should continue at

Columbia, inasmuch as it is the onl}^ i)lace in this country where

such observations are being made. Prof. Rees also referred to

the work of Dr. Davis, of the Astronomical department at Co-

lumbia, who is about to undertake the reduction of the Peazzi

catalogue, devoting himself especially to the reduction of decli-

nations.

Prof. R. S. Woodward made some remarks upon the impor-

tance of continuing the variation of latitude work, and referred

to it as the burning question of astronomy.

Dr. Martin inquired with reference to some newspaper reports

of the photographing of waves by condensation, and inquired if

that were scientifically possible and correct. Prof. Hallock

explained that it was undoubtedly possible, inasmuch as sound

waves have heretofore been rendered visible and photographed.

Dr. H. Jacoby reported on the proceedings of the meeting

held at Paris to consider the Astro-photographic star charts.

He stated that the 36,000 plates to be used in the catalogue of

stars down to the 11th magnitude, have nearly all been made,
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and that the work of measuring these plates is well under way.

The Potsdam measurements are practically ready for publica-

tion. The Paris and Greenwich reports will be ready in from

five to seven years. The limit of accuracy in all of this work is

about 0. 2 sec. of arc. The catalogue is expected to contain

about 2,000,000 stars. The subject of the reproduction of the

chart was left unsettled.

Prof. Wm. Hallock reported some observations made by Prof.

Woodward and himself upon the singing sands on the shore of

Cape Cod.

Mr. G. F. Kunz called attention to a very important paper b^^

Aristides Brezina upon the collection of meteorites in the Vienna

Museum.

Fourteen members and guests were present.

J. F. Kemp,

Recording Secretary.

Wm. Hallock,

Secretary of Section.

THE USE OF THE HAIR HYGROMETER*.

By C. C. Trowbridge.

For some time past there has been an increasing demand for

a direct reading hygrometer, so constructed that it would indi-

cate the relative humidity of the air with reasonable accuracy.

Among those hygrometers which have been considered as pos-

sibly suitable for this purpose is the Saussure's or hair hy-

grometer. Although formerly this hygrometer was looked upon
merely as a hygroscope, and was supposed to give only the ap-

proximate hygrometric state of the air, now it has reached a

higher place among hygrometrioal apparatus by virtue of certain

improvements in its construction.

I have recently tested a form of hj^grometer based on the

Saussure principle, with a view of observing its action when
subjected to different changes in the degree of saturation of the

air.

* Read by title, May 1, 1896. Revised from issue in " Science " July 17, 1896.
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The hygrometer which was tested is shown in the accompany-
ing cut, Figs. I. and II. ; the essential parts of the instrument
are designated by letters, and the parts so indicated are ex-

plained in the following paragraphs :

A and A' are two thin brass supports, respectively 23.7 centi-

meters and 22 centimeters long and 2 centimeters broad.

B, small rivets which connect the supports A and A', but leave

an air space which separates the latter by .7 of a centimeter.

C, six fine hairs about 18 centimeters long, placed parallel,

and laid close together, so as to hang like one large hair in the

air space between A and A'.

D, an adjusting screw, from which the six hairs, C, are sus-

pended.
E, a short lever, to which the lower ends of the hairs, C, are

fastened (a small weight is attached to this lever in such a way
that the hairs are kept at a slight tension).

F, an indicator, 4.7 centimeters long, fastened to the lever, E,
which shows changes in the length of the hairs, C ; by the use
of this indicator the actual change in the length of the hairs is

multiplied a convenient number of times.

G, a scale of percentages of relative humidities, from to 100
per cent.
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H, a thermometer fastened to the support A', which is used in

dew-point determinations.

It was important that the scale of percentages, G, Fig. II.,

should be carefull}^ tested and either verified or the corrections

obtained throughout; therefore observations were made with all

possible different percentages of saturation of the surrounding
air.

The readings of the hair hygrometers in each case were com-
pared with the relative humidity obtained from observations
made with wet and dr}^ bulb thermometers, and the percentage
of saturation deduced from the Smithsonian hygrometrical tables

of Gu3'ot. This was done as a relative comparison, since the
wet and dry bulb thermometers, or Auguste's psychrometer, is

the means almost entirely used at the U. S. Weather Bureau
stations for obtaining the relative humidity of the air.

Of course, in the present investigation, the detei'minations

made with the wet and dr}- bulb thermometers were themselves
subject to some error

;
yet this method is so generall^^ accepted,

and is the means which is so often used for obtaining the rela-

tive humidity, that it seemed fair to compare the readings of the
hair hygrometer with those calculated from observations made
with wet and dry bulb thermometers.
The results of the comparisons which were obtained indicated

that for the middle section of the scale of the instrument under
consideration, say from 20 to 85 per cent., only a difference of

from 1 to 3 per cent, could be observed.

But for the extremities of the scale, from to about 20 per

cent, and from about 85 to 100 per cent., the reading indicating

the relative humidity seemed unreliable, and especially so at low
humidities, differing in some cases as much as 10 per cent, from
the calculated degree of saturation.

Thus, in cases of either very low or very high humidity, when
two or more hair h3^grometers were placed in the same atmos-
phere, their readings were very apt to indicate different relative

humidities, and also when the same hair hygrometei was placed

at different times in an atmosphere of a constant hygrometric
state (of either very low or very high relative humidity) it gave
different percentages.

These variations of course presented a difficult}' in drawing a

correction curve for the extremities of the scale on the hair

hygrometer.
Prof. Rood called my attention to an article in the BeAhldtter

zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Vol. XIX., No. 11,

page 875 :
'' Theorie des Haarhygrometers, by B. Sresnevsky,"

in which it is stated that the change in the length of the hairs
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for degrees of saturation of the air ceases to be regular when the

relative humidity becomes as low as 7.8 per cent. This is in

agreement with the statements just made.
In the tests which were carried on, it was also invariably found

that if the degree of saturation of the air was altered, some time
had to elapse before the hairs became adjusted to the new con-

ditions surroundiug them, and therefore ample time was alwaj^s

given for the hairs to become adjusted when the hygrometric
state of the air was changed. Thus, when the hair hygrometers
were placed in an entirely new atmosphere differing 15 per cent,

or more in relative humidit}-, 5 to 25 minutes elapsed before the
hairs responded perfectly to the change and gave approximately
correct readings. It was further observed that the length of
this time depended on whether the change was to a higher or to
a lower percentage of humidity, and also in what part of the
scale the change occurred.

For example : A change from

15 to 90 per cent, required about 10 minutes
30 to 90 " " " 10 "

15 to 30 " " '' 15 "

90 to 15 " " " 20 "

90 to 30 " " 10 to 15

30 to 15 " " about 20 "

which indicated that it takes longer for the hairs to dry out than
for them to take up the moisture, and that the change is slower
at the lower parts of the scale than elsewhere.
A knowledge of the relative humidity of the air is important,

not only in various branches of science and arts, but also in the
treatment of the sick, particularly in cases of certain pulmonary
disorders.

It is very probable that a perfectly accurate direct reading
h3'grometer is difficult to obtain, but this fact effects but little

the value of the hair hygrometer, for great exactness is seldom
required, a knowledge of the relative humidity of the air to
within two or three per cent, being, in most cases, all that is

necessary.

The j>recaution of allowing considerable time to elapse for the
hairs of hair hygrometers to become adjusted to a changed at-

mosphere, before taking a reading, is only really necessary where
a possibility exists that a decided change in therelative humidity
has suddenly occurred.
The table which is given below has been constructed from re-

sults obtained bj^ comparing the readings of relative humid it}'^

shown by the hair hygrometer with those calculated from ob-
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servatioiis rnude with wet and dry bulb thermometers, and it is

meant to exhibit the amount of error to be expected when the

former is compared with the latter in different parts of the scale.

Sections of Scale of
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He reported finding a formation that was a connecting link be-

tween the close of the Cretaceous and the beginning of the Ter-

tiary. He gave an interesting account of the massive ruins of

the so-called cliff dwellers in the region visited. In the Big

Horn Basin the expedition had remarkable success as well as in

the Wind River basin.

Prof. Osborn stated that with the collections made this sum-

mer the American Museum could now announce that their

Eocene collection was complete, containing all mammals now
known in the Eocene; that their collections from the Wasatch
beds were the finest in existence and that from the Wind Hiver
basin were complete. The Bridger was represented by all but

two or three types, and fine collections had been made in the

Uintah.

Mr. W. J. Hornaday made a report of his recent tour of inspec-

tion of foreign zoological gardens, performed under the auspices

of the New York Zoological Society. He visited fifteen gar-

dens in England and on the continent, studying the features of

excellence in each.

The report was discussed by Messrs. Osborn, Britton and Dean.

At the request of the chairman Prof. Bristol gave a brief ac-

count of the progress at the Marine Biological Laboratory at

Wood's Hall, Mass., during the past summer.

Prof. Osborn oflTered the following resolution on the death of

Prof. G. Brown Goode, after paying a tribute to his memory :

Resolved^ That the members of the Biological Section of the
New York Academy of Sciences desire to express their deep
sense of loss in the death of Prof. G. Brown Goode, of the U.
S. National Museum. In common with all naturalists in this
country, we have admired his intelligent and highly successful
administration of the National Museum, as well as his prompt
and ready response to the requests and needs of similar institu-
tions throughout the country.

In face of the arduous and exacting duties of his directorship
he has held a leading position among American zoologists, and
we are indebted to him for a series of invaluable investigations,
especially ui)on the fishes.
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Those of us who had the good fortune to know Prof. Goode
personally, recall his singular charm of character, his genial in-

terest in the work of others and his true, scientific spirit. We
have lost one of our ablest fellow-workers and one of the truest

and best of men.

The resolution was adopted unanimously by a rising vote.

The Academy then adjourned.
Charles L. Bristol,

Secretary of Section.

Stated Meeting.

October 19th, 1896.

The Academy met and was called to order by the Secretary.

In the absence of the President and Yice-President, on mo-

tion Dr. N. L. Britton was nominated and elected Chairman.

The Section of Geology and Mineralogy at once organized.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Section of Mineralogy

and Geologj^ were read and approved.

The first paper of the evening was the following :

GEOLOGICAL NOTES.

LONG ISLAND AND BLOCK ISLAND.

[Illustrated hj maps, charts and specimens.]

By Arthur Hollick.

In my previous investigations on Staten Island, Long Island,

Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket, I became convinced that a

unity of conditions prevailed throughout, and that by careful

and systematic work a sufficient number of facts would eventu-

ally be accumulated to prove this beyond any reasonable doubt.

Accordingly-, year by year, one locality after another was visited,

observations were carefully recorded and a large amount of ma-
terial was collected. The facts, and the conclusions deduced
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from them, were embodied in a series of papers, most of which
have been presented before the Academy.*
Block Island remained as the one important locality not vis-

ited, and that was done dnring the past summer. It was also

found advisable to confirm, if possible, certain observations
rather hurriedly made on the extreme eastern end of Long Island,

so that region was also included in the trip. During this trip I

was fortunate in having as my companion Professor Lester F.

Ward, of the United States Geological Survey,

Long Island.

Wading River was the first loealit}; visited, where the north-
ern branch of the moraine, along the shore of the Sound, was
traversed for a distance of about two miles west and one mile
east of the river outlet, in order to close a gap in my previous
examination of the moraine. No new facts were observed, the
results being merely cumulative. The moraine is composed of
water-worn material, with but little till and comparatively few
large or angular boulders, although in a field about a quarter of
a mile from the shore and about the same distance west of the
river we found the largest erratic which I have seen on the Is-

land. The presence of clay is indicated at the base of the bluff

in several places by springs on the beach, but none was to be
seen. Only a few small fragments of what was apparently hard-
ened cretaceous material were found ; all, however, destitute of
organic remains. In general it may be said that the facts ob-
served were in accordance with previous experience.f The
southern branch of the moraine was then examined, beginning
at the end of Montauk Point and thence westward along the
south shore for a distance of some two miles. Here the moraine

*1. "The Palaeontology of the Cretaceous Formation on Staten Island." Trans.
N. Y. Acad Sci., xl. (1892) 96-103.

2. "Additions to the Palseobotany of the Cretaceous Formation on Staten Island."'
Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xii. (1S92), 28-39.

3. "Plant Distribution as a Factor in the Interpretation of Geological Phenomena,
with Special Reference to Long Island and Vicinity." Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xii.
(1893), 189-202.

4. "Preliminary Contribution to Our Knowledge of the Cretaceous Formation on
Long Island and Eastward." Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xii. (1893), 222-237.

5. "Observations on the Geology and Botany of Martha's Vineyard." Trans. N. Y.
Acad. Sci., xiii. (1893), 8-22.

6. "Additions to the Paleeobotany of the Cretaceous Formation on Long Island."
Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, xxi. (1894), 49-05.

7. "Some Further Notes on the Geology of the North Shore of Long Island."
Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xiii. (1894), 122-129.

8. "Dislocations in Certain Portions of the Atlantic Coastal Plain Strata and Their
Probable Causes." Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xiv. (1894), 8-20.

9. "Geological Notes. Long Island and Nantucket." Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xv.
(1895), 3-10.

10. "Martha's Vinevard Cretaceous Plants." Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vii. (1895). 12-14.

1 1. c. No. 7, pp. I'ifi. 127.
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is composed of a core of more or less contorted greenish sandy
clay at the base, with water assorted material and abundant
boulder till on top. The age of this clay could not be determined,
as no fossils were found in place, but from its lithologic charac-

ters I am inclined to consider it as Tertiary, or possibly as

Cretaceous clay marl.

Our special object of search was for the characteristic concre-

tions and fragments of Cretaceous material which have yielded
fossils further westward and of which I had found indications

on a former occasion.* The\- were discovered in plent}" and
amongst them wei'e a few containing fragmentary plant remains
and others with molluscs. The former were too indefinite for

accurate determination, but the latter were submitted to Pro-
fessor R. P. Whitfield, who kindly examined them and identified

the following

:

Turritella Lippincotti Whitf.
Dosinia Oahhi Whitf.
JEnona Eufaulensis Conr.
Veniella inflata (Conr.).

Veleda lintea Conr. (?)

Gorbula sp. ? (Species undescribed.)
Byssoarca sp. ? (Species not determined.)

In addition to which were a number of imperfect specimens,
representing about six other species.

The first on the list is probably the Turritella previously
found by me on Moutauk Point, which at that time was only
determined generically.f These are aU fossils representing the
Lower Greensand Marl of the Cretaceous formation, and when
considered in connection with the fossil plant Tricalycites papy-
raceus Newb., found at the same locality ,| show that both the
marl and the Ambo}- clays were formerly repi'esented in the vi-

cinity.

NOTE.
My attention has recently been called to two articles by the

late Elias Lewis, Jr., on the geologj' of Long Island which had
escaped my notice at the time of writing previous articles on
the subject, viz.:

I. " Bowlder-like masses of clay in the Long Island Drift."

Pop. Sci. Month., IL, (1873) 63S, in which mention is made of
detached bowlder-like masses of clay embedded in the Drift, at

Harbor Hill near Brooklyn, which are attributed to transporta-

tion by ice and deposition in a frozen state ; and

*l. c. No. 9, pp. 4, 6.

t I. c. No. 9, p. 4.

X I. c. No. 9, p. 6.
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II. " Ups and Downs of the Long Island Coast." Ibid, X.
{1877), 43^-^46, in which many interesting instances of subsi-

dence are given.

It would seem therefore that Mr. Lewis is to be credited with
the first notice of the transportation of clays en masse in the mo-
raine of this vicinity, which we have since come to recognize as

such an important feature in local glacial phenomena.
The second article would also have been of assistance to me

had I been aware of its existence. I am glad of this opportu-
nity^ for recognition of the above, tardy though it is.

Block Island.

Block Island, distant about fourteen miles from Montauk Point
and nine from the Rhode Island shore, constitutes the town ofNew
Shoreham, R. I. It is shaped something like a ham, or " pear
shaped," as one writer describes it, being about six miles long
in a north and south direction, b3^ three and a-half miles broad
at the southern extremity and tapering irregularly northward,
so that its northern part averages only about a mile in width.
Great Salt Pond, separated from the ocean on the east and west
sides b}^ low, narrow beaches, almost divides it into two parts.

The northern one is comparatively low, with the exception of
Clay Head and vicinity, where an altitude of 125 ft. is reached.

The southern portion is hilly, with numerous ponds and swamp
holes, the greatest elevation being 211 ft., at Beacon Hill. The
entire area is about eleven square miles. According to early ac-

counts it was first discovered by Verrazano, tlie French navi-

gator, in 1524, who reported in regard to it to Francis I., King
of France, giving it the name of " Claudia," in honor of the
king's mother. In 1614 the Dutch explorer and trader, Adrian
Block (or Blok, as it is sometimes spelled), landed there and gave
it his name. " Adrian's Eyland" is also used to designate it

on the old Dutch maps. The Narragansett Indians, by a tribe

of whom it was inhabited when first discovered by the whites,
called it " Manisses." In 1672 it was incorporated by the Rhode
Island Assembly as "the Town of New Shoreham, otherwise
Block Island." These and many other interesting facts in re-

gard to its early history and former natural features may be
found incorporated in the work written by the Rev. S. T. Liv-
ermore.*

Geologicall}- it has been almost ignored. The earlier investi-

gators dismissed it with scant descriptions, while the more re-

*" A History of Block Island from Its Discovery in 1514, to the present Time, 1876.

'

Hartford, Conu., 1877.
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cent ones concerned themselves almost entirely with accounts
of the most obvious features—those concerned with the phe-
nomena of surface geology. Since the development of our
knowledge regarding the extension of the Tertiary and Creta-
ceous formations eastward the island has received but little at-

tention
; so it afforded almost a new field for investigation.

The only attempt at an official survey of the State was made
in 1839 * and this is now of but little value, except as a matter
of history, as the following extracts will show :

P. 13, " Block Island is the nearest approach to the Tertiary
formation in Rhode Island, but fossils are wanting, as they gen-
erally are throughout the formation in the State."

P. 40. " No secondary [Mesozoic] rock formations are recog-
nized in Rhode Island."

P. 114. " The Tertiary clay of the island, like other similar
deposits in the State, is destitute of any remains of marine
shells."

An exhaustive review of this work was given by Professor
Benjamin Silliman, Jr., in 1841,f but it contains no criticisms of
value concerning the geology of Block Island. He merely says :

P. 188. " Block Island, twenty-five miles from Newport and
fifteen from Point Judith, is a very small territory, with Tertiary
surface of granitic origin, and presents but little that is interest-

ing in geology beyond numerous peat bogs, bog iron ore, claj's,

sand and bowlders."
As early as 1824 Mr. Steuben Taylor mentions " Ferruginous

sand in great abundance at Block Island,"| and several other
authorities have noted, from time to time, minerals recognized
there in the bowlders.

In 1879 Mr. Warren Upham published the results of his work
on " Terminal Moraines of the North American Ice Sheet,"§ in

which he describes the Drift on Block Island and mentions :

P. 92. "At one point only, about a quarter of a mile northeast
from Black Rock, are red, white and yellowish clays exposed.
* * * These were probably derived from older beds." In dis-

cussing the highest part of Clay Head he saj^s :

P. 92. " This part * * * seems to be wholly of glacial origin;

but earlier beds, among which are some of white clay, with red
clay in small amount, form the base of the bank a third of a mile
to the south."

* "Eeport on the Geological and Agricultural Survey of the State of Rhode Island,
made under a Resolve of Legislature in the year 1839." Chas. T. Jackson, M D.,
Providence, 1840.

fAm. Journ. Sei., XL. (ISU), 182-191,.

X Am. Journ. tScL, VII. (1821,), 25/,.

I Am. Journ. Set. XVIII. (1879), 81-92; 192-209.
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In 1889 Mr. Theo. D. Rand published a few brief " Notes on
the Drift on Block Island,"* in which he gives a general descrip-

tion of the topography and surface features and says :

P. 409. " Saw nothing whatever organic in an}- of the expo-
sures."

In the Providence Journal of Sieptemhev 11, 1884, under"Block
Island: The strata found in digging wells," it is said that " The
strata found are composed of sand, clay, pebbles, cobble stones

and peat, but no ledge. A remarkabl}' white, fine sand is men-
tioned in two instances. "f

In 1895 Dr. F. J. H. Merrill published " Notes on the Geol-

ogy of Block Island,"! ^'^ which two sections are given, one at

Clay Head and the other about a quarter of a mile east of South-
east Lighthouse. He concludes that the white clays and sands
ma}- be of Cretaceous age and were folded and contorted by
glacial action, after which the moi'ainal material was deposited
upon their surface. Finally he says :

P 19. " The lignitic clay is evidently composed of transported
material from some Cretaceous or Tertiar}- bed to the north-
ward."
He also notes the white clay at Clay Head and says :

Pp. 17, 18. "This deposit, in character and position, is en-

tirely analagous to that at Glen Cove, L. I."

The last article to appear is by Prof. 0. C. Marsh, on " The
Geology of Block Island, "§ in which no new facts are added,
but certain conclusions are reached which are decidedly at vari-

ance with those generally accepted by all who have studied the
geology of the region, viz.

:

P. 298. " Since the above was in print I have visited Long
Island and Martha's Vineyard, to ascertain if the Block Island
clays are represented there, as they should be if my conclusions
are correct. On Martha's Vineyard I found that the great series

of variegated clays forming Gay Head, and generally regarded
as Tertiary, are certainly Mesozoic, and all apparently Juras-
sic.\\ They have the same general features as the Block Island
clays, but are more highly colored and have been moi'e dis-

turbed."
The foregoing, and a few other incidental references, mostly

in the discussion of glaciation in eastern North America, are all

*Proe. Phil. Acad. Nat. iSci. (1889), /,0S, !,09.

t Quoted on pp. 53,54, Providence Franklin Society. Heport on the Geology
of Rhode Isla7id. Three plates. Providence, 1887.

[In this pamphlet is also a complete bibliography of everything relating to the
geology and mineralogy ofRhode Island ; list of minerals, fossils, etc.]

t Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xv. (189ii), 16-19, illust.
i Am. Journ. Sci., ii. (Oct., 1890), 295-298

; (Nov. 189G) 37.5-377.

I The italics are mine.—A. H.
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that I have been able to find in relation to the Island's geology.

The grand development of glacial phenomena seemed to act as

a damper upon more minute investigation and apparently served

to discourage the study of details.

I take it for granted, from what others have written, that there

is no question on the part of observers in regard to the Island
being an isolated portion of the southern terminal moraine,
which extends westward from Montauk Point and eastward
through Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. In general we ma}^

say that it closely resembles Montauk Point, only on a much
grander scale. This is notably the case around the eastern,

southern and western shores, from Old Harbor Point to Grace
Point, where the ocean has eaten into the hills, leaving bold
bluffs, in places more than a hundred feet high, with fine sections

exposed for study. To a lesser extent this is also true of Clay
Head near the northern end.

Two days were spent in examining the shore line. Half a day
from Old Harbor Point to Southeast Lighthouse ; half a day
from the latter to Black Rock Point ; half a day from thence to

Grace Point and the remainder of the time at Clay Head.
The sections exposed between Old Harbor Point and Grace

Point are practically alike and probabl}^ represent the prevail-

ing structure and composition of the hills throughout the

southern portion of the Island. There is a core or base of dark
sandy clay, much contorted but with a prevailing dip towards
the northwest, with gravel and bowlder till resting upon the

eroded and crumpled surface. These clays are probably of
the same age as those at Montauk Point, although no
paleontologic evidence was discovered. Confirmatory evidence
in other directions was however obtained.

Just east of Black Rock Point our attention was attracted by
an irregular mass of clay forming part of the heterogeneous ma-
terial above the dark sandy cla}'^ at the base. It was variegated
in color, containing streaks of red, yellow, white and black, and
was much finer and more plastic than that below.* We at once
agreed that it must be Cretaceous, if lithologic similarit}^

amounted to anything, and further, that it had been carried for-

ward en masse in the drift, as is so commonly the case on Long
Island and Staten Island. This indicated the presence of a Cre-

taceous clay outcrop northward, where it would normally be-

long if the sandy c\a.y in place in the bluffs represented either

the Tertiary or the Cretaceous clay marl horizon.

We hardlj' expected that this theoretical outcrop would be
found on the Island, but upon reaching the bluff at Grace Point

* This is probably the outcrop mentioned by Upham, previously cited.
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we became convinced that the plastic clay and fine white sand
exposed there on the shore and in the adjacent blnff must repre-

sent an outcrop of the same material, and if so that it would
probably be found on the opposite side of the Island at Clay
Head.
When Clay Head was subsequentl}^ examined we found, at

Ball's Point, well-defined strata of red and white plastic clay and
fine white sand, dipping towards the northwest and forming a

nucleus to the bluff at that place.* On top and to the north of

it rested the drift material, while the base was masked by a talus

which had fallen from above. Stratigraphicall}^, structurally

and lithologically, therefore, evidences of the unity of conditions

on Block Island, Long Island, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket
were found.

Such evidences, however, although ver}' gratifying, were not
conclusive, and another line of investigation was pursued, in the

systematic examination of the drift material. If Block Island

is merel}^ an isolated portion of the southern terminal moraine,
it ought to yield the characteristic concretions and masses of

hardened Cretaceous clay and marl which are so common under
similar conditions in other localities. We accordingly searched
diligently for these and found them in great abundance. By
persistent use of our hammers we also succeeded in finding a

large number which contained organic remains, both plants and
molluscs, and the identifications of the latter leave no doubt of
their Cretaceous origin. The plants, unfortunately, are too frag-

mentary for accurate determination, but the molluscs are in

man}^ instances well preserved, and I am indebted to Professor
Whitfleld for the following identifications :

Gyrodes crenata (Conr.).

Githara Mullicaensis Whitf.
Dosinia Gahbi Whitf.
Gyprimeria excavata (Mort.).

Ci'assatella subplana Conr.
Radula reticulata (L^^ell & Forbes).
Hemicardium Hillaniini Sow.
Plicatula urticosa Morton.
Camptonectes parvus Whitf. (?)

Veleda lintea Conr. (?)

Ostrea sp. ? (Species not determined.)
Besides numerous fragmentary remains of many other species.

Inasmuch as the material was abundant, even at the northern
extremity of the Island, we must conclude that the outcrops
from which it was derived were originall}^ yet further to the

* Also noted by Upham and Merrill, as previously cited.
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north. This naturall}' raises the question whether the chiys at

Grace Point and Ball's Point are in their original position, or

whether (which I consider more likely) they have been shoved
southward a greater or less distance, as we know has been the

case on Staten Island and Long Island, and probably on Mar-
tha's Vineyard and Nantucket.
The absence of marl strata, from which the molluscs were de-

rived, yet requires a satisfactory explanation. The same prob-

lem also awaits solution on Staten Island and Long Island.

Normally, of course, these strata should outcrop between those
of the Tertiary and Cretaceous clays, and yet there does not
seem to be any record of their presence either at the surface or
in any well-borings. It has seemed to me probable that being
less plastic than the clays the marl was more easily eroded, and
consequently was broken up and dissipated instead of 3-ielding

in masses.
Block Island has thus been brought into line geologically

with Long Island, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket, as was
theoretically expected. The}^ all had their origin in one series

of cause and effect, and must be studied and regarded as a whole
in order to appreciate the full significance of the facts which are

now in our possession.

They manifestly represent remnants of the former coastal

plain, which consisted of Cretaceous and Tertiary sands, gi'avels,

clays and marls. The glacier of the Ice Age squeezed upward
and pushed forward these incoherent strata into a series of con-

torted folds along its line of furthest advancement, depositing

on top the detritus of the moraine. The ridge so formed was
at first continuous, but with the gradual sinking of the coast,

and the action of the ocean, the less elevated portions have suc-

numbed, and only the highest parts, now represented by these

islands, remain above water. All the facts point to this con-

clusion, and even the most superficial observation shows that

the phenomena of submei'gence and erosion are in active oper-

ation at the present time. Should they continue in the future

it requires but little prevision to appreciate that Block Island

and the islands to the eastward will continue to shrink in size,

disappear, and eventuall^^ form merely parts of the shoals which
now connect and surround them. Montauk Point will continue

to recede, and, by the submergence of the low narrow strip of

land in the vicinity of Canoe Place, a new island will be formed
from what remains of the Point.

These facts and conclusions, which appear obvious enough
now, have only been established by years of careful work, but

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Scr., Vol. XVI., Sig. 2, January 22, 1897.
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now that the broad facts are proven or indicated the geologist

ma}- devote his time more to details, and thus much confirmatory-

evidence ma}^ be expected in the future.

Maps, Charts and Specimens Exhibited.

1. Rhode Island. Block Island Sheet. U. S. Geol. Surve}-.

2 Chart of Long Island and eastward, showing submarine
contours, prepared from the U. S. Coast Survey maps of the

region.

8. Geological Map of New Jersey. Geol. Survey, N. J., 1881.

4. Specimens of plants and molluscs in hardened clay and
marl, from Montauk Point and Block Island.

The following paper was then read with illustrations by

means of the lantern and maps.

THE GLACIAL OR POST-GLACIAL DIVERSION OF
THE BRONX RIVER FROM ITS OLD CHANNEL.

By J. F. Kemp.

As one of the Scientific Directors of the recently organized
New York Botanical Garden, the writer has had frequent occa-

sion to visit Bronx Park in the last two years. In one of the
earliest of these visits the anomalous relations of the Bronx
River to what is its natural line of drainage were noted, and in

subsequent ones attempts have been made, not it must be ad-

mitted, with altogether satisfactory results, to explain the pres-

ent channel. The facts are briefly as follows :

The Bronx River takes its rise a few miles above White
Plains and flows southward for thirty miles into the w-estern ex-
tremity of Long Island Sound. For much the greater part of
its course, it occupies a valley, excavated in a belt of crjstal

line dolomite that is almost continuous to the salt water. The
valley is similar to the usual type of valley in Westchester
county, and doubtless owes its depressed character to the easy
erosion of the dolomite. The depression is used by the Har-
lem Railroad from a point just below Morrisani, northward
until it crosses into the drainage basin of the Croton River. The
Bronx, however, at a point, a half a mile or so below Williams
Bridge, and just above Bedford Park Station, and in the upper
portion of the area assigned to the Botanical Garden, abruptly
leaves its old valley and breaks across the enclosing ridge of
gneiss, in a gorge 75 feet deep. For nearly a mile it occupies
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this gorge and then reaching more open country, with a rocky
fall at Bronxclale and another at West Farms, it makes its way
to the sound.

Just below Williams Bridge it (lows against the west side of
the valley, and immediately alongside of the railroad. It then
leaves this and passes diagonally to the south, being diverted
in part by a broad and flat terrace of coarse, rounded, cobble
stones, up to one foot or more in diameter and with compara-
tivel}' little sand intermingled. The cobbles have been exposed
for a thickness of at least 20 feet, b}- the excavations, for the
new Bronx River sewer. The river passes along the foot of
the ridge on the east side and divides the gravel terrace in two,
so as to leave a small remnant on the eastern gneisses. It then
runs against a westerly spur of the ridge and cuts through it, in

a pronounced gorge, diagonally across the foliation of the rock,
which is a hard micaceous gneiss.

From the entrance to the gorge a swampy depression extends
Avestward to the railroad and has all the characteristics of an
fibandoned channel. The railroad has crossed it by an embank-
ment and culvert. Just east of the culvert there is gneiss but a
few feet below the soil, and at this point the old stream evidently
surmounted a reef. The depression continues southward just
west of the track, as far as Morrisania ; it is then crossed by the
track, which traversing a low divide into the next limestone
valley to the west, follows this to Mott Haven, and then passes
over the river to Manhattan Island. The depression runs south
from Morrisania and enters the East River opposite Randalls
Island. In all its extent there is no natural barrier, although
many streets have been filled in across it. At its highest point
near Bedford Park Station, it is not more than ten or twelve feet

iibove the present surface of the Bronx river at the gorge, prob-
abl}^ less. The river is about 5 feet deep at this point. All
these relations are shown on the accompanying map, which is

reproduced from the Harlem sheet of the United States Geolog-
ical Survey . The excess of streets and I'ailways on the original

map mask the contours which can only be traced on it with diffi-

cult3-. Accordingly everything but the contours, the river

and one or two railway- lines have been omitted in redrawing,
and for the same reason no attempt has been made to put in the
geology. The authorities of the Botanical Garden have a map
of its area on a very large scale and with 5-ft. contours. The
writer has used this also in the preparation of the paper, al-

though all the material points are well illustrated on the smaller
scale.

By observing the map it will be seen that both the river and
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U. S. Geologgical Survey.
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the old channel are below the sixty feet contour just south of

Williams Bridge. The terrace of cobblestones is well shown at

this point by the projecting 60 ft. contour, just under the

number 60. The location of the upper part of the old channel

where the little tributar^^ brook comes into the Bronx is also

shown, and the present almost unrecognizable divide maj^ be

identified between it and the brook that flows south into the

East River along the old channel. This latter brook is now
practically extinguished by street improvements. It cuts the 40

ft. contour about a mile and a half south of Williams Bridge

and the 20 ft. one, three miles south of the same point. The
Bronx, however, passing into the gorge, crosses the 40 ft. con-

tour a quarter of a mile from the entrance and the 20 ft. one at

West Farms. The new route to salt water is shorter than the

old by some two miles, being three as against five, and therefore

the fall of 50 ft. is the more accentuated under present condi-

tions.

The gorge is somewhat open at its upper end, but it soon

closes in and has steep and jagged walls. Some 65 to 75 ft.

from the bridge at its entrance, and on the weat bank, is one of

the two potholes, which were described by Dr. N. L. Britton in

the Transactions of the New York Academy Yol. I. p. 181, 1881.

It is broken down on the outer side, as is usual with potholes

below which the creating stream has cut. The inner half re-

mains, however, and is about 12 ft. deep. The bottom or bowl
is quite perfect and shows that the hole must have been five or

six feet in diameter. The bottom is by aneroid, about 25 ft.

about the river surface. The walls are still smooth and scarcely

decayed at all. A few paces up the hillside to the southeast is

another, that is even more impressive. This is only about 5 or

6 ft. deep, but much more of it remains than of the lower one.

It is 6 ft. 2 in. in diameter, and contains a large rounded

bowlder, 4' x 3' x 2', 6". A tree a foot in diameter sprouts out

from beneath the bowlder. This pothole is 30 ft. above the

lower one and therefore over 50 ft. above the river. Back of it,

the hill rises at its summit some 20 ft. higher. About a half

mile east of south from these potholes is another smaller but

very perfect one, on the eastern edge of a rocky ledge and on

the 100 ft. contour. It is a foot or less in diameter and about

2 ft. deep. All three of these potholes are shown on the map
by round dots. The last named one indicates that rapid and

extensive currents must have flowed for a time even over the

high ground.
The fresh condition of these potholes seems to indicate that

the lapse of time since they were formed has not been geolog-
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ically great. It does not appear that they can be as old as the

Tertiary, but rather that thej' were formed in Glacial times, or in

the times immediatel}' following it. Additional ones at West
Farms are recorded in Dr. Britton's paper above referred to.

That the Bronx has been diverted, therefoi-e, from a southwest-

erly course and from a natural drainage valley which is parallel

with the strike of the country rock, and that it has cut aci'oss a

ridge about 50-60 feet above its old channel and has assumed a

course nearly due south, at an angle of about 40 degrees to the

foliation of the gneiss, and that all this has happened in rather

recent geological times, there is no doubt. But when a divert-

ing cause is sought, it is not easy to find. A gravel bar or a

morainal deposit in the old channel somewhere between Bedford
Park Station and tide water was first thought of as the most
probable cause. But exploration along the line of the old de-

pression failed to show one. It is true that the brook shown
on the map headed just above Fordhum and flowed in the de-

])ression before street and railway improvements masked it, but,

even if it had eroded in large part a supposed gravel barrier,

some stumps of the latter should remain. Observation of the

valley failed to reveal such and the topographical maps do not
suggest them.
A second hypothesis assumed that the present gorge was an

old depression from an earlier drainage period, which perhaps a

temporary stoppage of the old channel by the ice sheet had
caused the river to clear of possible gravel, etc. But the pres-

ence of the potholes militates against this view and indicates a
rapid stream flowing over rocky ledges, and heavily charged
with grit.

A third hypothesis, and one that appears to be the most reason-

able, is that during the presence of the ice-sheet, a sub-glacial,

or perhaps in part a supra-glacial stream down the upper valley

of the Bronx found its way out over this ridge and began to cut

it down ; being prevented issuing by the old channel because of
the presence of the ice. The objections to this are the brevity

of the time allowed by these conditions for excavating a gorge
60-70 feet deep. The hilltops about the gorge are glaciated, as.

Indeed, is the surface of the country very generally In this

vicinity. A lobe of entirely stagnant ice in the old channel as a
diverting cause is regarded as an almost too temporary affair.

The terrace of cobble stones is assuredly connected with the
great floods of the ice period in some way and with very copious
and swift waters, as their size indicates.

Finally, it may be suggested as a fourth hypothesis, that the

present channel has always been the drainage line of the Bronx
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to which it has consistently adhered, while the westerly depres-
sion has been caused by the small stream now occupying it ; and
that the brook has excavated this valley at a little slower rate

than the Bronx has its present one. But when one sees the size

of the west depression and the insignificance of the present
stream it is clearly impossible that such could have been the case.

It will at once occur to all who are familiar with the problems
involved in the river drainage of the State of Connecticut*
that both the Housatonic and the Connecticut rivers have left

what appear to be their natural channels and have turned east-

ward through ridges of gneiss, but the diversion of the Bronx,
with its 50 or 60 feet of gorge and its potholes, is not a phe-

nomenon of the same magnitude with that of the Connecticut,
the bottom of whose gorge lies four hundred feet below the old

Cretaceous peneplain. The earlier valley of the Bronx doubtless
represents its Tertiary erosion in the Cretaceous peneplain of
Westchester County, while the gorge is of Glacial and Post-
glacial development.
The portion of the geological history of the Bronx, therefore,

that is discussed in this paper,' is so recent, that it has not been
felt to be necessary or appropriate to review the general produc-
tion of the Cretaceous peneplain, whose stumps now form our
singularly even hilltops and horizon line, but in the paper cited

below its development will be found fnll}^ set forth.f The re-

cent geologic history of the neighboring coast has a more direct

bearing. As regards Long Island Sound, Professor Uana| has

supplied some very important points in the record. It is alto-

gether probable that Long Island Sound was a river valley dur-

ing a part at least of the Glacial Period, certainly before the ice

covered it and built up the Long Island moraines. A well

marked channel is still shown by soundings along the north
shore of Long Island, and it is necessary to assume an eleva-

tion of 100 ft. above its present position in order to account for

these conditions. Other channels are also indicated, now, of

course, drowned out by the Sound and choked up as regards

some of their old outlets by drift.

A few months after the publication of Professor Dana's paper,

Dr. F. J. H. Merrill § recorded and interpreted evidence that in-

*See in this connection W. M. Davis, Topographic Development of the Triassic
Formation of the Connecticut Valley, Amer. Jonr. Set., June, 1889, 423. H. B. Kiim-
mel. Some Rivers of Connecticut, Journal of Geology, Vol. I., 371, 1893.

fW. M. Davis. The Geological Dates of Origin of Certaia Topographic Forms on
the Atlantic Slope of the United States. Bulletin Geological Society of America, II.

Mb, 1891.

X J. D. Dana. Long Island Sound in the Quaternary Era, with Observations on the
Submarine Hudson River Channel. Amer. Jour. Sci., December, 1890, p. 425. See
also John Bryson. Amer. Geol., November, 1896, p. 329.

§F. J. H. Merrill. Post-glacial Historv of the Hudson River Valley. Amer. .Tour.

Set.', June, 1891. p. 4(30.
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dicates for the neighboring Hudson YalleA^ ups and downs, that

of course the Bronx must have shared. Dr. Merrill states that

after the retreat of the continental glacier from this section, the

land stood for a long time at a minimum depression of 80 ft. be-

low its present level. A gradual elevation followed to a point

about 180 ft. above its present position. During this elevation

erosion must have been especially active. Depression followed

of about 100 ft. bringing the Igvel down to its present position.

The same sinking is still slowly progressing. All these changes
must have afl'ected the Bronx, although they do not modify the

main contention set forth above regarding the diversion.

Attention may be drawn to the rocking stone near the southern

border of Bronx Park, and at the spot shown on the map. It

is a fine specimen of its kind. It is about 10 ft. wide by 8 ft.

thick b}' 7-8 ft. high and may be rocked so that its North pole

swings through about 3 inches of arc.

The third paper of the evening was. b}' D. H. Newland en-

titled " The Eclosfites of Bavaria."

NOTES ON THE ECLOGITE OF THE BAVARIAN
FICHTELGEBIRGE.

By Dayjd Hale Newland, A. B.

The occurrence of eclogite in the Bavarian Fichtelgebirgehas

long been known and is described in the earl}- works on Geol-

ogy and Mineralogy. Haiiy determined the mineral constit-

uents of the rock with more or less accuracy and gave it the

name it now bears. But no detailed account of the geological re-

lations was published until v. Giimbel's " Geognostische Beschrei-

bung des Baierischen Fichtelgebirges " appeared in 1878. In

this report, the author classifies the rocks as being part of the

Miinchberg gneiss-group, but does not enter into an}' discussion

of their origin. It was with the hope that something more defi-

nite in this respect might be learned, that the writer spent

some time, during the summer of 1895, in investigating the

geology of the region.* While the results have not been such
as to warrant any decided statement, 3et a few observations

were made which may be of sufficient interest to deserve notice.

The eclogite exposures form a series of hills and ridges ex-

tending nearly north and south from the city of Ilof to the vil-

lage of Markt Schorgast, a distance of about fifteen miles. They

*The subject was suggested to the writer while a student at Heidelberg, by Prof.

Rosenbusch, to whom acknowledgment is made for assistance kiudly offered.
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comprise a part of the central gneissic core of the mountain
range which is surrounded on either side by Siluro-Cambrian
strata and intrusions of various igneous rocks. The region has
undergone great orographic disturbances, as is instanced in

the overthrust b}' which the gneiss has been made to overlie

the later sedimentary rocks and in the general folding and
crumpling which is to be seen everywhere. Long continued
weathering and erosion have, however, removed all sharp out-
lines of the topography, and when any notable elevations occur,
they are to be accounted for by the greater resistance which the
rock has offered to these influences, as is seen in the eclogite

hills. The latter form a well marked topographic feature of this

part of the mountain range, extending along the easterly edge of
the gneiss near the contact of the latter with granites and dio-

rites, and then curving off to the west where they are in contact
with sediments and basfc eruptives. The lack of good exposures
necessarily renders the relations which these rocks bear to one
another difficult to ascertain. Where contacts of eclogite and
gniess were found they proved in most cases to be faulted ones
and could not be used to draw any conclusions as to interbedding
or intrusion. V. Giimbel states that the former occur as lense-

shaped inclusions in the latter and cites instances which seem to

favor such a view. Riess * also adoi)ts this conclusion and ar-

gues for a non-eruptive origin by sa^-ing that the eclogite stands
in close geological and mineralogical relations to hornblende-
gniess to which such an explanation could not be applied.

But under the general term of hornblende-gneiss he includes

two diflerent types of rocks—a basic and an acidic. The latter

is geologically independent of the eclogite and forms a great por-

tion of the banded rocks of the region. The former is composed
of hornblende, garnet, a basic feldspar, and other less important
minerals. It always accompanies eclogite and grades into it, so

that no sharp lines can be drawn between them. Wherever con-

tacts of the two different types were found, they were always
sharp and well defined, with no signs of transition. Exposures
illustrating this occur at Stammbach, Fattigau and near

Wustuben.
In general it may be said that the eclogite possesses a certain

degree of sameness over the whole area, but there is too much
mineralogical variation to place any definite limits on the term.

The most characteristic mineral and one which always forms
a large percentage of the total mass is garnet. Its pale red to

dark red color in contrast with the bright green of the pyroxene
renders it easily distinguishable, even when the individuals are

* MiD. u. Pet. Mitth. 1878, p. 240.
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very minute. It builds idiomorphic crystals bounded by the do-

decahedron, is usually traversed by innumerable cracks, and often

shows a very perfect cleavage parallel to the the crystal boundary.

In size the individuals vary from the smallest microscopic specks

to an inch or more in diameter. Inclusion of quartz, pj'roxene

and hornblende are common, the former sometimes assuming a

regular order parallel to the planes of the dodecahedron. Be-

sides these, the garnet is often sprinkled with exceedingly fine

acicular crystals of yellowish color and a high refraction which
greatly exceeds that of the inclosing minerals. They are termi-

nated by a low pyramid and show bright polarization colors.

These, characteristics together with straight extinction would
indicate that the mineral is rutile though Riess thought it to be
zircon. Determinations of the index of refraction on the garnet

from Silberbach (]),and Fallser Hiihe (2), gave the following

values

:

No. 1. No. 2.

Li. lisht, 1.7568 1.7647

Na. light, 1.7610 1.7700

Tl. light, 1.7650 1.7747

Spec, gray., 3.758

The figures under No. 1 agree with the chemical composition
as determined by Y. Gerichten, who found: SiO., 43.16, AUOg
23.07, FeO 14.60*, MnO 0.91, CaO 13.84, MgO 6.05, total, 101.63

—an isomorphic mixture of almandine, grossularite and pyrope.

The relatively high percentage of SiO., is due to quartz inclusions.

In No. 2 the almandine molecule probably predominates, giving

higher refraction and greater difterences than No. 1.

The pyi'oxene possesses a green color ranging from light to

dark shades, and has no distinguishable pleochroism. It has been
called omphacite, and has been considered a special type of the

augite group. The individuals are usually without idiomorphic
boundaries, occurring as small irregular grains, which sometimes
are extended along the c-axis but never attain a length of more
than a few millimeters. Extinction angles in the prism zone range
from 0° to 40°. It is seldom that any clearly defined cleavage

lines can be seen in a slide, but b}' pulverizing a specimen of the

rock from Silberbach, pieces of omphacite were found, which
gave on the goniometer 87° and 93° for the prism-angle. In-

clusions are very common, and consist of garnet, hornblende,
cyanite, quartz and rutile.

According to the analj^ses that have been made, the pyroxene
is unusually high in alumina, that found near Eppenreuth yield-

ing 9.69 per cent., and the others above 8.5 per cent. But it is

doubtful whether these values are to be relied upon as being
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strictly correct, as the presence of cyanite inclusions and the
frequent intergrowths of this mineral render it almost impossi-
ble to procure pure material. The anal^yses also can be reduced
to terms of the molecules with favorable results by assuming
that all the alumina, except the small amount necessary to bind
the soda, to be present in the molecule AlaSiO,,.

In order to test the matter, a further analysis of omphacite
was made by Dr. Locke, at the Mineralogical Institute of Heid-
elberg which yielded about 1 per cent, less alumina. Though
several analyses should be made before the question can be con-
sidered settled, yet this result would tend to show that some,
and perhaps not an inconsiderable part of the AljOg arises from
impurities.

A constituent, which often accompanies the omphacite and
many times replaces it, is hornblende. The most common variety
has in thin section a light green to dark green color, and is

strongly pleochroic with various shades of green. The ab-

sorption is c > ir > tx. A dark variety has been identified by
Breithaupt and Sandberger as being Kaiinthin which is said to
contain about 12 per cent. AUOg. Its optical properties, how-
ever, agree with the common hornblende and as no analyses of
this occurence have been made, there ma\' be no ground for any
such distinction.

In a few places, and especially near Eppenreuth, fibrous actin-

olite is the principle hornblendic mineral.

The amount of hornblende present varies with that of pyrox-
ene, the3^ mutually replacing each other. Both hornblende-free
and omphacite-fi'ee eclogites occur.

Cyanite is an important constituent in some of the rocks but
entirel}^ wanting in others. It seems to stand in close relation

with the pyroxene, generally accompan3dng this mineral, and
sometimes is present in quantities sufficient to giA'e a bluish

tint to the green ground-mass. It is as a rule idiomorphic and
forms rather stout crystals with twining on the macro-pinacoid.

Goniometric measurement on isolated individuals showed the

presence of a, M, c and x.

Zoisite, characterized by its low interference colors and high
relief, is found in some of the hornblende eclogites and may
attain considerable importance in them. Fine crj'stals are

found on the Weissenstein near Stammbach where they occur in

pegmatite veins which cut through the eclogite.

Rutile is constant in its association and appears as irregular

grains or as minute inclusions in the other minerals. In the

latter case it is well crystallized. It is often surrounded by a

light colored rim of titanoraorphite var^-ing from the most delicate
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border to an almost complete replacement of the rutile. The
mass of titanite, which results from this alteration, is not made
up of a single crj'stal as is the case when it occurs as an original

constituent, but is composed of minute grains closel}^ compacted
together.

Riess and Zirkel mention olivine as being present in some of
the rocks, but the writer was unable to identif}'^ it in any of the

slides, although they represented the different localities where
it was said to occur and special attention was directed upon
finding it.

It would seem, however, that Riess has confused it with
titanite. In his description of its properties, he says :

" In all

the above hornblende-garnet rocks olivine is present in large

quantities. The olivine occurs as dirty white grains. The ap-

pearance of these grains in the form of opaque particles crowded
together, or of a zircon crystal lying in the middle of the
grain is frequent. The chromatic polarization of the olivine

is weak." While the optical properties of the two minerals ai-e

quite distinct, the forms which the titanite or titanomorphite
assumes, often bear a rude resemblance to those of olivine, and
this fixct ma}' have lead to the mistake in identif3ing them.

Quartz was found in some of the slides and was absent from
others. While often an original constituent, in some cases its

presence is due to later infiltration.

Feldspar is seldom if ever found in the omphacite rocks, but
accompanies hornblende and may then occur in considerable
quantities. It is a plagioclase whose extinction angles indicate

andesine.

Other less common minerals are muscovite, pyrite, p3'rrhotite,

magnetite, apatite, calcite and zircon.

Macroscopically the eclogite has generally a massive appear-
ance. Though occasionally a well-defined parallel arrangement
of the different minerals can be detected, it never assumes the
schistosity of the surrounding gneisses.

A peculiar structure which many of the slides exhibit arises

from the intergrowing of pyroxene, hornblende and feldspar

giving an effect not unlike that to be seen in the granophyric in-

tergrowth of quartz and feldspar in the acidic eruptive rocks.

Oftentimes their more or less irregular arrangement of the grains
gives way to a radial arrangement about some pyroxene or gar-

net crystal. The latter is then generally surrounded by a dense,
grayish coloi'ed rim, not unlike kelyphite in its appearance,
which under high powers resolves itself into an aggregate of
feldspar, hornblende and omphacite.
The chemical composition of the eclogite is somewhat vari-
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able; the amount of silica varying considerably^ as we would ex-
pect from the irregular appearance of quartz.

Analyses.
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The Subsection of Psychology and Anthropology^ immediately

organized.

The first paper of the evening was bj' Prof. J. McKean Cat-

tell, entitled " Ph^'sical and Mental Measurements of Students

of Columbia University." The paper was discussed by several

members.

The second paper of the evening was by Dr. Franz Boas,

entitled "The Limitations of the Comparative Method in An-

thropology." It was discussed by Prof. F. A. Putnam and

others.

The Academy then adjourned.

Livingston Farrand,

Secretary of Section.

Regular Business Meeting.

November 2d, 1896.

The Academy met with Vice-President Woodward in the

<5hair. Twent3'-five members were present.

The minutes of the last business meeting were read and ap-

proved.

The secretary presented from the council the following names
for resident membership, all of whom were elected.

Prof John F. Woodhull, of the Teachers' College.

Prof Richmond Mayo-Smith, of Columbia University.

Mr. A. Chester Beatty of the School of Mines, Columbia
University.

Miss Constance Gibbons was nominated by Professor Hallock

and referred to the council.

The section of Phj-sics and Astronomy then organized.

The first paper of the evening was by Dr. P. C. Mcllhiney, en-

titled " A Preliminary Note on the Color of X-ray Fluores-
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cence." It appears from an elaborate series of observations that

when fluorescent screens are made of calcium tungstate of differ-

ent sized crystals, the color of the fluorescent light depends

upon the size of the crystals, the large crystals being more yel-

lowish, and the smaller ones more bluish in appearance. It was

also observed that though the luminosity of the screens made of

the smaller crystals was very much less than that of those made

of larger crystals, still the actinic effect of the fine screen was

quite as great as that of the first. This last observation would

rather indicate that the fine screen sends out a large proportion

of ultra-violet ra3's.

The paper was discussed b}- Drs. Piffard, Hallock and Wood-
ward.

The second paper of the evening was by C. C. Trowbridge.

It described "A New Research Fluoroscope," which consists es-

sentiall}' of a fluoroscope so constructed that between the eye

and the screen a bar or plaie ma}- be introduced, enabling the

observer to decide ver}- sharply whether a fluorescence of the

screen is reall}^ taking place or whether the apparent effect is

subjective.

The appai'atus is mounted on a stand, and is supplied with va.

rious appliances which will render it very useful for accurate

observations. He proposes the name of " X-ra}^ Detector " for

the instrument.

The third paper of the evening was by F. S. Muckey and Wm.
Hallock, and was entitled " Some Peculiar Observations in the

Acoustics of Articulation."

After a brief explanation of the fundamental principles of ar-

ticulation, a number of photographic records of the anal3^ses of

vowels were shown, illustrating the great variety in the results

obtained by the analysis of what is intended to be the same

vowel spoken by different people.

By request. Professor Hallock exhibited upon a screen a series

of old photographs of sound waves, showing ordinar}^ propaga-

tion, reflection and refraction.
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Mr. H. Jacoby showed a micrometer ocular for measurements

upon star photographs, its peculiarity being a double set of cross

hairs at right angles to each other, so that both the co-ordinates

of the star can be measured at the same time.

The Section then adjourned.
J. F. Kemp,

Recording Secretary.

W.M. Hallock,

Secretary of Sectiov.

Meeting of the Biological Section.

November 9th, 1896.

The Chairman, Professor Curtis in the chair. Seventy-eight

persons present.

Members of the Columbia University expedition to Puget

Sound made reports on the summer's work as follows

:

After a brief introduction b\' Professor Osborn the papers

were read in the following order: Mr. N. R. Harrington, " On
the Organization of the Expedition and the work of the Port

Townsend Laboratory," also " On the Echinoderms, Annelids

and Arthropod^ of the Collection."

B. B. Griffin," On the Platodes, Gephyreans, Nemerteans and

Mollusks."

G. N. Calkins, " On the Protozoans and Coelenterates.

Bashford Dean, " On the Vertebrates."

The papers were illustrated by lantern slides and by a num-
ber of the more interesting specimens.

The section then adjourned, C. L. Bristol,

Secretar-y.

These reports cannot as yet be presented for publication, but

an outline of the Avork of the summer's exposition should, never-
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theless, be given. Accordingly the following abstract has been
prepared, based upon the above accounts by the members of the

party.

THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ZOOLOGICAL EXPE-
DITION OP 1896. WITH A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF

THE WORK OF COLLECTING IN PUGET
SOUND AND ON THE PACIFIC

COAST.

The project of the Department of Zoology of Columbia Uni-
versity, to send an expedition to the waters of Puget Sound,
had its origin in a visit to that region by Professor Edmund
B. Wilson during the summer of 1895. Dr. Wilson had at that
time undertaken a reconnaissance of the coast of the Pacific
States in the interests of the University of California, which had
then in view the location of a permanent seaside laboratory.
The report which he brought back of the zoological conditions
of the Pacific Coast, and of Puget Sound in particular, was in

every way a favorable one : the fauna was rich, comparatively
little studied and especially interesting to the morphologist or
embryologist, and much valuable material could be secured with
even the ordinary means of collecting.

During the early spring of the present year Professor Osborn
brought the matter of a collecting trip to Puget Sound to the
attention of certain members of the board of Trustees of Co-
lumbia and expressed his belief that the project was one which
was well worthy of being fostered on the part of the Universit}'.

By their aid over one-half the expenses of the expedition was
subscribed ; the remainder was met by its members.
By the month of April the organization of the party had been

arranged : it was to consist of six members, and it was then
hoped that Professor Wilson would be able to undertake the
leadership ; but his place was finally taken by Dr. Bashford
Dean. The responsibility of the work of the party came»
however, to be almost equally divided, Mr. Gary N. Calkins
undertaking the collection of the Protozoa and Coelenterata, Mr.
N. R. Harrington the Echinodermata, Annelida and Crustacea,
Mr. B. B. Griffin the Platodes, Nemertea, Mollusca and In-

secta, and Dr. Dean the Protochordata and Chordata.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 3, January 22, 1897
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Professor Osborn at that time believed that he would be un-

able to take any part in the field work of the part}^ but he

subsequently visited Puget Sound for a few days. Mr. F. E.

Lloyd, professor of Zoology in the Pacific University, also joined

the party as a volunteer investigator, having in mind post-

graduate M'ork at Columbia during the present winter. He took
part in the work after the laboratory had been established and
afterwards continued one branch of his research in the Olympic
mountains. Mr. James G. Wallace, a student in zoology of

Williams College, also contributed several weeks' services as a

volunteer collector.

During the months of April and May the working plans of the

party were definitely formed. After a number of conferences a

particular localit}'^ on Puget Sound was determined upon as the

best region for headquarters. Judge J. G. Swan, who has for many
years been the correspondent of the Smithsonian Institution in

this region, had been consulted as to the collecting possibilities of

various points of the Sound and to his friendly advice the party

has been greatly indebted. Port Townsend was finally determined
upon as most favorably situated for zoological purposes. As
shown on the hydrographic charts its position promised to make
it a convenient base of supplies in a region of islands and har-

bors, where, even in the immediate neighborhood, every condi-

tion of depth and bottom might be found. On the one hand, it

was expected that the truly Pacific fauna would characterize the

adjoining straits of Juan de Fuca, and on the other hand, that

the typical forms of Puget Sound would be distributed in the

shallow harbors and bays, and especially along the muddy
margins of extended tidal flats. These anticipations were fully

confirmed by the subsequent collections.

On the eighth of June the party began its westward journey,
via the Canadian Pacific Railroads, Sir William Van Home,
the president of the road having ver}^ kindly interested himself
in the purposes of the expedition. A" brief stop was made at

Ottawa where the members of the party were to meet Prof. J
P. Whiteaves of the Canadian Geological Survey. Thanks to

his kindness the collections made in neighborhood of Puget
Sound, in the straits of Juan de Fuca and in the Gulf of Georgia,
were placed at the disposal of the party and many valuable sug-

gestions were given as to the ways and means of collecting in

this region by both Professor Whiteaves and Mr. George Dawson.
B}' a fortunate chance Prof D'Arcy W. Thompson of the Uni-
versity College, Dundee, was then in Ottawa together with Mr.
James McCoun of the Canadian Geological Surve3', both being
on their way, as British delegates of the International Seal Com-
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mission, to join President Jordan and others on the United
States Fish Commissions' steamer, Albatross, in the Pacific

waters. The partj' had the good fortune to continue its

westward journey' in this company. It was on the evening of
the sixteenth of June that the party reached its destination.

Port Townsend proved from the first to be a favorable site for

the establishment of a laboratory. A tour of the water front re-

sulted in the renting of a small building at the northern end
of the town ; this had been a carpenter shop and it stood on a

wharf convenient to the laboratory needs in collecting. It

proved to be well lighted, easily adapted to the purposes of

the party. It was speedil}' put in order, shelves, tables and
aquarium troughs were arranged, electric lights introduced and
water butts raised and fastened near the eaves of the building

to provide a substitute for running water, both fresh and salt.

While these preparations were going on the freight was un-

packed and all purchases made in the wa^' of local collecting

apparatus. Within forty-eight hours after its arrival the part}-

was ready to make a first collecting trip.

For dredging purposes an arrangement had been made with
the owner of a small steam launch belonging in the neighborhood
whereby the party could secure its use whenever desirable, and
in this way obviate the greater expense of maintaining the

launch during the time when it could not be used. This launch,

however, proved almost inadequate for the work : for collecting

in shallow water—i. e., up to ten fathoms—it was certainly

satisfactory and indeed indispensable : but its lack of a steam
windlass made it well nigh useless in deep water and its small

size, twent3"-five feet, rendered it hardly fit for use in any other

than fair weather.

This equipment completed, the work of the laboratory pro-

gressed rapidl}'. Shore collecting began almost immediatel}',

the time of the month providing favorable low tides. And it was
in this work that the general richness of the fauna was first de-

termined. It was, indeed, due to the shore collecting that some
of the best results were later obtained. The material collected

was brought to the laboratory for examination—some to be im-

mediately preserved, and some to be placed for further study in

floating cases in the sluice-way at the side of the laboratory. It

was the object of the party that its zoological reconnaissance

should be as thorough as possible, and that record should be

kept as to the station of particularly interesting forms. The
collecting should moreover spread over as large an area of the

sound as possible. For this reason the map of the neighbor-

hood was continually in use and the launch work so arranged
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that each ba}- should be examined in turn. In the accom-
panying map of Puget Sound, PI. I., in the neighborhood of

Port Townsend, a dotted line indicates in a general way the

locations which were visited and the stations of dredging. Re-
peated visits to a single locality were onlj^ rendered necessary in

quest of particularly valuable forms. In all, fifteen dredging
trips are recorded. Each of these, on account of the convenient
location of Port Townsend, was but of a day's duration, except
in the cases of Hood's Canal and Sequim Bay, where it was
found necessar}' to spend a night in camp. An early morning
start was usually made, the launch meeting the party most con-

venientl}' within a few feet of the laboratory and taking aboard
the often bulky apparatus for collecting. In addition to the regu-

lar work in dredging, an especial opporturxit}^ was taken to

examine the seaward portion of the straits of Juan de Fuca.
This region, as the inlet of Puget Sound, promised decided dif-

erences in fauna from that of the more inland harbors, but it was
first believed inaccessible on account of its distance of eighty

miles from the headquarters of the party. This diflSculty, how-
ever, proved in the end not insurmountable, thanks to the kind-

ness of Mr. John Libby, Superintendent of the Puget Sound
Tugboat Compan3% of Port Townsend. For at his invitation

four members of the party were taken as guests on tugboats dur-

ing several trips down the straits, and the greatest courtesy
was shown them by both otficers and men.
The party was thus given opportunity to land for the purpose-

of shore collecting, at various points along the Indian reserva-

tion in the vicinity of Neah Bay and on Vancouver's Island,

and was even permitted to use the vessels with their steel

cables and steam windlasses for dredging in deep water. During
Dr. Dean's visit to this region in the tugboat Tyee an excursion
was also made about ten miles out to sea, resulting in the collec-

tion of a number of strictly pelagic forms. These generous
courtesies on the part of Mr. Libb3' were gratefully accepted,

and the thanks of the party are especially due also to Captains
Sprague, Clinger and Bolong and their associates.

In the organization of the party the plan had been that each
member should devote six weeks of his time to field work. But,
as it proved, the laboratory- at Port Townsend remained open
until the end of the first week in September, Mr. Harring-
ton and Professor Lloyd being the last to remain. The work of
Mr. GriflHn continued till the end of August, Mr. Calkins, leav-

ing Port Townsend on the first of August, paid a short visit ta
Alaska, returning to the laboratorj^ only en route for the East.

Dr. Dean spent fourteen weeks in Ins collecting work, but only
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three of these at the laboratoiy, on account, as will later be

noted, of his failure to find in that region the peculiar forms
which he had hoped to secure for the collections. Professor Os-

born, in company with Mr. John Muir and Prof. I. C. Russell

paid a visit to the laboratory early in August, but their stay was
a brief one on account of their proposed journey to Alaska;
the}- had, however, an opportunity to take part in a dredging

trip and to examine the material already collected.

The trip to Alaska was undertaken by Mr. Calkins after spend-

ing six weeks in field work at Port Townsend. It gave him re-

peated opportunities for shore and surface collecting at the nu-

merous stations between Victoria and Sitka, and it proved of

great interest in the light of a zoological reconnaissance. Among
his gatherings are included some especially interesting Flagel-

lates and the curious ice-worm Dendrohsena.

The results of the visits to Alaska of both Professor Osborn
^nd Mr. Calkins indicate that this region is very rich in

material for morphological studies, and lead them to believe

that a summer's collecting might there be carried on Avith great

profit.

The especially important work which it was hoped the expedi-

tion would accomplish on the side of the vertebrata had been

definitely planned by Dr. Dean in the organization of the party.

Besides making a general faunal collection of fishes and ascidi-

ans, there were two definite objects of especial importance to

the zoologist or embryologist visiting the Pacific coast. The
first of these was to obtain material for the developmental study

of the Chimseroid Hiidrolagus,v}\\\c\\ was known to be abundant
in Puget Sound. The second, more important, but more diflfi-

cult, was to secure the eggs and young of the Myxinoid Bdello-

stonia, a form reported abundant in the bays of the Pacific

States. To a student of the lower vertebrates there could cer-

tainly be found no subjects more important than these. Chi-

msera according to Smith Woodward and others, represents in

its few living types a group which must be given rank as a sub-

<!lass, and as comparatively little is known of its phylogeny and

kinships from anatomical and paljBontological study , a knowledge

of its embryology becomes of the utmost value. Of the devel-

opment of Chimaera nothing has been determined from the Atlan-

tic and Mediterranean forms on account of their relative rareness

—indeed even the empty egg cases, like specimens of Lepido-

siren, have been included among the greatest rarities of Euro-

pean museums. On the Pacific coast, however, the conditions

for the study of its embryology seemetl certainly far more
favorable.
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The chances of obtaining any material for the stud^^ of the

development of a Myxinoid seemed, unfortunately', far less prob-

able. This form, standing next to Amphioxus at the base of

the vertebrate series, certainly promises to furnish the most
important evidence as to the mode of origin of many ver-

tebrate structures, if not indeed as to the ancestral conditions of
vertebrates themselves. So desirable seemed a developmental
knowledge of a Myxinoid, that many European embryologists
during the past quarter of a centurj^ have endeavored to secure

its younger stages (Myxine) at various points of the North Sea.

On the Californian coast as many as five investigators have
at different times tried to obtain its embryos (Bdellostoma). It

was not until 1894-1895 that the embryo of a Myxinoid was first

secured ; its discoverer. Prof. E. C. Price, of the Leland Stan-
ford, Jr. University, then succeeded in obtaining three stages^

although these proved to be but tiie later ones.

When, therefore. Dr. Dean found that the neighborhood of Port
Townsend was not favorable for the study of either Cliimaera or
Bdellostoma, he finally determined to leave the laboratory and
journey further to the southward. Chimsera is, indeed, not un-

common in Puget Sound ; it is, in ftxct, very abundant, but
there were no fishermen who could be depended upon to provide
it in quantity, and it was desired to secure the eggs while still

within the fish and to hatch them in floating cases. To obtain

the eggs already deposited by means of dredging seemed at first

by no means impossible, for the egg capsules were dredged in

numbers (as many in fact as eighty in a single day), but in no
instance was an embryo to be found, in spite of continued efforts.

As far as Bdellestoma was concerned, it was soon found ab-

solutely impossible to attempt to secure this form in Puget
Sound

Accordingly, at the end of three weeks' field work at Port
Townsend, Dr. Dean left the party and proceeded to the neigh-

borhood of Monterey, California, and here at Pacific Grove he
continued his studies for upward of eleven weeks. He had been
kindly invited by President Jordan, of the Stanford University,

to occupy a room at the Hopkins Marine Laboratory, and had
gratefull}^ accepted his invitation. Once at Monterey, he soon
was able to determine that the conditions were well suited

to his undertaking. By means of the fishermen of the neigh-

boring Chinese village he was enabled to take part in dail}^ fish-

ing trips off the coast, and to secure by means of his own and
the remaining boats numbers of Chimrera, so that in the course
of his sta}' he had the opportunity of examining over three
hundred. Of these fish, thirty" of the females proved to be with
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eggs, and among them were obtained the earliest stages of de-

velopment. For the later stages the eggs were retained in a

case sunken in about three fathoms of water immediately off the

beach of the laboratory, and from these several more stages

were later taken. 111 fortune, however, overtook some of the

eggs which had incubated the longest, a storm causing the hatch-

ing case to be swept away. And still another stroke of ill for-

tune was the loss, in spite of additional precautions, of a second

case of eggs, which Dr. Dean had left in charge of the fisherman

Ah Tack Lee. But still a third one is now stocked with eggs,

and from it he hopes that many of the later stages will be ob-

tained.

As far as the securing of embryos of Bdellostoma was con-

cerned, the chances seemed for a long time adverse. For up-

ward of eight weeks of iiis sta.3' Dr. Dean did not succeed in ob-

taining even a single embryo. Several times strings of eggs

had been brought liim by the fishermen and he had collected

them himself, but in every case they proved to be worthless.

The eggs, it was found, could only be taken by accident in the

following way : The mature Myxinoid, having taken a hook of

the trawl line, secretes an enormous quantity of thick and viscid

slime, and if by chance during this process its writhing body
comes in contact with a string of eggs these may become en-

slimed, and thus, together with the fish, be brouglit to the

surface. Such an accident, it may readil}" be understood, is de-

cidedly uncommon, and the capture of a bunch of eggs means
the catching of scores or even hundreds of Myxinoids. By good
fortune, however, the first embryo was at last taken by Ah Tack,

and thanks to this skilful fisherman the particular spot was lo-

cated from which this had been taken. Here, it was inferred,

was possibly a favorable spawning ground where eggs were both

numerous and contained embryos, and therefore from this spot

it was very desirable to take as many Bdellostoma as possible.

An arrangement was accordingly made by which the dozen or

more fishing boats of the Chinese village were impressed into

zoological service. This little fleet was then taken to the ground

and during the remainder of Dr. Dean's sta^^ its efforts in trawl-

ing yielded the best results. Over seven hundred eggs were

taken for inspection and of these no less than one hundred and

fifty proved to contain embryos, and these when more carefully

examined yielded at least twenty-two well-marked developmental

stages.

The collections of material, chordate and non-chordate, made
by the western party have been safel^^ received at the laboratory

of the department of Zoology, and have there been assorted and
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rearranged. A large number of the specimens representing at

least 100 genera, have already been mounted in museum jars

and added to the stud^^ collection. Many of these have come
into immediate use in courses of instruction. Part of the material

for research has also been apportioned among various investi-

gators and although their results will not be recorded for many
months, it is nevertheless known definitely that this material will

3' ield results of great interest to zoological science. In another
branch of study the work of identifying and describing species

in some groups is so great that it cannot well be undertaken
under the direct supervision of the laboratory. A number of
specialists in this country and abroad, have volunteered to un-

dertake various portions of the systematic study in behalf of

the University, and thus b}' their generous aid the faunal lists

of the collection will be published with reasonable promptness.
The reports will be published in a uniform series as the Con-
tributions of the Zoological Expedition of 1896 At present the

actinians of the collections are being examined by Prof. J. Play-
fair McMurrich of the University of Michigan, the crustaceans

by Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson of the University of Dundee, Scot-

land, the ascidians by Prof. W. E. Ritter of the University of

California, the echinoderms by H. P. Johnson of the same in-

stitution, and the teleostean fishes by Dr. Tarleton H. Bean
of the New York Aquarium.
As to the character and extent of the summer's collection but a

brief account need now be' given.

The Protozoa are represented largely by Flagellata. A
splendid series of Noctiluca was secured of great value for the

study of nuclear division. Of the Sponges about 12 species are

included. The remarkable mesozoan Dycyema was collected

abundantly in the giant Octopus and will yield interesting ma-
terial for cytological study. It is the first time that this form
has been taken in this continent.

Of the Cffilenterates there are at least twelve species of Actin-
ians, several of Scyphomedusse and probably as many as fourteen

of Leptomedusse. The number of species of Hydroids, nine, is a

large one for this region of the Pacific. On the embryological

side the series of Lucernaria is of the greatest interest.

The Echinoderms are represented in a somewhat numerous
list, about twenty-five species in all.

The Platodes and Gephyrea were found to be relatively rare :

they are represented solely by two Dendrocoels and one Phy-
tnosonia respectively. The Nemerteans on the other hand occur

very abundantly : fulh^ fifteen different species were obtained,

most of which appear to be undescribed, although some approach
more or less closely the European forms, rather than those of
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the east coast of Amei'ica. The Enoplan species were the

more numerous.
The Annelids embrace about fortj^ species, a rather numerous

list, and the crustaceans thirty.

The collection from the region of Port Townsend is particu-

larly rich in its mollusca : ninety-three species of sixt3^-nine

genera are recorded. Among these are included the large

Gryptochiton stelleri, individuals of which when alive and ex-

panded were found to measure over 20 cm. Numerous smaller

species of Morpalia, Katherina, Tonicella occur in vast numbers
on rocks and piles between tides. Nudibranchs are abundant,
including man}^ of the more brilliantly colored : among the large

forms is a Dendronotus of over 25 cm. The collection of mol-

luscs includes some interesting cases of color variation (Cai'-

dium and Acmsea)^ color series {Littorina) and color harmoni-
zations. Among the last are various chitons and limpets

which mimic with great accuracy the rocks and weeds of their

station. Care was taken to procure a complete series of the

boring clam, Pholadidea jienita^ to show the gradual atrophy of

the foot and concrescence of the margin of the mantle as the

adult conditions were obtained. Specimens were also collected

of the related form, Zirphaea criapata^ in which the foot re-

mains functional throughout life. Of this form a series of ma-
turation and fertilization stages is also included in the

material. Among other mollusks Lepton was taken quite abun-

dantly on its host Gebia, whose first pair of abdominal appen-

dages it causes to atrophy : it is also interesting to note that

each valve of Le2yton develops a median furrow in adaptation to

the body form of the crustacean. A similar adaptation was also

recorded in a Placuanomia which was found attached to a Saxi-

domus: durinaf growth it had assumed accuratel}' the concentric

raised lines of the valve of its host. Unquestionabl}^ the most
important portion of the molluscan material—if not, indeed, of

the entire collection—is the rediscovery of Entoconcha^ the re-

markable parasitic Gasteropoda discovered by Johannes Miiller

in Synapta (1852), noted again by Baur (1864), and later briefly

recorded by Semper as occuring in Holothuria. The present

material was obtained by Mr. Harrington in the large Holothuria,

common in Puget Sound, and although specimens of Entoconcha

were not abundant, Mr. Harrington succeeded in collecting a

very valuable series of typical stages of its embryos and larvae.

Insects were not found to be abundant. The material in-

cludes several interesting Coleopters. A Termes is noteworthy.

Among M3'riapods are Julus and Polydesmiis.

The Ascidians are represented in the collection by about fif-

teen species, largely solitary forms. Two ThaliacciXi are included
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Among Chordates there are mainly teleosteau fishes, and
of these there appear to be upward of forty species. The Bdel-

lostoma material includes many anatomical preparations besides

the series of adults and embryos. Of Chimajra, in addition to
egg cases, embryos and late larvse, skeletons have been pre-

pared, and a collection illustrating variation in the characters

in spine, claspers and dental plates. Of sharks, a dozen series

of preparations were made of crania, branchial arches and fin

skeletons of large examples for needs in class demonstration.
A number of elasmobranchian embryos were secured. In the
avian material a number of dried crania and skeletons have
been prepared for laboratory use—Cormorants, Pelicans, Gulls
and Murres—and in the case of the Cormorant a developmental
series was also obtained, numbering over two hundred speci-

mens, from embryos of the first day to full grown chicks.

A reference to the collection would not be complete without
the mention of the abundant material for neuro-cytological

study to which Mr. Griffin gave no small share of his time.

This has already been turned over to Dr. Van Gieson, of the de-

partment of pathology, of the UniAersity, for whom it had been
collected for research studies in comparative neurology. And
mention should also be made of the series of deep-water plank-
ton which Mr. Plarrington took great pains to secure. The
latter material, the first of its kind, it is believed, collected

in the Pacific, will probably be entrusted to Professor Peck, of
Williams College, for volumetric determination, and from his

results it is hoped that some interesting facts will be developed
relating to the zonal distribution of minute pelagic forms. The
gatherings were made in some cases from as great a depth as

112 fathoms.
An account of the Summer's work of the party would not be

complete without its acknowledgment of many courtesies on
the part of the officials of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. On
the scientific side the party is greatly indebted to the gener-

ous counsel of several members of the Young Naturalist's So-
ciety in Seattle, who for a number of years have been zealous
collectors in that region : its thanks are especially due to Messrs.
Edmund L. Meany and Trevor Kincaid,and finally to a number
of residents of Port Townsend, among whom should be men-
tioned Mr. O. E. Shafer, Mr. George Starrett and Lieut. Hether-
ington, of the Geodetic Surve^^

Basiiford Dean,
Nathan R. Harrington,
Gary N. Calkins,
Bradnby B. Griffin.
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Stated Meeting.

November 16th, 1896.

The Academy was called to order by the Secretary, in the

absence of the President.

On nomination. Prof. Albert H. Chester was made chairman

for the evening.

The reading of the Minutes of the previous meeting were dis-

pensed with.

The Secretary presented the nomination of Mr. F. N. War-

burg, of No. 18 East 72d Street, for resident membership. It

was referred in due order to the Council.

The Secretary read by title " Coleopterological Notes, VII.,"

by Captain Thomas Case}', which was referred to the Council.

The reading of papers was then begun.

The first was by E. 0. Hove^^," On a deep Well-boring at Key
West, Fla." Dr. Hovey described the section of this well,

which has penetrated to a depth of about two thousand feet,

through limestone in large part. The full paper will appear in

the " Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology."

The second paper was b}- Prof. A. J. Moses, entitled " Exhi-

bition of recent accessions of Mineralogical Instruments." The

paper appears in full below.

The third paper was by A. Chester Beatty, on " The Minerals

of the Elkhorn Mine, Montana." The paper was illustrated by

man}' beautiful specimens of calamine and native silver.

The fourth paper was by G. F. Kunz, entitled "A new Meteor-

ite from Guatemala : Mineralological Notes, with exhibition of

Specimens." The paper appears in full below.

The fifth paper was by Prof. A. H. Chester, entitled " Mineral-

ological Notes, with exhibitions of Specimens." Prof. Chester

exhibited a remarkable series of rutile from the historic localit}^

at Graves Mountain, Georgia. He also commented on the recent

discover}' of chalcodite at a new locality in New Jersey.
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The sixth papei* was by Mr. Frederick Braun, " On some new

Minerals from New York Cit}^, with exhibition of specimens."

Mr. Braun described a new discovery of chondorite, spinel and

little balls of graphite, with some undetermined and excessively

hard inclusion from the ledges in the western part of Fordham.

He also mentioned a new occurrence of Wollastonite from the

city. The paper was discussed by Dr. J. J. Friederich, who
stated that he had discovered a " similar association of these min-

erals at the shaft of the new aqueduct in Morris Heights, and

by Prof, J. F. Kemp, who remarked on the interest attached to

this association of minerals because of the difference of opinion

prevailing among geologists as to whether they indicated contact

metamorphism or merely regional metamorphism.

The last paper of the evening was b}^ Prof. J. F. Kemp, en-

titled " Exhibition of interesting minerals collected during the

summer." The speaker exiiibited covellite, goslarite, enargite,

ohalcocite and tetrahedrite from Butte Montana, which were ex-

ceptionally fine crj'stals. Remarkabh' large prisms of andalu-

site from the Black Hills were also shown and zircons and

allanite from Mineville, Essex county, New York.

A collection of chalcodite from a quarr}- near Reading, Penn-

sylvania, was exhibited by Mr. Roebling of Trenton, New Jer-

sey in connection with the paper by Professor Chester.

The Secretary read by title the two following papers which

were referred to the Publication Committee. Bashford Dean
" Note on the Ventral Armoring of Dinichth3'S," " On a new

Species of Edestus, E. Lccontei^ Dean." Both appear in full

below.

The Academy then adjourned to inspect the minerals.

J. F. Kemp.

Secretary.
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SOME NEW APPLIANCES AND METHODS FOR THE
STUDY OP CRYSTALS.

By Alfred J. Moses, Ph. D.

The appliances herein described illustrate well the recent de-

velopment of exact methods in the microscopic stad> of small
detached crj^stals, and crj'stals in thin sections. This develop-
ment has been of such a nature that it may now almost be said

that a good microscope, a good goniometer and their attach-

ments^ suffice for all determinations of optical properties and
geometric form.

The appliances herein described are :

I. The Fuess microscope model No. YI.
II. The Klein universal rotation apparatus for crystals.

III. The Klein universal rotation apparatus for thin sections.

lY. The von Federow mica wedge.
Y, The Traube arrangement for darkening the field of a

goniometer.
YI. The Fuess goniometer adapted for the measurement of

angles between optic axes.

I. The No. YI. Fuess Microscope.

This latest microscope for crystallographic and petrographic

work shown in Fig. 1 was described in 1895,* and is in size and
build simply model No. If with certain important improvements..

The essentials^ of any petrographical microscope : polarizer, ana-

lyzer, condenser, rotating stage, objective and eye piece may be

variously modified and supplemented and the Fuess No. 1 in-

strument with its man}' adjustments has hitherto held a rarely

disputed preeminent position.

The principal improvement in the new No. YI. model is a de-

vice for simultaneous rotation of polarizer and analyzer, the ob-

ject remaining at rest, necessarily the directions of greatest and
least elasticity' in the crystal under examination, undergo just the

same relative change with respect to the vibration directions of

the nicols that they would if the stage were revolved and the

nicols were at rest and this is accomplished without it being

necessary that the eye should follow the changes in the relative

position of the parts of the field. There is also a marked gain

in the fact that no centering is required.

*Neues Jahrbuch f. Mineraloqie Beilage Bd. X. 180 by C. Leiss.

ilbid. Beil Bd. VII. 55 1891' R. Fuess.
JFor description see School of Mines Quarterly V. 17, p. 43 by L. McI. Luquer.
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Fig. 1.
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To accomplish tlie simultaneous rotation the tube nicol N is

thrown out and a cap nicol J^ is used as an analyzer which can
be thrown in and out just as with the tube analyzer iV and can
be clamped in any desired position by the small screw d. The
•cap nicol A^, and the polarizer A are made to rotate, always re-

taining the same relative position, by the cogwheels r^, Z^ and
r, Z respectively, these being connected by the rods S and S^ of
which the latter slides in the former with anj' raising or lower-
ing of the tube. The upper toothed wheel Z^ carries a graduated
circle which can be read to five minutes b}' a vernier.

During ordinary manipulation with the tube analyzer, JV, the
toothed wheel combination is clamped b^- the screw, B, the
vernier of Z^ being at 0°. The field of sight is then as large as
with the No. 1 model, but when the cap analyzer is used the
field is somewhat smaller, though just as distinct.

The exact adjustment of the polarizer and cap anal3'zer is

best made by use of a stauroscopic ocular, both have microm-
eter screws, A and A^ for fine adjustment.

The tube analyzer can be turned 90° and the rotation read
upon a quadrant not shown in the drawing.
The Bertrand lens, /, which is used with the No. 2 ocular can

be separately focussed and has beneath it an irisblende by clos-

ing which very small sections can be separated from disturbing
surroundings and the axial image made sharper.

II. The Universal Rotation Apparatus of Prof. Klein.*

This apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, must be used with a micro-
scope possessing an adjustable stage and a stand which permits
a, horizontal position of the microscope. It is especially adapted
to the large No. VI. Fuess Microscope just described. A special

condensing lens and objective are furnished with the apparatus.

With the microscope in horizontal position, the plate, G, is

strongly clamped to the adjustable stage, which has iJreviousl3'

been turned so that one of the adjustments is horizontal, the

other vertical. The carrier, T, attached at right angles to G, sup-

ports the apparatus, with the axis, P, in vertical position. P is

clamped to the disk, K, by F, and carries below a centering de-

vice consisting of two quadrant arcs, L and Lj, which are at

right angles and have their common centre just beyond the crys-

tal carrier, F. The arcs are moved and clamped hy the screws,

IF and B, and by verniers can be read to five minutes. The crys-

tal is attached b}' wax kneaded with soot, and new wax is used
each time.

*C. Klein. Sitzunc/sber. cler Acad, der Wissenschafteh. Berlin, 1895, p. 91. "Der
Universaldrehapiiarat," etc.
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Fig. 2.

Two little cubical vessels with the two opposite sides made of
glass are furnished and a suitable stand.

The principal uses of the instrument are :

1. Determination of the extinction angles of all faces of a

zone with respect to some given direction.

2. Orientation of the optical principal sections and finding the
axial plane.

3. Measurement of the apparent angle between the optic axes
or direct measurement of the true angle.

4. Determination of pleochroism.

1 Determination of the extinction angles of all faces of a

zone.

The microscope is tipped into horizontal position, the nicols

set with their vibration directions horizontal and vertical and
the apparatus is clamped to the stage as described. The crystal

is then fastened to the carrier by wax and adjusted by the arcs

L, Z/j until the zone axis is vertical. Any face of the zone is

then brought normal to the axis, most simply by first setting it

parallel to the axis by sighting through the microscope and
then rotating through 90°.

The little glass vessel, filled with liquid of approximately the
mean index of refraction of the crystal, (see p. 50) is adjusted
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from below with its glass sides normal to the axis of the micro-
scope and the stage of the microscope is rotated to the position
of extinction. A second plane is then brought normal to the
axis, the extinction again determined and so on.

2. Orientation of the Optical Principal Sections and Finding
the Plane of the Optic Axes.

In biaxial crystals light transmitted in any direction parallel

to an optical principal section, that is to a plane through any
two of the axes of elasticity, is resolved into two components
vibrating at right angles to the direction of transmission one in

the plane, the other at right angles thereto.

If therefore the principal planes of the nicols are horizontal
and vertical and the crystal is manipulated until a principal sec-

tion is horizontal, the light will be extinguished and will remain
so through an entire revolution of the crystal b}- the horizontal
circle K.

Conversely, darkness throughout such a revolution proves
that a principal section is horizontal.

In the orthorhombic system the axes of elasticity coincide
with the crystallographic axes and the principal sections with
the planes of symmetry, and therefore are easily oriented.

In the monoclinic S3'stem the crystal axis, b, is always an axis

of elasticity, the plane of symmetry is always a principal section

and the two other axes of elasticity lie somewhere in that plane
at right angles to each other.

The other two principal sections are determined by adjusting
the apparatus as previously described and mounting the crystal

with the plane of symmetry vertical and the ortho axis b from
left to right. In this position the line of sight is in the plane
of symmetry, that is, in a principal section, there will, therefore,

be complete extinction throughout a revolution around the

ortho axis b by the arc Xi

.

But the other principal sections are planes through b and some
line in the plane of symmetry, hence at some angle of rotation

of Li one of these planes will become horizontal and then revolu-

tion by K will also give darkness throughout ; ninety degrees

from this the other plane will be found.

One of the three planes, usually the one normal to the plane

of symmetry, will contain the optic axes, and these will be recog-

nized by the brightening of the field due to inner conical refrac-

tioa.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 4, January 25, Iso".
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3. Measuremenl of the apparent or of the true angle between

the op)tic axes.

In measurements of the angles between optic axes, in general

the section must be normal to either the acute or the obtuse

bisectrix and an oblique section introduces an error. When the

section is surrounded by a liquid which has an index of refrac-

tion exactly equal to that of the mean index of the substance

under examination, there is no bending of the ray on entrance

or emergence, the determination of the angle is independent of

the section and all planes of the zone normal to the axial plane

act like one plane, that is an entire uncut crystal can be used.

With a liquid approximately that of the mean index the error

introduced is slight.

For measurement of the apparent angle the axial plane is

found as just described, in a liquid of approximately the mean
index of the cr^'stal, and the approximate position of the axes

noted in parallel light during revolution of A'. The converger is

then introduced and placed in horizontal position, the polarizer is

then set in the diagonal position, the Berti-and lens inserted

with a suitable ocular and a cap anah'zer. The branches of the

hyperbola are brought into tangency and the four positions

of the emerging axes are read, then the true angles are calcu-

lated by the formulas

„ n sin Ha a • rr '>^ si'^ ^o
sin Va = ^

—

- and sin Vo == —-

in which 2 H„ and 2 i7o are the apparent angles, n the index of
refraction of the liquid, ;? the mean index of the mineral and
2 F„ + 2 Vo must equal 180°.

Direct Determination of the True Angle.

If n=P then sin Fa^sin H^ and sin Fo=sin Ho and the

angle is obtained at once. To practically obtain this, use a

liquid with n a little above ft and add diluent drop by drop
until the boundaries of the cr3'stal fade. Then for the accurate

determination some coarse powder of the substance is placed on
an object glass, a drop of the liquid added, a cover glass pressed

on and the extinction directions determined in a selected grain.

With the condenser lowered and the analyzer out, the two direc-

tions of extinction are successively made to coincide with the vi-

bration direction of the polarizer and the microscope is focussed

sharply on the dark boundary between the liquid and the grain.

The objective is then raised and the dark boundary line appears
to move towards the substance with the higher index of refrac-
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tion. If the liquid is of the mean refractive index of the crj'stal
the border will for one position move towards the liquid and for
the other towards the grain.

A final proof of the correctness of the preparation is that if

n=^ 2 Ha + 2ffo = 180°, but if on measurement 2Ha + 2ffo>

180°, then- < 1 and too much diluent has been added or if

2 ^, + 2 ZTo < 180° then " > 1 and more diluent should beadded.

4. Determination of Pleochroism.

If the plane of the optic axes is made horizontal and the line
of sight besects the axial angle, then either a or p is normal to
the line of sight and horizontal, the other can be made so by a
rotation of K through 90° and 6 is normal to the line of sight
and vertical.

Therefore, with analyzer out and polarizer vibration vertical
record color for vibrations in direction h. Then with polarizer
vibration horizontal record color for vibrations in direction a
or t and b^^ rotation of K through 90° that for vibrations
parallel to the remaining axis of elasticity.

III. Klein's Apparatus for the Orientation or Thin
Sections.*

The determination of the position of axial plane and of the
character of the double refraction in the crystals of a rock sec-

tion require either the finding of properly oriented crystal sec-

tions or some device by which the orientation may be readily
nltered so that the light shall pass through the crystal in the
ilesired direction.

The different types of " Universal Table " of von Federowf ef-

fect this reorientation, yet even to the later improved types the
great objection exists that the sections must be mounted on small
round object glasses of high index of refraction, n = 1.523.

This means that the innumerable sections mounted on square or
rectangular slides of common glass can not be studied with this

apparatus. The cost of the special glasses is also considerable.

The new apparatus of Professor Klein substitutes for the glass

of high refractive index a hemispherical vessel filled with some
liquid of high refractive index, usually glycerine, w = 1.46,

or some oil, or if necessary the still more strongly refracting

liquids. The section mounted on ordinary glass slides is sup-

*C. Klein, Sitzungsber. Berlin. Akad., 1895, 1151.

t E. V. Federow, Zeit. fur Krystallographie, etc., v. 25, p. 3ol.
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ported in the liquid^ and there given motions of rotation both
in its own plane and around a horizontal axis until the desired

orientation is obtained. The cover glass is always removed
from the section to prevent total reflection.

The figure shows the apparatus in vertical section. The metal

plate G is clamped securely to the stage of the microscope, and
to it is screwed the metal vessel i?, which is somewhat more than

Fig. 3.

a half sphere. The light enters through the glass plate a. The
hollow cone h is firmly attached to 5, and supports the system
of axes and plates which constitute the carrier for the section.

The carrier is circular, and consists of a narrow metal rim,^

Ti, and a large circular disk of glass, S. T^ is firmly attached

to the horizontal axis c, and its rotation around this axis is

measured by the graduated circle T and the vernier n. A rota-

tion of the carrier in its own plane is also produced by the knob,
k, which turns the fine toothed wheel z in contact with the teeth

in the rim T^.

1 ° The determination of the position of the axial j^lane.

Adjust the apparatus carefully so that the centre of rotation

of the carrier is the axis of the microscope, bring the crystal

section into the field, then with the carrier horizontal and the
nicols crossed, revolve the carrier in its own plane until the field

is dark when the plane of the optic axes must be parallel to the
principal section of one of the nicols. Revolve the carrier about
its horizontal axis (for 70°-75° on each side), first with one ex-

tinction direction parallel this axis, then with the other until the

brightening of the field shows the emergence of an optic axis
and hence the plane of the optic axes; or, revolve the entire

apparatus so that the crystal is in a diagonal position with
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reference to the plane of the nicols {i. e., extinction directions
at 45° to nicols) and the horizontal axis is diagonally placed.
Revolve the carrier about the horizontal axis, and the polariza-
tion colors will fade to approximate darkness at the emergence
of an optic axis and again ascend on further revolution.

2 ° Character of double refraction in sections approximatehj
normal if the middle axis of elasticity i. e., a2oproxi-

mately parallel to the axial plane.

The method of v. Federow * may be used. With the carrier
horizontal find the extinction corresponding to say rt, and read

it on the rim T^, then with C parallel to the horizonal axis revolve
the carrier around this axis until nearly vertical, then turn the
carrier in its own plane until the brightening of the field shows
the emergence of an optic axis. The angle between this posi-

tion and that at first reading is the angle between <l and the op-

tic axis, if this is less than 45° a is the acute bisectrix and the

crystal is negative, if the angle is greater than 45'

bisectrix and the crystal is positive.

C is the acute

3° Character of double refraction in sections approximately
normal either to the axes of greatest or least elasticity d or (.

In sections approximately normal to (t, with the carrier hori-

zontal, the nicols crossed and C at 45° to the vibration direction

of the nicols, insert a gypsum red of the first order with its axis

* Zeit. /. Kryst. 1895 v. 24 p. 604.
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C parallel to C of plate. Then there will be a phase difference and
resultant color due to the sum of the phase differences of crys-

tal and gypsum. If now there is a rotation around b, the phase

difference will change, because C will vary from C to a, and at

some point, which will be the point of emergence of an optic

axis, the phase difference of the crystal will be zero, that is, C = lb ^

and the color will be the red of the g3^psum. With further rota-

tion C will be greater than h, and the red color will be lowered.

With a rotation around ( there is no such change, for through-

out the elasticity in the direction if is the greater.

In sections approximately normal to C,in corresponding posi-

Fio. 6.
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tion, the rotation around b produces a similar change from
ascending to descending, with a turning point or emergence o

axis where the color is the red of first order, i. e., a = l>. With
rotation around a there is no such result.

It ma}^ therefore be concluded from the behavior of the section

normal to <t. Fir.^t hy the reversal of the relation of phase ditfer-

ences during rotation around one of the extinction directions

that this direction is' (» and the other ( and similarly with the

section normal to C it may be proved that the axis of rotation

is h and the other tt. Second by rotation as far as the turning
point where the red of iirst order is re-established the angle be-

tween an optic axis and the plate normal may be measured from
which the character results from the rule that when the acute

bisectrix is C the sign is positive.

lY. The von Federow Mica Wedge.*

This is a simple inexpensive apparatus which can be used with

even greater ease than the quartz wedge either to determine the

character of the double refraction or to measure its strength.

The wedge consists of fifteen superposed quarter undulation

mica plates, each about two mm. shorter than the one beneath it

and with their axes of elasticity parallel. The series is mounted
on a strip of glass and covered with a cover glass.

The wave length of a middle color may be taken as 560 /^ f^

(millionths of a millimeter) hence each quarter undulation mica
plate may be considered to possess a phase difference of 140

/« y- If then between the polarizer and analyzer we insert the

mica wedge so that its axis of least elasticity is at right angles

to that of the mineral under examination, we subtract from the

phase difference of the mineral an amount equal to n times

140 /' f- in which n represents the numbers of superposed mica

plates in the field. When the mineral appears dark the value evi-

dently corresponds closely to the phase diflerence of the mineral.

From the expression A = eX. in which A is the phase differ-

ence, X the double refraction, and e the thickness in millionths

of millimeters, the thickness can be deduced when the double re-

fraction is known or vice versa. If a mineral of known double

refraction can be found in the section near the mineral under

investigationf the double refraction of the latter can be deduced

by measuring the phase difference of the known mineral whence

»E. von Federow Zeit. /. Kryst, etc., v. 25, 1895, p. 349.

t It is not safe to use minerals near the edge of the section as the thicknesses are apt

to be unequal.
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e results and this substituted in the above formula yields X.
The colors produced between crossed nicols are :

No. of Micas
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YI. The Fuess Goniometer as am Axial Angle Apparatus.

By the addition of a double convex lense and two nicols
prisms the No. 2 Fuess Goniometer can be converted into an
exceedingly- convenient apparatus for the measurement of the
angle between the optic axes.
One nicol replaces the signal tube in the collimator, the other

replaces the eye piece in the observation telescope, both are ad-
justable and the one in the collimator is graduated for accurate
adjustment.
The tube containing the condensing lens fits over the objec-

tive end of the collimator like a cap and is held firmly in place
by three clamp screws. The observation telescope is converted
into a weak microscope by dropping the extra lens ordinaril^^
used to bring a ciystal into focus.

The crystal section is carefuUv mounted with the plane of the
previousl}^ determined optic axes horizontal. By inserting a
signal tube the observation telescope is set opposite the colli-

mator. The signal tube is removed, the two nicols and condens-
ing lens adjusted as described the nicols being crossed 45° to
the plane of rotation of the goniometer and rotation of the care-
fully centred crystal brings the two branches of the hyperbola
successively into contact with the vertical cross hair.

NOTE ON THE VENTRAL ARMORING OF
DINICHTHYS.

By Bashford Dean,

Department of Zoology, Columbia University.

In a recent paper * by the present writer a partial description

was given of the A-ertebral column, fin supportsand ventral armor-
ing of Dinichthys goiddii(J). This account had been based upon a

unique specimen which had been discovered by Dr. William
Clark in the Cleveland shale f of Rocky River, near Berea,

Ohio, and had been courteously loaned the writer for examina-
tion. It has since that time, thanks to the generositj'^ of Dr.

Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sciences. May 11, ls%.
fDr. Clark notes that the reader might have inferred from the passage, op. cit., p.

158, that the concretion had been collected in Berea sandstone. " This unique speci-
men was discovered in the vicinity of Berea, * * * in a shaly concretion, somewhat
coarser in texture—sandstone-like and lighter in color than those commonly found
in the Cleveland shales." Dr. Clark notes in a recent letter " the concretions in which
the fish are found differ materially from each other: they «re never the same in the
Cuyahoga valley as in the Rocky river region, in the latter we find them as in the one
you had (the one in question), or in ' cone and cone.' "
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Clark, been acquired by the paleontological museum of Coliunbia
Universit3^

The notes which were then published upon the relations of
the abdominal plates have now, however, to be reconsidered in

the light of the discovery- of a plastron of a Dinichthyid
(Dinicht/iys mino?-?) in which the elements are retained in

their relative positions. This specimen had been briefly de-
scribed during the past summer at the Buffalo meeting of the

Geologists,* by Mr. C. R. Eastman, of the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard. The fossil has not as yet been
seen by the present writer, but, thanks to the notes and a

drawing which Mr. Eastman has kindly furnished, there seemed
to be little reasonable doubt that a definite knowledge of the rela-

tions of the elements of the plastron of Dinichthys had at lengtii

been determined. To the account of the ventral plates given

by Prof. A. A. Wright (Am. Geologist, Nov., 1894), the present
writer had in his paper added a spatulate or ensiform ele-

ment, PI. I, VM, which, he believed, corresponded to the two-

ventromedian plates (viz., antero-ventro-median and postero-

ventro-median) of Coccosteus, as shown, for example, in Tra-
quair's restoration."}" But in the newly discovered fossil the

ventro-median plates were distinctly separate, very much as in

Coccosteus, and the writer could not help feeling at once con-
vinced that the ensiform element he had described was in reality

double, the two separate plates having Ijeen preserved in their

normal condition of overlap, but the anterior one having become
so badl}' weathered that in view of later evidence, it could
not be believed to have been fused with the hinder plate.

Mr. Eastman, in a review of the writer's paper,;}; had indeed
suggested this very reasonable correction, regarding the evi-

dence of Dr. Clark's fossil, as " not entirely' decisive." although
willing to admit that the median ventral plates in Dinichthys
might readily have become fused " as a device for strengthening
an otherwise fragile plastron." Such a device, we might conclude,
would be therefore a strictly adaptive one, and one which could
only from the evidence of Mr. Eastman's fossil reasonably be

looked upon as occurring in particular species of Dinichthys. But
certainly such a varintion in an element of the plastron would be

very much opposed to our deep-rooted ideas as to the degree to

which (among adult fishes)important dermal bones may fuse witii-

in the limits of a single genus. In other words, these ideas could
lead us to expect that the median ventral plates of Dinichthys
would either be separate or fused in all species. In view of the

*Cf. Am. Geologist, Vol. XVIII., Oct.. 18Vi(i, p. 222.

+ Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. [6], Vol. V., (1890), pp. 125-136.

I Am. Geologist, Nov. 18%, p. ai7.
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later discovery it seemed likely, therefore, that a renewed study
of Dr. Clark's fossil would demonstrate a trace of separateness
in the elements of the ensiform plate. The result of such an ex-

amination, however, proved to be an unexpected one, for the
fossil indicates that the ventro-median plate, although weathered,^

was in all probability a single element.
Evidently, therefore, if we accept the thesis that the median

ventral plates of Dinichtliys must be sepai-ate or fused in all

members of this genus, the present difficulty is by no means les-

sened. And a more critical examination should be first made as

to whether both fossils are unquestionably of Dinichthys. From
the region in which both were obtained there have been taken at

least half a dozen other genera of little known Coccosteids

;

might not the present specimens have belonged among them ?

This question occurred recently to the present writer, and it has

led him to review the material of Dinichthys in the museum at

Columl)ia. There he recalled having seen somewhere in the col-

lections an ensiform plate similar to the one he had figured, and
he remembered that this had been shown in one of Prof. New-
berry's earl}' charts.* This has been found, and is figured as

Plate III. in the present paper.

There can be no doubt, he believes, that this fossil belonged

to Dinichthys. It was received from Mr. J. Terrell among
his specimens of D. terrelli. It ma}^ be made to articulate

with the ventral plates of this species, corresponding to them
in size, thickness, texture, and it agrees with them in the mar-

gin of overlap of its edges. And to no other known Coccosteid

could it well belong. This being the case we must conclude

that in this species of Dinichthys the ventro-median plates

were fused.

Novv the specimen of Prof. Clark agrees in this character with

the fossil of D. terrelli, and even if the ventroraedian element had

been discovered alone it would be referred to the genus Dinich-

thys. Furthermore the remaining plates are so similar in shape,

thickness and texture to those of D. gouldi that they might rea-

sonably be regarded as having belonged to this known species.

f

On the other hand it cannot be doubted that other Coccosteids

of the Cleveland sliale possessed separated ventro-median ele-

ments. In Glyptaspis and Holonema these have been described by

Prof. Newberry (Mon. xvi., U. S. Geol. Survey, Pis. xiii and xvii),

and this condition doubtless occurred in all the more generalized

Arthrodira, and in those especially which like Trachosteus,

* Chart VI, accompanying Vol. II, Paleontology of Ohio. The figure shows the

plate in visceral aspect, but lacking the hinder end.

+ According to Mr. Kastmau the evidence of the material recently described by Prof.

von Koenen is inconclusive in regard to the ventromediau plate.
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Diplognathus and Mylostoma preserved either well marked dermal
tubercles or conical mandibular teeth or both. But unfortunately

a definite knowledge of the dermal plates of our American Cocco-
steids is still to be sought. And we might, therefore conclude
that the plastron of Mr. Eastman, if it cannot be definitely

identified, might well have belonged to some Arthrodiran other

than Dinichthys. It would certainly be more natural to assume
that this was the case than to believe that the ventro-median
plates could be both fused and separate within the limits of a

single genus.

The ventro-median plate of D. terrelli deserves, in closing, a

brief description. As shown in PI. III., it will be seen to corre-

spond closely in outline to that of D. govldi, PI. II., VM., the

figure at the right in PI. III. showing the corresponding aspect,

the ventral (ectal) one. It is, however, evident that the plate is

relatively a heavier one in the larger species, and that its ante-

rior and posterior elements correspond more nearly' in size. From
the present fossil the plate is evidently a single one, its anterior

and posterior elements having fused in the narrow part. This
condition can be satisfactory made out, especially on the visceral

side of the plate where the nutritive canals can be clearly fol-

lowed, and no trace can be detected even of a sutural joint.

A comparison of the ventral aspect of the plate in the two
species shows that in D. teyn^elli the marginal .overlap in the

hinder region was considerably wider and deeper, the median
portion, which was exposed at the surface, rising somewhat ab-

ruptly. This portion shows less prominently the divergence of

the vascular canals of the smaller species. And the margin of

the overlap is smoother, i. e., lacking the longitudinal strife of

D. gouldii. At the anterior end of the plate the beveling of the

rounded margin is also apparent.

From the conditions in D. terrelli it appears that the ventro-

median element was overlapped on its ventral face by all mar-
gining plates, and the shape of the bevel of its rounded anterior

margin suggests closely the condition in Coccosteus, where the

inferior laterals (Traquair) take their support.

The plate's visceral aspect is interesting on account of the

transvei'se ridge which marks the anterior enlargement of both
its component elements. The one in front is the better shown,
and from its median point a slight sagittal ridge passes back-
ward : this character, but fainter, can also be traced in the

hinder element of the plate. The writer notes that these char-

acters occur as well in other Coccosteids of the Cleveland shale

in which the ventro-median plates are separate.

As far, finally, as the fusion of the elements of the ventre-
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median plate in Coccosteids is concei'ned there seems to the
present writer no reason why this divergence shonld not have
taken place in specialized members of this famil}'. And that

Dinichthys was eminentl}^ a highlj' specialized Coccosteid can-

not be doubted.

Laboratoby of Zoology, Nov. 27, 1896.

ON A NEW SPECIES OF EDESTUS, E. LEGONTEI,
FROM NEVADA.

By Bashford Dean.

Department of Zoology, Columbia University.

Dr. John C. Merriam of the University of California brought
to the attention of the present writer during a recent visit to

Berkeley a unique and undescribed species of Edestus. This
had been collected, together with several other fossils, in the min-
ing region within a mile of Eureka, Nevada. The note as to its

exact locality had unfortunately been lost, but from the well de-

scribed stratigraphy * of this region Dr. Merriam had known
that the fossil as either Devonian or Carboniferous, believing

it, however. Carboniferous since all the species of Edestus
hitherto described are known to be of this age. In any event
the discovery of Edestus in Nevada extends notably the range
of this genus, since in this country it has hitherto occurred only
within the limits of the Mississippi coal field, in Arkansas, Indi-

ana and Illinois. It is now seen to have occurred west of the

Rocky Mountains, and in this direction it next appears in the

Carboniferous of Australia.

The present specimen differs in a somewhat marked way from
kindred species. And it proves of especial interest as aflTording

a number of morphological notes concerning this, posssibly the

most puzzling fossil of our North American fishes. Through
the courtesy of Dr. Merriam the writer is now permitted to fig-

ure and describe it. The new species has been named in honor
of Professor Joseph LeConte of the University of California, in

recognition of the long services of this distinguished geologist.

* Oeology of the Eureka District. Arnold Hayes' monograph. Mon. Geol. Surv.
XX. Also Palceontology. C. D. Walcott. Ibid. vlii.
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Edestus lecontei, n. s.

Type in the Palfeontological Cabinet of the University of

California.

The fossil is shown in about its natural size in the accompany-
ing figure, PI. IV, Fig. 1. Its matrix, a carboniferous shale, re-

sembles closel}' that of Edestus heinrichsiior of E. minor—light

gray in color, hard and brittle. The spine is not preserved as per-

fectly as in specimens of other species which the writer has ex-

amined. Its surface bears evidence of having been somewhat
weathered prior to fossilization ; the enamel of the large marginal

denticles appears altered, and it is only at favorable points that

the segmented nature of the spine maj' be determined. The fol-

lowing characters may be described : The base (shaft) of the

spine is broad at one end and tapers gradually toward the other.

The former may therefore be regarded as the proximal end.

The distal termination has not been preserved, but judging from
contours this region of the spine may well have measured half an
inch longer. Where the tip has been broken off al)ruptly the spine

is triangular in section, PI. IV, Fig. I. A, and appears to have been
relativelv stout—for the proximal end was notably flattened and
might be represented in transverse section by a long ellipse.

Along the dorsal (convex) rim of the spine are arranged seven-

teen large denticles ; those of the proximal region are tall and
acutely pointed ; those of the distal end wide and short. The
latter bear evidence of having had rounded ends, although in

these portions they have not been perfectl}' preserved. Between
these two extreme types appear transitional forms causing the

line of denticles to present a graded series. p]ach of these ele-

ments is flattened in the plane of the sides of the shaft of the

spine, precisely as in E. davisii, and presents a cutting edge on
anterior and posterior rims. Along these cutting edges of the

large or primary denticles a row" of small secondary denticles

has not been definitel}^ determined in the present specimen, ow-
ing possibl}^ to imperfect preservation. It should, however, be

noted that at several points on the fore most primar}^ denticles

a peculiarly roughened margin might perhaps be interpreted as

a series of minute secondar3' denticles. The segmented char-

acter of the shaft in E. lecontei is by no means clearly marked.
In the proximal region the basal segments may be determined,
but, as shown in the present figure, they are certainly incon-

spicuous. Traces of them disappear entirely in the hinder re-

gion of the shaft.

The relation of E. lecontei, to other species of Edestus.

The structural characters of Edestus lecontei differ notablj'
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from those of other species. The number of its primary mar-

ginal denticles is greater. In this respect, however, an accu-

rate comparison cannot be made, since all of the specimens of

which have been described in other species of Edestus are pos-

sibl^^ imperfect

—

i. e., lacking in proximal or terminal elements.

Of those described, the spine of U. daoisii, as figured by Mr.
Henry Woodward, is probably the most perfect, having fourteen

primary marginal denticles. The greatest number possessed by
the other species, E. minor, E. heinriehsii, and E. giganteus

does not, as far as the writer is aware, exceed seven. In the

case of E. vorax, no greater number than four appears to be

known, judging from the figure of Prof Newberry * which was
doubtless taken from the best specimen in the collection of Dr.

Leidy. In the latter case it must, however, be noted that the

spine bears every evidence of liaving been not widely unlike that

of E. heinrichsii. Further differences of E. lecuntei include :

the tapering character of the spine, the antero-posterior differ-

ences in the primary denticles, the possible absence of sec-

ondary denticles, and finally' the obliteration of the segmental

elements of the spine-base. In all of these regards this spine is

widely unlike all other members of its genus.

An interesting comparison of the characters of five species of

Edestus may be made by reference to the accompanying figures,

PI. V, Figs. 2-6. For in these the spines have been reduced to the

same size, represented in relatively the same aspect, and ar-

ranged with a view of suggesting the lines of their relationship.

The writer has thus placed the form, E. heinrichsii, at the top, as

presenting the simplest type of Edestus, and has ranked the re-

maining forms in the following order: E. giganteus, E. minor,

E. davisii, E. lecontei, the last as the most highly specialized.

f

A review of the structural features of these forms has been at-

tempted in the table on the following page.

The morphological relations of the spines of Edestus.

In the foregoing pages the writer has assumed that Edestus

is to be regarded as an elasmobranchian spine. As far as the

jibove comparison is concerned, however, this determination need

not be strictly adhered to, for from the morphology of verte-

brate dermal structures the arrangement of the forms represented

by the five species might still hold good

—

i. e., the position E.

heinrichsii as the most generalized form, and of E. lecontei as

* J. S. Newberry. "On the Structure and Relations of Edestus, with a Description of

a Gigantic New Species." Annals ^f. Y. Acad, of Sci. Vol. IV, No. 4, 1888. Pp. 10, pis. 3.

ti?. vorax has appeared too fragmentary to be admitted in this comparison: its

structures would probably place it between the types E. giganteus and E. minor.
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the most specialized. But tliere can certainly- be but little

doubt that Edesfus is an elasmobranchian fossil. The character

of the primary denticles, their shape, denticulated edges together
with their bank-like arrangement are almost conclusive evidence,

even if unsupported by similar histological conditions in enamel,
dentive and nutritive canals.

If, in any event, the five species in the adjoining figure are

compared, as, for example, in the above table, a number of very
suggestive conditions are readily determined. These might be
arranged in somewhat the following order : (I) The primary
denticles, small in size in E. heinrichsii, tend to become larger,

and are relativelj^ largest in the terminal member of the series,

E. lecontei. They seem also to become more numerous. And
(II) in the same order the secondary (marginal) denticles tend to

become smaller and more numerous. (Ill) The shaft of the

spine becomes reduced, and at the same time narrows at one
end. (IV) In a general wa}^ the segmented elements of the

shaft tend to shorten their dorsal {%. e.^ on the side nearest the

row of denticles) margin and increase their ventral margin. In
this regard, E. davisii appears more highly differentiated than
E. lecontei. A satisfactory' comparison of the inclined direction

of the primary denticles cannot well be made : it would seem at

first that the decnrving of the shaft was accompanied with the

inclining of the denticles in a single direction, but unfortunately

this comparison does not hold good ; for where the shaft is

greatly decurved, as in Figs. 5 and 6, the inclination of the den-

ticles is in two directions, those in the middle of the spine re-

main erect, while those at the ends incline in opposite directions

from an angle of 90° to the longitudinal axis of the shaft.

In interpreting these conditions generall}', one must, I believe,

be lead first to the conclusion that the forms in this series are

genetically related to each other, more or less nearly, and that

one of the two forms E. heinrichsii or E. lecontei must be re-

garded as representing the ancestral type, or vice versa. That
the form represented hy E. heinrichsii is to be placed at the

base of the series, next becomes evident when we consider in

evidence the following facts : (1) that it presents in its elements

the most perfect serial homology, (2) that its denticles are

smaller, i. e., more nearly like those of the neighboring integu-

ment, from which they took their nltimate origin, (.3) that the

secondary denticles resemble closely the primary ones.

The establishment of this series of forms in Edestus seems to

the writer of far greater interest than first appears. For by

this means an important aid is secured both in interpreting the

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 5, February 22. 1897.
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relations of this puzzling fossil and in throwing light upon a

primitive mode of spine formation within the phylum of fishes.

In the first regard to return to the puzzling question * as to

what portion of a fish Edestus represented. Accepting as a

logical necessity' that the fossil is elasmobranchian, the choice

of its location cannot be a wide one : it must have belonged
either in the mouth region or on the bod}- surface, in the latter

case evidently as a spine. As to its belonging in the mouth
region the segmented nature of its base has ever precluded the

view that it was in any way connected with meckelian or palato-

quadrate structures. And as an intermandibular element its

position is even less plausible. For in the first place such a

view would require E. lecontei to be the generalized rather than
the most specialized of the different types. And one w^ould

have to assume that this intermandibular, which in the onl^'

teleostome in which it occurs is in its basis a dermal structure,

has not merelj^ been paralleled by the far diflTerent jaw conditions

of an elasmobranch, but has been paralleled in a cartilaginous

tissue. Moreover, even granting the possibility of this, the com-
parison with an intermandibular element could not yet be made,
for in Edestus the shaft is segmented, and in Onychodus its basal

portion is unquestionably a single piece.

If Edestus must now be excluded from the structures of the

mouth region, it would accordingly fall within the broad class of
spines. And this is the alternative which at the present day is

very generally accepted. But what manner of spine could it

have been ? On account of the segmented character of its shaft

Henry Woodward has compared it to the pectoral spines of the

Teleost Pelecopterus. Newberry on the other hand, reviewing
its characters in an extended memoir, decides with the clearest

and most convincing arguments that the spine was a median one,

that it was deeply implanted in the integument and that no fin

structures could have existed behind it ; it was therefore com-
parable to the spine series of the sting ra3^s, and its position ac-

cordingly^ might reasonably have been in the hinder trunk region.

But even this conclusion does not seem to the present writer
altogether a final one. For in Trycjon the spine series is ap-

parently compound, while in Edestus, the spine, although seg-

mented, is nevertheless a single one. There is, in other words,
no common spine shaft in the sting ray from which the denticles

take their origin. To make this comparison tenable it must,
therefore, be assumed that the individual element of the spine
series of Trygon represents a segment of Edestus. Of course

*Cf. especially the views of Hitchcock, L. Agassiz, Henry Woodward and Newberry,
Newberry, op. cit.
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Dr. Newberry never intended to establish definite homologies
between these two spines, far less suggest for a moment that
there was genetic relationship between them, for the phylogeny
of the widely divergent types of rays is too perfectly known to
admit of the possibility of their tail spines being a primitive char-

acter—anymore in fact than the lateral tail spine of Acai^thurus.
His suggestion was merely that the spine of Edestus might be
located " in the position of the second dorsal fin on the back or
tail of a plagiostome fish (op. cit. p. 9.)."

But the series of forms above described gives us now a some-
what more definite groundwork for a study of the relationships

of Edestus. As a flattened spine (E. heinrichsii) it bears evi-

dence of having been so imbedded in the integument that a
straight row of enlarged shagreen denticles alone protruded
above the surface. Each denticle with its underlying basal seg-

ment would thus be interpreted, as the present writer has already
suggested,* as a metameral element, each denticle with its sec-

ondary cusps representing the sum of the shagreen papilhie oc-

curring in a particular region (median dorsal ?) of a metamere,
its gouge-like underlying portiovi the fusion of the bases of these

denticles. From these conditions the spine has advanced in its

path of specialization, becoming more decurved until finally it

assumes a hook-shaped outline. Its hinder end tends at the

same time to become differentiated, and in the narrow end of the

shaft in E. lecontei no trace of segmentation can be determined.

From its distinctly metameral character, as shown in the sim-

pler t^'pes, Edestus is certainly to be given a very primitive

rank among ichthyodorulites wherever its position ma}- have
been. That a large portion of its basal elements was inserted

in the integument seems exceedingly probable for all forms, and
in this event the curved spines must have been placed either

upon the summit of a fleshy, rounded ridge, or within a trench

as an erectile spine—the latter doubtless less probably. It is at

this point worthy of note that the narrow end of the shaft of

E. leco7itei heurs no trace of segmentation. Can this be interpre-

ted as evidence that the hinder end projected above the body
surface ? In any event does the present evidence gainsay the

thesis of Newberry that the spine is bilaterally symmetrical and
must, therefore, have found its place in the median line of the

body? As far as the writer is aware, all evidence is in favor of

this view; no specimen can be pointed to as showing definitely

traces of asymmetry. But, on the other hand, it cannot be

doubted that this bilateral condition might have attained in

spines which were not strictly in the median line. In view of

*Fislies Living and Fossil, pp. 28-30.
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the peculiar terminal of the new species of Edestus, one cannot
at present help feeling that its position may have been some-
where on the head region, perhaps above or behind the eye in

some early type of Cestraciont. For it is certainly more natural

to place Edestus within a group of known spines than to at-

tempt to create for it a station by itself. In the former case

the evolution of the remarkable head spines would receive a
plausible, if not probable, solution. Beginning with the simplest

type of Edestus, situated, doubtless, far back, within the met-
ameral conditions of the anterior muscles of the trunk, the spine

has increased in curvature, at the same time tending to occur
further and further forward.* A degree of asymmetry may
next have appeared, and the peculiar forms of Listracanthiis

and Erismacanthus may have culminated the series. At all

events this is a suggestion which appears to be otfered by the

present comparison of the forms of Edestus.
The further conclusion afforded by the present comparison

bears upon the problem of the origin of spines in primitive

gnathostomes. Or, to be more accurate, upon one mode of
spine origin, for everyone would be inclined to admit that there

may have been several. In the present case the evidence may
be accepted as conclusive that a spine-like organ had its origin

as a metameral structure whose basal portion lay within the in-

tegument, and traversed longitudinally a number (seven at least)

of body segments. And that from this condition arose a more
or less typical spine shaft, thick at one end and pointed at the

other, with indications that its decurved character was accom-
panied by a firmer insertion of the proximal end, and the

eversion of the pointed tip. In this event it is but reason-

able to assume that the principal difficulty in accounting for

the origin of a spine has been overcome, for we have in Edestus
the actual stages in which a horizontal structure belonging pe-

culiarly to the body wall has become so decurved that its proxi-

mal end is certainly well nigh vertical. And when once a struc-

ture has been evolved which is evidently spine-like, one must
admit that the straightening and lengthening of its shaft—pro-

cesses accompanied by the fusion of the segmental elements and
the shortening of the basal line of insertion within the integu-

ment—and its perfected dermal encasement and ornamentation
become relatively at all events matters of secondary importance.
In other words, the present writer is led to believe on the evi-

dence of the spine series in Edestus that the origin of many of

the dorsal and head spines of the early gnathostomes, the Ces-

*This tendency Is weU known among fishes, e. g., Pleuracanthus, Chimaeroids
and many teleosts, Lophius, Trachypteriis, Bregmaceros, I'atcecus, flat fishes.
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tracionts and Trachyacanthids (Jaekel) in particular, ma}' be
traced to segmental structures in which the elements of the
shagreen denticle have taken the principal formative part.*

Stated Meeting.

November 23rd, 1896.

The Academy was called to order by Professor F. H. Gid-

DiNGs, chairman of the Sub-section of Philology which immedi-

ately organized. Twentj-^-eight persons present.

Professor J. F. Kemp acted as secretary in the unavoidable

absence of Professor Jackson.

The minutes of the last meeting, May 25, 1896, were read and

approved.

A communication from Professor Jackson explaining his un-

avoidable absence was also read.

The first paper of the evening was by Professor H. A. Todd,
entitled " The Epithet ' Magnus ' as applied to Albert the Great "

(Albertus Magnus).

The second paper of the evening was by Professor Calvin

Thomas, and was entitled " Considerations on the Origin of

Poetry."

The third paper of the evening was bj^ Professor L. A. Mc-
Louth,and was entitled " A review of Eugene Wolff's Geschichte

der deutschen Literatur der Gegenwart."

The fourth paper was by Professor Gillett of New York Uni-

versity, and was entitled " Remarks on the Summer School

under the auspices of the Alliances Francaises."

Professor Price presented the name of Dr. E. G. Sihler, Pro-

fessor of Latin in New York University, as resident member.

The Academ^^ then adjourned.
J. F. Kemp,

Acting Secretary of Section.

* A second, although kindred, method of spine formation has been referred to in
this connection (Fishes, Living and Fossil, p. 28). The concrescence of the fin sup-
ports in the anterior margin of the fin with a stout sheathing of shagreen denticles,

may reasonably have produced the spines ot Acanthodians (cf. Anat.Anz.yoi.'s.i.,

pp. 673-679, 1896).
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Stated Meeting.

November 30, 1896.

The Academy was called to order by President J, J. Steven-

son. Forty members present.

Mr. Henry Hames was nominated as resident member by

Professoi' Hallock and was referred in the usual course to the

Council.

The regular public lecture announced for the evening then

followed, and was delivered by Professor William Hallock. It

was entitled " Science and Voice Production." The lecture was

illustrated with apparatus and the lantern. At its conclusion a

vote of thanks was passed to the speaker.

The Academy then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Recording Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

December 7th, 1896.

The Academy met and was called to order by Vice-President

Woodward. Forty persons present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary presented from the Council the following four

names who were recommended as resident members : Miss Con-

stance Gibbons, 1 West 81st street, New York City ; Mr.

Henry Hames, 15 Wall street, New York City ; Professor E. G.

Sihler, New York University, New York City, and Mr. F. N.

Warburg, 18 East 72d street, New York City. On motion they

were all elected.

The Secretary presented the nomination of Professor Fred-

eric Taber Cooper, of New York University. It was referred

in due course to the Council.
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The Section of Astronomy and Physics then organized.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and, after certain

corrections as to the record of the paper of H. Jacoby upon an

ocular micrometer, were approved.

The first paper of the evening was by Professor J. K. Rees

upon the November Meteoric Shower. Professor Rees gave a

very interesting review of the work of Newton, Evans and

others, upon the probable orbit and period of the great showers

of meteors which were seen in 1833 and 1866, and which are

soon due again. Attention was also called to the work of

Leverrier, and Oppholtzer in finally settling the period of this

swarm at about 33^ years. At the request of Professor Stone,

observations were made at all the large observatories, on the

nights of last month, to see if by chance an unusual number of

meteors should be observed, thus indicating that the swarm had

so scattered out that some of the advanced guard would appear

even three years ahead of the general mass. The number ob-

served by Professor Rees was no greater than the normal and

the results were rather negative.

The paper was discussed by Professors Kemp, Martin, Wood-
ward, and others.

The second paper was by H. C. Parker, upon a Universal

Method of Measuring the Electric Current. Mr. Parker showed

how it is possible and convenient to measure currents varying

from a fraction of a microampere to a megalampere, i. e., from,

say a hundred millionth of an ampei'e, to a million amperes, by

simply using a voltmeter, or a delicate galvanometer, in connec-

tion with a series of shunts. He exhibited a series of such shunts

ranging from 0.1 ohm to 0.00005 ohm, which had been determined

upon the double bridge with an error not to exceed 0.1 per cent.

The paper was discussed b_y Professors Van Nardrotf and

Hallock.

W. Hallock then exhibited some mechanical devices by means

of which it is possible to illustrate the interference of two

beams of light with any desired phase difference ; and another
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to show how a beam of plane polarized light is resolved into two

at right angles to each other on entering a doubl^'-refracting

medium.

Mr. H. A. Humason described a large meteor that he had ob-

served, while in Central Park on the afternoon of Friday, De-

cember 4th, at 4:20 p. m. It was first observed when at an

altitude of 50 degrees ; it passed in a direction a little south of

east 5 or 10 degrees, and disappeared at an altitude of 15 de-

grees. In appearance it resembled an incandescent drop of

water; its angular magnitude was estimated at 10" to IS"-

Attention was called to certain reports of other meteors ob-

served on the same afternoon at the same time in places from

New Jersey to Connecticut ; the time and direction of these

varied so much that one was forced to conclude that there

were several different meteors that fell about the same time, all

of which were large enough to be seen in spite of the daylight, a

very unusual experience.

Similar observations in former years were reported b}" Pro-

fessor Martin and others.

On motion the Academy- then adjourned.

J. r. Kemp,

Secretary.

Wm. Hallock,

Secretary of Section.

Stated Meeting.

December 14th, 1896.

The Academy met with Prof. J. G. Curtis, Chairman of the

Biological Section, in the Chair. There being no regular busi-

ness, the Biological Section at once organized.

Dr. Arnold Graf made a preliminar}' report on " Some New
Fixing Fluids."
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Mr. J. H. McGregor read a paper entitled "An Embryo of

Gryptohranchus.^''

The embryo described is about 1(5 mm. long, and is the first

to be recorded of this species.

Prominent among its external features are the excessive amount
of 3^olk, the marked ventral flexure in the cervical region and
the very early and almost simultaneous appearance of the two
pairs of limbs. The dorsal surface is pigmented, the pigment
cells being arranged in transverse bands, one band over each

metamere of the body. Lateral line sense-organs can be distin-

guished. Among the most striking internal characters may be

mentioned the dorso-ventral flattening of the notochord, and the

late appearance of entoderm and alimentarj^ organs generally,

due doubtless to the great mass of 3^olk. The auditory vesicle

has an endolymphatic duct ending blindly immediately under

the skin on the top of the head. Along the sides of the body
a system of organs occurs which are probably homologous with

the embryonic sense-organs described by Beard in the sharks.

Dr. J. L. Wortman spoke of the Ganodonta, a new and primi-

tive suborder of the Edentata from the Eocene of North Amer-
ica. One section or family of the suborder, viz : the Stylin-

odontidse, is composed of Hemiganus, Fsittacotherium, Ecto-

ganus and Stylinodon, and forms a closely connected and con-

secutive phylum reaching from the base of the Puerco to the

Bridger formation and leading directl}" to the Gravigrada or

ground sloths. A second famil}', viz : the Conoryctidse, com-

posed of Conoryctes and Onychodectes, may be regarded as an-

cestral to the Armadillos. The character and origin of the

Edentate fauna of South America was discussed at length and

the conclusion reached that its original home was in North

America. It was further held that there was a migration to the

southward before the close of the Eocene, and that there must

have then been an early land connection between the two con-

tinents.

G. L. Bristol,

Secretary.
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Stated Meeting.

December 21st, 1896.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the Chair.

Ten persons present.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.

The first paper of the evening was by F. C, Nicholas, on the

Geology of Eastern Colombia, South America. The paper was
discussed by Professor Martin, the President and the Secretary.

It appears on a later page of this volume.

The academy then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

January 4th, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair. Ten
persons present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary presented from the Council the following nomi-

nations, which had been approved by the Council, and were rec-

ommended for election : Professor Frederic Taber Cooper, of

New York University, Rev. Haslett McKim, of 33 West 20th

Street, New York City, and Mr. James B. Cook, of Memphis^
Tennessee, all of whom were elected.

The Secretary then presented the following nominations for

resident membership: Mr. Samuel Keyser, 14 East 36th Street,

New York City, and Mr. Lawrence Irwell, of Buffalo, New York.

Mr. F. C. Nicholas was nominated as corresponding member.

There being no further business, the Section of Astronomy
and Physics immediately organized with R. S. Woodward in

the chair. In the absence of the regular secretary of the sec-

tion the reading; of minutes was omitted.
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Professor Jacoby was prevented from presenting the paper

that had been announced because his photographs had failed to

arrive. In his place Professor Rees threw upon the screen with

the lantern some photographs of pairs of smaller planets, which
had been taken by Professor Wilson, of Minnesota.

Considerable discussion ensued, after which the section ad-

journed.

J. F. Kemp, .

Secretary.

Stated Meeting.

January II th, 1897.

The meeting was called to order by Professor Bristol. Twenty-

five persons present.

Dr. G. S. Huntington read a paper entitled " A Contribution

to the Mj'ology of Lemur bruneus.''^

The paper deals with some of the ventral trunk muscles and

the appendicular muscles of the forelimb and pectoral girdle. A
comparison of the structure of these muscles with the corre-

sponding parts in other members of the suborder shows L. hru-

neus to possess marked primitive characters in the arrangement

of the pectoral girdle muscles and the muscles of the proximal

segment of the anterior limb. This is especially evident in the

lateral recession of the pectorales, the compound character of

the ectopectoral insertion, the junctions of a Pectoralis abdomi-

nalis with the typical entopectoral insertion, and the presence

of an axillary muscular arch, derived from the tendons of the

Latissimus dorsi and connected with the deep plane of insertion

of the ectopectoral tendon.

The presence of a third or inferior portion of the coraco-

brachialis is noted in addition to the upper and middle portion

usually present in the Lemuroidia.

The ventral trunk muscles present a distinct carnivore t^^pe

in. their ari-angement, instanced by the high thoracic extension
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of the Rectus abdominalis, the occurrence of a well developed

supra costalis, the union of Levator scapulse and Serratus mag-

nus, the thoracic extension of the scalenus group, interlocking

both with the Serratus and Obliquus externus.

The aponeurosis of the Obliquus externus presents a well de-

veloped divisian of the internal pillar of the external abdominal

ring, dovetailing with the one from the opposite side and form-

ing the triangular ligament of the same.

Mr. H. E. Crampton, Jr., reported some of his " Observations

upon Fertilization in Gasteropods."

The observations were made upon the eggs of a species of

Doris, collected last summer on the Pacific Coast by Mr. Cal-

kins, and upon a species of Bulla, which deposited eggs at

Wood's Holl during the months of August and September. The
results may best be summarized by stating that a complete con-

firmation was obtained of the accounts of fertilization given by

Wilson and Matthews, Boveria ; Hill, for sea-urchins ; Meade, on

Chetopterus, Kostanecki and Wiejyewski, upon Physa, etc. The
sperm nucleus is preceded by the divided centrosome, an aster,

however, not being found till the union of the germ-nuclei. The
first polar spindle lies at each pole a double centrosome, the

second maturation spindle but one. These are of great size,

however, and the one remaining in the egg finally disintegrates,

the eentrosomes of the first cleavage spindle being derived from

the sperm. The germ-nuclei do not fuse, but lie very close to

one another, in contact.

Mr. N. R. Harrington gave an account of the life history of

Entoconcha, a mollusc parasitic in a Holothurian. His paper

was illustrated by photographs.

The following paper was read by title : N. R. Harrington and

B. B. Griffin, " Notes on the Distribution, Habits and Habitat

of some Puget Sound Invertebrates." The paper appears on a

later page.

C. L. Bristol,

Secretary.
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ADAPTATION OF THE SHELL OF PLACUANOMIA
TO THAT OF SAXIDOMUS, WITH REMARKS

ON SHELL ADAPTATION IN GENERAL.

By Bradney B. Griffin, B, Sc.

During one of the dredging trips made in the summer of 1896
near Port Townsend, Washington, there came into m}^ posses-
sion a left valve of a species of Saxidomus, one of the common
clams of the Pacific Coast. Upon this valve near its anterior
margin was attached a shell of Placuanomia. The latter exhibits
an interesting though not uncommon phenomenon ; ordinarily
smooth and marked only by indistinct lines of growth or low
radial folds, it has here assumed lines and folds that coincide
exactly with the concentric markings of the Saxidomus. We
have here evidently a case analogous to one recently described
by Arnold Graf,* wherein a Crepidula had assumed the
radial folds of a Pecten upon which it was attached. As the
same principles are here concerned the case well merits a de-

tailed description. I have added a rough sketch to aid in

elucidating the main features. Many of the intermediate con-
centric lines have been omitted to avoid confusing the drawing,
and for a like reason those indicated have not been continued
the whole length of the shell.

The Saxidomus in question is marked by frequent sharp raised

concentric lines, distributed at irregular intervals. They occur
sparsel^Mn the umbonal region, but become more frequent as the
margin is reached, where they are quite fine, regular and closely

set. The line a and several between a and b not indicated on the

drawing are represented on the Placuanomia by faint folds, but as

the margin is appi'oached the impressed lines become sharper and
more distinct until I is reached. From I to the margin the at-

tached shell is corroded and the surface pattern confused, but
with careful scrutiny indications are seen of numerous fine lines

which correspond with the more marginal ones of the Saxidomus^
The completeness of the correspondence is quite remarkable. Not
only the sharper and more distinct lines are copied, but even
the more minute concentric strife are impressed ; and, moreover,
whenever a line is double or triple, however near the component
lines may be to each other, this double or triple condition is ac-

curately copied on the Placuanomia. In all cases the distance

between the components is greatly exaggerated in the drawing.

Adaptation of the shell of Crepidula fornicata to the shell of Pecten Jacobceus.
Trans. New York Academy of Science, April 3, 1896.
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The adaptation involves the whole sui'face with the exception
of a small area (between the lines /landZ), near the umbo, which
is subdivided by two prominent growth lines into three portions.

Fig. 1. Left valve of Saxidomns sqtialidus ? with shell of PUicuanomia
»nacrosc/(isma attached near anterior margin. The broken lines, a -I, etc., in-

dicate concentric strise of the Saxidoimis, the corresponding full lines those

assumed by the Placnanomia, and the small striated area between the lines h
and I, the umbonal region of the latter.

The two outer subdivisions have respectively two sets of fine

longitudinal lines that are not quite continuous with each other
nor with those of the rest of the shell. These I believe to be mark-
ings assumed from a surface of attachment during earlier periods
in the life of the shell; their discontinuity at the lines of growth
evidently indicates that the Placuanomia must have twice shifted

its position. This probably took place from a position lower down
on the Saxidomus where the lines are finer, or possibly from an-

other shell. The possibility at first suggested itself that these two
sets of lines on the two outer umbonal regions might be radial

markings proper to the shell in its 3^oung stages. Such abrupt
change in surface markings is very common among the fossil

Brachiopoda and Cardiida? and has been observed by me in cer-

tain Gastropods. In Placuanomia, however, these are sharp,

few in number and large, relative to the shell, and are separated
by intervals that correspond very nearh' with the distances be-
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tween the marginal lines of the Saxidomus. Moreover, all other
specimens of the Anomiidai examined (which include about
three dozen individuals) show absolutel}^ no trace of similar

radial markings on any portion of the shell. These facts lead

me to believe that the lines in question are really assumed from
a surface of attachment. The inner umbonal region is quite

smooth, and represents the youngest period of the shell when
probably it was quite free.

From the extent of the adaptation it is evident that the Jrlacua-

nomia became ver}' early attached to the Saxidomus. Its extreme
marginal position would seem to indicate that the attachment
did not occur until the Saxidomus had very nearly, if not entirel}',

completed its growth.
Among the Anomioid shells collected by the expedition there

is one specimen that shows an assumption of low ridges or folds

instead of sharp lines, but unfortunately the attached surface

was not preserved. Still other specimens do not show assumed
lines, although attached to more or less rigid shells.

The phenomenon here presented b}^ the Grepidula (Graf.) and
the Anomioid shells is not new ; it has been frequently ob-

served and commented upon by paheontologists in fossil shells,

and raises interesting questions as to the specific valne of sur-

face configuration in attached forms. Thus Keyes* calls atten-

tion to the fact that in Platyceras, a Gasteropod found attached

on the vault of Palseocrinoids, " the longitudinal folds and plica-

tions in the shell are in many cases due largeh^ to the surface of

attachment," and that even certain nodes on the shell " appear

to have resulted from the peculiar nodose ornamentation of

Platycrinus.''^ He concludes, therefore, that, as the configuration

of both the surface and the peristome in these attached shells

(including also the Calyptrjeidae) " being to a great extent de-

pendent upon individual environment," but little specific value

is to be attached to them. Barrandef figui'es a " Discina ?

miranda " with folds that must have resulted from the surface

of attachment. HallJ figures with brief comments half a dozen

species of Crania that attach themselves to various surfaces,

such as other Brachiopod and Gasteropod shells, crinoid stems,

etc., and each in case the Crania copies accurately the surface

configuration. An instance of this is seen in the Geological

Museum of the School of Mines, which contains a Crania
scabiosa attached to a Strophomena and minutely copying the

excessively fine radial striations of the latter,

*" The Sedentary Habits of Platvceras," Am. Jour. ofSci., Oct., 18S8;and "On the
Attachment of Platyceras to Palabcrinoids and its effects in modilying the forms of

the Shell," Proc. Am. Ph. Soc, Vol. XXV., No. 128, 1888.

tSysteme Silurien de Boheme, Vol. V. pi. 129.

fPal. N. Y., Vol. VIII. Brachiopoda, I., pi. iv., H.
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Another interesting case is that of the Australian Ilyochama
anomioides, which attaches to different shells of varied and di-

verse surface patterns, as beautifully illustrated by specimens
in the American Museum of Natural History. The shell is nor-

mally marked b^^ prominent bifurcating radial ridges. One
specimen attached to a lamellibranch with prominent concen-
tric ridges shows these accurately assumed, while others copy
no less minutely the radial folds of their hosts. Perhaps the
most interesting example is that presented by a Myochama at-

tached to a shell with sharp pectinate radial ribs. The former
is symmetrically situated upon its host with its umbo directed

downward, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Shell of a ? Trigonki with attached valve of 3Tyochama!'anomioides,

which has partially assumed the radial folds of its host. The broken lines

indicate the radial pectinate ridges of the host, the double full lines those
proper to the ilyochama, and the single full lines those assumed by the latter.

It will be seen that medianly and anteriorly the Myochama
has completeh' assumed the radial ridges of the attached sur-

face, and its own radial folds have become thereby almost en-

tirely suppressed. These, however, reappear further down,
where the ridges of its host were less prominent. Such a sup-

pression does not occur where the assumed ridges are perpen-
dicular to the radial folds of the Ilyochama.
Numerous other cases are reported among fossil lamelli-

branchs, and is very frequently to be observed in Ostrea.

The phenomenon then appears to be a very common one
among attached shell, and is found to be widely distributed. Its

immediate cause, as explained by Graf, is very obvious. During
the growth of the shell the mantle edge became pressed into and
followed all the inequalities of the attached surface, thus pro-

ducing a mould upon which the lime salts were deposited and
consolidated.

Reasoning from the advantage that would accrue to the Grepi-

dula from always fixing upon an active shell like Pecten, Dr.
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Graf* concludes that we have here a ridged variety of Crepidula
which in time niaj- become established as a species. From the

evidence yielded by the Placuanomia, the fossil shells and the

Myochama^ I would, however, attach less importance to the phe-

nomenon. A character is here initiated and sustained by a con-

tinuous extraneous stimulus, and, as shown by the Myochama,
it vanishes the moment the stimulus falls below a certain inten-

sit3\f Moreover, all the forms studied appear to attach them-
selves indifferently to surfaces of diverse and varied patterns,

and consequently the stimulus is too varied and changing for

an}"^ particular pattern to become impressed upon the germ-
plasm and reappear in the offspring. This could only occur in

case the habit was acquired of always fixing upon a surface of

similar pattern.^

It is, however, not unlikely, as Mr. Yan Ingen suggests, that

this adaptation may in some cases be of advantage to the shell

by enabling it to cling more tightly to the attached surface. The
fact that some individuals readily assume the surface markings,

while others do not, would seem to indicate that the plasticity

of the mantle varies. This variability then furnishes a possible

field for the operation of natural selection. The individuals

fa-v^red, however, would certainly be those with sensitive and
plastic mantles, readily adaptable to any character of surface.

On the other hand those shells which tend to reproduce a defi-

nite pattern would be at a disadvantage in adapting themselves

to the different hosts available for attachment.

Before, even an approximate decision can be reached in

respect to these theoretical questions a detailed comparative

.study should be made of all the available facts, not forgetting

the late embryology of these attached shells. Such a careful

study the phenomenon under consideration seems to well merit.

In conclusion, I wish to express my obligation to Professor

Whitfield and Mr. Gratacap for kindly allowing me access to the

collection of shells in the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York, and permitting me to make a drawing of the

3Iyochamh. I am also indebted to my friend, Mr. Yan Ingen,

for suggestions as to literature bearing on this subject.

ZooiiOGicAL Department, Columbia University.

* /. c. p. 69.

tThe' fact that the faintest possible stimulus is sufficient to produce an effect

upon Placuamonia, while a more powerful one is recjuired in Myochama, may be

attributed to the fact that the former is relatively a smooth shell, while the latter is

ridged, since it is readily conceivable that the folds of the attached surface would need
be of considerable prominence to reverse and suppress the tendency to ridges in the

Myochama. . „ . , ,

J The susceptibilitv of the germ-plasm to extraneous influences is here merely

assumed for argument's sake.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. G, March 26, 1897.
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ON SOME POINTS IN THE FORMATION AND DISTRI-
BUTION OF THE CERVICAL PLEXUS IN

CYNOMORPHOUS MONKEYS.

By Geo. S. Huntington,

The following paper contains the first of a series of observa-
tions on the structure of the Peripheral Nervous System of the

Simiadae, the purpose of the investigation including a study of
the formation of the spinal nerve-plexus, and of peripheral spinal

nerve-anastomoses, in an attempt to determine more accurately
their morphological significance and phylogenetic value.

The material on which the following observations have been
made, comprises a number of individuals of the following species,

dissected during the past two years in the Laboratory for

Morphological Research of Columbia University :

Cercopithecus diana, Macacus rhesus,
" mona, " ochreatus,
" pogonias, Cynocephalus hamadr^'as,

Chlorocebus subagus, '' porcarius,

Cercocebus fulginosus, " anubis,
" collaris, " babouin,

Macacus sinicus, " sphinx,
" pileatus, Chseropithecus leucophcieus,
" nemestrinus, Mormon maimon.
" cynoraolgus.

The construction of the cervical plexus in these forms, by the
anterior divisions of the first four cervical nerves, resembles in

its main features the type usually followed in the human subject.

A representative type is shown in Plate VII., Fig. I., w^iich

exhibits the plan of the right cervical plexus of a female Ilacacus
rhesus.

The anterior branch of the First Cervical nerve gives off a

large communicating twig (Fig. I., 1), which passes forwards
and enters the sheath of the Hypoglossal nerve, dividing into a

bundle (Fig. I., 2), the fibres of which course centripetalh' in

the Hypoglassal sheath, and a peripherally^ directed bundle (Fig.

I., 3), which will be again referred to in discussing the forma-
tion of the deep cervical ansa and the innervation of the Infra-

hyoid muscles.
The centrally directed bundle (2) gives off several small mus-

cular twigs to the Anterior Recti, but does not exhaust itself
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completely in suppl3'ing these muscular filaments, remaining as
a slender twig in the sheath of the H3'poglossal and entering the
anterior candyloid canal with the same.
The remainder of the First Cervical nerve descends in front of

the transverse process of the atlas, forming, with the Second
Cervical nerve, the First, or Atlantal, Cervical ansa.

Close to the point of union of this descending branch of the
First with the Second Cervical nerve, the latter gives off a branch
(Fig. I., 4), which passes backward, applies itself for a short
distance to a similar branch (Fig. I., 5), derived from the Third
Cervical nerve, and then joins the Spinal Accessory nerve, the
majorit}^ of its fibres turning upwards and passing centripetally

within the Accessor}- sheath. A small twig descends peripherally'

with the communicating branch from the Third Cervical (Fig.

I., 5).

The remainder of the Second Cervical nerve passes down, as

Ansa Cervicalis II., and, after giving oflT a communicating
branch to the A^agus (Fig. I., 6), and a branch to the Rectus
capitis anticus major (Fig. I., 7), is continued into the trunk,
which, with a similar branch from the Third Cervical, forms the
Ansa cervicalis profunda (Communicans Noni) (Fig. I., 8).

The Third Cervical nerve, besides contributing the above men-
tioned communicating branch (Fig. 1., 5) to the Spinal Acces-
sory, and a branch (Fig. I., 8) to the Infra-hyoid muscular dis-

tribution, gives off the Great Auricular nerve (Fig. I., 9), which
includes in part the fibres usuallj^ found in the human subject,

forming the Occipitalis minor.

The remainder of the nerve gives off the upper branch of the

Superficial Cervical nerve (Fig. I., 10) and a laranch, which, to-

gether with a contribution from the Fourth Cervical nerve, forms
the lower division of the Superficial Cervical (Fig. I., 10').

It also supplies a number of branches to the deep prevertebral

muscles and to the Levator anguli scapuh^ (Fig. I., 11, H, H).
The Fourth Cervical nerve gives the above mentioned branch to

the Superficial Cervical nerve. It also furnishes, near the point

of exit from the spinal canal, a large branch to the upper por-

tion of the Scalenus auticus (Fig. I., 12), and a large nerve form-

ing one of the roots of the Phrenic nerve (Fig. I. P.)-

The remainder of the nerve, after furnishing a communicating
branch to the Fifth cervical, divides into two main branches.

The postero-external of these gives off a muscular branch (Fig.

I., 13) to the deep surface of the Levator clavicuhv (M. omo-
cleido-transversarius), and then divides into the Supra-acromial

nerves (Fig. I., 14, 14, 14).

The antero-internal division furnishes the Supraclavicular and

Suprasternal nerves (Fig. I., 15, 15, 15).
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The above plan, with minor individual variations, is found to

prevail throughout the series of cynomorphous monkeys exam-
ined.

The chief point of difference to be noted, in comparison with
the usual human arrangement, is the absence of a separate branch
from the Second and Third Cervical nerves, constituting the

human Occipitalis minor. The deficiency of this nerve is made
good to the cutaneous distribution of the lateral occipital and
mastoid regions by the large size of the Auricularis magnusand
the extensive distribution of the Occipitalis major.

The communicating twig from the Second Cervical to the Spinal

Accessory (Fig. I., 4) may represent the rudiment of the human
Lesser Occipital nerve. In Man this nerve is regularly derived
from the loop between the Second and Third Cervical nerves,

exceptionall}^ entirel}^ from the Second. The Occipitalis minor
supplies a communicating branch to the Spinal Accessory. Possi-

bly this communicating branch represents the element contrib-

uted by the Second Cervical nerve to the Occipitalis minor of the

human plexus, the remaining cutaneous branches of the nerve
being derived from the Third Cervical. In the Cynomorpha the

corresponding brandies remain isolated, not uniting to form a
Lesser Occipital nerve. The branch from the Second Cervical

nerve (Fig. I., 4), passes directly to the Spinal Accessory as a
communicating branch, and the usual cutaneous distribution of
the human Lesser Occipital is derived from the Third Cervical

through the path of the Auricularis magnus.
The Occipitalis minor in Man also supplies, in addition to the

terminal post-auricular distribution, cutaneous filaments to the

narrow dorsal integumentary zone of the cervical plexus, occu-

pying the interval between the adjacent margins of the Sterno-

cleido-mastoid and Trapezius muscles. These tegumentary
branches are either derived from the main nerve, or from a N.
occipitalis minor secundus, if such a branch is present.

In the C^'uomorpha the region in question is occupied by the

Levator claviculffi (Omo-cleido-transversarius) or by a Cleido-

occipital muscle, a link between the Sterno-cleido-mastoid and
Trapezius. The overlying integument receives numerous branches
from the Third and Fourth Cervical nerves, for the most part de-

rived in common with the muscular branches to the Levator
claviculse and the adjacent deeper divisions of the Trapezius.

The communication of the Third Cervical nerve with the Spinal

Accessory in man usually takes place by means of a twig passing

to one of the Sterno-mastoid branches of the Accessory. By
means of this communication filaments from the Third Cervical

nerve pass both peripherally into the Sterno-mastoid branches of
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the Accessorj^ and centrally into the main trunk of the Acces-
sory, the ultimate destination of the latter being unknown.
The usual communication of the Third Cervical with the Spinal

Accessory in the Cynomorpha is seen in the plexus of Macacus
rhesus (Fig. I., 5).

Another form of the anastamotic connection between the upper
cervical nerves and the Spinal Accessory is presented by the plex-
us of ilfacacws p^7ea^MS, Plate YI., (Fig. II.), also throwing some
light on the probable derivation of the human Occipitalis minor.

Here the Third Cervical gives otf, in addition to the Auricularis
magnus (Fig. II., 1), and the two divisions of the Superficial
Cervical (Fig. II., 3, 3'), a communicating branch of considera-
ble size (Fig. II., 2), which passes in great part into the Sterno-
mastoid branch of the Accessory (Fig. II., 5), travelling centrally'

within the sheath of the nerve. The remainder of this branch
applies itself in two filaments to the main trunk of the Acces-
sor3\ accompanjnng it in a peripheral direction, for a short dis-

tance. It then separates again from the main trunk of the
Accessory, and, after junction with an additional filament from
the Third Cervical, forms a trunk (Fig. II., 4), which supplies
cutaneous filaments to the integument over the interval between
Sterno-mastoid and Trapezius (Levator clavicula?). Consider-
ing the composition of this anastomosis in comparison with the
human plexus we find the usual communication, with centrally

directed fibres, between the Third Cervical nerve and the Sterno-
mastoid branch of the Spinal Accessory.
The structure and distribution of branch 4 (Fig. II.), indi-

cates a rudimentary Occipitalis minor. This supplies a second
communicating twig to the Accessory—the fibres passing in a
peripheral direction—and the tegumentary nerves to the dorsal

zone of the cervical plexus, corresponding to the interval be-

tween the Sterno-mastoid and Trapezius.

The superficial distribution of the cervical plexus in the Cyno-
morpha is exceedinglv rich in terminal branches, anastomosing
freely with each other and frequentl}^ forming loops. The}' are

placed under cover of the Plat^'sma, and reach the cutaneous
distribution by perforating this muscle.

The general arrangement of these superficial branches is seen

in Plate VI., Fig. III., representing the superficial dissection of

the right side of the neck in a specimen of Macacus pileatus.

The branches may be grouped under the following heads :

I. Auricularis magnus.

The nerve forms a large trunk, curving around the dorsal

marsfin of the Sterno-cleido-mastoid and ascending on the outer
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surface of the muscle to the auricular region, breaking up into

a leash of branches as it approaches the terminal distribution.

These branches follow, in all species examined, a regular arrange-

ment, the plan of which is indicated in Plate VI., Tig. IV.
1. The most posterior or dorsal branch (Fig. IV., 1) supplies

the integument of the retro-auricular and mastoid regions, ex-

tending over the occipital attachment of the Trapezius and
anastomosing with the Occiptalis major. This branch supplies

the region usually innervated by the human Occipitalis minor.
2. The second terminal branch (Fig. IV., 2) is usually the

largest. It runs in the cranio-auricular groove, giving branches
to the mastoid region, to the cranial surface of the anterior helix

margin, and to the cranial surface of the cymba and cavitas

conchse.

3. The third branch (Fig. IV., 3) supplies the back part of
the cymba (cavitas inferior conchae).

4. The fourth branch (Fig. IV., 4) supplies the integument of
the inferior and anterior surface of the external auditory meatus.

5 and 6. The fifth and sixth branches (Fig. IV., 5, 6) supply
the integument over the parotid region in front and below the
external auditory meatus.

II. N. Cervicalis superficialis.

This is composed of an ascending dioision, derived from the

Third Cervical nerve (Plate VI., Fig. I., 10), and a transverse

division^ derived from the Third and Fourth cervical nerves.

(Fig. I., 10'.)

1. The ascending division (Plate VI., Fig. IV., 7, 8, 10) sends
a twig (Fig. IV., 7) to the integument of the parotid region, in

front of the external auditory meatus, between it and the can-

dyle of the lower jaw.

The continuation of the nerve divides into two branches (Fig.

IV., 8, 10), which pass obliquely upwards to the anterior margin
of the parotid gland and to the angle of the jaw, meeting the

infra-maxillary branches of the Facial Nerve and anastomosing
freely with them at their point of emergence from the gland and
along the margin of the mandible. One of the branches (Fig.

IV., 10) continues obliquely across the Masseter muscle to the

integument overlying the buccal pouch.
2. The transverse division, derived from the third and fourth

cervical nerves, emerges from the cover of the Sterno-mastoid at

a somewhat lower level, usually combined wtth the Supra-sternal

and internal Supra-clavicular descending branches of the Fourth
nerve (Fig. III.). Passing underneath the external jugular
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vein, the nerve sends a large branch (Fig. IV., 12) upward and
inward, supplying the integument as far as the median line, and
a smaller division downward and inward, in company with the
Supra-sternal nerves, supplying the integument over the origin of
the Sterno-cleido-mastoid, jugulum, and manubrium sterni (Fig.
IV., 13).

III. Nn. descendentes.

These form three divisions. Supra-sternal, Supra-clavicular and
Supra-acromial and are derived from the Fourth Cervical nerve
(Plate VI., Fig. I., 14, 15).

The general arrangement (Fig. III.) corresponds to the
human distribution. The nerves are remarkable for the number
and size of the individual branches, and for the extensive area
of distribution, the integument of the pectoral region being sup-
plied by them to below the level of the nipple.

The Supra-acromial division sends large branches over the
prominence of the shoulder, extending on the lateral aspect to
the level of the Deltoid insertion.

The supra-clavicular nerves send a constant branch to suppl}'^

the integument over the lateral portion of the Pectoralis major,
down as far as the level of the great tuberosity, on the lateral

and anterior aspect of the shoulder.

Other branches of this division extend to the lower border of
the Pectoralis major, giving offsets to the integument of the
axilla and of the antero-internal surface of the arm, as far down
as the lower extremity of the bicipital groove.
The greatest interest attaches to the formation of the deep

cervical loop, the communication with the Hypoglossal and the
innervation of the muscles connected with the Hyoid bone.
The general type conforms to the usual arrangement seen in

the human subject.

The significance of the Descendens noni of anthropotomy was
pointed out by Bach in 1834, who first referred the nerve to its

proper derivation from the cervical plexus.

Longet and Volkmann came to the same conclusion on physi-

ological grounds.
Later Luschka, E. Bischoff and Holl further determined the

derivation of the Descendens noni from the cervical plexus
through the communication of the First and Second Cervical

nerves with the Hypoglossal.
The arrangement of the human plexus and of the deep cervi-

cal loop is shown in Plate III., Fig. V., taken from Holl's rep-

resentation, which indicates sufficiently'^ the usual disposition and
derivation of the branches.
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The examination of the deep cervical loop and hypoglossal
anastomosis in the Cynomorpha throws important light on the

character and mode of the communication, and on the question
of the nerve supply of the individual hyoid muscles.

Fig. VI. of Plate YII. represents the plan of the right deep
cervical ansa and of tlie infra-hyoid muscular distribution in a
female specimen of Macacus f^hesus (Body weight 2,546 grms.
Brain weight 73 grms.)

The periphei'al communicating branch of the First Cervical
nerve (Plate II., Fig. I., 3) enters the sheath of the Hypoglossal
immediately after the exit of the latter nerve from tlie skull at the

jioint where it crosses in front of the Vagus. It leaves the
Hypoglossal in front of the External Carotid arter}^ descends
obliquel}' on the outer surface of the sheath of the vessel, and is

joined, near the bifurcation of the Common Carotid, by the com-
municating branch from the Second and Third Cervical nerves.

The Second Cervical nerve gives off three short internal

branches. Two of these (Plate VII., Fig., VI., 1, 3) supply the
anterior prevertebral muscles; the third (Fig. VI., 2) passes

to the Vagus.
The remainder of the nerve continues downward in two divi-

sions ; one of these joins an ascending branch from the Third
cervical to form the communicating loop to the deep cervical

ansa ; the other descends to the main trunk of the Third Cervical
and is continued peripherally into the Auricularis magnus.
The point of communication of the branch from the First Cer-

vical and the branch from the Second and Third Cervical reveals

the structure of the cervical ansa completel3\ The nerves are

merely loosely connected by a thin fascial investing sheath and
are easily separated from each other. Above or in front of the
point of communication the ventral limb of the loop is composed
of two nerve trunks passing in opposite directions. The as-

cending trunlv, derived from the Second Cervical nerve, passes
upward to the point where the loop is connected with the Hypo-
glossal, enters the sheath of the latter nerve, and continues in

a peripheral direction, giving one branch to the Thyro-hyoid
muscle, the remainder passing with the Hypoglossal nerve to the
tongue proper, to supph' the Genio-hyoid muscle.
The descending trunk of the ventral limb of the loop consists

of the entire contribution of the First Cervical nerve, reaching
its distribution b3' travelling in the sheath of the Hj-poglossal.

Leaving this sheath at the intersection with the Carotid vessels

the nerve descends in the ventral limb of the loop to the " point
of communication." Here the nerve crosses the ascending
branch derived from the Second Cervical nerve, being only
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loosel}" attached to it by connective tissue. The precarotid
communication is tiiangulai- in shape, the nerves composing the
triangle being easily' separated from each other and not enter-

ing into any true anastomosis at this point. The ventrally

l)laced base of the triangle is formed b3'the descending trunk from
the First Cervical, the upper (anterior) side by the ascending
branch from the Second Cervical, the lower (posterior) side by
the entire branch from the the Third Cervical, which at the in-

ferior (posterior) angle joins the trunk derived from the First

Cervical. The combined nerves proceed downwards overlying
the sheath of the Carotid vessels, and from the common trunk
branches are derived which pass to the Sterno-hyoid, Sterno-
thyroid and both divisions of the Omo-hyoid, the nerve to the
Sterno-thyroid being remarkablv long and continuing on the
deep surface of the muscle nearly to the sternal attachment.

Fig. VII., of Plate YII., /epresents the plan of the deep cer-

vical ansa on the right side in a specimen of Macacus i^hesus 5
,

850.5 grm. bodyweight.
The same general arrangement is here repeated, with the

trifling difference in the terminal distribution of the descending
trunk, which affords separate branches from the ventral border
to the Sterno-hyoid, Sterno-thyroid and the anterior belly of the

Omo-hyoid, the inferior continuation of the nerve then dividing
into an anterior branch for the lower portion of the Sterno-
thyroid, and a posterior division for the posterior part of the

Omohyoid.
Fig. Till., of Plate YII., shows the plan of the ansa in 3Ia-

racKS sinicus, and, excepting a high origin of the nerve to the

Sterno-hyoid, presents the same arrangement as the preceding
forms.

In the remainder of the series examined the conditions were
identical, differing only in the degree of ease with which the

course of the nerves engaged in the triangular precarotid inter-

lacement could be demonstrated, and in some minor details re-

garding the point of derivation of the terminal muscular branches.

While in man the interlacing of the nerves in the h^'poglossal

and deep cervical loops is close and intimate, preventing the

complete separation of the individual nerve trunks, the com-
plete agreement as regards structure throughout the series of

Cj-nomorpha examined affords strong reasons for believing that

the ground-plan of the anastomosis is formed on the type pre-

sented by them, and that we will be obliged to modify the scheme
of the human loop, as indicated in Roll's sketch (Fig. Y.), ac-

cordingly.

Expressed in terms of muscular equivalents the resolution of

the ansa would yield the following results :
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M. Genio-hyoideus = CII.

M. Thjro-hyoideus = CII.

M. Sterno-thyroideus = CI. (Fig. VIII.).

M. Sterno-hyoideus = CI. + CIII.

M. Omo-hyoideus = CI.+ CIII.

The anatomical divisions of the loop would be :

I. Ventral limb (CI. Descending trunk), (CII. Ascending

trunk.)

II. Dorsal limb (CII. and CIII.).

III. Triangular precarotid interlacement.

IV. Terminal descending trunk (CI. and CIII.).

In considering the significance of the above detailed associa-

tion of the upper three cervica) nerves with each other, and of

the First and Second with the Hypoglossal, the following facts

suggest themselves :

The morphology of the Infra-hyoid group of muscles in Man
reveals only exceptionally the more intimate connection with
the tongue proper which appears in many of the lower forms.

The known facts may be grouped in reference to the individul

muscles as follows

:

Sterno-hyoid.

This muscle is at times found united with the Sterno-th3'roid

in man. In mau}'^ animals this connection—partial, especially

near origin, or complete—is normal—as in Ruminants: Mono-
tremata, most Carnivoi'a : Myrmecobivs, Erinacevs, Lepiia,

Manatus, several Frosimians : Ateles, Lagothrix, etc. In all

these forms the muscles are more or less closely united at their

lower part.

In the Horse (Chaveau) they are only separate at the level of
the aponeurotic intersection. Testut finds the two united in

the Bear up to within 3 cm. of the larynx.

In Ornitliorhynchus the Sterno-hyoid is not present as a dis-

tinct muscle, but is represented by fasciculi which separate from
the Sterno-thyoid to pass to the Hyoid bone.

Instances in Avhich the muscle does not present any connec-
tion with the Hj'oid bone, but passes beyond the same to join

some of the muscles of the Hyo-maxillary group, are numerous,
and of particular interest in reference to the connection between
the proper motor nerve of the tongue and the nerve supply of
the Infra-hyoid group of muscles.

In Echidna (Westling) the muscle arises from the xiphoid
cartilage and by a narrow attachment from the Corpus stern i,
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and passes to the tongue muscles without attachment to the
H3'oid bone.

Fewkes describes tliis muscle under the name of Sterno-glossus.

Its homology with the usual mammalian Sterno-hyoid appears
from the absence of a regular Sterno-hj^oid and from the nerve-
supply by branches from the upper cervical nerves through the
Hypoglossal. A partial or complete replacement of the usual
Sterno-hyoid by a Sterno-glossus, passing over the Hj'oid bone,
and joining the muscles at the base of the tongue, is noted in

Myrmecaphaga, Manis and Dasypus.
In some forms {Phascolarctos) the muscle is attached to the

median surface of the Inferior Maxilla—forming a Sterno-maxil-
laris (Owen, Ponchet, Macalister).

McWhinnie describes in man aberrant fascicles of the muscle
as passing over the Hyoid bone to join the Mylo-hyoid, and the
partial union of the Sterno-hyoid and Sterno-thyroid with the
Hyoglossus is very frequent.

The frequent connection between Sterno-thyroid and Thyro-
hyoid, present in many mammalia as the typical condition,*
shows conclusively that the two muscles are to be regarded as a

single morphological unit, which has undergone a division into

two segments by contracting an intermediate adhesion to the

Thyroid cartilage. In man the muscle in addition appears
united by variation with the Sterno-hyoid, Omo-hyoid and Hyo-
glossus (Walsham). Gegenbaur's investigations show that the

Omo hyoid is a part of the muscle group which in Man is still

represented b^' the Sterno-hyoid and Sterno-th^oid, but which in

earlier types extends from the sternal region over the Clavicle

and proceeds thence to the Scapula.

Union with the Sterno-h3'oid is noted in man as a variation and
the extension of the muscle into the supra-h3'oid region is noted
by Macalister, who found some fasciculi passing to the Mylo-
hyoid, after having passed over the Hyoid bone, and by Wood,
who notes partial union with the Stylo-h^oid.

In Ornithorhynchus the muscle is double, one part passing

into the Hyoid, another inserting into the Inferior Maxilla.

From the facts just cited—and similar evidence could readily

be multiplied—the morphological unity of the hyoid group of

muscles is apparent. Moreover the extension of the infra-h3'oid

division of this group into the h3^o-maxillar3' region and into the

tongue, as noted in the above instances, appears to mark the

earlier condition of the muscular plane, before secondaiy attach-

*Lutra, Phoca, Hapale, Cebus. Cynocephalus, Troglodytes, Gorilla exhibit the
union very weU ; less closely connected are the two muscles in Man, Hystric, Viverra,
Metes and Macacus.
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ment to the Hyoid served to differentiate the infra-h^'oid from
the supra-hyoid division, as in most of the higher mammalia.
The evolution of the group indicates cleavage in two planes.

1. Vertical sagittal cleavage, resulting in the differentiation

of Omo-hyoid from Sterno-hyoid, and in the separation, in the

median line, of Sterno-hyoid, Sterno-thyroid, Thyro-hyoid and
Genio-hyoid from the muscles of the opposite side.

2. Vertical coronal cleavage, separating Omo-hyoid and Ster-

no-hyoid from the subjacent Sterno-th3'roid and Thyro-hyoid.
The direct continuation of muscles arising from the Sternum

into the muscular substance of the tongue is sufficiently marked
in the Edentate examples quoted, to warrant the assumption that

the intermediate division of the entire group b}' the Hyoid

—

and to a less important degree in the deeper layer by the Thy-
roid—is a secondary character, acquired during the evolution of
the mammalian hyoid and laryngeal apparatus, and leading to a

further isolation and independent development of the muscular
apparatus of the tpngue proper.

It explains, however, the association in the nerve supply of
apparently well differentiated muscular groups, and the connec-
tion of the Ansa cervicalis with the motor nerve of the tongue
remains in the highest mammalian forms as evidence of the

original unity of the hyoid and glossal muscular groups.
It is only necessary to refer in this connection to tlje results

of the researches of Froriep* and Beck,f which demonstrate the

morphological position of the Hypoglossus as a compound of
several " occipito-spinal " nerves— equivalent to the remaining
groups of cervical, dorsal, lumbar, etc., spinal nerves—and prop-
perly separated from the category of " cranial nerves."

The Phrenic nerve in the Cynomorpha arises usually l)y two
roots from the Fourth and Fifth Cervical nerves, receiving an
additional branch from the combined Fourth and Fifth nerve
through the nerve to the Subclavius muscle.

Fig. IX of Plate VII, represents the nerve in Macacus rhesus.

It passes down on the Anterior Scalenus, crosses the medial
margin of the muscle 2 cm. above first rib, and passes in front

and subsequently to the medial side of the Vertebral artery.

It descends behind the sternal extremity of the clavicle and first

chondro-sternal junction, and at the upper margin of the carti-

lage of the first rib receives a communicating branch from the

*A. Froriep. Ueber ein Ganglion des Hypoglossus und Wirbelanlagen In der
Occipital region. Archiv. f. Anat. Ento.. 1882, p. 279.

A. Froriep and W. Beck. Ueber das Vorkommen dorsaler Hypoglossus wurzeln
mit Ganglion in der Reihe der Siiugettiiere. Anat.-Anz. Bd. X., No. 21, p. 688.

+ W. Beck. Ueber den Austritt des N. Hypoglossus and N. cervicalis primus, etc.

Anat. Hefte XVIII., p. 251. (Contains also Bibliography.)
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nerve to the Subclaviiis muscle. This nerve is derived from the
cord formed by the Fifth and a large branch from the Fourth
Cervical nerves, and receives also a fine branch from the Sixth
nerve. At the point of accession of the latter branch the nerve
gives off a communicating filament to the Phrenic, which passes
inward across the Anterior Scalenus and Vertebral artery to

join the Phrenic at the upper margin of the first costal cartilege.

Explanation of Figures.

Fig. I.

Plan of right cervical plexus of Macacus rhesus, 9 •

( Xr. Spinal accessory nerve.

XII. Hypoglossal nerve.

C. I. Anterior division First Cervical nerve.

C. II. Anterior division Second Cervical nerve.

C. III. Anterior division Third Cervical nerve.

C. IV. Anterior division Fourth Cervical nerve.

1. Communicating branch of C. I. to XII.
2. Centrally directed bundle of same, running in sheath of XII.
3. Distally directed bundle of same, running in sheath of XII. and con-

tributing to the formation of the deep cervical ansa.

4. Branch from C. I. and C. II. to XI.
5. Branch from C. III. to XI.
6. Branch from C. II. to vagus.

7. Branch from C. II. to Kect. cap. ant. major.

8. Ansa cervical is profunda.

9. N. Auricularis magnus.
10. N. Cervicalis superficialis, upper branch.

10. N. Cervicalis superficialis, lower branch.

11. 11, 11. Branches of C. III. to deep prajvertebral muscles and Levator

anguli scapulae.

12. Branch from C. IV. to Scalenus anticus.

P. Branch from C. IV. to Phrenic nerve.

13. Branch from C. IV. to Levator claviculse.

14. Nn. Supra-acromiales.

15. Nn. Supra-claviculares and Supra-sternales.

Fig. II.

Communication of Spinal Accessory and Third Cervical nerve in SIncacus

plleatus.

XL Spinal Accessory nerve.

C. III. Anterior division of Third Cervical nerve.

1. N. Auricularis magnus.

3, 3'. N. Cervicalis superficialis.

2. Communicating branch from C. III. to XL
7, 8, 10. Ascending division of N. Cervicalis superficialis.

9. Infra-maxillary branches of N. Facialis.

11. Transverse division of N. cerviculis superficialis.

12. Superior branch of transverse division of N. Cervicalis superficialis.

13. Inferior branch of transverse division of N. Cervicalis superficialis.

Fig. III.

Superficial dissection of right side of neck of Macums pileatus.
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Fig. IV.

Plan of distribution of N. Auricularis magnus and N. Cervicalis super-

ficialis in Macacus rhesus.

1

.

Branch to integument of post-auricular and mastoid regions.

2. Cranio-auricular branch.

3. Branch to Cyniba.

4. Branch to Ext. auditory meatus.

5. 6. Branches to integument of Parotid region.

C. II. Anterior division of Second Cervical nerve.

C. III. Anterior division of Third Cervical nerve.

/), N. Cervicalis descendens superior.

D^, N. Cervicalis descendens inferior.

«, Branch of First Cervical nerve, giving off :

1. C, centrally directed bundle within the sheath of the Hypoglossal.

2. B. a. mi, and R. a. ma, branches to Rectus capitis anticus major and
minor.

3. d, and d/, branches to N. Cervicalis descendens.

h, Loop between First and Second Cervical nerves.

e, Loop between Second and Third Cervical nerves.

F, F, Ansa cervicalis profunda, formed by N. Cervicalis descendens su-

.perior (D) and inferior (D^).

g. Branch of Second Cervical nerve passing to peripheral distribution of

Hypoglossal.
F^, F'^, Branch of Third Cervical passing to peripheral distribution of Hypo-

glossal.

Thy. hy, Branch to Thyro-hyoid muscle.

Gen. hy. Branch to Genio-hyoid muscle.
Ovi. hy. ant. Branch to anterior belly of Omo-hyoid muscle.

St. hy., Branch to Sterno-hyoid muscle.
St. thy.. Branch to Sterno-thyroid muscle.

Om. hy. pos., Branch to posterior belly of Omo-hyoid muscle.

Fig. V.

Plan of Cervical Plexus and Ansa cervicalis profunda in man (after Holl).

XII. Hypoglossal nerve.

C. I. Anterior division of First Cervical nerve.

4. Branch to the dorsal zone of the cutaneous distribution of cervical

plexus.

5. Branch to Sterno-mastoid.

6. Branches of XI. to Levator clavicula; and Trapezius.

7. Continuation of XI.

Fig. VL
Right deep cervical ansa of the Macacus rhesus.

XII. Hypoglossal. -^ X. Vagus.
C. I. Anterior division of First Cervical nerve.

C. II. Anterior division of Second Cervical nerve.

C. III. Anterior division of Third Cervical nerve.

1 and 3, Branches of C. II. to the prsevertebral muscles.

2. Branches of C. II. to Vagus.
Thy. hy. Branch to the Thyro-hyoid muscle.
St. hy. Branch to the Sterno-hyoid muscle.
St. thy. Branch to the Sterno-thyroid.

Om. hy. Branch to the Omo-hyoid.
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Fig. VII.

Right deep cervical ansa of Macacus rhesus.

XII. Hypoglossal.

C. I. Anterior division of First Cervical nerve.

C. II. Anterior division of Second Cervical nerve.

C. III. Anterior division of Third Cervical nerve.

Gen. hy. Branch to Genio-hyoid muscle.
Thy. hy. Branch to Thyro hyoid muscle.
St. hy. Branch to Sterno-hyoid muscle.
Si. thy. Branch to Sterno-thyroid muscle.
Om. hy. ant. Branch to anterior belly of Omo-hyoid muscle.
Om. hy. post. Branch to posterior belly of Omo-hyoid muscle.

Fig. VIII.

Right deep cervical ansa of Macacus sinicus.

XII. Hypoglossal nerve.

X. Vagus nerve.

S. Sympathetic nerve.

C. I. Anterior division of First Cervical nerve.

C. II. Anterior division of Second Cervical nerve.

C. III. Anterior divi-jion of Third Cervical nerve.

Gen. hy. Branch to Genio-hyoid muscle.
Thy. hy. Branch to Thyro-hyoid muscle.
St. hy. Branch to Sterno-hyoid muscle.
St. thy. Branch to Sterno-thyroid muscle.
Om. hy. Branch to Omo-hyoid muscle.

Fig. IX.

Formation of right Phrenic nerve in Macacus rhesus.

C. IV. Anterior division of Fourth Cervical nerve.

C. V. Anterior division of Fifth Cervical nerve.

C. VI. Anterior division of Sixth cervical nerve.

P. Phrenic nerve.

Suicl. Branch to Subclavius muscle.

Stated Meeting.

January 18th, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the Chair.

About twenty-five persons present.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary then reported upon the possibility of a lecture

from Sir Archibald Geikie, in cooperation with Columbia Uni-

versity, before the Academy next spring. On motion the

matter was again referred to the Council with power.
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The first paper of the evening was by Professor J. J. Steven-

son on the "Geology of the Bermuda Islands." It was discussed

by the Secretary and Professor Martin.

The second paper of the evening was b3' Arthur Hollick

on " Recent Discoveries of Fossils at Clitfwood, New Jersey."

The paper was discussed by Professor Martin.

The Academy then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretar^j.

NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE BERMUDAS.

By John J. Stevenson.
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The Bermudas or the Somers archipelago, in N. L. 32° 20',

W. L. 64° 45' and six hundred miles from the nearest land, is

an elliptical area, having its major axis rudel}' northeast and
southwest and containing approximately' two hundred and twenty
square miles. By far the greater part of this area is under water
even at low tide, only a few fragments of land remaining on the
southeasterly side of the ellipse, where there are, it is said, 365
islands, large and small, in all measuring barel}' twenty square
miles. These, arranged in the form of an Alaskan halibut hook
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enclose several sounds, bays and harbors, some almost wholly
land-locked and all deeply interesting to the geologist.
The surface of the larger islands is ftir from monotonous but

the general altitude, though considerable for islands of this type,
is less than one might imagine at first glance. The hill tops
along the north shore seldom exceed one hundred feet and the
average height is probably less than sixty feet. But the land
is higher toward the south shore where three or four hills exceed
two hundred feet and several others are at least one hundred and
fifty. The highest is Scaurs or Town Hill in Smith parish, re-

ported by Professor Heilprin to be two hundred and sixty feet

;

Gibbs or Lighthouse Hill in Southampton is two hundred and
fifty feet ; but much of the land is below forty feet above tide,

so much of it indeed, that a submergence to that extent would
convert the present land area into an archipelago, with few
islands as large as a square mile and all of them together not
more than five or six square miles.

The more important islands, beginning at the southwest, are
Ireland and Somerset, forming the point of the hook, Main or
Hamilton, forming the curve and most of the stem, St. George
and St. David forming, with numerous smaller islands, the broad
tip of the stem. The province is divided into nine ))arishes, St.

George, Hamilton, Smith, Devonshire, Pembroke, Paget, War-
wick, Southampton and Sandj's ; all of them, except St. George,
at the northeast, and Sand3's, at the southwest, being in Hamil-
ton Island, which has an area of approximately fifteen square
miles. Most of the other islands are too small to be cultivated, and
there are mau}^ which afford a bare subsistence to a single family.

The population is about 15,000, of which fully two-thirds are
blacks, chiefly descendants of former slaves. Of the two prin-

cipal towns, St. George is the older, having grown up around
the army post at the northeasterly extremity of the area, but it

has become comparativel3' unimportant, the capital being at

Hamilton, which is central and upon an enclosed harbor easily

reached by vessels drawing not more than 16 feet of water.

Situated two hundred and fifty miles east from the Gulf
Stream and in the belt of prevailing southwesterly winds, the
Bermudas enjoy a climate, much milder than the latitude sug-

gests. Frost rarely occurs, while in the summer the mercury
seldom rises above 82° F, The contrast between day and night
in summer is inconsiderable, so that dews are less important
than the humidity would lead one to expect. The vegetation is

subtropical, but one recognizes among the humbler plants not a

few of the forms familiar in the Temperates. The prevailing

TRANSACTION'S N. Y. AcAD. Sci., Vol. XVI, Sig. 7, March 27, 1897.]
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timber is the Bermuda, cedar, which grows luxuriantly, some
stumps of five feet diameter having been seen. The pride of
India, oleander, banana, plantain, orange, lemon, palmetto, cocoa
and date palms, india rubber tree thrive well ; apple and pear
grow, but rarely fruit, while the quince yields fruit, but is

dwarfed. Melons, potatoes, onions, lilies and the small vege-

tables yield abundantl}", but grasses do not succeed and pastur-

age is scanty.

The peculiarly isolated position of the Bermudas has made
them especially interesting to naturalists, man}' of whom have
discussed the fauna and flora. Being the most northerl}- lo-

cality at which reef-making corals thrive, it has proved of equal

interest to geologists. Conflicting opinions respecting the

phenomena and their bearing upon theories respecting the

origin of coral reefs have led to repeated re-examinations, which
have not brought about complete agreement respecting even
the phenomena themselves. Puzzled b}^ this lack of agreement,
the writer was curious to see the region for himself. The ex-

amination was made easy by the careful work of several prede-

cessors now readily available for all. Revision is a small matter
in comparison with the original work. The examination was
purely geological and without any reference to the origin of

coral reefs, respecting which the writer knows nothing, his

observations having been limited to the Bermudas.*

The Rocks.

The rock deposits are the Red Clay, The Dune Sands, the
" Sandstone," the Limestone and an intermediate deposit be-

tween the last two, sometimes conglomerate and having interest-

ing relations to the " Beach Rock " of marine origin.

The Red Clay.

On the hillside, for the most part, the soil, or rather the un-

consolidated cover is but three or four inches thick and, being
mixed with disintegrated " sandstone," is grayish red. In the
" sinks " or depressions it is much thicker, sometimes fifteen or

twent}' feet, brownish red in the upper part and becoming
deeper red below. It consists largely of what is known as the

Red Clay, which at some localities appears to contain ingredients

injurious to vegetation. Patches were observed at several lo-

*The publications to which the writer is most indebted are : Thomson, Sir Wyville
The Atlantic, N. Y., 1878, Vol. I., p. 239; Rice, W. N., Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, 1884

pp. 5-32; Heilprln, A., The Bermudas, Philadelphia, 1893; Agassiz, Al., Bull. Mus;
Comp. Zoology, Vol. 26, pp. 209-281, 1895. Besides these the papers by Nelson in Trans
Lond. Geol. Soc; Rein in Bericht. u. d. Sencken. Natur. Gesell. fur 1870, p. 140, et seq.
Fewkes, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1888, are Important but the writer has not con-
sulted them directly.
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calities where nothing could be made to grow, though the cover-
ing is thick and apparentl}' good. Claj^ taken from a deep
excavation in Hamilton and placed on a garden proved almost
barren for three years despite the addition of many amendments.
At the same time when mingled with disintegrated " sandstone "

and vegetable matter, it eventuall}- becomes a soil of remarkable
fertility, so that the insignificant patches within the " sinks "

are valued at a price which seems far too high, yet is not, for
owners easily obtain a rental which in the United States would
be regarded asabsurdly exorbitant.

The existence of this clay on a point so far from an^- other
land was perplexing, the material being clearly a residual prod-
uct. Its origin was pointed out by Thomson,* who found that
similar material is present in coral sand to about one per cent.
Manning's analysis appended to the chapter in which Thomson
makes this statement shows that coral itself contains about .65

of one per cent. But as will be seen, the Bermuda rock con-
tains, besides coral, remains of other forms in larger proportion,
in which the amount is somewhat greater, approximating that
given by Thomson.

The Dune Sands.

The north shore has few beaches, but the south shore, where
violent storms are more frequent and more effective, not only
because of the direction of the wind but also because of the
greater depth of the water and the absence of broad shallows,
shows long stretches of beach from a few feet to many rods
wide. Sand hills were seen at many places along this shore, but
the only extensive dunes examined are those near Tuckertown
in Hamilton and near Elbow bay in Paget parish. The dune at

the former locality is at the extreme northeast point of Hamil-
ton island and begins at nearly a mile beyond Tuckertown baj^
whence it extends southwestward along the coast for more than
two miles. Beyond Tuckertown it is low, as the strip of land is

narrow and much of the sand has been carried over into Castle
harbor, as also at Tuckertown bay, which is now too shallow
for any except small fishing boats, though fifty years ago it ad-

mitted the smaller West Indiamen. Southwestward from the
line of that ba}^ the sand has been carried in some places to

fully one hundred feet above the tide, for the signal staff near
that village is reported to be set deeply into the sand. The ad-

vance, except near Tuckertown bay, has been checked and in

many places the dune is covered with vegetation. A few 3'ears

ago, one could see the chimney of a buried house near the cable

*The Atlantic, p. Vol. I, p 295.
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station, but the house was digged up recently to recover the

stone. Loose sand reaches to 66 feet above tide at Tuckertown
bay. Its advance is hampered by several plants, especially

Ipomsea pes capt-se, the bayvine; Cocoloha umfera^ihe seaside

grape ; Tournefortia gnaphaloides, the bay lavender ; which take

root readily and grow rapidl3\ These prepare the way for

juniper and oleander; mosses take hold quickly within sheltered

spaces and they in turn appear to give way to the coarse Ber-

muda grass.

The conditions in Paget parish from near Crow Lane bay to

beyond Elbow baj^ are ver^^ much like those at Tuckertown, but

the bare spaces are greater. The sand has been carried at the

northeasterly end to fully one hundred and fifty feet above tide,

and for a long distance it extends inland at least a third of a

mile. The movement in much of this space has been checked
materiall}^ within the last ten years. The chimney of the buried

house observed by Thompson twenty years ago, is barely 18

inches deeper in the sand than when photographed for him, and
the northerly edge of the dune has advanced only a few feet

further into the yard referred to by him. A new house, erected

a few years ago at several rods higher up on the dune, shows
very slight accumulation about it. Here, as at Tuckertown, the

plants are gaining rapidly upon the sand, and oleander, as well

as juniper, is seen in dense groves. Toward Elbow bay, how-
ever, the condition is different ; the altitude is much less and a

broad expanse of almost naked sands is seen, where plants have
not gained control. It is said that this portion was wholly bare

twenty years ago, but the plant invasion is positive now ; clumps
of juniper and the long runners of ipomaea are soon to covei'

the space, preparing the wa}^ for its conversion into tillable land.

Mr. J. Mathew Jones* states that a portion of this area is al-

ready consolidated, but the writer was unable to find the localit3^

There is evident tendency to consolidation in the excavation on
the Tuckertown dune, but the exposure is insignificant.

The sand is similar in composition at both localities, but it is

coarser at Tuckertown, where many small fragments of shells

were seen with some hellices and occasional fragments of nulli-

pores and millepores. The latter must be carried l\v the wind
with greater ease than are shell fragments, as, in spite of their

greater brittleness, they occur of larger size. No examples of the

large Livona pica were found on the upper portions of the

dunes, though they have been reported by other geologists. The
absence of large pieces of shell or even of large shells themselves

is not due to any lack of force in the winds or waves, but to the

*Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, p. XX.
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reefs or rather the " flats " or leveled islands at an eighth of a
mile from the shore. There can be no doubt that when the
shore line extended half a mile further out and no submerged
hills existed to break the waves, wind and waves together
were able to sweep even large shells to a ver}' considerable
height above the water line. The sand at Elbow bay is so fine

th'it recognizable fragments of any kind must be excessively rare.

The dunes along the south shore seem, for tlie present at least,

to be almost stationary ; but the shifting shore deposits will

afford material for a dune elsewhere. A few years ago, the beacli
opposite the Trott estate in Hamilton parish increased several
hundred feet within three or four months, but the winds have
carried much of the sand inland and the waves have washed
more of it to the sea, so that the shore line has returned almost
to its former position.

This new formation has spread over the old, filling up irregu-
larities in the surface, covering the soil ; in turn it is becoming
covered with a new soil, becoming consolidated and in time it

will be cut down by surface and subterranean erosion as were
the older rocks on which it rests.

The " Sandstone."

The upper rock of the islands, known locally as the " Sand-
stone," is usually very fine-grained, wholl}' gritless, of a j^el-

lowish white or somewhat creamy color and almost pure calcium
carbonate. It is softer than pine wood and the numerous thor-

ougli cuts along the roads were made, for the most part, with
grubbing hoes; yet it is the building stone of the islands. In
.quarr3'ing, a prism, three feet square and eight or ten feet long,

is blocked out with a long-handled chisel or a large crosscut
saw, such as is used in sawing logs, then pried off with wedges
and afterAvard sawed into pieces of the required size, the final

shaping being done with an ordinary handsaw. As the rock
can absorb almost its own weight of water, walls must be coated
with Portland cement and whitewashed. The roofs, made of
thin slabs, receive several coats of whitewash, which is soon
converted into cementing material by the rain, and the stone

gains a hard surface which sheds water. The great water
catches on the government properties are merely broad surfaces

of the sandstone coated with whitewash.
The consolidation or induration of this rock in place varies

greatly. " Veins " of hard limestone, usuall}- slender and prob-

ably mere tubes filled with stalagmite, are met with occasionally

in quarries and prove annoying. At times, the sand is wholly

unconsolidated and the rock is as loose as dune sand; men were
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seen digging such loose material from a cliff overlooking Devon-
shire marsh ; small excavations made b}' children near Bailey's

Bay, on the north shore, were increased in size man}- times dur-

ing a year by wind and blown sand. Where reached by salt

water, the sandstone becomes very hard superficially and re-

sembles the limestone. Near the Ducking stool, on the north
shore, it is thoroughly hardened between tides and only a little

less so at ten feet higher, where it is washed by the spray, but
above that it shows the usual features. Occasionally, however, it

is completely consolidated, as at the old govei'nment quarries and
some other places between Harrington Sound and Castle Har-
bor, whence was obtained stone for construction of military

quarters and works at St. George. Although so tender when
first taken from the quarries, this rock is used in the most im-

portant edifices, and occasionally without external protection,

as in the cathedral at Hamilton, for, exposed to the air, it soon
hardens externally and resists atmospheric action, as is shown
well in many road cuttings, where the surface has a coating of
stalagmite. In a frostless region, this stone is good, but a hard
freeze following a prolonged rainstorm, would convert the un-

protected walls into powder.
The sandstone is the common rock of the islands in Hamilton

and Grassy bays, though the limestone, or lower rock, is cer-

tainly present in some of them. The writer was unable to land

within the southwestern bays on any but Tucker's island, but
during several trips to various points sailed so near to probably
twenty-five islands as to be able to recognize the sandstone
structure and to determine its continuity in man}- instances

from thirty feet above to several feet below the water line. A
quarry of the ordinary type was seen on Ager's island, reaching

almost to the water's edge. When the Two-rock channel was
deepened in 1895, the sandstone was found at sixteen feet below
the surface. This is practically the only rock seen on the north

shore from Spanish point to St, George ; on all sides of Harring-
ton sound ; around Hamilton harbor and in the parishes beyond.
On the northerly side of Castle harbor it extends considerably

below the water surface, as is shown alongside of the Causeway.
At one time it must have crossed the Lagoon to the enclosing

reef or " Ledge Flats," for it is present on islands off the north
shore and the onl}^ remaining fragment of the Ledge land has

this rock in certainly its upper portion.

The structure of the sandstone is characteristicall}' that known
as wind-drift and the rock is aeolian, being the dune accumula-
tions of former times. This, recognized long ago by Nelson, is

disputed by none of the observers who have published their re-
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suits. To describe the peculiarities of its lamiuation is impos-

sible ; faults, synclinals, anticlinals and every other familiar type

of structure occur, sometimes within the space of a few ^^ards
;

the dip of the laminje varies from to beyond the vertical, but

no foldings, such as result from pressure, were observed. Al-

though the grain is usually very fine, yet the rock sometimes
has sand as coarse as that seen on the Tuckertown dune. One
quarry in Hamilton occasionally yields blocks with shell frag-

ments fully one-third of an inch square.

The sandstone was not deposited continuously to its final

thickness in any locality, but now here and then there, as is the

case with the present dunes, and clay beds marking the halts are

seen at various horizons. Such a bed, nearly one foot thick, is

shown in the road near St. George ; one, in the approach to the

old Devonshire fort, slopes seaward like the plant-covered sur-

face of the Tuckertown dune ; that on Burnaby street in Hamil-

ton, two to five inches thick, is said to have yielded not merely

vegetable remains, but also some eggs of birds ; another of less

extent was seen on another street in Hamilton.

Odd non-conformabilities were seen within the mass at many
places; a long tborongh cut on Cedar Avenue in Hamilton

shows a distinct line of separation between a lower horizontally

laminated and an upper irregularly laminated deposit ; no clay

marks the place, but this may well be an old surface of hardened

rock not exposed long enough to yield the residual soil or else

washed clean of soil before the new deposit was made. It is

possible that the contact between horizontally laminated and

Irregularly laminated rock observed on two islands near the

Great sound may be explained in the same way, though the ex-

planation may be sought elsewhere.

The Intermediate Deposit,

Good exposures at several localities around Harrington sound

and Castle harbor show between the sandstone and the lime-

stone a conglomerate varying in thickness and distribution but

distinctly marking an eroded surface of the limestone, which, in

many places, had been covered with thick soil. It is probably

continuous with fragmentary deposits observed along the south

shore, but no proof can be obtained as the Tuckertown dune in-

tervenes. This deposit covers irregular surfaces of the lime-

stone just as the soil now covers the underlying rock.

The old government quarry* on the north side of Stocks

point, half a mile from St. George, shows the following succes-

sion : Sandstone, Conglomerate, Limestone.

This locality has been referred to by Prof. Rice, see U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull
,
No. 25., p.
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The conglomerate occupies hollows in the limestone and ex-

tends to ten or twelve feet above the water, its thickness vary-

ing from one to six feet. It is made up of angular limestone
fragments, much red material and badly broken shells of several

marine mollusks. The overlaying sandstone contains great

abundance of Helix. The great quarries on the southerly side

of Castle harbor, half a mile from Tuckertown bay, show the

conglomerate at about the same distance above the water.

The red portion is very hard, having been filled with calcareous
matter by infiltration; the limestone fragments are angulai",

bluish and light yellow ; the softer portions contain immense
numbers of Helix and Livona, the latter rarel}' more than two
inches in diameter. The mass is stalagmitic throughout and
the lower portion of the sandstone has been united by infiltered

material with the conglomerate. Another exposure on the
property of W. S. Peniston shows the red rock filling pits in the
limestone as red clay fills pits in the limestone and sand-

stone further up the hill, where it is from a few inches to almost
twenty feet thick. The whole deposit here is from to 10 feet

thick and, as at the quarry, it includes the lower portion or

Helix zone of the sandstone. Some portions of the mass, nota-

h\y the top, are loaded with Helix, but Livona appears to be
wanting. No marine forms, aside from Livona, were found at

the exposures on this side of Castle harbor.

A knob of limestone reaches the surface in a road-cut near
the Harrington house, where it is fifty feet above tide, and the
red material with fragments of limestone resembles in all

features except consolidation the present soil on top of the wall.

Helix is abundant for about two feet above the red bed. A
similar exposure beyond Paynter Yale at the east corner of
Harrington sound shows the same conditions. Pear island,

midway in Harrington sound, has limestone on its northwest-
erly side covered by the helix-heaving sandstone, w^hich, on the

opposite side of the island, passes below the water surface.

Contacts between sandstone and ])rojecting knobs of lime-

stone were seen at several places in Devonshire and Pembroke
parishes, but no intermediate deposit was observed ; these
knobs may have been free from soil cover as are those project-

ing above the dune sands of to-day. The contact is well shown
in the military road of Hamilton parish, where limestone and
sandstone alternate, the latter evidently occu})ying hollows or

petty valleys in the former. Helix was seen here but the red
bed was not present at the three points examined.
The overlying sandstone must have accumulated ver^^ slowly

in the beginning at most localities, as Helix occurs in extraordi-
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n.ary numbers forn, short distance above the red rock but usually

is comparatively rare in the higher portions.

This deposit evidently passes the point of Castle harbor to

the south shore of the island ; the condition of contact is seen
along the south shore on the Military road already referred to.

At Devonshire bay, two miles beyond, is an interesting exposure
to which both Rice * and Nelson have called attention. The
succession is Sandstone, Marine Limestone, Limestone.
The intermediate deposit, or marine limestone, covers the

broadly irregular surface of the limestone. It reaches to the

water-level, on the southwest side of the old fort, but is seven or
eight feet above it on the northerly side. The rock is hard in

the lower portions, but becomes soft above, disintegrating

readily and passing, as far as extent of consolidation is con-

cerned, very gradually into the overlying deposit. It is slightly

conglomerate in the upper portion. The structure is very sim-

ilar to that of the sandstone, the laminje being thin and inclined

in all directions. The hardness of the rock is not due to spray,

or to the washing of the present tides, since it is as marked on
the northerly, as on the southerly side of the fort. Livona,
Chama, Tellina a,r\c[ Area occur in prodigious numbers, the shells

of Livona being as large and as perfect as those dredged in Cas-

tle harbor, or in the shallows off the south shore. The other

shells give equal proof of having been deposited in compara-
tively still water. On the southerly side of the old fort, an
apparently complete physical break between the intermediate

rock and the sandstone is indicated b}^ a horizontal line, yet the

passage from the lower to the upper rock is extremely gradual,

while above the line and within the Helix zone, A7-ca and Ghama
were seen perfectly preserved, the open valves of Area, in one
case, being still attached. The condition, for a time at least,

must have been such as one sees at Tuckertown to-day, where
the dune is encroaching upon the bay.

An excavation in the sandstone, on the north side of the fort,

reaching to this deposit, shows the former rock almost uncon-

solidated and holding great numbers of Livona in excellent con-

dition ; but it was not possible to determine whether or not

these are above or below the Helix-zone.

On the road leading down to Hungry bay, a mile and a-half

beyond Devonshire bay, the junction between the sandstone and
the intermediate deposit is concealed, but the consolidated red

material is shown precisel}^ as at Peniston's quarry with the

sandstone at a few feet above it. The Helix bed is concealed.

The bluff at Elbow bay shows at eight or ten feet above the

*Loc. cit., p. 13.
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water a limestone,* whose structure could not be made out.

There appear to be traces of lamination like that of the sand-

stone, but the blown sand, soft though it is, has oliscured the
structure and roughened the surface. This rock is not like the

limestone or the sandstone, which is shown at eight feet higher

;

nor does it resemble the intermediate deposit in an}- of its

phases elsewhere ; but it holds the place of the last and is prob-

ably continuous with it. It is composed of fragments of nulli-

pore and millepore with occasional bits of shells and is rather

coarser than the coarsest sands seen at Tuckertown.
Ireland island terminates the 'hook.' Near its southern end

Professor Ricef found, just above the water level, a slightly

consolidated rock containing marine forms and passing gradu-
ally upward into the helix bed. The latter is shown on the

south shore near the cut midway in the island, but the writer

was not fortunate enough to find marine forms in the underlying
rock.

It is convenient for description and for reference in the dis-

cussion to bring together here all of the Beach rocks, as the}-

are in large part continuous with the intermediate deposit.

A beach rock, described by Nelson and frequently referred to

by Rice, occurs on the islands between Ireland island and
Spanish point on Hamilton. It underlies the sandstone on
those islands and extends certainly to 16 feet below the water
surface, for fragments of it were blasted out in 1895 during the
deepening of Stag channel off Ireland island, where it was found
associated with red clay. It is evidentl_v continuous with the
' coralcrust ' found in the great excavation on Ireland, where it

overlies sandstone, which in turn overlies the Helix bed and the
soil resting on the deeply eroded limestone. A similar rock ap-

pears to be present on the ledge flats near North Rock.|

The Limestone,

The limestone is the lowest of the rocks now above water
level and it is spoken of commonly as the '' base rock." It is

shown at ver}^ many localities along the south shore to near
Tuckertown, where one reaches the almost continuous exposure
extending along the southwesterly side of Castle harbor and
passing across to the north corner of Harrington Sound. Bosses
of this rock appear above the water on Pear Island, in Harring-
ton Sound, at several points along the road following the north-

easterly and easterly shores of that sound, and in Pembroke

* Mentioned by Rice, loc. cit., p. 14.

fLoc. cit., p. 13.

JHeilprin, Tbe Bermudas, p. 38.
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parish, on the northerly side of Hamilton harbor. It was recog-
nized on Tucker's Island, in the Great Sound, on Somerset
Island, as well as at several places on St. George. It was
reached in a boring at the dockyard excavation on Ireland
Island.

This rock is hard and durable. It was used in constructing
many of the Government buildings and the old quarries near St.

George, Paynter's vale, on Castle harbor, and at several locali-

ties, along the south shore, afford excellent exposures. The
texture varies ; sometimes the grain is so fine and close that a
good polish can be given ; at others it is comparatively open,
though firmly cemented, but there appears to be no relation be-

tween texture and stratigraphical position. The color is from
bluish white to yellow and almost pure white. The rock is

laminated, with wind-drift structure, though this feature is not
always distinct in the fine-grained variety, which sometimes, on
the south shore, seems to be massive. But this is an excep-
tional condition, and ordinarily, the laminated structure is

shown at a few yards away. Sometimes the rock is as inco-

herent as the softer sandstone and resembles that rock com-
pletely, as in some thin beds at the bottom of the Pa3mter vale

quarry, on Castle harbor. This condition is exceedingly rare,

but is of interest as showing a similar origin for both rocks.

The direction of lamination along the south shore is as irreg-

ular as on Castle harbor—sometimes seaward, as often landward.
Ordinarily there is no diflflculty in distinguishing this from the

sandstone, there being not only great difference in hardness but
a genuine non-conformability of erosion ; occasionally, however,
as between Castle harbor and Harrington sound, the sandstone
is as firmly cemented in some layers as is the limetone and the

rocks cannot be distinguished in hand specimens.

Fossils of all sorts appear to be absent. The writer's search

was unsuccessful everywhere.
If one may judge from structure and distribution, there is no

escape from the conclusion that the visible rocks of the Bermudas
are aeolian, the exceptions being local, such as were formed on
the shores of channel-ways or within lagoons during subsidence,

insignificant fragments of the marine deposit surrounding the

area.

Surface Conditions in the Bermudas.

Rainfall is abundant in the Bermudas, especially during the

winter, but owing to the porosity of the rocks a great part finds

its way to the sea through underground passages. Surface flow

is insignificant except during storms, when it is apt to be tor-
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rential and of brief continuance. But the contour affords

ample evidence of surface erosion; rude planes occur on both
sides of Harrington sound, which can hardly be explained ex-

cept as the result of partial base leveling, while the north shore
of Hamilton island for three or four miles shows a gentle slope

with rivulet ways, which is distinctly due to surface erosion.

At the same time, it is positively certain that the general con-

tour of the surface, modified as it has been by surface erosion,

was determined originally by underground erosion, the removal
of matter by solution as well as by mechanical action and the

subsequent collapse of cavern roofs. Indeed, as will be shown
later on, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that to the col-

lapse of cavern roofs must be ascribed the initiative of the
several sounds and harbors and even of the so-called lagoon en-

closed b}^ the outer reef or ledge flats. Let us examine first the
contour of the land and afterwards that of the submerged area.

The Land.

The characteristic feature of the islands is the " sink," the

characteristic feature of limestone regions ever3'where, but
especially notable here where the land strips are so narrow.
The space between Castle harbor and Harrington sound, one-

fourth to one-half mile wide, shows numerous sinks of all grades
from mere pits on the hilltops, five or ten feet deep, to broad
basins of six or eight acres reaching to within a few feet of tide

level or even holding a pond of water.

A similar condition exists between Harrington sound and the

lagoon, a strij) one-tLiird to somewhat more than one-half mile

wide, where several ponds were seen, into some of which fishes

have passed from the sound. Other sinks do not reach the
water and are filled with rich soil. A small basin near the Crawl
on the north shore, shows the process by which ba^^s and even
large sounds are formed. This, containing several acres and re-

sembling the other ponds and sinks in all the ordinary features,

is at a few yards from the shore. The waves breached the

wall and opened a narrow, shallow strait. A few years ago
the roof of the subterranean channel gave way and the strait

became deep. Alread}^ cutting between tides is shown around
the border. A line of ponds and sinks lies near the road on the

other side of Harrington sound, separated from each other by
very low divides. The last of them, near the Devil's hole, is at

but a rod or two from the sound and in a short time it will be
opened, as undercutting is well advanced on the sound side.

Sinks are numerous in St. George and St. Davids, but only one
was seen which extends below water level. The shore cutting
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there, however, has converted many of the sinks into bays, re-

moving the wall on one side, making it a ' flat,' covered at low
tide to the depth of from a few inches to several feet.

An interesting series of sinks lies close to the south shore from
Tuckerlown bay, itself a breached sink, to Warwick parish.
Those nearest Tuckertown are large but reach only to within three
or four feet of the water; beyond them, however, are Trott and
Basden ponds, the former nearly one-fourth of a mile each way
and the latter twice as large, with the depth of water said to ex-
ceed ten feet At several points the sinks are less than an eighth
of a mile from the ocean with the separating ridge less than twenty
feet high. Peniston's pond, two-thirds of a mile long, is but a
few feet from the shore and, during severe storms, the waves pour
over the low wall in a continuous cascade. The long narrow
depression holding this pond extends almost to Smith parish
church, where it passes gradually into another, which for more
than half a mile is a swamp and near Harris's baj' is at but a few
rods from the shore

;
just beyond the road leading to Devonshire

bay, this in turn passes into a succession of sinks separated by
such low divides that they appear to be continuous. These end
at the edge of Paget parish, where a divide of barely thirtj'-five

feet separates them from a similar series in Paget as well as from
the head of Hamilton harbor.

The great swamps in Devonshire and Pembroke parishes differ

from the sinks just mentioned only in respect of size. The
Devonshire marsh is more than a mile long and in some places
one-fourth of a mile vvido, while the Pembroke marsh is more
extensive and almost continuous with the marsh and bay of
Mangrove creek. Besides these are many sinks, not marshy, in

all stages of formation, from a few inches to forty feet above tide

at the bottom and containing rich soil 3 ielding excellent crops.

The divides separating the sinks seldom rise higher than forty

feet and frequently the elevation is much less. The sides of the

depressions are less abrupt than are those of regions where the

rock is hard, so that at thirt}' or forty feet above tide the area

of the basins is often twice as great as at ten feet.

But the sinks give by no means a full conception of the extent
to which material has been removed. The land is honeycombed
everywhere. Around Hamilton bay and the Great sound, one
sees many openings into caverns, some of which must be very
large

; Castle harbor and Harrington sound show the same con-

dition. There is communication between many of the ponds
and the sea, for fish and crayfish find their way into them. Har-
rington sound, being practicall}' landlocked, has a tide of but a

few inches, whereas Castle harbor, open to the sea, has a tide
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of from three to four feet. At low tide, water passes through
numerous openings from the sound to the harbor.

The caverns between the sound and the harbor have been de-

scribed by many visitors to the islands. Joyce, the Walslnghara
group, Paynter's Yale, Shark's Hole and several others of great

beauty and much interest are in the limestone. Tucker's island

off Somerset, has a similar cave in the same rock. All of these

great caves show massive columns, occasionally several feet in

diameter and very many of them parti}' or wholly below water

level. Even the higher places are honeycombed, for caverns

were seen beginning in the softer rock at seventy feet above tide

and descending rapidly to the water. But the great caverns are

in the limestone, which is tenacious enough to be a good roof;

caves in the sandstone are not, cannot be extensive, as the roof

falls too readily and a sink is formed. A sandstone cave on Mr.

W. S. Peniston's property near Harrington sound shows this con-

dition well ; it has no stalactites.

Sir Wyville Thomson* thinks the caves due to the action of

running water as a mechanical agent in removing the softer part

of the limestone and thereby making channels for itself. This

is unquestionably true for the sandstone, but it can hardly be

equally so for the limestone, as that rock rarely shows any soft

or incoherent layers. The limestone is alwaj'S cemented, the

sandstone rarely so.

Collapsing roofs of caverns are by no means unusual phenom-
ena in the Bermudas. Only a few years ago an enormous mass
fell from the Abbot's cliffs near Harrington sound and less im-

posing falls occur frequentl}' around that sound. The roofs of

many of the caverns are in dangerous condition and in some
cases great falls took place so recentl}' that new stalactites have
not been formed, though the dripping is constant. Tiie move-
ment of the roof is proved distinctly in several caverns

;
great

columns in Tucker's Island cave are fractured across the top
and bottom, the fracture being so recent that the crevices are

still open, though the formation of stalagmite is still going on.

A similar condition was observed in one of the caverns between
Harrington sound and Castle harbor. The ragged borders of

the cave entrances tell the same story, for most of them are

reached through a basin with abrupt sides and sometimes of

considerable extent.

The Submerged Area.

Sailing upon the lagoon or other bodies of water within the

P>ermudas, one notices especiall}' the " flats," level surfaces but

* The Atlantic, Vol. I., p. 293.
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a few inches or feet beneath the surface, covered with a vigorous
growth of millepores and corals. These are extensive in the la-

goon and Castle harbor, in all manj^ square miles. They are
less extensive in Harrington sound, where they are found mostl}''

on the easterly shores, but, as will appear further on, their equiva-
lents are present in other parts of the sound. These " flats

"

are often spoken of as coral reefs and somewhat similar though
smaller patches in the lagoon and off" the south shore are called

serpuline reefs. But even a casual examination suffices to show
that they are merely planed oft' hills or islands to which the

corals and other animals attached themselves. The process is

clear enough in all its stages from the beginnings of undercut-
ting to the final making of the plane, with the prompt occupa-
tion of every new surface b3' corals, sponges, raollusks and the
rest. Wherever they could be examined, these flats proved to

be merely sandstone or, in some cases, limestone planed off" and
covered by a thin growth of coral or millepore. Agassiz* saw
this distinctly and recognized successive planations by wave ac-

tion. In them and the basins surrounding them we read much
of the history of the Bermudas.

In tracing out the character of the submerged surface within

the elliptical area of 220 square miles, one's main dependence
must be the Admiralty map, which has been republished by the

Ilydrographic Utlice of the United States Navy.-j- This map,
giving the soundings obtained in the several bodies of water,

shows that the sounds and harbors, as well as the lagoon, are

not simple basins, but in each case a congeries of basins, united

often by water so shoal as hardly to suffice for the smallest

boats. Let us look at the details.

The Reef and the Lagoon.

The great reef or ledge flats, extending from the southern

point of the islands round to the northeast corner and continuous
with the so-called bounding reef on the southeasterly side, varies

in the main portion from one mile to two miles and a-half in

width. It is covered, for the most part, b}' from three to twenty-

five feet of water, though in many portions the depth is less and
in others much greater. Its borders are indented by bays and
show submerged peninsulas and islands. Chains of submerged
islands, occasionally reaching to within a few inches of the sur-

face or even above it at low water, extend from the reef and are

*Loc. cit., p. 257.

t The map accompanying this paper is copied from that published in The Atlantic.
It fails to show many of the features emphasized in the succeeding pages, but it ex-
hibits the geographical relation of the localities and gives a good general conception
of the conditions in the submerged areas.
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SO numerous in the southern two-thirds of the lagoon as to

make passage dangerous to the last degree for any except small
boats. They are less numerous in the northern third, which is

almost bisected by a ridge forming the Three Hill shoals.

The reef itself has some deep spaces either wholly enclosed or
with very narrow channels leatling to the ocean or to the lagoon.

The largest, at two or three miles north from St. George, is

double, each portion more than two square miles and a-half.

The depth varies from seven to twelve fathoms, while that on
the enclosing portion of the reef is from shoal to four fathoms

;

the uiiiting strait is less than one-eight of a mile wide and that

to the ocean is of equal width and only seven or eight fathoms
deep. Somewhat nearer St. George is another basin, wholly
enclosed, more than half as large as Harrington sound and from
seven to ten fathoms deep, while the depth on the surrounding
reef is from shoal to four fathoms. Each of these has islands of

small size covered by from one to three fathoms of water. Many
similar though smaller basins are on other parts of the reef.

The peculiarities of Castle harbor are reproduced in the curious
bays indenting the southern border of the reef. If the hills of
the land ai-ea were planed off so as to give to each a level top,

the resulting contour would simulate closely that of the floor of
the lagoon.

The distribution of channels through the reef is equally sug-

gestive. A ridge, covered with shoal to five fathoms, extends
from the north side of Chub cut to Somerset island and is the

northern boundary of a basin extendiug southward to the reef,

six to ten fathoms deej) and containing islands, some of which
are bare at low tide. This basin communicates with the ocean at

the northwest by Chub cut, only four to five fathoms deep, and
at the southeast by Hogfish cut, from four to seven fathoms
deep. Several other channels lead across the reef, but with one
exception they head up against shoals. The ship channel at the

northeast corner of the area, ver^^ narrow and with four to nine

fathoms, leads into the open northern third of the lagoon and
follows a clear course to Spanish point on Hamilton island,

where it turns westward and follows a difficult course to Grassy
bay, at the end of Ireland island. Then, by means of the Stag
channel, recently deepened to sixteen feet, it crosses the barrier

extending from Ireland to Hamilton island and eventually

reaches Hamilton harbor.

This barrier separates the lagoon from the basins within the

"hook." It is about a mile and a half long, and is marked by
Cobbler's, Lapstone, Hogfish, Stag, Magazine and other islands

separated by channels, three to fifteen feet deep. Immediately
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south from this is a shallow basin with almost level floor, four to

five fathoms deep, which drops off somewhat abruptly into the
Great sound, two by three miles, and from six to ten fathoms
deep. This in turn, is separated from Port Royal bay, six to
ten fathoms deep, by a ridge on which are Tucker's and other
islands. Eastward from these basins, the ridge is a mile or more
wide with many islands, beyond which is Hamilton harbor.
The conditions observed in the lagoon are repeated within this

enclosed space.

Harrington Sound.

Harrington Sound, almost wholly landlocked, communicates
with the lagoon by a narrow shallow strait, half a mile long and
barely fifty feet wide by six feet deep at its head. The sound is

about two miles and a half long by somewhat more than a mile
wide, with a narrow bay on the southerly side extending to within
an eighth of a mile of the south shore. From the northerly and
westerly sides a bench, v/ith from one to four fathoms of water,

extends one-eighth to one-half mile from the shore and has upon
its outer edge the group known as Trunk islands ; the similar

bench on the opposite shores is much narrower. On all sides,

this bench drops off suddenly into the principal basin which is

given on the map as from six to twelve fathoms deep. The least

depth is in the northeasterly half along tlie middle, where there

is a line of islands and shoals separated by six fathom channels,

while the troughs on both sides of this ridge are from eight to

twelve fathoms ; the southerly trough is the deeper and its ex-

treme depth, eleven to twelve fathoms, is almost directly along-

side the shore bench. The greatest depths are at the northeast

end of each trough ; Prof. Ueilprin * reports sixteen fathoms
near the Shark's Hole at the extreme northeast or east corner of

the sound ; Mr. W. S. Peniston of the Harrington House found

a similar depth beyond Pear island in the other trough, where he

dropped a fish-basket with eight fathoms of rope and a large

buoy, which sank so deeply that even the buoy could not be seen,

thus indicating a depth of not less than sixteen fathoms, f
The southwesterly portion of the sound is a broad basin from

six to twelve fathoms deep, the former being found at the ex-

treme southwest corner near the outlet. The conditions here

are typically the same as those seen in the Great sound and its

adjacent shallow basin, the latter being represented by the shelf

of Harrington sound, and the shallow outlet by Stag channel

*The Bermudas, p. 13.

t It should be stated in explanation of this statement that the water in this sound is

so clear that on a quiet day the bottom at eight fathoms is distinctly visible.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 8, March 28, IS97.
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being similar to the shallow outlet of the sound at the " flats ".

This shelf, due to undercutting, has the same origin as the
" flats " in Castle harbor or the lagoon.

Castle Harbor.

Castle harbor, lying beyond Harrington sound at the north-

east and separated from it by a narrow strip of land, is open to

the sea on the southerly and easterly sides b}' way of man^^ pas-

sages among the islands. The map shows that these passages,

with one exception, are mere shallows and that the harbor in

general character bears very close resemblance to the lagoon

itself. The depth varies from shoal to six or even seven fathoms
and the rim of coast except at the southwestwardly side consists

of islands separated by the shallows. The greater depths are in

enclosed basins. By far the most part of the harbor is very
shallow, much of it being reef with only a foot or two of water
at ordinary low tide—in many places even bare at extremely low
tides, as appears from the whitened tops of some large masses of

Diploria. In very many localities the coating of coral is very
thin.

The Bounding Reef.

The reef along the south shore, often spoken of as the Bound-
ing reef, is merely an extension southwardh' of the irregular

shoals forming the ocean boundary of Castle harbor. It con-

sists of planed off islands extending from one-eighth to some-
what more than half a mile from the present coast and, for the

most part, covered by water so shallow as to be impassable for

fishing boats. They are separated from the shore and from each

other by from two to four fathoms of water and, for the most
part, break even in moderate weather. If the land should subside

fifteen feet another line of islands would be added, the shore

would retreat inland nearl}- one-fourth of a mile and in time the

islands would be planed ofiT to add another strip to the reef.

This condition was recognized in 1894 by Prof. A. Agassiz.

This detailed examination of conditions on the land and in

the several bodies of water leads to but one conclusion—that

the contour throughout has a common origin. A subsidence of

seventy-five feet would unite the two parallel series of "sinks "

in Devonshire parish and the j)rojecting hills would give a divid-

ing ridge like that seen in Harrington sound, with seven to

twelve fathoms on each side and with four to six fathoms sep-

arating the ridge islands. Of course, no such subsidence now
would duplicate Harrington sound, for not enough land remains
in one body to enclose it, but a subsidence of forty feet would
give a similar bodj' of water, differing only in depth.
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The great depressions in the ledge flats, the great sound, Ham-
ilton harbor, Harrington sound, the basins in Castle harbor and
the lagoon are merely " sinks " due to enormous underground
erosion at a time when the land was much higher than now.
In saying this, I merely reassert the conclusions reached by
Rein, Fewkes and Agassiz, which have been combatted earnestlj^

by other observers.

The flats, shoals and reefs in the lagoon and other water areas
are what remains after planation of hills such as surround
'' sinks " ou the land. The process is clear in all the water bod-
ies ; the undercutting on all sides of petty islands as well as
along tlie shores, where sandstone is the rock, extends some-
times more than twenty feet and the table rocks are yielding
daily, converting more and more of the land into shoal. A very
little time, geologically' speaking, will pass before half of the
strip between Harrington sound and the lagoon will he a shoal
like that along which the Causeway passes to St. George ; while
the cutting on the south shore promises an earlier breach through
the narrow isthmus separating Newton bay from the Devil's

hole. The whole region within the reefs was an area of dry
land which underwent degradation similar to that going on upon
the fragments which remain.

Geological History of the Bermudas.

We are prepared now to trace the process leading to the

present condition of the Bermudas.
Prof. Rice, reviewing his observations, oflTers these conclusions

respecting movements :

1. A subsidence, in which the original nucleus of the islands

disappeared beneath the sea, the characteristic atoll form was
produced and the now elevated beach rock was deposited. 2.

An elevation, in which the great lagoon and the various minor
lagoons were converted into dry land, and the vast accumula-
tions of wind-blown sand were formed, which now constitute the

most striking peculiarity of the islands. 3. A subsidence, in

which the soft drift rock around the shores suffered extensive

marine erosion, and the shore platform and cliffs already de-

scribed were formed.*
Professor Rice lays much stress upon the occurrence of beach

rock at various localities, most of which have been referred to in

this paper, while at the same time he recognizes fully the feolian

origin of the sandstone and limestone, whicli he regards as a con-

tinuous deposit. He is inclined to see in the movements of the

Bermudas, three great movements in at least part of the North

*Loc. cit., pp. 16, 17.
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Atlantic basin, " counterparts of the three great movements of
tlie North American continent, which have characterized in

American geology the epochs of the Quaternary age."*
Professor Heilprin's conclusions are :

1. The present form of the Bermudas bears no relation to the

ring of an atoll, except in so far as the outer boundar}' may be
more or less coincident with the boundaries of an ancient atoll.

2. The existence of an atoll in the present position of the Ber-
mudas is not demonstrable. 3. The height of land in the archi-

pelago was formed during a period of elevation, when seemingly
the entire archipelago was a connected or continuous piece of
land, extending as an oval island to what is now the bounding
reef on the north and south. It is impossible to determine the

absolute amount of elevation above the water, but it appears to

have been not less than seventy or eighty feet and it may have
been considerably more. 4. The lagoons and sounds were formed
during a*period of subsidence which followed upon that of eleva-

tion and is seemingly still in progress or was so until a compara-
tively recent period. The great degradation of the coast line

took place at this time. It is impossible to determine the

amount of such subsidence, but it was at least sixty or seventy
feet and not improbably much more.f

Professor Heilprin argues energetically against the proposition

that the sounds and harbors owe their origin to solution of rock
supports and shows that instead of losing material by solution

they are gaining constantly by deposits. He combats with
equal energy the idea presented by Rein that the basins are due
to '' normal erosion assisted by the breakages which in one form
or other ai-e likely to follow the honeycombing of the rock."|
He discusses the coral reef problem elaborately and defends the

subsidence theory with decided emphasis, while he is careful to

state that in using the term " subsidence " he uses it " in a rela-

tive sense indicating a depression or submergence of the land
beneath the sea" without asserting "whether the submergence
was due to a positive movement on the part of the land, or to a

change in level (rise) in the water." §
Professor A. Agassiz's study was more in detail than that ofany

predecessor since Rice, and liis discussions cover much ground
untouched by any others. He regards the Bermudian rocks as

seolian throughout, the limestone and sandstone as a continuous
deposit, and cannot accept any identification of the fossiliferous

rock of St. George, Hamilton harbor and elsewhere as beach

*Loc. cit., p. 18.

tThe Bermudas, p. 46.

JLoc. cit., p. 44.

gLoc. cit., p. 77.
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rock, since marine forms have been found by Heilprin as well as
by himself in rocks unquestionably a^olian.* The so-called

beach rock is at no higher elevation than if thrown up by a gale.

On Ireland island it rests on leolian beds fift3^ feet below water
mark.f

Respecting movements, he concludes that

:

We need only a single subsidence to explain all the phe-
nomena, if, as I have suggested, base rock is only modified a^olian

rock, and beach rock has been forming continuously, and the
teolian hills were formed at the time when the atoll was one gi-

gantic annular beach, constantly receiving fresh material from
the outlying reef This primordial reef has diappeared and its

remnants exist perhaps at depths of twent}^ fathoms or more
near tlie edge of the bank.;};

In view of all the facts, one cannot resist the conclusion that

at one time the outer limit of the Bermuda land area was near
the present twenty-fathom line. Whether or not the land origin-

ally was an elliptical reef enclosing a lagoon cannot be deter-

mined now and the character of the rock underlying the lime-

stone can be ascertained only by a deep boring. The limestone
itself is unquestionably of aeolian origin, but it extends to a very
considerable depth below water level, as is shown by the presence
of huge stalagmitic columns, thirty feet below tide level in cav-

erns between Harrington sound and Castle harbor and by the

ascertained presence of the limestone itself in the excavations at

Ireland island. The altitude, with relation to tide, must have
been sufficient at one time to bring the floor of the caverns at

least several feet above tide. As the extreme depth of Harring-
ton sound as reported by Professor Heilprin is sixteen fathoms,

the floor could hardl3' have been less than one hundred and
twenty feet higher tban now.

It is difficult to regard, without sharp limitations, the lime-

stone as part of a continuous teolian deposit of which the sand-

stone and dune are the later portions, as Professors Thomson,
Rice and Agassiz have done. That the formation of aeolian rock
has been continuous since land first appeared no one can doubt;
but it is equally certain, as far as the present land area is con-

cerned, that at one time and for a long time the accumulation of

dune sands almost ceased or was confined to a narrow space along

the shores. It is equally difficult to understand how the consoli-

dation of the limestone could be due to the action of seawater,as

has been suggested, for the rock is the same in the Ireland island

« A visit to the Bermudas In March, 189 J, p. 228.

tLoc. cit., p. 221.

JLoc. cit., p. 224.
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excavation, fifty feet below tide, on Castle harbor at ten feet

above tide and near the Harrington house at fifty feet above
tide. Certainly there is no reason to suppose that the Harring-

ton House exposure was ever below tide level. The absolute

consolidation of the rock at many exposures resembles that of

some Pahieozoic limestones, but its structure and the absence of
marine fossils forbid any supposition of marine origin. The
suggestion that seawater caused the consolidation is unneces-

sar}^, as the sandstone, in one locality at least, is thoroughly
consolidated at eighty feet above tide.

Evidently the limestone was consolidated soon after its forma-

tion. A long period elapsed with it as the surface rock, during
which the conditions were very different from the present, were
rather those which one finds in ordinary limestone regions.

Springs and streams must have been common features; subter-

ranean drainage made caverns, which collapsing gave large and
small "sinks" like the "banana holes" of to-day. Residual
claj's formed red soil on which plants grew and Helix flourished.

During this time many of the basins of the reef and lagoon must
have been outlined.

If the area was annular originally, the enclosed lagoon must
have been filled up with the limestone during a period marked
apparently by little change.

A period of subsidence followed, during which the waves
acted upon new rock strips brought within their reach and some
of the sand was blown over on the old surface, as is shown in the

Ireland island excavation. As the subsidence continued, beach
rock encroached upon the new ji?olian formation, giving the " coral

crust " of Ireland island and the lower portions of the deposits

on the isthmus between Ireland and Hamilton islands. The
beach accumulations seen at many places along the south shore

and on St. George, usually as a thin deposit resting on the lime-

stone, and often associated with the intermediate clay deposit or

covering the old limestone surface, occur at practically the same
level as the deposits within the " hook," where the conditions are

not unlike those seen elsewhere; for in deepening Stag Channel
off Ireland island, red clay was found associated with the marine
limestone.

The relations of this beach rock are such that one finds diflft-

culty in conceiving how they could come about with nothing
more than a mere interruption of the subsidence. On some of

the islands within the " hook " and on the Ireland isthmus the

rock is two or three feet above water. The sandstone overlies it

and passes down over its surface to certainly sixteen feet below
water line in Two-rock channel and in such fashion as to suggest
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very strongly that the older rock had suffered erosion before the
sandstone was deposited and that the latter had suffered erosion
to make the pett}' valleys now filled with water.
Much the same must be said respeetino; the conditions seen at

Devonshire bay on the south shore. There the fossiliferous

beach rock rests on the crowded surfaces of the limestone and
is covered with sandstone, No one examining the locality can
fail to recognize that this exposure is hundreds of feet inland
from the seaward limit of the sandstone—that distance marking
the recent inroads of the sea. Yet at that distance from the sia
and at eight feet above the present level of the water, marine
forms occur in vast numbers, are of many species, in perfect con-
dition and show no evidence of chafing or tossing. It is more
than hard to understand how these shells could accumulate ex-

cept in the ordinary way. Professor Agassiz looks upon the
testimony of the marine forms as of questionable value and refers

to his discovery of marine shells on Gil^b's lighthouse hill at

one hundred feet from the shoi'e and twenty feet above water
level as well as to Professor Heilprin's discovery of marine forms
in ffiolian rock on the north shore. There is no difficulty in con-
ceding that, in the instance referred to b}- Professor Agassiz, the
shells were conveyed by wind or waves ; there is not the slightest

doubt that Bermuda winds and waves can dash large shells a long
way ; but however those occurrences may be or whatever the con-

ditions at those localities may be, they cannot effect the evidence
at Devonshire bay or the evidence of the rock dredged at sixteen

feet in Stag channel, for the matter is one in which a single in-

stance suflflces. No one familiar with fossiliferous deposits can
be misled concerning the rock at those localities. The animals
lived and died where the shells were found.

As the rock at Devonshire bay is eight feet above the water,

it has been raised. The testimony at Stocks point is of the same
character, but alone, it would not suffice for argument. The
limestone surface on which the intermediate deposit rests there

resembles rather the craggy water-worn shore on the southerly

side of Castle harbor ; the conglomerate mass might easily be

loose material washed down from the hills mingled with sands
washed up by the waves ; but, taken in connection with the evi-

dence of elevation elsewhere, it must be regarded as confirma-

tory. In any event, there is sufficient evidence at Stocks point

that when the conglomerate mass was formed the relative posi-

tion of land and sea was very nearly what it is now ; that was
prior to the formation of the great mass of sandstone, whicli

overlies the beach rock deposit at so many localities.

The formation of the sandstone began certainly as soon as the
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subsidence began, but the accumulation was verj- slow and with-

in narrow limits for a long time. The thin deposit in the Ireland

island excavation is crowded with helices; so everywhere else,

helices abound in the first two to six feet above the limestone or

the intermediate deposit, whereas they are comparatively' rare

higher up in the sandstone. And this condition in the lower
portion continued even as late as the Devonshire ba}^ deposit,

when the subsidence had reached its extreme limit. Marine de-

posits ceased when subsidence had carried the land to approxi-
mately the present level, and the Devonshire bay, Stocks point

deposits mark the lowest line to which the land sank. Rapid
accumulation of the sandstone did not begin until after this sub-

sidence ceased, for the thin helix-\)Q(\ rests on the highest of

these marine deposits, and is continuous thence over the lime-

stone bosses inland.

This later deposit covered the whole land area ; it is the rock
on which corals grow in Castle harbor, the lagoon and other
bodies of water; it covers islands off the south shore, in the

lagoon, within the " hook " and forms the pinnacles of North
Rock, the only portion of the Ledge Flats land now above water.

Any depressions existing on the land, when this rapid accumu-
lation began, must have become filled up with sandstone. The
altitude of some hills on the northerly shores leads to the convic-

tion that the sandstone must have been sufficient to fill up any
depressions existing in the lagoon area or in the great reef.

Gibbs hill near the south shore is 250 feet, while near the north
shore beyond Hamilton harbor are Mt. Langton, 168 feet and
Prospect hill, 222 feet high ; Scaurs hill near the south shore is

260 feet, while near the north shore bej'ond Harrington sound a

hill rises to 180 feet; Paynter's hill at southeast of Castle har-

bor is 204 feet, while St. David's Head on northerly side is

127 feet and Fort George on St. George is 178 feet. These are

all sandstone hills.

The three hundred feet, more or less, of the sandstone, which
remains for study is only part of the original deposit, for surface

erosion must have removed not a little of it, so that the original

dunes may have been as magnificent as those of Turkestan.
Whence this vast accumulation could come is hard to determine.

Rice finds the explanation in elevation, which appears to be the

explanation accepted by Heilprin ; while Agassiz finds the neces-

sary conditions during subsidence when new portions of the land

would be brought within reach of the waves. It must be con-

fessed that in accepting either of the explanations one accepts

something that needs much amendment, constant addition or

subtraction, yet there is no positive middle ground to be taken.
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Prior to subsidence, the extreme altitude of the old limestone
surface was little more than one hundred and seventy feet, as-

suming subsidence to tlie twent^'-fathom line, while the general
average of the surface, as shown by distribution of the sand-
stone and its relation to bosses of the limestone, must have been
much lower. It seems difficult to find material enough during
the subsidence as marked out by the old beach deposit. But be
that as it may, the helix-hed and its distribution show that during
subsidence the sandstone accumulated very slowly and that rapid
accumulation did not begin, as has been stated already more
than once, until after subsidence had practical!}' ceased. If sub-
sidence had been continuous, the Devonshire bay deposit would
have been covered with "coral crust" as in the Ireland island
excavation and not with sandstone as it is. The distribution of
sandstone on the islands of Castle harbor makes more than prob-
able that it covered all the " flats " or " bounding reef" along
the south shore, which are merely a continuation of those islands

;

so that that rock must have reached seaward a full mile be3'ond
the marine deposit at the head of the Devonshire creek.

It is difficult to conceive of the accumulation as materially
aided b}- elevation succeeding depression. The bringing of new
area into the sphere of wave action is somewhat indefinite ; espe-
cially so because a long continued and evidently' gradual subsi-

dence had been bringing new area within the sphere of wave
action without aiding accumulation ver}' much—as appears from
the petty thickness of the helix-hed. It is, of course, possible
that sands made during subsidence and carried seaward might
be exposed again by elevation.

To the writer it seems altogether most probable that the sand-
stone, as a mass, accumulated during a period of quiet or of
elevation so slow as to be without material influence upon forma-
tion of the rock. The surface of the limestone had become, prior

to subsidence, much like that of the land now; so that during
subsidence sinks near the shore were converted into ponds, and
the ridges separating them became islands, while valleys, through
which streams had flowed, became creeks, in which accumulated
marine deposits as at Devonshire bay and the other localities,

whence seaward channels can be traced on the map. The ma-
terial obtained by planing off the ridges during a period of

quiet might form the mass of sandstone in the central part of the

area. It is possible that during slow elevation the lower por-

tions of the planed-off ridges might be cut ofl" by the waves, so

as to supply some material for sandstone at the easterly side.

At the same time the knowledge available now seems insufficient

to justify any positive conclusions respecting conditions prevail-
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ing during the accumulation of the sandstone. The problem is

perplexing, so perplexing that no matter which explanation the
student accepts he soon will wish that he had accepted another.

In any event, however, the period of subsidence was succeeded
sooner or later b}^ one of elevation, during which the land was
raised to approximately its former height. Evidently the old
lines of subterranean drainage were reopened and the poorly
consolidated sandstone was acted upon very rapidly. Without
doubt, many of the old depressions were emptied of sandstone,
while new lines of subterranean drainage led to the formation of
new groups of " sinks." It is difficult now to distinguish be-

tween old and new for sandstone forms the walls of all sinks
above water level.

This period of elevation was long enough to admit of reerod-
ing or of forming mostly by subterranean action the great de-

pressions of Harrington sound, Pembroke marsh and others of
like character in various portions of the archipelago, extending
fifty to one hundred feet below the present water level.

A period of subsidence followed and continued to not a great
while prior to the discovery of the islands. There is little rea-

son to suppose that any subsidence is now in progress. Professor
Rice* has discussed this question carefully from the standpoint
of the cartographer, while Professor Agassiz could find no evi-

dence of any change in the shallow channels, which, for a cen-

tury, have afforded bare passage for fishing boats. Tbe subsi-

dence reached almost the maximum of the previous subsidence,

the marine deposits being within less than ten feet at most of
their original position—a rather interesting fact in view of the
other fact that within at least three hundred years no subsidence
has occurred. The sinking was very slow, so slow that the for-

mation of peat,"}" in Pembroke, and possibly in Devonshire marsh,
kept pace with it, those being inclosed spaces not communica-
ting with the sea by any surface channel; the great marsh of

Mangi'ove creek now communicates with the sea by a shallow
channel, being a breached sink; similar swamps exist in Paget
and Southampton, as well as in southern Smith and Devonshire,
but, so far as could be ascertained, no data exist respecting the

thickness of their peat. In other, deeper and perhaps older de-

pressions the water gained control through underground chan-
nels, as in Harrington sound, the basins within the "hook,"
those of the lagoon and perhaps some of those in Castle harbor.

Subsidence must have been very slow in the later portion of

*Loc. cit.,p. 19.

t Governor liCfroy informed Professor Rice that the peat in Pembroke marsh is 40-

50 feet deep. Loc. cit., p. 7.
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this period ; certainh'' it was interrupted sufficiently to admit of
leveling projecting islands. The steep walls of Harrington
sound tell somewhat of undercutting and of falling cliffs, but not
until within four fathoms of the surface is the broad bench
reached, which tells of slow change and long-continued under-
cutting on approximately one plane. This four-fathom line is

important also in Castle harbor, the lagoon and the sounds be-

yond Hamilton harbor. The conditions within Castle harbor
and the lagoon show also that very near the end of the period

the subsidence was interrupted for a long time, long enough to

permit the leveling of broad areas, which now are flats, six

inches to two feet below tide. There is no reason to suppose
that the land of those areas had less altitude than the islets re-

maining on the ocean side of Castle harbor or the North Rock,
that relic of the great reef's land. The same general condition

prevails along the south shore, where the outlying ridges were
planed off" at a little below tide, so as to form the so-called

"bounding reef."

I am led to the following conclusions respecting the succession

of events

:

First. The limestone or " base rock " of the islands was
formed by accumulation of dune sand. During a prolonged
period of quiet this rock underwent severe erosion, both surface

and subterranean ; the collapsing of cavern roofs caused great
" sinks," some of which, no doubt, still exist as such, though to

distinguish them from those of later origin would be difficult.

Second. A period of subsidence followed, during which the

land sank one hundred and twenty feet or more ; marine deposits

encroached upon the land, extending inland through valleys,

thus giving beach rock at widely separated localities and in

somewhat anomalous positions.

Third. Succeeding this was a period of quiet, during which

the sandstone was formed, as the limestone had been, by ac-

cumulation of dune sand, and the great sinks were filled up as

the basins of Castle harbor are now filling.

Fourth. A period of elevation followed, during which the land

must have risen to at least its former level. The old subter-

ranean drainage systems were re-established in many instances

and former depressions cleaned out; while new systems may
have been formed, causing new groups of depressions.

Fifth. This was succeeded by a period of subsidence, during

which the land sank to very nearly the same position as at the

maximum of subsidence in the former period, the highest marine

beds being now only a few feet above the water's edge. The
more imjjortant bodies of water began in the deeper depressions
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early in this period, but they assumed their present forms, due
to shore erosion, only in the later portion, when the subsidence
was extremely slow, and evidently' interrupted more than once
by prolonged periods of quiet.

THE CRETACEOUS CLAY MARL EXPOSURE AT
CLIFFWOOD,N. J.

[Plates XI.-XIV.]

By Arthur Hollick.

(Eead in abstract before Sec. E. Am. Asso. Adv. Sci. Buffalo meeting, 1896.

)

Fronting Raritan Bay, in the vicinity of Cliffwood, N. J., im-
mediately northwest of the mouth of Mattewan creelc , is a bluff,

some thirty feet high, consisting of cla}^ marl strata with a cap-
ping of yellow gravel. It is the extreme northeastern exposure
of the Cretaceous clay mavl outcrop in New Jersey, and is one
of the localities where collections of the fauna have been made,
and the only one, so far as I am informed, where the flora of the
horizon has been observed.
The earliest reference which I have been able to find in this

connection is in Proc. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist. Ser. IL (18*73) 9,

10, where there is a notice by Dr. J. S. Newberry, of plant re-

mains in Cretaceous clays, near Keyport, N. J., viz.: p. 10.

"Numerous cones occur in the lignite beds, and occasionally leaf-

bearing twigs are found. The cones belong to the genus Geinit-

zia, and some of the branches appai'ently represent the genus
Ulmania^^ [Ullmannia Goep.].
The locality thus mentioned, so far as I have been able to as-

certain, is the one at Cliffwood now under consideration, but the
first conclusions in regard to the genera were decided to be
erroneous and the specimens were finally all identified as Se-

quoia gracillima (Lesq.) Newb.,and are so described and figured

by Dr. Newberr^^ in his Flora of the Amboy clays,* further ref-

erences to which will be subsequently made.
The stratigraphic relations of the strata, as interpreted by re-

cent authorities, may be understood from the following table

:

Monographs U. S. Geol. Surv. vol. xxvi. 4to. pp. 260, plates i.-lvlil. Washington,
1895 [1896]. A posthumous work edited by Arthur Hollick.
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Considered as a whole the specimens are not verj- satisfactory.

They consist of poorly pi-eserved molluscs, fragments of crusta-

ceans, fruit, leaves and branches of trees, and masses of lignite.

The mingling of land and marine life is what would naturally

h^ expected in strata whose lithologic characters show a transi-

tion from the fresh or brackish water deposits of the plastic clays

below, to the purely marine deposits of the greensand marls

above.

The molluscs and crustaceans occur in ferruginous concretions,

as do some of the plant remains, but a number of the latter,

mostly leaves, were found in layers. When first uncovered these

showed a film of carbonaceous matter, but it cracked and dis-

integrated upon exposure to the air, leaving nothing but a faint

impression behind. In the concretions the impressions are more
clearh^ defined. Some of the concretions, especially those con-

taining the crustaceans, were found in place in the strata ; others,

lying scattered along the beach, had evidently resulted from the

hardening of pieces of clay marl broken from the face of the

bluff, the included ferrous sulphate becoming oxidized into

limonite, thus changing them from soft, greenish-colored cla\'

marl masses into hard, reddish-brown, shaly fragments. This

process of change may be seen in every stage of its development
by examining the beach material. Pyrite in the form of nodules

usually accompanies the lignite masses and as incrustations

around cones, branches, and otlier coarse fragments of vegeta-

tion, doubtless due to the action of the carbon upon the ferrous

sulphate. Upon the occasion of my last visit these nodules

were in such abundance as to form the bulk of the beach shingle,

but this was evidentl}- due to recent extensive washing out by
the extra high tide and would not permanently remain such a

prominent feature, as thej^ decompose more or less rapidly upon
exposure to the atmosphere and become broken up. Tbe per-

centage of iron in the strata, in the form of sulphate and sul-

phide must be very high. The water which issues from the bluff

is thoroughly impregnated with it, and, as it flows over the beach,

a coating of limonite is formed whicli frequently cements the sand
and gravel into a firm conglomerate, often including pieces of

drift wood and the leaves and twigs of vegetation living in the

vicinity.

Only on rare occasions is a sheer face to the bluff exposed, as

it is being constantly undermined and broken down by wave ac-

tion, so that the lower portion is nearly alwaj^s masked by land-

slips from above. Such was the case this year and we had to be

contented with collections made from the displaced and broken
masses and loose concretions. In the summer of 1894, however,
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the specimens were largely obtained in place, from the exposure
in the bluff, although on no occasion was a complete section seen
from base to summit. Of the material collected, the crustaceans
proved to be too fragmentary for determination, although Pro-
fessor R. P. Whitfield, to whom they were submitted for exami-
nation, expressed the opinion that they represented new species.

About fifteen species of molluscs were separated out, from
which the following identifications were made:

Pleria petrosa Conr.
Nemoarca cretacea Conr.
Cardium Bipleyanuvi Conr.
Leiopista protexla (Conr.)?
Inoceramus Sagensis Owen.
Gryphsea vesicularis (Lam.).
Scalaria Hercules Whitf.
Pyri/usua sp.?

All these species had been previously noted from or near to
the same locality and may be found included in Professor Whit-
field's works.*
The plant remains number 26 species, of which 10 are ap-

parently new. Conifers are the most abundantly represented.
The branches of Cunninghamites, Sequoia and others, and
scales of Dammara make up about one-fourth of all the speci-
mens collected, and a section of one of the lignite masses
showed it also to belong to the same class.

f

This collection, meagre as it is, is nevertheless of interest as sup-
plementing our previous knowledge of the Cretaceous flora of east-

ern North America, beginning with the studies of Fontaine and
Ward, in the Potomac of Maryland; Heer in the Kome, Atane and
Patoot beds of Greenland ; Newberry, David White and the writer
in the Amboy clays of New 'Jersey, Staten Island, Long Island
and Martha's Yine_yard, and gives us at least an indication of

what mav be expected in case more extensive collections should
be made from the same horizon in the future.

The main object in bringing the subject forward in its present
condition is not to present a finished contribution, but rather to
assist those who may wish to continue the investigation, to the
end that our knowledge of the horizon may be rendered more
complete.

*Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan clays and Greensand marls of
New Jersey." Monog. U. S. (ieol. Sur\\ ix. and " Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of the
Raritan clays and Greensand marls of New Jersey." Monog. U. S. Geol. Surv. xviii.

t Sections prepared for microscopic examination were submitted to Dr. C. C. Curtis,
of Columbia University, who at once recognized their structure as coniferous. Dr. F.
H. Knowlton, of the V. S. Geological Survey, to whom they were subsequently sent,
determined them as belonging to the genus Pityoxylon. His description will appear
as an appendix to this paper.
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Araucarites ovatus n, sp.

(PI. xii. figs. 3 a, 4.)

Leaves elliptical-ovate, acuminate, entire, sessile (?), imbricated and de-
current (?), striate longitudinally, lower ones Ih in. long by i in. broad at
widest part, upper ones becoming successively smaller.

These specimens represent portions of branches, with leaves

which are apparently sessile, imbricated and possibly decurrent.

The affinities of the species may be with the monocotyledons,
but might equally well be with the gymnosperms, so far as ex-

ternal characters are concerned, and the large number of this

latter class of plants in the horizoii has seemed to justify its ref-

erence to that class rather than to the former. If it were not
for the fact that the leaves appear to be sessile and imbricated
the species might be placed under the genus Agathis Salisb.

(Dammara Rumph), but this might infer generic relationship

with the organisms next described, which we are not justified in

assuming.

Dammara (?) CliffwooDENSis n. sp.

(PI. xi. figs. 5-8.)

Scales kite-shaped, abruptly narrowed from above the middle downward,
Ij in. long by -k in. wide at the top, abruptly short mucronate pointed, pro-

vided on inner surface with numero\is prominent resin glands and ducts
which extend downward almost if not quite to the base.

I was at first inclined to refer these scales to D. borealis

Heer, Fl. Foss. Arct. vi. Abth. ii. 54, pi. xxxvii., fig. 5, or to D.
microlepis Heer, l. c, 55, pi. xl., fig. 5, but our specimens are

much more slender and are intimately associated with coniferous

remains to which they might w^ell be related, whereas those

figured by Heer, and similar organisms by Newberry from the

Amboy Clays (Fl. Amboy Clays, 46, pi. x. fig. 8) and by
David White from Martha's Vinej^ard (Am. Journ. Sci. xxxix.

(1890) 98, pi. ii. figs. 9, 10) ma}' be the fruits of Eucalyptus
and not coniferous cone scales.

Whatever these latter may eventually be proven to be, it is

certain that our specimens are coniferous and are related to some
of the other remains found with them. The difference in appear-

ance between figs. 5, fi and 7, 8, I regard as due to imperfect

preservation in the latter.

Sequoia Reichenbacht (Gein.) Heer.

(PI. xii. figs. 3 6, 5.)

Sequoia ReichenhacM Gein. sp. Heer, Fl. Foss. Arct. i. 83, pl.

xliii. figs. Irf, 26, ba^A, del, 8, 86.
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Araucarites Eeichenhachi Geinitz, Charackteristik d. Schichten
u. Petref. d. Siichs.-Boehm. Kreidegebirges, 98, pi. xxiv. fig. 4.

CUNNINGHAMITES ELEGANS (Corda.) Endl.

(PI. xi. fig. 2.)

Cunninghamites elegans (Corda) Endl., Newb. FI. Amboy
Clays, 48, pi. v. figs. 1-7.

Cunninghamites elegans Endl. Synop. Conif. 270.

Cunninghamites elegans Corda, in Reuss, Verstein. Boehm.
Kreidef., Abth. II. 93, pi. xlix. figs. 29-31.

This is undoubtedly the above species and identical with that
figured by Dr. Newberry from this locality in the Flora of the
Amboy clays.

Cunninghamites squamosus Heer.

(PI. xi. fig. 3.)

Cunninghamites squamosus Heer, Beitr. Kreide-Fl. Quedlin-
burg, 9, pi. i. figs. 5-7.

I was at first inclined to place this specimen with the preced-
ing species, but the leaves are evidently shorter and there seems
to be no doubt that it is identical with Heer's species described
and figured as above.

Geinitzia FORMOSA Heer.

(PI. xii. figs. 1, 2.)

Geinitzia formosa Heer, Beitr. Kreide-Fl. Quedlinburg, 6, pi.

i. figs. 9, 10; ii. figs. 1-6.

The two cones now figured are so encrusted with pyrite as to

be difficult of exact determination, but there seems to be no
doubt of their identity with the cones described and figured by
Heer under the above name. As previously noted, Dr. Newberry
mentions the occurrence of Geinitzia cones at this localit}^ but
in the Flora of the Amboy clays he apparently changes his

opinion and describes them under Sequoia gracillima (Lesq.)

Newb. {I. c. 50, pi. ix., figs. 1-3). Whether these are figures

of the ones first seen by him, however, I am unable to say. His
figures certainly represent Sequoia cones and are diff"erent from
ours. Thus far I have failed to find foliage of S. gracillima in

connection with either Dr. Newberry's specimens or with those

personally collected.

Traxsactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. t), March 29, 1897.
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Strobilites inquirendus n, sp.

(PL xi. fig. 1.)

Organism irregularly annular in shape, flattened on top and bottom, about
1] in. in diameter laterally by f in. vertically; center wanting, about 1 in.

across; exterior surface deeply scarred, but shape and arrangement of scars

uncertain on account of distortion.

This specimen was at first thought to represent a small cycad
stump in which all but the general characters had been destroyed
by distortion and decomposition of the vegetable tissue, which
is either lost entirely or largely replaced by pyrite.

The specimen, however, is so much smaller than any cycad
stump thus far described that its reference to that famil}- was
thought to be too hazardous. The name adopted is meant to in-

dicate that it is perhaps a cone requiring further investigation.

Aris^ma (?) DUBiA n. sp.

(PI. xii. fig. 6.)

Organism apparently fan-shaped or cylindrical in its original condition,

striate longitudinally, membranous in the broad upper portion and sides,

more rigid at the narrowed lower part, where there is apparently a column
or cylinder, from the apex and sides of which the membranous portions

spread.

A somewhat similar organism is described and figured In

Lesquereux's Flora of the Dakota Group, p. 38, pi. xlvi. fig. I,

under the name Arisaema cretacea sp. nov., but the affiliation of

either with the Aracese is very problematic and it might perhaps

equally well be referred to the spadix of a cycad. Its frag-

mentary condition renders any rigid determination inadvisable.

Aris^ma (?) Mattewanense n. sp.

(PI. xii. fig. 7.)

Fruit ovoid, IS in. long by 1} in. broad ; surface roughened with tuber-

culous excrescences of ill-defined shape ; internal structure not preserved.

It was at first thought that this organism might be a fruit of

some g3'mnosperm, but the entire absence of woody tissue

seemed to indicate a fruit of softer consistency, such as Symplo-
carpus, Arisaevia, etc., and the genus adopted for the previous

specimen was finally decided upon for this one, largely for the

sake of consistency.

Salix Meekii Newb.

(PI. xiii. figs. 3, 4.)

Salix Meekii Newb. Notes on the Later Extinct Floras, etc.,
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Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist. IX. (April, 1868) 19 ; Illiist. Cret.
and Tert, Plants, pi. i. figs. 2, 3, as " S. cuneata Newb."

S. proteeefolia var. lanceolata Lesq, Fl. Dak. Grr. 50, pi. Ixiv.

figs. 6-8.

These leaves appear to be identical with species figured under
the above names, especially with fig. 6, pi. Ixiv. Fl. Dak. Gr.

Dr. Knowlton,in the latter work, refers the species to S. cuneata
Newb. (I.e.), so named in lUust. Cret. and Tert. Plants (l. c ),

which has been ascertained to be S. Meekii Newb., according to
the type specimens in the Geological Museum of Columbia Uni-
versity.

QUERCUS MORRISONIANA Lcsq.

(PI. xiii. figs 11, 12.)

Quercus Morrisoniana Lesq. Cret. and Tert. Fl. 40, pi. xvii.

figs. 1,2.

Quercus (?) Nov^-C^sare^ n. sp.

(PI. xiii. figs. 9, 10.)

Leaves 2% in. long by | in. wide in middle, oblong to ovate-lanceolate, en-

tire, occasionally slightly undulate, narrowed at base ; midrib slightly

flexuous ; secondary nervation oblique, sub-parallel for a short distance, then

curving and extending upward along the margins, finally becoming anas-

tomosed or connected by tine tertiary nervation.

The leaves resemble in a general way the species described

and figured as Q. Myrtillus Heer, in Fl. Foss. Arct. vii. 25, pi.,

Ivi. figs. 12 b, 17-20. The absence of well defined nervation

however in these figures, renders accurate comparison with ours

impossible.

Velenovsky describes and figures leaves, under the name Dios-

pyros provecta, in Fl. Boehm, Kreidef. 2 [49], pi. viii. [xxiii.],

figs. 1-5, 10, which closely resemble ours, but a reference to

Quercus would seem to me more close, and as the identity is

not clearly established it has appeared to me safer to give our

specimens a new specific name under the genus Quercus.

Quercus (?) sp. ?

(PI. xiv. fig. 9.)

This fragment is evidently part of a strongly nerved leaf,

whose secondaries are regularly disposed and sub-parallel. It

might be compared with Q. poranioides Lesq. Cret, Fl. 66, pi.

XXX., fig. 9, or with Q. Thulensis Heer, Fl. Foss. Arct. vi. Abth.

ii. 69, pi. XX vi. fig. 7. I have also thought that it might be a

portion of such a leaf as Ilex Masoni Lesq. Fl. Dak. Gr. 179, pi.
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vii. fig, 6. Pefinite naming of such a fragmenrwould not, how-
ever, be advisable.

Banksia pusilla Vel.

(PL xiii. fig. 7.)

Banksia pusilla Vel. Fl. Boehm. Kreidef. 7 [32], pi. i. [ix.]

figs. 14-17.

Laurus plutonia Heer.

(PL xiiL Figs. 5, 6.)

Laurus plutonia Heer, FL Foss. Arct. vi. Abth. ii. 75, pi. xix.

figs. 1(Z, 2-4; XX. figs. 3a, 4-6; xxiv. fig. 66; xxviii. figs. 10, 11
;

xlii. fig. 46.

Sassafras acutilobum Lesq. (?)

(PL xiv. Fig. 13.)

Sassafras acutilobum Lesq. Cret. FL 79, pi. xiv. figs. 1, 2.

This small fragment is too imperfect for definite comparison,
but it may very well be a portion of a leaf of the above species.

These leaves vary gi-eatl^'^ in size and in the relative length of

the lobes, as may be seen by an examination of those figured by
Newberry in the Flora of the Amboy Clays, plate xxv.

Aralia Towneri Lesq. (?)

(PL xiv. Figs. 11, 12.)

Aralia Towneri Lesq. Hayden's Ann. Kept. 1804 [1896] 349,

pi. iv. fig. 1.

As far as can be judged from such fragments these seem to

be referable to the above species, but I have not thought it advis-

able to so refer them without question.

Acer paucidentatum n. sp.

(PL xiv. figs. 2, 3.)

Leaf trilobate ; lobes spreading at an angle of about 45 degrees, middle
one bhintly acuminate, sparingly crenate-dentate near the apex, lateral ones
shorter, entire, abruptly and rather bluntly acuminate.

These two figures are counterparts of the same specimen and
are too fragmentary for complete description. The lower por-

tion is missing, but enough is represented to warrant placing it

in the genus Acer and to compare it with other described species.

So far as I have been able to ascertain it is distinct from any
previously described Cretaceous species, although several from
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Tertiary horizons are more or less like it, such as A. angustilo-

bum Heer. Fl. Tert. Helvet. iii. 57, pi. cxvii. fig. 25a; cxviii.

figs. 1-9.

Sapindus apiculatus Vel.

(Pi. xiii.figs. 1,2.)

Sapindus apiculatus Velenovsky, Fl. Boehm. Kreidef. 6 [53],
pi. vii. [xxii.J figs. 1-8.

Paliurus integrifolius ITollick (?)

(PI. xiv. fig. 10.)

Paliurus integrifolius Hollick, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, xxi.

(1894) 57, pi. 177, figs. 5, 8, 12.

This specimen is too fragmentary for anything but provisional
reference.

Rhamnus in^quilateralis Lesq.

(PI. xiii. fig. 8.)

Rhamnus inxquilateralis Lesq. Fl. Dak. Gr., 170, pi. xxxvii.
figs. 4-7.

This leaf appears to be identical with smaller specimens of the

above species, such as figs. 6, 7, I. c.

Celastrophyllum Newberryanum Hollick.

(PI. xiv. fig. 1.)

Celastrophyllum Newberryanum Hollick, in Newb. Fl. Amboy
Clays, 101, pi. xlix. figs. 1-27.

Sterculia sp. ?

(PL xiv. figs. 4-7.)

These fragmentary remains apparently represent portions of

leaves belonging to the genus Sterculia, such as S. mucronata
Knowlton, in Lesq. Fl. Dak. Gr. 182, pi. xxx. figs. 1-4. If legi-

timate to compare with Tertiary species, our fig. 7 would come
very close to S. Labrusca Ung. as figured in Flora von Sotzka
pi. xxviii. [xlix] figs. 1-11.

Magnolia Woodbridgensis Hollick.

(PI. xiv. fig. 8.)

Magnolia Woodbridgensis Hollick, in Newb. Fl. Amboy Claj's

74, pi. xxxvi. fig. 11 ; Ivii. figs. 5-7.
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Carpolithus drup^formis n. sp.

(PI. xi. Figs. 4, 4a.)

Fruit about 1 in. long b^' f in. broad in the middle, elliptical in outline,

slightly flattened, with an obscurely defined ridge, extending all the way
around, giving the apex a slightly beaked appearance and somewhat flattened

at the base, where it joins an ill-defined peduncle. Structure, a hard ex-

terior shell, about -^^ in. thick, with a soft free center. Exterior slightly

roughened.

This organism has the structure of the seed of a drupaceous
fruit, but the general appearance is strikingly like that of a cycad.

As we do not know, however, whether its present condition is

similar to what it was originally, or whether its structure has
been altered by replacement of material, I have thought it best

not to indicate any generic relationship in the name.

Maps and Specimens Shown.

1. Geological map of New Jersey. Geol. Surv. N. J. (1890)
Atlas Sheet No. 20.

2. Ibid. A topographical map of the Monmouth shore, etc.,

Atlas Sheet No. 9.

3. Molluscs in hardened masses of clay marl.

4. Concretions containing crustaceans.

5. Clay marl and concretions containing plant remains.

6. Lignite masses and cones, accompanied by pyrite nodules.

Appendix.

Since the preceding paper was written I have received from
Dr. F. H. Knowlton,the following description, based upon speci-

mens of lignite from the ClifTwood bluflf, prepared for microscopic
examination

:

PiTYOXYLON HoLLiCKi Knowlton, n. sp.

(Figs. 1, 2.)

Diagnosis.—Annual ring absent or very obscure ; wood cells

large, thick-walled
;
punctations contiguous, in one, or interrupted

,

in two rows; medullary rays numerous, in one or two series,

with five to twelve superimposed cells ; resin-passages numerous,
large.

Transverse Section.—The structure shows fairly well in this

section, but offers no specific characters of much value. The
annual ring is absent, judging from the sections submitted. It

is possible that a larger area would reveal them, but if present

they are probably obscure. The wood cells are rather large and
thick-walled, and ai-ranged in quite regular radial rows.
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Resin passages appear to be present in this section, but as

decay had evidently taken place before fossilization they are too

obscue to permit of accurate description.

Radial Section (Fig. 1) : In many particulars this section per-

mits of the best results, though it is far from being perfectly pre-

served. The wood cells are broad. Their length cannot be de-

termined. They are provided with one, or in some cases with

an interrupted double row, of bordered pits, which are contigu-

ous. When they are in a single row the wall is not nearly cov-

ered, but when double it is quite so. The preservation is too

poor to permit of measurements that would have any diagnostic

value.

In this section the medullary rays are seen to be num erous,

rather thick walled and, so far as can be made out, withoutraark-

ings. The individual cells appear to be large, and the partitions

oblique.

Tangential Section (Fig. 2) : The section in this direction is

unsatisfactory. The wood-cells are much crushed together and
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obscured. The medullary rays, as shown in this section, are

seen to be in one or two series of from five or six to twelve or
fifteen cells high. The average number of cells is apparently
about ten.

The resin passages, as shown in fig. 2, are numerous and
large. The}' are enclosed in the larger medullary rays, which are

then some twelve or fifteen cells high.

I have not attempted to point out any of the probable aflSni-

ties of this species as the material is too obscure to permit either

accurate description or satisfactory measurements. If additional

material could be obtained and in a somewhat better state of
preservation, without doubt the real affinities could be detected.

I take great pleasure in naming the supposed new species in

honor of Mr. Arthur Hollick of Columbia University.

PLATE XI.

Fig. 1. Stroiilites inquirendus Hollick.

Fig. 2. Cunninghamites elcgam (Corda) Endl.
Fig. 3. CuruiinghamUes squamosus Heer.
Figs. 4, 4a. CarpolUhus drupseformis Hollick.

Figs. 5-8. Dammara {?) Cliffwoodensis Hollick.

PLATE XII.

Figs. 1, 2. Geiniizia formosa Heer.
Figs. 3a, 4. Araucarites ovatus Hollick.

Figs. 36, 5. Sequoia Eeichenbachi (Gein.) Heer.
Fig. 6. Arisasma (?) diibia Hollick.

Fig. 7. Arissema (?) Mattewanense Hollick.

PLATE XIIL

Figs. 1, 2. Sapindus apictdatus Vel.

F[GS. 3, 4. Salix Meekii Newb.
Figs 5, 6. Laums plutonia Heer.
Fig. 7. Banksia pusilla Vel.

Fig 8. Bhamnus tnsequilateralis Lesq.
Figs. 9, 10. Quercus (?) Novse-Csesarex Hollick.

Figs. 11, 12. Quercus Morrisoniana Lesq.

PLATE XIV.

Fig. 1. Celastrophyllum Nevberryanum Hollick.

Figs. 2, 3. Acer paucidentatum Hollick.

Figs. 4-7. Sterculia sip. (?)

Fig. 8. 3Iagnolia Woodbridgensis Hollick.

Fig. 9. Quercus (?) sp.

Fig. 10. Paliurus integrifolim Jlollick. (?)
Figs. 11, 12. Aralia Towneri Lesq. (?)

Fig. 13. Sassafras acutilobum Lesq. (?)
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Stated Meeting.

January 25th, 1897.

The Academy met and was called to order by President Stev-

enson. Mr. Jose M. Andreini, of 29 West 75th street, was
nominated for resident member, and the nomination was referred

in regular course to the Council.

The sub-section of Anthropology and Psychology then organ-

ized, Professor F. H. Giddings in the Chair. The minutes of the

previous meeting were read and approved, after which the fol-

lowing reports of the recent winter meetings of the several socie-

ties mentioned below were presented :

The first report was by Professor Giddings, upon the meeting

of the American Economic Association in Baltimore. The
speaker paid particular attention to the presidential address of

Professor Henry C. Adams, on " The Relations of Economics to

Jurisprudence;" to the paper of ex-Secretary of the Treasury,

Charles S. Fairchild, on " What is the Present Direction of Ac-

quisitive Investments ? What are the Economic Effects of Such

Investments?" and to Professor Arthur T. Hadley's paper on
" The Dut}' of the Government towards the Investor."

Dr. Livingston Farrand presented brief abstracts of the more

important psychological papers read at the meeting of the

American Psychological Association in Boston, December 29

and 30, 1896, and was followed by Dr. Franz Boas, who spoke

of the meeting of Section H (Anthropology) of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, in New York, ap-

proving the action of the Section in recommending a regular

winter meeting, to be held, if possible, at the same time and

place as the American Psychological Association and the Ameri-

can Society of Naturalists, and reviewing briefly some of the

papers presented at the meeting.

Mr. Harlan I. Smith reported on the American Folk-Lore

Society's meeting in New York, on December 20th, dwelling

particularly on Miss Fletcher's paper, " Certain Early Forms of
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Ceremonial Expression," and on the discussion following Dr.

Brinton's and Dr. Boas' papers, as to the validity of the theory

of the psychic unity of man in accounting for details of similari-

ties in the mythologies of widely separated peoples.

Livingston Farrand.

Secretary of Sub-Section.

Public Lecture.

January 29th, 1897.

The Academy met and were called to order by President

Stevenson who introduced the lecturer of the evening, Mr. H.

G. Prout, editor of the Railroad Gazette. The lecture was en-

titled " The Egyptian Soudan, its Recent History and the Cam-

paign of 1896." Large maps were used in illustration. The

speaker was heard with close attention and at the close of the

lecture a vote of thanks was passed.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

February 1st, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

Twenty-four persons present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary presented the names of Jose' M. Andreini, 20

West 75th street; Samuel Keyser, 14 East 36th street, from the

Council, and on motion they were elected resident members.

There being no further business, the Section of Astronomy

and Physics at once organized, Professor R. S. Woodward in

the chair.

The first paper was the one postponed from last month, by
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H. Jacoby, " On two Trail-plates of Circumpolar Stars, made by
Anders Conner, at the Helsingfors Observatory."

It was explained that these photographic negatives of circum-

polar stars were taken with the telescope stationary, so that each

star left a trail upon the plate, which, after necessary corrections,

would be an arc of a circle around the true North Pole of the

heavens. The exposures which were for a few moments at in-

tervals of half an hour, during a continuous period of over four-

teen hours, thus gave a series of short arcs extending over a little

more than a semicircle. This method, if no unforeseen difficul-

ties appear, should give the position of the pole to within a few

hundredths of a second of an arc, and a system of right ascen-

sions differing from the truth by a uniform correction.

The paper was favorably discussed by the chairman and
others.

The next paper was the following

:

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE UNDULATIONS IN RAIL-
WAY TRACKS BY THE AUTHOR'S TRACK IN-

DICATOR, AND THE REDUCTION OF TWO-
THIRDS OF THEIR AMOUNT IN THE
PAST FIFTEEN YEARS BY THE
USE OF THE AUTHOR'S STIFF

RAIL SECTIONS.

By p. H. Dudley.

If we stand by the side of a railway and notice the tracks as

a train passes over them, we see, first, a general depression of

the rails under the wheel base of the trucks or the locomotive,

the greatest depressions being directly under the wheels ; we
further notice that the rails under the wheels bear more firmly

on the ties, the latter depressing, and with instruments we find

that the ballast and roadbed are also depressed.

We notice further that on either side of the wheels the surface

of the rails is slightly higher, and if the wheel base is four or five

feet long that the fibre stresses in the rails undergo a reversion

and are of opposite character from those directly under the
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wheels. Between the trucks and in front of the pilot of the lo-

comotive there will be decided elevations of the rail and rever-

sion of the fibre stresses.

If the track is in good surface, it may not be noticed b}' the

eye that the depressions under the wheels for the entire length

of rail are not uniform, but as a rule one can readily see that the

wheels, as they roll over the rails, rise and fall, more or less, ac-

cording to the stiffness of the rails, their smoothness and condi-

tion of the track.

That the surface of the rails would be uneven to the wheels
was recognized almost as soon as the construction of railroads

began, and in this country the cars were mounted upon trucks
with springs so that the wheels could follow the undulations in

the rails, while the centre of gravity of the car would not follow

so undulating a line.

I have never found this theory discussed in the reports of the

earlier civil engineers, but I have no doubt it was considered
by some of them.
The earlier civil engineers were constantly trying to reduce

the undulations in the tracks to the lowest possible limits, as

the}^ recognized and acted upon the principle that the less the

undulations in the track the less the resistance to the trains, and
the less xAie cost of maintenance.
The substitution of Bessemer steel rails for iron, about 1865,

produced so much smoother tracks, and the rails wore so

much longer, that in a few years the cost of transportation per
ton was cut down from about two cents to one cent per mile.

The Bessemer steel rails gave a great impetus to railway build-

ing, and there followed a large reduction in the rates, to meet
which, larger rolling stock was introduced, and it became neces-

sary to again reduce tiie undulations in the tracks so as to cut

down the cost of transportation and maintenance.
Having made mechanism to measure the resistance of trains,

and having found that on smooth track, well maintained, the re-

sistance was less than on a poorer track, several railroad presi-

dents wished me to make some mechanism which, by running
over the track, would show its condition, and the nature of the

undulations, to see if they could not be reduced.

I made several pieces of mechanism some 3-ears ago, and
have used them practically in their present form since 1881.

In 1884, I described the mechanism before the New York
Academy of Sciences, and the results then obtained.

The more extended introduction in recent years of stiffer rails

has caused results to be realized in the track, which a few years

ago were not considered possibilities, and in order that those pres-
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ent here to-night may better understand the results, I will in a

few words describe the main features of my track indicator.

1. There is a special car fifty-eight feet long, weighing 72,000
pounds, and under one end there is arranged a special six wheel
truck of eleven foot wheel base, each wheel being ground true

and cylindrical. The two outer pairs of wheels of the truck roll-

ing on the rails serve as a reference plane, while the undulations
of the rails for the length of the wheel base cause vertical move-
ments of the middle pair of wheels which are transmitted for

each rail to a moving band of paper and recorded.

By means of universal joints and slides in the shafts, any ver-

tical movement of the body of the truck or car is not communi-
cated to the pens. The wheel load of 6,500 pounds for each
wheel has been kept constant from the first use of tlie truck, and
the positive wheel base has enabled me to repeat the diagrams
year after year over the same track and to obtain comparative
results, showing whether the track was or was not improving.
The recording mechanism passes from a continuous band

of paper twenty inches wide, 8.8 feet per mile, or one inch

of paper for each fifty feet of track. On this moving band of

paper are mechanically recorded the surface undulations of each
line of rails, their side irregularities, gauge of track, rolling^mo-

tion of the car, elevation of the outer rails on curves, and side

and vertical shocks to the car.

Other pieces of auxiliary mechanism on the truck or about
the car perform their functions mechanically, but record elec-

trically through a battery- of nine or more, electro magnetic pens,

as required.

The special mechanisms for recording the total undulations of

the rails in feet and inches, one for each line of rails, are in-

dispensable, for they sum up from the smallest fraction of an
inch to the largest of the undulations, as the car runs over the

track, doing what would be impossible by manual labor. The
discs and shafts are ground with the greatest possible accuracy,

and though each mechanism must be large and strong, it is as

delicately constructed as a watch.

The figures given by these form the basis for the condensed
diagrams. The results obtained by the summing up mechanism
have exceeded all expectations, and are independent of personal

opinion.

The markers for ejecting paint on the rails where deflections

exceed a given amount have been of great service to the track-

men, pointing out where deflections occurred in the rails long

before they would be detected by the eye. The markers are

carried upon auxiliarj' frames, attached to the outer journal
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boxes of the special truck ; while the strikers to depress the
valve when a low place is reached are carried by the journal
boxes of the middle pair of wheels.

The markers are operated by compressed air, and eject the
paint to the rails in about l-50th of a second after the valve is

depressed. When they were first uSed, any deflections less than
•j^ of an inch were unmarked. The i)ast two or three years the
markers were set for the best track to -mark all deflections ex-
ceeding -^^ of an inch. Last j^ear they were set to pass any de-

flections one-thousandth of an inch less than the limit to which
the track was to be marked.
The striking mechanism is now held in position by compressed

air instead of a spring, and has a micrometer screw which can be
set to one ten-thousandth of an inch. I do not wish to convey
the impression that we are able to work to one ten-thousandth of
an inch in marking, but the instrument must be made for fine

measurements so that we can reduce the errors to very small
limits.

The summing up mechanism and the markers record elec-

trically, as do also those which record the time per second and
per ten seconds, those for the percentage of tangent and curve, and
those for the distance. A bell rings before the mile posts are
reached, and the observer touches a key to note their location,

as well as the location of the stations and bridges.

The car, usually with one or two official cars in front, is run as

a special at a speed of twenty or twenty-five miles per hour; ac-

cording to the condition of the track, a constant speed being
maintained per mile over each road.

The original diagrams show in detail the general surface of
the rails, as to permanent bends, set at the joints, deflections,

and irregular wear or roughness.
When I commenced taking diagrams in 1 880 on the four and

four and one-half inch rails, I found the undulations in the tracks

much greater than had been anticipated, joints which deflected

a full inch being very frequent, and nearly all the rails had a

permanent set, the receiving ends of many of them being also

cut out. There was no definite standard for tracks, and in

making reports that year, I called all tracks " good " where the

joints did not deflect more than one-half inch.

The permanent set in the rails was studied and I found I

could classify them under three general types, which I called
^^forms of permanent se<."

The first form embraced all those rails which were low at the

joints and high at the center ; this type was found upon rails

with opposite joints.
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The second form of permanent set embraced all those rails

low at the joints and centers, but high at the quarters ; this

form was found upon rails laid with alternate joints ; if, how-
ever, the traffic was heav}'^, and only a small track force em-
ployed, the second form would soon be converted into the first

form of permanent set.

The third form of permanent set was due to a series of minute
waves upon the surface of the rails. Combinations of the first

and third, and of the second and third were frequent.

The first and second forms of permanent set were developed
in the track by service, while the third form was due to improper
finish at the mills.

For the rails to take a set in the track it was very evident
that the fibre stresses in the rails exceeded the elastic limits of
the steel. As the normal condition of the former iron rails in

the track was one in which nearly all of the rails had taken a
permanent set, the same features in the steel rails excited very
little comment among the trackmen, but among the officials the
matter received more serious consideration.

It was evident that the standard of track then being main-
tained was too low for the increasing traffic of the roads.

The first remedy proposed by the railroad companies was to

increase the labor and add more ballast to the track, and what
would be a proper standard of track was extensively discussed.

Though this was an excellent beginning, as the work increased,

it became evident that some more definite measure of what a

good track was, than merely general expressions, which differed

widely, would be required as a basis for further investigation, and
so the summing up mechanism was designed and completed for

the inspection of 1881.

The number of feet of undulations per mile, as summed up by
the instruments on the best track of comparativel}^ new rails, was
about six feet per mile, while, on older rails, not in so good con-

dition, the amount would be from ten to twelve feet per mile.

The general average for a number of roads was about eight

feet per mile. None of the tracks, particularly on the four-inch

rails, had what we would now term a high degree of stability,

for they required constant attention to keep them in what was
called good condition.

In 1882 the markers were added for ejecting paint on the rails

where the deflections exceeded five-sixteenths of an inch. This

•was very convincing, and left little doubt in the minds of many
railroad officials that the deflections of the rails in the track

were greater than the}^ had anticipated.

The rails were marked so that the officials and trackmen could
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see where the deflections occurred, which was not only a great
educator to them, but directed the work of the latter to tbe
places needing most attention.

The diagrams for 1882 repeated all the striking characteristics

of those for 1881, not an important curve per mile on the con-

densed diagrams having been reversed unless new rails had been
laid. The permanent set in the old rails had not been reduced.

The joints were down and weak. The receiving ends of the rails

were cutting out. The rails were loose on the ties moving up
and down for every passing wheel, cutting the ties, disturbing

the ballast and roadbed. The dynamic effects of the wheel loads

were so great that the tracks could not acquire a high degree of
stabilit^^ Thoughtful railwa\' officials accepted the fact that the

rails were not stiff enough for the traffic, and, after studying the
diagrams of several thousand miles of track, I designed the five-

inch 80-pound steel rail for the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad in April, 188.3. With 23 per cent, more metal
than in their four and one-half inch 6.5 pound rail, I increased

the stiffness 6fi per cent. The rail was rolled and put into ser-

vice in 1884. This was the first five-inch steel rail laid in the
United States.

Having noted the wear of the steel on all t3'pes of the heads of
rail in the tracks, I made it broad and much thinner than usual,

which has since become the type for modern sections.

The five-inch 80-pound rail once in the track demonstrated
the great value of stiffness in maintenance of way and vvas fol-

lowed by a number of sections of 80 and 85 pounds per yard in

the leading railroads oP'the country.

This led at once to the introduction of larger and heavier
locomotives and cars, and faster and heavier trains.

The undulations in the track reduced to about four feet per
mile on the first five-inch 80-pound rails. The five-inch 80-pound
rails were all straightened at the mills on narrow spaced supports,

used for much lighter rails, and were indented by the gag wher-
ever applied, giving the surface a series of minute waves, which
produces from one to one-half feet of the total undulation found
upon these rails per mile.

These undulations increase the d3'namic effects of the wheel
loads, cutting out the ties, disturbing the ballast, besides giving

a very unpleasant tremor to the cars when passing over them.
In 1883, after I had designed the five-inch 80-pound rail, but

before any were rolled and in the track, I calculated what I

considered would be the possible condition of track for such
rails when finished smooth, and put it on the diagram. The re-

sults seemed so impossible that I was probably the only one for

many years who expected to see them realized.
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They are now accomplished facts on many railroads using
rails of about the same type and stiffness, for which the esti-

mates were made, wliiie with the stifFer sections of my series,

still better results are obtained.

The value of stiffness in rails in connection with sufficient

bearing surfaces for the wheel pressures, was shown to be so im-
portant by the first 80-pound rails in reducing the undulations
in the ti'ack—as I stated would be the case before they were
used—that in 1890, when designing my recent series of rail sec-

tions, I increased their stiffness per pound of metal, malving the
80-pound sections about eleven per cent, stiffer than the original

five-inch 80-pound rail of 1883.

The rails of the series are stiffer than any sections of like

weight wliich have been rolled and have broad heads, which are
essential daring manufacture and subsequent service for smooth
tracks and a high degree of stability.

For all of my sections, according to their stiffness and traffic

for which they are suited, I am now able to state definitely the
lower range of undulations per mile which will and which may
be maintained in the track as shown by my track indicator.

The importance of this can not be over-estimated, for when
w^c know what to expect, the reason can be traced if it is not at-

tained.

Each section of rail like a locomotive of a certain class can
only render a specific dut^^ or permit a certain standard of track.

On a branch line laid with four and five-eighth-inch 65-pound
rails and with supported joints, the undulations run down to 4

feet 6 inches per mile for the best track. This rail was not in-

tended for main line traffic, but it is frequently so used.

The five-inch 75-pound rail was used to build a new road, and
with all its inequalities and with the settling of a new roadbed, it

is easily maintained, under heavy branch line traffic at .3 feet and
3 inches of undulations per mile, after five years' service, a rec-

ord never before equalled.

For the five and one-eighth-inch 80-pound rails, three tie joints,

under the main line express trains running from 50 to 75 miles per

hour, the undulations range from 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 9

inches, per mile. This section has an exceptional stability for

the weight per yard.

For the six-inch 100-pound rail, three tie joints, the undulations

per mile run down to 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet per mile, as a

condition of track for summer heat and winter cold, a stability

of permanent way unequalled in the railway world.

The figures given for the undulations per section are for rails

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 10, March 30, 1897.
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without either the first or second forms of permanent set in the

track ; the rails appearing to the eye to have a smooth surface

when not under tlie trains. I have designated such rails as the

fourthform, representing the best condition of track, for they are

in perfect service to the eye. For the trackmen's special benefit

they will hereafter be designated as the fourth or proper form.

The undulations which remain in the tracks for the figures

given are individually so minute, that at present they cannot be
further reduced by the skilled trackmen. To reduce the undu-
lations in the track to the low limits mentioned, it has been
necessary to do a great deal of work which may be briefly sum-
marized as follows

:

First. To investigate the nature of the irregular undulations,

and their causes.

Second, To provide rails with broad heads, which will dis-

tribute the wheel pressure to more metal for wear and side sta-

bility, and at the same time to have stiffer sections as girders in

order to distribute the wheel loads to more ties and to greater

area of ballast and roadbed.
Third, To distribute the metal in the sections so that the re-

quirements of the second statement would be met, and at the

same time to design sections that could be easily rolled, and that

would permit of the introduction of a grade of steel of 50 per

cent, higher elastic limits than the older rails, and that would
still be hard, tough and not brittle.

Fourth, To go to the mills and carry out methods of manu-
facture suitable for the heavier sections as to composition, hot-

bed treatment, and smoother finish under the straightening

presses.

Fifth. To produce sections in which the final results would be
better and more economical than those they replaced.

By the lantern slides and other diagrams I shall be able to

show you that the limited undulations already stated for the sec-

tions have been realized on man}' hundred miles of track and that

in the past fifteen years—principally the past eight—the undula-
tions in many tracks have been reduced to one-third of their

former amount.
During the same period, to meet the demands of service, the

static wheel loads of the motive power and rolling stock have
been increased. The freight car wheel loads have been trebled

during this time.

I need hardly say to you that by reducing the undulations in

the track to one-third of their amount fifteen years ago, the

dynamic eflfects from the wheel loads have been reduced in

a greater ratio, so that the combined static and dynamic effects
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of the heavier wheel loads as distributed by the stiffer rails

through the tie to the ballast and roadbed, are less than was the

combined static and dynamic effects of the lighter wheel loads

as distributed by the lighter rails through the tie to the ballast

and roadbed. The generation of an unnecessary and destruc-

tive force has been 2^revented.

Every tie underneath the lighter rails received its load more
in the nature of a suddenly applied blow than a gradually applied

load, and its abrasion under the rails was very rapid.

As the cost of ties is now much greater than the cost of rails

for renewals, the saving in expense for ties will be quite an
item in paying for the stiffer rails. Treated ties can be now
used under the stiffer rails, since the abrasion has been so much
reduced.

There is considerable discussion as to whether the freight

car loads should be reduced or increased. I find the tendency
in the latter direction, as a number of cars of 80,000 pounds
capacit}'^ are in use and others are building for loads of

100,000 pounds.
The freight car wheel load is now an international commercial

matter and beyond the control of an}'- one railroad company,
just as is the freight rate per ton, but what is largely under
the control of the company over whose lines the cars pass is

whether the dynamic effect of the wheel loads shall be but a

slight increase over the static load, or 50 to 100 per cent, greater

to be transmitted to the ties, ballast, and roadbed, increasing the

cost of transportation and maintenance of the equipment and
permanent way.
One of tbe great objects to be obtained in permanent-way con-

struction is to prevent the dynamic effects of the moving wheel

loads of either the locomotives or cars from reaching much
magnitude, for the effects of the static loads combined with the

dynamic effects, when finally distributed to the roadbed, should

always be less than its elasticit}^ ; otherwise the track cannot
acquire any high degree of stability, nor be most economicall

maintained.
The 80 and 100-pound rails are double and treble the stiffness

of the former four and one-half, 65-pound rails, with much wider
bearing surface for the wheels, and, as would be expected, the

diagrams show that the waves of pressure from the wheel loads

must be distributed over a much greater area of the roadbed,

reducing their intensity to an amount more easily carried by the

elasticity of the roadbed. The elasticity of the roadbed, though
a very limited quantity, is a fundamental principle of main-

tenance of way, but it has received too little specific attention,
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for many railroad people still treat the roadbed as though it

were wholly an inelastic body, and permit the waves of pressure
to be transmitted to it in amount far in excess of its elasticity,

so that deformation takes place,which must be repaired by surfac-

ing at least

The elasticity of the roadbed is not likely to be uniform per
mile for the entire road ; some portions will take up and carry
3,000 pounds per square foot without injury, while other por-

tions, being more plastic will not carry 2,000 pounds without set

and deformation.

The drainage of the roadbed must be very efficient at all times,

as a reduction of a few per cent, of moisture decreases the plas-

ticity and increases the elasticit}'. This feature can ndw be traced

on the diagrams. The ballast under the ties, when dry and ot

good quality, is supposed to reduce the pressure from the tie to

the roadbed, inversely as its depth. I think the estimate too

high for general practice, and have shown the waves of pressure

transmitted from the ties through the ballast to the roadbed as

less in one of the lantern slides.

One lantern slide was shown, containing the condensed dia-

grams of the inspection of the New York Central & Hudson
River R. R. for 1895 as a plain line and those for 1801 as a

broken line.

The diagrams for 1895 show the greatest improvement of any
yet obtained, and they are compared with those of 1891, instead

of 1894, as those dates afford the most valuable comparisons be-

tween the stability of the track for different sections of rails;

they also give comparisons between suspended joints and three-

tie supported joints.

On the Hudson Division, in the diagrams for 1891, from New
York to Mott Haven, the first five-inch 80-pound rails laid in

1884, were still in service. They were laid with 22-incli splice

bars, suspended joints, and were replaced by 100-pound rails in

1892.

From Spuyten Duyvil to Peekskill the five-inch 80-pound rails

were laid in 1886 and 1887, with 22-inch splice bars, suspended
joints, and were replaced by 100-pound rails in 1894. The condi-

tion of the track in 1891 on the 80-pound rails averaged some
8 lines higher than the track from Peekskill to Albany, laid witlj-

the five-inch 80-pound rails and Col. Katte's three-tie supported
joint.

From the condensed diagrams it will be seen that from Peek-

skill to Albany the track has been maintained under its heavy
traffic, practically on the same lines for four years—a result not

probable with suspended joints.
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The 100-pound rail shows the highest possible condition, the

undulations being reduced to the lowest limit which the trackmen
can take up in surfacing, the original diagrams showing nearly

smooth lines without a trace of the joints. The 100-pound rail

makes "Permanent Way."
The Mohawk and Western Divisions furnish the striking com-

parisons between the possible conditions of track on the four and
one-half inch 65-pound rails in portions of tlie track for 1891, and
the five-inch 80-pound rails in track No. 2, and the five and one-

eighth inch 80-pound rails in track No. 1, for 1895.

On another lantern slide was shown the condensed diagrams
of the Inspection of the Boston and Albany' Railroad for 1896
and 1895.

From the topographical features of the road these diagrams
are of unusual interest. Starting at tide water at Boston, as the

line runs westward, the Atlantic slope is ascended until the sum-
mit at Charlton is passed at an elevation of 907 feet, then the

line descends the eastern slope of the Connecticut river,

crossing it at Springfield at an elevation of only seventy feet

above tide water. Then the western slope is ascended, and the

divide between Connecticut and Hudson rivers is surmounted at

an elevation of 1,453 feet above tide water; then the line de-

scends the Hudson river slope to tide water at Alban3^ The
curvature of the line is fiftj'-three per cent, of its length.

In the past five years three-fourths of the main line have been
laid with the heavy 95-pound broad-headed smooth rails, and the

diagrams show a remarkably uniform condition of track for each

mile, alike upon the level portions, the gradients of the Atlantic

slope, and the curved ancl heavy gradients of the Connecticut

and Hudson river slopes.

So uniform a condition of the track was never approximated
upon either the 63 or 72-pound rails, nor could it be, nor has it

been elsewhere on much stiffer rails with round heads, nor is it

possible on such rails made by any known process of manufac-

ture.

The average " all year round " minimum limit of undulations,

to which the trackmen readily surface the 95-pound rails on

good ballast, is two feet per mile, or the fourteenth line on

the diagrams—about one-fourth of the amount ten to twelve

years since.

A third lantern slide exhibited the first five-inch 80-pound

steel rail section of this country, and the five series of three

sections embracing each of the sections more recently designed

by the author. Over 300,000 tons of the recent rails are already

in service.
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The chairman pointed out the extreme importance of many of

the problems upon which Mr. Dudley is working, and expressed

the hope that Mr. Dudley might perfect the rolls for turning out

a 60-foot rail straight and cold, upon which he is working. Pro-

fessor Hallock remarked the importance of the investigations in

their bearing on many problems in physics, whose solutions

need the resources of a railroad for a working laboratory. The
President, Professor Stevenson, emphasized the debt which the

communitj'^ owes to Mr Dudle}'. His improvements in the track

mean heavier engines, heavier cars, longer trains, greater speed,

reduced rates for passengers and freight, all of which gi-eatly

contribute to the general welfare and to the advance of civiliza-

tion.

The next paper was by H. S. Curtis, on " The Advantages of

Long Focus Lenses in Landscape Photography." After refer-

ring to the unsatisfactory views of distant landscapes that are ob-

tained with ordinary lenses, owing to false perspective and lack

of detail, the speaker showed how these defects could be

remedied by lenses of longer focus. A telescopic combination of

40-inch focal length was made available by reversing the lenses

and putting the flint and crown about 1 mm. apart. A number
of views taken with this combination were thrown on the screen

to illustrate the advantages of such lenses. Several pictures

were also exhibited that were taken with an ordinar}' spectacle

lense of 34 inch focus, stopped to about f inch diameter, which

were excellent, and scarcely to be distinguished from those

taken with the telescopic lense, or a telephoto combination.

Such a spectacle lense can be bought for 10 cents.

J. F. Kemp remarked the comparative uselessness of ordinary

photography in the study of mountain geology, when any

notable distance is involved, and expressed the belief that such

a simple lense would be of great service in field work. The
same opinion was expressed by others. The section then ad-

journed.

Wm. Hallock,

Secretary of Section.
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Biological Section.

February 8th, 189t.

Dr. J. G. Curtis in the chair. Thirt3'-five persons precent.

Mr. A. A. Tyler read a paper on : "The Nature and Origin of

Stipules," The paper was prefaced by a brief review of the lit-

erature on the subject of stipules, and dealt with their nature

and origin in the light of geological, morphological, anatomical

and developmental evidence. The paper appears in full in Vol-

ume X. of the Annals.

Mr. G. N. Calkins presented the results of his investigations

on :
" The Tetrad Formation in Plants."

Prof. C. L. Bristol read a paper on " The' Giant Cells in the

Nervous System in Nephelis." The paper was preliminary to a

farther discussion of the Nervous System of this leech, and in

it was brought out the coordination of these cells and their rela-

tions to the central and peripheral nerve systems.

On account of the lateness of the hour the remainder of the

programme was deferred till the next meeting.

The election of section officers was made a special order for

the next meeting.

C. L. Bristol,

Sec7-etary.
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[PuGET Sound ZoOlogy, Columbia Univeesity Contributions. No. 2]

NOTES UPOX THE DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS OF
SOME PUGET SOUND INVERTEBRATES.*

By N. R. Harrington and B. B. Griffin.

The following faunal description has been presented with a

view of furnishing a basis for more extended work in the future.

The attempt is made here to give an outline of the general char-

acter of the Puget sound region for the benefit of embi\vologists

and other investigators that may have an opportunity of visiting

this interesting region. Essential data are also supplied for the

specialists now engaged in systematic work upon the various

groups. Many of the scattered notes on distribution and habits

may interest those concerned with problems of zoogeography
and evolution, as illustrating how rich a field is here presented

for such researches.

In the systematic work, we have mainly been guided by
the papers of Dall, Andrews, Whiteaves, Stimpson and Keep, and
the monographs of Quatrefages, Verrill, Semper, Agassiz,and the

various authors of the Challenger Report Expedition. For the s\'s-

tematics of the mollusca, we are especially indebted to Judge J. G.
Swan, of Port Townsend, for his gift to the expedition of his pri-

vate collection of west coast shells identified by P. P. Carpenter,

without which it would have been impossible to determine many
species.

A short account of the Neah Bay fauna will be found at the

end of this paper. For the opportunity of extending research to

the extreme boundary of the northwestern Washington coast,

as well as for many other courtesies, we are under obligation to

Mr. John Libb^^ of the Puget Sound Tug Boat Company. For
cooperation and assistance in dredging, we are indebted to Cap-
tains dinger and Bolong, and, by the generosity of Captain
Sprague of the Sea Lion, we were enabled to make very valuable

littoral collections in this somewhat remote region.

Part I. The Littoral Region.

Ttie west coast about Puget Sound is in general precipitous and
in many localities the shore shelves off rapidly to a depth of from
five to ten fixthoras witliin a few feet of the land. In regions

* Read by title at the Ac ademy of Sciences, January 11, 1897.
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favorable to deposition, however, a fair extent of beach has been
raised, giving an exposure, during extreme low tide of from fifty

to one hundred feet or more of till, mud or sand flats. But even here
the beach soon gives place seaward to deep water. Elsewhere
the littoral zone is represented by acres of eel-grass meadow,
sometimes covered by silt. This is notably the case at the head
of" Scow Ba^-," a shallow and nearly land-locked inlet communi-
cating with the east shore of Port Townsend Bay. In describ-

ing the fauna of the various littoral areas treated in the follow-

ing, we will commence at the most westerly point reached by the
shore collecting parties and follow the shore eastward, entering
all bays and inlets in which the fauna is worthy of remark.
An interesting and regular fluctuation occurs in the tides giving

alternatel}^ what is locally known as the " long run " and the " short
run." In the former the water recedes very much farther than
in the latter, which subdivides the beach into a larger and sea-

ward area exposed once every twenty-four hours, and a narrow
border just below high-water line left bare twice as often. This
border, in general, proved a less favorable collecting field than
the more seaward area, though few careful notes were made upon
faunal diff'erences in these two subdivisions.

The Beach Fauna.

Sequim or Washington Bay is an inlet from the straits of

Juan de Fuca, situated about ten miles west of Port Townsend,
and exclusive of the areas around Cape Flattery and Neah Ba}^,

was the most westerly ])oint reached in shore collecting. A very

common form in the clam-shell detritus that covers the east

shore of Sequim Bay is an uudetermined species of Terehella,

which is almost always accompanied by a commensal Polynoid.

This commensal worm is without doubt distinct from the

Lepidametria found by Webster * accompanying the Amphi-
trite of the Virginia coast. A crab (Pseudograjjsus) is abun-

dantly represented here by individuals of various sizes and color

patterns. Some individuals are entirely white, others have white

carapaces or white legs, but the majority are ornamented by
scattered spots that follow gastric or hepatic areas of the cara-

pace. Although a series could be arranged, the white variations

are decidedly promiscuous, and. possibly, where these crabs

abound in colonies of various sized individuals, a more perfect

harmonization with the shelly beach is produced by indefinite,

than bj' definite markings. Saxidomus squalidus? is also abun-

dant here.

* Annel. Chetop. of Virginia Coast, Trans. Alb Inst., Vol. IX. 1879
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A few miles further east the shore is indented b}' Port Dis-

cover}' Bay an inlet very similar to Sequim Bay. For some
distance below the town of Port Discovery there extends on the

east shore a broad sandy beach abounding in sand-anemones, and
several laraellibranchs (2'aves Uaminea^ Cardium corbis, etc.).

The large number of "Lunatia collars" gave evidence of the abund-
ance of this Gasteropod. The large cockle, Cardium corhis, is

especially numerous here. It occurs just beneath the level of

the sand with its siphonal openings communicating with the

surface. It moves energeticall}' by means of its extremely
powerful foot, and is not infrequently found exposed on the

beach.

West of Point Wilson there is a broad beach of compact till

probably produced by wearing away of the adjacent cliffs. This
is honeycombed in places by the burrows of the smaller "boring-

clam " Pholadidea petiita^ while more uniformly distributed is

thelarge \n(](\oc\i , Zirph fea crispala = PJwIas cri^pata of Authors,
which burrows verlieally to a depth of a foot or more. The sexually

mature animals of the latter, collected throughout the months of

July and August, showed some variation in size. The larger indi-

viduals occurred in seemingly greater proportion near low water
mark. Several specimens of Adulafalcala were observed each at-

tached by its byssus to the wall of discarded burrows of Pholadidea
peniia as was noted by Swan.* These piddocks are so exces-

sively thin-shelled that it becomes difficult to extricate them un-

injured from their burrows. This degeneration of the shell is

not unlikely a result of the protecting action of the till rendering

firm valves less essential to security. An annelid (Halla) also

makes its home in the till excavating burrows.

Eastward from the above till flat there extends for several

rods a beach thickly strewn with rocks of various sizes, which
are richly covered with barnacles (Balaniis balanoides). Limpets
(Acmcea patina, A. pelta, etc.). Purpura saxicola and other Gastro-

pods. Several smnll tide pools amongst the rocks proved a rich

field for the collecting of Lvcernaria, campaiiulala, which occurs

attached to the upper surface of both the red and the green seaweed.

Both Liltorina .scutulata and Ij. aitchana occur in considerable

numbers at various localities along the shore of the Straits of

Juan de Fuca and Admiralty Inlet. These were taken mostly
on rocks situated near high water-mark.

Between Points Hudson and Wilson the littoral region is

varied in character. In some localities there has been deposited

near low water line a bank of loose sand frequented by Cardium

* Diagnoses of new Forms of Molluscs from the Vancouver district by Philip P. Car-
penter; B.A., Ph.D. Smith Inst. Misc. Coll., 2^2, 1872.
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corbis,am] annelids {Diopatra'Arenicola). Elsewhere the beach
is strewn with rocks covered with the common mussel [Mytilus
edulis). Further shoreward the beach is firmer, more stony, or
grown over by eel-grass or other marine plants. Here in the
more sandy portions numerous Tellinids abound (f Fsammobia,
Sanguinolaria, Maco^no, etc.) Nereis is likewise met with. The
Crustacean Gebia pugettetisis was met with in this region, occur-
ring seaward of the line separating the two tidal subdivisions of
the beach. It excavates burrows of great depth, the entire ex-
tent of which was almost impossible to determine with the im-
plements at hand, the softness of the sand with the inflowing
water prevented deeper digging than one or two feet. Upon the
slightest alarm the Gebia hastens downward out of reach. The
only practicable method of obtaining this form w^as by approach-
ing a burrow from the side and cutting off the animal's retreat
before it had taken alarm. Most of the specimens obtained had
the commensal Lepton rude Dall attached to the under side of
the first abdominal segment, while man}^ carried in addition
either the male or the female of tlie Isopod Phyllodurus abdomi-
nalis* In all cases examined the females were found to occupy
a definite position on the posterior surface of the second pair of
abdominal appendages, being attached to the left of the median
line with the head directed dorsad and laterad.f
Back from Port Hudson and occupied by the residential por-

tion of Point Townsend there rises a bluff of glacial drift. Fol-
lowing the harbor to the southwest this gives place just below
the city to a broad area of marshy flatlands, evidently the site of
a former inlet, while half a mile further on highlands are again
encountered. The entire extent of this shore from Point Hud-
son to Fort Townsend is skirted by a sandy beach of var3'ing

width. Under the wharves of the city it is narrow, but opposite
the above mentioned flatlands it expands into extensive sand-
flats. The entire beach proved one of the richest fields for lit-

toral collecting.

Along the water front of the cit}' the littoral region is varied

by broad extent of docks, broken here and there by uncovered
stony or sandy beaches. The localities beneath the wharves,
kept wet and dark by exclusion of the sunlight, were fully as rich

as those elsewhere, the amount and character of the sewerage
here deposited did not appear to be such as to materially effect

*Stimpson (on the Crustacea and Echinodermata of the Pacific shores of North
America, Boston Journ. Nat. His., Vol. VI., No. III., 1852) reports in 1852 that only
females had been obtained.

tThe Gebia HUoralis of the Atlantic is also commonly known to be infested by an
Isopod (Gyge) but in this case, however, it occurs indifferently in either or both
branchial chambers.
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the fauna eitlier quantitatively or qualitativel3^ The com-
monest sea-star, a gigantic species of Helias^ter^ finds shelter

beneath the wharves either in the shallow water or stranded
upon the wet sand by the retreating tide. It was not observed
to climb the piles. This form was found to possess in general

twenty arms, though a few specimens were observed with twenty-

four. Species of Asterias of varied hues also congregate here,

and an annelid (Andouina) is not uncommon in the sand. The
masonry near high water-mark, which supports the base of some
of the more extensive docks, proved a ftivorite resort for numer-
ous limpets (Acmoea patina, A. pelfa, A. persona, A. spectrum?,
etc.). These cluster on the face of the stone, and often harmon-
ize more or less completely with it in color. Thej^ vary con-
siderably in form and color, and w^ien a large number were
collected from various regions it was often possible to arrange a

series connecting some of the more extreme forms b}^ inter-

mediate gradations. Chitons (MopaUa ciliala, Katherina
tunicata, etc.) were also found adhering to the outer surface of
the stones or wedged in the crevices and frequently harmonize
in color with their surroundings. Such crevices are also fre-

quented by a bronze red species of Gucumaria, often so firmly

wedged between the stones that it was impossible to dislodge
them. From their retreat they extend and retract at pleasure

the anterior portion of their body. There should also be men-
tioned here the abundant barnacles (Balanus balanoides) and
numerous color, and form varieties of the extremely common
Purpjura. Further up the harbor near the '' slaughter house," a
greenish species of Amphitrite was obtained under stones. On
the open stony beaches a small Isopod (Sphseroma oregon-

ensis Dana) was encountered in great quantit}' clustered under
stones near low water-mark. A large species of Doris also fre-

quents the rocks.

The extensive sand flats above mentioned are especially not-

able for their annelid and lamellibranch fauna and afford

wonderful material for both cytological and systematic research.

Among annelids may be noted a Diopatra that has the same
string cells attached to its eggs as was noted by Andrews* in D.
magna, and D. cupraea. Two species of Ghaetopterus occur here,

one with large ligneous tubes, the other with smaller ringed ones.

A Nereis is often met with in these tubes, though species of

Nereis living free in the sand are common. A species of Girratu-
lus is quite conspicuous from its numerous stringed gill filaments.

In this respect it is outwardl}^ not unlike Andouina. Rhynchoholis
and Anip)hiti'ite occur under stones, tlie latter often with a com-

* Reproductive Organs of Diopatra Journ. Morph., Vol. v. 1891.
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mensal Lepidometria. Specimens of Nephthys, Oniiphis, Mal-
clane and Clymenella were also taken, while here and elsewhere

a Serpula whitens the surfaces of the rocks with its calcareous

tubes. The lamellibranchs are abundantly represented by both
varieties (i. e., var. petitii, and vSiV.ruderata) of the common clam
of the Oregon markets, Tapes ataminea, as well as Saxidomus
squalidusf obtained near high water-mark, and Mija arenaria is

not uncommon. Nearer low water-line, " the Great Washington
clam," Schizolhserus nuttalli,^ makes its home in the sand often

burrowing to a depth of nearly two feet. When pursued it is

said to rapidly burrow to greater depths and thereby often

effect its escape, but this we iiave not directly verified. When
reached, it was often found with its foot extended as though in

the act of burrowing. Considering the enormous size of tlie form
(fulh' IT. 5 cm. by 13.5 cm.) the shell is relatively quite smooth
and fragile like most deep burrowers, and is easily broken by the

spade or even the fingers. The large cockle, Cardium corbis, a

smaller brightl}' colored Cardium, and several Tellinids (Psam-
mobia, Macoma, etc.) are also to be met with. In recalling the

thin, fragile and often gaping shells generally possessed by long

siphoned and deep-burrowing clams (Mya, Tellinidas, Hchizo-

thserus, etc.) as contrasted with the firm, ribbed and tightly clos-

ing valves so often possessed by the shorter siphoned and more
surface living forms (Veneridse, Cardiidse, etc.), it seems not

improbable that these respective characters may have been de-

veloped in adaptation to habits. A form by burrowing deeph'

might obtain thereby greater security and require a less power-

ful valvular protection, while an exposed surface living species

might be benefited by developing a firm and compact shell.f

The smootb, narrow and elongate character of so many burrow-

ing clams (Solen, 31ya, the Tellinidoe) is, as is well known, to be

conceived as adaptations to the burrowing habit, better enabling

them to cleave the sand.

A small white crab (Pinnolhei'es) occurs very frequently in

the branchial chamber of both Schizothcerus nuttalli, and Cardium
corbis. A small yellowish green Dendrocoel Turbellarian was

obtained from under the rock near high water-mark towards the

western end of the sand flats. It was observed depositing eggs

during the month of July. The Ecliinoderm fauna is mainly

represented here by Dendraster excentricus. In some localities,

broad areas fully an acre in extent were so thickly packed with

them that at least half a dozen were crushed at every footstep.

*Evidently Lutraria maxima of William Cooper. Nat. His. Wash. Terr., isr)<).

t Pecten, it is true, is exposed aud yet has a shell remarkable for its thinness, but

this is obviously an adaptation to its active habits which doubtless proves of compen-
sating advantage.
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An interesting fact was noted in connection with the eccentricity

of this form. Of a large number of individuals taken from their

natural position in the sand, fully 80 per cent, had the pointed
side directed vertically or obliquely down. This is doubtless

the burrowing edge, while the thicker end including the arms
and most of the ambulacral plates lies nearest the surface of the

sand and will be grasped first by the thumb and fingers in col-

lecting. The adaptation to a burrowing habit is thus correlated

with the radial as^-mmetry.

Scow Ba}^ is a comparativelj'^ shallow inlet shut off from the

eastern side of .Port Townsend Harbor by a narrow spit leaving

a communicating channel of but little width through which the

tide runs in and out, with considerable velocity. It was origi-

nally a channel cutting off Marrowstone Island from the mainland,

but the glacial drift has been washed westward so that a long spit,

some miles in length shuts it off from Port Townsend Harbor.
Numerous specimens of Asterias were taken along the inner

shore of this spit. They were not infrequently accompanied by
the curious Ophiodromus, an annelid that lives between the

arms of the starfish and is colored so as to resemble the surface

of the latter. Across the channel and covered by shallow water,

the bottom was blackened by innumerable Dendrasters.

The File Faima.

Large numbers of the common mussel {Mytilus edulis) oc-

cur, often clustered in dense crowns encircling the upper, part

of the pile just below high water-mark. Below their place is

taken by numerous barnacles and compound ascidians, with
an occasional chiton {Mopalia 01110101) or one of the smaller

actinians in their midst. These occur on both surfaces of the

loosely adhering bark, while numerous sea stars and a small

white Gucumaria find shelter beneath it. The bark is also a

favorite resort for the Turbellarian previously mentioned which
lays its eggs in patches among the barnacles, while the ruffle

like egg masses of the small Doris are likewise deposited here.

Nemertines (CarHnella, Enopla) and Isopods (Lygia, Idotea)

were likewise found in quantity among the barnacles and in

various nooks and crevices of both pile and bark. The body of

the pile is frequentl}^ honeycombed by borings of a large Teredo
of which a few maturation stages were obtained in July.

Among the annelids on the piles one finds Spirographis most
frequentl3^ In this habitat the worm attains much larger size

than when it lives on the bottom, some of the large leathery

tubes measurins: thirtv inches in length and one inch in diame-
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ter. Crawling among the cominon barnacles, Balanus halan-
oides (?), is a rather small greenish Nereis.
The Isopod Limnoria tenehrans causes enormous damage to

the wharf piles. Teredo is entirely unable to compete with this
very small crustacean in the amount of ruin wrought. Another
pest of commerce, Balanus tintinnabulum (?) is so effective in
covering the keels of ships, plying between Puget Sound and
the Orient, that the bottoms must be scraped after every four
voyages. This barnacle is probably taken in more southern
waters (Darwin).

Part II. Fauna from Depths of from Five to Thirty
Fathoms About Port Townsend.

Since comparatively little material was procured from muddy
bottoms, it will be understood that unless otherwise stated, the
following forms inhabited sandy or rockj^ bottoms. The locali-

ties will be discussed in the same order as in the foregoing part,
notes of general interest being appended to the locality in which
the forms concerned were found.

Seqiiim Bay.

On account of the unfavorable nature of the bottom of Sequim
Ba}^ but little variety was shown in the extensive dredging
carried on there. .

The Gastropods, Pteronotus and Lunatia occur in great num-
bers. Their vacated shells are used by great numbers of com-
mensal forms, the principal tenant being the hermit-crab Eupa-
gurus alaskensis. The smaller individuals inhabit any shells

which they find convenient, but when a length of six inches is

attained, Lunatia shells seem to be preferred. They are notice-

able for the prominent red and white striped thoracic feet and
antennae. Along with the hermit-crab, these moUusk shells har-

bor a commensal Nereis of undescribed species, which is inter-

esting for having assumed the colors of the crab for possessing
degenerate posterior region of the body and for the habit of pro-

jecting from the shell just as far as the body is pigmented. In
this position, the Nereis very closely resembles one of the tho-

racic legs, although when out of water one cannot demonstrate an
identity of pattern. The disguise is made more complete by the

sj'nchronous movements of the two animals into the shell when
surprised. The posterior end of the worm, beside being un-

pigmented, tapers very rapidly from the thirtieth somite back-

ward. The branchial lobes, however, are well developed
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along the entire length so that respiration maj'- be carried on

by the part of the bod\^ inserted in the shell. Lying between

the umbilicus of the Gastropod shell and the undegenerated

right side of the hermit-crab, there is a constant stream of water

from the gills of the latter.

In the commensal annelid described by Andrews,* the Poly-

dora perforates the umbilicus in several places. In the instance

above cited there is but a single opening between the smaller

coils and umbilicus. This was observed in a number of cases,

but there was no sharply defined boring. Wirenf has described

with great precision the variety Nereis fucala inquilina com-
mensal with Eupaijurus Bernhardus L. from the zoological sta-

tion at Kristineberg. Nereis fucata is recorded from Scandi-

navia, Great Britain and the French coast, and it has been

observed with hermit-crabs in mollusk shells b}^ Quatrefages| and
Johnson. § This species was supposed, till carefully studied, to

be the free living form which had sought refuge in the empty
shell. Wiren demonstrated characters of varietal rank.

The Nereid living with the Pacific coast hermit-crab is an
undescribed species, but approaches very nearly to Nereis

fucala, while Eupagurus Bernhardus is given as the t^^pe to

which E. alaskensis (Benedict) belongs.
||

These facts signify that from several possible hermit-crabs and
from several possible Nereids, we find those two Puget Sound
species in commensalisra which are nearest to the Eupagurus
and Nereis messmates of Scandinavia.

A somewhat similar case is that of Terehella and Harmolhoe
mentioned above (p. 153). Commensalism between _these two
genera has been noted on the Coast of France (Saint Joseph).^
The Puget Sound Terebellid builds a different opening to his tube

from T. conchilega of the European coast, and has not the crim-

son ventral pLates. The tubes are of similar material in both
cases. Living in these tubes is the apparently peaceful mess-

mate, Harmothoe, the Pacific species somewhat diflferent from
the European.

If this commensalism be monophyletic, the occurrence on op-

posite sides of the world, of nearly identical forms living to-

*Amer. Naturalist, Vol. xxv., p. 25.

tOm en hos erem. lefv. Annelid. Bihang K.Sv. Vet. Acad. Hand. Bd. 14, aft. iv.

No. 5.

X Hist. nat. des Annelid. Ti. p. 548. Paris, 186.^.

I Cat. Brit, non-parasitic worms in the Coll. of the British Museum, p. 159. London,
186.5. Ann. Mag., Nat. Hist., Vol. lii. p. 295. 1839.

II
A detailed comparison of these two species of annelids is given in contribution

No. 4. of this series.

H Annales d. Science Naturelles t. 5, 1887, p. 149. In Terebella tubes have also been
found Aetinca nobi/is by Lankester in .Journ. Linn. Soc. VIIL, 1S(;5, and Poiyno-
Scolopendrina (Mcintosh) Report of Brit. Ass. for Adv. ot Science, 186H, p. 70.
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getber as messmates, may be explained by (1) a wide distribution

of these commensalists in geological time
; (2) the cosmopolitan

occurrence of one and the extension of the other; (3) extension
or migration of both from a common center. This interesting

problem must be postponed until several careful comparisons of
tlie respective repi'esentatives of New and Old World tj'pes have
been made but it seems probable that instances of littoral com-
mensal forms from widely separated areas cannot be explained
by long larval periods and ocean currents. Finally, that com-
mensal habits may be parallel evolutions, would seem to be indi-

cated by the very important differences between the two genera
of the family Entoconchidre In their larval development, cer-

tain apparently adult morphological characters indicate diffierent

genetic relationships, and that different families of mollusca
have become endopai-asitic in holothurians. Even here, however,
extremely different life habits in the host may have affected the

early stages of the mollusk.

In this place ma}'^ be mentioned Semper's* close comparison
of the Philippine fauna with that of the Mediterranean, and his

explanation of this fact as lying in the ocean current which
sweeps eastward. The same current is carried on to the Pacific

coast of North America. Although not as yet able to offer ex-

tensive evidence, the majority of species so far determined of

nemerteans, holothurians mollusca and annelids approximate
more nearlyEuropean than Eastern United States boreal species.

Among other instances of commensalism observed in the

Puget sound district may be mentioned a yellow and black

striped Nereis in the parchment-like tubes of Chsetopterus, a

Lepidonotus-Wke form in Serpula tubes, Halyosydnia with Fis-

surella (Neah Bay) and an annelid of unknown relationships

living on a small Teleost. At Neah Bay the scaly annelid

wh'ch is commonly found on Holothuria californica Stimpson
was also observed on Dermaster of shallower water.

Sternapsis fossor (?), Pectinaria, Ampharete and a white den-

drochirotid holothurian were taken in Sequim Bay from a depth

of ten to fifteen fathoms of water.

Discovery Bay and Port Townsend Harbors.

The conditions in these two harbors are largely identical

—

sandy bottoms along the southeastern shores, washed by strong

tides and currents. The particular interest centering in Dis-

covery Bay is the fact that it is the spawning ground of

Hydrolagus colliei. Eighty empty egg cases were taken in a

* Animal Life. Ciiapter IX.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI, Sig. 11, April 13, 1897.
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single afternoon from a point directly opposite the Indian

school house in seven or eight fathoms of water. Thirt^^ or^orty

Holothuria californica Stimpson were taken at the same time,

three of which were infested with Entoconchidse. Several enor-

mous egg cases of the large sliate Raja ocellata were brought up,

some egg capsules containing two embryos each.

In Port Townsend Harbor there were dredged numerous
specimens of Pecten hastatus. These, almost without exception,

had the upper valve covered with an encrusting yellow or purple

sponge. The Pectens were scarcely met with in any other

locality.

Near Point Wilson, in about twenty fathoms of water, were
found several hydroids. Possibly correlated with the paucity

of the latter material is the fact that but three or four Pycno-
gonida were seen during the entire summer. Gaprella is more
than abundant in some districts about Hood's Canal. Fennatula
was taken while fishing for Ghivisera in Discovery Bay from
fifty fathoms of water, also in shallower water by the dredge.

The sea pen, Verrillia, is to be found in the same locality.

Kilisut Harhoi\

This inlet, better known as Scow Bay, was oftener dredged
than all the other places taken together on account of its

proximity and unlimited resources. It shows several instances

of restricted distribution, in the area covered on Puget sound,
notably several transparent and one very large, orange-red

tunicate, and the slimy-tube annelid Siphonoi^toma. This worm
seemed to occur in a layer along the somewhat muddy
bottom, for bushels of this jell^'-like mass exclusively were
brought up from a region half an acre in extent. As may be

seen on the chart of the Hydrographic Surve}^, the depths
and bottoms are very variable. This is further evidenced
by the sharply defined faunal areas. The sandy hard bottoms
furnish holothurians and crabs, and the shelly bottoms are cov-

ered with Cynthia colonies interlaced with Spirographis tubes.

Two specimens of species Synapta were found here, two species

of Gribrella, two species of Solaster and, in the shallower water,

five fathoms, the four or five species of Aste7Has, common in lit-

toral collecting, were dredged. Many small ophiurids of two or

three types were gotten here, although Ophioglypha was found
in twenty fathoms in Discovery Bay. Among the mollusca
dredged in Scow Bay are one or two specimens of the large

scallop Amusium caurinum, numerous Gryplochiton sfelleri,

whose papillose dorsum is alwa^^s more or less covered with
mud. This is to be contrasted with other Ghilons dredged just
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outside the mouth of the ba^', such as Mopalia, Eatherina,
Tonicella, etc., which come up attached to stones, and always
clean, indicating their habitat to be a clean stony bottom.
Gastropteron and Bulla were thus obtained, a species of Cari-
nella, and a large red dendroccelous turbellarian, procured only
by the dredge.

The rocky channel at the outlet of Scow Bay furnished two
very interesting crabs. Here the tide runs very swiftly and
only hardy or well protected creatures can find lodging. Crypto-
lithodes is a small crustacean with enormously developed lateral

sides of the carapace. When clinging to rocks, his resemblance
to Chiton or Crepidula is ver}' striking. It is a rather rare crab,

Stimpson's figure having been made from a single dried specimen
from Monterey. A smaller type was gotten from Neah Bay.

Marrowslone Point, Hood^s Canal.

Just south of the Marrowstone, the rockj' and sandstone bot-

tom is covered with Serpula tubes. The handsomest Serpula
builds a hard white tube, while in dark colored tubes lives

another variety with Lepidonotus and a bilateral hermit-crab

commensal. We should also mention several white Thyone-like

holothurians dredged here in the honeycombed sandstone.

The upper part of Hood's canal was found to be too muddy for

successful dredging. Off Seabeck Dentalium was taken, but the

principal denizen seems to be a small species of Bulla.

A large living Balanus tintinnabulum (?) with beak two
inches in diameter was taken from the bottom of Port Town-
send Harbor. Yery probably it was scraped from the bottom
of some ship l3'ing at anchor here. An Octopus but ten or

twelve inches long was taken off Marrowstone. Unfortunately

it escaped before identification.

From various of the above named stations, the following

mollusca were dredged : Donax sp., Astarte (two species)

Cardita sp., Cardium sp., Leda sp., Pectunculus subobsoletus, P.

sp., Modiola modiolus, Placuanomia macroschisma, Eulima dis-

iorta,Eu.s]i.,Odostomiamucr'iformis, Galerus, Crepidula adunca,
C. lingulata, Natica and Lunatia, Argobuccinum Oregonense,

Oliveita boetica, Pteronotus sp., Chrysodomus dims, Trichitropis

cancellatum, Bittium filosum, Ilagarita pupilla, Doto sp., Procto-

notus sp., Elysia viridis. Also Terebratella transversa.

With the exception of Cardium and Lunatia the above forms

were found nowhere but in the zones reached by the dredge, i. e.,

were not obtained in the littoral zones. Numerous empty shells

and tests properly littoral come up in the dredge, e.g., Cardium.
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Mya truncata, Saxidomus, Tapes staminea, Schizothaerus^

nuttalli, Solen, Dendraster.
Three species of Eupagurus are common. In all these the

right arm appears longer, unless it happens to be regenerating,

in which case misleading observation may easily be made.
Parasitic forms include Argulus^ found on the gills of the sun-

fish, and Argeia on Crangon and Eupagurus alaskensis. Sac-
culina was found (Dana) on Crangon munitus.

Part III. Pelagic Forms.

In this category may be mentioned a black and yellow free

swimming Nereis, the Heteropod Pterotrachea, the nudibranch
Denc^rono^ MS, various ctenophors and jelly fishes. In the pelagic

tow, beside numerous diatoms, may be mentioned a large Appen-
dicularia, Evadne, Sagitta (with discontinuous fin), and exceed-
ingly abundant hj^lro-medusae. A number of Octopus were
brought to the laboratory by the local fishermen. Especially to
Mr. Joseph Gates are we indebted for much valuable material.

Part IV. Cape Flattery and Neah Bay.

The bases of the rocky cliffs lining the exposed shores of the

western coast are riddled and undermined b}' the boring-clam
Pholadidea. Receding tides leave a deeply fissured rocky
bottom, crossed by ragged intersecting ledges. This habitat

was characterized by a very different fauna from the glacial drift

region about Port Townsend, and littoral collections produced
as representative types, capable of rough usage, Gryptochiton
stelleri, Kotherina, Mopalia, Fissurella, Pollicipes, Strongy-

locentrot us and Toxopnewstes? The annelids are not abundant
except as ectoparasites {Holosydna on Fissurella, Polynoids
on Holothuria californica and Dermaster). Phymosoma, a
gephyrean genus, associated with coral islands,* is especially

abundant. The eggs of this form and of Mopalia were fer-

tilized artificalU'. Stylaroides was found under rocks.

Dredging material was represented by the attached holothurian

form Psolus in great abundance, by single specimens of Grypto-
lithodes and Dentalium. Large orange patches of Noctiluca,

locally known as "whale feed," are found tenor fifteen miles out
to sea.

The chief interest in this region centers in its resources for

embryological material, and its rich cryptogamic flora.

•Shipley, Quart. Journal of Mic. Sci., Vol. 32, p. 120.
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Part Y.

The following list of mollascan species so far identified is pre-
sented by the second author. It is hoped that it will be supple-

mented later in the reports of the specialists now engaged in

working up the Crustacea, Echinodermata, Annelida, Tunicata
and Actinians. It is for this reason that specific names in these
groups have been so seldom given in the text.

MOLLUSCA.

Cryptochiton stell^ri Middendorf.
Katherina tunicata Lowerly ?

Mopalia ciliata Lowerly.
Mya truncata L.

Jf. arenaria L.
Tapes staminea.

Var. petit ii Desli.

Var. ruderata Desh.
Saxidomus squalidus Desh ?

Mytilus edulis L.

3Iodiola, modiolus L.
Fectunculus subobsoletus.

Odostomia mucriformis ?

Galerus fastigiafus Gould.
CrepiduJa adunca Lowerly.
C. lingulata Gould.
Argobuceinum oregonense Redf.
*' ? Truncal ia" corrugataJiye.

Opalia borealis Gould.
Elysia vividis.

Nassa mendiea Gould.
Fornatina eximea Baird.

Calliostoma annulatum Martyn.
C costatum Martyn.
J'urpura saxicola Valenciennes.

Dentalium sp.

Zirphsea crispata L.
Pholadidea penita.

Solen sicarius Gould ?

Schizothaerus nuUallii Conr.

Cardium corbis ? Mart.

Lepion rude Whiteaves.

Pecten hastatus.

Placuanomia macrosckisma Desh.
Acmseapelta Escholtz.

A. patina Escholtz.

A. ? spectrum Escholtz.

A. persona Escholtz.

A. [Scurria) mitra Escholtz.

Olivella bcetica Carpenter.
Chrysodomus dirus Rve.
Trichotropus cancdlata Hinds.
Bittium filosum Gould.
Margarita pupilla Gould.
Littorina sitchana Philipps.

L. scutulata Gould.
Scalaria indianorum Carpenter.

Columbia University,
Department of Zoology, January, 1897.

Stated Meeting.

February 15th, 1897.

The Academy met and, in the absence of the President, the

Secretary presided. There were about 20 persons present.

After the reading of the minutes the Section of Geology and

Mineralogy at once organized.
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The first paper of the evening was by F. C. Nicholas, on
" Explorations in the Gold Fields of Western Colombia." It

will appear in the School of Mines Quarterly for April, 1897.

The second paper of the evening was by Prof. R. E. Dodge, en-

titled " Recent Work in Phj'siography." Professor Dodge gave

a brief review of De Lapparent's " Le9ons en Geographic Phys-

ique ;" of Sir John Lubbock's " Scenery of Switzerland," and

of two recent papers by M. R. Campbell and C. F, Marbutt.

The paper was discussed by the Secretary.

The third paper of the evening was by Dr. A. A. Julien on
" The Sculpture and Sorting of Sands." It was discussed by

Professor Dodge and the Secretary.

The Academy then adjourned.
J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

THE MOUNTAINS AND TERTIARY VALLEYS OF
EASTERN COLOMBIA.

Read December 21, 1896.

[With Plate XV.]

By Francis Child Nicholas.

In asking your attention to a series of explorations and stud-

ies in eastern Colombia, I do not come claiming great knowl-
edge as a geologist, or particular merit as an explorer ; but ta
tell of what I have actually seen, thinking that it may be of some
service. For, just as an able scientist, making researches in

an unknown country, may ask superficial information from any
who might be locally acquainted with the places to be explored,

so my notes, gathered by personal investigation, may presently

be of some service when abler minds begin to look about for in-

formation as they prepare to enter seriously on geological inves-

tigation in this part of South America.
The striking features in the countr}^ of which I write are

these : The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains of crystal-

line formations, isolated and lying almost at right angles with

the general axis of the Andes; the Cretaceous system found
among the Andean ranges but a few miles distant ; and the low
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lying swamps and vallej^s evidently of Tertiary origin separa-
ting these two. (See PI. XV.) Within a comparatively short dis-

tance, there are three distinct geological systems each non-conform-
able to the otlier, yet all in place very nearly as originally formed.
My mission was to investigate certain coal deposits found in

the valleys, and claimed to be of true Carboniferous age, of the
best quality and to be had in the greatest abundance. The
work of exploration began at Rio Hacha, to the eastward of the
Sierra Nevada mountains, a little seaport lying near the mouth
of the Rio Rancheria. Here I found a broad flat country all

sand and bush underlain b}' deposits of hard marls apparently of
Miocene age. These prevented any vigorous growth of trees for

a number of miles back from the sea and the country had a bar-
ren and rather dreary appearance.

After a short delay a start was made for the coal fields, a three
days' journey, the route taking- us across the sand deposits and
through low wet places to the base of the eastern terminus of
the Sierra Nevadas ; then around this point and into a hot low
lying valley. Here we followed the course of the Rio Rancheria
to a point opposite a prominent peak in the eastern Andean ex-
tensions called the Cerrajon mountain. The valley was about
twelve miles wide between the foothills of the Andes mountains
on the east, and those of the Sierra Nevadas on the west. At
some places it seemed as if this valley was almost at sea level.

The surface of the country appeared to be a recent alluvium
marking old water courses, and the general upper strata seemed
to be of well packed clay, shale-like at some places, with here

and there surfaces of red iron bearing shales in thin strata, ap-

parently a recent residue conformable to the irregularities of the

underlying material ; and scattered over the surface there were
well worn boulders and gravels of Cietaceous limestone rich in

fossils. This looked like a very recent formation, and I had
seen fossils on the way up that had every appearance of being

in place and of Miocene origin. I was deeply interested in the

strange surroundiuirs, but my faith in extensive coal deposits

was a little shaken, although tlie remembrance of glowing reports

made by others who had examined the country, and whose
names I shall not quote out of deference to their opinions, soon

restored my confidence.

The following day as early as possible I was on my way to

look at the immense coal fields. The first showing was a disap-

pointment, only a mass of soft decom[)Osed material exposed be-

tween clay-like shales at a break in the surface, probably caused

by the crowding and intrusion of ridges just beyond, or possibly

by an uplifting of the whole mountain mass some two miles
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awaj'. And so through succeeding days the results were the

same. I went from point to point always finding the pul-

verulent coal exposed at broken ridges on the surface, the clay

like shales sloping towards the west, the coal shoved up against

the succeeding ridge dipping a little to the east, but in a num-
ber of cases the seams were almost vertical.

At some places the coal deposits were four to six feet thick

and broadened as they went down. There was apparently no
lack of coal such as it was, but the quality was a disappointment.

At one place where the ground was more broken I found two
seams nearly parallel and about two hundred feet apart with

a narrow ridge between. The lower or western seam had a firmer

shale over it, and the coal was of a fine even texture that looked
encouraging. It burned freely, leaving a soft white ash and
suggested deposits of cannel coal, but it was so much decom-
posed that nowhere could a solid piece be found. The frac-

ture was conchoidal, often to such an extent that the decomposed
material would scale off the firmer pieces till an almost spherical

specimen was obtained which could be reduced down with the

fingers till nothing was left. I sunk a shaft on this deposit for

about 15 feet and then struck water and still softer material,

after which I gave it up.

One of the enthusiastic reports on these deposits stated that

under a precipice on the Cerrajon river the finest out-cropping
of coal was to be found, but that specimens could not be ob-

tained because no workmen could be induced to use the pick

against the soft overhanging shales and lightly cemented sand.

I found the place just as reported but could form no definite

opinion as to the coal, and the men positively refused to work
there.

I had been looking with much interest at the Cerrajon moun-
tain, noting its precipitous front standing boldly against the val-

ley. The foothills, near the ledge where the men refused to

work, were of well-defined red shales, and I began to think that

if coal deposits had been formed at this point at a period before

the upheaval of those mountains, out-croppings would certainly

be found among them, but if the coal was formed subsequently
to the uplift, then the formations in the valley would not be
found among the mountains, and if deposits were found among
the foothills it would indicate secondary upheavals, and, in

either case, it would be strongly presumptive that the valleys and
their various stages of development were of Tertiarj^ origin and
that the coal could be classed among the lignites.

That there had been some disturbance in the valley was shown
by the uplifting and breaking through of the clay shales along
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its western side as the break always faced toward the Cerrajon
mountain with the uplifted surface dipping away from it the indi-

cations were that the intruding force came from that direction.

My Major Domo refused to act as guide, but reluctantly con-
sented to accompany me, and on the following Monday we set out.

Our way led through cactus and tangled thorn bushes to the
foothills, the Major Domo proving himself a master hand at

path finding and we encountered but little difficulty. On reach-

ing the foothills he asked me to point out the spot on the moun-
tain below the precipices to which I would go. After a careful

reconnoitre I picked out a place marked by an overhanging ledge
and told him to take me there. Then we went on up and down
steep places, making our way over hills and ridges. These were
evidently of comparatively recent origin, because the Isays were
the same as those in the valley. There were stains and impreg-
nations of coal at places and boulders and water worn deposits

of limestone were everywhere present. These seemed entirely

float material of Cretaceous types similar to that in the lower
valley, but more abundantly distributed. After about three

hours hard work we reached the lower part of the Cerrajon
mountain at the very point I had indicated. Here all trace of

the clays and Cretaceous float rock disappeared. Broken angu-
lar masses and fragments of a basic eruptive rock were every-

where, and iron was abundantly indicated by red brown' stains

and disseminations showing that hydrous oxides were present.

Our scramble to the top was a rough one and required great cau-

tion on our part but, by following the eroded places with great

care, we finally reached the ledge of rocks capping the mountain,
which appeared to be a Cretaceous limestone, barren of fossils

and a little coarser than the float rock in the valley and on the

foothills.

It was quite evident that any formations in the valley were of

later origin than the mountains and there appeared no reasonable

conclusion except that the coal was of Tertiary origin and not

very promising.
Then I turned my attention to the panorama before me. To the

west were the Sierra Nevada mountains, their rugged outlines

crowned with snow which was aflame with light under a tropical

sun. The deep valle}^ separated me from those mountains, and I

could see clearly the low divide some twelve miles southwest,

where the waters of the Rio Rancheria, starting from the Sierra

Nevada mountains on the west turn northeast, and the waters

of the Rio Cesar, rising in the Black Andes on the east, turn

westward, each running contrary to the other, yet almost on a

level, and separated only by low country containing swamps and
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bog holes. Away beyond this divide I could just distinguish a

dim outline over toward the Magdalena river, and if there should
be only a little depression at the divide, a part of this river

would come, flooding all the valle}^ of the Rancheria. I saw
many indications that this had once been the case, and that in

earlier times, before the valle3's were filled up, all the lowlands on
which I was looking had been a great embay nient with the Sierra

Nevada mountains and island lying well off the shore, and the

mouth of the Magdalena river, farther back among the moun-
tains, with the flat lands and swamps gradually forming around
it. The whole structure of the valley seemed to indicate such
developments. Alluvium growing deeper as one proceeded in-

land, marls and fossils. toward the sea, the even surface of the

valley, its general outline and slight elevations, while the float

rock containing fossils similar to those well above the sources

of the present rivers, was very suggestive

Material brought down b3' the Magdalena river might easily

be considered sutticient to form silt deposits that would gradu-
ally make a series of swamps and lagoons where vegetable ma-
terial could have accumulated, to be later covered by the residue

from floods which would make the conditions necessary to car-

bonize such accumulated masses.

Fossils that were perhaps of late Cretaceous age were found
in place on a denuded limestone lying on the surface of the

valley toward the Sierra Nevada mountains, and northeast of

the Cerrajon Peak. This indicated that salt water had once ex-

tended thus far, and the alluvium and float rock gave evidence
of a gradual encroachment of material brought down the valley

by some agency which must have been much greater and more
extensive than the present rivers. I looked a long time, imagin-

ing one thing or another till at last my guide warned me that it

was getting late.

Next morning after the ascent of the mountain, we tried to

work at the ledge of vock by the Cerrajon river, but were sa
hindered by the water that after three days we gave up all

thought of further digging. The coal found was nearlj' like that

in other places.

During the next week I examined all the valley to the divide

west along the southern base of the Sierra Nevadas and on ta

the main channel of the Cesar. I found abundant outcroppings
of coal continuous along the base of the Black Andes till the

clay and the shale deposits of the valley were lost under a su-

perficial stratum of alluvium. Along the base of the Sierra

Nevada mountains I noted numerous great boulders of red and
white conglomerate and the older crystalline types, granite^
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quartz, gneiss, etc., with indications of a porphyritic andesite
and perhaps dolerites.

On the way to the coast I noticed that a great deal of drift

material at the foot of,the Sierra Nevada mountains showed
flattened surfaces with grooves across them like the marks of
glacial ice. That glacial ice had once been at this point seemed
hardly possible, yet tbe grooves were very much like it. In
this locality the rains are excessive at one period of the year
and the hot sun of the tropics exerts a weakening influence

almost as active as the action of frost in northern countries.

The mountains are usually steep along their southern exposure
and the material lying below them indicates a heavy erosion and
I think it probable that in place of glacial ice at this locality

the broken material, on coming down the mountain, assisted by
the heavy rains, wore grooves and smooth surfaces on the ex-

posed rocks, parts of which were later broken or stripped from
the steep mountain sides and brought down with the eroded
material.

The higher elevations of the Sierra Nevada mountains are

covered with snow and ice with one or two glaciers, but to sup-

pose that heavy material such as was lying at the foot of the
abrupt steep ridges of the outer range of mountains had come
from the interior glaciers is going a long way for an explanation.

Further on I passed a small district almost opposite the Cer-
rajon mountains where there were low ridges extending from
the Sierra Nevadas. They were covered with float rock contain-

ing fossils of Cretaceous age, notably large ammonites. These
rocks were in many cases of broken, irregular shapes showing
little trace of aqueous erosion, others were well-worn and were
like the general float material of the valle}'. Much of the broken
limestone at this point was of a darker gray and coarser texture

than that in the other parts of the valley, and may indicate a

Cretaceous system at the base of the Sierra Nevadas, but I found
it apparenth' lying on a Tertiary deposit because the soft clay

shales and lignite coals were all in place similar to and conform-
able with the other parts of the valley. Cretaceous deposits might
have been near by at the base of the mountain, and from there the

material noted could easily have come. This and localities in

the Black Andes were the only places in which I noticed fossils

that appeared certainly older than Miocene. Parts of the Black
Andes and some small deposits at the foot of the Sierra Nevada
mountains have been reported on by other explorers as being of

the Cretaceous system, and, as it is found on both sides of the

valley, it is possible that the strata extend under it, indicating

that this valley was a salt water bay in late Cretaceous times.
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Beyond the valley towards the sea there is a broad stretch

of low flat country, much of which I should consider as having
originated in the Quarternary period, because at various places

near the coast I found deposits of sand containing modern shells,

which could not have been formed by the waters of to-day. They
were too far back from the sea and, moreover, in this district the

land is now being washed away by the strong steady current

setting along the coast from east to west. At the Rio Hacha
one side of a long street with its stores and warehouses has
been totally washed out, yet in the old Spanish days this was
one of the most active and well-known places in South America,
and the houses were of that substantial mason work, which was
used in the last century, when strength was all important.

A further evidence that parts of the flat land between the

valley of the Rancheria and the sea are of recent geological

origin is the presence of human remains which are found under
the most interesting conditions.

About three miles in a direct line from the sea the Rio Ran-
cheria cuts against a steep bank of sand and alluvium deposits,

which are about thirty feet high. When the river is very low
three distinct strata can be seen. First the superficial, recent

alluvium and sand about ten feet deep; below this a clearly

defined stratum of coarser sand also about ten feet deep, and
still lower there is another stratum some eight or ten feet deep
composed of hard compact sand compressed and cemented al-

most to stone. Here the human remains are found lying near
the bottom of this lowest stratum and resting nearly on the

marls common to this section and generally underlying all the

country. The stage in which these remains lie marks a com-
pleted deposit of sediment; above them is another local stage,

and overlying this is the superficial alluvium, indicating that

these remains are historically of great antiquity.

The remains are washed out by the erosion of the river and at

times a number of them can be seen. They are entirely different

from anything I have ever met. It is evidently an old burying
ground. The human remains are packed in clay cylinders round-
ed at the base and with a spreading cover for the top carefully

fitted on and surmounted by a head possibly intended as an ef-

fig}' of the deceased. In the cylinders the bones are nicely packed
and to have crowded them into the narrow space must have neces-

sitated their having been macerated or stripped of the flesh. On
top of the cylinder the skull was placed with the cover carefully

fitted over to protect it and to close the orifice. Many of these

clay burial urns are still in good condition and are found in

groups, each having what was perhaps a distinctive headdress.
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With some it was a crown, with others plaited bands, and with
still others what might be taken to represent plumes. This ap-
pears to indicate that each family had its group of urns with
special distinguishing marks, but what this may mean or
whether my seeing them so placed was simply accident or co-
incidence, would require careful investigation.

It might reasonabl3'^ be expected that bones placed in a tight
clay cylinder and surrounded by compact sand would endure
for a long period, but these are crumbling to pieces and are
sometimes nothing but fragments mingled with dust. This fact,

together with their position below the usual water line and with
three sediments each marking a complete stage overlying them,
argues a very great antiquity. It is a curious fact that less

than half a mile from them and thence extending some distance
back in the country there is a rising ground filled with beds of
oyster shells that appear like a species of Titon, resembling one
of the extinct Miocene types.

These beds of fossils lie very near the human remains and
topographically are above them, but to assume that they are
stratigraphically so, would be a daring assertion. It is more
probable that the human remains represent a subsidence at that
point, and that the three overlying strata indicate changing con-
ditions of sediment in filling the collapsed surfaces; and, as

many such sediments are found along the river courses, it seems
only reasonable to suppose that all these are of recent times
geologically considered.

The subsidence of considerable stretches of country in this

part of the world has been forcibly illustrated in our times.

During the great earthquake of 1893 I was in Rio Hacha. Con-
trary to common belief in regard to such occurrences the day
had been bright and pleasant. It was about nine o'clock in the

evening and I had just determined to stop work, when a strange
noise and sudden apprehensiveness filled the air. I hurried to

the back of the house to see what it could mean, and then, noting
that a large building near by was swaying, and hearing the

church bells tolling with a deep unearthly sound and hesitating

irregularly, I knew what was happening and hurried to the street.

While crossing the rooms I could hardly stand, and, just as I

reached the door, a final shudder seemed to run through all the

earth, then an instant of bewildering silence, and life went on
again.

Rio Hacha had had a lucky escape. For days afterward reports

came telling of the destruction of life and property over hundred
of miles of country. Later, a party of Indians coming in to trade,

informed us that the little town of Laguna over toward the Ven-
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ezuela border had, suddenly disappeared, during the earthquake,

and that not a soul was left alive. All had been swallowed by the

sea. It was only a little hamlet far aw^ay from any city, and at a

time when Caracas and Bogata were being shaken to their founda-

tions its loss was passed by unnoticed. Here there was then a

subsidence even in our times, and in earlier days such dis-

turbances were possibly more frequent, and slight depressions

could easily lead to irregular strata of sands and alluvium. From
Rio Uacha I went east, examining the countrj^ and found the

same conditions as alread}' described, and which seem to be

general to all the lowlands of this part of the world. These
lowlands extend to Cabo de Vela where a ridge of hills is found
gradually increasing in height in an irregular disconnected chain

till they reach the ranges of the Black Andes to the south. Be-

yond these hills the same alluvium is found in all the country
about Lake Maracaibo in Venezuela. At Cabo de Vela the hills

are of basic eruptive rocks, distinctly crj^stalline at some places,

at others they are of even texture, and these two merge into ir-

regular zones in which all components are mingled together.

This possibly indicates rapid cooling, and as they are not much
eroded, or broken by seismic action, which at an early period

must have been of great violence through all this section, I

think these ridges are of comparatively recent intrusion. I

noted the augite minerals and chlorite, and the rocks dolcrites,

and basalts, which later at places were amygdaloidal and had
seams and secondary infiltrations.

The irregular nature of this formation, with its soft seams and
harder crystalline material makes these rocks particularly liable

to erosion by the sea, and steep precipices, isolated rocks among
the v/aves, and narrow fjords among the cliffs are common. Off

Cabo de Vela the sea is very deep and the precipices descend
directly into it, with scarcely any beach line, and at most places

there is not even standing room.
This ended my explorations on the flat country and I next

turned my attention to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta moun-
tains. I landed at Dibulla, a little place on the north coast of

South America and, before proceeding to the mountains, made
an examination of the lowlands between them and the sea. These
are from four to twelve miles wide and are covered generally with
alluvium. There are dense jungles, swamps and open meadows.
Little could be noted on which to base calculations as to the

period in which this strip of land was formed, but it seems to

be the same as that of the other lowlands in this part of Co-
lombia, with perhaps beds of Cretaceous limestone, or even earlier

formations deposited by the action of the sea along the Sierra

Nevada mountains.
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111 the foothills gold is found in all the streams and in the reg-

ular gravel and sandy deposits which are mingled with alluvium,

but the dense vegetation makes it improbable that hydraulicking

could be established on a paying basis, I got some very pretty

samples, however, and at another time hope to make a more
careful examination of this district.

To go up among the mountains from Dibulla is considered a

very difficult trip, and I was told that the paths were so danger-

ous that trained oxen would have to be used as pack animals,

and it was proposed that I should ride a young bull, but I

thought it would be more comfortable and just as safe to walk
and so declined the offer. Fortunately some animals came down
with merchandise that day, and it was possible to start the next
morning. Our route lay along the beach, and then across the

flat country to the foothills where we camped for the night.

On entering the mountains next day it was evident that we
were on a very old land surface. There were residual clays, deep
gravel deposits and immense ridges of what appeared to be
arenaceous clays of decomposition. Such rocks as could be
seen appeared to be of basic eruptive types, possibly pre-Cam-
brian. In the foothills there were perhaps some limestones, and
at one or two points I thought I detected old lava beds much
covered with vegetation and most uncertainly defined. We
crossed over the first ranges and on to the next, finding the trail

very good. Traces of ancient pavements, with a single and, in

some places, a double line of boulders, had evidently been laid

out by the aborigines.

As we proceeded inland the mountains became steeper, out-

croppings were more plentiful, showing gi'anites, granulites, feld-

spathic rocks and other crystalline types. Before reaching the

heart of the mountains we crossed a high ridge that was cov-
ered with red and white clays which made rather difficult climbing.

The path wound up seemingly without end, but at last Ave came
to a ridge that took us on to another mountain, and from there

the trail led us down to a deep valley, where a water course com-
ing from the mountains opened a path to the main range just

outside the principal upheavals.
The mountains now appeared like a bit of New England or

northern New York in early summer. Granitic rocks were
everywhere predominant. At Pueblo Viejo the cofl'ee planters

gave us a hearty welcome and preparations were at once begun
for sending us on to the higher mountains which I could see

far above us, the snowy ridges standing in bold outlines against
the blue sk3'. On every side there were massive peaks, each one
rising in succession above the others up to the sublime heights
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of the main range. It was simply grand, a climate of perpetual

spring amid the wildest mountains. On one side of the valley

there was an isolated peak covered only with grass and different

in formation from the others. It was of light colored rough
decomposing material, a syenite or perhaps an andesite. I have
occasion to remember it well. Toward evening I climbed up one
of its lower spurs to see the sunset, stayed longer than I thought,
and presently was in the dark. It appeared to be an easy
thing to go down again but on the way I fell head first into a
deep gully. Fortunately, I was more frightened than hurt, and
on reaching a party who were out looking for me was told that

there were openings in the mountains hundreds of feet deep.

Next day I explored that mountain, and learned that there are

indeed some pits and narrow gullies in it, but they are not hun-
dreds of feet deep by any means. One near the top of the
mountain might have been of considerable depth, and others

were deep enough to make an end of any one who fell in them.
The pit from which I had escaped was fifteen to twenty feet

deep, quite sufficient to do serious damage, and, to my mind at

least, was ample demonstration that at this point there were im-
mense masses of decomposing material entirely different from
the peaks and ridges of granite lying all about them. Tlie pits

and gullies are formed in this mountain by the erosion of exces-

sive rains which make a superficial cut, and then find drainage
through the decomposing material to a series of springs at the
foot of the mountain.

After stopping a short time with the coffee planters, we started

on the road again for still higher places.

We had a rough scramble over a mountain called El Barco,
lying just beside the mountain of which I have spoken. It was
composed of a somewhat similar material, with outcroppings of
dark basic and granitic rocks along its sides. Crossing over El
Barco we came to the high mountain valley of the Rio Ancho.
Here everything was granite, and some of the peaks were great

solid masses of this rock rising several thousand feet with places

where there was hardly any irregularity, just smooth masses of
rock almost to the top.

To the west all the mountains were of this character, but to

the east on the range connecting with El Barco and the moun-
tain in which the openings were noted there were stretches of

decomposing material, and lighter colored rocks, under varying
conditions. Further up toward the Indian city of San Miguel
all the mountains were of intensely hard crystalline types, granite

predominating.
The valley of the Rio Ancho extends to the very base of the
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central ridge where water from the melting snows accumulates.
To go up that far is not difficult, and we kept pushing on,

though my guide was a little alarmed by the fact that all the
Indians had disappeared, leaving only their empty houses behind
them. This is the means by which they make it known that a
stranger is not welcome; he can stay till he grows tired of it,

hut the Indians will never return till he has gone. Sometimes
they are very hospitable, but this depends on a kind of a divina-

tion practiced by the Mamas or Medicine men, who use black
and white pebbles and throw them from a gourd like dice. By
this the^^ tell whether an approaching stranger is good or bad.
Unfortunately I came out bad, and saw very little of the Indians.

We stopped one night at San Miguel, making use of the empty
houses and the next day pushed on to Macatama Ariba, a single

house the highest habitation in the Sierra Nevada mountains.
The place was deserted and so we took possession. We were

now well up among the higher ranges just below the snow line

and it was cold. The rocks continued about the same, granite

predominating, and there was more float material with angular
gravel in some places. Across the narrow valley which was
now little more than a mountain gorge, there was a regular band
of well-worn gravel that could be distinctly seen about 150 to

200 feet above the present river. It evidently marked an old
channel showing that the river has cut its way down to the
present level through masses of hard rock, and indicates a long
period of erosion. The next day I continued my explorations,
pushing on toward the top of the range.

At one place I noticed red clay, probably of residual formation,
and everywhere there were masses of granite. At the head of
the river there was a curious knob of granite almost like a pyra-
mid with a dome shaped top. It was a small mountain in itself

and seemed to bar all further progress with its almost perpen-
dicular sides. On reaching it I found that a vvay could be made
around one side and, amid protests from my guide, I pushed on.

Presently we passed it and came to a mass of broken rock at the
foot of a small ledge. Here my guide sat down saying decidedly,
" Senor, we go no further." I made angry protests, but he
would not move, declaring that we were above the highest point
ever reached by man, that it was the parama, all bare rocks and
unknown places, to lose the way was death. He could take me
even higher at other places where trails had been make, but here

everything was unknown, he would go no further.

A dense white fog was slowly accumulating in the mountains
below, a fog on the parama is really dangerous and I hesitated.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Big. 12, April 27, 1897.
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but above me the peaks stood clear cut against the sk}'; the snow
was glistening in the sun, perhaps I could never come again, so,

telling my guide to sit where he was, that I might call to him as

I came down, I pushed on alone.

Cautiously making my way along the loose rocks I reached

the ledge, and going on still further I found a place where I

could get over and then made my way to a cliff projecting from
the side of a mountain, I found I could go up along the base

of this cliff and presently came to another ledge extending along
the range. I clambered over this and, to my surprise, saw before

me a sloping terrace, about three miles long, lying just at the

bend in the mountains, where two ridges came together and at

the top of this formation the naked rocks of the backbone of all

the Sierra Nevadas stood easily accessible and it was only neces-

sary to select the point I wished to examine and hurry on to it.

The terrace had the appearance of an old boulder pavement
without the rounding of the material, for there was no evidence
of aqueous action, all the broken pieces being sharply angular.

There was coarse grass growing among the scattered rocks and
wild cattle were feeding there. Granite was everywhere, and I

noted as I hurried on that many of the fragments were like flat

irregular slabs of rock, yet there was not the slightest trace of

schistose structure.

I had almost reached the last rocky ledge when my attention

was suddenly attracted to an uptilted deposit of gray sedimen-
tary rock, in texture and appearance almost identical with a com-
mon free stone, or the flagstones used on New York sidewalks.

It was almost perpendicular, dipping only slightly to the south
and striking nearly east and west. It was well defined and lay

embedded in granite walls and, though not more than a few
inches wide, extended some distance. It was not metamorphosed,
indicating that the rocks between which it was folded were
cooled before their upheaval and that at the time when the final

uplift of these mountains occurred the sediments of a previous

period had been deposited and turned to stone, indicating that

there was land here before these mountains were intruded and
that it was older than all the surrounding parts of South
America.

After examining this seam of rock I hurried on to the top of

the range, found a place where I could climb up among the

ledges and then sat down in solitude. To the west of where I

was I could pitch stones down a deep triangular vallej^ sur-

rounded by precipices on two sides. It looked inky black, and
I could not see the bottom, though from where I sat one leg was
almost hanging over it. On the other side was the terrace and
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all about me were sharp ridges of rock extending along the sum-
mit of the range with peaks at intervals, some well above
me, others that I could look down on. To the west, across the
black valley, was a small glacier, and beyond this the white peak
of the Horqueta shone and glistened in the sun. Just where I

was the snow had melted, but there was plenty in the crevices
and protected places.

It was a grand experience and I could have remained for

hours, but it was getting unpleasantl}- cold, and presently the
fog began to creep closer. I hastily retraced my steps and after

a difficult scramble found my guide, and eventually returned in

safety to Pueblo Yiejo.

Let me now call 3'our attention to a map of Colombia, that I

may make a brief summary of the things that especially at-

tracted my attention. (Plate XV at end of volume.)
The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains are seen on the

north coast. The axis of these is almost at right angles to that
of the Andes.

Crystalline rocks are of great development in the Sierra Ne-
vada as has been reported by other explorers in able accounts,
but their intrusion through a sedimentary^ deposit has, I think,
been previously overlooked. I noticed two series of physical
conditions among the Sierra Nevadas. In the higher elevations
there are bold, steep ridges along the great central uplift which
ai'e accompanied by broken masses, slabs of rock stripped from
the exposed parts, and ledges terminating in bare, sharp crags, in-

dicating plains of weakness and that the upheaval of these masses
was accompanied by a grinding and a splintering as if they had
been thrust through the overl3ang material. That there were such
overlying formations is clearly shown by the seam of sedi-

mentary rock on the Macatama.
The southern exposures of these mountains are precipitous,

but on the north they undulate through successive ridges to the
sea. Among these undulating ridges I noted a second series of
physical conditions quite different from those of the higher
ranges.

Massive crystalline rocks similar to those on the main ridge
formed the higher elevation in well defined zones projecting
from the main uplift, and these were but little eroded ; with them
were other ridges and hills made up of altered types, decom-
posing material and trappean forms. Among these latter forms
erosion has been extensive and the valleys are somewhat rounded.
In the lower mountains these gradually replace the more crys-
talline formations and compose the foothills, and at places this

-decomposing materia is found apparently overlying the intra-
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sive crystalline formations to a line very near the main range. This
may indicate two distinct periods in the formation of these

mountains, the lower ridges on the north being the older, prob-

abl}'^ pre-Cambrian, and the great central upheaval an intrusion

through what was formerly the southern undulations of these

older ranges, perhaps at a much later period though still in very
remote times.

Turning to the low country surrounding these mountains, the

Cerrajon peak across the valley gives no evidence of having been
intruded through the lowlands, but the foot hills along its base

indicate a secondary movement in the valley which may have
formed the watershed between the Rio Rancheria and the Rio
Cesar, and but for this slight elevation a part of the waters of
the Magdalena would find an outlet through the valley and
would reach the sea near Rio Hacha.

Going inland from the mouth of the Rio Rancheria marl and
sand formations are first noticed, then as the road continues in-

land, alluvium is encountered which deepens conformably and
contains similar material growing coarser in texture right up to,

and across the divide.

This could not have been deposited by the Rio Rancheria or
from the superficial drainage and debris from the surrounding
mountains, and can onl}' be accounted for by the presence of a

considerable body of running water, and this could not have
been anything but a branch of the Magdalena.
Take away the alluvium at the delta of this river and the low

lying swamps and deposits to the east of it, and you have the

former conditions. The Sierra Nevada mountains would then be

an island lying off a deep embayment that has been filled in

by alluvium brought down b}^ the Magdalena river, and by
sand bars formed by the heavy currents setting along this coast

from east to west.

We have in this part of South America, possibly four, cer-

tainly three, distinct successive stages of formation. The
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains represent the

very oldest developments ; the upheaved masses of the main
ridges of these mountains perhaps indicate a later stage, but
still in very remote times; the Black Andes, with their beds of

limestone which correspond to those along the base of the Sierra

Nevada mountains, represent the Cretaceous system ; and the low
lying valleys furnish the evidence of Tertiary and Quaternary
times. These are all well defined and offer an attractive field for

study, which may later claim the attention of others better able

to consider and work out the problems.
Notes and reports on this region will be found in the writings
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of Herman Karsten, " Geology of Venezuela, Colombia and
Ecuador ;" Reiss and Striibel " Geological Studies in Colombia,"
and in " Coal and Petroleum in Colombia." published by the

Bureau of American Republics.

New York, December 21st, 1896.

Annual Business Meeting.

February 22d, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair;

nineteen persons present.

The minutes of the last business meeting were read and

approved.

The reports of the officers of the Academy for the preceding

year were then called for, beginning with that of the Secretary.

Report of the Recording Secretary.

The Academy has continued during the year past the pro-

gressive course that characterized the previous year, and has be-

come more and more a real force in the scientific thought of

the cit3\

During the year there have been held nine meetings of the

"Council ; nine business meetings of the Academy ; nineteen

stated meetings ; six public lectures; one public reception.

The section of Astronom3^ and Physics has held eight meet-

ings ; the section of Biology eight, and that of Geology also

eight. The average attendance at the first has been twenty-

eight ; at the second forty, and at the third twenty. The sub-

section of Anthropology and Psychology has met four times

with an average attendance of thirty. The subsection of

Philology has met three times with an average of twenty-three.

A total of ninety papers has been presented, not including

public lectures. They may be classified as follows :
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Anatom}' 2 Microscopy 1

Anthropology 5 Mineralogy 8

Astronomy 9 Paleontology 8

Botany 2 Philology Y

Civil Engineering 1 Physics 15

Entomology 1 Physiography 2

Geology 17 Psychology 3

Mechanics ,1 Zoology 17

Forty-nine resident members have been elected, six have re-

signed, and, so far as known, three have died. The net total on

the Secretary's list is two hundred and ninety-one, a gain of

forty-five over last year. One fellow, one corresponding and

four honorary members have been elected.

The new section of Anthropology, Psychology and Philology,

organized a year ago, immediately resolved itself into subsec-

tions ; one of Anthropology and Psychology, the other of Phil-

ology. Their meetings have been well attended and much in-

terest has been shown.

The public reception last spring was a very gratifying success

and was thoroughly enjoyed by all present. The reception has

become an annual feature, and this year will, it is understood,

be open one afternoon and two evenings.

Of the Transactions Vol. XV has been delayed by the prepara-

tion of a complete index of the first fifteen volumes. Everything

has been in the printer's hands for a month now and the volume

should be issued at once. It is larger than that of last j'ear,

containing 356 pp. and xviii plates. It will have a list of mem-
bers of all grades, corrected down to December 1, 1896.

Of Vol. XVI., four signatures have been issued with six

plates, two more are in press and MSS. is in hand for six more.

Of the Annals Vol. IX. has been completed and Vol. X. begun.

The Academy joined with the other scientific societies of the

city in November, and extended a reception to Professor Henri

Moissan which was very successful and was finely illustrated.

Respectfully submitted,

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary^
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The Treasurer's Report was next read.

Report of the Treasurer op the New York Academy of

Sciences for the Year Ending February 22d, 1897.

Receipts.

Balance cash on hand as per last annual report, $3,306.62

Balance of Publication Fund, 1,823.69

Balance of Audubon Fund, ] ,797.25

Proceeds of $4,100 United States Fours, 4,442.00

$11,369.56

Accrued interest on $3,800 United States Fours, 38.00

Interest on Bond and Mortgage, account Per-

manent Fund, $305.40

Interest on Bond and Mortgage, account

Publication Fund, 72.50

Interest on Bond and Mortgage, account

Audubon Fund, 23.00 400.90

Patron's Fee, 250.00

Life Membership Fees, 500.00

Fellowship Fee, 10.00

Initiation Fees, 250.00 1 ,010.00

Annual Dues, 1894, 30.00

" 1895, 70.00
'' " 1896, 2,005.00
" " 1897, 40.00 2,145.00

Collected for Huxley Memorial Fund, (Col-

lected in 1895, $105) 138.00

$15,101.46

Disbursements.

Invested in Bond and Mortgage at 5 per

cent., on house and lot No. 326 W. 113th st:

For account Publication Fund, $1,800

For account Permanent Fund, 7,200 $9,000.00
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Invested in Bond and Mortgage at 5 per

cent., on house and lot on 141st street

near Walnut avenue

:

For account Permanent Fund, 1,202.75

For account Audubon Fund, I'l^l'^^ 3,000.00

Expenses of publishing Memoirs, 3.82

" " " Annals ,. . . $751.28

Less Sales, 20.75 730.53

Expenses of publishing Transac-

tions, 619.27

Less Sales, 10.80 608.47 1,342.82

Expenses of Recording Secretary, 166.01

" Treasurer, 43.70

" Librarian, 79.21 288.92

" Lecture Committee, 53.20

" Huxley Memorial Committee, 45.25

" Third Annual Reception, 403.38

Janitorial Services , 88.50

Insurance, 22.50

Contribution to Scientific Alliance, account

1895-6, 69.00

In full for 1896-7, 150.00 219.00

Transmitted to Huxley Memorial Commit-

tee, London, 243.00

Balance Cash in Bank, 349.89

$15,101.46

DETAILS or PERMANENT FUND.

Cash in Savings Bank as per last annual report, .... $2,994.03

Proceeds of $4,100 United States Fours, 4,442.00

Patron's Fee received during year, $250.00

Life Membership Fees » " 500.00

Fellowship Fee " " 10.00

Initiation Fees " " 250.00 1,010.00

8,446.03

Interest on Bond and Mortgage Investment, 305.40

^8,751.43

Less amount Invested in Bond and Mortgage, 8,402.75

Balance to credit of this account, $348.68
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DETAILS OF PUBLICATION FUND.

Cash in Savings Bank as per last annual report, $1,823.69

Interest on Bond and Mortgage Investment, 12.50

Income of Audubon Fund, transferred to this ac-

count, 23.00

Deficiency supplied from General Income, 1,223.63

$3,142.82

Less amount Invested in Bond and Mort-

gage, $1,800

Expenses of publishing Memoirs, 3.82

" " " Annals, 780.53
" " " Transactions, 608.47 $3,142.82

DETAILS OF GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT.

•Cash in Bank as per last annual report, $312.59

Less held for Huxley Memorial Fund, 105.00 $207.59

Interest on $3,800 United States Fours, 38.00

Annual Dues Collected, 2,145.00

$2,390.59
Less, General Expenses paid :

Account Recording Secretary', $166.01

" Treasurer, 43.70

" Librarian, 79.21

" Lecture Committee, 53.20

" Huxley Memorial Committee, 45.25

" Third Annual Reception, 403.38

" Janitorial Services, 88.50

" Insurance, 22.50

" Scientific Alliance, 219.00

$1,120.75

Transferred to Publication Fund, 1,223.63 2,344.38

Balance to credit of this account, $46.21

Balance to credit Permanent Fund, $348.68

Balance to credit General Income, 46.21

Total, Balance Cash in Bank, $394.89
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PRESENT ASSETS OF THE ACADEMY.

Cash in Bank, as above, $394.89'

Investments in Bond and Mortgage at 5 per cent.

Acconnt Permanent Fund, $8,402.15

" Publication Fund, 1,800.00

" Audubon Fund, 1,797.25 $12,000.00

Annual Dues in Arrears, 1895, 50.00

Annual Dues in Arrears, 1896, 200.00 250.00

$12,644.89'

As against amount at last report, 11,687.56

Respectfully submitted,

C. F. Cox,

Treasurer.

At the conclusion of the Treasurer's Report it was moved
and carried that it be referred to the Finance Committee for

audit according to the usual custom.

The Corresponding Secretary presented a formal report which

merely concerned the routine work of the office during the3'ear.

The Librarian presented the following report

:

New York Academy or Sciences. Report of Librarian,

1896-97.

All publications received were stamped with the Academy
stamp and date of receipt, and were then turned over to the

Columbia University library for recording and shelving, under

the agreement made with the University.

There have been received 59 domestic and 27 foreign requests

for back numbers of the Academy's publications or for informa-

tion in regard to them.

In response there have been f:ent out 26 domestic and 23 for-

eign packages. The domestic packages were sent part by mail

and part by express, according to size. The foreign express

packages were sent through the Smithsonian Bureau of Inter-

national Exchanges.

One hundred and sixty communications have been answered^
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The following new exchanges have beea eflfected :

1. Roemer Museum, Hildersheim, Germany.

2. Library, Office of Minister of Justice, Ottawa, Can.

3. Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, Stanford University, Cal.

4. Annuaire Geologique et Mineralogique de la Russie, Nouvo
Alexandria, Russia.

5. Lackawanna Inst. History and Science, Scranton, Pa.

6. Atti e Rendiconti dell Acad, di Sci. Lett, e Arti, dei

Zelanti, Acireale, Ital}'.

7. Musde Geologique de I'Univ. Imperiale de St. Petersbourg,.

Russia.

8. Musee de La Plata, La Plata, Argentina.

9. Museo Paulista, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

10. Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

11. Princely Library of Sophia, Bulgaria.

A journal has been kept in which are entered all requests for

back numbers, new exchanges, requests for information, etc.,

and all records of packages sent by mail, cash receipts, expenses,

etc. Respectfully submitted,

Arthur Hollick,

Librarian.

When the reading of the above reports had been finished, the

President called for informal reports from the Secretaries of the

several sections.

Professor William Hallock reported for the Section of As-

tronomy and Physics.

As there was no representative of the Section of Biology, Pro-

fessor J. J. Stevenson, Chairman of the Section of Geology and

Mineralogy, next reported for it.

Dr. Franz Boas described the work of the Section of Anthro-

polog}^ Psychology and Philology.

The Academy then proceeded to the election of officers.

The following ticket was unanimously elected : President,

John J. Stevenson ; 1st Vice-President, Henry F. Osborn ;
2d

Vice-President, Nathanial L. Britton ; Corresponding Secretary,

William Hallock ; Recording Secretary, James F. Kemp

;
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Treasurer, Charles F. Cox; Librarian, Arthur Hollick; Coun-

cilors, J. A. Allen, Franz Boas, Richard E. Dodge, John K.

Rees, William Stratford, Robert S. Woodward ; Curators,

Bashford Dean, Daniel W. Hering, G. F. Kunz, Morris Loeb,

Heinrich Ries; Finance Committee, Henry Dudley, J. H.

Hinton and Cornelius Van Brunt.

When the result of the election had been declared. Professor

R. E. Dodge presented some resolutions regarding the retire-

ment of Professor D, S. Martin from an official position in the

Academy. The resolutions referred to the long and valuable

services which had been rendered the Academy by Professor

Martin extending over a period of nearly thirty years. On mo-

tion they were unanimously adopted. Professor Martin ac-

knowledged the resolutions in a short speech.

Professor R. E. Dodge reported progress on behalf of the Re-

ception Committee and at its conclusion the Academy adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Public Lecture.

February 26th, 1897.

The Academy met and was called to order by the President,

Professor J. J. Stevenson, who proceeded at once to deliver the

lecture of the evening, entitled " A Talk on Coal." The lecture

was illustrated by the lantern, and was closel3^ followed by the

audience. About fortv persons were present.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

March 1st, 1897.

The Academy' met with President Stevenson in the chair. 21

persons present.

The minutes of the last business meeting were read and ap-

proved. There being no further business, the section of As-

tronomy and Physics immediately organized and was called to
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order by the chairman, Prof. R. S. Woodward. 21 members and

guests present.

The first business in order was the election of officers of the

section for the ensuing year 1897-8. The chair called for nomi-

nations for Chairman and P. H. Dudley was nominated. There be-

ing no other nominations and, no one objecting, the Secretary was

authorized to cast a ballot for Mr. Dudley. This was done and

Mr. Dudley was declared elected as Chairman for the coming year,

R. Gordon was then nominated as Secretary and, there being

no other nominations and no one objecting, the Secretary was

authorized to cast a ballot for Mr. Gordon, who was reported as

elected Secretary for the ensuing year.

Upon the request of the Secretary and with the consent of the

Section F. L. Tufts presented an abstract of work recently done

by him in further testing the correctness of the results obtained

with the original form of the Rood flicker photometer. By a

very elaborate series of tests by various methods, he found that

the true " flicker " when the speed is just sufficient to give a

uniform background is independent of color and depends only

upon differences of luminosity.

The paper was discussed by R. S. Woodward and W, Hallock.

The paper appears in full on a subsequent page. W. Hallock

described several forms of maximum thermometers used in sub-

terranean temperature work and described a new form which,

it is believed, will obviate some of the difficulties of the U. S.

signal service form which has been hitherto used.

Mr. Hallock also reported upon recent work on subterranean

temperatures, referring especially to the Sperrenberg well near

Berlin, 4,300 feet, the Wheeling, W. Va., well, 4,500 feet, the

new Pittsburg well, 5,386 feet, the Schladabach well near Leip-

zig, 5,740, and the incomplete well at Paruschowitch, near Reib-

nik, which two 3'ears ago was 6,600 feet deep and was planned to

go 2,700 meters (8,800 feet). The well at Pittsburg gave results

practically identical with those obtained in the Wheeling well

which is forty miles distant but in the same geological forma-

tions. The observations at Pittsburg were preliminary, and
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it is hoped that a very complete and satisfactory series of tem-

peratures can be obtained, owing to the generous public spirit

of the Forest Oil Co., who have practically placed the well at

the service of science. It is hoped to sink it still deeper.

At 9:50 the Section adjourned.
William Hallock,

Secretary.

THE NEW FLICKER PHOTOMETRY.

By F, L. Tufts.

CONTENTS.
Page.

Historical Introduction 190
Apparatus Used 197
The Phenomenon of Flickering 198
The Measurement of the Luminosities of Colored Disks 201
Flickering is Found to be Independent of Color 206
Summary 211

Historical Introduction.

The methods at present used to compare the luminosities of

two sources of light nearly all depend upon the ability of the

eye to detect very slight differences in the luminosities of two
optically adjacent surfaces. The following is, in outline, the

general method employed.
Two optically adjacent surfaces are illuminated, the one by a

source of light, A, the other by a source B, to be compared with
A. The light radiated to its surface by B is then varied accord-

ing to some known law until the two surfaces appear to the eye
to be of the same luminosit3^ The ratio of the luminous in-

tensity of B to that of A can then be calculated according to the

law of variation used.

The many forms of photometers in which the general method
just outlined is used differ as to the nature and position of the

luminous surfaces and also as to the method employed to varj'

the amount of light radiated to these surfaces.

Bouger* used two white surfaces illuminated respectively

by the two sources of light to be compared. The surfaces were
at different distances from the observer, but so placed as to be
optically adjacent. The distance between one of the surfaces

* Essai d' Optique. 1729.
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and its source of light was then varied until the two surfaces ap-

peared to be of the same luminosity. The relative intensities of the

two lights were then calculated h}' the law of inverse squares.

Lambert* made use of the principle of two shadows to

obtain two adjacent surfaces, one illuminated by a source A, the

other by a source B, to be compared with A. The distance of

the light B, from the screen was varied until the luminosities of

the two shadows appeared to be the same. The ratio of the

luminous intensities of the two lights could then be calculated

by the law of inverse squares.

Rumfordf used the same principle as Lambert but made
man}^ improvements in its application.

Potter J modified Bouger's photometer by replacing the

opaque white screens b}^ a single translucent one and putting the

lights to be compared behind the screen.

Richie§ made still further changes in the Bouger photometer.
The lights to be compared were placed at opposite ends of a

table and two mirrors forming a wedge, the faces of which were
inclined at angles of forty-five degrees to the line connecting
the lamps, reflected the light to a translucent screen placed in

front of the wedge. The next modification in this form of pho-
tometer was to replace the mirrors by a wedge of an angle of

ninety degrees, covered with white paper. The two faces of

the wedge occupied the positions of the two mirrors and the trans-

lucent screen was dispensed with.

In all the photometers above referred to, the dependence
upon what I will call the principal of equal luminosities of ad-

jacent surfaces is very evident. In nearly all the boundary be-

tween the two surfaces is quite distinct even when equality of
illumination is obtained. This detracts from the accuracy with
which slight differences of luminosity can be detected. To avoid
this source of error a number of devices have been resorted to,

all of which more or less conceal the use of the principle of
equal luminosities. A slight inspection of the photometer, how-
ever reveals it.

Pernot
||
increased the accuracy of the Rumford photometer

by using a translucent screen and viewing the shadows from be-

hind it. Instead of judging directly concerning the equality

in luminosities of the two shadows, he brings a third source of
light up from behind the screen and if both shadows disappear

.. _
^

•*
I

Photometria Sine de Mensura et Gradibus Luminis, Colorum et Umbrae. 1760.

t Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Vol. LXXXIV. 1794.

i Edinburgh Journal of Science. New Series, III, page 284.

§ Annals of Philosophy. Third Series. Vol. I. Page 174. 1826.

llDinglersPolytech. Journal, CXIX. 1851.
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at the same time the}' are equally luminous. The shadows dis-

appear when the difference of illumination between that por-

tion of the screen occupied by them and the adjacent portion is

inappreciable and the method evidently depends upon the ability

of the eye to detect slight differences in luminosity.

The Bunsen photometer is the type of a large number of
photometers depending upon the disappearance of a spot on
the illuminated surface when equality of illumination is ob-

tained. The Bunsen screen originally consisted of a disk of
white paper having a central translucent grease spot. As
originally used, a compensating light was placed at a certain

distance behind the screen. One of the two lights to be com-
pared was placed in front of the screen at such a distance as

to cause fhe central spot to vanish. The distance from the light

to the screen having been measured, this light was replaced by
the light to be compared with it and the distance adjusted until

the spot again vanished. The relative intensities of the two
lights can then be calculated from the law of inverse squares.

The condition for the disappearance of the spot is, evidently,

that that portion of the disk shall be of the same luminosity as
the adjacent portions and the accuracy of the measurements de-

pends upon the accuracy with which the eye can detect slight

differences in luminosit3\ That it is a comparison of luminosi-

ties is made very evident if the light on one side of the screen is

of a different color from the light on the opposite side. Under
this condition the spot can not be made to disappear.

The polarization photometers of Arago,* Babinet,f and Wild J
still further disguise the principle of equal luminosities. The
following is a brief outline of the method employed in this class

of photometers.
The light from one of the sources is polarized in a given plane

and the light from the other source in a plane perpendicular ta
this. The two rays after polarization travel in the same direc-

tion, and by viewing the combined ray with suitable apparatus,

certain phenomena are observed which disappear when the quan-
tities of light polarized in planes perpendicular to each other are

equal. With photometers of this class, as with the other classes

mentioned, the investigator seeks ultimately to obtain a uniform
field, and it is, therefore, evident that the accuracy depends, as

in the other photometers considered, upon the accuracy with
which the eye can detect slight differences in luminosity. The
pala,rization photometers are open to the same objection as the

• Comptes Rendus, XIII., pages 840, 967. 1841.
+ Comptes Rendus, XXXVII., page 774. 1863.

i Pogg. Ann., XCIX.
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others when the two sources of light differ in color. Under this

condition it is impossible to obtain a uniform field.

The accuracy of the photometric methods, so far considered,
is dependent upon the sensitiveness of the eye to slight inequal-

ities of illumination. Various experiments * for the purpose of
determining the degree of sensitiveness show that for white light

the eye can detect differences in luminosity of from 3 per cent,

to about 6 per cent, of the total luminosity of the field, the
sensitiveness being less for high and low illuminations than for

a field of medium luminosity. If, however, the surfaces compared
are of different colors, a judgment concerning the equality of
their luminosities is subject to a very much greater error. In-
deed Helmholtz f remarks

:

" I must explain that personally I put no confidence in my
judgment concerning the equalitj^ in luminosity of differently

colored surfaces. I admit, however, that of two differently

colored fields one can be so much darkened that there remains
no doubt that the other is brighter.

" For myself I have the impression that in the comparison of
the luminosities of differently colored fields I am not dealing
with a single magnitude but with the effect of two, luminosity
and color, for which I do not know how to form a simple sum,
and which I cannot scientifically define."

There have, nevertheless, been many attempts made to com-
pare directly the luminosities of differently colored surfaces.

These attempts have, in general, led to slight modifications in

the use or construction of the photometers belonging to the

types already described.

The diflSculty of judging when two differently colored surfaces

are of the same luminosity, a difficulty encountered in the use of
photometers belonging to any of the classes above described, is,

to some extent, obviated by taking the mean of two measure-
ments. A measurement is taken when one of the surfaces is

evidently more luminous than the other, another measurement
when it is less luminous by the same amount. The average of
the two measurements gives a determination of the luminosity.

This method was employed by Professor 0. N. Rood in measur-
ing the luminosities of colored discs.J

Another method very commonly used is to continually vary
the luminosity of one of the surfaces so that it will be alternately

darker and lighter than the other, the amounts of the variation

being gradually diminished. By this means the observer can

* Grundziige der Physiologishen Optik von Hermann Aubert. Page 488. 1876.

f-Handbuch der Physiologishen Optik. Second edition, page 440.

J American Journal of Science, 1878.

Tkansactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 13, April 24, 1897.
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more easily form a judgment concerning tlie equality of the two
luminosities.

Mace de Lepinay and Nicati in their experiments* used a

Rumford photometer in which the surfaces to be compared were
ver^'^ small. The angle subtended by them at the eye was about
fort3'-five minutes. They found that the accuracy with which
the luminosities of differently colored surfaces could be com-
pared was thus increased. The results, however, were now
found to vary with the absolute size of the retinal image.

Professor Mayerf uses the effect of simultaneous contrast to

destroy the difference in color between the two surfaces to be
compared. This method, however, is only applicable when the

difference in color is not very great.

The methods of Virerordt| and Draper§ avoid the necessity

of comparing the luminosities of two differently colored surfaces.

The validity of the methods, however, depend upon the assump-
tion that the quantity of light which must be added to a lumi-

nous, surface in order to be just perceptible is, under all condi-

tions, the same fraction of the total luminosity. The assumption
is no longer considered valid.

I will now consider the photometric methods which do not
depend upon what I have called the principle of equal or uni-

form luminosity. The first of such methods used depended upon
the extinction of the source of light by the introduction of
translucent media. This method seems to have been employed
as early as 1700 by Francois Marie. He introduced pieces of
glass between the light and the observer until the light was ex-

tinguished. The value of the luminosity was then judged by the

number of pieces of glass used. The same method but with

various refinements comes up again and again in the history of

photometery. To all such photometers there is this serious

objection, that the limit of sensitiveness of the eye to light is so

variable that the error thus introduced may be three or more
times the quantity to be measured.
A photometric method depending upon the distinctness of

vision was first suggested by Celsius (1701-1744). It has been
very carefully worked up by Maci de Lepinay and Nicati.

||
As

a measure of visual acuteness (" accuete visuelle ") they take

the angle subtended at the eye by a black character, as a printed

Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 5th series, Vol. 30, page 151. 1883.

+ American Journal of Science. Vol.46. 1893.

iPogg. Ann. 1869.

I Phil. Mag. 5th series. Vol. VIII.

II
Annales de Chimie et de Physique. 5th series, Vol. 21, page 30, and Journal de

Physique 1882-1883.
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letter, upon ji white ground when seen with the greatest distinct-

ness. In the first part of their research they regarded two
quantities of light as equal if, when illuminating successively the
same object (black udon a white ground) placed at the same
distance from the observer, the details could be distinguished
with the same minuteness. The ordinary definition of equality
is, that two quantities of light are considered equal if, when
illuminating two portions of a given white surface, the two por-
tions appear of the same luminosit3^ Their investigations

showed that the two definitions are not equivalent, therefore

photometers in which the method of distinctness of A'ision is

employed do not give correct results if we adopt the latter defini-

tion of the equality of two lights.

Schafhautl * introduces a still different factor in photometric
measurements, viz., the time interval which may elapse between
two equal light impulses without the eye noticing any interrup-

tion. His photometer consists essentially of a pendulum to

which is attached a black screen with a single opening in it.

The source of light is placed behind the screen and the opening
observed through a binocular tube. The light can only reach the

eye when the epening in the screen is opposite one of the open-
ings in the binocular tube. The interval of time elapsing between
the two impressions can then be regulated by changing the

effective length of the pendulum. The intensity of the source of
light, he assumes, is inversely proportional to the square of the

times of swing when there is no flickering, or to the fourth power
of the length of the pendulum. No data were attainable from
which the accuracy of the method could be determined.

Charpantierf employs a method for determining the luminos-
ity of colored lights which obviates the difficulties introduced
"by differences in color. He makes use of a phenomenon previ-

ously pointed out b}- Landolt that any source of colored light, if

sufficiently weakened, gives rise to a sensation of gray. Char-
pantier decreases the illumination until all sensation of color

vanishes and then compares the luminosities. It has, however,
been pointed out by Purkinje that as the illumination is de-

creased the luminosities of the colors in the more refrangible

parts of the spectrum are increased relative to those in the less

refrangible part, therefore determinations of relative luminosities

made under feeble illumination would not hold under normal
conditions of illumination.

In the American Journal of Science for September, 1893, Pro-

fessor Rood describes a photometric method which is indepen-

* Munchener Abhandl. Vol. VII. 1855.

+ Comptes Rendus, LXXXVIII., page 301. 1879.
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dent of color. The method depends upon the shock which the
retina experiences when one surface is withdrawn from view and
replaced by another of different luminosity. If, for example, a
disk, one-half of which is of different luminosity from the other,

is rotated before the eye a flickering is observed with appropriate
rates of rotation. Professor Rood states that the flickering dis-

appears if the two halves are of equal luminosity, no matter what
their differences in color may be. For the determination of the
luminosity of a colored disk a series of one hundred gray disks
were used. The gray disks of the series varied quite uniformly
in luminosity from the luminosity of white bristol board to the
luminosity of lamp black. The luminosity of a given colored
disk was then determined by successively combining it " pair-

wise " with various gray disks until one would be found with
which it would give no flicker on rotation. The luminosity of
the gray disk could then be determined in the ordinary way and
this would represent the luminosity of the colored disk. The
number thus obtained to represent the luminosities of the differ-

ent colored disks were controlled in the following way : Two
disks of complementary colors were selected. Their luminosi-
ties were measured by the flicker method. These disks were then
combined so as to form a gray on rotation. The luminosity of
this gray was then measured in the ordinary way and also cal-

culated from its color equation. In all cases it was found that

the measured luminosity of the gray agreed with the calculated

luminosity, the latter being dependent upon the flicker, within
two per cent, of the luminosity of white bristol board.
The flicker method has been adapted to use on the optical

bench by Frank P. Whitman.* In the summary of the results

obtained by his investigations he remarks :

"The flicker photometer used to compare lights of any color
approximates in convenience and accurac}'^ any of the ordinary
photometric appliances used with lights of the same color.

Different observers whose vision is normal obtain like results.
" The instrument gives a true measurement of the luminosity

comparable with that obtained in other trustworthy ways."
The results obtained by Professor Rood and Mr. Whitman

promise a solution of one of the most difficult problems of pho-
tometry, viz., the comparison of the luminosities of differently

colored surfaces. While the ordinary photometric methods have,
in general, been most thoroughly worked over, the application of
the phenomena of flickering to photometric measurements being
entirely new opens a very promising field for investigation.
The present research was undertaken at the suggestion of Pro-

* Physical Review. Vol. III. No. 4. Page 241. 1896.
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fessor Rood for the purpose of studying more elaborately the
phenomena of flickering and finding out, if possible, whether or

not it is entirely independent of differences in color.

Before the phenomenon of flickering is extensively used in

photometric work it is necessary that tlie phenomenon should
be elaborately studied with a view of distinguishing it from all

allied phenomena with which it is at all likely to be confounded.
It is also necessary that the effect, if there is any, of difference

in color upon the phenomenon of flickering should be subjected

to as rigorous experimental investigation as possible. And
finally, the advantages of having results verified by more than a
single pair of eyes should not be lost sight of.

For the study of flicker phenomena there is perhaps no more
convenient means than that afforded by a graduated series of
gray disks and, as the experiments of Professor Rood had, so far

as I knew, never been verified by another pair of eyes, a series

of gray disks similar to the series used by Professor Rood was
prepared and used throughout the following investigation.

The Apparatus Used.
Two graduated sets of gray disks were used, a large set five

and one-half inches in diameter, and a small set three inches in

diameter. The disks of the large set were numbered 7, 8, 0,. . .

.

etc., from the lightest to the darkest shades. The set included

one hundred and twenty-nine disks. The disks of the small set

were similarly numbered 7, 8, 9,. . . .etc., and contained the same
number of disks. The luminosities of these disks were deter-

mined in the ordinary way by the use of a black and a white disk

and are given as so many per cent, of the luminosity of white

bristol board which is taken as one hundred per cent. The de-

termined luminosity of the lightest disk of either set was 89 per

cent., of the darkest disk, 4 per cent. Whenever in the succeed-

ing portions of this article the difference in luminosit}^ between
two disks, gray or colored, is given as so many per cent., by that

is meant a difference of so many per cent, of the luminosity of

white bristol board.

Two sets of colored disks of the same sizes as the gray disks

were kindly furnished me by Professor Rood. As the correspond-

ing large and small colored disks were cut from the same piece of

paper, they are of the same tint and luminosity.

Each disk was slit radially and perforated in the center (Fig.

I. A. and B.). They could thus be combined pair-wise (Fig. J.

C) and placed on the axis of the rotation apparatus. The rota-

tion machine was placed at a distance of about one and a-half

meters from a window of southern exposure. The disks, when
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placed on the axis of the machine, were screened from all side

illumination by black screens suitably adjusted. The observer
was placed at a distance of about one meter in front of the i-ota-

tion machine and so seated that his head was just below the
level of the disks.

The total luminosit3^ of the window during observations was
between one thousand and two thousand candle power. The
variation in luminosity of the more refrangible colors with re-

spect to the less refrangible ones, due to a variation in illumina-

tion, an effect described by Purkinje,* was found to be inappre-

ciable so long as the illumination did not vary bej'ond the above
limits.

The Phenomenon of Flickering.

If a white disk and a black disk or two gray disks differing by
more than about 40 per cent, in luminosity are combined pair-

wise, as in Fig, I. C, and are rotated, the following phenomena
may be observed under good daylight illumination :

I.

With a rate of rotation between ten and twenty-five revolu-

tions per second, the compound disk seems to be divided into a
number of rotating sectors alternately light and dark. The ap-

parent number of these sectors increases with the rate ot rota-

tion, and the phenomenon is rather trying on the eyes.

If the two disks are of different colors, as well as of different

luminosities, the rotating sectors will differ alternately in color
as well as in luminosity'.

* Zur Physiologie der Sinne. Vol.11. Page 109.
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II.

If the rate of rotation is greater than twenty-five but less than
about forty revolutions per second, the changeable rotating sec-

tors are no longer distinguishable. In their place there is an
irregular changing or flashing of luminosity over the surface of

the disk.

With two colored disks or a colored and a gray disk there is

an irregular changing or flashing of colors. This phenomenon
is observed whenever the di^ks differ considerablv in color, even
though there maj'^ be small or no difference in luminosities.

III.

AVith a rate of rotation between forty and sixty revolutions

per second the irregular flashing just described disappears, the

disk assumes a background of a nniform hue, and over this uni-

form background one notices a flickering very similar to that

which is noticed b}' a person looking at a picket fence while

running past it.

If two disks of different colors are used, or a colored and a

gray disk, the phenomenon of flickering is the same in all cases

after the rotating compound disk has assumed a uniform back-
ground.

If the two disks diff"ered in color but only slightly in lumi-

nosit}'^, it was found that there was veiy little true flicker after

the background had become uniform.

IV.

If the speed is increased be\'ond about sixty revolutions per

second the flickering disappears and we have only a uniformly

tinted disk.

It should be remarked that for the phenomena of rotating

sectors described under I, and of flashing described under II,

the disk has no background of uniform hue or luminosity. As
soon, however, as the speed is sufficiently rapid to produce true

flickering the disk assumes a background of uniform hue and
luminosity.

The transition from any one of the above phenomena to

another is not in general very siiarply defined. The transition

from the flickering described under III. to the uniform back-

ground without flicker described under IV. is, however, quite

abrupt. Next in definiteness is the transition from flashing to

flickering and this transition is much more sharply defined when
the difference in luminosity is more than ten per cent, than

when it is less. When the difference was ver}' small (less than
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five per cent) it was found almost impossible to distinguish be-

tween flashing and flickering when two gray disks were com-
bined. If two disks differing considerably in color were com-
bined pair-wise and rotated the transition from the flashing back-

ground to a background of uniform hue with flicker was very
well marked even when the difference in luminosity was as small

as one or two per cent.*

The experiments seemed to indicate that, while the phenomena
described under I and II could be obtained for little or no dif-

ference in luminosity provided the disks differed sufficiently in

color, for the production of flickering it was necessary that there

should be a diflTerence in luminosity.

The rates of rotation given in the above description of the

various phenomena hold true only when the difference in lumi-

nosity is more than about forty per cent. If the diff'erence in

luminosit}' between the two disks used is less than this amount
the rates of rotation at which the various phenomena occur will,

in general, be lower than the rates above given.

In the application of the phenomenon of flickering to photo-

metric work it may be of importance to know the rate of speed
at which the disks must be revolved to give the most accurate

results. The speed required for the greatest accuracy will evi-

dently be the speed at which the true flickering due to very
slight diff'erences in luminosity is the most violent, and this, in

general, was found to be the lowest rate at which true flickering

could be observed. For the determination of this speed a num-
ber of pairs of disks were selected so that the disks of each pair

diflfered in color but did not differ in luminosity by more than
two per cent. It was found that if the illumination was very
low, about sixteen candle power at a distance of one meter, the

lowest speed at which the flashing vanished was about fourteen

revolutions per second. The lowest speed at which the flicker

disappeared was about twent^'-five revolutions per second. The
best speed, therefore, for observation at this illumination

would be about fourteen revolutions per second. When the il-

lumination was about fifteen hundred candle power at a distance

of one meter the lowest speed at which all flashing disappeared
was about twenty-four revolutions per second and the lowest

rate required to extinguish the flickering was about thirty-four

revolutions per second. Therefore, under this illumination a

speed of about twentj'-four revolutions per second would give

the best result.

* For the methods employed In measuring the luminosities of colored disks see

next section.
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The Measurement of the Luminosities op Colored Disks.

In this section the methods employed in measuring the lumi-
nosities of colored disks will be described. The first method
which I have called the method of Least Flicker is essentially the
same as was described by Professor Rood in the American Jour-
nal of Science for September, 1893. The validity of the method
depends on the assumption that the violence of the flicker,

•observed when two disks are combined pair-wise and rotated
before the eyes, decreases if the difference between the luminosi-
ties of the two disks thus combined is diminished, no matter
what the difference in color may be, and that for zero difference

in luminosity all flicker vanishes.

In applying this method to the determination of the luminosity
of a given colored disk various gray disks are successively com-
bined pair-wise with the colored disk until one is found which on
rotation gives no flicker. The luminosit}' of the gray disk can
then be determined in the ordinarj^ way and this will be the
luminosity of the colored disk if the above assumption is cor-
rect. In the practice of the method two difficulties will in

general be encountered.
First : As Professor Rood has pointed out, the entire series of

gray disks may not contain one of exactly the same luminosity
as the colored disk and we will on this account be unable to get
rid of the last trace of the flicker.

Second : Unless the gray disks are very carefully prepared,
slight differences in the luminosities of different parts of the
same disk ma}^ give rise to a greater flicker than that due to the
difference in luminosity between the gray and the colored disk.

On account of these two difficulties I was in general unable to
find a gray disk which would give absolutel}' no flicker when
rotated in a pair-wise combination with a colored disk and had,
therefore, to be contented with the gray disk which gave the
least flicker. The selection of the gray disk giving the least

flicker with the colored disk was made as follows

:

A large gray disk giving only a slight flicker, when combined
pair-wise with the colored disk and rotated, was selected. The
flicker thus produced was used as a standard for comparison and
all the small gray disks giving a less violent flicker, when rotated
in a pair-wise combination with the colored disk, were selected.

From these small gray disks the one judged to give the least

violent flicker with the colored disk was chosen, and this flicker

used as a second standard for comparison in the selection of all

large gra}' disks giving a less violent flicker with the colored
disk. From the large gray disks thus selected the one judged
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to give the least violent flicker with the colored disk was chosen,

and this flicker used as a third standard for comparison in the

second selection of small sjray disks giving a less violent flicker

with the colored disk. This method of successive selection of

gray disks giving less violent flickers with the colored disk than
preceding gra^^ disks have given was continued till all but a

single large and small gray disk had been excluded. The lumi-

nosities of these two disks were then measured and the average
of the two luminosities taken as the luminosity of the colored

disk.

The comparison of the flicker given by a small gray disk com-
bined pair-wise with the colored disk, with that given by a large

gray disk similarly combined was made in the following way.
The small gray disk was placed concentrically on the large gray
disk as in Fig. II. A. and the two combined pair-wise with the

Fig. II.

colored disk as in Fig. II. B. This combination could be placed'

on the axis of the rotation apparatus, rotated, and the flickers

inside and outside compared. The direct comparison of the

relative violence of the two flickers was found very difficult to

make. It was observed, however, that the flicker which required

the highest rate of rotation to extinguish it was always, as near
as could be judged, the most violent. In comparing the relative

violence of the inside and outside flickers produced by such a
combination as is shown in Fig. II. B. the rate of rotation of the

disks was increased till all flickering disappeared. The speed
was then gradually diminished and the disk was observed care-

fully so as to detect whether the flickering began first on the in-

side or outside. The flicker which appeared first was the most
violent. The flickering was observed through a rectangular
opening cut in black cardboard, the cardboard being held in.
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such a position as to exclude from view all of the disk except the

portion inclosed by the rectangle in Fig. II. B.

The following is an example of the application of the method.
It being desired to find the liiminosit}^ of a yellow disk, various
large gray disks were successively combined pair-wise with it

and rotated, and the large gray disk No. 40 was found to give

only a slight flicker when rotated with the 3-ellow disk. The
small gray disks Nos. 44, 43, 39 and 31 respectively gave less

violent flickers with the colored disk than the flicker given by the

large gray disk. No. 40, and the colored disk. Of the small

gray disks. No. 43 seemed to give the least flickering with the

colored disk. Only one large gray disk, No. 39, was found to

give as little flicker with the colored disk as the small gray disk,

No. 43, had given.

The measured luminosity of the large gray disk No. 39 was 51.9 per cent.

The measured lumiuosity of the small gray disk No. 34 was 50.0 per cent.

2)101.9

The luminosity of the j'ellow disk is therefore ,50.9 per cent.

Three other determinations of the luminosity of the same yel-

low disk made in a similar wa}^ gave for its luminosity 49.5 per
cent., 50.0 per cent, and 50.0 per cent, respectively. The mean
of the four determinations is 50.1 per cent.

The second method used in the determination of the luminosi-
ties of coloi'ed disks, which was devised by myself, I will call

the method of Equal Flickers. The validity of the method de-

pends upon the assumption that the flicker produced by the ro-

tation of a pair-wise combination of a gray and colored disk in

which the gray disk is, to a moderate extent, more luminous than
the colored disk, is of the same violence as the flicker produced
by the rotation of a pair-wise combination of the same colored
disk with a gray disk less luminous than the colored disk b\^ the
same amount.

In the practice of the method a large gray disk is selected

which is somewhat more luminous tlian the colored disk. This
is combined pair-wise with the colored disk, and various small
gray disks somewhat less luminous than the colored disk are
successively combined with the large gray and colored disks, as
in Fig II. B, until a combination is found which on rotation
gives outside and inside flickers of equal violence. The violence
of the two flickers is compared in the way already described.

When the two flickers are of the same violence the large gray disk
should be as much more luminous than the colored disk as the
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small gray disk is less luminous if the above assumption is cor-

rect. Therefore the luminosity of the colored disk is found by
taking the mean of the luminosities of the large and small gray
disks.

The application of this method to the determination of the
luminosity of the yellow disk used in the previous method gave
the following results. After a few trials it was found that the

yellow disk, when combined pair-wise with the large gray disk

No. 51, and the small gray disk No. 30 (see Fig. 2, A and B)
and rotated, gave outside and inside flickers of equal violences.

The measured luminosity of the large gray disk No. 51 was 48.0 per cent.

The measured luminosity of the small gray disk No. 30 was—55.5 per cent.

2)103.5

The luminosity of the yellow disk is, therefore, according to

this method 51.7per cent.

The average of seven similar determinations gave 50.4 per cent,

as the luminosity of the yellow disk. The luminosity obtained
b3^ the method of Least Flicker was 50.9 per cent. The maxi-
mum difference between the mean of the seven determinations
by the method of Equal Flickers and any one of them was about
4.0 per cent, of the mean.
A comparison of a large number of determinations, by the

method of Equal Flickers of the luminosity of a given colored
disk, in which the difference in luminosit}' between the large

and small gray disks used varied from about 5 per cent, to about
85 per cent., showed that so long as this difference was less than
20 per cent., the luminosities obtained for the colored disk agreed
with each other and with the luminosity obtained by the method
of Least Flickers. For greater differences than about 30 per
cent., the results did not show so good an agreement. So long,

however, as the difference was kept less than 20 per cent., it was
found that the figures obtained by the method of Equal Flickers
for the luminosities of various colored disks agreed with those
obtained by the method of Least Flicker, as is shown in the fol-

lowing table :

Description of the Luminosity of colored disks as determined by the
colored disks. Method of Least Flicker. Method of Equal Flickerii

Bright Red 16.1% 16.3%
Dark Blue 6.6% 6.5%
Green 46.5% 46.5%
Bright Yellow 50.1% 50.4%
Light Orange 55.0% 54.6%

Each of the luminosities given under the method of Least
Flicker is the average of not less than two determinations and
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each of the luminosities given under the method of Equal
Flickers is the average of not less than five determinations.
The difference between the luminosities of a given color deter-

mined by the two methods is in no case greater than 0.4 per
cent. The advantage of the method of Equal Flickers over that
of Least Flicker is that it enables one to work with a smaller
number of gray disks.

Since the preparation of a graduated series of gray disks in-

volves considerable labor, every one wishing to carry on experi-
ments in flicker photometry may not care to prepare them. Pro-
fessor Rood in his article in the American Journal of Science for

September, 1893, suggested that the luminosity of a given colored
surface might be determined by matching the color using only a
few standard disks, the luminosities of which had been previously
carefully determined by someone possessing a graduated series

of gray disks. In applying this method to the determination of
the luminosities of colored surfaces I selected for my standard
disks the foUowins:.

Description of the
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98.1 per cent. D. G. + 1.9 per cent. W. = 15.3 per cent. G. + 1.1

per cent. B. + 77.0 per cent. Bk.

The luminosity of the dark green disk calculated from this

equation is 9.6 per cent.

The luminosity of each of the above four colored disks was
then independently determined by the method of Equal Flickers,

the average of six determinations for each disk being taken. The
agreement between the results obtained by the two methods is

shown in the following table.

Description of the Luminosity determined by the Luminosity calculated from
colored disks. method of Equal Flicker. the color equations.

Straw Yellow 34.4% 34.3%
Light Orange 54.6% 56.6%
Dark Brown 23.2% 23.0%
Dark Green 10.1% " 9.6%

The greatest difference between the luminosities of any one of

the disks determined by the two methods is 1.1 per cent.

The determination of the luminosity of a colored disk b}^

matching it, using a few standard disks, is based upon the as-

sumption that the luminosities obtained by the flicker method
satisfy Grassman's law for color mixtures. The experiments of

Professor Rood* and Mr. Whitman "j" show that the assumption
is correct within the experimental error which was about 2 per

cent, of the luminosity of white bristol board. Similar experi-

ments made by myself gave like results. The luminosities of

several gra3's, formed by combinations of three colors, were
measured in the ordinary way and also calculated from the color

equations. The diflerence between the numbers obtained by the

two methods for the luminosity of a given gra^^ was in no case

over two per cent, of the luminosity of white bristol board. The
agreement between the luminosity of a given colored disk de-

termined by the method of matching and the luminosity of the

same disk determined directly bj' the flicker method is another
proof of the correctness of the assumption. The experiments
referred to in this paragraph constitute, so far as I know, the

only experimental proofs so far given of the correctness of

Grassman's law for color mixtures.

Flickering is Found to be Independent of Color.

In the preceding section it was stated that for the determina-
tion of luminosities by means of the phenomenon of flicker-

ing, the assumption must be made that the violence of the

* American Journal of Science, September, 1893.

t Physical Review, Vol. III., No. 4. 1896.
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flicker depends upon the difference in luminosity and is inde-

pendent of difference in color. The agreement among the re-

sults obtained by the three different methods employed would
seem indirectly to "warrant the assumption. The experiments
now to be described were undertaken for the purpose of obtain-

ing a direct proof.

For each of four colored disks, yellow, green, blue and red,

respectively, a large and small gray disk was selected of the same
luminosity as the color. The selection was made by the method
of Least Flicker. In the experiments to be described both
large and small colored disks were used, but since the large and
the small disks of each color were cut from the same piece of
paper they are of the same luminosity. The numbers of the

large and small gray disks, and the colored disks of equal lumi-

nosities are given in the following table. Gray and colored

disks of the same luminosity are placed in the same horizontal

line.

Colored disks of the same lumi-
nosities as the gray disks.

Large and small red disk.

Large and small yellow disk.

Large and small green disk.

Large and small blue disk.

Various pair-wise combinations were made among the large

and small disks respectivel3\ The disks were so chosen that

the difference in luminosity between two large disks combined
pair-wise should be the same as the diff'erence in luminosity be-

tween two small disks similarly combined. In the following

table the colors and numbers in the two columns on the left

refer to the large colored and gray disks of diff"ei'ent luminosities

which were combined pair-wise. The corresponding colors and
numbers in the two columns on the right refer to small colored

and gray disks presenting an equal difference in luminosity.

Thus : the luminosities of the disks referred to in column I.

are the same as the luminosities of the corresponding disks of

column III., the disks referred to in column II. are of the same
luminosity as the corresponding disks referred to in column IV.

Large colored and gray disks which Small colored and gray disks which
were combined pair-wise. were combined pair-wise.

(See Fig. Ill)

Numbers of the
iarge gray disks.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

120 and green,

red and green,

39 and green,

blue and green,

red and yellow,

red and green.

123 and green,

yellow and green.

128 and green.

123 and yellow.

Each pair-wise combination of small disks was placed concen-
trically upon the corresponding pair-wise combination of large

disks. (See Fig. III.) The four disks thus combined were

Fig. III.

jDlaced upon the axis of the rotation machine and rotated at a
sufficiently high speed to cause all flickering to vanish. The
speed was then gradually diminished and in each case, as near as
could be judged, the flickering began inside and outside simulta-

neously. Now in each of the above combinations the difference

in luminosity between the disks opposed pair-wise is practically

the same for the small as for the large disks. On the one hand,
however, the difference is between two differently colored disks,

on the other hand, an equal difference in luminosity occurs be-

tween two gray disks or between a gra^^ and a colored disk.

From these experiments we ma}^, therefore, conclude that,

under ordinary daylight illumination, the violence of a flicker,

due to a combination of two gray disks of diff'erent luminosities,

is not affected if for one or both of the gray disks a colored disk

of equal luminosity is substituted. It will be seen that the
above set of experiments constitute a rather severe test of the

assumption that under ordinary daylight illumination flicker de-

pends on luminosity and is independent of color.

To further test the assumption the following experiments
were made : From a number of colored disks the luminosities

of which were unknown to me, I selected by the method of
Least Flicker a number of pairs which gave only a very feeble
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flickering when rotated in pair-wise combination. Now we
would expect the differences in measured luminosity to be very
small if the violence of the flicker is dependent on difference in

luminosities. The luminosities of the disks were then measured
by the method of Equal Flickers, the average of five determina-

tions being taken for each disk, and the difference between the

measured luminosities of the disks of each pair was found in no
case to be over two per cent. The actual results were as follows:

A red disk and a dark blue disk were found which gave very
little flickering when rotated in pair-wise combination. Their
measured difference in luminosity was 1.7 per cent.

A yellow disk and a blue disk gave very little flicker when
rotated in pair-wise combination. Their measured difference in

luminosity was 1.6 per cent.

A light green and a light blue disk gave less flicker than either

of the above combinations. The measured difference in lumi-

nosity was 1.2 per cent.

A red and a yellow disk gave very little flicker. Their
measured difference in luminosity was 1.0 per cent.

A very dark red and a very dark green disk gave very little

flicker. Their measured difference in luminosity was 1.1 per

cent.

The above results show that where the flickering between
differently colored disks is very slight the measured diflference

in luminosity is small. Expressing the general result in a few
words one can say that, in the matter of flicker, under daylight
illumination differently colored disks behave in the same way
with each other as they do with gray disks.

To still further test the matter a number of combinations
(See Figs. IV. to VI.) of colored disks, the luminosities of

which had been determined, were so made that on the inside two
colors of the same hue but of different luminosities were opposed,
while on the outside two colors of different hues but having a

less difference in their measured luminosities were opposed to

each other. Each combination was then placed on the axis of

the machine and rotated at such a speed that all flickering dis-

appeared. Then, as the speed was gradually diminished, the disk

was observed through a rectangular opening in black cardboard
and the relative violence of the flickering outside and inside

thus compared. The following is a record of the results obtained.

A large green disk and a large blue disk which I will call

Green 1. and Blue 1. respectively (See Fig. IV.) were opposed
outside. Their measured difference in luminosity was 1.2 per
cent. On the inside a small green disk, Green 2, was opposed

Transactions N. Y. Acad Sc, Vol. XVI.. Sig. 14, April 28, 1897.
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to the large green disk and the measured difference in luminosity

was 4.4 per cent. This combination was rotated on the machine
and the flickering inside was found to be more violent than the

Fig. IV.

flickering on the outside. We may, therefore, conclude that

if the difference in color on the outside causes any flickering

such flickering cannot amount to as much as the flickering due
to a difference in luminosity of 4.4 per cent.— 1.2 per cent.= 3.2

per cent.

To find out if a more precise conclusion could not be drawn,
the following experiment was tried. From m^' set of colored

disks I selected a large yellow disk, Yellow 1 (See Fig. V.), and

Fig. V.

a large blue disk, Blue 2, such that their measured difference in

luminosity was 2.1 per cent. A small yellow disk, Yellow 2,

was found such that the difference between the luminosity of it

and that of Yellow 1. was 2.2 per cent. These three disks were
combined as shown in Fig. Y, rotated on the axis of the machine
and the inside and outside flickers compared. We would ex-

pect the inside flicker to be slightly more violent than the out-

side flicker. It was found, however, that the outside flicker was
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very slightly the more violent of the two. The discrepancy can
be readily explained if we assume that the measured differences

in luminosity are in error by a little less than one per cent.

This error, since it can be distributed among the determined
luminosities of the three disks, would give a probable error of
less than 0.5 per cent, for the determined luminosity of each
disk. This is within the accuracy claimed for the determined
luminosities of the disks.

That the above discrepancy is due to slight errors in the de-

termined luminosities of the colors is shown by the following
experiment. A large red disk, Red 1 (See Fig. VI.), and a large

blue disk. Blue 3, were selected so that the difference in their

measured luminosities was 2.1 per cent. A small red disk. Red
2, was found which differed in luminosity from the disk. Red 1,

by 1.7 per cent. These three disks were combined as is shown
in Fig. VI., and rotated on the axis of the machine. The inside

flicker was found to be more violent than the outside flicker, al-

though on the inside there is no difference in color and a less dif-

ference in measured luminosity' than on the outside. The discrep-

ancy is, however, readily explained by the assumption of a slight

error in the determined luminosities of each of the three disks.

The last three experiments seem to show, beyond a doubt, that

under daylight illumination, difference in color cannot, of itself,

produce an appreciable llicker and that for the production of
this plienomenon there must be a difference in luminosity.

Fig. VI.

Summary.

The results of the present research may be summed up briefly

as follows

:

In the application of the phenomenon of flickering to photo-
metric measurements it was found necessary to distinguish care-

fully between true flickering which occurs only on a background
•of uniform hue and the allied phenomenon of flashing which pre-
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sents no uniform back-ground. True flickering was found to be
no more tiring on the eyes than ordinary photometric work.
The phenomenon of flashing, on the other hand, was quite painful.

It has been proved that under ordinary daylight illumination

true flickering cannot be produced by differences in color. For
the production of this phenomenon a diff'erence in luminosity
was found to be necessary, and the experiments also showed that
as the difljerence in luminosity was decreased the violence of the

flicker was also diminished.

Furthermore, the experiments showed that when two flickers

are produced, the one by the rotation of a surface B, in combi-
nation with a surface A, more luminous than B, the other by the
rotation of the same surface B, in combination with a surface C,
less luminous than B by the same amount, the two flickers will

be of practically the same violence so long as the diflference in

luminosity between A and C is not greater than about 20 per
cent.

Upon the last two conclusions are based two general methods
for the application of the phenomenon of flickering directly to
photometric work. The two methods are : the method of Least
Flicker and the method of Equal Flickers, respectively. The re-

sults obtained by the two methods have been shown to be har-

monious. The relative advantages of the two methods will de-

pend largely upon the nature of the work in hand.
The experimental proof of Grassman's law which the new

flicker photometry enables one to make has been verified. The
application of this law to the determination of the luminosities

of colored surfaces by the aid of a few standardized disks was
suggested but not tried by Professor Rood. This method was
tested experimentally and found to give results which corre-

sponded with those obtained by either of the direct flicker meth-
ods. Consequently, investigators are enabled by the use of a few
standard disks to determine the luminosity of any colored surface.

The experiments also indirectly showed that the flicker

method can, with great convenience and delicacy of results, be
applied to the comparison of the luminosities of surfaces of the
same color. In brief, the results of the experiments show that
the new flicker photometry will enable us to compare the lumi-

nosities of differently colored surfaces with the same ease and
exactness as was previously only attainable in the comparison of
surfaces of like hue.

I wish here to express my thanks to Professor Rood and Pro-
fessor Hallock for assistance very kindly furnished during the
investigation.

Phsyical Laboeatory of Columbia University,
April 2, 1897.
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Biological Section.

March 8tb, 1897.

In the absence of regular business the section at once organ-

ized, with a temporary' chairman, Mr. C. F. Cox, and a temporary

secretary. Dr. Bashford Dean, the regular officers of the section

being absent.

The first paper of the evening was b}^ H. E. Crampton on
" The Ascidian Half Embr3-o." This paper will appear in full

in the Annals.

The second paper of the evening was bj^ N. R. Harrington,

entitled " Nereids from Puget Sound (Pacific Coast) which live

commensall}^ with the hermit crab, Eupagurus armatus.''^ The

paper appears in full below.

The last paper of the evening was by Bashford Dean, entitled,

"A Posthumus Memoir by Professor J. S. Newberry.*' This

paper described new species and a new genus of North American

fossil fishes, and discussed the genera OracanthuSj Dactylodus,

Polyrhizodus, Sandalodus and Deltodus.

Among the types were species of Cladodus, Oracanthus,

Gtenacanthus, Stethacanthus, Asteroptychius, Dactylodus, Del-

todus, Sandalodus, Psephodus, Helodus, Ctenodus. Dinichthys

corrugalus was taken as a type of a new genus, Stenognathus.

At the conclusion of the papers, an election of sectional offi-

cers was held. Professor E. B. Wilson was elected chairman,

and Professor C. L. Bristol, secretary.

Bashford Dean,

Secretary pro tern.
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ON NEREIDS COMMENSAL WITH HERMIT CRABS.

By N. R. Harrington.

The annelids are not very generally addicted to commensal or
parasitic habits. Many Polynoids, however, live on the houses
or bodies of their neighbors and a species of Polydoi^a has been
described * which tunnels for itself a house in snail shells in-

habited by hermit crabs. This latter host has been known for

several years to harbor a western European species, JVereis

fucata, Sav. although it has only recently been shown f that this

commensal mode of life is correlated with structural modifica-

tions in the body of the worm.
The purpose of this paper is to give a comparative description,

of two almost similar commensal forms from the Pacific coast.

Although it has been necessar}^ to make a new species of the

Nereid, and although the hermit crab is regarded as a modifica-

tion of the type form, \ the general resembance of the commen-
salists of the Old World to their respective representatives in

the New, gives evidence of a common origin of this commensal
habit.

The agency of ocean currents in transporting long persisting

larvfe has generally been accepted as accounting for widely
separated areas of distribution. § In the distribution of certain

commensal forms this factor might be eliminated by different

larval periods in two mutually dependent species. If, as we as-

sume in the present case, the host is cosmopolitan, ocean cur-

rents might still be a factor in the extension of the species of

the guest.

Aside from a comparative study of the commensal habit, this

paper deals with the sexual phases of the Nereid under discus-

sion and some possible causes or factors in the sexual metamor-
phism.
Many valuable suggestions and much useful information were

given me by Prof. A. E. Yerrill, of Yale University. The ex-

cellent drawing of the head of Nereis cyclurus was made by
my friend, Mr. J. H. McGregor. I am indebted to Mr. A. Ryd-

* Andrews in American Naturalist for 1892.

t Wirt^n Cm en hos Eremitkraftor lefv. Annelid, in Kon. Sven. Veten. Akad. Hand-
ling., Stockholm, 1888, Bi. 14.

X It agrees most closely with Eupagurus armalux, Dana, as I am informed by Mr.
W. T. Colman, who has worked up the Crustacea of the expedition. At first erron-
eously thought it E. alaskensis.

l Andrews, Johns Hopkins Giro. x. p. 96.
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berg, Fellow in Botanj'-, for assistance in translating the Swedish
article of Wiren.

I. Introduction,

II. Nature of the Commensalism.

III. Heteronereis and Nereis forms.

IV. Relation of Old and New World types.

V. Detailed Description of Nereis cycluriis, n. sp,

YI. N. fucata Sav., the European species.

I. Introduction.

From depths of from ten to twenty fathoms in Fuget Sound
baj-s the dredge brings up Lunatiaa, Notica, Argohuccinum,
Fusus and Plerenotus from bottoms covered with laminaria and
various algae. The empty shells of these mollusks are inhabited

by Eupaguriis splendescens, E. tenuimanus^ E. armatus and E.
turgidus. Those of largest size are E. armatus, Dana, which
sometimes reach eight inches in length. As these crabs slowly ad-

vance from their retreats, one or two or sometimes three beauti-

fully striped Nereids will emerge from the opening of the shell,

and, if the crab be feeding, will proceed to the mouth parts of the

latter and share the feast. Exposed in this way for about
twenty or thirty somites, their resemblance to the thoracic legs

of the crab in color, size and action is very striking. If dis-

turbed they withdraw with a sudden ierk to the innermost coils

of the shell, where in old and crumbling shells of Lunatia the}'

have a communication with the hollow umbilicus. The}^ do not

bore tunnels into the columnella as does Polydora commensalis.

The large Nereids are usually restricted to Lunatia and Natica

shells with E. armatus, but we have found them in Pterenotus

shells, and a ver}' small Nereid with E. termimanus. We have
not as yet found any allied free-living Annelid, although the

European species, N. fucata, has (1) an atocous form which
lives on the bottom gravel in shallow water, under stones, shells

and laminaria—and (2) an epitoeous form, $ , which is pelagic.

II. Nature of the Commensalism.

Nereis relies upon the hermit-crab for food, protection and
locomotion as do the other members of the philozoic institution

supported b}^ Pagurids. The highly developed sense organs and
weapons of offense of the annelid indicate that the Nereid
furnishes something towards the household economy. The fol-

lowing interesting experiment is recorded of the Swedish forms.
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" When the hermit and crab and the annelid were taken out
of the shell and both left in an aquarium in which there were
empty snail shells, the worm did not deign to enter any until the

crab had made its choice and taken possession of one. Then it

immediately crawled up to and took its place in the same, with-

out any hindrance on the part of the crab. Yet, without doubt
the crab could have seized and devoured this worm as well as it

had a Nereis diversicolor on a previous occasion." The writer

suggests that beside stinging and killing prey, the worm may
also free the crab from larvae of parasitic isopods or Rhizoceph-
ala. That this last mission is not always accomplished is in-

dicated by my having found on the companion of Nereis cyclurus
a large and flourishing Argeia. The fact that the hermit-crab

could distinguish between the two species N. fucata and N.
diversicolor might be explained by the distastefulness of the
former. From the above evidence, however, it seems safe to

assume that tUe oommensalism is mutualistic. In confinement,
the Nereid outlives the crab, by many days.

III. Structural Modifications arising from Commensal Life.

1. The posterior two-thirds of the worm being no longer needed
for locomotion and protection, degeneration has taken place in

the cuticular and muscular layers of this region as in N. fucata
/5 inquilina. There is further modification in the size and
strength of the bristles.

2. The body is pigmented only as far as the twenty-seventh
somite and on the dorsal side alone. Wiren observes that this

surface is all that is ever exposed to light.

3. In spite of the degeneration of the posterior part of tlie

body, the respiratory lobes on the parapodia of this region are

fully developed. In the normal extended position assumed by
worm and crab there is a constant current of water passing from
the gills of the latter along these posterior appendages of the

Nereid.

4. The fact that of the adults, females alone are found, may be
due to the eflfect of a highly nutritive and well-protected mode
of life. That phj'siological factors have not a little to do with
the determination of sex in annelids has been suggested by
Wheeler in the account of the sexual phases of Myzostoma*
N. dumerillii possesses at least five different mature forms,
some Heteronereis, some not, some living on the bottom, some
at the surface. The relations of these forms to each other and
the causes of sexual modifications, might by experiment be
shown to depend upon different physiological conditions.

*Mittheil. aus ZoOl. Stat. Napl., Vol. 15, 1896.
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III. Hetergnereis (epitocous) and Nereis forms.

The terms Heteronereis and Nereis have been used to ex-

press external morphological differences between the sexually

mature and immature Nereid forms. Ehlers used instead the

terms " epitoka and atoka distinguishing forms which bear eggs

(or sperm) from those which do not. The two sets of terms are

not synonomous as has been pointed out by Benham,* since the

immature form (Nereis) ma}' bear eggs or the mature form
(Heteronereis) be found with immature eggs. The development
of this knowledge by Claparede and Wistinghausen, necessitates

our using the older and more familiar terms to designate the

different structural forms, and likewise to restricting the terms

epitocous and atocous so as to be descriptive of the condition

of the reproductive organs alone. This nomenclature is used by
me in the following description for the sake of simplicity and
convenience.
The following types of Nereis cyclurus have been found in

Fterenotus, Fisus, and small Natica shells.

a. Atocous Nereis forms, two to four inches long, superior upper lohes only

slightly enlarged. Plate XVII., figs 4, 5, 6 ;—developes into :

b. Epitocous Nereis form. Four to five inches long, carries eggs. Region

posterior to 30th segment unpigmented. In this portion, superior lobe of

upper part foot very strongly developed, that of 50th somite over twice

as large as that of 15th appendage. Eggs not found in parapods. All females.

Plate XVII., figs. 1, 2, 3;—probably developes into :

c. Epitocous Heteronereis form. Has accessory foliaceous appendages to dorsal

cirrus and neuropodium. Body has modified appendages from 25th or 30th

somite back. Upper superior lobe 50th not twice as large as that of 15th,

i. e., anterior appendages larger relatively than in i. Parapods and body
distended with enclosed eggs. Plate XVIII., figs. 1-5.

Up to the present time we have not met with a male Nereid

of this species. Furthermore, every specimen of types b and c

have been females, so that whether type a are young females or

undifferentiated as to sex, it seems not improbable that the males

may be found free-living. Although our evidence is not full

enough on this point to be conclusive, yet we have examined

some twenty or thirty specimens with the above results.

Two very significant facts appear from a careful review of

Wiren's paper. (1) No male Nereis fucata ,3 inquilina (the

variety which lives in snail shells) has ever been found. After

the work upon Nereis dumerillii in which two female Hetero-

nereis forms occur, one at the surface and one at the bottom,

while the only male epitocous form is pelagic, we have precedent

for supposing that the male epitocous form of N. f. ,3 inquilina

* Cambridge Natural History.
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might be found free-swimming. (2) No female epitocons form of

N. fucata (type form) is known. Is not the form of N. fucata

which lives in snail shells the female epitocous form? The
characters upon which Wiren has decided that the latter is a

different variety from the free living form are those peculiar to

epitocous formSj such as our type h or c. These characters are

(1) the modification of posterior end of body, and (2) enlarge-

ment of upper lobe of upper part of foot. Aside from the

physiological results from the commensal mode of life, variety

ji inquilina is not more Avidely different from the type atocous

form than are epitocous forms generall3^

The observations on N. Dumerillii demonstrate that sexual

garb and habits are not exactly correlated. Professor Verrill

has kindly shown me in his museum a series from Nereis to

Heteronereis forms illustrating all gradations in number and
nature of metamorphosed parapodia and, after the finding of a

Heteronereis type in N. cyclurus, the statement of Wiren does
not seem convincing, that an unchanged female N.fuc. ft

inquilina,

necessarily presupposes (or excludes) a corresponding unchanged
male -3 inquilina. This commensal variety of N. fucata^ as we
now know it, rests ultimately on morphological divergences of

the female, incidental to a parasitic life.

To sum up, commensal females, including immature adult and
metamorphosed types, are the phases of Nereis cyclurus now
known. The males are presumably free living. We venture

the suggestion that since no male N. fucata (3 inquilina and
no female epitocous type form of N. fucata are known, that the

variet}'^ /3 may be the usual epitocous female form of the latter.

IV. Relation of Old and New World Commensal Nereids..

Owing to lack of material of the European species I have not
been able to make a careful comparison of the Crustacea in-

volved in this commensalism. The western American hermit-

crab, which is host to all large Nereids, agrees most closely with

Dana's species, armatus,* of the type Eupagurus hernhardus.

A careful comparison of drawings with Wiren's exhaustive

description of N. fucata and a reexamination of the material

brings out the following ijeneral resemblances in the Nereids :

(1) Those resulting from degeneration of posterior end of body.

(2) Shape of antennje, palpi and jaws. (3) Characteristic large

dorsal lobes of notopodium.
The differences are : (I) Arrangement of paragnathi. (2) Com-

plete difference in distribution of pigment. N. cyclurus has no-

*Proc. Phil. Acad. N. S. 1051.
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longitudinal bands, but each anterior somite, especially the first,

bears a reddish, single, transverse stripe, over the yellow back-

ground. (3) The enlarged first somite forms a very prominent
collar. (4) No black spots occur regularly on parapodia.

These difl^erences are such as to exclude N. cyclurus from the

description of Nereis fucata Sav, The affinity of the two, on
the other hand, is undoubted and, without entering upon the in-

teresting problem of the widely separated distribution of these

allied species, I oflTer the following detailed descriptions of the

Pacific and the Scandinavian forms as the evidence for my con-

clusions.

V. Description of Nereis cyclurus, n. sp.

Head, when fully visible, longer than broad. Tentacles from
three-quarters to nearly the length of head, separated at base

and divergent. Palpi large, closely appressed to tentacles, latter

reaching about to the tips of the bosses.

Paragnathi. (1) Maxillary median—generall}^ three or four

separated equidistant and median points,—(sometimes small

groups 7wt arranged in median single line). (2) Lateral dorsal

maxillary on each side of former—about 18 to 20 points in well

defined prominent groups. (3) Median ventral maxillary

—

patches of small points—scattered. (4) Lateral adjoining last,

large well defined group of prominent teeth (15-20). (5)

Median dorsal proximal teeth = two points prominent in an

ill-defined ring on proximal basal somite which is slightly strong-

est at ventral side. PI. XYL, fig. 3.

Maxillffi brown, with a longitudinal crescentic ridge on ventral

side, 10 teeth on each maxilla.

First somite—forming a col hir characteristic of species—twice

as broad as succeeding somite, smooth above, longitudinal

wrinkles below and laterally. Lateral flaps extending forward

to cover proximal ring of proboscis when latter is extended.

Collar bearing dull reddish pigment, except for a white trans-

verse strip along dorsal anterior border. Flaring flaps of collar

laterally and ventral not bearing dull rod pigment. Dorsal sur-

face head between eyes bearing band of pigment which reaches

forward in two small streaks and is continued on to the lateral

sides of palpi. PI. XVI., fig. 3.

Outer parts tentacles, and basal joints tentacular cirri, pig-

mented.
Eyes large, converging, far apart transversely; those on each

side, near together antero-posteriorly. PI. XVI., fig. 3.

1st parapod. Alike in types a, b, c. Prominent dorsal cir-

rus twice as long as parapod. Upper part of superior lobe oval
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in outline, constricted near insertion of cirrus. Two acicles,

equal number of bristles from each. Ventral cirrus half as long
as dorsal. Fi^. 1. PI. XVIII.

10th parapod. In epitocous forms, upper part of superior lobe

distended with eggs. Dorsal cirrus shorter than on 1st parapod.

Upper side of superior lobe convex, lower concave. Ventral
bristles stronger than dorsal. Dorsal acicle of epitocous form
running far out into lower part of superior lobe. J'ig. 1 and 4.

PL XVII. Fig. 2. PI. XVIII.
20th parapod. Marked by dorsal extension of upper superior

lobe for ova which in epitocous forms bears scattered pigment
spots like preceding. Ventral cirrus stout. PI. XVII., fig. 2 and
5. PI. XVIII.. fig. 3.

30th parapod. In epitocous forms partly transformed. Indica-

ted by dropping out of old bristles and appearance of new, slen-

der^ones PI. XVII., fig. 1. PI. XVIII., fig. 4. Marked lengthening
of lower part superior lobe. Ventral cirrus bearing ventral irregu-

larities or buddings, which in about the 40th jmrapodium develop
to make accessory respiratory lobes of neuropodium ; a dorsal

accessory cirrus split off and lower part of 40th foot bearing
large respiratory lobe. PI. XVIII., fig. 5. Ventral acicle accom-
panied by five or six of the large unmodified bristles, while dor-

sal acicle is attended only by the new delicate bristles. Upper
part of superior lobe enormously enlarged in epitocous form.

All the parapods including first contain eggs which are shown
outside in Fig. 5.

The most striking features which readily distinguish this

species from any other now known are: (1) Each of the first

twenty somites bears on its anterior half a white stripe, on its

posterior half a single (lighter at its most dorsal part) or a

double transverse band of reddish pigment. (2) The first somite
is wider and more elevated than preceding. (3) Paragnathi. (4)
Degeneration of posterior part of body.

VI. Nereis fucata.

The following is taken from the diagnosis made by Wiren for

the epitocous male N. fucata Sav. This is given instead of a
diagnosis of N. fucata [i inquilina for the following two reasons.

First, because this is so exact a description of the commensal
type that Wiren describes the head and appendages, paragnathi,
eyes and bristles of latter by reference to the epitocous male.

Second, because Nereis fucata has been said to occur in many re-

gions on account of a supposed male epitocous form Eeteronereis
glaucopis, Malm. Verrill reports the latter off Watch Hill, New-
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port. Either there are two Heteronereid forms or, as Wirfen states,

the last named is not a form of N. facata but of N. zonata*

Number of segments is 94, first included, which as is usual lacks feet and
bristles. The 22 bristle-bearing segments completely unchanged in respect

to form of foot parts and relative size and to nature and distribution of
bristles. (There are 27 in N. cydurus.)

Seven first bristle-bearing somites with, as is usual with males, the lower
part of dorsal cirrus somewhat, though slightly, thickened. From the 24th
segment, feet suddenly changed and in same manner as with most species

when they reach maturity. Upper division of foot furnished with 3 blade-

shaped appendages. The first rounded trapezoid, behind the base of dorsal

cirrus. The second and third oblong, the upper being fastened behind
bristles of upper foot branch, the lower under bristles but fastened on front

side of foot branch. On upper lobe of foot branch, the hinder lamella grown
out to a kidney shaped blade which reaches outside the points of bristles.

Front lamella also somewhat enlarged. Lower lobe thickened and sharply

shut off from upper by deep furrow. Dorsal cirrus bearing on under side ^
wart-shaped papillae of which 2-3 are somewhat larger than the rest. Ven-
tral cirrus unchanged, but from its base there is developed on upper side

a cylindrical appendage furnished with annular constrictions and on under
side, a kidney-shaped or semicircular blade. ( Compare Plate XVIII, fig. 5 of

N. cydurus, which does not show dorsal accessory blades. Many of these must
have swimming function. ) All the blade-shaped appendages of the feet are

unusually large, especially the large blade of lower foot, in comparison with
other epitocous Nereis forms.

Bristles exceedingly numerous—placed in several rows in front of each

other and all knife or oar-shaped— "setae cultratie." Anal cirri un-
changed, but anus, beside these, surrounded by a large number of short

cylindrical appendages. Color of specimen examined had nearly disappeared,

only black spots on feet were preserved.

The form N.fucata ji inquiUna which lives symbiotically with Eupagurus
lernkardus corresponds with above except that the upper lobe of the para-

podium is enlarged to hold eggs, the sexual garb is lacking, and muscular
and cuticular layers, including pigment are feebly developed in posterior

region of the body.
For an admirable diagnosis of this species, the reader is referred to Wiren's

description of which we have given only the above abstract.

Zoological Department.
Columbia University, March 4, 1897.

*For the benefit of any who may find trouble in reading the account in Swedish, I

give the following translation from Wiren's article, p. 8.

" The feet of the unchanged part of Heteronereis glaucopis resemble not at all the
corresponding feet ofJV. fucata. The most characteristic quality of the latter is the
considerable size of the upper foot lobe compared with other parts of the foot. In
Heteronereis glaucopis, on the contrary, the upper lobe of the superior foot part i&

neither longer nor higher than the next below. Likewise does the latter named form
lack the dark spots on the ends of the foot part characteristic to N. fucata and even
seen in old alcoholic specimens. Of all known atocous forms it seems to me that
Nereis zonata is the one which resembles most Heteronereis glaucopis Malm. The
geographical distribution of the former speaks evidently against the alliance of the
two forms. But, perhaps, the individuals with sexual garb may be found far outside
the region of distribution of the normal species.

"Epitocous forms ot iV./Mca^a have been found but once in Bohusliin where the col-

lector, C. Kolthoft, took a very well developed male swimming at the surface together
with epitocous N. longissima and N. diversicolor. * * * It corresponds in the arma-
ture of proboscis, head and appendages, completely with the atocous form, except that

the eyes, as is generally the case in mature Nereid individuals, are larger and furnished
with better lenses. However, they are not so large in this specimen as in most other
epitocous Nereis forms."
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PLATE XYI.

Illustrating the paper of N. R. Harrington, pp. 214-222.

Fig. 1. Eupagiirus alaskensis (Benedict), with commensal Nereis cyclurus

n. sp., inhabiting Lunatia shell.

Fig. 2. Lower coils of Lunatia shell, inhabited by hermit-crab, broken
away, showing Nereis cyclurus in its normal retreat.

Fig. 3. Head and anterior somites of Nereis cyclurus n. sp. This drawing
was made by Mr. J. H. McGregor. Figures 1 and 2 are reproduced from
photographs.

PLATE XVIL

Illustrating j^aper of N. E. Harrington, pp. 214-222. Drawn by the author.

Fjg. 1, 2, 3. Parapodia of 10th, 20th, 30th somites Nereis cyclurus, n. sp.

epitocous Nereis 9 •

Fig. 4, 5, 6. Parapodia 10th, 20th, 30th somites JV. cycluriis, u. sp. ato-

cous Nereis form sexually immature.
Fig. 7. New bristle from epitocous Heteronereis form N. cyclurus.

PLATE XVIII.

Illustrating paper of N. R. Harrington, pp. 214-222. Drawn by the author.

Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Parapodia 1st, 10th, 20th, 30th and 50th somites of N.
cyclurus, adult, epitocous Heteronereis form. FiG. 5. shows modified sexual

form of parapodium with accessory respiratory lobes on ventral cirrus and
neuropodium. All these appendages are distended with eggs even to the

tips of lobes. Two ova are shown for relative size at side of Figure 5.

Stated Meeting.

March 15tli, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

Twenty-one members were present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The nominations of Mr. Edward T. Adams and Professor J.

J. McXulty were read and referred to the Council in the regular

course.

The Section of Geology and Mineralogy then formed and pro-

ceeded to the election of officers for the ensuing year. President

Stevenson declined the renomination as chairman and Professor

James F. Kemp was nominated and elected. Professor Richard

E. Dodge was nominated and elected secretary.
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Tlie first paper of the evening was b}^ Mr. Heinrich Ries en-

titled " Mineralogical Notes." Mr. Ries exhibited specimens of

allanite crystals from Mineville, N. Y. ; large specimens of

fibrous gypsum from Newcastle, Wyoming ; some very large

specimens of childrenite crystals from Maine ; and some speci-

mens of ampliibole crystals from the Arminius Mine, Yirginia,

showing terminal faces ; also specimens of pseudomorphs of gold

after sylvanite from Ci'ipple Creek, Colo. He also spoke of a

small but perfect beryl found by Gilbert van Ingen at First

Avenue and Forty-ninth Street, which had many terminal faces

and was a very valuable addition to the mineral occurrences of

New York City. The paper appears in full in this volume on a

subsequent page. The paper was discussed by Professor Kemp,
who exhibited large hornblende crystals with terminal faces

gathered at Franklin Furnace, N. J.

The second paper of the evening was read in abstract by

President Stevenson and was entitled "The Lancashire Coal

Field of England " by Mr. Herbert Bolton. The paper appears

in full below. It was discussed by Professor Kemp, who gave

some historical notes of interest concerning the early use of coal

in Great Britain.

Third paper of the evening was read in abstract by Mr. Gilbert

van Ingen and was entitled " The Batesville Sandstone of

Arkansas " by Stuart Weller. This paper appears in full below.

It was discussed by President Stevenson and Professor Kemp.

After the announcement that the next meeting of the Geolog-

ical Section would be devoted to a reception to Sir Archibald

Geikie, the Section adjourned.
Richard E. Dodge,

Secretary.
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THE LANCASHIRE COAL FIELD.

By Herbert Bolton, F. R. S. E.

Assistant Keeper, The Manchester Museum, Owens College.
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Topographical Features.

The topographical features of the Lancashire Coal field are

well marked. On the south and west it is bounded along a line

of faulting, by the low Triassic plain of Cheshire and western
Lancashire. Along the northern and eastern sides it is shut in

by a series of loft}' moorlands covered by extensive peat de-

posits and overgrown with heather.

The flanks of the moorlands are deeply gashed by narrow ra-

vines called " doughs," the sides of which, clothed with the
bracken and other ferns, lodge a few hardy trees and shrubs.

Here and there the ravines have vertical walls of massive grits.

The whole of this area consists of Millstone Grit rocks, which
were elevated into anticlines during Mesozoic times.

At the base of the highest moorlands are low rounded foot-

hills whose sides and crests are clad with trees or mapped out
into grazing farms. These hills consist of the upper members of

the Millstone Grit, or of the Lower Coal Measures in which grit

rocks are a strong feature. The hill slopes are usually steep.

Most of the mining of the Lower Coal Measures is done by means
of" adits " which pass into the sides of the hills or else by shal-

low shafts which do not exceed 100 yards in depth.

The southern fringe of the coal field might be described as

a hummocky country, a series of shallow river valleys sepa-

rated by low, broadly rounded hills. It is along this southern
fringe that the rich Middle Coal Measures chiefly occur, only
a few isolated patches being found in the northern half, the chief

of which is known as the Burnley coal basin.
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The large cotton and iron manufacturing towns of Lancashire
lie along the lower parts of the valley systems, the rest of the

country being occupied by grazing farms and quarries.

On the south and west of the Lancashire coal field is the great

Cheshire and west Lancashire plain of Triassic rocks. The dis-

trict is almost entii'ely agricultural, flat and monotonous.

Superficial Deposits.

The subsoil of the coal field rests upon thick beds of clay en-

closing lenticles of sand and heavily charged with ice-scratched

boulders derived from country rocks and the volcanic series of

the north of England lake district. The glacial clays are of

considerable thickness in the valleys, thinning out upon the

flanks of some of the hills, but sweeping over some others under-
neath the peat.

The solid geology is almost ever\'where obscured by these de-

posits except along the tracks of streams or where beds of grit

have withstood denudation and stand out as mural masses along
hill flanks.

The mantle of stone-laden clay and sand is not so great a

hindrance to a study of the solid geolog}^ as one might expect,

since the heavy rainfall r44 inches per annum) and the rate of

fall of the hill slopes have caused each tiny stream to cut through
the clay and into the Coal Measures below, so much so that a
continuous section of a mile in length can be easily examined in

most stream courses. Streams are numerous and surface sec-

tions can be correlated with a fair amount of ease.

Mining History.

Whether coal mining was practised by the ancient Britons is

a point upon which there is no certain evidence.

Previous to the time of the Roman occupation, Lancashire
was largely forest and swamps, and the ease with which wood
could be obtained discounts any theory of coal working by the

Britons.

That coal was mined and used as fuel by the Romans is very
probable, for Whittaker, the Lancashire historian, has recorded

that the evidence of a large coal fire and an abundance of ashes

and scorioe were dug up in the " Castle Field " in the Roman
centre of Mancunium or Manchester.*
Whether coal was used in Lancashire by the Saxons is not

known.
That the coal was taken out at a remote period has been

"History of Manchester," Vol. I., p. 301.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 15, May 2d, 1397.
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proved b}' the finding of old workings and old implements of

mining, such as oaken shovels tipped with iron, etc.

Coal was rained in the Burnley area in the time of Henry
VIII.,* but only since the coraraencement of the present century

has mining became important, its progress being S3'nchronous

with the development of woolen, iron and cotton industries.

The extent to which mining is now carried on is best shown
by the accompanying statistics extracted from the Second An-
nual General Report upon Mines and Quarries (1896), by Dr. C.

Le Neve Foster

:

Total quantity of coal raised, 1894, 23,116,003 tons.

Total quantity of coal raised, 1895, 22,014,515 tons.

Coal raised in 1895, value at the mines, £7,059,782.

Fireclay, 128,680 tons.

Total number of persons employed in and around mines in

Lancashire, 68,615.

Millstone Grit Series.

No description of the Lancashire Coal Measure would be
complete without a reference to the Millstone Grit Series, which
everywhere underlies the productive measures, and rises, as we
have seen, into moorlands on the north and east.

The Millstone Grit Series, as its name implies, consists of

beds of hard quartzose grits often very coarse, and interbedded

with bituminous shales and a few thin coals. In a few cases the

coals have been worked to a limited extent, but they are gener-

ally much too thin to pay for working.
The grit rocks are largely quarried for flags, building stone,

paving-stone and road-metal. The massively bedded rock bands
furnish huge blocks used as engine beds, and supports for heavy
machinery.
The grits contain abundant impressions of plants, such as

Sphenopteris and Alelhopteris and occasionally large casts of
Lepidodendron and Sigillarioid stems. An examination of the

quarries in the Millstone Grits soon convinces the most sceptical

that they are consolidated sand beds, which accumulated close

in shore near a land area already supporting an abundant and
luxuriant flora allied to that of the coal.

On the other hand, the intervening shales contain brackish and
marine forms of life more nearly related to those of the Yore-
dale shales and Carboniferous limestone below. A species of

Lingula is most common, but species of Froductidse, Streptor-

hynchus, Spirifera, Aviculopecten, Modiola, Posidoniella and
Ooniaiites also occur. Fish remains are rare.

» Hull's Coal Fields of Great Britain, p. 220, 1891.
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The Millstone Grit Series is separated into four divisions :

First Grit or Rough Rock, Second Grit or Haslingden Flags,

Tliird Grit, Fourth Grit or Kinder Scout Rock.
The series reaches its maximum development in Lancashire,

where it attains a thickness of 5,000 feet.

First Grit or Rough Rock.—A massive coarsely felspathic grit,

sometimes containing a seam of coal eighteen inches thick.

Second Grit or Haslingden Flags.—Well bedded, finegrained
sandstones and flags extensively quarried for building stones,

paving stones, flags, etc.

Third Grit (^Brooksbottom Series).—A very changeable series

-of sandstone and shales with a few thin coals. In some localities

the sandstones swell out into massive bedded grit rocks, whilst

in other cases they are insignificant and shales predominate.
At Greens Clough (Beaters Clough of the Ordnance Maps),

near Burnley, a bed of sandstone 60 feet thick, which belongs to

this division, has been quarried. It is rich in casts of the trunks
of Calamites, Sigillaria and Lepidodendra. Immediately above
it occurs a 3-inch coal.

Fourth Grit or Kinder Scout Rock.—Coarse sandstones and
grits, with, in one case (Rawenstall, near Manchester), a 6 inch
seam of coal.

The grits occasional!}^ become so coarse as to resemble con-

glomerate.

It must be borne in mind that the Millstone Grits of Lanca-
shire form but a small portion of an extensive mass of sandstones
and shales which occupy the high ground of the West-Riding of

Yorkshire and stretch southwards and eastwards to the hill

country of Derbyshire. Taken as a whole, these grits and shales

represent a period of great subaerial denudation of a land surface

largely made up of the older crystalline rocks, and a correspond-
ing sedimentation along the borders of the old Carboniferous
limestone sea, producing a shallowing of that sea and eventually

a lagoon-like belt, upon which the later Coal Measure forests

found a suitable place.

The Lancashire Coal Measures which accumulated upon the

substructure of grits and shales, are divided into the lower,

middle and upper series, but the boundary lines are purely arbi-

trary and drawn for convenience rather than as indicating any
real change in the deposits or their contents.

Speaking generallj^ the Lower Coal Measures are specially

marked by shales containing supposed marine forms of life, thick

beds of grit and but few and thin coals. The Middle Coal
Measures form the productive measures, marine bands with a

tsingle exception being absent.
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The Upper Coal Measv;res contain a few coal seams in their

lower half, the upper consisting of red shales and thin lime-

stones.

The Lower Coal Measures.

These Measures bound the northern side of the South Lan-
shirecoal field, and send thi'ee arras northwards through the Mill-

stone Grit countr}^ to the Burnley coal field, which they com-
pletely encircle. Immediately to the south of the latter coal field

the}^ cover a tract of country fifteen miles long from east to west
and three to five miles broad from north to south.

The Lower Coal Measures include all tlie beds lying between
the Upper Rough Rock of the Millstone Grit Series and the

floor of the Arley Mine (also known as " Little Delf " at St.

Helens, " Riley Mine " at Bolton, and " Dogstone Mine " at

Bury). They consist mainly of shales, with thin bands of nodu-
lar ironstone, sandstones, and thin coals, reaching in all a thick-

ness of 1,200 feet along the line of the " Rossendale Anticlinal."

Not more than six coal seams are present in the series, the total

thickness rarely exceeding ten feet.

The accompanying generalized section in the Rossendale area

serves to illustrate the position and thickness of the seams.

Ft. In.

Strata ? 431
Upper Mountain Mine Coal 1 6

Strata 36
Coal 2
Strata 56

Upper Foot Mine Coal 8] Five Feet
Strata 30 } Mine where

Gannister Mine Coal 2 6J they unite.

Strata 20
Lower Foot Mine Coal 8

Strata 40
Bassey or Salts Mine Coal 23

Strata 100
Coal 10
Eough Rock

The coal seams are frequently termed " Mountain Mines,"
owing to their general occurrence in the high ground. But three
are of commercial importance, viz. : The " Gannister," " Yard "

or " Lower Mountain Mine ;
" the " Upper Foot " or " Bullion

Mine," and the " Upper Mountain Mine." The " Bassey," or
" Salts Mine," is a very impure coal and not much used. It is

worked to some extent in the Blackburn area. The Upper
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Mountain Mine and the Gannister seam have been largely

worked by adits and shafts to supply the wants of the numerous
cotton manufacturing towns of Lancashire and are still largely

used. The chief coal supply from the Lower Coal Measures
will, in the future, have to be drawn from a five-feet seam formed
by a union of the Gannister and Upper Foot seams, which takes

place along an irregular northwest and southeast line, a little to

the north of the Rossendale anticlinal. Although up to the
point of union the individual thicknesses of the two mines are

but two feet six inches, and eight inches respectivel}', 3'et at

their junction the united seams swell out to a thickness of nearly

8 feet, and the average over a great area is five feet.

The special features of the union of these two seams were
dealt with by J. Aitken, F. G. S., in a paper read before the
Manchester Geological Society (See Trans., Vol. V.) and his ex-

planation is probabl}^ the correct one; viz.: That a part of the

Gannister area was one of subsidence, the submersion going on
until a sufficient depth beneath water was obtained to allow of

the deposition of sufficient detritus to form the rock mass over-

lying that mine and separating it from the thin coal above. He
goes on to say in his paper, " it would further appear that the

surface over which the five feet coal was then in process of for-

mation remained stationary and undisturbed, and that the oper-

ations or nature were not in any way interrupted."

This view is supported by the fact that the coal of the Five
Feet Mine is considerably thicker than the aggregate of the two
mines while separate, the growth of vegetation over the area be-

ing evidently continuous during the period in which the sub-

merged portion was being silted up. When the latter had taken
place the coal forest grew out over the shallows, giving rise to

the thin " Upper Foot " coal, alter which the whole area occu-

pied by the Five Feet Mine and the Upper Foot coals was sub-

merged, and a uniform deposit of mud took place.

The coals are all bituminous and caking. Iron pyrites occur
as nodules in some of the coals, and also as a thin film upon
joint planes, in some cases (the upper seams) so abundantly as

to seriously injure the usefulness of the coal. The demand for

these coals is entirely local, and their use as fuel is restricted

to engine boilers and the open fireplaces of the people. All the

seat-earths or fireclays are much used in the manufacture of

firebricks, gas retorts, chimney pots and drain pipes.

The associated flagstones and massive bedded sandstones are

quarried to a large extent for building purposes. The houses in

many of the smaller towns are nearly all built of sandstone,

bricks being used chiefly for inner walls.
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Middle Coal Measures,

We have already alluded to the broken up character of these
Measures, whereby small isolated portions have been dignified

with the name of coal fields. The most southerly patch is the
Manchester coal fields, a lanceolate area about four miles long
from north-northwest to south-southeast and a mile and a-half

broad acx'oss its greatest diameter. This coal field, whilst rela-

tively insignificant and now unused, is of considerable geological

importance, in that the Upper Coal Measures are here in place

and well developed. The Middle Coal Measures are deep
seated and scarcely touched, owing to the great thickening
of the barren measures, below the Four Feet coal of Bradford
and Clayton. This latter seam is supposed to be the equivalent
of the Worsley Four Foot Seam, which marks the upper limit of
the Middle Coal Measures in other parts of Lancashire. At-
tempts to reach the thick coals of the latter have thus far failed*

and will probably not be renewed until other portions of the

south Lancashire coal field are exhausted. Professor Hull is of

opinion that at least 616 yards of barren measures will have to
be penetrated below the Bradford and Clayton Four Feet seam
before a workable coal is reached.

The Upper Coal Measures which have been worked in this

coalfield will be dealt with elsewhere.

South Lancashire Coal Field.

This coal field, which is extremeh' irregular and much cut up
by faults, can be best dealt with by a division into districts.

As a whole, iL covers a tract of country thirt3^-two miles long
from east to west, and averaging six miles in breadth.f To the

north it runs out upon the Lower Coal Measures, to the south it

dips under a narrow band of Permian sandstones and marls, the

whole being faulted down under the Trias of the Cheshire plain,

which runs up into the margin of the coal field in a few broad
triangular tongues. To the east as to the north, the measures
run out upon the Lower Series, whilst to the west they are

faulted down to a great depth under the Trias, which here forms
a low flat maritime plain.

Although it would thus appear that the coal field is compact,
yet faulting and denudation have been so extensive that no
complete correlation of the coals has yet been established.

Whilst also some of the seams are fairly persistent, others thin

* Mem. Geol. Survey. Geology of country around Oldham and Manchetter, 1864, p.
36, Professor Ed. Hull.

t Hull's Coalfields ol Great Britain, 4th Ed., 1881, p. 197.
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or swell out, whilst hundreds of feet of shale in one place are
represented by a few feet of sandstone in another,

It is possible that some of the thickest and most valuable
coals are persistent over the great part of the coal field, being
known under different names in different districts and altering
somewhat in their character. The extreme east of the coal field

we may define as

(a) Oldham and Dukinfield Area.

The best general section of which is that given by Professor
Hull, on page 24, of the Geological Survey Memoir of the
Country around Oldham, and reproduced here.

Goal Series of Oldham and Middleton.

BAEDSLEY COLLIERY.
Ft. In.

" Bardsley Rock " (sandstone) 45 6
Shale 31 7

StitWs Mine (coal) 1 5
Metal (shale) 25 6

Fairboftom Mine 2
Shale, with three thin seams of coal 76 6

Park 3Iine (co«/, with parting of clay) 3 6
Shale 29 feet ; Foxhole's rock, 79 feet 8 inches 108 8

FoxJioWs Mine 2 4
Soft Metal 32 6

Cannel 1 6
Strata, principally shales, with a coal seam 16 inches 187 8

Hathershmc Mine 2 2
Shale, with two seams of coal 51
Rock and rock bands, with water (Chamber Rock) 88 6
Shale and sandstone 38 3

14. Nield or Upper Chamber Mine {sometimes absent) 2
Shale and sandstone 54 6

f coal 1 ft. 5 in.
"]

I
dirt " 4 "

I

15. Lower Chamber 3Ime -\ coal 1 " 2 "
[- 4 3

dirt " 8 "
I

coal " 8 "
J

GLODWICK COLLIERY.

Shale and bands of sandstone 66
Red sandstone, with plants ( Bienfire Rock ) 146 9

fcoal and cannel 1 ft. 11 in.
")

I

dirt " 6 '•

I

(very

16. Bienfire Coal -j coal " 11" |- variable). 5

I
dirt " 11 "

I

[coal " 9 "
J

Sandy shale and shale 76 7
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Ft. In.

ftop coal 1 ft. 11 in. 1

I clay " 5 "
|

n. Great 3Iine -j coal 3 " 6 " } 9 lOJ

I
clay " Ik "

I

[bottom coal. 4 " "J
Sandstone and shale, with shells 33 9

19. Litfle Coal 2 3
Sandstone and shale, -with fish remains 66 9

20. J5Zacfc 3/me ( the best seam in the district) 4 2
Shales, sometimes strong, -with two coal seams 117 6

ftop coal ft. 11 in."]

21. iS^one J/me.
-i
stone 1 " 2 " |- (roof "dark stone" ) 3 4

L bottom coal. 1 " 3 "J
Soapstone (sandy shale), with a band of white rock 21 4

22. Upper Bent Mine 2 2
Hard soapstone, with ferns 29 8

23. Loioer Bent Mine.. 2 8
Strata 37 6

24. HoUingworth Coal 1 6

Strata 234
26. Neddy Mine 2 6

Strata, with several thin coals, about 441

27. i?02//e2/ Ifine (with a parting of shale) 4

The two sections are practically continuous, the interval be-

tween the base of the Bardsley Colliery section and the Blenfire

rock of Glodwick being occupied b}' a series of shales and sand-

stones.

The chief coal seams of the Oldham area are about ten in num-
ber. The most valuable and the one which has been most worked
is the Black Mine, averaging four feet in thickness. Another
seam of considerable importance is the " New Mine" of the Ash-
ton-under-Lyne district, which lies below the Black Mine and
about 100 yards above the Royley or Arley seam. It may be

equivalent to the Neddy Mine of Oldham or one of the thin seams
below it.

The Lower Bent Mine or Peacock coal is of good qualit}' and
much used.

The " Great Mine" of Oldham yields over eight feet of coal,

but at Ashton-under-Lyne it includes dirt bands.*
Higher in the series than any given in Professor Hull's list are

the Great and Roger Mines of Ashton-under-Lyne and Dukin-
field. The former is six feet thick, the latter four feet and the

interval is but 32 yards.
Still higher in the series and at some 400 to 500 yards above

the Great Mine is the Yard Mine of Moston, which is supposed

.
*It must not be forgotten that the Oldham Middle Coal Measures are flanked to the

north and east by ground in which coals of the Lower Series are extensively mined.
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to represent the Bradford four feet. If this be the case it marks
the upper limit of the Middle Coal Measures.

Nowhere in this area is the whole of the Middle series pres-

ent from summit to base, unless it be to the south of Dunkinfield

a,nd at Moston.

(b) Bolton and Bury Area.

In this area the Middle Coal Measures reach full}' a thousand
jards in thickness and scarcely any portion remains untouched,
mining being particularly active.

The best generalized section of it is that of Professor Hull,

curtailed from a much more detailed section published by J.

Dickenson, Esq., late Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines.

Generalized Section Between Manchester and Bolton.

Ft. In.

Worsley Four Feet Coal 4 3

Strata 782
Bin Coal 3 6

Strata 78
Albert Mine 3 3

Strata 42
•Crumhourke Coal 4

Strata 144 5

Rams 3Iine 5 6

Strata 254 7

White Coal 3
Strata 21

Black Coal 3

Strata 45

Old Doe Coal 8

Strata 31

Five Quarters Coal 3 6

Strata 266

Irenchhone Coal 5
Strata 102

Cannel 31ine (Cannel only 6 in. ) 4 6

Strata 58
Saplin Coal 4

Strata 107

Plodder Coal 3

Strata 114
Yard 3Iine 3

Strata 168

Three Quarters Mine 2

Strata 206

Arley 3Tine 4

(Slightly modified from Hull's Coalfields of Great Britain 1881, pp.

202, 203.)
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Fourteen seams are workerl, yielding nominally about 60 feet

of coal ; but from this must be deducted the thickness of shale
partings, bass and dirt bands which frequently occur.

The lowest bed of the series is the Arley Mine.
The Cannel Mine, which occurs some way above it, is remark-

able in that it consists of a basal layer of bituminous coal, and
an upper layer of cannel which has a thickness of three feet at

Wigan and thins away in all directions from it; the common
coal thickens as the cannel diminishes.

The Trencher Bone is of good quality in some parts of the
area, whilst in others it contains so much dirt as to prove un-
workable. It is in great demand as a house coal and large

quantities are sent into Manchester and other towns.
The Doe Mine and Rams Mine, are also good and in great

request. The Worsley four feet, which marks the upper limit

of the Middle Measures has been worked at Leigh, Pendleton
and other places and is a good coal. A great fault known as

the Irwell Valley Fault, cuts through this area from the Mill-

stone Grit north of Bolton in a southerly direction to Manchester
along the line of the valley of the river Irwell ; the downthrow
is to the northeast and is over one thousand yards.

The various seams given on the seciion abut against the fault

in regular order from north to south on the upthrow side ; on
the downthrow side the seams are shifted to the northwards,
and a narrow tongue of the Trias runs up into the middle of the

coal field.

(c) Wigan and St. Helens Area.

In this area, as in the previous one, the Middle Coal Measures
are about one thousand yards in thickness. The St. Helens
district forms the most westerly section of the south Lancashire
coal field, that of Wigan lying between it and the Bolton area.

Notwithstanding their nearness, only two seams of St. Helens,
the Little Delf and Rushy Park have been directly correlated

with two of Wigan, viz., the Arley Mine and Smith Coal. The
remaining seams are not equally capable of correlation, owing to

the changing character of the coals themselves, alterations in

thickness and character of the intervening non-productive meas-
ures and the extensive faulting:.
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Comparative Goal Series at St. Helenas and Wigan.

St. Helen's. Ft. In. Wigan. Ft. In.

Lyon^sDelf. 2
Measures 55
London Delf. 2
Measures , 86
Potato Z)e7/(with partings) 5
Measures 41
Earthy Coat (with partings) 6

Measures with Coal, 2 ft... 121

Coat (with partings) 6

Measures 157
St. Heten's Main Delf. 9
Measures 9
Cannel 2
Measures 18
Four-feet Coat 3
Measures 56
Pigeon-house Coat 2
Measures 271
Savenhead Higher Coal 3

" Warrant 4
" Main Delf. 7

Measures 66
Bastion^s Coat 4

Measures 22
Higher Roger coal 6

Measures 123

Sir John coal 3

Measures 48

Flaggy Delf 4

Measures 78
LowerRoger coal (with part-

ings) 5

Measures (with thin coal-

seam) 333

Rushy ParTc coat 4

Measures 161
Little Delf. 3
Strata, principally shales. . . 300
Gannister beds 1800

3
2
2

10
2

9
3

6

4

3

Coal-seam of Red Rock Brow 4

Riding Mine 3
Measures 36
Lice Yard Mine 2
Measures 108
Lice 4-feet Mine 3
Measures with 3 coal-seams 150
IneeJ-feet Mine 6

TMeasures 71

\ Wilcox or rCoal2ft.lliu.l
[Furnace \ Clay ft. 6 in. 1- 4

Coal tCoallft. 8 in.
j

Measures 252

Peniberton 5-feet 3Tine 5

Measures 30
Little Coal 2
Measures 45

Pemberion 4-f^et Mine 4

Measures 387

Wigan 5-feet Mine 5
Measures 90
Wigan 4-feet mine 4

Measures 72
Wigan 9-feet mine ( inferior ) 9

Measures 280
'Cannel (varying from 1

ft. 8 in. to 3 ft. ) aver-

age 2
Measures (varying from

Oft. to 15 ft.) ltol5
_King coal 3

Measures 66

Ravin Mine (inferior) 3

Measures with ^-//. cort?.... 168 0^

Haigh Yard coat 3

Measures 150
Bone coat 2 3

Measures 7 8

>S'/H«7AcortZ (Orrell 5-feet).. 3 6

Measures 186

A rley Mine ( Orrell 4 -feet ) .

.

4

Strata principally shales... 300?
Gannister beds 1800

•Memoirs Geological Survey.
E. Hull, 1862, p. 12.

'Geology of the Country around Wigan," by Professor
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The best coals are those averaging from three to four feet.

Seams which are thicker are usually of poorer qualit3^ and con-

tain dirt bands. The cannel coal is of chief importance and, at

Wigan, where it reaches its maximum thickness of three feet

is extensively mined. From Wigan, as a centre, it thins out
in all directions. It is of great value in gas making. The coal

itself has yielded numerous remains of fishes, teeth, spines, etc.,

as well as large Stigmarian rootlets.

Northwards of St. Helens a great slice of the Middle Meas-
ures is cut out by the great up-Holland Fault, which has a throw
of 700 yards. This fault, like all great faialts in the Lancashire
area, ranges approximate!}' N. N. W. and S. S. E. and is roughly
parallel to the Irwell Valley fault already mentioned. It brings

in the Lower Coal Measures on its eastern side.

(d) Burnley Goal Field.

This area of Middle Coal Measures surrounded by the lower
series and overlaid by glacial clays and drifts, no upper series

being present. The best section obtainable is that of Fulledge,

which, omitting detail, is as follows:

Fulledge Section. Ft. In.

Strata 14

Doghole Coal 5

Strata 16
Charley Coal 1

Strata 2 9
Kershaw Coal 3 5

Strata 71

Coal 3 10
Strata 10 2

Burnley 4 Feet 4

Strata 25

Old Yard Coal 5 1

Strata 177 6

Lower Yard Coal 2 11

Strata 77 8
Low Bottom Coal 3 6

Strata 23
Cannel 2 5

Strata 62
Fulledge Thin Bed Coal 2 10

Strata 44

Great Mine Coal 4 11

Strata 116 7
China BedCoal 2

Strata, with thin coal 96
Da7}dy Bed Coal 2 9

Strata 98
Arley Mine Coal 4
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Neglecting thin coals, the section shows about forty feet of

coal Ij'ing in a dozen seams. Of these, the Arley Mine is most
valuable and has the greatest development, outcropping around
the whole coal field. When surveying the Burnley coal field

prior to 1874, Professor Hull calculated the Arley Mine to have
an area of about 23 square miles. Allowing 5,000 tons per acre,

he estimated the total yield as 73,600,000 tons, of which about
one-tenth had been extracted, leaving, after deduction for loss

and waste, 65,000,000 tons to be mined in the future.* The total

yield to 1874 of the whole coal field was estimated at 18,500,000
tons, leaving 89,000,000 tons to be mined (Op. cit. p. 83).

The basin-like area of this coal field causes the mines lying

above the Arley to have a much diminished superficial area, so
much so that Professor Hull calculates that the Gannister Mine,
which passes under the whole of the Middle Measures may yet

be made to yield 100,000,000 tons, or more than the whole of the

seams of the Middle Series.

Upper Coal Measures.

These measures are better developed in the Manchester area,

than in any other part of England. The development is, how-
ever, altogether local, the other areas of Upper Coal Measures in

Lancashire being of insignificant proportions.

A small patch of shales and flaggy sandstones in the Wigan
area, overlying a coal supposed to be the Worsley Four Feet,
belong probably to the lower part of the upper series.

Another small patch occupies the southern border of the
south Lancashire coal field in the neighborhood of Leigh, Wors-
ley and Pendleton. A portion of the same Measures forms a

similar border to the middle series from Kingley to Prestwich,
but has been carried to the northwards by the great Irwell

valley fault.

The Upper Coal Measures along the southern border are par-

tially concealed by the overlap of Permian and Trias. Since
they are mainly unproductive they have not been exploited.

They consist of reddish shales, clays and sandstones with thin

bands of limestone and a calcareous hiematite worked at Patri-

croft. They also contain a coal known as the Yard Coal of Pen-
dleton.

Manchester Goal Field.

This small coal field has already been mentioned as one in

which the Middle Coal Measui-es are still untouched, the rocks

nearest the surface belonging solely to the upper series.

* Memoirs Geolog. Survey. " Geology of the Burnley Coal field," 1875, p. 76.
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Considerable light has been thrown upon these by the construc-

tion of a new line of railway along the eastern outskirts of Man-
chester in 1890-91. The succession of beds belonging to the

Upper Coal Measures was exposed, as well as their junction with

the Permian. Full details of the sections are to be found In

papers of C, Roeder, C. E. DeRance and J. W. Brockbank.*

The series as a whole consists of reddish mottled clays, shales

.and sandstones, with thin bands of limestone.

At Ardwick, near the center of the coal field and in the rail-

way section to the south, twelve beds of limestone are shown, the

total thickness in the former case being 29 feet, in the latter 21

feet 4 inches.

The general dip is southwest, the lowest members of the

series cropping in the northeast of the district, and being suc-

ceeded regularly by others until the thin limestones of the upper

part come in along the southwest border.

Below the lowest limestone are about 200 yards of strata under

which the following section was obtained at the Bradford Col-

liery,f

Bradford and Clayton Coal Series.
Ft. In.

Openshaw Mine 3

Strata about 135

Charlotte Mine 2

Strata 210

TJiree Quarter 3Iine 1 7

Strata 15

Four Feet Mine 3 10

Strata 108

Yard 3Iine >^-l

Strata 210

Two Feet Coal 2

Strata 120

Coal 10

The total thickness will not fall far short of 2,000 feet.

All the seams have now been worked out, but twenty years

ago several collieries were busily engaged.

It must not be supposed however, that the coal field is exhaus-

ted, for underneath the 2,000 feet of Upper Measures is a rich

Middle Series similar to that of Oldham, Ashton-under-Lyne and
Dukinfield, and it is very probable that these will eventually be
sought for and mined.

*Trans. Maneh. Geol. Soc, Vol. XXI., 1890-1-2, and Proc. Literary and Philosophioa
Society of Manchester for the same year.

t Memoirs Geol. Survey. Geology of Country around Oldham, including Manches-
ter and its suburbs, 1864, p. 35.
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Should this ever be the case and the Middle Coal Measures be

reached, another 80 feet of coal, spread over nearly 4 square

miles, will be added to the coal resources of Lancashire.

Post Carboniferous Changes.

The causes which have operated in altering the character of

the Lancashire Coal Measures since their deposition are of three

kinds, viz : flexures or folding, denudation and faulting.

Formation of Synclines and Anticlines.

\. Careful mapping has shown that the whole of the Carbon
iferous system of Lancashire has been thrown into a number of

anticlines and synclines along a line running west of north and
east of south, the axes of the folds being north of east and
south of west. This folding caused the separation of the Burn-
ley coal field from that of south Lancashire, the crest of the in-

tervening arch, "the Rossendale Anticlinal,'" being afterwards

denuded down to the Millstone Grit Series. The former field

owes its preservation to the formation at this time of the Pendle
Hill Range, in which the lower beds are brought up again to the

north of the coal field in a line parallel to the Rossendale anti-

clinal.

The approximate age of this S3'stem of folds is indicated by
the occurrence of Permian deposits in the Pendle range, lying

upon the upturned and denuded edges of the Coal Measures and
even overlapping on to the Millstone Grit.*

This evidence shows that the development was post-Carbon-
iferous and Pre-Permian, and that denudation of the Coal Meas-
ures preceded the deposition of the Permian.

2. The high ground on the east of the Lancashire coal field

in which the Millstone Grit Series outcrop owes its origin to a

simple fold formed subsequent to those we have considered, and
developed along a north and south line. The folds, as a whole,

gave origin to the Pennine chain of hills now forming the main
axis of elevation in the north of England.

This huge fold cuts off the Lancashire coal field on the west
from that of Yorkshire on the east. That the two were formerly
continuous is abundantly proved by the close correlation which
can be established between them, and the regularity of succes-

sion upon each side of the axis of upheaval.

The age of this north and south flexure is not by any means
clearly determinable. That it was formed before the deposition

* Hull, " Observations on the Relative Ages of the Leading Physical Features and
Lines of Elevation of the Carboniferous District of Lancashire and Yorkshire. Quart-
erly Journal Geol. Soc, vol. 24. 1868.
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of the Trias is proved by the latter lying upon the Lower Car-

boniferous along the southern extremity of the Derbyshire hills

(op. cit., p. 329) but that it was post-Permian, as is supposed by
Professor Hull, rests upon the belief that a gi'eat anticlinal fault

traversing Lancashire and contemporaneous in its development
with the upheaval of the Pennine chain is older than a second
fault which it meets to the south in Staffordshire. The anti-

clinal fault fractures the coal measures and passes under the

Trias in Staffordshire without fracturing them, but the second
fault which it joins fractures both.

Immediately to the south of the Lancashire coal field the anti-

clinal fault is accompanied by a parallel series, one of which,
known as the " Red Rock Fault," throws in the Permian sand-

stone against the Carboniferous.

If the anticlinal fault and the parallel system mentioned are

of the same age as seems most probable, it follows that the

former, as well as the latter, is of post-Permian age and, since the

anticlinal fault is directly connected with the upheaval of the

Pennine chain, the age of the latter appears to be established as

post-Permian and pre-Triassic.

It would thus appear that the dominant features of the topog-

raphy of Lancashire were determined by two systems of folds

and the denudation of their crests before the commencement of
the Mesozoic.

Faulting.

3. The third change which was induced in the Lancashire Coal
Measures was caused by the great system of faults which strike

across the coal field from N. N. W. to S. S. E. That these are
post-Triassic is shown by their continuance into the Trias of the

Cheshire plain. That they are possibly post-Jurassic is assumed,
because the continuity of deposition was not interfered with

from the top of the Trias to the close of the Jurassic so far as
is known.
The more important of these faults will be dealt with under

their respective districts.

Oldham District.

Several faults start in the neighborhood of Ashton-under-Lyne
and range northwest as far as Rochdale and He}'wood, with

downthrows of from 100 to 200 yards.

Immediately to the east of this district in the Millstone Grit

countr}' runs the great Pennine fault, passing almost north and
south and bringing up the Yoredale shales against the Mill-

stone Grits.
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Bolton and Bury Area.

The chief fault is that known as the great Irwell valley fault,

having a, downthrow to the east of over 1,000 yards, and crossing

the whole of south Lancashire. Further to the south it is con-

tinued into the Trias of Cheshire.

A great fault bounds the northeast border of the Manchester
coal field and, passing N. N. W. across the Trias, runs fairly

parallel to the Irwell valley fault, across the coal field to a

little west of Bury.

Wigan and St. Helens District.

The main faults of this district are the great Upholland fault

with a downthrow of 650 yards and a set of five faults at nearly

equal distance of 1,400 yards from one another. These are

:

1. Great Pemberton Fault.

2. Great Shevington Fault.

3. Giants Hall Fault.

4. Great Standish Fault.

5. Great Haigh Fault.

All the faults mentioned thus far belong to the N. N. W. or

post-Jurassic System. They are accompanied by smaller faults

which run out from them at acute angles or remain parallel, and
by a system of east and west faults of less importance which
break up the ground between them. This latter series was
doubtless in part developed when the Pendle range system of

folds were formed.

Coal Measure Flora.

The flora of the Lancashire Coal Measures has long been
famous, largely because of the excellent preservation of vegetable

tissues in nodules overlying the Bullion Seam or Upper Foot
Coal. These nodules supplied material to Binney, Carruthers,

Williamson, Lindley, Hutton, Brongniart, Solms, Laubach and
Hick, whereby they were enabled to throw a flood of light upon
the structure and relationship of the Coal Flora.

The study of the minute structure of coal plants has also been
a favorite subject with the miners, and many can be found to-day

with valuable cabinets of coal slides and all the machinery neces-

sary for their production. Their knowledge of the structure of

these plants is considerable, and "Williamson and others have
testified repeatedly to the energy and skill with which these men
have prosecuted their studies and produced valuable results.

The study of the external features of coal plants has not

been followed so assiduously, probably because of a perplexing

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 16, July 17, 1897.
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sj'nonomy and the want of books dealing with this section of the

subject. As a result the published list of coal plants is by no
means complete.

The great bulk of the Coal Flora consisted of ferns and Lyco-
podiacese, the latter, however, not restricted to the Coal Measures,

the casts of large trunks being not unfrequently found in the

sandstone of the Millstone Grits.

The shale roofs of the coal seams are the repositories of fossil

plants ; ferns, Galamites and Lepidodendra occurring in abund-
ance. All the under clays or seat rocks contain Sligmaria, whilst

the roof of the Bullion Seam contains the irregularh' rounded
nodules already mentioned in which, amidst a tangle of broken
up vegetable matter are found stems, twigs, and fruit of Gala-

miles and Lepidodendron, with their minute structure perfectly

preserved.

In addition to the shale roofs, plant fossils are found in some
of the shales and sandstones.

In some cases ironstone nodules occur in the shales containing

well preserved ferns and Lepidostrobi, especially in the shales

under the Doe Mine of the Middle Coal Measures of Pendleton.

The sandstones often contain casts of trunks and faint im-

pression of leaves and ferns covered by a thin layer of carbon.

Ferns are most abundant so far as regards species in the shales

of the Middle Coal Measures, where they are better preserved

than those of the lower series. The stems of Galamites and
Lepidodendra are also less crushed.

Plant remains of an}- description are scarce in the Upper Coal
Measures, Neuropteris and Sj^henopteris being the most common.
The following is a fairly complete list of coal plants determin-

able by their external form so far as it can be now obtained.

It is a modification of the list published by Mr. K. Kidston.*

Lower Coal Measures.

Calamaei^.
Calamitina {Calamites) upproximata Brongt.
Stylocalamites {Catamites) Suckowii Brongt.

" " undulafus Sternb.
" "

Cistii.

FlLICACE^.

Sphenopteris SchUIingsii Andrse.
Mariopteris muricata Schl.

Alethopieris lonchitica Schl.

* Trans. Manchester Geol. Soc, Vol. XXI., 1890-1-2. " Notes on some Fossil Plants
from the Lancashire Coal Measures by R. Kidston, p. 401.
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Lycopodiace^.

Lepidodendron obovatum Sternb.
" aculeatum Sterub.

Lepidophyllum majus Brongt.
Sigillaria elegans Sternb.

" iesselata Brongt.
" mammilaris Brongt.

Stigmaria ficoides Sternb.

Rootlets.

Pinnularia capillacea Lind. & Hutt.

Paracalamostachys Williamsoniana Weiss, is recorded from
the " Brooksbottom Coal" and erroneously assigned to the

Lower Coal Measures by Kidston. The Brooksbottom Series is

in the Millstone Grit.

Middle Coal Measures.
Calamaki.^.

Calamitina {Calamifes) varians Sternb.
Eucalamites " ramosus Kitis.

Stylocalamites " Siickovii Brong.
" " " var. undulata Sternb.

Calamodadus equisetiformis Schl.

FlLICACE^.

Sphenopteris furcata Brongt.
"

trifoUolata Artis.
" Fooineri ^Marrat.
"

midtifida Lind. & Hutt.
Neuropteris heterophylla Brongt.

"
obliqua.

" osmiindu' Artis.
"

gigantea Sternb.
Odontopteris Brifannica Gutbier.
Mariopteris muricata Schl.

" " var. nervosa Brongt.
Pecopteris Miltoni Artis.

Alethopteris decurrens Artis.
'' lonchitka Schl.
"

Serlii Brongt.
"

valida Boulay.
Sehizopteris anomala Brongt.
Sphyropteris sp.

Sphenophylle.e.

Sphenophyllum cuneifoliuin Sternb.

LYCOPODIACEiE.

Lepidodendron ophiurus Brongt.
" Haidingeri Ett.
" obovatum Sternb.
" acvleafum "

Lepidostrobiis variabilis Lind. & Hutt.
" ornaius " " "

Halonia regtilaris " " "
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LeindophyUum majus Brongt.
Bothrodendron minufifolium Boulay.
Sigillaria iessellata Brongt.

" elegans Sterub.
'

' ovata tfauveur.

Ulodendron minus Lind. & Hutt.
" majus " " "

SigiJlariostrohts sp.

Stigmaria Jicoides Sternb.

COEDAITE^.
Cordaites*.

CONIFEEA.

Sierniergia approximala Brongt.

Feuits.

Trigonocarpon oUiwforme Liud. & Hntt.
" Dmvesii " " "
" Nfeggerafhi Steinh.

Carpolithus inflatus Lesqx.
" Wildi Kidst.

EOOTLETS ?

Finnularia capillacea Lincl. & Hutt.

Upper Coal Measures.

Neiiropteris gigantea Sternb.

SpJienopteris sp.

AsterophyUUes longifolius Lind. & Hutt.
Paleeostacliys pedunculata "Weiss.

Additional species determined by minute structure and de-

scribed by Binney, Carruthers, Williamson, Hick, Scott and
others.

Calamaei^.
Cidamodendron commune Binney.
Calamostachys Binneyana Scbiiup.

Volkmannia Dawsonii Will.
"

(?) parvula Will.

FlLICACE^.

Rachiopteris aspera Will.
" OJdhamia Will.
" duplex Will.
"

Lacattii.
"

corrugata Will.
'

'

gleiche.
"

di-upsilon Will.
" Idrsuta^m.
" rnmosa Will.

Myelopteris sp.

Psaronius Eenaulti Will.

A stromyelon IViUiamson i.
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LYCOPODIACEiE.

Lepidodendron fuUginosum Lind. & Hutt.
" vasculare Binney.
" selnghioides Will.

Sigillaria vascularis Binney.
Favularia sp.

Diploxylon

.

Fungi.

Peronosponites antiquarms Worth. Smith.

COEDAITEiE.

Polypierospermum (from the Upper Coal Measures).
Cordiocarpon Butterworthi Will.

" compressum Will.

Lagenostoma ovoides Will.

Conostoma oblonga Will.

DOUBTFUL FORMS.

Ealoxylon Hookeri Csh.

Lyginodendron (?) anomalum.
" Oldhamianum Will.

Most, if not all, of the plants described from a stud}' of their

minute structure have been obtained from the coal balls or "bul-

lions" found in the roof of the Bullion or Upper Foot Seam.j

Fauna.

The fauna of the Lancashire Coal Measures has not been
studied with the same enthusiasm as the flora. The great preva-

lence of Anthracosia through the Lower and Middle Measures
and of Aviculopecten 2^apyraceus in the Lower has masked to

some extent the occurrence of other forms, and has led to the

fauna's being considered scant}'. The supposed paucity of an-

imal remains arises, there is reason to believe, from insufficient

search and from the need of paleontologists to devote attention

to the collections already made. Animal remains are almost in-

variably found in the shales, and most often in those immedi-
atel}' above the coal seams. The roofs of certain seams, for ex-

ample, the cannel mine of Wigan and the thin bed, or California

mine, of Burnle}', are remarkablj' rich in fish remains. The dis-

tribution must be much greater than is commonly supposed, for

ver}' little search has been made upon outcrops, in order to de-

termine the upward range through the shales which lie upon the

coal seams.

The coal itself rarely contains fossils ; but one exception to

this rule is the cannel seam of Wigan in which the coal has

yielded scales, teeth, l)ones and spines of fishes in fair quantity.
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Mollusca usually occur in bands or layers in the shale, and are

best preserved in the irregularly-shaped ironstone nodules. An-
thracosia robusta occurs in such profusion in certain of the

shales as to form thin limestone known as " mussel bands."

Nearly all the sandstones are marked by worm-burrows and
tracks, but no specific determination of these is possible.

The few species ot Brachiopoda which occur are to be re-

garded rather as persistent examples of the older Carboniferous
limestone fauna than as true Coal Measure forms.

Arthropoda are rare, and few of the species are represented

by more than half a dozen individuals.

The Pelecypoda are beginning to receive attention, and it is

quite possible that the number of species may be doubled within

the next few years.

Our knowledge of the Gasteropoda is in a lamentable condi-

tion, those having been described and figured in such a fashion

fifty years ago that few forms can be determined with certainty,

whilst the diflflculty of knowing what was meant by some of the

old workers acts as a deterrent to those who now wish to take

up the study.

The Cephalopoda have suffered in much the same way, but the

admirable catalogues of the British Museum by Messrs. Crick

and Foord are clearing the ground, and making known a number
of new species. At least half a dozen new forms will need to

be added to those here recorded when Volume III of the Cepha-
lopoda Catalogue is published.

Fishes, the dominant forms of life, existed in great numbers,
certain species having also a great range in point of time. At
least thirty-nine species are known, and there is good reason to

believe that the number will be considerably increased as the

result of researches 1 am now carrying on. It is interesting to

note that within the last year and a-half I have found two ex-

amples of Listracanthus,a. genus not hitherto known in England,
but characteristic of the American Carboniferous. Amphibia
are exceedingly rare ; only three specimens are known.
As to what were marine forms, what brackish and what fresh-

water, I do not care to discuss at present. My own observations

have led me to believe that no hard and fast rule of what forms
are truly marine, etc., can be yet drawn. The question of asso-

ciation of species has not been fully considered, nor is it at all

certain that many species were restricted to one habitat.

My conclusions at present are that man}' forms supposed to

be brackish water and others supposed to be marine forms are

identical and could live under either conditions, whilst not a

few of the fishes could penetrate to great distances along water-
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ways in the Coal Measure lagoons where the water must have
been comparativel}' fresh.

The general belief is that the Lower Coal Measures are marked
by a preponderance of marine forms which are unknown in the
Middle Coal Measures excepting in a remarkable bed exposed
in the river Tame at Dukinfield, in the eastern portion of the
south Lancashire coal field.

The Middle and Upper Coal Measures are regarded as con-

taining brackish and fresh-water forms.

Lower Coal Measure Fauna.

annelida.
Arenicola carbonarius, Binney.
Spirorbis pusiUus, Martin.

BKACHIOPODA.

Chonetes Hardi-ensis, Phillips.

Produdus scabricidus, Martin.
" semireficulaius, Martin.

Discina nifida, Phillips.
" orbicularis, P>olton.

Lingula mytdoides, Sowerby.
" squamiformis, Phillips.
" Credneri, Geinitz.

artheopoda.
Phyllopoda.

Esther ia tenella, Jordan.
Macruka.

Pygocephahis Cooperi, Huxley.
Anthrapalicmon Etheridgii, Peach.

XlPHGSUEA.
CycJus Scvtti, N. Wood.

mollusc a.

Pelecypoda.
Anthracosia robitsta, Sowerby.

" rugnsa. Brown.
"

acuta, Sowerby.
"

nucularis, Hind.
" subrotunda, Brown.
"

aquiJina, Sowerby.
Anihracomya WiUiamsoni.

" Wardi, Salters.
"

bell Ida, Bolton.
Anthracopiera modiolaris, Sowerby.

" quadrata, Sowerby.
"

crassa, Fleming.
Tellinomya robusta, Bolton.

Posidoniella Itevis, Brown.
" minor, Brown.

Avictdopecten papyraceus, Sowerby.
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Gasteropoda.

Bellerophon Urii, Flemiuo;.
" hiulcus, Martin.

Katicopsis globularis, Bolton.

FapJiistoma (?) ornafa, Bolton.

3Ielanidie (several undescribed species).

Cephalopoda.
Nautilus ])recox, Salter.

" sp.

Ccelonautilus subsuJcatus, Phillips.

Discites falcatus, Sowerby.
Orfhoceras giganteiim, (?) De Kon.

" cinctum, Sowerby.
" obtiisum, Brown
" (several species not defined).

Goniaiites Listeri, Martin.
" carbonarius, Goldfuss.
" atmfus, Goldfuss.
" reticulntus, Phillips.
" hUlnguis, Salter.

Places.

As many species range all througU the Lower and Middle
Coal Measures, we have placed a single list after the Middle
Coal Measure Mollusca in which all the known species are

jjlaced.

Middle Coal Measure Fauna.

Annelida.
Spirorbis pusillus, I\Iartin.

brachiopoda.

Productus scahrictdus, Martin.

Discina orbicularis, Bolton.

arthropoda.
ostracoda.

Beyrichia arcuata, Bean.
" Binneyana, Jones.

XiPHOSURA.

Frestwichia roiundnia, Prestwich.
"

Birtwelli, H. Wood.
Cyclus Johnsoni, H. Wood.

MYRIAPODA.

Euphorberia Broivni, H. Wood.

Arachnoidea.
Architarbus subovalis, H. Wood.
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mollus(;a.
Pelecypoda.

Antkracosia robusta, Sowerby.
"

acuta, Sowerby.
" angulata, Hind.
"

obitisa, Hiud.
', a(juilina, Sowerby.

Anthracomya dolabrata, Sowerby.
" modiohiris, Sowerby.
" minima, Ludwifi.
" " var. carinaia. Hind.
" " var. scotica, Dawson.

Anthracoptera modiolaris, Sowerby.
"

trigonal is.

Schizodus stilcatus, Sowerby.
" deltoides, Phillips.

Avieulopecten Jibrillosits, Salter.
"

Cairnsii, Bolton.

Ctenodonta, sp.

Gasteopoda.

Bellerophon Urii, Fleming (Several uudescribed species of various gen era).

Cephalopoda.
Nautilus i)recox, Salter.

Discites falcatus, Salter.

PISCES.

Ehizodontid^.

Ehizodopsis sauroides, Will, L. C. INI., M. C. M.
Strepsodus sauroides, Binney, L. C. M., ]\I. C. M.

OSTEOLEPID^.

3Icgalichtiiys Hihberti, Agass., L. C. M., M. C. M., U. C. M.
intermedius, A. S. Woodw., M. C. M., U. C. M..

" pygmmis, Traquair, M. C. M., U. C. M.

P^IiACANTHID^.
Cfelacanthus elegans, Newberry, L. C. M., M. C. M.

Pal^oniscid^.

RhadinicMliys Wardi, Traquair, M. C. ^I.'
" monensis, Egerton, M. C. M. ?
" Plant i, Traquair, L. C. M., M. C. M.

Elonichihys semistriatus, Traquair, L. C. M., 51. C. M.
" Aitkeni, Traquair, L. C. M., M. C. M.
" Egertoni, Agass., L. C. M., M. C. M., U. C. M.

PLATYSOMIDiE.

Cheirodus granulosus, Young, M. C. M.
Platysomns parvulus, Agass., M. C. M., U. C. M.

Pleukacanthid^.
Pleuracanihus Itevissimus, Agass., L. C. M., M. C. M.

"
cylindricus, Agass., M. C. M.
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Pleuracanihus ndulafus, Davis, ]\I. C. M.
" erect us, Davis, M. C. M.
" denticiihitus, Davis, M. C. M.

Diplodus gibbosHS, Binney, L. C. M., M. C. M., U. C. M.
" tenuis, A. S. Woodw, M. C. M.

Siemmadotus, St. John and Worthen, M. C. M.

Petalodontidj^.

Ctenoptychius apicalis, Agass., M. C M.
"

lobatus, Woodw., M. C. M.
Callopristodus pectinatus, Agass., M. C. M.

COCHLIODONTID.E.

Relodus simjilex, Af^ass., M. C. M.
Fleuroplax rnnkinei, Agass., M. C. M.
Attheyi, Barker, M. C. M.

Cestraciontid.e.

Sphenaeanthus hybodoides, Egerton, M. C. M.

ACANTHODID^E.

Acanthodes Wardi, Egerton, L. C. M., M. C. M.

ICHTHYODORULITES.

Lepracanihus colei, Egerton, L. C. M.
Gymcanthus formosus, Agass., L. C. M., M. C. M.

Oracanthus mUltri, Agass., U. C. M.
Lisfracanthus spimitus, Bolton, L. C. M.

" sp. M. C. M.

Ctenodontid.e.

Ctenodus cnstatus, Agass., M. C. M.
" murtrhisoni, Agass., U. C. M.

sp. U. C. M.
Sagenodus inwqualis, Owen, M. C. M.
Hybodopsis icardi, Barkas., M. C. M.

AMPHIBIA.

Eyionomuswildi, N. A. S. Woodw., L. C. M.
Archegosaunis sp. M. C. M. and U. C. M.

Upper Coal Measures Fauna.

aethropoda.
Phyllopoda.

Leaia leidyi var. Willidmsoni, Jones.

Ostracoda.
Bairdia mucronata, Reuss.

Carhonia fabutina, Jones & Kirkby.
" bairdiodts, Jones & Kirkby.
" roederiana, Jones & Kirkby.
" pungens, Jones & Kirkby.
" secans, Jones & Kirkby.
" ]\(tnkini((na, Jones »S: Kirkby.
" Salteriana, Jones.
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mollusca.
Pelecypoda.

Anthracomya PhilHpsi, "Will.
"

Isevis var. scotica.

PISCES.
See preceding list.

THE BATESYILLE SIXDSTOXE OF ARKANSAS.

By Stuart Weller.

contents.
Part I.

In tloduction 251
Historical Sketch of the Batesville Sandstone 253

Part II. Description of Species 254
Part III. Correlation 272
PaUeon tolottic Correlation 272

Fossil Evidence of the Age of the Batesville Sandstone 272
Tabulation of the Facts 276
Summation of the Evidence 277
Relation Between the Faunas of the Batesville Sandstone and the

Alaxville Limestone 277
Stratigraphic Correlation 278

Stratigraphy of the Mississippian Series in the Batesville Region 278
Stratigraphy of the Typical Mississippian Section 280
Comparison of the Two Sections 281

Conclusion 282
Plates XIX., XX. and XXI. at end of volume.

Part I,

Introduction.

The present study of the Batesville sandstone and its fauna is

based primarily upon a collection of fossils secured during the

past summer by the author while collecting for the Walker
Museum of the University of Chicago. The types of all the

newly described species are in the paleontologic collection of

the museum.
The study of the Batesville sandstone fauna was begun some

years since in the laboratory of Prof. H. S. Williams, at Yale
University, and it is the author's desire to here express his sin-

cere appreciation of the constant aid and encouragement received

from Professor Williams during the progress of the investigation.

Although the more recently secured collection is much the

superior, a few of the species are represented by more perfectly
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preserved specimens in the United States Geoloo:ical Survey
collection in the hands of Professor Williams, and these have
been kindly loaned for illustration.

Heretofore little or no effort has been made toward a determi-

nation of the exact equivalents, in the typical Mississippian sec-

tion, of the formations of the same series in northern Arkansas.

The base of the series has been generall}' recognized b}' the Ar-
kansas geologists, as has also been the Millstone Grit or basal

conglomerate of the coal measure series. The intermediate for-

mations have been more or less thoroughly- described lithologi-

cally and have been given local names, but the results of thor-

ough investigations of the successive fossil faunas, have vet to

be published. The importance, for the correlation of the whole
series, of definitel}' fixing the horizon of some midwav stratum
in the series, can readily be recognized.

The Batesville sandstone is an easily recognized formation

at about the middle of the series, and it has been selected for

a more detailed stud}', with special reference to its exact corre-

lation with the formations of the tjn^ical Mississippian section.

The formation is well developed in the region of Batesville in

Independence count}', from which town it takes its name. It is

a light 3'ellow or buff colored rock, sometimes shading into a

deep brown ; fine grained and homogeneous in texture, generally

hard and sometimes slightly micaceous. The greater portion of

the formation is heav}' bedded and hard, though it is more
thinly bedded and softer near the base. It is used extensively

for building purposes in Batesville, where there are large

quarries. In some localities the sandstone is interbedded with

lenticular layers of dark shale which are sometimes of consider-

able extent.

Fossils are abundant in the lowermost, softer layers of the

sandstone, but in the dense, higher beds they are entirelj' alisent.

The collections upon which the present study is based are from
two localities. The first and most important localit}' is at

Ramsej^'s Ferry, about one-half mile southeast of Batesville.

The fossiliferous beds found here are situated on the north bank
of White river, just east of a small guile}' a few rods east of the

ford. The greater number of species were secured from this

place, where they occur in the better state of preservation. The
second locality is along the White river branch of the St. L. I.

M. & S. R. R., near Spring creek, about two miles west of

Batesville. At several points the railroad cuts into the sand-

stone. For half a mile the track is ballasted with the broken
sandstone, and most of the fossils from the locality were secured
from these broken masses.
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Historical Sketch of the Batesville Sandstone.

1858.—During this year the following section of the strata in

Independence county, Arkansas, was published by E. T. Cox.*

k. Waterworu quaternar}- gravel 10ft.

j. Coarse ferruginous quaternary sandstone 15 "

i. Conglomerate and millstone grit, with intercalated shale and schis-

tose sandstone 480 '

'

h. Black entrochital limestone 20 "

g. Place of dark shale, usually under the black limestone 20?"

/. Buft'-colored fossiliferous sandstone, with intercalated, dark shale;

lower part thin-bedded and schistose 180 "

e. Black bituminous shale 35 "

d. Subcarboniferous or cavernous limestone, with intercalations of

sandstone and shale; containing large deposits of manganese,
some iron and copper pyrites 400 "

c. Massive saccaroidal sandstone 75 "

b. Light-colored earthy-looking limestone, "white-rock" ? "

a. Magnesiau limestone containing galena, blende, carbonate of zinc

and some copper pyrites 40 "

In this section the stratum/, is described as follows: "sand-
stone (/) is buff-colored and rather soft; usually in prismatic

blocks near the base, and contains casts of subcarboniferous

fossils belonging to tlie genera spirife?-, orthis, lingula, 'productus,

nucula and bellerophon, also fragments of trilobites.'" From the

localities given and the distribution of the beds, there can be no
doubt in referring the formation here described to the Batesville

sandstone of later investigators. The thickness of the formation
is said by Cox to var}^ from a few feet to 180 feet or more.

1891.—During this year two reports mentioning the Batesville

sandstone were published by the Geological Survey of Arkansas,
this provisional name having been applied to the formation by
Dr. J. C. Branner, the State Geologist.

In Dr. Penrose's | report the formation is described as "a
sandstone formation with lenticular beds of gray, black or brown
shale. * * * jt; consists of a brown or buff-colored, fine

grained sandstone, generally Boft, though sometimes hard. It

splits easily along the lines of bedding, in slabs varj'ing from a

few inches to three or four feet in thickness, and is extensively-

worked for structural purposes at Bartlett's quarry in Batesville.

The shales in the sandstone occur as lenticular deposits, often

ending very abruptly, though sometimes ti'aceable for several

* First Report of a Geological Reconnoisance of the northern counties of Arkansas,
made finring the years 1857 and 1S58, by David Dale Owen, principal geologist, assisted
by William Elderhorst, chemical assistant, and Edward T. Cox, assistant geologist.
Little Rock, lS:i,s. Pp. 2K3-219.

t Manganese : Its Uses, Ores and Deposits. Bv R. A. F. Penrose, Jr,, Ph.D., Ann
Rep. Geol. Surv. Ark. for 1890, Vol. I., Little Rock, IS'Jl, p. 139.
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miles. They and the sandstone appear, in man}' places, to be

mutuall}' replaceable. The thickness of the Batesvilie sandstone

is very changeable, var^'ing from twenty or thirty feet to almost

two hundred feet."

In Professor Symond's * report a sandstone formation in

Washington county, Arkansas, is referred to the Batesvilie sand-

stone on wholl}' stratigraphic and structural evidence. In Dr.

Branner's introduction to this report, on page 13, in a table on
" The Formations of Washington County," the Batesvilie sand-

stone is placed, on the authority of Professor H. S. Williams, as

the uppermost member of the Osage group. This was the first

attempt made to correlate the formation, and it is only just to

Professor Williams to state that this determination of its posi-

tion was made upon a limited examination of the fossils.

1893.—During this year appeared the report of Mr. T. C. Hop-
kins | on the marbles of Arkansas. On page 10 of this report is a

table showing the " General classification of the rocks of north

Arkansas." So far as the Carboniferous beds are concerned,

this table is in substance a reproduction ot Dr. Branner's table

in the Washington county report, the Batesvilie sandstone being

assigned to a position at the top of the Osage group.

1894.—In the report on the geology of IBenton county, by F.

W. Symonds and T. C. Hopkins,| the same formation is de-

scribed, which was referred to the Batesvilie sandstone in the

Washington county report. The formation is treated structur-

ally, stratigraphicall}' and economically onl}-, and nothing new is

shown as to its exact position in the Mississippian series.

1895.—During this j^ear, in a paper entitled " On the recur-

rence of Devonian fossils in strata of Carboniferous age," Pro-

fessor H. S. Williams § referred to the Batesvilie sandstone as

belonging to the " Chester-St. Louis horizon."

Part II. Description of Species.

MOLLUSCOIDEA.

POLYZOA.

There are in the collection several species of Poh'zoa repre-

senting several genera. In the condition of preservation, how-
ever, as impressions in the sandstone, the details of structure

are too poorly shown to allow of accurate identification.

*The Geology of Washinton count}', bv F. W. Svmonds, Ph. D., Assistant Geologist-
Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ark. for 1888, Vol. iV., Little Rock, 1891. Pp. 49-53.

t Marbles and other limestones, by T. C. Hopkins. Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ark. for

1890, Vol. IV., Little Rock, 1893.

JThe Geology of Benton county, by F. W. Svmonds and T. ('. Hepkins. Ann. Rep.
Geol. Surv. Ark for 1891, Vol. II.

g Am. Jour. Sci. (3), Vol. LIX., pp. 91-101.
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Beachiopoda.

OrBICULOIDEA BATESVILLENSIS Sp. nOV.

PI. XIX., figs. 4-5.

Shell subcircular or longitudinally subelliptical in outline.

Brachial valve depressed conical, with the apex situated at a

point a little DQ,ore than one-half the distance from the center

to the posterior margin, and directed backward.
Surface ornamented with faint concentric lines of growth.

This species is similar to 0. newberryi, Hall,* from the Cuya-
hoga shale of Ohio, but is less circular and much larger.

Streptorhynchus williamsi sp. nov.

PL XIX., figs. 1-3.

Shell large, irregularly subcircular or transversely sub-ellipti-

cal in outline. Hinge-line shorter than the greatest width of the
shell.

Pedicle valve irregularly convex, a little wider than long.

Beak elevated, distorted, inclined posteriorly at an angle of
about 45°. Dental lamellre reduced to rounded ridges which
bound the delth3'rium laterall}-. Median septum absent.

Brachial valve wider than long, regularly convex, the greatest

convexity being well towards the beak. Cardinal process promi-
nent, more or less deeply bilobed.

Surface ornamented with numerous, fine, bifurcating, radiating

strice. Strong, irregular wrinkles of growth are present on the
pedicle valve, but are lacking on all the specimens of the brachial
valve which have been examined.

In the genus Streptorhynchus^ as restricted by Hall and Clarkf
to include only those streptorhynchoid shells possessing a promi-
nent bifid cardinal process in the brachial valve, and no median
septum in the pedicle valve, only a single American species has
heretofore been recognized, S. ulrichi, H. & C.| This species
is not perfectly known, but *S'. williamsi may be readily dis-

tinguished from it on account of its much greater size.

Unfortunately all the Arkansas specimens are more or less frag-

mentary, two of the most perfectly preserved ones being figured.

No specimen shows the beak of the pedicle valve complete, but
enough is preserved to show that no median septum is present.

The form of the cardinal process is extremely variable. Figure

*Pal., N. Y., Vol. IV., p. 25, PI. I., figs. 10-11.

t Pal. N. Y., Vol. 8, pt. 1, p. 267.

t Pal. N. Y., Vol. 8, pt. 1, p. 351, PI. XI. B, fig. 15.
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3 is drawn from a wax impression of one of the most prominent
and most deeply bifid specimens; it ranges from this form to a
comparatively low process with the bifurcation almost obsolete.

The species is named in honor of Prof. H. S. Williams.

Productus cestriensis Worthen.*

PI. XIX., figs. 7-9.

1855. Productus elegans, Norwood and Pratten, Jour. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Phil. (2), Vol. 3, p. 13, PI. 1, figs. 7a-c. (Name pre-

occupied.)

1860. ProduQtus cestriensis, Worthen, Trans. St. Louis Acad.
Sci., Vol. 1, p. 570.

1891. Productus elegans, Whitfield, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol.

5, p. 581, PI. 13, figs. 15-16.

1895. Productus elegans, Whitfield, Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. 7, p.

669, PL 9, figs. 15-16.

Shell of medium size, subelliptical in outline, hinge line

straight, very short.

Pedicle valve strongly arcuate, much broader towards the
front than along the hinge-line, with almost no auricular depres-

sions at the extremity of the cardinal line. Beak rather large

and obtuse. A shallow, ill-defined mesial sinus extends from
near the beak to the anterior margin. Surface ornamented with
from thirty to fifty, fine, longitudinal, bifurcating plications

which often become fasciculated towards the anterior margin,
giving that portion of the shell a wrinkled appearance. In the

older shells the pedicle valve is often broadly and rather abruptly
expanded towards the margin.

Brachial valve flattened throughout the greater part of its

surface, but abruptly bending upward near the margin.

Though this species is exceedingly variable in many respects,

it possesses some remarkably constant characters. The most
noticeable of these is the shortness of the hinge-line as compared
with the width of the shell towards the front, with the obsolete
or nearly obsolete auriculations at its extremities. The striking

quadrangular appearance of the shell when viewed posteriorly
is also a noticeable characteristic, though not so pronounced in

the Batesville specimens as in those from some other localities.

The specimen illustrated in the accompanying figures shows this

characteristic much less than do many others, due to the more
rapid expansion of the shell towards the front,

* A complete list of references to the species here described is not always given. In
a Bibliographic Index of American Carboniferous Invertebrates, now in preparation
by the author, a complete list of references with geographic distribution will be given
of all American Carboniferous invertebrates.
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Rhynchonella mutata Hall. (?)

PI. XIX., figs. 13-15.

1858. Rhynchonella mutata. Hall, Geol. Iowa, Vol. 1, pt. 2, p.

658, PI. 23, figs. 2a-b.

1882. Bhi/nchonella mutata, Whitfield, Bull. Am. Mus. Xat.
Hist., Vol. 1, p. 52, PI. 6. figs. 43-45,

1883. Rhynchonella mutata, Hall, 12tli Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv.
Ind., p. 332, PI. 29, figs. 43-45.

Shell small, subcirciilar in outline.

Pedicle valve flattened toward the beak, ornamented by thir-

teen angular plications, three of which are contained in the
mesial sinus, which is deeply impressed toward the front of the
shell.

Brachial valve more ventricose than the pedicle, most rotund
on the umbo, ornamented with plications corresponding to those
in the pedicle valve.

There is some doubt about the identification of this species,

as it is represented by a limited number of specimens, most of
which are fragmentary,

Spirifer Keokuk Hall,

PI, XIX., figs. 10-12.

1858. Spirifer Keokuk,B.^\\, Geol. Iowa, Vol, 1, pt, 2,p. 642, PI.

20, figs. 3a-d, 2d.

1858. Spirifer Keokuk, var. Hall, Geol, Iowa, Vol. 1, pt, 2, p,

676, PI, 24, figs. 4a-d,

1891. Spirifera Rockymontana ? Whitfield, Ann, N. Y, Acad.
Sci., Vol. 5, p. 584, PI. 13, fisr. 30.

1895, Spirifera Rockymontana ? Whitfield, Geol, Surv. Ohio,
Vol, 7, p. 471, PI. 9, fig. 20,

1895. Spirifer Keokuk, Hall and Clarke, Pal, N, Y., Vol. 8, pt.

2, PI. 30, figs, 21-24.

Shell of medium size, variable in outline, from subcircular to

transversely subtrigonal. Hinge-line straight, relative length
variable, from shorter than the width of the shell below to much
extended into more or less mucronate extremities.

Pedicle valve gibbous in the umbonal region, compressed to-

wards the cardinal extremities. Area moderately broad, sharply
defined, concave towards the beak, which is moderately incurved.

Mesial sinus sharply defined, moderately deep and regularly

rounded, including three rounded plications, of which the middle
one is the largest; in some cases two additional plications are pres-

Transactions N. Y. Acab Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 17, July 19, 1897.
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ent near the anterior margin, being intercalated next the outer

boundaries of the sinus. Each side of the valve, outside the

sinus, ornamented with from six to twelve rounded plications, of

which the one bounding the sinus is the largest, the others succes-

sively becoming smaller. Shell thick in the umbonal region, the

muscular scars being prominent on the internal casts.

Brachial less gibbous than tlie pedicle valve, compressed to-

wards the cardinal extremities. Mesial fold highly elevated in

front, rounded or subangular, including four rounded plications

of which the two middle ones are generally, but not alwa3's, the

largest. In some cases two additional plications are present on
the fold as in the sinus. Sides of the valve ornamented with
plications as in the pedicle valve. Shell thinner than that of the

pedicle valve.

This species is one of the most variable of Carboniferous

shells, the extreme variations as exhibited in the Batesville

specimens being shown in the accompanying figures. It has

sometimes been considered as identical with S. rockymontana,
Marcou,* but diflfers from the typical form as figured by Mar-
cou, in having coarser and fewer plications on the body of the

shell and on the fold and sinus, and in having a less angular

fold and sinus. S. rockymontana must undoubtedly be con-

sidered the successor of S. Jceokuk. All intermediate variations

occur in the higher beds of the Carboniferous, but these earlier

forms are constantly distinct from the typical S. rockymontana.
S. inc7^ebescens H. is another species which is also separated

with difficulty from S. keokuk, and may be merely a larger form
of the same species.

Spiriferina sp. ?

A single imperfect specimen belonging to this genus is present

in the collection. It is an internal cast of the pedicle valve, in

which the impressions of the median septum and dental lamellae

are well shown. The general form of the specimen as it is

preserved, is that of S. spinosa N. and P., but the characteristic

external markings of that species can not be seen in the Bates-

ville specimen.

Athyris subquadrata Hall.

PI. XIX., fig. 16.

1858. Athyris subquadrata, Hall, Geol. Iowa, Yol. 1, pt. 2, p
103, PI. 2T,figs. 2a-d.

*Geol. N. A., p. 50, PI. 7, flgs. 4-4e.
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1891. Athyris subquadrata, Whitfield, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci.,

Yoi. 5, p. 585, PL 14. figs. 1-3.

1895. Athyris subquadrata, Whitfield, Geol. Surv. Ohio, YoI.
7, p. 472, PL, 10, figs. 1-3.

Shell of medium size or less, subquadrate in outline and
strongl}' trilobate, proportional length and breadth varjnng from
longer than wide to wider than long.

Pedicle valve most ventricose, beak prolonged and incurved,
extremity truncated and perforated by a circular foramen of con-
siderable size. Mesial sinus subangular, deepl}' impressed to-

ward the front, where the shell is bent dorsall}^ in a lingual ex-
tension, bounded laterally b}^ rounded ridges and extending to
the beak, though faintl}' marked in the posterior portion of its

length.

Brachial valve most rotund on the umbo, beak obscure, in-

curved. The middle of the valve strongly elevated in ftont, form-
ing an abrupt rounded mesial fold, which is scarcely defined pos-
terior to the middle point of the length of the valve. Sides of
the shell impressed on each side of the fold, forming a well-

marked sinus on each side and giving the valve a strongl}- tri-

lobed appearance.
Surface marked by concentric lines of growth which are con-

fined to the anterior portion and are often crowded toward the
margin.

As this species occurs in the Batesville beds it is in the form
of internal casts in which the dental lamellae are represented by
a pair of curved slits, which converge both posteriorly and an-

teriorly. The specimen figured is from the U. S. Geological
Survey collection and has been loaned for illustration by Pro-
fessor H. S. Williams.

EUMETRIA VERNEUILANA Hall.

1856. Retzia verneuilayxa, Hall, Trans. Albany Inst., YoL 4, p. 9.

1858. Retzia verneuilana, Hall, GeoL Iowa, YoL 1, pt. 2, p. 657,
PI. 23, figs. la-d.

1882. Eumetria verneuilana^ Whitfield, BulL Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist., YoL 1, p. 50, PL 6, figs. 28-30.

1883. Eumetria verneuilana, Hall, 12th Rep. GeoL Surv. Ind.,

p. 335, PL 29, figs. 28-30.

1895. Eumetria verneuilana, Hall and Clarke, Pal. N. Y., YoL 8,

pt. 2, PL 51, figs. 13-26, 34-35, PL 83, figs. 26-27.

Shell longitudinally' ovate, valves almost equall}' convex,
hinge-line v^xy short.

Pedicle valve most convex towards the beak, which is elevated
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and incurved so as to bring the circular foramen nearly on a line

with the margins of the valves. Area small, triangular, bounded
by a distinct angular margin.

Brachial valve smaller than the pedicle valve, beak small,

scarcely projecting beyond the cardinal margin.
Surface ornamented with about fifty simple, rounded, longi-

tudinal plications.

None of the specimens of this shell in the collection are perfect

enough to figure. So far as preserved they agree exactly wiih
Hall's and Whitfield's figures of the species.

Dielasma turgida Hall, var. elonqata var. nov.

PI. XIX., fig. 6.

Shell small, elongate, sub-fusiform, as thick as broad. The
valves rather strongly convex, their junction obtuse, emarginate
in front. Surface smooth.

Pedicle valve furnished with a deep median sinus throughout
nearly its entire length, growing shallower as it approaches the

beak. Beak narrow, slightly incurved.

Brachial valve less convex than the pedicle valve, pro'/ided

with a median sinus, but shallower than that in the pedicle valve.

This shell is distinguished from the typical D. turgida H.,*

from the Spergen Hill beds in Indiana, by being more elon-

gate and less ventricose. The European shell D. sacculus is a

closely allied form, but is more nearly like the typical D. tur-

gida than the Arkansas variety.

MOLLUSCA.

Pelecypoda.

Pinna arkansana sp. nov.

PI. XX., figs. 1-2.

Shell acutely triangular in outline. Towards the beak, regular-

ly convex from the hinge-line to the ventral margin, depressed
posteriorly.

Hinge-line straight, equal to the greatest length of the shell.

Just below the hinge-line and parallel to it is a well-defined

but shallow furrow, separating a low rounded marginal ridge

from the body of the shell. Ventral mai-gin straight or but
slightly arcuate towards the beak, meeting the hinge-line ante-

* Terebratula turgida, Hall. Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 6.

Terebratula turgida, Whitfield, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1, p. rA, PI. 0,

figs. 53-58.
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riorly at an angle of about 27^. Posterior margin incomplete in

all the speeimens examined, but judging from the lines of
growth, meeting the hinge-line at a right angle or less than a

right angle.

Surface ornamented with simple, indistinct radiating plica-

tions and with even less distinct concentric wrinkles of growth.
The radiating plications are least distinct towards the ventral

border, while the concentric markings grow more distinct in

this region.

This species is similar to P. maxviUensis, Whitfield,* but may
be distinguished by the well-defined longitudinal depression just

below the hinge-line, which Professor Whitfield definitely states

is not present in his species, and by the much fainter radiating

and concentric plications. The Arkansas shell is also larger

than P. maxviUensis if Whitfield's figure may be taken as repre-

senting the ordinary size ; its maximum length, as determined
by projecting the edges of the broadest of the incomplete speci-

mens, is about five inches. It diflfers from P. fiexicostata, Mc-
Coy,f with which Whitfield compares P. maxviUensis, in hav-

ing less distinct plications. P. missouriensis, Swallow, J is

apparently an allied form, but it has never been figured, and the

original description is so meagre that no comparison is practi-

cable without authentic specimens.

Pteronites hopkinsi sp. nov.

Pi. XX., fig. 10.

Shell, exclusive of the posterior wing, obliquely sub-ovate.

Yer}' convex anteriorl}-, somewhat depressed posteriorly. Pos-
terior wing large, moderately depressed, not sharply separated

from the body of the shell. Valves sub-equal, the left one
slightly more convex and with a slightly larger beak. Beaks
terminal.

The hinge-line straight, nearh' equal to the greatest posterior

extension of the shell below. The antero-ventral margin, judging
from the lines of growth, forms a semi-oval curve, becoming
more abrupt posteriorly where it bends up to meet the posterior

margin. Posterior margin slighlty sinuate below its junction

with the cardinal line, meeting the antero-ventral margin in a

sub-semi-circular curve.

Surface ornamented with radial plications which are strongest

*Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. 5, p. 586, PI. li, fig. .5, and Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. 7, p.

474, PI. 10, fig. 5.

t British Pal. Foss., p. 499, PL 3E. figs. 11-1:3.

t Trans. St. Louis Acad. Set., Vol. 2, p 97.
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'

on the central portion of the shell, and with concentric lines of

growth.

All the specimens of this shell in the collection are imperfect,

so that the marginal contonr has been determined chiefly b}- the

lines of growth. One specimen shows both right and left valves

partially open, and it is the left valve of this specimen which
has been figured. It does not resemble any of the heretofore

described American species of the genus.

The species is named in honor of Mr. T. C. Hopkins, a mem-
ber of the late Geological Survey of Arkansas, who did much
valuable work on the stratigraphy in northern Arkansas,

Pteronites l.evis sp, nov.

PI. XX., figs. 11-12.

Shell subovate in outline, convex anteriorly, moderately de-

pressed posteriorly. Posterior wing ill-defined, not sharply

seperated from the body of the shell. Beaks terminal.

Hinge-line straight, shorter than the most posterior extension

of the shell below. Antero-ventral margin forming a semi-oval

curve, bending regularly upward posteriorly, into tUe posterior

margin which meets the cardinal line at an oblique angle.

Surface smooth except for a few indistinct lines of growth
which are often obsolete.

In general form this species is similar to P. hopkinsi, but
differs from that species in its smaller size and in its unorna-

mented shell.

Myalina arkansana sp. nov.

PL XX., figs. 16-17.

Shell below medium size, oblique, the greatest length about
equal to twice the greatest width. Valves strongly convex in

the umbonal region, compressed posteriori}'. Beaks depressed,

in the younger specimens almost terminal, in the older ones at

a little distance from the anterior extremity. A shallow de-

pression extends from the beak obliquely to the ventral margin
in front of the unbonal ridge.

Hinge-line straight, equal to about two-thirds the entire

length of the shell. Anterior margin obtusely rounded, ventral

margin slightly arcuate, regularly rounded upward posteriorly

into the posterior margin, which curves forward in an arcuate

line or is nearly straight, meeting the hinge line at an obtuse
angle of abont 1.35°.
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Surface nearly smooth, but showing a few obscure lines of
growth.

This species somewhat resembles M. swallovi, McChesney. a

common coal measure species, but is more oblique, with a less

prominent umbonal ridge which curves dorsall}^ rather than
ventrally towards the posterior extremity, and has an arcuate
rather than a sinuate ventral margin.

LiTHOPHAGA ? BATESVILLENSIS Sp. UOV.

PI. XX., figs. 14-15.

Shell of medium size or less, elongate ovate in outline. Ver^'
convex anteriorly, somewhat depressed posteriorly. Beaks ter-

minal, depressed.

Hinge-line straight, about three-fifths the total length of the
shell. Anterior margin sharply rounded. Ventral margin gently
arcuate with the curvature increasing towards the extremities,

bending upward and sharply rounded posteriorly into the poste-

rior margin, which curves forward, meeting the cardinal line at

an obtusely rounded angle.

Surface nearly smooth, a few inconspicuous lines of growth
being distinguishable.

The species most nearly allied to this is L.pertenuis^M. & W.,*
described from the Warsaw beds of the St. Louis limestone.

The Arkansas specimens constantly diff'er from that species in

having the greatest posterior extension of the shell nearer the

ventral margin.

AVICULOPECTEN BATESVILLENSIS Sp. nOV.

PI. XX., figs. 3-4.

Right valve unknown. Left valve of medium size. Exclusive
of the wings, broadly sub-ovate in outline, nearly equilatei'al.

Length and breadth about equal, the greatest convexity at a

point about one-third the distance from the beak to the ven-

tral margin, equal to about one-fourth the length. Beak moder-
ately elevated above the hinge-line and situated a little anterior

to its middle point.

Hinge-line equal to the greatest breadth of the shell below.

Anterior, ventral and posterior margins, to the junction with

the wings, sub-circular in outline.

Wings subequal, anterior one being somewhat the smaller,

flat and triangular, abruptly compressed from the umbonal slope.

*Geol. Surv. Ill , Vol. 5, p. 539, PI. 22, fi?. 1.
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The anterior margin meeting the hinge-line at nearly a right angle,

the angle sometimes rounded; separated from the margin below
b}^ a rather abruptly rounded or angular byssal sinus, which is

more pronounced in the younger shells. Posterior wing less

comi^ressed, not sharpl}' separated from the umbonal slope, pos-

terior cardinal angle acute, posterior margin concave, joining

the postero-ventral margin by a gentle curve.

Surface of the shell ornamented with simple radiating plica-

tions arranged in pairs, obsolete towards the beak and on the

younger specimens, though they would probably- be present on
the exterior of the shell.

This species resembles A. coxanus M. k W.,* from the coal

measures, but differs from it in its larger size and greater con-

vexity. It differs from A. tcinchelli Meek,f of the Ohio
Waverly group, in its smaller size, greater convexit}' and rela-

tively longer hinge line. It differs from both these species

in having the posterior wing less flattened than the anterior and
much less sharpl}' separated from the umbonal slope. It re-

sembles A. monroensis, Worthen, | from the St. Louis group, but
is less oblique than that species.

AvrCULOPECTEN ? Sp.

PI. XX., fig. 13.

Shell small, exclusive of the hinge-line subovate in outline,

oblique, moderately convex, longer than wide. Beak moderately
elevated above the hinge-line.

Hinge-line a little shorter than the width of the shell below.

Anterior margin of the shell sinuate at the point where the an-

terior ear joins the bod\- of the shell, sharply rounded above the

sinuation and genth' arcuate below. Ventral margin regularly

rounded. Posterior margin arcuate below, nearlv straight

above, meeting the hinge-line at an obtuse angle.

Wings subequal, not sharply compressed from the bod}- of the

shell.

Surface ornamented with radiating plications, faintly shown
in the specimen as preserved, and obsolete towards the beak.

Only a single specimen of this little species is present in the

collection. It maj- prove to be new, but for the present, in con-

sideration of the limited amount of material at hand, it is thought
best to leave it without a specific designation.

*Geol. Surv., 111., Vol. 2, p. 32rt, PI, XXVI., figs. 6a-b.

t Pal., Ohio, Vol. 2, p. 296, PI. XV., flg. oa-b.

I Geol. Surv., 111., Vol. S, p. 114, PI. X'XII., figs. 8-9a.
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Allorisma walkeri sp. nov.

PI. XX., figs. 6-7.

Shell longitudinally sub-elliptical in outline, with the dorsal
and ventral margins sub-parallel. Yalves moderatel}' convex,
the greatest convexitj' being about the middle, somewhat com-
pressed posteriorly. Umbonal ridge ill-defined or obsolete,

often fiattened, giving the appearance of two indistinct ridges

extending from the beak to the postero-ventral margin. Beaks
of moderate size, projecting slightly above the hinge-line, in-

curved, directed anteriorly and situated at about one-fourth the
length of the shell from the anterior end.

Cardinal line straight, extending three-fourths the length of
the shell backward from the beaks, anterior end short, sloping
forward from between the beaks at an angle of forty-five degrees
or less, to about the middle of the height of the shell, then
gently curving downward to form the sub-semi-circular anterior

margin of the shell. Ventral margin nearly straight or slightly

arcuate from a point directly below the beaks to one-half the

distance from this point to the posterior extremit}'; posteriori}^

the margin curves regularly upward and then forward, forming
the nearly semi-circular posterior margin.

Anterior end of the shell with a small but well defined lunule.

Surface ornamented with strong, irregular, concentric undula-
tions. In some specimens a broad, shallow, ill-defined, almost
imperceptible sulcus passes from the beak to about the middle
of the ventral margin ; in other specimens this sulcus is obso-
lete.

This species is allied to A. maxville77sis, Wh'it^eld,* from the
Maxville limestone of Ohio, but is much larger and the beaks
are situated farther from the anterior end of the shell.

The species is named in honor of Mr. Geo. C. Walker, the

founder of Walker Museum, University of Chicago.

Allorisma arkansana sp. nov.

PI. XX., figs. 4-5.

Shell longitudinally sub-elliptical in outline. Equivalve, the

valves rather strongh' convex in the umbonal region, compressed
posteriori}'. Umbonal ridge ill-defined, rounded, becoming
nearly obsolete posteriorly. Beaks prominent, incurved, i)ro-

jecting considerably above the hinge-line, situated at a point

Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. 5, p. 588, PI. 14, figs. 7, 8, and Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol.
7, p, 476, PL 10, figs. 7, 8.
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about one-fourth, or less, the length of the shell from the an-

terior end.

Hinge-line straight or slightl}- arcuate. Anterior margin of
the shell sub-semi-circular. Ventral margin nearly straight or

slightly arcuate, converging posteriorly towards the dorsal mar-
gin. Posterior margin rather sharply rounded at the most pos-

terior projection of the shell, which is about midway of the
height, arcuate above and below this point.

Surface, anterior to the beak, ornamented with moderatel}'
fine, regular, concentric wrinkles, which become obsolete poste-
riorly. Shell smooth posterior to the beaks.

This species differs from A. ivalkeri in its posteriorly converg-
ing dorsal and ventral margins, in the more sharply rounded pos-

terior extremity, in the sharper and more elevated beaks, and in

the finer and more regular concentric wrinkles which are con-
fined to the region anterior to the beaks.

SCHIZODUS BATESVILLENSIS Sp. nOV.

PL XX., figs. 8-9.

Shell of medium size, longitudinally subovate in outline,

valves moderately convex. Beaks prominent and incurved,
situated at about one-third the length of the shell from the
anterior end. Greatest convexity of the shell immediateh' be-

low the beak, at about one-third the distance from the point
of the beak to the ventral margin. Umbonal ridge arcuate,

rounded and ill-defined, posterior umbonal slope concave.
Hinge line straight, reaching about two-thirds the distance

from the beak to the posterior point of the shell. Anterior
margin regularly rounded. Ventral margin arcuate, curving ab-

ruptly upward posteriorly, to meet the posterior margin. Poste-
rior margin more or less arcuate, forming a rather abrupt angle
with the ventral margin at the most posterior point of the shell,

and meeting the hinge-line at a more or less distinct obtuse angle.

Surface smooth, except on the anterior slope, which is orna-
mented with fine concentric lines, which can be seen only upon
the best preserved specimens and when held in a strong light.

The shell is similar to and probably identical with the one de-

scribed from the Maxville limestone b}' Whitfield,* as S. chester-

ensis, M. & W. In his description he states, however, that it

may become necessary to separate the Maxville limestone speci-

mens from S. chesferensis as a distinct species. S. hatesvillensis

*Am. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. 5, p. 587, PL XIV., fig. 4. and Geol. Surv., Ohio, Vol. 7.

p. 475, PI. X., fig. 4.
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differs from S. chesterensis^ as figured b}' Meek and Worthen, *

in having the beaks situated nearer the center of the shell and
in having the greatest posterior extension of the shell situated

more ventrally.

ScHizoDUS DEPRESSus Worthen. (?)

PI. XXL, figs. 7-8.

1884. Schizodus depressus, Worthen^ Bull. No. 2,111. State Mus.
Nat. Hist., p. 11.

1890. Schizodus depressus, Worthen, Geol. Surv. 111., Vol. 8, p.

109, PI. 18, figs. 8-8a.

Shell below medium size, sub-triangular in outline, slightly

convex, greatest convexity along the umbonal ridge. Umbonal
ridge angular, extending from the beak to the most posterior
extension of the shell, sub-parallel with the nearly straight upper
portion of the posterior margin of the shell. Beak depressed,
obtuse, situated a little anterior to the middle of the shell.

Hinge-line short. Anterior margin of the shell nearly straight

above, sloping venti'ally, regularly rounded below. Ventral
margin arcuate. Posterior margin sharpl}- rounded below at

the most posterior 'extension of the shell, straight or slightly

arcuate above, sloping upward to a point just posterior to the
beak.

The specimens of this species are not well preserved, but as

they agree in general form with Schizodus depressus,a.s described
and figured by Worthen, they are provisionally referred to this

species. They differ from Worthen's figures chiefly in the more
obtuse beaks.

Schizodus? sp.

PI. XX., fig. 5.

Shell below medium size, sub-elliptical in outline, slightly

convex in the umbonal region, compressed posteriorly. Beak
situated at a little less than one-third the distance from the

anterior to the posterior extremit}', incurved and elevated above
the hinge-line. Posteriorly from the beak and parallel with the
hinge-line is a sharp ridge, the dorsal side of which is a narrow
band-like area meeting the hinge-line nearly vertical to the plane
of the shell.

Hinge-line straight, extending from the beak nearly to the

posterior extremity. Anterior margin rather sharply but regu-

lai'ly rounded ; ventral margin gently arcuate, bending upward

•Geol. Surv., 111., Vol. 2, p. 301, PI. XXIII., fig. 6.
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more rapidly posteriorly into the posterior margin, which is

sharply rounded dorsally.

Surface nearly smooth, but showing some inconspicuous
wrinkles of growth.

This specimen is almost certainly not a Schizodus, but as it

seems difficult to place itinan}- genus with certainty it is placed

here provisionally.

Sanguinolites? sp?

PL XXL, fig. 6.

Shell elongate sub-ovate in outline, moderately convex along
the umbonal ridge. Beaks depressed, situated at a point about
one-fourth the distance from the anterior to the posterior ex-

tremities of the shell.

Hinge-line straight, about two-thirds the length of the shell.

Anterior margin of the shell sinuate just below the beaks, regu-

larl}^ rounded below. Ventral margin straight or slightl}' arcu-

ate. Posterior margin rather sharpl}' rounded.
Surface smooth except for some indistinct concentric lines of

growth.

This species occurs rather abundantly, but the specimens are

all so poorly preserved that the characters can be but imper-

fecth' recognized. The specimens are placed provisionally in

the genus Sanguinolites, but more perfect materialmust be studied

for the accurate determination of their characters.

GASTROPODA.

Capulus acutirostris Hall.

1856. Capulus acutirostris, 'iiii\\,Triins. Albany Inst.,Vol. 4, p. 31.

1858. Capulus acutirostris, Hall, Geol. Iowa, Vol. 1, pt. 2, p.

665, PI. 23, figs. 14a-b.

1882. Platyceras acutii-osfr-is, Whitfield, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist., Vol. 1, p. 67, PI. x, figs. 13-15.

1883. Platyceras acutirostris. Hall, 12th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind..

p. 370, PI. 31, figs 13-15.

1890. Capulus acutirostris, Keves, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil.,

p. 170.

1894. Orthonychia acutirostre, Keyes, Mo. Geol. Surv., Yol. 5,

p. 190, PI. 54, figs. 2a-c.

A single specimen in the collection agrees well with the fig-

ures and descriptions of Capulus acutirostris. It is imperfectly

preserved, but seems referable to this species.
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Bellerophon sublaevis Hall,

PI. XXI., fig. 10.

1856. Bellerophon sublaevis, Hall, Trans. Albany Inst., Vol. 4,

p. 32.

1858. Bellerojjhon sublaevis, Hall, Geol. Iowa, Vol. 1, pt. 2, p.

666, PL 23, fig. 5.

1882. Bellerophon sublaevis, Whitfield, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist., Vol. 1, p. 89, PI. 8, figs. 6-7.

1882. Bellerophon sublaevis. White, 11th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

p. 359, PI. 40, figs. 5-7.

1883. Bellerophon sublaevis. Hall, 12th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., p.

371, PI. 31, figs. 6-7.

1891. Bellerophon sublaevis, Whitfield, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci.,

Vol. 5, p. 592, PI. 14, figs. 20-21.

1894. Bellerophon sublaevis, Keyes, Mo. Geol. Surv. Vol. 5, p.

148.

The Arkansas specimens of this shell are all imperfectly pre-
served and in the form of internal casts. There seems to be no
doubt, however, as to the accurac}^ of their identification. But
little can be said in the way of description of the specimens, ex-
cept that they are sub-globular in form with a smooth surface.

All the specimens of this species in the Walker Museum col-

lection are so much crushed and distorted as to be unfit for il-

lustration. The figure on plate 3 is from a specimen in the U. S.

G. S. collection loaned for illustration by Professor Williams.

Bellerophon branneri sp. nov.

PI. XXI., fig. 9.

Inner volutions of the shell small, closely coiled. Outer
volution broadly expanding toward the aperture, subangulate
along the dorsum. Aperture large, sub-circular in outline, with
a slightly sinuate dorsal margin. Shell ornamented with rather
remote transverse undulations.

This species is represented in the collection by a single im-
perfect example, but it is so distinct from every other Car-
boniferous species that it is given a specific designation. The
figure is drawn from a wax cast of the mould of the speci-

men in the sandstone. It is similar to the Devonian species B.
natator. Hall,* but diflfers from it in having a shallower and less

sharply sinuate dorsal margin in the aperture, and in having a
less angular dorsum. The transverse undulations are also more
remote in the Arkansas species.

*Pal. N. v., Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 108, PI. 24, fig. 1.
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Named in honor of Dr. J. C, Branner, late State Geologist of
Arkansas.

Straparollus similis Meek and Worthen. (?)

1861. StraparoUas similis ^Isieek and Worthen, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phil., p. 145.

1866. Straparollus similis, Meek and Worthen, Geol. Surv. III.,

Yol. 2, p. 285, PL 19, figs. 4a-b.

1891. Straparollus similis, Whitfield, Ann. N, Y. Acad. Sci.,

Yol. 5, p. 589, PI. 14, figs. 9-11.

1895. Straparollus similis, Whitfield, Geol. Surv. Ohio, Yol. 7,

p. 476, PI. 10, figs. 9-11.

There is in the collection a single impression of the under
side of the coil of a small species of Straparollus. The speci-

men is about one-half inch in diameter and the characters so far

as preserved, agree with S. si^nilis.

Straparollus sp. ?

A single imperfect specimen of a species of this genus, too
incomplete for identification, is present in the collection. It is

much depressed and nearly disk-form and when perfect must
have been one and one-half inches in diameter. The aperture

is apparently sub-elliptical in outline and nearly twice as broad
as high.

CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras eurekensis Walcott. (?)

Pi. XXL, figs. 3-3a.

1884. Orthoceras eurekensis, Walcott, Pal. Eureka Dist.,p. 265,

PI. 23, figs. 2-2a.

Shell straight, graduall}^ and regularlj' tapering, transverse

section elliptical. Living chamber unknown. Septa situated

at distances of about 4 mm., moderately concave. Siphuncle
small, excentric towards one of the longer sides of the elliptical

cross section.

Walcott 's figure shows a shell of about twice the length of the

Batesville specimen, and is distinctly curved. Except for this

curvature, the Batesville specimen, so far as its characters are

preserved, agrees with the one described from the Eureka district

of Nevada.
The specimen here figured is from the U. S. Geological Survey

collection and was kindlv loaned to the author b}' Professor H.
S. Williams.
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Glyphioceras spn.?;Ricus Martin. (?)

PI. XXL, figs. 1-2.

1809. Gonchyliolithus NautUites (sphsericus), Martin, Petrif.

Derb., PL 7, figs. 3-5.

1812. Ammonites sphsericus, Sowerb}-, Min. Couch, Vol. 1, p.

116, Tab. 53, fig. 2.

1836. Goniatites sphsericus^ Pliillips, Geol. Yorks,, pt. 2, p. 234,

PI. 19, figs. 4-6.

1880. Goniatites sphasricus, de Konnick, Faune de Gale. Garb.

de La Belg., pt. 2, p. 47, PI. 47, figs. 3-5.

1 882. Gontatites crenistria, Barrois, Rech. Sur les. Ferr. Anc.
des Ast. et de la Gal., p. 292, PI. 14, fig. 1.

Shell compressed globular, umbilicus small. Surface orna-

mented with longitudinal lines to the number of about nine in

the space of one-fourth of an inch.

Ventral lobe of the suture minute and acutely angular, situ-

ated in the apex of a larger ventral saddle, which is thus divided
at its apex into two small and acute siphonal saddles. Primar}'
lateral lobes acutely angular with more or less undulating sides.

Primarj' lateral saddles large and acute, much higher than the

two small siphonal saddles, the base broad, about two-thirds

the height, the point slightly inclined towards the umbilicus.

The second lateral lobes much larger than the first, as large or

larger than the primary lateral saddles, the sides undulating.

The second lateral saddles regularl}' rounded or with a single

undulation, extending to the umbilicus.

All the Batesville specimens are imperfect and more or less

crushed, but so far as the suture is concerned they agree exactly

with the figures and descriptions of European examples, ex-

cept that the bifid ventral saddle is narrower and more elevated.

The Arkansas specimens also difl!"er from the latter, in being more
compressed laterall}^ and less globose. In Professor Bar-

rois'* notes on the species from Spain, he mentions its varia-

bility' in this respect and saj's that all intermediate stages occur
between the globose and the compressed forms. The Arkansas
specimens exhibit considerable variation in this respect, but none
of them attain the extreme globosity of the European speci-

mens.
The species is also closely related to Goniatites kentuckiensis

* Barrois describes the species under the name Goniaitites crenestria, considering
that to be synonymous with G. sphfrricus. Whether he is right or not is of no conse-
quence here, but it would seem that in any case Martin's name, published in 1809,

would take precedence over Phillips', which was not published until 1836.
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Millei',* described from the St. Louis group in Kentuck}-. It

differs from Miller's species as figured, in the more acute lobes

and saddles and in being less globose, though his latest figures

represent a shell more compressed than does his original figure

and description.

In none of the specimens studied is the body chamber pre-

served, so that the true size of the shells cannot be estimated;

but the lai'ger specimens, as preserved, are from one and one-

half to two inches in diameter.

CEUSTACEA.

Phillipsia sp.

PI. XXL, fig. n.

Several imperfect pygidia of a trilobite belonging to the genus
Phillipsia are contained in the collection. The specimens are

too poorly preserved to admit of specific determination.

Part III. Correlation.

Palkontologic Cokeelation.

Fossil evidence of the age of the Batesville Sandstone.

In this section of the paper each of the species recorded from
the Batesville Sandstone will be considered separately, and
whatever evidence it affords, if any at all, as to the age of the

formation will be discussed.

L Orbiculoidea batesvillensis.

The members of this genus have a wide range in time, and as

the specific characters are generally more or less obscure the

occurrence of an undescribed species in the fauna signifies little

or nothing as to its age.

2. Streptorhynchus loilliamsi.

In the genus Streptorhynchus, as restricted, but a single

American species has been recorded, S. ulrichi, from the Kas-
kaskia Group in Kentucky. The evidence afforded by the
present species is, therefore, in favor of the Kaskaskia age of
the Batesville Sandstone.

3. Productus cestriensis.

This species is one of the most characteric of Kaskaskia fossils

«N. A. Geol. and Pal., p. 439, 440, fig. 740, and BuU. No. 11, 111. State Mus. Nat. Hist.'

p. 40, PI 5, fig. 1.
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at the typical localities, and is likewise the most abundant
species collected from the Batesville Sandstone.

4. Ehynchonella mutata.

This species is of a type abundant in the Devonian and lower
Carboniferous rocks. The evidence afforded by its occurrence
in the Batesville Sandstone points toward the St. Louis age of
the formation.

5. Spirifer keokuk.

This species, as it is known from other localities, ranges
through the Osage group to the Coal Measures. The Batesville

specimens most resemlsle the species as it occurs in the St.

Louis group.
6. Spiriferina sp.

Species of this genus, similar to the one here recorded, range
from the Burlington Limestone to the Coal Measures. Its

presence in the Batesville Sandstone fauna affords no definite

evidence as to its age.

7. Athyris subquadrata.

This species is typically a Kaskaskia form. The Batesville

specimens do not differ essentially from those in the Kaskaskia
group at its various localities.

8. Eumetria verneuilana.

The species of this genus range from the Osage group through
the Mississippian series, the later forms becoming more coarsely
plicate. The Batesville Sandstone specimens are indistinguish-

able from the typical E. verneuilana as it occurs in the St.

Louis group.

9. Dielasma turgida var. elongata.

The typical D. turgida is a St. Louis group species.

10. Pinna arkansana.

This species is most closely related to P. maxvillensis from
the Maxville Limestone of Ohio. The exact age of this forma-
tion has never been accurately determined, but it has been re-

ferred to the St. Louis-Kaskaskia horizon. P. missouriensis,

described from the Kaskaskia group, is apparently an allied

species, and the evidence of P. arkansana is towards the Kas-
kaskia age of the formation rather than the St. Louis.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 18, June 19, 1897.
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11. Pteronites hopkinsi.

This heretofore undescribed species is not similar to any de-

scribed American species, and its evidence is nothing.

12. Pteronites Isevis.

Like the preceding species, this one affords no evidence as to

the age of the formation.

13. BIyalina arkansana.

The genus Myalina is more typically- characteristic of the

upper Carboniferous faunas, though it is present in the Osage
and St. Louis groups. The evidence afforded by the species is

slight, but is towards the Kaskaskia rather than the St. Louis

age of the formation.

14. Lithophaga'^ batesvillensis.

The most closeh' allied species of the genus is L. pertenuis^

described from the Warsaw beds of the St. Louis group.

15. Aviculopecten batesvillensis.

This species is quite distinct from an^^'other American species

of the genus, and affords evidence toward neither of the forma-

tions in question.

16. Aviculopecten sp.

This species affords no evidence bearing upon the present
problem.

11. Allorisma ivalkeri.

This species, though very much larger, is similar to A.
maxvillensis from the Maxville Limestone. It is not closel}^

allied to any species of the typical St. Louis or Kaskaskia form-
ations.

18. Allorisma arkansana.

This species affords no evidence of the age of the fauna in

which it occurs.

19. Schizodus batesvillensis.

The most closely' allied species is S. chesterensis^ one of the
most characteristic species of the upper beds of the Kaskaskia
group. A species referred to S. chesterensis by Whitfield oc-

curs in the Maxville Limestone, and the Batesville specimens
more closely agree with the Maxville Limestone specimens than
with the tj'pical S. chesterensis.
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20. Schizodus depressus?

This species was originalh- described from the oolite bed of
the St. Louis group in Monroe county, 111.

21. Schizodus?? sp.

This species affords no evidence bearing on the age of the
fauna in which it occurs.

22. Sanguinolites ? sp.

Like the preceding, this apecies affords no evidence in the
problem.

23. Capulus acutirostris.

This species, originally described from the St. Louis group,
also occurs in the Osage group below. The bearing of its evi-

dence is towards the St. Louis age of the fauna.

24. Bellerophon sublsevis.

This species is typically from the St. Louis group, where it is

a characteristic form.

25. Bellerophon hranneri.

This new species is not similar to any heretofore described
Carboniferous species and affords no evidence in the case.

26. Straparollus similis?

This species was originall}- described from the St. Louis group.

27. Straparollus sp.

This fragmentary species affords no evidence in the present

problem.
28. Orthoceras eurekensis?

This species was described from Nevada, and its presence in

the Batesville Sandstone fauna can liave no bearing upon the age
of the formation.

29. Glyphioceras spyhsericus.

This species has not heretofore been recorded from America.
The nearest American ally is G. kentuckiensis from the St.

Louis group in Kentuckj*.

30. Phillip)sia sp.

The members of this genus range from the Kinderhook group

to the Coal Measures, and the presence of an indeterminable

species in the fauna affords no evidence as to its age.
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Tabulation of the Facts.

The facts set forth in the preceding notes on the species are

here given in tabular form. The species are arranged in three

groups, those whose evidence points to the St. Louis age of the

formation, those "whose evidence points to its Kaskaskia age,

and those whose evidence is indeterminate.

The following symbols are used to indicate the relative abun-
dance of the species: (a)=abundant

;
(c)=common

;
(r)=rare

;

(nonrepresented by single or a very limited number of speci-

mens.

List of Species.
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Summation of the evidence.

From the foregoing table it will be seen that of the thirty spe-

cies recognized in the Batesville Sandstone fauna, ten point

to the St. Louis age of the formation, six to its Kaskaskia age,

and fourteen species are present whose evidence is indeterminate.

After setting aside the fourteen species that afford no evidence,

and considering the relative number of species alone, it is seen

that Q2^fc of the evidence points toward the St. Louis age and
Sl^fo toward the Kaskaskia age of the formation.

In making a just estimate of the evidence of the age of the
fauna, however, it is necessar}- to take into account not onl}' the

relative number of species, but also the relative abundance of

the species. The most abundant species of the fauna, Produc-
tus cestriensis^i is characteristicalh' a Kaskaskia form, and of the
six Kaskaskia species only one is marked (r.) and one (rr.), four

being common or abundant forms. Of the St. Louis species

four only are common, three are marked (rr.) and three (r.). From
this it will be seen that when only the abundant or common spe-

cies are considered, the evidence of the age of the formation lies

equall}' between the St. Louis and the Kaskaskia.
From a consideration of the paleontologic evidence alone,

without an}' reference to the stratigraphy, the Batesville Sand-
stone should be correlated with the base of the Kaskaskia group.

The presence of the numerous Kaskaskia species establishes the

Kaskaskia age of the fauna, while the association with them of

the numerous species typically belonging to the St. Louis group,

fixes its horizon in the basal portion of the Kaskaskia.

Relation between the farinas of the Batesville Sandstone and the

Maxville Limestone.

The Maxville Limestone is a formation in Ohio, about twenty-
five feet in thickness, and lies immediately above the Logan
group, the uppermost subdivision of the Waverly series. Its

fauna has been made known b}' Whitfield.* It consists of a

mingling of St. Louis and Kaskaskia species, and the limestone
is spoken of by Prof. Whitfield as " the equivalent of the

St. Louis and Chester f Limestones of the Mississippi Valley."

Such a thin stratum can scarcely be considered as representing

the whole of the great thickness of the St. Louis and Kaskaskia
groups as developed in the Mississippi Yalle}-, and it has been

Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. .5, pp. .576-595, and Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. 7, pp 465-481.

t The names Chester and Kaskaskia are synonomous, Kaskaskia being the earliest

of the two referred to the formations.
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the custom of Ohio geologists to refer the Maxville Limestone
to the Kaskaskia group, though its exact horizon has never
been definite!}- pointed out.

The fauna of the Batesville Sandstone is remarkabl}- like

that of the Maxville Limestone, particular!}' so when the

diverse lithologic characters of the two formations are consid-

ered. In both cases the fauna is a mingling of St. Louis and
Kaskaskia species, and from the paleontologic evidence alone,

the two formations may well be correlated.

The following nine Batesville Sandstone species are present,

or have their nearest allies, in the Maxville Limestone.

Productus cestriensis.

Spirifer keokuk.
Athyris subquadrata.
Dielasma turgida, var. elongata.

Pinna arkansana.
AlloiHsma icalkeri.

Schizodus batesvillensis.

Bellerophon sublaevis.

Straparollus similis?

Stratigraphic Correlation.

Stratigraphy of the Mississippian Series in the Batesville

Region.

The following section of the Mississippian rocks in the Bates-
ville region of Arkansas is compiled from the published reports

of the Geological Survey of Arkansas and from the field obser-

vations of the author. The formations are discussed consecu-
tively, beginning with the lowermost.

1. Sylamore Sandstone.—This formation is irregular in its

distribution, sometimes being absent and at other times reach-

ing a thickness of from thirty to forty feet. It is more exten-
sively developed in the counties further west than in the im-
mediate Batesville region. It is a bed of brown, yellow or gray
sandstone, often with interstratified green or black shaly layers,

and frequently containing small flat or rounded ferruginous
concretions. In some localities the sandstone is wholly re-

placed by a black shale.

2. St. Joe Marble.—This formation is ordinai'ily a red crys-

talline limestone with an average thickness of from twenty-five

to forty feet. In many localities the red fades through a

mottled to a bluish gray color. Chert bands are often inter-

stratified. Fossils are not abundant but such as are present
point to the Kinderhook age of the formation.
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3. Boone Chert.—This formation consists of a series of inter-

bedded strata of cliert and limestone, three hundred to three
hundred and fifty feet in thickness, the two materials diflering

greatly' in relative amounts in different localities. The lime-

stone is generally a light colored crystalline rock composed
largely of crinoidal fragments. The whole formation agrees
well with the Osage group as developed further north, except
that the relative amount of chert is greater.

4. Spring Creek Limestone and Shale.—This formation has
heretofore been referred to the Fayetteville Shale by the Ar-
kansas geologists. In the region of its typical development, in

the western part of the state, the Fayetteville Shale is separated

from the Boone Chert by the Wyman Sandstone, a formation
which is absent in the Batesville region. Since the correlation

of the black shales and limestones in the Batesville region with
the Fayetteville Shale is based wholly on the stratigraphy, and
as the stratigraphic column is somewhat dissimilar in the two
regions, it is thought best to assign a distinctive name to the

formation in the Batesville region, until a comparative investiga-

tion of the faunas in the two regions proves it to be wholly or

in part the equivalent of the more western formation.

The Spring Creek Limestone, as typically developed on
Spring Creek, two miles west of Batesville, is a black fetid

limestone abounding in fossils. East of Batesville, in the vicin-

it}' of Moorefield, it is more shaly and attains a thickness of

three hundred feet.

The fauna of the Spring Creek Limestone is unique, and the re-

sults of a preliminary study of it have been published by Pro-

fessor H. S. Williams.* It contains, besides the remarkable
Devonian tj'pes mentioned by Professor Williams, a large pro-

portion of species which are typically of St. Louis age.

5. Batesville sandstone. This formation is a buff, yellow or

brown, rather fine grained homogeneous sandstone, ranging in

thickness from a few feet to nearl}' two hundred feet. Fossils

are comparatively abundant in its lowermost layers, but in the

upper portions it is apparently barren of organic remains.

6. Boston Group.—Lying between the Batesville Sandstone
below and the Millstone Grit above, is a series of interbedded
strata of shales, limestones, and sandstones, that attains a thick-

ness of seven or eight hundred feet. The different beds are more
or less constant in their development, and a portion of them are

fossiliferous, but the faunas have not 5'et been investigated.

* On the recurrence of Devonian fossils in strata of Carboniferous age, by H. S.

Williams. Am. Jour. Sci. {?>), Vol. 49, pp. 94-101.
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Stratigraphy of the Typical Mississippian Section.

The typical Mississippian section, as developed in Iowa,
Missouri and Illinois, will here be treated after the same manner
in which the Batesville section has been discussed, in order that

a comparison of the two sections ma^' be made.
1. At the base of the Mississippian series in Missouri there is

often present a stratum of sandstone containing numerous small

ferruginous pebbles or concretionary masses, similar to those in

the Sylamore Sandstone. This bed is well exhibited on the
Mississippi River, near Sulphur Springs, Mo., and also in the

southwestern part of the State, near Springfield. The thickness

of the stratum has never been observed to be more than one
foot and is often altogether absent.

2. Kinderhook Groiqj.—In its typical outcrops in Illinois,

Missouri and Iowa this group is three-fold in its development,
a limestone member below and another above, with an inter-

mediate series of shales and sandstone. In southern Missouri,

near the shore-line of the ancient Ozark Island, this three-fold

development is well marked, but southward from this shore-

line the intermediate sandy and shaly member thins out and
disappears, leaving tlie Kinderhook beds to consist wholly of

a limestone, formation. This calcareous development of the

Kinderhook is well seen in Christian count}', Missouri. At one
locality south of St. Louis the Kinderhook beds have tlie red

color of the St. Joe Marble. The Kinderhook group attains an
average thickness of about one hundred feet.

3. Osage Group*—This is one of the most conspicuous mem-
bers of the Mississippian series. It consists largely of a very
pure, light-colored, crj'stalline limestone almost entirely com-
posed of crinoidal fragments. Included in the limestone are

interstratified beds and concretionary masses of chert. The en-

tire formation attains a thickness of from two hundred to three

hundred feet.

Some confusion has been introduced into the nomenclature of the ISIississippian

formations in the adoption, by thts Geological Surveys of Iowa and Missouri, of the
term Augusta in place of Osage, for this series of strata. The name Osage was first

proposed by Williams in 1891 (Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 80, p. 409) to include the Bur-
lington and Keokuk groups of earlier authors. In 1892 Keyes (Bull. Geol. Soc. Am ,

Vol. 3. p. 298) adopted the same name, giving It the same significance, but in 1893 he
proposed the name Augusta (Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. 1, p. .59) for the same series of
strata. At the time of the proposal of the name Augusta it was recognized by its author
as synonymous with Williams' term Osage ; the only excuse oflered for the adoption
of the new name was that at the localities on the Osage River, from which the name
Osage was derived, only a portion of the whole series of strata are present, while at
Augusta, la., a more complete section is exposed. This is, of course, an invalid reason
for the introduction of such a synonym into geologic nomenclature. Otlier series of
geologic strata have been named from localities where only a portion of the whole
series is exposed. The Chemung group is a well established division in the New York
series, yet at the typical locality. Chemung Narrows, only a small portion ot the whole
formation is exposed. Other instances of the same kind could be mentioned, but
this is enough to show that such a precedent has been established.
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4. St. Louis Limestone.—This is a widely distributed forma-
tion consisting of a more or less pure limestone, variable in its

characters, often oolitic and sometimes wholh' or partiall}' re-

l)laced b}^ marly deposits. The St. Louis Limestone varies in
thickness from fifty to two hundred feet.

5. Aux Vases Sandstone.—This name has been applied by
Ke\-es* to the basal sandstone member of the Kaskaskia group.
It is generally a thick-bedded sandstone, fine-grained and homo-
geneous in texture; it is iron-stained and has a soft brown color
or is mottled in appearance. In southern Illinois, where this
formation is typicall}' developed, it is one hundred or more feet

in thickness. Is'o fossils have ever been found in it.

6. Kaskaskia Limestones and Shales. — Between the Aux
Yases Sandstone below and the basal conglomerate of the Coal
Measures above there is a series of from five to eight hundred
feet of interbedded limestones, shales and sandstones, as the
formation is typically- developed in southern Illinois.

ComiDarison of the two Sections.

On a critical comparison of these two Mississippian sections
their similiarity is most striking, and in the following table may
be seen the equivalent strata in the two sections.

Batesville Section. Typical Section.

1. Sylamore Sandstone.

2. St. Joe Marble.
3. Boone Chert.

4. Spring Creek Limestone and Shale.

5. Batesville Sandstone.
6. Boston Group.

1. Basal Sandstone of the Kinderbook
Group.

2. Kinderbook Group.
3. Osage Group.
4. St. Louis Lime-tone.
5. Aux Vases Sandstone.
6. Kaskaskia Limestone and Sbales.

The Batesville Sandstone has the same stratigraphic position
in the Batesville section which the Aux Yases Sandstone occu-
pies in the tj'pical section, and the lithologic characters of the two
formations are similar. No fossils have as yet been found in

the Aux Yases Sandstone, but if a fauna were found, a ming-
ling of St. Louis and Kaskaskia species, such as ai"e present in

the Batesville Sandstone fauna, would be looked for.

The strata of the Batesville section were deposited off the
southern shore of the same land, from whose eastern shore
the strata of the t\'pical section were laid down; hence, it is not
surprising to find the sequence of the strata almost identical in

the two sections.

*Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. 3, p. 295, and Geol. Surv. Mo., Vol. 4, p. 72.
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The Mississippian series was typically deposited not only
along the line of the present Mississippi River, but off the
shores and wholly' surrounding the ancient Ozark Island. The
deposition varied more or less off the different shores of the
island, especiall}^ daring the latter half of the period, when the
body of land ceased to be entirely surrounded by water, by be-

ing partially or wholly joined to the mainland toward the north
;

the lower formations, however, included in the Kinderhook and
Osage groups, may be expected to have a similar development
on all sides of the ancient island.

Conclusion.

After a careful investigation of both the palreontologic and
the stratigraphic evidence, it is believed that the position of the

Batesville Sandstone is definitel3^ established as the equivalent
of the Aux Vases Sandstones of southern Illinois and south-
eastern Missouri.
The paleontologic evidence also points to the equivalence of

the Batesville Sandstone and the Maxville Limestone of Ohio,
but in this case the evidence can not be strengthened by a com
parison of the stratigraphy of the two regions involved.

Walker Museum, University of Chicago,
January 13, 1897.

NEW SPECIES AND A NEW GENUS OF AMERICAN
PALAEOZOIC FISHES. TOGETHER WITH NOTES
ON THE GENERA ORACANTHUS, DACTYLODUS,
POLYRHIZODUS, SANDALODUS, DELTODUS.

By John Strong Newberry.

[From a nearly completed MS. (1890-1891), edited by Bashford Dean.]

Introduction.

Professor Newberry was enabled to almost conclude his ex-

tended investigations upon the fossil fishes of North America
by the publication of his monographs on the Pala?ozoic * and
Triassic f fishes. During the last few years of his life he de-

voted almost his entire attention to the study of the plants of the

* Monograph XVI., U. S. Geol. Siirv., 1S89.

t Monograph XIV., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1888.
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Cretaceous, and he was deeply engaged in the preparation of
an extended work * on this subject at the time of his final

illness.

The only MS. relating to fossil fishes which was found among
his papers by Professor Kemp, his successor in the University,
is the one which is now presented. This was probably written
between the months of March, 18^0, and June, 1891. The MS.
was shown the present editor during the fall of 1892, on his re-

turn from abroad, but it was at that time his impression that the
paper had been published. His unfortunate error in this regard
was discovered only recentl3^

The MS. of the present paper proved in essential regards a
complete one, as far, at all events, as the letterpress was con-
cerned. It required but rearrangement and the insertion of
references. The editor's greatest difficulty was encountered
on the side of illustrations; the figures of a number of the spe-

cies were lacking, and in nearly every case the drawings were
detached and unaccompanied by definite labels. In the identifi-

cation of these figures the greatest care became, therefore,

necessary before the plates could be prepared. In two instances
it was found best to omit the species entirely on account of
this uncertaint3\ On the other hand two species have been de-

fined in spite of the lack of figures, the characters given in the
description appearing distinctive. The following figures are

from drawings of Miss Mary A. Knight, PI. XXII., figs, 4, 5
;

PI. XXIII., figs. 1, 5-11 ; PI. XXIV., figs. 12, 24-28. It should
also be stated that the MS. contained the description of two
species of Ptycodus then believed to be new, but now shown
definitely, thanks to a fine series of these dental plates in Har-
vard Museum, to be but variational forms of P. calceolatus, N.
& W. On this account these pa<zes have been omitted. Of
PL XXII., figs. 1, 2, 2a, 6 and of PI. XXIIL, 2, 3, 4 are by
Mr, Arthur Hollick, The remainder are from photographs by
the editor.

For information in this matter^ as well as for other notes
regarding questionable points in the paper, the editor has
been greatly indebted to his friend. Dr. C. R. Eastman, of Har-
vard University. As far, however, as the personal views of Dr.

Newberry were concerned, as for example regarding the sepa-

rateness of the genera Dactylodus and Deltodus, the editor has
been careful to insert every note that the MS has yielded—be-

lieving that the author's long experience with a vast material of

these forms has given his views upon these points an especial

weight.

* This monograph has recently been published (Washington, 1897), thanks to the care
and labor which its editor, Mr. Arthur Hollick, has devoted to it.
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The present paper includes descriptions of new species of
palaeozoic fishes, together with critical notes upon several gen-

era. These ma}^ be summarized as follows :

Cladodus splendens^ n. s.

" mortifer, n. s.

Oracanthus vetustus, Leidy, discussion of.
" pugniuncuhts, St. J. & W., discusslou of.
"

lineatus, n. s.

Ctenacanthus gurJeyi, n. s. (Not figured.)
"

depressus, n. s.

Stethacanihus productiis, n. s.
" compressus, n. s.

Asteroptychius gracilis, n. s. (Not figured.)

Dactylodus j))inceps, N. & W., discussion of.
"

lattis, n. s.
"

rectus, n. s.

Deltodus grandis, N. & W., discussion of.

" inornafus, n. s.

" complanafus, N. & W., discussion of.

" spatulatns, N. & W.
Sandalodus ellipticus, n. s.

Psepliodus {Helodus) politus, n. s.

Helodus coxanus, n. s.

Ctenodus fleisheri, n. s.

" angustus, u. s.

Stenognaihus corrugatus, n. g. ( =^ Dinichthys cornigatiis, N.)

Cladodus splendens, Newb.

PI. XXII., fig. 1.

Teeth of moderate or large size, robust, average specimen one
and a half inches broad at base, one and a ^luarter inches high,

central cone robust, ancipital, anterior surface highly polished,

and splendent, lateral cones two on each side of nearly' equal

size, like the central cone tumid and highly polished, posterior

surface of central and lateral cones faintly striated.

This splendid tooth has a marked resemblance to those of G.

elegans of the St. Louis limestone and I should not hesitate to

consider them identical, if it were not that in G. elegans the entire

front and rear surfaces of the central and lateral cones are covered
with strongly marked raised lines. In fact no other species with

which I am familiar is more strongly striated ; whereas in C
splendens the whole surface is smooth and brilliantly polished.

The form of the teeth in the two species is, however, ver}' similar,

the lateral cones of C. elegans, Wo on each side, are relatively

large and nearl}^ equal as in G. splendens, but in the former
species they are more divergent, less compressed and are strongly

striated, while in C. splendens the}- are nearl}^ erect and the sur-

faces are smooth and brilliantly polished.
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The figure and description of G. elegans published in the

fourth volume of the report of the Geological Survey of Illinois

are wrong in representing the exterior lateral cones as much
larger than the median. The specimen upon which the descrip-

tion was based was imperfectly preserved and abnormal. Better

specimens recently received from Mr. McAdams, of Alton, 111.,

show that the teeth are more robust, less compressed and have
the lateral denticles more nearly equal in size than was the case

in the type specimen.
Formation and locality, Kinderhook group, Burlington, Iowa.

T^'pe in the cabinet of Mr. William P. E. Gurley, of Danville, 111.

Cladodus mortifer, N. &. "W.

PI. XXII., figs. 2, 2a.

In the second volume of the Geological Survey of Illinois were
published a description and a figure of a very imperfect tooth

which was taken as a type of this species. Since that time
numerous specimens have been found in the Coal Measures of

Illinois and Indiana and I am now able to give a figure of one
of these which is practically complete and affords a far more
satisfactory view of the species. The restored figure, 5, plate I.

of the volume cited accurately represents the normal form, but
the surface markings which are quite strong are not seen in it.

Both the central and lateral cones are conspicuously striated and
the former is much flattened and sharply double-edged so as to

penetrate flesh with greater facility. The lateral cones are rela-

tively large, the base broad and strong so that it has a decidedly
bristling and hostile appearance. A diagnostic mark of the

species is formed by two raised pads or cushions on the upper
surface of the base; these are irregularly rounded, about a

quarter of an inch in diameter, and are situated about opposite

the internal pair of lateral cones.

The specimen now figured is from the Lower Coal Measures
near Newport, Indiana.

Genus Oracanthus, Agassiz.

Oracanthus vetustus, pi. XXII., fig 3.

In 183.3 in his " Poissons Fossiles " Professor Louis Agassiz
described and figured, under the name of Oracanthus, certain

broad, compressed Elasmobranch spines found in the Carbon-
iferous limestone of England and Ireland. Of these he formed
four species, 0. Milleri, 0. minor, 0. pusfulosus and 0. con-

Jluens. Of these the first three were described, the last mentioned
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only by name. Subsequent writers as Giebel, Bronn, McCoy,
and Morris have enumerated or redescribed these species and
have based upon irregular fragments of them descriptions of
supposed species of Coccosteus, Asterolepis and Platygnalhus.

The spines of Oracanthus are generall}' broadl}' triangular, com-
pressed, thin-walled, and the surface tuberculated ; hence they
were frequently found broken and the fragments were erroneously
referred to other genera.

The bibliograph}^ of the genus has been recently worked out
with much care by Mr. J. W. Davis in his " Fossil Fishes of the
Carboniferous Limestone " (page 525) and he has given several

striking figures which illustrate the protean forms and singular

character of these spines, some of which were of enormous size.

One specimen figured by Davis is eight inches broad at the base
and must have been nearl}' a foot and a-half in length. Others
are broad triangles, two or three inches in length and in breadth
of base, very thin walled, mere shells in fact, which are much
compressed, distorted and broken. Such differences have sug-

gested to Mr. Davis that only a portion of these spines Avere dor-

sal and that others were set on different parts of the body, after

the manner of the spines of Climatius.

In our own country the first species of Oracanthus was de-

scribed by Professor Joseph Leidy in the Journal of the Academ}-
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Second Series, p. 161, pi. 16,

figs. 1-3 (1856). The t3'pe specimen of the species, which he named
0. vetustus, was obtained from some unknown locality in " Mis-

souri Territory " and was supposed to be from the Carboniferous
formation. It is about five inches in length, three inches broad
at base, very much compressed, its surfaces rather sparsel}- cov-

ered with tubercles, on one side arranged in transverse broken
lines, much as in 0. MiUeri, on the other side somewhat irregu-

larly scattered.

In 1866 I described in the second volume of the Geological
Survey of Illinois (p. 117, PI. XII., fig. 3), a small broadly tri-

angular spine covered with scattered tubercles and having the

general character of Oracanthus, to which I gave the name of

0. pnigeus. This was from the Keokuk limestone. Similar

spines which occur in the Corniferous limestone of Ohio I had
previously described in the Bulletin of the National Institute,

1851, under the names of 0. fragilis, 0. granulatus, 0. abbrevi-

atus and O. multiseriatus.

In 18V5 Mr. Orestes St. John took my Oracanthus pnigeus as

the type of a new genus to which he gave the name of Pnigea-

canthus (Geology of Illinois, Yol. YI., p. 480), giving to the

t^'pe species the name of P. deltoides. Later he added another
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species, which he called P. trigonalis and described and figured

it in the Report of the Geological Survey of Illinois (Yol. YII.,

p. 259, PL XXIV., fig. 4). The considerations which influenced

him in separating these spines from Oracanthus are not very
plain, since they have so much the form, structure and orna-
mentation of that genus. However, nothing positive can be
said for or against the separation until more and better speci-

mens shall afford means of comparison. The distinction which
he suggests on page 419, Volume VI,, viz., that the spines of
Fnigeacanthus are more like dermal scutes than dorsal spines is

also true of some specimens of Oracanthus Milleri^ as shown
from the plates and text of Mr, J. W. Davis' description of that
species.

In volume VI. of the Report of the Geological Survey of
Illinois (pp. 477, 478) Mr. St. John describes two additional
species of Oracanthus, viz., 0. ? obliquus and 0. consimilis. The
specimens on which the descriptions are based are only frag-

ments, and later (Vol. VII., p. 255) he unites 0. consimiUs with
O. vetustus of Leid3\ In this last mentioned volume (p. 257)
he describes and figures (PI. XXV., fig, 3) still another species
of Oracanthus^ which he calls 0. rectus. The specimen is but a
fragment and hardly aflfords material for comiDarison, but it

comes from the Chester limestone and may ver^- well be distinct.

In the same volume, (PL XXIV.) is figured a spine of Ora-
canthus that before the discovery of that which forms the sub-
ject of this memoir would have been regarded as a splendid one,
inasmuch as it shows the termination and the ornamentation
much more distinctly than anj- before known. This he regards
as identical with Leidy's 0. vetustus which is perhaps true, as
that is probably a ver}' variable species, and yet the question
ma\^ be open to doubt, the ornamentation is so different in char-
acter and arrangement.
A spine of Oracanthus has recently been sent to me for ex-

amination by Mr. William F. E. Gurley, of Danville, 111., which
throws a flood of light on the structure of the spines of this

genus and shows that we have had a very imperfect idea of their
real nature. This is so well shown in the present figure, PL I.,

fig. 3, that no lengthy description is needed. It is practically
complete, only a small portion of the tip being wanting, and it

shows, what has been before unknown, the entire base of the
spine which was buried in the integument. This is nearly as
long as the exposed portion and is an elongated arch or half
tube of bone which must have served as a firm support to resist

all strains upon the spine from the front backwarcl. The orna-
mented portion is below thickly crowded with relativel}' large
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tubercles which are beautifully sculptured and are, toward the

front edge, arranged in curved lines parallel with that edge. Above
the}' are more sparsely set and, as so often seen in the genus,
are arranged in oblique lines passing downward from the front

edge, then running transversely and again curving downward.
In all probability this is specifically identical with the specimen
before alluded to, from the St. Louis limestone, figured by St.

John and Worthen and regarded as the same with Leidy's

0. vetustus. That specimen was obtained from the St. Louis
limestone, at St. Louis, and is now in the museum of Washing-
ton University. Mr. Gurlej^'s splendid spine is from the Kinder-
hook group. It is quite symmetrical, was unquestionably set on
the middle line of the back and has not been much compressed.
The exposed portion is seven inches in vertical height and

was once perhaps half an inch higher. The base is ten inches

long, measured from front to rear, and beneath the ornamented
portion shows a smooth and slightly incurved band which is so

frequently seen in spines of Oracanthus which show the base.

The shortness of this buried portion has been a puzzle, since it

seemed to prove that the spines were set in the integument of

the surface to a very shallow depth and therefore could ha\e had
little firmness. But the specimen now before us shows that, on
the contrary, by the anterior projection of the base, the spine was
prepared to endure a greater strain coming from the front than

any other of which we have knowledge.

Considering the difl^erence of form and ornamentation between
this spine and Leidy's type I should have promptl}' decided that

the}^ represent different species, but Mr. Gurley sends me another

specimen from the Kinderhook group which is certainly not dis-

tinct from the large one we have been considering and yet is as

much compressed as the type of Dr. Leidy's species. The orna-

mentation is much more crowded than in the t3'pe specimen, and,

like that on the spine alread}' described, has a far more distinct

arrangement in vertical lines, but the ornamentation in this

genus is peculiarl}^ variable, as may be seen in the specimens
described by Agassiz and Davis. Possibly the accumulation of

more material will show that these spines from the Kinderhook
group are specifically different from that described by Dr. Leidy,

but in the absence of any positive diagnostic features I have hesi-

tated to separate them.

OrACANTITUS PUGIUNCULL'S, St. J. &. W.

PI. XXII.,fig. 4.

Ctencanthuspugiuriculus,8t. J. & W., PaliT?ontology of Illinois'

Yol. YL, p. 430, pi. 21, figs. !)-9c.
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This peculiar spine has heretofore been known only b}- Mr.
St. John's figure and description cited above. Unfortunately
the tj'pe specimen was so embedded in the rock as to expose
only the posterior face. An enlarged view is given in figure 9 c

of a portion of the anterior surfice which shows numerous
parallel costte surmounted by tubercles separated by intervals

of four or five times their diameter. This is the normal surface
of Oracanthus and yet it does not tell the whole story in regard
to this species.

Recently I have received a specimen from the St. Louis lime-

stone of Alton, 111., collected by Mr. William McAdams, which
is almost the counterpart of that described by Mr. St. John,
except that it shows the anterior face from near the base to the

summit. The ornamentation of this surface exhibits some re-

markable characters ; below it is like that in the figure cited

above, but from the middle of the spine upward the longitudinal

costffi become almost obsolete and the surface is occupied by
rows of relatively large rounded button-like tubercles somewhat
scattered where they first appear, but closely approximated
above. A fragment of the upper part of the spine seen by itself

would never be referred to Oracanthus, but would be regarded
as a portion of a spine of Xystriacanthus, DrejMnacanthus or

Asteroptychius,a\\ of which have somewhat similar ornamentation.
There is little doubt that these small, straight, nearly cylindri-

cal spines with this compound ornamentation will, when other
specimens shall be procured that will show the base—wanting in

the two now known—be assigned a separate genus.

Oracanthus lineatls, n. sp.

PL XXII., fig. 5.

Spine three and a-half inches in length, broadly conical in

form, originally transversely thick, now much compressed,
summit abruptly brought to an acute point, sides set with rela-

tively large, conical, obtuse, striated tubercles arranged in verti-

cal rows ; on the anterior margin these tubercles are higher and
in part acute, posterior margin formed by two smooth or striated

edges which originally bordered a pulp cavity that reached
nearly to the summit. One of the sides reaches back much
further from the anterior margin than the other and it is evident

the spine was never symmetrical, was not set on the dorsal line,

but was sunk obliquely into the integument somewhere on the

side like the modified scales, the spinous scutes of Gasterosteus,

Climatius, Diplacanthus, etc.

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 19, July 20, 1897.
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The spine which is the basis of the foregoing description be-

longs to the group which Mr. St. John has associated in his

genus Fnigeacanthus, but which in my judgment represents only

the body spines of the sharks of which the typical Oraeanthus
was the dorsal spine. These abnormal spines are triangular in

outline, frequently thin shells, compressed flat in fossilization. In
this group we have Oraeanthus pnigeus N. & W., from the

Keokuk limestone, 0. abbreviatus N., from the Devonian lime-

stone of Ohio and Mr. J. W. Davis has figured several such as

forms of Oraeanthus Milleri in his " Fossil Fishes of the Car-

boniferous Limestone Series of Great Britain." From the great

variety of forms assumed by these defenses in 0. Milleri^ it is

evident that the}' were not all fin-spines, but that some of them
were scutes somewhat like those of the sturgeon. A part of

them, however, viz. : such as that now described, and those

figured by Mr. Davis in the work cited above, PI. LXII., figs.

3, Y, were probably fin-spines, but not from the back. They are

all conical, comparatively short, have a deep sulcus behind,

which reaches nearly to the summit, and are uns3'mmetrical.

Hence I infer that they are the defenses of the ventral fins, like

the short spines of Siethaeanthus descriV)ed in this paper. The^^

might be thought to be pectoral spines like the large and normal
spines of Siethaeanthus, with which I have found the fin pre-

served in place, but they are not large enough. Oraeanthus
Milleri was a large fish of which the dorsal spines were some-

times nearly two feet in length, and if the pectoral fins were
provided with spines they must have been much larger than

those under consideration.

Ctenacanthus gurleyi, n. sp.

(Of this species no figure has been given.

—

Ed.)

Spine of large size, ten to twelve inches in length by three to

four inches in breadth at the base of the ornamented portion
;

section compressed, greatest thickness little more than an inch,

enameled surface entirely occupied b}' longitudinal ridges which
are of nearly uniform breadth and closelj^ pectinated.

Up to the present time we have only fragmentary specimens

of these great spines. They are manifestly distinct from any
species hitherto described and are distinguished above all by
their large size, great breadth, flattened sides and numerous sub-

equal, closely pectinated costa?. The unornamented portion is

remarkabl}' smooth, but its form and dimensions are not shown
in the specimens before us. The posterior surface above the

opening is flattened with a strong, central, rounded keel.
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Formation and locality, St. Louis Beds, Salem, Indiana.
Types in the cabinet of Mr. Gurle}'.

Ctenacanthus depressus, n. sp.

PI. XXII., fig. 6.

Spines eight inches or more in length by one inch in breadth,
moderately compressed, gently curved backward, posterior face

flattened, sides marked with about thirty longitudinal ridges,

simple except just at the base where they are forked, subequal
except near the posterior margin where they are finer; base
smooth or longitudinally striated, line of demarcation between
base and ornamented portion extremely oblique, the plain sur-

face reaching to the upper third of the length of the spine.

This shows that the spine was set in the back at a very low angle
and, as a necessary consequence, the posterior opening reaches

to and beyond the middle. The tuberculation of the ornamented
surface is inconspicuous ; along the anterior border the ridges
are set with closely approximated simple and plain tubercles

;

on the sides the longitudinal ribs are nearl}' or quite smooth.
The nearest approach to this spine in form and structure

among described species is perhaps Ctenacanthus Buttersi, St.

J. & W. (Report of the Geol. Surv., of 111., Yol. VII., p. 240, PI.

XXII., fig. 2), but it is very much larger than that species, oc-

curs at a different horizon and shows nothing of the curvature
of the ribs as they approach the smooth base. Hence it is

specifically quite distinct, but the general form of the two
species must have been similar and they were alike in being in-

clined at a very low angle so that the line of insertion runs far

up toward the point.

Formation and locality, Kinderhook group, Le Grande, Iowa.
Type in the cabinet of Mr. William F.E. Gurley, Danville, 111.

Stethacanthus productus, n. sp.

PI. XXIII., figs. 1-2.

Pectoral spines of large size, eight inches or more in length by
two and one-half inches in breadth at base and one and a-quarter

inches in thickness, dorsal margin gently curved, dorsal tuber-

osity relatively low and narrow, section near summit triangular.

Several large spines of Stethacanthus are contained in the col-

lection of Mr. Gurley. They are, as is so common in the spines

of this genus, quite imperfect and yet enough is shown of their

form to indicate that they are distinct from the allied large

species, S. altonensis and S. tumidus. From the former species
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they may be distinguished by being more narrow, less curved
and having the summit prolonged into a relativel}^ slender and
acute point. In <S'. tumidus the spine is broader and more
curved and the dorsal prominence is more elevated and were
perfectly bilobed. From the smaller spines of Stethacanthus found
in the same beds and described in this paper (S. compressus)
these may be distinguished by their much greater size, lesser cur-

vature, greater relative thickness and different form of the dorsal

prominence.
In the same beds with the spines of Stethacanthus productus

are found certain anomalous fin-spines, which are at first sight

very different from Stethacanthus, and yet while different in form
they are composed of the same peculiar osseous material and
have the same smooth, iinornamented surface, show the same
want of symmetry and have a similar cleft or sulcus along the

back. They are about four inches long by one inch or more in

"width, robust, straight, triangular in outline with the base slop-

ing backward. The cleft along the posterior margin is similar

to that of several species of Stethacanthus and reaches quite to

the summit, which is obtuse. The margins which border the

posterior fissure are of unequal width, making the spines un-

symmetrical and showing that they were not set on the median
line. As I have shown, all the spines of Stethacanthus hitherto

described were attached to the pectoral fins, the bases of which
were inserted in its posterior clefts. In like manner, as it seems
to me, the short, straight spines I have described were connected
with the other paired fins, the ventrals. It is scarcely probable

that we shall ever find in the Burlington limestone the complete
fins of Stethacanthus, as we have done in the Waverley shales of

Ohio, and so will always want the demonstration which the Ohio
specimens furnished, and yet the structure of these short,

straight spines is so entirely what it would have been if the ven-

tral fins of Stethacanthus had been provided with spines, that I

think we may fairly infer that such was their character.

Formation and locality, Burlington limestone, Burlington,

Iowa. Type in the cabinet of Mr. W. F. E. Gurley, of Danville,

Illinois.

Stethacanthus compressus, n. sp.

PI. XXIII., figs. 3-4.

Pectoral spines of small size, three to five inches long, one
inch wide at base, very much compressed, extremity long,

pointed, dorsal prominence relatively large, rising at a high
angle, oval, flattened, with acute edges. Beneath this promin-
ence the spine is compressed to an acute edge.
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These small spines are somewhat different in form from any of

the group to which the}' belong, being relatively broader toward
the base and more slender and acute at the summit, while the

body is much compressed. The dorsal prominence is peculiar

in its breadth and acute edges. These spines are all quite un-

symmetrical, the thin margin which borders the posterior sulcus

being much broader on one side than on the other. In size and
general form they are not unlike those figured by St. John and
Worthen in Vol. YI. of the Geological Survey of Illinois, PI. 18,

figs. Y, 8 a and which are erroneously referred to Physonemus
gigas, N. & W. The spines before us are, however, more com-
pressed than those referred to, are broader at the base and the

dorsal prominence is more flattened. B3' comparing the figures

now given with those contained in the volume cited, it will be
seen that the differences from any form there described are such
as to require them to be regarded as forming a distinct species.

In my notes on Stethacanthus contained in Monograph XVI.
of the U. S. Geol. Survey', I have shown that all the spines

similar to Physonemus altonensis, St. J. & W., are genericall}^

distinct from Physoriemus, that the surface was never orna-

mented with tubercles and that they were certainly spines of the

pectoral fins. Both the latter points are proven by the discovery

of two spines in the fine argillaceous shale with the fins still at-

tached and the surfaces perfectly smooth.
Formation and locality, Burlington limestone, Burlington,

Iowa. Type specimen in the cabinet of Mr. W. F. E. Gurley,

Danville, 111.

ASTEROPTYCHIUS GRACILIS, Ncwb.

(No figure of this species has been found.

—

Ed.)

Spines of small size, straight and extremely slender, about four

inches long by one-fifth inch in breadth at base ; buried portion
relatively long (one inch in the type specimen) conical in

form, regularly and finely striated throughout; ornamented por-

tion nearly circular in section, traversed by a few strong, pol-

ished ridges, 4 or 5 at base, 2 near summit, separated by striated,

depressed bands. On the anterior margin near the base are set

several conical tubercles. The posterior face carries two rows
of relatively large, conical, subacute denticles which are turned
upward, unless at the tip, which is wanting in the type specimen.

This slender and distinctly marked spine is most like Aster-

oplychius St. Ludovici, St. J. & W., described in Vol. VI. of the

Report of the Geological Survey of Illinois, p. 437. PI. 16, figs.

3 a to 4 g, but it is less curved, more slender, less compressed, has
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fewer costce and tubercles and the denticles of the posterior face

are more remote and more generally turned upward. It is from
the same horizon, but is a ver}' distinct species.

Formation and locality, St. Louis limestone, Alton, Illinois.

Collected by Mr. Wm. McAdaras.

Genus Dactylodus, N. & W.

In 1866 this genus was defined in the Report of the Geologi-
cal Survey of Illinois, Yol. II., p. 33. It was based upon a
Petalodont tooth nearly two inches in length and one and a-half

in width, of which the crown had the general form of that of
Petalodus, but was quite obtuse, was without the enameled folds

at the anterior base and the root instead of being spatulate or
tongue-shaped as in Petalodus was divided into a number of

well-defined rootlets. This tooth was called Dactylodus princeps.
Two other species of this genus were also described {D. lohatus

and D. ivfiexus), one from the St. Louis limestone and another
from the Chester beds having the same general character as D.
princeps, but much smaller. Subsequently Mr. Orestes St. John
described in Vol. YI. of the Geological Report of Illinois three

other species, D. excavatus, D. concavus and D. minimus, all

small, two from the St. Louis limestone at Alton and one from
the Chester limestone.

In 1888 Mr. A. von Inostranzeflf described and figured in the
" Travaux de la Soci^te des Naturalistes de St. Petersbourg,
Yol. XIX.," another species of Dactylodus from the Mountain
Limestone of Moscow which he calls D. Bossicus. Meantime
(1883), Mr. J. W. Davis had published his paper on " The Fossil

Fishes of the Carboniferous Limestone Series of Great Britain,''

in which he gives figures of a species of Dactylodus which he
calls Polyrhizodus colei and he considers Dactylodus but a

variety of Polyrhizodus. The same view is taken in " The Cata-

logue of British Fossil Yertebrata " by Arthur Smith Woodward
and Charles Davies Sherborn, London, January, 1890, where, on
p. 158, Dactylodus^ N. & W. is described as a synonym of Poly-

rhizodus. From this decision I venture to appeal. The species

upon which the genus Polyrhizodus was founded by McCoy,
P. magnus [Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), Yol. II., p. 126], has low,

broad, arched, obtuse and triturating teeth without cutting edge
in which the root is divided into a large number of small radi-

cals ; whereas the teeth of which Dactylodus princeps may be

considered as the t^^pe are much more nearly like those of Peta-

lodus, differing from them in having the edge of the crown less

acute and wanting the folds of enamel along the anterior base.
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The affinity of these teeth to Petalodus is also shown by one of

Mr. Davis' figfures of Petalodus acuminatus. As. in the work
cited above, PI. LIX., in which the root is divided like that of
Dacfylodus. We must look for the counterpart of McCoy's
Polyrhizodus magnus in such teeth as P. borosus, N. & W.
CReport of Geological Survey of Illinois; Vol. II., p. 49, PI. 3,

fig. 9), and in the multitude of broad, low, many rooted teeth

such as P. dentatus and P. ponticuhis, N., P. Littoni, P. arcuatus
and P. carhonarius, St. J. & W. There are certainly resemblances
among all these teeth, for they are members of one family, the

Petalodontidse, but the group to which we have given the name
Dactylodus and of which so many fine examples are now shown
well deserves to be distinguished by a special generic name.

Dactylodus princeps, N. & W.

PI. XXIII., figs. 5, 5 a, 6 ( ? Ed.).

In 1888 a figure and description of a very complete, but then

unique tooth was given in Vol. II. of the Report of the Geologi-

cal Survey of Illinois (p. 45, PI. 3, figs. 6, 6 a, 6 b) to which the

name Dactylodus princeps was given, and it was made the

tj'pe of the genus. Since then a large number of similar teeth

have come into my possession which enable me to give a some-
what more detailed description of the species than has been
hitherto possible. The specimen which was made the type is

a little larger than the average and yet it represents the species

well but some old and much worn teeth which I refer to it are

more massive. The variation in the man}' teeth which I have is

interesting, but they are alike in this that they are all unsymme-
trical, as is the type specimen, they have the anterior face

strongly arched in both directions and there is no ridge or

enamel fold at its base ; the upper margin is generally quite

obtuse and. except just along the abraided edge, the anterior face

is black. The posterior face is light gray, the enameled band
quite strong and usually gently arched, without a sinus.

An unusuall}- symmetrical tooth from the St. Louis beds at

Greencastle, Indiana, exhibits an interesting feature in a broad
and deep cavity worn at the base of the posterior face of the

crown b}'^ the opposing tooth. This is a character that would
doubtless appear in the teeth of this species more frequently,

if the tenacious matrix were removed from their posterior faces.

All my specimens are from the St. Louis limestone and most
of them were collected by Mr. William McAdams at Alton, 111.

(These specimens are now in the collection of Columbia Univer-
sity. Ed.).
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Dactylodus latus, n. sp.

PI. XXIII., figs. 1-1 a.

Teeth broad, relatively light and thin ; crown from one and
a-half to two inches broad, one and a-quarter inches high on tlie

posterior face, three-quarters of an inch on the anterior ; roots

about four in number, relativel}' short, enamel folds of posterior

face distinct, forming a broad sinus in the middle and connect-

ing with a less distinctly marked but continuous elevated band
at the base of the anterior face, which also forms a deep sinus in

the middle; anterior face of crown light in color, smooth, gently

arched laterally, straight vertically
;
posterior face straight later-

ally, slightly concave vertically ; superior margin subacute.

The teeth which form this group are well represented in the

accompanying figures. Their most distinctive features are their

great relative breadth and lightness, the vertically straight,

smooth, light colored anterior lace of crown, the sinuses of the

enameled ridges before and behind. In general form and pro-

portions they most resemble the tooth (D. lobatus, N. & W.,)
described in Vol. II. of the Report of the Geological Survey of

Illinois, p. 4T, PI. 3, fig. 7, but they are ver}' much larger and
have the sinuses of the enameled bands more pronounced. It is

quite possible, however, that they may be only the mature teeth of

the same species. The accumulation of more material will alone

decide that question.

Formation and locality, St. Louis limestone, Alton 111.,

T3'pe specimen in the cabinet of Columbia University.

Dactylodus rectus, n. sp.

PL XXIII., figs. 8, 9.

Teeth of medium or small size, mostly about one inch in

breadth by three-fourths of an inch in height ; crown broad and
low, anterior surface nearl}' flat, inclined to the perpendicular at

an angle of about 45^, black and highly polished, terminating
below in a broad, cupid's-bow, subacute margin without enamel
folds ; root relatively short and broad, composed of four to seven
rootlets

;
posterior face transversely elliptical with acute ends,

vertically slightly concave, horizontally nearly straight, enamel
folds at base prominent, forming a simple curve without sinus.

The above description is based upon a number of teeth of

nearly the same size and having somewhat special characters in

their broad form, flat, highly polished crown without enamel
folds on the anterior face. The posterior face is nearly plane,
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vertically and laterally. One larger tooth in my collection

shares these characters except that the root is relatively longer
and I am inclined to think it is an old and worn specimen, but
the discovery of others ma}- possibly show that it is only mature.
All these teeth differ from those of D. jirincejjs in being broader
and lighter, the crown lower and flatter ; the anterior lace of the

crown in D. princeps being strongly arched laterally and some-
times vertically.

In form these teeth resemble most those of D. infiexus, N. & W.
from the Chester limestone, but in that species the anterior face

of the crown is almost at right angles with the vertical, present-
ing a flat top by which the summit of the tooth is much
thickened.

Formation and locality, St. Louis limestone, Alton, 111. Type
specimens in the cabinet of the Columbia Universit}-.

Deltodus grandis, N. & W.

In the second volume of the Report of the Illinois Geological
Survey (p. 101) was described a large Cochliodont tooth, to

which the above name was given. In the seventh volume of the
Report (p. 186) Messrs. St. John and Worthen, referring to

Sandalodus leevissimns^ unite with it S. grandis, N. i: W.
Against this view I have no facts to offer, and cheerfully con-
cede that the large amount of new material in the possession of

Messrs. St. John and Worthen made them better judges in 1883
than we were in 1866 as to the relations of these closely allied,

if not identical species, but I must protest against the union of
Deltodus grandis with them. Within the last twenty years I

have obtained a large number of teeth which are certainly iden-

tical with that named b^^ Mr. Worthen and myself, D. grandis.

In the light of that material it is impossible for me to accept
the view that this species should be united with Sandalodus.
The teeth we have called Deltodus grandis are, in my judgment,
typical representatives of the genus, and if it should be proved
that thej' were once associated with such teeth as those named
Sandalodus laevissinius, then the genus Sandalodus must be
abandoned. Yet the proposed union of the two genera seems
to me highly improbable from the fact that in man}' localities

and formations the teeth called Deltodus are not uncommon,
while no straight teeth, like the type species of Sandalodus^ are

present. Nothing but the evidence of these diverse forms of

teeth found in apposition and plainly the parts of one dentition

could persuade me that they are not generically different.

Messrs. St. John and Worthen had no such proof, on the con-
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trary, as appears on p. 181 (op. cit.), the union is made upon no
better ground than a suspicion.

In regard to the union of Sandalodus grandis^ N. & W., with
Gochliodus ? crassiis, N. & W., Psammodus ? semicylindr'icus^lS

.

& W., and P. ? rhomboideus, K. & W., they say, " these names
were applied to abnormally worn and otherwise imperfect ex-

amples of the maxillary posterior form (tooth?) of this species."

This statement I am quite unable to accept. That such a tooth
as that represented by figure 9, Plate X., Vol. II., Geological
Survey of Illinois, could ever be worn or distorted into such
forms as figures 4, 5 and 6 of Plate XI. (op. cit.') seems to me
quite impossible. The teeth represented by the latter figures

were placed in Psammodus only pi'ovisionally and with a query.
I shall be very glad when, in the light of new material, they
may be referred to their proper genera, but I cannot say that

I think it has yet been done.

Deltodus inornatus, n. sp.

PI. XXIII., figs. 10-11.

Maxillary posterior tooth long-triangular in outline, four
inches long by one and a-half inches wide, strongly twisted,
surface smooth, without angles or traversed folds

;
posterior

margin rounded ; mandibular posterior tooth similar to that of

the upper jaw in general character, but shorter and broader, two
and three-quarter inches in length, by one and three-quarter
inches wide. The tooth is thick and ponderous, its surfaces
plain, its angles rounded.

These teeth are nearly of the size and form of those of Deltodus
grandis N. & W., but are distinguishable at a glance b}^ their

smooth surfaces and rounded outlines ; the crown enamel is

punctate as usual, but there are no longitudinal or transverse
bands or ridges and the whole aspect is exceedingly modest and
plain.

Formation and locality, Kinderhook group, Le Grande, Iowa.
Type in the collection of William F. E. Gurley, Danville, 111.

Deltodus complanatus, N. & W.

PI. XXIV., figs. 1-7.

In Vol. II. of the Illinois Geological Survey, p. 98, PI. IX.>
fig. 4 is published a description of a tooth to which this name
was given. It was somewhat imperfect and had been crushed
and flattened. This was from the Burlington limestone, and in

the same volume (p. 112, PI. XI., figs. 8-9) were described and
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figured two teeth from this formation, having triangular outlines

and different forms of crown from any before known. To these

the generic name Trigonodus was given. Subsequently Mr.
Orestes St. John, having access to the magnificent collections of

fish teeth belonging to Mr. Yan Home, Mr. Wachsmuth and Mr.
Springer, was able to bring into their relations many of the

scattered teeth of the Lower Carboniferous limestone and recon-

struct the dentition of the ancient sharks much moi'e completely
than had been before possible.

Referring to Deltodus complanatus, in Vol. YII. of the Report
of the Geological Survey of Illinois, p. 184, he calls it a Sanda-
lodus and unites with it Trigonodus major. The latter union is

doubtless well founded, but I am unable to accept his views in

regard to the generic relations of the species to which both forms
of teeth belong. I have recently received from Mr. W. F. E.

Gurley, of Danville, 111., a large collection of the remains of

Elasmobranch fishes. Among these are many teeth of Deltodus
complanatus which prove bej'ond question that this should be

considered a Deltodus and not a Sandalodus. In order that

some of this evidence shall be judged by others I publish here-

with a number of figures photographed from specimens in Mr.
Gurley's collection. I think it will be agreed by all that they

represent teeth of Deltodus and not Sandalodus. Indeed among
all the fish teeth from the Burlington limestone which I have
yet seen I have not detected a tooth of Sandalodus.

Deltodus spatulatus, N. & W.

PI. XXIY., figs. 8-11.

(Among the specimens in the Gurley collection were a number
of well preserved dental plates which Dr. Newberry referred to

Deltodus spatulatus (Burlington group). (N. & W., 1866, Geol.

Survey of Illinois, Yol. II., p. 100.) A number of figures of

these plates were prepared for publication in the present paper

;

but the editor can find none of Dr. Newberry's notes relating to

them. He has accordingly selected but four of these figures

for comparison with D. complanatus. They may at the same
time serve to illustrate the author's views regarding the varia-

tional characters of this species.

—

Ed.)

Sandalodus ellipticus, n. sp.

n. XXIY., fig. 12.

Terminal tooth long-elliptical in outline, one and three-quarter

inches long by three-quarters of an inch wide, strongly arched
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transverseh', gently arched longitudinalh', ends rounded ; sur-

face without folds, uniformly and finely punctate.
The generic relations of these teeth are somewhat obscure,

but they approach most nearly those described in the 4th volume
of the Geological Report of Illinois, p. 369, PI IV., fig. 3, with
the name Sandalodus c7-assus ; the teeth of that species are,

however, longer, narrower at the anterior extremit}' and less

symmetrically arched behind. Among a large number of teeth

of Sandalodus crassus recentl}' received from Mr. William Mc-
Adams, Alton, 111., are some which are quite complete, and these
show a prominent point extended from the straight side bevond
the crown surface, a feature which does not appear in the fig-

ure cited. Probably such a point or angle projected from the
posterior end of the teeth before us, so that the general outline
was less elliptical than that of the crown surface.

Mr. Orestes St. John has transferred Sandalodus crassus to
his genus Orthopleurodus, perhaps with i^eason, though it is sep-

arated somewhat widely from 0. carbonarius of the Coal Meas-
ures. The teeth under consideration could not follow Sandalo-
dus crassus into Orthopleurodus, as the anterior extremity is

broader and rounder and neither side is straight.

With the nearly complete tooth now figured is a fragment of
another which was apparently about the same size and shape and
is evidently the corresponding tootli from the other side of the

mouth. Taken by itself this fragment might readily be mis-
taken for the posterior extremit}^ of a tooth of average size of
Sandalodus crassus, but the anterior portion is wanting. If the
more complete tooth has sufl^ered no injury, its rounded extrem-
ity separates it widely from all species of Sandalodus and brings
it nearer in form to the tooth which I obtained from the Keokuk
group in central Kentucky and described in Vol. II. of the Pale-

ontology of Ohio, p. 38, and named Platyodus lineatus. Since
then Mr. St. John has described, in Vol. VII. of the Report of
the Geological Survey of Illinois, p. 82, a large though imperfect
tooth from the Kinderhook' group, which may have had some-
what the form of those now under consideration, and is, perhaps,
referable to the same genus. This tooth he has called Vaticino-

dus vetustus. Unfortunatel}' all the anterior portion of the tooth
is lacking, and therefore satisfactor}' comparisons cannot be made.
All these teeth have a general resemblance in their oblong or
elliptical outline and low arched crown to the tooth of Platyodus
referred to above, and j^et the linear punctation of that tooth in-

dicates differences that are probabl}' generic.

With more material it may be necessar^^to give the teeth now
described a new generic name, but without such material it would
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hardly be possible to ofive the full and accurate generic defini-

tions which are desirable to avoid adding to the great mass of
S3'non3'my in Paleontology.
Formation and locality, Kinderhook group, Le Grand, Iowa.

Type in the cabinet of Mr. William F. E. Gurley.

PsEPHODUS (Helodus) politus, n. sp.

PI. XXIV., figs. 13-23.

Teeth of various forms and sizes, generally oblong with
rounded ends, more or less arched in both directions ; root low,
parallel with the crown, smooth and often polished below, one
side sloping to the edge of the crown, on the other higher, verti-

cal, strongly striated ; crown highly polished, uniformly punc-
tate, sometimes low and broadly arched in both directions, in

other and narrower teeth strongly arched and rising into a
rounded boss ; one lateral margin of the crown projecting be-

yond the root and terminating in an obtuse edge, on the other
side coarsely crenulated.

The smaller, narrower and more highly arched of these teeth
would be accepted as typical specimens of Helodus which are

undoubtedly the anterior teeth of various Cochliodont fishes, a
good example being Helodus nobilis, the central teeth of Goch-
tiodus nobilis, N. & W. described in Vol. II., of the Geological
Survey of Illinois, p. 88, PI. VI., both forms occurring in juxta-

position.

With these smaller teeth occur others larger, less strongly

arched and in form approaching nearer to those of Psephodus
and evidently to be classed generically with Helodus placenta,

X. & W., from the Kinderhook group a form which Mr. St.

John makes the type of his Psephodus placenta. But the

teeth which are now figured and which are alike in the peculiar

character of their highly polished and punctate enamel include

none that have much affinity with the teeth of Psephodus magnus,
Ag. or those of its generic associate Psephodus crenulatus, X.
& W., from the Chester limestone of Illinois. I am, there-

fore, very doubtful whether they should be included in the same
genus, and 3'et more material will be necessary before this ques-

tion can be definitely settled.

Formation and locality, Burlington limestone, Burlington, 111.

Type in the cabinet of Mr. William F. E. Gurley.

Helodus Coxanus, n. sp.

PI. XXIV., fig. 24.

Median teeth, five or more in a linear series, increasing in size
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from behind forward ; crowns triangular, conical, compressed,
obtuse, smooth, in anterior and largest tooth crown about half

an inch long and high, two-fifths of an inch wide, teeth of first

lateral series broader than high, crown four-fifths of an inch wide
b3' half an inch high, elliptical in outline, rising into a central

cone or boss, which is obtuse, smooth and, like the central

series, uniformly pvmctate and jet black ; second lateral series

compressed from front to rear, one inch or more in breadth,

crown bearing an obtuse cone near the interior end.

The teeth of this group appareutl}' form symphysial rows on
the jaws of some Cochliodont fish of which the broader lateral

teeth are unknown or have not yet been connected with them.
Probably the dentition was similar to that of GocJiliodus nobilis,

described and figured in Yol. II. of the Geological Report of Il-

linois, pp. 88, PI. YI., YII. and YIII. Doubtless some future

discovery will show the general characters of the dentition more
fully and permit of the association of these central teeth with the

lateral ones ; until this shall be done, however, it will be neces-

saiy to designate the central teeth by a provisional name, such

as is now given to them.
Formation and locality, Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa,

where the fine series of teeth represented in PL XXIY., fig. 24,

was discovered by Mr. L. A. Cox, to whom the species is dedi-

cated. Types in the cabinet of Mr. William F. E. Gurley.

Ctenodus fleisheri, n. sp.

PL XXIY., fig. 25.

Upper palate teeth triangular in outline, concave, the crown
traversed by five rows of rounded, obtuse tubercles which are

traceable to the apex of the triangle. Here mere lines of dots

represent the diminished tubercles.

Only one tooth of this species has j-et been found and
that is imperfect, but its characters are sufficiently well pre-

served to show that it is specifically distinct. The radia-

ting rows of the tubercles which traverse the surface of the

crown are not unlike those of Ctenodus jlahelliformis of the

Chemung, but are less crowded and the tooth is larger than any
specimen of that species yet known. So too the character of the

tuberculation recalls that of Heliodus Lesleyi from the Chemung
and it is evident that during the time of the deposition of the

Chemung and Catskill rocks a group of Dipnoan fishes inhabited

the waters of eastern North America which were closely related

one with another and j-et quite distinct from any of their con-

geners inhabiting other parts of the world. Whatever peculiari-
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ties these American Dipnoans possessed, their teeth are alike in

their flattened or slightly arched form and the rounded smooth
obtuse tubercles which formed rows on the crown surface.

The unique specimen upon which the above description was
based was found in the Catskill formation by Mr. Daniel Fleish-

er, Principal of the High School at Troy, Bradford count}'. Pa.
But a single specimen of the genus was before known in this

formation, P. arcuatus,'Sewh., from Tioga county, Pa. That
species, however, is much smaller and is to be distinguished

from this by the ridges of the crown, which are radiatel}' curved,
while in this they are straight.

Ctenodus [Sagenodus (Ed.)'] angustus, n. sp.

PI. XXIV., fig. 26.

Right mandibular tooth one inch in length b}^ one-fourth of an
inch in width, not including the projecting points of the salient

ridges. Crown surface smooth and polished throughout ; radi-

ating ridges five in number, the posterior two very short, obtuse
;

anterior three long-pointed, acute ; surface plain or slightly

waved ; the anterior ridge widely divergent from the others and
having a direction nearly parallel with the axis of the head.

The specimen on which the above description is based is from
the Catskill rocks near Troy, Bradford county, Penns\'lvania,

where it was associated with Ctenodus Jieisheri, a species from
which it differs as widel}' as any two members of the genus.

The striking features of this tooth are its narrow, elongated form
and the three divergent, produced and pointed ridges of the

anterior extremity. The crown surface of the whole tooth is

highly polished. The ridges are rounded over without distinct

tubercles, all giving it a peculiar smoothness. In this respect it

resembles Ctenodus Isevis from the Chemung, but the form is

widely different. Like the species which bears his name this

was collected by Mr. Daniel Fleisher, near Leroy, Bradford
county. Pa.

Stenognathus, n. gen.

PI. XXIY., figs. 27-28.

Many years ago Mr. J. Terrell found in the Cleveland shale at

Sheffield, Ohio, a small and imperfect jaw which is figured in

U. S. Geol. Survey Monograph XYI., p. 151, PI. VII., figs. 3

and 3 a and described under the name Dinichthys corrugatus.

Since the publication of that volume I have received from Mr.
Terrell another and much more complete jaw which shows that
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the fish it belonged to, though one of the Dinichthyidae could
hardly have belonged to the type genus. The dentary bone, the
only portion yet known, turns up at the end to form a strong
tooth as in Dinichthys and this tooth interlocked with a sheathing
premaxillary by which its extremity is much worn. In Dinich-
thys, behind the prominent anterior tooth is a second and lower
one which terminates below in a ridge that crosses the inner face

of the dentary bone. In the jaw before us no such tooth or in-

ternal ridge is found, and it is evident that this characteristic of

Dinichthys is wanting. The posterior extremity of the dentary
bone in Dinichthys is flattened and spatulate, was once buried in

cartilage, and is longer than the exposed portion of the jaw. In
the fossil before us, however, no such spatulate extremity has
ever been present. The exposed portion of the jaw is narrowed
behind and thinned to a wedge-shaped point ; it was also appar-
ently cleft vertically and thus spliced on to the cartilaginous

posterior portion, the size and form of which we have no means
of knowing. The figures now given of the inner and outer
aspects of the jaw of Stenognathus will supplement the verbal

description and give a clear idea of its character.

As the two left dentary bones are the only remains yet known
of this fish, it is apparent we have yet much to learn in regard
to its structure. Possibly other parts have been made known
to the public under other names. In the same localities and
strata where these jaws were found a number of highly orna-

mented dermal plates have been obtained by Mr. Terrell and to

these I have given the name of Glyptaspis. It is possible that

the jaws of Stenognathus formed parts of the same fish, but of

this there is no evidence and no indication except the want of

jaws for Glyptaspis. Other jaws, however, are found in the

same formation—those described as Mylostoma—which have not
yet been associated with any cranial bones, and these are better

proportioned in size to the plates of Glyptaspis.

Stated Meeting.

March 22d, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The following papers were read by title :
" The Serpentines

near New York City," by D. H. Newland. " The Trenton Strata

in the Valley of Lake Champlain," by T. G. White. The publica-

tion of these papers was unavoidably postponad to a later volume.
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The Sub-section of Philology then organized.

Professor Thomas R. Price, Columbia University, was unani-

mously elected Chairman of the Section.

Professor Lawrence A. McLouth, New York University, was

elected Secretary of the Sub-section of Philology.

Dr. Chas. B. Bliss, New York University, was elected Secre-

tary of the Sub-section of Anthropology and Psychology.

The following papers were then read: " Early Maps and Yiews

of Athens," Professor James E. Wheeler, Columbia University.

" The Constructive Plan of Ibsen's Catiline," Professor

Thomas R. Price.

Upon request of Mr. Franz Boas, his paper was postponed

till next meeting.
Lawrence A. McLouth,

Secretary.

Stated Meeting.

March 29th, 1897.

The Academy met and listened to the public lecture for March,

which was delivered by J. K. Rees, Professor of Astronomy in

Columbia University, upon the subject of the " Discover}^ and

Care of the Minor Planets."

About fifty persons were present.

At the close of the lecture, a vote of thanks was extended to

the speaker.

The Academy then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

April 5th and 6th, 1897.

The fourth annual Reception and Exhibition was opened on

April 5th, in the Hall of Mammals at the American Museum of

Natural History, and took the place of the regular business

meeting of the Academy. During the evening, from eight to ten

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 20, August 20, 1897.
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o'clock, the reception was limited to members of the Academ}-.

On Tuesda}', April 6tli, from three to five o'clock p. m. pro-

fessors and students from the colleges of the city and teachers

and scholars from the other educational institutions were ad-

mitted. From eight to eleven o'clock in the evening the ex-

hibition was thrown open to members of the Academy and

their friends. In all, about 4,000 persons were present, and

the exhibition proved to be the most successful in the history

of the Academy, During the second evening, addresses were

made bj' President J. J. Stevenson of the Academy, Mr. Morris

K. Jesup, of the American Museum, and Mr. Xikola Tesla.

Regular Business Meeting.

April 12th, 1897.

The Academ}' was called to order by President Stevenson.

Twenty persons were present.

The minutes of the last business meeting were read and ap-

proved.

The following persons were nominated as resident members :

A. A. Anderson, 93 Fifth Ave. ; Gary X. Calkins, The Beres-

ford (81st West); W. H. Daily, Brown Palace Hotel, Den-

ver, Colo.; W. B. Devereux, Hotel San Remo ; Robert B. Flem-

ming, 76 Montgomer}' St., Jersey' City ; Frederic Gallatin, 670

Fifth Ave. ; Max Heller, 76 E. 90th St. ; Alexander Maitland,

45 Broadway; T. Commerford Martin, The Monterey, 114 St.

and Morningside Park ; Geo. F. Miller, 811 Madison Ave.; Frank

Russak, 46 Exchange Place ;
Wm. I. Sommerfield, 32 West 13th

St. ; C. E. Trippler, 40 West 77th St. ; Alfred A. Whitman, 305

W. 78th St. ; Charles T. Wills, 156 Fifth Avenue, City.

The section of Biology then organized. Professor E. B. Wilson,

chairman, presiding. The following papers were read :

H. F. Osborn, " Notes on Mammalian Paleontology."

B. B. Griffin, " Chromatin Reduction in Thallasema and

Zirphsea."
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J. H. McGregor, " The Formation of the Spermatozoa in

Amphiuraa."

F. E. Lloyd, " On the Mechanisms in certain boring Lamelli.

branch Molluscs."

At the conclusion of the papers, there being no further busi-

ness, the Academy adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

C. L. Bristol,

Secretary of Section.

[Paget Sound Zoology, Columbia University Contributions No. 5. ]

ON THE MECHANISMS IN CERTAIN LAMELLI-
BRANCH BORING MOLLUSCS.

By Francis Ernest Lloyd.

[Plates XXV. and XXVI.]

A short account of certain peculiar structural changes under-
gone by Pholadidea has already been given. ( In foot-note.

Science, Vol. XIV., No. 85, 1896.; The object of this paper is

to extend that account and to discuss the correlated structures

in certain allied forms. The forms, which have been studied

in addition to Pholadidea penita, are Zirphsea crispata, Para-
pholas, Teredo and Adula Jalcata. These forms occur on the

Oregon and Washington coast and on the shores of Puget
Sound, though they are not confined to these regions alone.

Zirphdea crispata is found digging into the blue clay (till) to

a depth of 40-50 cm. Large specimens measuring 30 cm. were
found just north of Point Wilson. These forms are capable of

stretching their siphons enormously, so that, while the shell is

but 8 cm. long, they are able to reach to the surface from the

above named depth. The holes which they make into the tena-

cious till are found to be quite roomy, and the elbow room, so to

speak, is taken up by fine black silt and sand. As the siphonal

openings indicate, the clam does not maintain a constant posi-

tion with reference to the open waters as in the case of the razor

clam (Siliqua). The latter is always so placed that the dorsal

or exhalent aperture is nearer the sea and this I have observed

to be true even when it occurs on bars near the mouths of bavs.
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It is of great interest to watcli Zirphsea feeding. As the

large numbers of diatoms and otLier small organisms are floated

about by the receding or more especially by the encroaching
waves, they are caught in a little vortex of water which may be

seen pouring in at the inhalent opening, the margin of which,

with its large papilloe, is extended funnel shaped. One can not
doubt that this is dinner time for the prisoner below.

Pholadidea is found associated with Zirphsea, but here in the

clay it does not seem to get along in life so well. It prefers the

shales and sandstones of the open coast where the breakers dash.

The largest specimens found in the clay were quite small

(2-5 cm.) as comi^ared with those found in other and more pre-

ferred habitats.

The closely allied genus Parapholas is also found on Puget
Sound. The writer is indebted to Professor I. C. Russell of the

United States Geological Survey for a specimen of the shell

found in soft sandstone at Pt. Blakely and to Mr. Trevor Kincaid
of the University of Washington for a complete specimen of the

same. Here it lives in the rock and is vei'y much like Pholadidea
in its habit. The structural differences will be referred to later.

Teredo (sp. und.) is abundant in the pilings of wharfs, and in

driftwood,

Adula falcata may be found associated with the above men-
tioned forms (excepting Teredo) and attached to the sides of
burrows near their mouths by means of a byssus. This form is

related rather to the mussels than the clams.

In Zirphsea the two valves of the shell articulate on the umbo,
and there is thus formed a double ball joint about which the

valves are free to move mutually in any plane. Anteriorly the

shell gapes above (the antero-dorsal opening) and below (the

antero-ventral opening). Through the antero-dorsal opening
protrudes a thickened lobe of the mantle, and below through the

antero-ventral opening is thrust the foot.

The valves meet about midway their ventral length, and gape
again posteriorly for the accommodation of the monstrous
siphon. Externally each valve may be seen to be divided b}^ an
oblique line running downwards and backwards from the umbo
into two areas, a forward triangular area marked obliquely with
the prominent ridges of successive shell accretions and a pos-

terior smoother area. A greenish " epidermis " is present but is

only fragmentar}', because of wear and tear.

Externally about the umbo is a roughish nacreous patch de-

posited by the antero-dorsal mantle lobe and serves for the at-

tachment of the anterior adductor muscle, which is found at this

point imbedded in the antero-dorsal mantle-lobe.
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Allowing for certain minor differences this description holds

good for what I have heretofore called the working form of

Fholadidea and there seems to be no doubt that Parapholas
passes through a stage of growth marked by like characters.

In Fholadidea, however, the antero-dorsal mantle-lobe is some-
what larger than in Zirphsea.

The shell of the resting forms of both Fholadidea and Fara-
pholas correspond in a very high degree and are characterized

by the presence of the antero-dorsal and antero-ventral plates,

Fholadidea differs only in the greater posterior extent of shell

and the leathery flaps.

The mantle of the working forms of Fholadidea, and Fara-
pholas and of Zirphsea is fused throughout its length excepting
at the antero-ventral region where there is an opening sufficiently

large for the protrusion of a muscular cylindrical foot. The size

of the mantle opening at this point is regulated by a sphincter

muscle, the fibres of which are arranged tangentially. While
this condition obtains in Zir2oh8ea throughout life a marked
change comes over the other two. With the cessation of their

task of providing a home for themselves in the rocky matrix,

the muscular foot degenerates and the mantle opening becomes
smaller, leaving but a small slit-shaped pore at the extreme an-

terior end. This opening may be called the anterior mantle
pore. This pore is provided internally with a two lipped valve

by means of which egress of water may be prevented, and serves

for the indraught of silt and other debris which may chance to

collect at the bottom of the animal's burrow. Subsequently this

material is expelled from the mantle cavity through the siphon.

The anterior mantle pad is naked during the working state, but
is protected by the antero-dorsal plates. In Zirphsea it is naked
throughout life.

The anterior adductor is made up of two masses of tissues, a

posterior portion encircling the urabones dorsally, and extend-
ing backwards and forwards of the same, and an anterior portion

(accessory anterior adductor) which appears to be made up of

pallial muscles running transversely from valve to valve. This
portion antagonizes the posterior adductor while the posterior

portion is the opposite of a ventral adductor which is made up
of transverse fibres from the pallial muscles at the end of the

lower limb of the pallial sinus. There are thus, it will be seen,

four separate adductor muscles instead of three as I stated in a

previous paper. The action of these muscles will be discussed

a little further on.

The foot of the working forms of Fholadidea and Paranholas
and of Zirphsea is cylindrical and strongly muscled. The points
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of attachment of the foot muscles are the spoon shaped pro-

cesses, one for each valve, attached at the umbo on its inner

side. The shape and position of these two processes are such as

to bring the center of the mechanical system nearer to the longi-

tudinal axis of the burrow, and this is mechanically an advan-
tage.

The burrow being completed (Pholadidea and ParapJiohif^) the

foot which is no longer for use, atrophies until not a trace of its

musculature remains, so that in every part of the abdomen, the

abdominal wall is so thin that the genitalia can be seen. So en-

tirely lost is the musculature that the crystalline style bulges out
the abdominal wall where once there was a large mass of muscle.
Concurrently the anterior plates (callum) have been secreted,

the dorsal by the antero-dorsal mantle pad which surrounds the

anterior adductor muscle and the ventral by the thick and now
fusing edges of the anterior mantle opening.

But the question arises, namel}", why do not the adductor
muscles, which are clearly correlated with the work of drilling,

atrophy as does the foot. The answer to this will be found in

the fact that the animal still uses all the muscles in moving the
valves of his shell both for the indraught and expulsion of
water, the anterior adductor taking the place of the hinge liga-

ment which is entirely absent in all three forms.

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the Pholadi-
dea and Parapholas pass through a Zirphsea stage which I have
called the working form, during which the animals have an active

vigorous existence. Upon the cessation of their activity follows

degeneracy,* so that the relation between Pholadidea and
Zirpjhaea is joarallel in a high degree to that between the oyster
and its more energetic cousin, the clam. The oyster, however^
tires of an active existence much sooner than the piddock,
which rests from his labors only when a safe retreat is made for

himself.

In Teredo the shell presents in general the same features as

the forms already considered. It is, however, much contracted
antero-posteriorl}'. The valves articulate at the umbones, from
the inner surface of which spring the very long curved pro-

cesses already referred to in the other forms. At the extreme
ventral part of each valve is a tubercle, and at this point too,

the valves meet and articulate. A line passing through these

two points constitutes an axis of motion for the valves. In
front of this axis is the anterior adductor which extends above
and in front of the umbo, but not back of it. Behind the axis

is the large posterior adductor, whose homology' with that muscle

* A. Lang: Text-Book of Comp. Anat., Eng. Ed., Vol. II., p. 115.
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in other dim3'arians is questioned. The view urged by Mr. J.

T. Cunningham is that the posterior adductor should be looked
for near the parieto-splancnic ganglion, and this is hard to con-
trovert. The passage of the rectum upward in front of this

muscle and then backward dorsal to it is a fact that must be
taken into consideration, however, together with the fact that

the anal opening occurs immediately posterior to it. There
seems to be no good reason why this muscle should not have
arisen dorsallly to the digestive tract if it is not the homologue
of the posterior adductor.

The external surface of each valve is divided into two regions
by the axis of motion, an anterior and posterior. The anterior

area is again divided into two areas, each triangular in outline.

The la3'ers of shell accretion in the posterior triangle are parallel

to the axis of motion, and their margins are protruded into nu-
merous fine teeth which cut wood and even ivory when moved
in a direction perpendicular to the aforesaid axis. The anterior

triangle has its accretion layers plaited into a multitude of sharp
angular ridges whose cutting direction is the same as that of the
teeth of the posterior triangle. The accretion la3^ers themselves
are very regular and hard.

It is not necessary to discuss further the anatom}' of Teredo,
since we have to do simply with the mechanical arrangements
correlated with the boring habit.

The portion of the shell posterior to the axis of motion is

smooth. An epidermis is present in the Pholadidse and Teredo
except over the anterior part of the shell from which it is worn
away.
The burrow of the Pholadidie has the shape of an elongate

cone, rounded at the base. The wall very frequently presents to

view sliort scratches which are segregated in series. Those in a
given series are parallel to each other and are clearly made by
the teeth of the valves. I have sometimes found, however, that

besides these there are other scratches confined to a small cir-

cular patch at the very basal extremity of the burrow. These
are made, it seems probable, by sand which gets between the

disk of the foot and the wall. The direction of the scratches is

such as to suggest a shearing twist on the part of the foot, and
it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the foot to some extent
aids in the attrition of the rocky wall by a drill-like action, using
sand as a cutting material.

The burrow of Teredo is so well known that there is no need
of description. It is sufficient to quote Quatrefages, who says

the burrow " appears to me to have every mark of a direct me-
chanical activity."
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Very much has been written about the method "of boring. In
1888* it was maintained that in Pholas and Lithodomus the foot

was reinforced by siliceous particles. Many have looked to the

action of chemical agents secreted by the animal, but these have
failed of detection. It is now very generally thought, and it

may be maintained with surety, that the boring is purely a me-
chanical process, at least in the Teredo, Pholadidse, Pai^apholas

and their allies, and that siliceous particles play no part. I can-

not speak of the habits of LitJwdovius from personal observation,

but the facts in the case of Adida falcata would seem to throw
doubt on the ability of Lithodomus to bore. It is commonly
supposed that Adula is a borer, and the circumstantial evidence

partly supports the view. However, if the animal is examined
in its home, it will be found to occupy the burrows of Pholadidse

or other boring clams and to by no means fill the burrow. It is

moreover always attached by a byssus to the wall of the burrow
near its open end, out of which the posterior end of the valves

protrude. Furtheimore, Adula has a musculature and siphon in

every way comparable to that of the mussels, and it, like the

latter, has a reduced foot which is in no way comparable to that

of the piddock. Nor does the shell present any such characters

as those which are coordinate with the musculature of the

Pholadidse, but is covered with a thick and unbroken' perios-

tracum. That it does, however, make use of the excavated
homes of other forms is undoubted, and it is not imi)robable that

it sometimes usurps the right of the owner and finally causes its

death by starvation. So very similar to the structure of Adula
is that of Lithodomus that the suspicion is raised that the latter

ma}' not burrow at all. At any rate, the matter should be further

studied.

The tools for boring in the Pholads consist of the foot and
four adductor muscles as the seats of motor power ; and the an-

terior part of the shell, as cutting instrument. The successive

layers of the fore part of the shell are plaited into tooth-like pro-

jections which in the younger specimens of Zirphsea are fine but

strong.

In the work of boring the first movement is the extension of

the foot so as to apply it to a part of the base of the burrow.
Clinging as a sucking disc, the contraction of the foot muscles
now causes the anterior region of the shell to be closely applied

to the wall of the burrow. This movement is anticipated by the

contraction of the anterior part of the anterior adductor and of

the ventral adductor, the result of which is to approximate the

front margins of the shell. The teeth are now in a position

*Vogt & Young, " Traite d'Anatomie Comparee Pratique." Paris, 1888.
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preparatory to cutting which is done during the contraction of

the posterior adductor and the posterior portion of the anterior

adductor. Tlie motion so produced is, in general, upward and
backward, though as a matter of fact the axis of motion whicli

passes through the umbo, swings with the latter as a center, from
the ventral adductor to the posterior and back again with one
round of attack.

The separate action of the adductor muscles may be easily de-

termined in fresh specimens by cutting through the different

muscles and watching the results.

The mechanism of boring in Teredo warrants the conclusion
that the process has many points of similarity to that just de-

scribed. The absence of the ventral adductor is compensated
for by the size and position of the so-called posterior adductor,
the contraction of which sets in action the rasps of the anterior

portion of the shell. The view of Deshayes that the musculature
is not fitted to set a boring apparatus in action must be dis-

sented from. Nor is it necessary to be satisfied, with Quatre-
fages, that a weak musculature is suflflcient for cutting water-

soaked wood. The fact is that the posterior adductor is much
larger and stronger relatively than the same muscle in the oyster
and pecten. The ratio in Pecten of the inner surface of the

shell to the area of muscle attachment is, on a liberal calcula-

tion, as 9 to ], while in the oyster the ratio is very nearly the
same. In Teredo it is as 5 to 1 (in young specimens as much
as 3 to 1), and Teredo has the anterior adductor to boot.

This fact, together with that of the sharpness and number of

teeth, is evidence that the apparatus is very efficient.

As has been pointed out, the axis of motion passes dorsi-ven-

trally through the umbo, and swinging upon their mutual axis,

the valves separate in front in answer to the contraction of the

posterior adductor. During this motion the teeth of the front

part of the shell come into full play in the direction of their

greatest efficiency. Previously, of course, the contraction of

the pedal muscles has caused tlie application of the front of the

shell against the wood which is being attacked ; this as in the

Pholads proper. The wood is rasped into very finel}' divided

particles which pass into the mouth and through the digestive

tract, into the cloaca and so out. The length of the internal

processes is such as to bring the point for attachment of the

pedal muscles to either side of the center of the spherical shell.

It will be seen that this is a matter of mucii importance, for

otherwise the pressure of the shell upon the wood would be un-

even and we should then have a good tool poorly handled.

The animal is able, on account of the spherical shape of the
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shell, to change the position of the same, now here and now
there, so as to make a tube of sufficient roominess. It is further-

more able to change the direction of the burrow with great
readiness, the sliape of the shell offering no obstacle.

The mechanisms of the molluscs which form the subject of

this paper atlord an interesting and important contribution to

the discussion in regard to the origin of the adductor muscles
in the pelecypod molluscs as set forth in the chapter on Kineto-
genesis in Professor E. D. Cope's latest work " Primary Factors
of Organic Evolution." Professor Cope here quotes Dr. R. T.

Jackson at length. Dr. Jackson points out the facts in the or-

dinary dimyarians, of which Mya may be taken as a type, and
in the derivative monomyarians (^Ostrsea, Peclen). According
to this authority, if the axis passing through the two adductor
muscles (the antero-posterior axis) is parallel to the longitudinal

axis of the hinge ligament, which coincides with the axis of mo-
tion in these forms, the adductor muscles are about equal in size.

As the antero-posterior axis rotates the anterior .ndductor dimin-

ishes in size, and the posterior adductor, which is now between
and in a line with the hinge ligament and the posterior adductor,

comes into a position of poor mechanical advantage and " disap-

pears from disuse and atrophy." This is the condition in which
the monomyarian oyster and pecten ai'e found.

In the piddocks another condition of affairs obtains. The
antero-posterior axis has rotated so as to intersect the hinge axis,

but here the point of contact of the valves has passed between
the anterior and posterior adductors, which are still synergetic

but with the effect of opening the shell in front and below in-

stead of closing it. The opponents of these muscles are the

ventral adductor and the anterior portion of the anterior adduc-
tor, respectively, and these are likewise synergetic with the

effect of closing the valves in front and below. It must be
understood that the contractions of these muscles are probably
not exactly synchronous, but serial. This does not, however,
alter the mechanical conditions. In other words, the axis of
motion, which maintains a constant position in such forms as

Mya and Peclen, swings in the manner already described.

By reference to the figures it will be seen that the four ad-

ductor muscles form a quadrangle within which is found the

point of contact. The diagonal passing through the anterior ad-

ductor and the ventral adductor passes through the point of

contact and constitutes an axis of motion for the adductor
muscles on either side of it. The other diagonal would play the

same part for the anterior and ventral adductors. It is evident

that these two Jines mark the limits between which the actual

axis of motion swings.
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Now the result of the change in the position of the antero-

posterior axis and of the axis of motion has made a mechanical
demand for opponents to the anterior and posterior adductors,

and the important observation is that such muscles have arisen

by adaptation of pallial muscles at just the points where one
would expect that thej would arise. This fact gives ver3' strong

support to the opinion that the adductors of Mya and the like

have arisen in just this way.
Conversely, in Teredo, in which the axis of motion is con-

stant in a dorsi-ventral position, and in which the anterior ad-

ductor is wholly anterior to the axis of motion, and, therefore,

to the umbonal point of contact, there has been no demand for

a ventral adductor and none for an accessory anterior adductor;
andneither of these is found. I have said that the posterior adduc-
tor, by its extent, partly compensates for the absence of the ven-

tral adductor, but this is true only in that it gives to the valves

a mutual stability which the ventral adductor gives in the other

forms.

A remarkable character which is coordinate with the presence

of this musculature is the absence of the hinge ligament. This
structure is to be found only in lamellibranchs in which the

axis of motion is constant in position, and its function, as is

well known, is to cause the gaping of the valves, or in other

words, to oppose the adductor muscles. It is evident that the

presence of the hinge ligament in the piddocks would render im-

possible the sea-saw movement of the valves about an axis of

motion having a dorsi-ventral position. Not only this, for on
account of the passive character of the same it would be useless

in boring ; for the amount of latent force in the compressed liga-

ment is by no means as great as that which a muscle of equiva-

lent size is capable of exerting.

Now the absence of the hinge ligament is more than compen-
sated for by the presence of the anterior adductor muscle, which
is attached to the outside of the shell surrounding the umbones.
The muscle is preceded in its passage from the interior to the

exterior of the shell by an outgrowth of the mantle which over-

lays the rough exterior of the shell with a mother-of-pearl layer,

and secretes at its posterior extremity the triangular accessory

piece. It would seem that this change of position is effected by
the addition of muscle fibers to that side of the muscle which is

of maximum use in the animal's endeavor to produce such a

motion of the valves as has been described, and by their atrophy

on the opposite side. In this wa}' the complete homology is

preserved. It may be, however, that an entirely new mass of

muscular tissue arises in the mantle distinct from the original
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adductor, but this seems less probable. It is a matter which
needs further stud3^

I wish to express m>' hearty thanks to Professor E. B. Wil-
son for the loan of specimens, and to Mr. Bradney B. Griffin for

his very generous assistance in looking up literature for nie.

Section of Geology.

April 19, 1897.

The evening of the regular monthly meeting of the Section

was devoted to a reception on behalf of the Academy to Sir

Archibald Geikie, Director- General of H. M. Geological Survey

of Great Britain. The exercises took place at the rooms of the

Academy of Medicine. After an informal reception, the meet-

ing was opened by a brief address by President Stevenson who
extended the welcome of the Academy to its guest. He was

followed by Professor Kemp, who spoke of the work of

Sir Archibald Geikie as a general geologist and as a student

of petrography. Professor Dodge followed, speaking from the

standpoint of a teacher and a student of physiography. The

last address of welcome was by Professor Angelo Heilprin, of

the Philadelphia Academ}' of Sciences, who as a representative

of the oldest American scientific society, spoke from the point of

view of the traveler and student of geology of the world at large.

In reply Sir Archibald Geikie extended his thanks to ^he

Academy, paid a warm tribute to the work and worth of New-
berry, Dana, Cope, Leidy and Hayden, and spoke of the work

of the United States Geological Survey and the American

geologists in advancing the cause of the science.

At the close of the more formal meeting, an informal reception

was held at which all present had an opportunity lo meet the

guest of the evening, the members of the Academy and the

several visiting geologists from a distance. The occasion was

in every wa}- a success.

Richard E. Dodge,

Secreta7'y.
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Special Meeting of the Section of Geology and Mineralogy.

Aiml 23, 1897.

The Section met in the Law School lecture room of Co-

lumbia University, Professor J. F. Kemp, Chairman, presiding-

About 125 persons present.

The minutes of the previous meetinor were omitted. The
meeting was a joint one with the New York Microscopical So-

ciety and the New York Mineralogical Club.

Professor F. C. Van Dyck, of Rutger's College, briefly ex-

plained his improved apparatus for projecting microscopic sec-

tions of rocks and minerals with polarized light, using the arc

lantern.

The lantern was then set in operation and large series of thin

sections of rocks were thrown upon the screen and were de-

scribed b}' Mr. John H. Caswell.

When the projections of the thin sections were concluded, a

vote of thanks was unanimously passed to Messrs. Yan D3^ck

and Caswell.

The Academy then adjourned.
R. E. Dodge,

Secretary of Section.

April .'50, 1897.

The regular public lecture for April was delivered by Mr.

William Niven on " Recent Archeologicai Explorations in the

State of Guerrero, Mexico." About forty persons were present.

At the conclusion of the lecture a vote of thanks to Mr. Nevin

was passed.
J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting, May 3d, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair;

twenty-five persons present. The minutes of the last meeting
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were read and approved. The Secretary presented the follow-

ing nominations for resident membership from the Council and

they were thereupon elected.

A. A. Anderson, Gary N. Calkins, W. H. Daily, W. B. Dev-

ereux, Robert E. Flemraing, Frederic Gallatin, Max Heller,

Alexander Maitland, T. Commerford Martin, Geo. N. Miller,

Frank Russak, Wm. I. Sommerfield, C. E. Trippler, Alfred A.

Whitman, Charles T. Wills.

Mr. Herbert Bolton, Assistant Keeper of the Museum of

Owens College, Manchester, England, was elected Correspond-

ing Member. On motion the back dues of Mr. Arthur Willey

were remitted because of distinguished services to science, and

he was changed from active to corresponding membership.

The Section of Astronomy and Physics then organized and

was called to order by the Chairman, Mr. P. H. Dudley. Twenty-

five members and guests being present. At the request of the

Chairman, the minutes of the previous meeting were read and ap-

proved.

Wm. Hallock then presented a paper on " An Hydraulic

Working Model of the Wheatstone Bridge," which showed by

means of a simple manometer, the function of a galvanometer or

electrometer in the electrical circuit. The effect of self-indue,

tion, and that of capacity was also clearly shown.

J. K. Rees then showed enlarged prints made from negatives

of the moon obtained at Lick Observator}^, and added brief re-

marks about them. He also showed the drawings made at the

Jjowell Observatory, City of Mexico, of certain markings on

Mars, Venus and Mercur}'.

These markings and their probable causes were discussed by

William Hallock, J. K. Rees and C. A. Post.

J. K. Rees, Harold Jacoby, and H. S. Davis then presented a

paper on the " Variation of the Latitude and Determination of

the Constant of Aberration." They gave the value of 20.457"

to this constant, with a probable error of .013. The value as-

signed by the Paris Conference of IS'JG was 20.47/'
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H. Jacoby explained more fully the meaning of " Constant of

Aberration," and stated that he desired to go on record with

the statement that when the reduction of the observations made

b}' J. K. Rees, H. S. Davis and himself is completed, it will

confirm the result adopted by the Paris Congress.

The final paper was presented by H. S. Davis on the " Parallax

of 61 Cygni etc." and gave a value of the parallax of 36.015."

J. K. Rees made a few remarks about the measurement and

reduction of the Rutherfurd star plates.

The section then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp,

Secrelary.

R, Gordon,

Secretary of Section.

Stated Meeting.

May 10, 1897.

The Academ}" was called to order by the Chairman of the

Section of Biology, Professor E. B, Wilson, and in the absence

of regular business the section at once organized ; fifteen per-

sons present.

Mr. Gar}^ N. Calkins, of Columbia University, was elected

Secretar}'.

In the absence of Dr. Dyar, Chairman of the Committee ap-

pointed to consider the question of postage on Natural History

specimens, Professor Stratford"reported that the Postmaster Gen-

eral had been notified, and that the matter had received due con-

sideration.

Upon behalf of the Committee appointed to draw up a resolu-

tion relating to the death of Professor E. D. Cope, Professor

Osborn submitted the following resolution :

The members of the New York Academy of Sciences desire

to record their admiration of the noble services to Science of

the late Professor Edward D. Cope. Since 1859, when he of-
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fered his first contribution to the Philadelphia Academy of

Sciences, at the age of nineteen, he has been a devoted and bril-

liant investigator in five great branches of Natural History,

ichthyology, herpetology of the batrachians and reptiles, mam-
malian palaeontology, historical geology and philosophy. In

each he has long been an acknowledged leader, and his combined

knowledge of all has given his researches a philosophical

breadth, grasp and permanence, which place him among the

great masters of Comparative Anatomy, Cuvier, Owen and

Huxley. We deeply regret that his untimely death has cut

short his life work, and feel that the loss of his keen, critical

and productive facult^"^ deals a blow to the cause of comparative

anatomy of the vertebrata throughout the world, which can

hardly be measured. We tender to the American Philosophical

Society and to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia, of which Professor Cope was a life long member, an ex-

pression of our deep regret at their loss, and of our readiness

to cooperate with them in the establishment of some suitable

memorial.

(Signed) Henry F. Osborn,

J, L, Wortman.

Mr. H. E. Crampton, Jr., gave a brief extract of a paper by

F. C. Baker on "Notes on Variations in the Apex of Gasteropod

Molluscs." The paper will be found in full in the Annals, Vol. X.

Professor Bashford Dean and Mr. F. P. Sumner reported on

"The spawning habitsof the brook Lam pre}- T'e^romyzonTi^t'Zderi"

at Van Cortlandt Pond. The paper appears in full below.

Mr. H. E. Crampton, Jr., reported on some "Coalescence-Ex-

periments with Lepidoptera."

A paper on the "Vertical Distribution of Plankton in Deep-

Sea Collections from Puget Sound " by Professor James I. Peck

and Mr. N. R. Harrington was read by title.

Gary N. Calkins,

Secretary.
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NOTES ON THE SPAWNING HABITS OP THE BROOK:
LAMPREY {Petromyzon wilderi).

By Bashford Dean and Francis B. Sumner..

Plate XXVII,

The following notes add a few details to the account of the

spawning habits of marsipobranchs given in 1893 by Professor
Gage in his admirable work on the lampreys of the Cayuga and
Seneca Lake region.* The present observations were made in

the uppermost part of New York City upon the brook lamprey,
Petromyzon (Lampetra') ivilderi, Gage. The specimens were
identified by comparison with topotypes kindly loaned by Pro-
fessor Gage.
The spawning locality was at Lincoln Park, a few rods from the

station of the New York and Putnam Railroad at a point where
Tibbit's Brook passes under a stone-arch wagon-bridge. Van
Cortlandt Lake, into which the brook flows, lies about a mile to

the southward. In this direction the lampreys are thus shut oflf

from communication with the brackish water below, by the dam,
ten or twelve feet in height, at the mouth of the lake. Nor can
they well pass into neighboring waterways, as the brook arises

from springs in the vicinity of Bryn Mawr station, east of Glen-
wood. It is very probable, therefore, that the lampreys, like

those described by Gage, spend most of the year in a lake, as-

cending the brook at spawning time.

The only spawning-ground noted was in the shade of the stone
archway where the brook finds its last stretch of gravelly bottom.
Above and below this point, the bottom was muddy and the

stream on the whole more sluggish. Here on April 16th, three

or four dozen lampreys were observed within a few square yards.

Many of these were engaged in spawning and nest-building.

Three spawning parties were noted, one of which was allowed to

remain undisturbed that the process could be closely followed.

The spawning season of our local lamprey is thus found to be
nearly a month earlier than that at Cayuga Lake. Professor
Gage states that in the latter region, the process lasts approxi-

mately from May 8th to May 20th.

The appearance of the lamprey's at the time of spawning is

shown in the accompanying plate (Plate XXVII) from a pencil

sketch made on the spot. Their " nest " was a small gravel-filled

*The Lake and Brook Lampreys of New York, especially those of Cayuga and
Seneca Lakes. The Wilder Quarter-Century Book. Ithaca, 1893. Pp. 421-493, Pis.

i-vn.
Transactions N. Y. Acad Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 21, December 9, 1897.
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pocket, less than a foot in diameter, lyins^ between a number of
large rounded stones. The water, 66° F. in temperature, was
sweeping across it in a moderatel}' strong current. The tem-
perature of the air at the time was 70° F. The water-depth in

the nest was about ten inches.

The lampreys were in constant movement, sometimes crowd-
ing closely together, ten or twelve in number, now and again
scattering, manj^ leaving the nest and others returning. Oc-
casionally the nest would be almost deserted. The greatest

number was observed about noon-time. The entire party seemed
to devote its attention to transporting gravel : the spawning
process occurred at irregular intervals and was of very short
duration. At first it proved difficult to distinguish males and
females. Thej^ are almost equal in size and thickness, and the

slight differences in fin-characters could not well be seen when the

animal was in motion. So too, the erected urinogenital papilla of

the male was onh' occasionally distinguishable. It was later evi-

dent, however, that the males were by far the more numerous.
Examination of the lampre3's taken from this neighborhood, but
not from the nest alone, showed that the proportion of males to

females was about .5 to 1. It is a reasonable inference, therefore,

that this species is polyandrous although this could not be veri-

fied in the present instance, the active movements of the animals
preventing the observer from following the male till its return to

the same female. The mode of mating could, however, be
clearly followed. The female, after many circlings about the
nest, attaches to a stone and is apparently struggling to move it.

Then a male, which up to this point has been diligently stone-

moving and is now close by, suddenl}'^ seizes his mate " some-
where near the head, he then winds himself half way round the

female whereupon the two bend theii- tails downward and stir up
the sand bj^ the most vigorous movements " (Gage).
The actual position of a i)air during copulation is shown in

the plate. The male attaches the oral disc to the back of the

head of a female, somewhat in front of the eye and slightly on
the right side. The back of the male is then instantly arched
and the tail region wound around the hinder trunk of the female,

forming one turn of a left handed spiral. Its increasing curve
toward the tail causes the bod}- of the male to here lie at right

angles to that of the female. This position was verified in

eleven instances. In only one case the body of the male
appeared to be wound in the reverse direction. During this

process, the body of the male is so rotated that the urino,

genital papilla becomes apposed to the cloaca of the female-

this result being aided b}' an upward arching of the latter's body.
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The extrusion of eggs and milt which instantly follows is ac-

companied by rapid vibration of the hinder body region of both
male and female, the tails directed brush-like against the sand.

The number of vibrations was estimated to be about ten or twelve

in the brief time of pairing, about three seconds. Few eggs re-

latively could, therefore, be extruded at a time. At this mo-
ment they may be seen in the water, but they speedily sink with
the flurry of sand. The total number of eggs found in one well-

distended female was calculated to be 860.

The milt is nearly colorless, causing no cloud in the water at

the time of emission. The great length of the slender papilla

(4 mm.) suggests that an actual intromission occurs, but of this

there appears to be no evidence. The short duration of mating
and the immediate outcasting of the eggs are, it is evident, de-

cidedly opposed to this method of fertilization. But to deter-

mine by direct observation that no intromission occurs is ex-

ceedingly difficult; the pairing takes place unexpectedly and
terminates suddenly and during the few intervening seconds the

observer is confused by the rapidity of the movement. In a single

favorable instance, at the close of the vibration, the papilla was
seen to be separate from the cloacal opening of the female.

Probably, therefore, the papilla serves to direct the milt upon the

discharging eggs rather than as an intromittent organ. In the

present nest ovulation took place at irregular intervals, in one
case after a lapse of two minutes, but usually after a longer

time. In one instance a male attached for a moment to another
male, and frequently one would be seen to suddenly seize and
pull another awa}' from where it happened to be. Copulation
was later observed among lampreys which had been placed in

an aquarium. It was here also noticed that the papillte of the

males sometimes remained protruded for many minutes ; and in

separate individuals, probably of both sexes, the vibratory move-
ment of the tail was frequently observed when no copulation oc-

curred.

Gage notes that lampreys of this species "are somewhat com-
munistic or gregarious and join in considerable numbers, some-
times eight to ten, to make a common nest." A few details as

to the utilization of the common nest were observed in the pres-

ent instance. The females did not return to exactly the same
spot in the nest when ovulating; they seemed in fact to deposit

eggs during intermission of stone-carr3ung, wherever they then
happened to be—usually, however, near the margin of the nest.

The eggs then often became attached to the sides of the large

stones in the neighborhood. No definite mass of rock fragments

was accumulated, for although the same lamprey would for a
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time at least carry stones to] a particular part of the nest, the

rest of the spawning party would be as diligently carrying them
in other directions, often borrowing their neighbors' supplies.

Their common result, however, was to stir up the sand and to

cause the eggs to be speedily hidden. Stones were collected

without apparent regard to the direction of the water current.

Gage notes that the lampreys do not join forces to move a large

stone. And the present writers, confirming this observation,

add that they show a surprising lack of judgment as workers.
Their immediate mission is to move stones, and this they do with
greater energy than discretion ; they occasionally fasten to rocks
of great size and do Iheir best to transport them, turning on
their sides and struggling violently. An example of this wasted
effort is seen at the right of the plate.

Usually, in such a case, the lamprey, finding that its first at-

tempt does not stir the rock, will relax its hold and proceed to

the next stone with the same, or perhaps better results. Some-
times, however, as if less easily convinced, it will retain its hold,

rest a moment, then recommence the struggle. In one case, a

single lamprey, remaining in the nest, tried again and again to

move objects which were out of all proportion to its efforts, in-

stinct appearing to lead it to seize any rock surface which af-

forded him a good attachment, but to avoid at once reattaching

in case the stone could not be moved. It seemed, therefore, an
evidence of weak memory when in the next circling around the

nest the attempt would be made to move the same stones. On
another day, similar actions were observed in the case of a

solitary male, who for several hours busied himself in a very
aimless way, sometimes taking stones from one side of the

nest and depositing them on the other, sometimes reversing

the process as if forgetful.

The spawning was observed on April 16th. The eggs col-

lected on that day from the sand of the nest were of such a stage

that they must have been deposited the same morning. On this

day about twenty-five lampreys were captui-ed. On April 18th,

nine more specimens were taken but no spawning observed.

Some of these latter lampreys were found in another gravelly

section of the brook nearly a mile to the northward. Ten days
later, no lampre3's could be found, nor was a fourth search more
successful on May 5th.

PLATE XXVII.

The spawning of the Brook Lamprey, Petromyzon wilderi, Gage. From
drawing made at Lincoln Park, April 16, 1897, by Bashford Dean, x i V.

pp. 321-323.
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Section of Geology.

May nth, 1897.

Meeting was called to order at eight o'clock, with thirty mem-
bers present, President Stevenson in the chair. Minutes of the

previous meeting were read and approved. Nominations of

Messrs. E. N. Dickerson and Luther Kountze were made and

referred to the Council under the rules. There being no other

business, the Section of Geology was organized and proceeded to

the business of the evening.

First paper was read by Mr. D. H. Newland, on the " Occur-

rence and Origin of the Serpentines near New York." Mr.

Newland discussed the mineralogical characteristics and the

geographical position of the Serpentines of Staten Island

;

Castle Point, Hoboken ; New Rochelle and Port Chester, and

suggested that as regards origin they could be divided into two

classes; first those of Staten Island, which contain olivine,

diopside and tremolite and which have been probably derived

from some igneous rock, that had been metamorphosed before the

alteration to serpentine began. Second, one including the other

localities mentioned, whose serpentine has been apparently pro-

duced in the alteration of some form of sedimentary rock.

The paper was discussed by Dr. Ries, Dr. Martin and Professor

Kemp. It will appear in full in the Annals.

The second paper of the evening was by Professor Kemp, en-

titled " Notes on Butte, Montana, and its Ore Deposits." Pro-

fessor Kemp described the development of the copper mining at

Butte, which has now assumed first rank in the United States.

He traced the geological position of the mining districts, both

those containing copper with silver and those containing silver

alone. The rocks of the region consist of two kinds of granite,

the older a dark basic granite which weathers easily, and the

second a light acidic granite. These rocks are pierced by later

intrusions of rhyolites, which also cut the silver veins. The

paper was illustrated by a large number of specimens and by a

series of pictures of Butte, and the surrounding region.
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The third paper was by Professor Kemp, entitled " Notes on

the Geology of the Trail from Red Rock, Montana, to and be-

yond Leesburg, Idaho." This paper consisted of a series of

notes upon the rocks that appear along the trail mentioned, one

hundred miles or so of which had never been previously de-

scribed from a geological standpoint. The highlands consist

of ancient Cambrian or pre-Cambrian quartzite, which is cut near

the Idaho line by rhyolites. The valleys of the Lemhi and the

Salmon rivers near Salmon City are occupied b}' Tertiary- lake

beds, with terraces showing lignites. West from Salmon City

there is much hydraulic mining for gold at the old camp of

Laesburgh. The region visited connected with that traversed

by G. H. Eldredge and lapped over it west of Salmon City,

but not east of that place. (See " A Reconnaissance across

Idaho," XYI. Ann. Rep. Dir. U. S. Geol. Survey.)

The last paper was by Professor C. A. Doremus, entitled " An
Exhibition of the Metals, Carbides, etc., obtained by M. Moissan

with the Electric Furnace," Dr. Doremus exhibited some fifteen

specimens of metals and their carbides which had just been re-

ceived from M. Moissan, for placement in the National Museum
at Washington, D. C. These metals represent the best results

attained by M. Moissan in his experiments "with the electric fur-

nace, and include among the metals, chromium, titanium, whose

chemical affinity varies in accordance with the amperage of the

furnace; tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium, uranium. The car-

bides shown were those of aluminium, calcium and cerium. The

borides of carbon, iron and cobalt were also exhibited.

Meeting adjourned at 10:45.

Richard E. Dodge,

Secrelary.
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ALLANITE CRYSTALS FROM MINEYILLE, ESSEX
COUNTY, N. Y.

By Heinrich Ries.

(Read March 15, 1897.)

The crystals described below were recently collected by Prof.

J. F. Kemp, at the dumps of the now abandoned Cook shaft,

near Mineville, Essex Co., N, Y.,* and were kindly loaned to

the writer for description. They occur in a very coarse peg-

matite of quartz and orthoclase, but are themselves, as a rule,

embedded in a matrix of milky quartz. Although allanite is a

comparatively rare mineral, it is found at this localit}' in great

abundance and in crystals of exceptional size. The large crys-

tals, as a rule of rude outline, may reach an inch in thickness

(25 mm.) and a length of five or six inches 1(12.5-15.0 cm.).

Even larger ones were reported by W. P. Blake, in September,

1858, from the Sanlbrd ore bed (now called the Old Bed) that is

about a mile distant from the Cook shaft,f but so far as can be

learned the old locality has either been destroyed in mining or

* J. F. Kemp. The Geology of the Magnetites near Port Henry, N. Y., and especially

those of Mineville. '.Trans. Arner. Inst. Min. Eng., Chicago meeting, February, 1897.

Reprint pp. 26, 51 and Plate 43.

t See American Journal of Science, September, 18.58, p. 245.
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is now inaccessible. Prof. James Hall, however, preserved one
superb crystal, that is now in the Peabod}- Museum at Yale
Universit}^ and that has been described and figured by E. S.

Dana.*
The mining operations at Cook shaft evidently cut the pegma-

tite, which was thrown on the dump, where it has remained for

some 3'ears past. The cr3stals suitable for study and measure-

ment are obtained in cracking up the quartz, a lucky stroke oc-

casionally laying bare a promising crystal, which can then be
dug out. The one measured by the reflecting goniometer, as

Fig. 2.

tabulated below, projected into a cavity, which later became
filled with calcite, a rare phenomenon at this locality. Some
very large crystals, not yet detached from the matrix have
been deposited in the mineralogical collections of Columbia
University, one mass of pegmatite being nearly 200 lbs., and
largely allanite, but the crystals studied were, as a rule,

:f
to ^

inches (6-12 mm.) long, and about the same in thickness. The
faces present were mostly orthodoraes, smooth but not brightly

lustrous. Next in abundance were prism faces, while pj^raraids

were rare. The small crystal referred to above, was about -^^ in.

*See American Journal of Science, June, 1884, p. 479. System of Minernlogy, 1893,

p. ri22.
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(1.5 mm.) in lengtb, and showed all the faces noted below, as

determined by the reflecting goniometer.

a(lOO) ri(lll)

c(OOl) r-(101;

m(llO) Z(201)

w(210) e(lOl)

g(221) 1(102)

(^(111) m(102)

The simplest combination of forms observed was that shown
in Fig. 1 and composed of a(lOO), r(lOl), m(llO), c(OOl).

Another crystal, Fig. 2, which was one of the three best de-

veloped showed rt(lOO), m(210), m(llO), rf(lll), /(20]), r(roi),

and c(OOl). The smallest cr^'stal of the lot had all the faces

noted. While this series of allanite crystals is on the whole
not as perfectly developed as those found by Professor Kemp at

Franklin Furnace and described by Dr. Eakle,* still many of the
crystals are larger, and no such large masses were found in the
Franklin Furnace material.

Columbia University.

NOTE ON A BERYL CRYSTAL FROM NEW YORK
CITY.

By Heinrich Ries.

(Read March 15, 1897.)

Beryl is not an uncommon mineral of the granite and pegma-
tite veins of Manhattan Island, but the crystals, although fre-

quently of large size, seldom show more than the prism faces.

The crystal described below was found by Mr. Gilbert van
Ingen at Forth-ninth Street and First Avenue, and shows an un-

usually perfect development of terminal planes. It is a small

transparent individual, not more than -jL- inch long, with faces of

sufficient brightness to permit their determination with the Fuess

goniometer, and the angles read agreed quite closely with the

calculated ones.

* Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XIII., 102.
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The followino: is the list of faces determined :

w(10n)I
?i(3141) 4-1

^(2131)3-1

w(2021)2

p(10ri)l

e(0001)0

These planes are shown in the accompanying
figure. There were in addition several ver}'

small planes which evidently belong to a pj'ra-

mid of the second order, but the readings ob-

tained were not satisfactory.

The following is the list of angles measured
and calculated

:
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Regular Public Lecture.

May 28, IS91.

The Academy met and was called to order by the Secretary.

As Chairman of the Lecture Committee, he then introduced Dr.

Harwood Huntington, Ph.D., who gave the lecture of the even-

ing upon the " Technolog}'' of Cotton Cloth." The lecture was

profusely illustrated by numerous samples of fibres, dyes, cloths,

etc. It was attentivel}' listened to, and at its conclusion, a vote

of thanks was passed to the speaker. About 30 persons were

present, J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

June 7, 1807.

The Academy was called to order by the Secretary in the

absence of the President, in the Lecture Room of the Depart-

ment of Physics in Hamilton Hall Columbia Universit3^ Fif-

teen persons present. P. H. Dudle}' was nominated and elected

chairman for the evening.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary then presented the following names from the

Council, which had been approved as resident members :

E. N. Dickerson, Frederick E. Hyde and Luther Kountze.

On motion the secretary was instructed to cast a ballot for these

nominees. Dr. Heinrich Ries was nominated and elected as dele-

gate of the Academy to the International Congress of Geolo-

gists, to be held in August at St. Petersburg, Russia. Professors

R. E. Dodge and J. F. Kemp were appointed delegates to the

British Association for the Advancement of Science at its meet-

ing in Toronto in August. On motion the deliegates were em-

powered to appoint alternates in case they were unable to go.

The section of Physics and Astronomy then organized.
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The first paper of the evening was by Professor Wm. Hallock

in " An Improved Method of Projecting Views of the Moon."

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Martin, Kemp and

Dudley. It will appear in an early issue of Science.

Miss F. R. M. Hitchcock then read a paper entitled " Notes on

the Atomic Mass of Tungsten."

NOTES ON THE ATOMIC MASS OF TUNGSTEN.*

By Fanny R. M. Hitchcock.

From work previously done the author had reason to think
that tungsten was not a simple element. In that case, assuming
that the elements composing it had atomic weights which dif-

fered considerably among themselves, it should be possible, by
fractionating tungstic oxide, to obtain a series of atomic weights
for the so-called metallic tungsten which would differ widely from
each other.

In accordance with this idea a series of experiments was made,
and a summary of the principal results obtained is given below.
Some of the results obtained are not given, as they were so un-

expected that it is deemed desirable before publication to repeat
the experiments which led to them, as, while there seemed no
reason to doubt the results themselves, the conditions under
which they were produced are not perfectly understood.
The methods used in preparing the acid and in fractionating

the same will be given together with details of all the work done
and a discussion of the same, in a paper to be published as soon
as certain investigations now underway are concluded.
The acid, before fractionating, was tested for and found free

from alkalis, alkali earths, aluminum, iron, manganese, silica,

columbic, tantalic and molybdic oxides. It was transformed
into ammonium salts and fractionated by different methods.
The atomic weights of two series of fractions are given below.
The acids used in the two series had been subjected previously
to different treatment. The quantity of material used at any
one time varied from 1.5 to 5 grams. Throughout the whole

Abstract in part of work done by the author |in connection with Dr. Carl Freid-
heim, at the Laboratory of Dr. Freidheim and Dr. Rosenheim, in Berlin, Germany,
during the year ending April 15, l.s%.
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work reductions and oxidations were continued to constant
weight.

B
182.34

174.63

181.87

181.79

174.87

177.87

176.79
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even after repeated reductions and oxidations. An examination
of Wolframite showed that it contains hj^drogen and nitrogen in

considerable quantities, while Scheelite yielded a comparative!}'
large quantity of nitrogen. The hydrogen is probabl}^ present
also, and the gas from Scheelite will, shortly, be analyzed quanti-
tatively.

We were unable to detect either argon or helium in the gases
obtained from Wolframite or Scheelite, but Professor Runge, of
Hanover, informed me that on heating Wolframite very stronglj'

is a platinum tube both were developed and could be detected
by means of the spectroscope.
That varying atomic weights can be obtained for tungsten by

fractionating the acid and varying the conditions of the reduc-
tion, can scarcely be doubted. A consideration of the condi-
tions under which the experiments were conducted seems to

indicate that several explanations are possible, any one of which
would appear to be theoretically satisfactory. It becomes neces-
sary, therefore, to determine which is the true one, and a further

series of investigation has, accordingly, been undertaken which,
it is hoped, will settle the question.

Among the interesting facts noted it may be mentioned that
not only metallic tungsten but also the brown oxide decom-
poses carbon dioxide, with formation of carbon monoxide.

The Academy then adjourned till October.
J. F. Kemp,

Secretary.

Regular Business Meeting.

October 4th, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary presented the following nominations of new
members :

Professor Lucien M. Underwood, Columbia University.

Professor Henry M. Howe, Columbia University.

The Section of Astronomy and Physics then organized.

The paper of the evening was by R. S. Woodward on the

Mass of the Earth's Atmosphere. This was given as the result
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of a research extending over several years, and the author dis-

cussed the question on four assumptions :

1. That the atmosphere has a constant density.

2. That it obeys Boyle's law.

3. That it obeys the adiabatic law.

4. That it obeys the law of a perfect gas.

A very full mathematical expression was given for each case.

The paper was discussed by W. Hallock and J. F. Kemp. It

will appear in the Bulletin of the U. S. Weather Bureau.

The Section then adjourned.

J. F. Kemp, Reginald Gordon,
Secretary. Secretary of Section.

[Read January 11, 1897.]

CONTRIBUTION TO THE MYOLOGY OF LEMUR
BR UNE US.

By Geo. S. Huntington.
'

The position of the Lemuroidea in the zoological series, and
the question of their relation to the line of descent of the higher
Primates, impart peculiar interest to the comparative anatomy
of the suborder. We are fortunate in possessing a \Qvy thor-
ough and careful memoir on the myology of the Lemuridse by
Murie and Mivart, published in 1866 in Vol. VII of the Trans-
actions of the London Zoological Society. The authors of this

able paper base their conclusions on the examination of eight
species, viz.: Lemur catta, L. varius, L. niger, L. xanthomys-
tax, L. nigrifrons, Galago crassicaudatus, G. garnettii and G.
allenii. They also refer to the monographs and special memoirs
by J. Van der Hoefen and F. A. W. Van Campeu on the Potto,

J. L. C. Schroeder Van der Kolk and Vrolick on Stenops, Bur-
meister on Tarsius, Kingma on Otolicnus peli, Owen and Peters
on Cheiromys, and Huxley on Arctocebus.
The recent examination of a full-grown male specimen of

Lemur bruneus (body weight 1,505 grms., brain weight 26 grms.;
identified by Dr. W. A. Conklin, late Director of the Zoological
Collection, Central Park) has revealed many points of differ-

ence from the description of Murie and Mivart, which applies
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especiall}' to Lemur catta. For this reason, and because the
species is not included in the list of those examined hy the

above named authors, I present some of the results of our dis-

sections for the consideration of the section. I am, moreover,
fully persuaded of the necessit}' of multiplying careful and ac-

curate observations in comparative myology, in order to obtain

a satisfactory knowledge of the structure of any given family
or species. Our observations on a fairly large number of cyno-
morphous monkeys have convinced me that for purposes of gen-

eralization the results obtained by the examination of one or
two specimens are frequentl}' misleading, as a not inconsiderable

range of variation is encountered in these forms.

The present paper deals with some of the muscles of the
trunk, and of the scapulo-humeral and brachial groups.

1. Pectorals.

J/m. Pectoralis major and minor (Ectopectoral and Ento-
pectoral, Wilder) are both present.

A. M, Pectoralis Major, Ectopectoral.

PL XXVIII.-XXXI., inch PL XXXII., Fig 7. PI. XXXIV.
Origin.—Sternal extremity of clavicle,''ventral surface,*for ^

cm.; ventral surface of sterno-clavicular articulation ; obliquely

across presternum to midsternal line ; in close connection with
the muscle of the opposite side, by short tendinous fibres from
the middle of the ventral surface of the mesosternum along the

entire length of the bone (PI. XXVIII." and XXXIV.)
At the junction of meso- and poststernum the line of attach-

ment is deflected laterad, and the muscle arises from the dense
sheath of the abdominal Rectus and from the aponeurosis of the

External oblique muscle. This abdominal origin extends caudad
to the junction of the middle and posterior third of the cephalo-

caudal body measurement. It forms a sharply defined, slightly

notched line, concave cephalad, curving dorsad and caudad from
the poststernal articulation, the muscular fibres arising directlj^

from the abdominal aponeurosis (PI. XXVIII and XXXIV.)
There is no approach to the formation of the thin musculo-ten-

dinous plane so characteristic of the abdominal Pectoral in Apes,
which can be reflected nearly to the median line between post-

sternum and umbilicus. In Lemur the abdominal portion of the

muscle arises directl3^ by strong muscular fibres from the exter-

nal oblique aponeurosis along the line indicated.

There is a cellular interval, forming a narrow cleft, between
the clavicular and sternal divisions of the muscle. Lisertion

will be considered with that of the Pectoralis minor {Ento-
2:>ectoral'), with which it is in part combined.
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B. M. Pectoralis minor, Entopectoral.

(PI. XXXVIII. and XXXIV.)

Origin.—Ventral surfaces and cephalic borders of 2d, 3d, 4th,
5th and 6th costal cartilages, and lateral margin of mesosternum
in the corresponding intercostal spaces.

The origin from the 2d to the 5th costal cartilage is placed
close to the sterno-chondral junction, lying between the Ecto-
pectoral and the Supracostal muscle. Between the 5th and 6th
cartilages the line of attachment descends obliquel}^ across the
ventral portion of the 5th intercostal space, the muscle being
attached to the External Intercostal fascia and to the lateral

extremity of the 6th costal cartilage, close to the medial margin
of the Rectus abdominis. The origin throughout is almost di-

rectly muscular, only in the caudal portion by means of a deli-

cate tendinous lamella. The Entopectoral forms a muscle of
considerable size, the fibres converging somewhat to the humeral
insertion.

Insertion of Pectoral Muscles.

CPl. XXIX.-XXXI. incl., PI. XXXII., fig. 1.)

Clavicular j)ortion of Ectopecloral is closelj'^ united with the
Deltoid, the two muscles fusing along their adjacent margins.
The insertion is by a tendon, which fuses with the superficial

surface of the main pectoral tendon (see below). (PI. XXX.,
fig. 1 ; PL XXXI., fig. 1 ; PI. XXXII., fig. 1.)

The entire Pectoral insertion occupies the strongh' developed
lateral humeral crest, extending from the lateral tuberosity to

nearly the middle of the shaft of the bone, on a level with the
union of the bicipital heads.

Connected with the Pectoral insertion is the Axillary Arch
(PI. XXIX.; PL XXX., fig. 1.) derived from the caudafborder
and ventral surface of the Latissimus dorsi. It forms a rounded
and slender muscular slip, lying upon the tendon of the Latissi-

mus dorsi, cephalad of the ventral origin of the Dorso-Epitroch-
learis, and terminates in a slender tendon, which fuses with the

deep surface of the Ectopectoral tendon (PL XXIX.,), hav-

ing crossed the Coraco-Brachialis and short head of the Biceps,

Avithout being connected with the fascia investing these muscles.

The abdominal portion of the Ectopectoral constitutes a sep-

arate division (PL XXX.; PL XXXI., fig. 2; PL XXXII.,
fig. 1.), turning laterad underneath the sternal portion, the fibres

of the two divisions crossing each other at an acute angle. It

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 22, February 7, 1898.
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ternainates in a flat, tendinous lamella, which joins the tendon

of insertion of the Ento-pectoral along the caudal margin (PI.

XXX.. fig. 2).

The tendon of the Entopectoral passes underneath that of the

Supraspinatus (PI. XXX., fig. 2; PI. XXXI., fig. 1) and ex-

pands into the cephalic and lateral portions of the humero-
scapular capsule, reaching the lateral humeral tuberosity and
covering the intra-capsular portion of the long tendon of the

Biceps.

Main Tendon of Insertion of Ecto^^ectoral.

After separating the abdomidal slip from the remainder of the

Ectopectoral—which can be accomplished without dividing

muscular fibres—the main tendon of insertion is seen folded on
itself (PI. XXXI., fig. 2) so as to form two lamella? of unequal
width, united caudad, open cephalad. The superficial lamella de-

rived from the cephalic and middle sternal origin of the muscle,ex-

tends from the lateral humeral tuberosity to the distal extrem-
ity of the lateral bicipital crest, overlapping cephalad the com-
bined insertion of the Entopectoral and abdominal portion of
Ectopectoral.

The caudal sternal fibres of the muscle, passing successively

underneath the caudal mai-gin of the preceding, form the deeper
lamella, only one-half as wide as the superficial, the direction of

the tendon fibres intersecting obliquely.

The analysis of the entire pectoral insertion, therefore, results

in establishing the following five divisions or layers, proceeding
from the deep to the superficial parts :

1. Axillary arch tendon from Latissimus dorsi (PI. XXIX.).
2. Tendon of Entopectoral and abdominal portion of Ecto-

pectoral, constituting a separate layer (PI. XXX., fig. 2).

3. Fibres from the caudal sternal origin of the Ectopectoral

develop the deep lamella of the main Pectoral tendon (PI.

XXXI., fig. 2).

Continuous with this along the caudal border is

4. The superficial lamella of the Ectopectoi'al insertion, de-

rived from the muscular fibres which arise from the cephalic and
middle sternal attachment (PI. XXXI., fig. 2).

5. On the superficial aspect of this tendon the clavicular por-

tion of the Ectopectoral finds its insertion, closely fused with

the adjacent margin of the Deltoid (PI. XXXII., fig. 1).

The published descriptions of the anatomy of the Pectoral

group in the Lemuroidea do not agree in some main points with

the conditions found in our species.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 25), describing the Ectopectoral of

Lemur catta, distinguish the three portions of the muscle, in re-

spect to their origin, as clavicular, sternal and abdominal.
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The insertion of the clavicular portion is described as into

the ulnar side of the Deltoid ridge, not connected with the re-

mainder of the muscle, but " dipping somewhat underneath the

Deltoid." The sternal portion is said to have " a broad tendi-

nous insertion into the margin of the bicipital groove, in close

juxtaposition to the insertion of the first portion." No mention
is made of any doubling of the tendon of insertion of the

sternal portion, which undoubtedly did not exist in the species

examined. The authors find that in L.catta the abdominal por-

tion of the muscle has " an aponeurotic insertion beneath and in

close union with the insertion of the second (sternal) ])ortion,"

the union of this division with the tendon of the Entopectoral
apparentl}' not having occurred in the species described.

The same authors (1, p. 26) find the general arrangement of

the Ectopectoral in Lemui- varius very nearly the same as in L,
catta, differing, however, in having no clavicular portion.

Cuvier (11, PL LXVIII.) delineates the Pectoral muscles of L.

varius, indicating a distinct clavicular portion and representing

the union, at the insertion, of a cutaneous muscular slip with the

second or sternal portion of the muscle (cf. infra, axillary arch).

According to Murie and Mivart (1, p. 26, PI. II., III., lY.,

figs. 3, 5, 1.3 and 14, P. ma.) the Ectopectoral in Galago crassi-

caudatus and G. allenii does not present the separation of the

origin into the three portions, the clavicular and posterior

(caudal) origins being reduced.
They find, however, that the general arrangement of the in-

sertion in Galago agrees with that described for L. catta.

Kingma (7, p. 21) describes the Ectopectoral of Galago
pell as consisting of two layers, one being derived from the

clavicle, the other from the sterno-costal articulation, both in-

serted into the great tuberosit}' of the humerus.
Cuvier (H, PL LXVII., fig. 2, j and /) shows the third or

abdominal part of the muscle in Loris gracilis as being relatively

larger than in Lemur catta, and as extending up beneath the

superficial portion to a higher point. The Ectopectoral does
not appear to have a clavicular origin in this form. Nycticebus
also lacks the clavicular portion.

Yan Campen (3, p. 27, PL II., fig. 10, 1.) describes the Ecto-
pectoral in Perodicticus (Potto) as composed of two bundles,

and Burmeister (6, p. 50, tab. 4, figs. 2, 17 and 15) says that in

Tarsius the muscle presents only two portions ; one, the smaller,

arising from the clavicle and sternum ; the other larger portion

from the sternum and cartilages of the ribs to the ninth. The
insertions of the two portions are said to be much as in the Le-
murs.
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Owen (8, p. 60, PI. XXII. find XXIII., figs. 1, 17) describes
only two portions in Gheironiys ; the same arrangement was
found in this animal by Marie j?nd Mivart, but in this specimen
the clavicular portion arose by a tendon from the sternal end of
the clavicle.

Lucse (12, p. 27) in his monograph on Lemur macaco gives
a brief description and a delineation of the Pectoral group. He
states nothing regarding a separation of Ento- and Ectopectoral.
He describes the Pectoralis (Ectopectoral? P. major?) as
having two divisions ; the anterior (cephalic) smaller divi-

sion arises from the sternal end of the clavicle, cartilage of
first rib and manubrium of sternum, and descends, connected
with the Deltoid, over the upper third of the humerus. The
posterior (caudal) larger division is described as arising

from the entire length of the sternum and the cartilages of the
anterior (cephalic) ribs, and as being inserted underneath the
preceding portion, into the head of the humerus and the Cora-
coid process (I) This is the only instance mentioned \ in the
descriptions of the various genera in which the Pectoral fibres

are said to have obtained an attachment to the coracoid process.

Further reports on the arrangement of the Pectoral group in

L. macaco are desirable, as Lucse's account is neither full nor
explicit.

Allen (13, p. 42) describes the Ectopectoral of Tarsius
fuscus as " small and composed of two fascicles. The sheet is

not folded. The superficial fascicle consists of an upper and
lower congeries of fibres, which are distinguished by their trend
rather than by relation. The fibres of insertion are continuous
inferiorly with the Deltoideus.'" He does not mention the En-
topectoral.

The Entopectoral of Lemur catta is described by Murie and
Mivart (1, p. 27) as a strong, thick muscle arising from the
sternum beneath the Ectopectoral, the origin extending from
the second to the sixth rib inclusive. The insertion is into the
capsular ligament of the humerus.
The extent of the origin (second to sixth rib inclusive) agrees

with the arrangement of the muscle in L. bruneus, but in the
latter species the main points of origin are from the costal car-

lilages, only a few fibres arising from the lateral margin of the

sternum in the corresponding intercostal spaces.

Cuvier (11, PI. LXVIII., fig. 1,,/^) figures the muscle in L. va-

rius. Murie and Mivart (1, p. 27) find it of large size in Galago
crassicaudatus, and state that the arrangement of the muscle is

the same as in L. catta. The^^ failed to detect any trace of an
Entopectoral muscle in Galago allenii.
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Van (ler Kolk and Vrolick (4, p. 44) state that the muscle
is present in Loris^ its fibres intermingling with those of the
Ectopeetoral. In this species the muscle is said to be inserted

into " the internal (?) tubercle of the humerus, previously pass-

ing before the coracoid process."

Cuvier (H, PI. LXVIL, fig. 2, J'^) represents it as very small
in Loris gracilis.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 27) find it distinct in Nycticebus
tardigradus.
Van Campen (3, p. 27, PI. II., fig. 10, 2) describes the muscle

as broad in Perodicticvs, inserted into the greater tuberosity of
the humerus.
Burmeister (6, p. 51, tab. 4, figs. 2,18) describes the muscle

as well developed in Tarsius, " arising from the second to the
seventh rib, inserted into the sharp outer edge of the bicipital

groove and ridge," close to the Ectopeetoral.

Owen (8, p. 60) describes the muscle in Gheiromys as aris-

ing from the side of the presternum, and from the sternal

ends of the first to the fifth ribs. The insertion is by a strong
tendon which spreads over the head of the humerus, to be at-

tached to tlie great tuberosity.

Murie and Mivart ( , p. 27) in their specimen of Cheiromys
found the muscle arising from the cartilages of the 4th, 5th, 6th
and 7th ribs.

In comparing the observations cited with the results of the
dissection of the Pectoral muscles in Lemur bruneus the follow-

ing considerations suggest themselves :

1. The connection of the Pectoral insertion with the tendon
of an axillary arch from Latissimus dorsi has not before been
observed in any of the Lemuroidea. The arrangement of the
arch in our species is in accord with the conditions presented by
the majority of the lower monkeys, especially the Cynomorpha.
The only point of difierence to be noted is the complete union of
the tendon of the arch with the Pectoral tendon. In the Cyno-
morpha the tendon usually expands more into the deep brachial
fascia over the Coraco-brachialis and short head of the Biceps.
This corresponds to the condition usuall}^ found in man, although
the arrangement presented by the little muscular slip in Lemur
bruneus. i. e., union with the deep surface of the Pectoralis ten-

don, constitutes a distinct variet\' of the human axillar}^ arch.

The muscular slips described and figured by Murie and Mivart

(1, PI III., fig. 5, Pc.) in the Grand Galago, and by Lucffi (12,
p. 26, tab. 2, 22) in Lemur macaco, as humeral portions of the

paniculus carnosus are undoubtedly homologous with the ax-

illar\- slip from the Latissimus dorsi which our species presented.
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In regard to this muscle, therefore, Lemur hruneus ofters a

more advanced condition, compared with the remaining Lennir-

oidea. Whereas in these latter the cutaneous muscular panicu-

lus in the thoracic and axillar3^ regions presents still the ar-

rangement found in many of the lower mammalia, the axillary'

slip from Latissimus dorsi in Lemur hruneus marks the reduc-

tion of the muscular cutaneous bundles, and the more complete
and definite separation of Ectopectoral and Latissimus, all con-

ditions which are characteristically developed in the higher
Primates, and which appear in man as a distinct series of mus-
cular variations in the lateral thoracic, axillary and internal

brachial regions.

2. The union of the abdominal division of the Ectopectoral
at the insertion with the tendon of the Entopectoral has also not
been described before in any of the memoirs on the various

genera and species of the sub-order. This arrangement again is

a strong indication of Simian affinity. In nearly all the lower
monkeys the abdominal Pectoral slip unites more or less com-
pletely' with the Entopectoral, either in the axilla or at the in-

sertion into the humerus.
It is only necessary to refer in this connection to the corre-

sponding muscular variation in man, where the caudal Pectoral

fibres—representing the Abdominal Pectoral— either follow, as

M. Chondro-coracoideus, the Entopectoral to its secondar}' at-

tachment to the coracoid process, or, as M. Chondro-humeralis,
preserve their original direction and expand into the deep brach-

ial fascia over the Coraco-brachialis and short head of the Biceps.

3. The folding of the sternal portion of the Ectopectoral at

the humeral insertion has apparently not been noted before in

any of the Lemuroidea. Allen (13, p. 42) states distinctly in re-

gard to the muscle in Tarsiusfusciis ih^V' the sheet is not folded."

The arrangement presented by the muscle in Lemur hruneus
reproduces exactly the disposition of the sterno-costal portion

of the Ectopectoral at the insertion in Man and the higher Pri-

mates generall}'. This folding of the Ectopectoral tendon of

insertion is in direct relation to the diminished extent of

brachial attachment which is to be observed in tracing the

muscle from the lower to the higher forms.

Whereas in many of the lower Mammalia (Dasyjnis, Tatusia,

Phoca, Felidae, etc.) the Pectoralis has an extensive humeral at-

tachment, as well as a fascial insertion into the aponeurosis of

the arm and forearm, we find a marked regression of the inser-

tion among Primates, the muscle travelling cephalad toward tlie

proximal extremity of the humerus. That this process is not

associated with a reduction of the mass of muscular fibres as a
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whole, with the exception of the abdominal portion, is best illus-

trated by Man himself. The extensive clavicular and sterno-

costal origin necessitates, however, the crowding together and
folding of the resulting muscular sheet, which finds expression,
at the comparatively short line of the humeral insertion, in the
reduplications and layers of the terminal tendon.

4. The fusion of the tendon of the clavicular portion with the
superficial surface of the tendon of the sternal division also cor-

responds exactly to the arrangement of the muscle in Man, and
the union of the clavicular Pectoral and Deltoid repeats the con-
dition presented by most monkeys and by man as a variation.

The entire Pectoral group expresses the intermediate position

of the Lemuroidea, as standing between the higher Primates
and lower mammalia. In Lemur hruneus the development of
Primate characters appears to have proceeded further than in

the other forms examined. This is especially so in regard to
the insertion of the Pectoral grouj); but even at the origin,

while the Ectopectoral is in its central portion still confined en-

tirely to the Sternum, the deeper p]ntopectoral has already as-

sumed in part the costal origin characteristic of the higher
forms. The lateral deviation of the abdominal origin of the

Ectopectoral has a similar significance.

2, SUBCLAVIUS.

(PI. XXVIII.)

This is a fairly well developed muscle, arising from the ven-

tral surface of the first costal cartilage, just lateral to the sterno-

clavicular articulation, between it and the attachments to the

first rib of the Rectus, Supracostalis and Scalenus (PL XXVII J).

The muscle is inserted into the dorsal grooved surface of the

middle third of the clavicle.

The Subclavius appears to be constant throughout the sub-

order, and only differs in the various genera in reference to the

extent of the attachment to the clavicle.

Murie and Mivart CI, p. 27) describe it in Lemu?' catta as

inserted into the outer two-thirds of the clavicle, and especially

into the " concavity in the hinder (under) surface of the bone
toward its distal or outer end."

Cuvier (H, PI. LXVIII, fig. 1, h) represents the insertion in

L. varius as extending outward but little beyond the middle of

the clavicle.

Murie and Mivart (1. p. 27, PI. III., fig. 5, Sb.) describe and
figure the muscle as relatively stronger in Galago crassicauda-

tua and in G. allenii, and as inserted only into the middle third

of the clavicle.
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The same authors also find the muscle well developed in

Cheiromys, correspondino; to the arrangement in L. catta.

Van Campen (3, p. 28, PI. II., fig. 10, 3) states that the
muscle is small in the Potto.

Burraeister (6, p. 51, tab. 4, fig. 2, 19) describes the inser-

tion in Tarsius as occupying the whole inferior surface of the
clavicle.

Lucffi in his account of L. macaco does not mention the mus-
cle, but, as his descriptions are in the main superficial and in-

complete, there is no reason for supposing that the muscle is

absent in the species in question.
Allen also does not describe the muscle in his account of

Tarsius fuscus.

The constant occurrence and nearl}' uniform arrangement of
the Subclavius throughout the Lemuroidea again emphasizes
the close assimilation of the thoraco-appendicular muscular
group to the type presented by the higher Primates.

3. Serratus Anterior

(PI. XXVIII. and XXXIV.)

This muscle is continuous cephalad with the Levator scapulae,

which arises from the transverse processes of all the cervical ver-

tebrae. The Serratus arises by digitations from the 1st to the
8th rib inclusive. The origin from the first rib is continuous
with the caudal portion of the Levator scapulae, and takes place
under cover of the lateral thocacic prolongation of the Scalenus,
The second digitation is broad ; it and the third are likewise

under cover of the medial portion of the Scalenus at their origin.

The fourth digitation is covered by the mesal part, and in

turn, in proceeding laterad, overlaps the lateral portion of the
thoracic Scalenus at the insertion of the latter muscle into the
fourth rib.

The fifth digitation fits into the interval between the first and
second digitation of the External Oblique and the lateral mar-
gin of the Scalenus. The origins from the f)th, Ith and 8th ribs

interdigitate with the slips of the External Oblique. The inser-

tion occupies the entire ventral border of the vertebral margin
of the Scapula, caudad of the insertion of the Levator scapul!\>,

and ventrad to the scapular attachment of the Rhomboideus.
The close connection between the Serratus anterior and the

Levator scapulae appears to be a widely distributed myologicai
character throughout the Lemuroidea.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 57) describe the Levator as the
cervical portion of the Serratus in L. ca^^a, mentioning an origin
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from the first eight ribs for the latter muscle, and an insertion

into the entire vertebral border of the Scapula, " posterior to
the insertion of the Levator portion."

Cuvier (11, PI. LXIX., fig. 2, and PL LXXI., figs. 1, 2, .3, 9)

indicates the two muscles b}^ one letter in L. catta and L. varius.

Murie and Mivart (I, p. 57) state that in L. vaiHus the Ser-

ratus anterior (magnus) appears to have attachments to the en-

tire series of Cervical vertebrte, evident!}' referring to the conti-

nuit\' of the muscle with the Levator scapulte.

The same authors (p. 57) state that in L. xanthomystax the

Serratus is " in union with the second slip of the Scalenus,"

possibly referring to the interdigitation of the fourth slip of
the Serratus with the thoracic prolongation of the Scalenus, as

described above in L. hruneus.

The authors quoted find that in Oalago crassicaudatus Cp. 57,

PI. II., fig. 3 ; PI. III., figs. 5 and 6 ; Pl.'lY., figs. 13 and 14 ; PI.

Y.,fig. 16, Smg.) the combined Serratus and Levator arises from
all the transverse processes of the Cervical vertebrae and from
the first eight ribs, and that the muscle is inserted into the

vertebral border of the Scapula. In Gallago allenii ( I , p. 57)
the muscle arises from the first seven ribs; m'Nycticebus from
the first ten ribs.

Van Campen (3, p. 28) finds that the muscle in Perodicti-

cus arises from eleven ribs, and Burmeister (6, P- 48, tab. 3,

figs. 1-8) describes the same in Tarsius as arising by eight

digitations from the 2d to the 9th rib. Allen (13, p. 43)
mentions, but does not describe, the Serratus in Tarsius fucsus ;

he finds that in this species the Levator scapulae " arises from
the transverse processes of the fifth to the seventh cervical ver-

tebrae, and is inserted on the superior angle of the Scapula."
Murie and Mivart (I, p. 57) find that the muscle in Gheir-

omys corresponds to the arrangement presented by Lemur catta.

Lucoe (12. pp. 29 and 30), who describes both muscles under
the name of " Serratus anticus major," states that in Lemur
macaco the origin occupies the transverse processes of the sec-

ond to the seventh cervical vertebra and the lateral surfaces of

the seven anterior ribs. The insertion is on the" inner surface of

the Scapula," beneath the Rhomboideus.
The significance of the above detailed arrangement of the Ser-

ratus anterior will be considered in connection with that of the

remaining deep muscles on the ventral and lateral aspects of the

thorax. Taken together the group in question presents a strik-

ing carnivore aflfinitv.
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4. M. SUPRACOSTALIS.

(PL XXVIII. and XXXIY.)

Origin: First rib, lateral surface and caudal border, ventrad
and caudad of attachment of Scalenus.

Insertion : J^y a thin, strong tendinous lamina, closely con-
nected with the origin of the Entopectoral, some fibres of which
arise from it, into the sternum opposite the middle of the sec-

ond intercostal space, and into the cartilages of the third, fourth
and fifth ribs close to the sternum. The muscle crosses obliquely
over the subjacent upper prolongation of the Rectus muscle,
which reaches to the first rib.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 50) describe two small but very dis-

tinct muscles in L. catta, situated on each side of the thorax,
" between the long insertion of the Scaleni and the origin of the
Pectorals, but superficial to the intercostal muscles."' " The
first Supracostal muscle in L. catfa arises by tendinous fibres

from the cartilages of the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh ribs,

and is inserted into the first rib, just external to the origin of
the Subclavius, crossing over the anterior end of the Rectus.
The second Supracostal muscle in the same animal arises from
the fourth and fifth digitations of the Serratus magnus. It is

inserted by a distinct and delicate tendon into the first rib."

Van Campen (3, p. 27, PI. II., fig. 10) describes and figures the
same muscle in Ferodiclicus. Cuvier (11, PI. LXIX., fig. 2, 18)
figures a single but very large Supracostal muscle in L. varius,

under the name of Sterno-costal. Murie and Mivart (1, p. 51)
found the muscle absent in their specimen of L. varius, and, if

at all present, not distinct in L. nigrifrons.
The same authors found the same muscle as described in L.

catta present in L. xanthomystax^ with nearly the same attach-

ments. They are doubtful about the representative of the

second Supracostal muscle in this animal. They found a second
small slip on the right side only, but consider it possible that

this was merely a portion of the sternal prolongation of the

Rectus muscle, as it lay rather to the inner side.

In Galago crassicaudatus and G. allenii the same authors
found only a few fibres passing forward and outward over the

anterior prolongation of the Rectus from the third to the first

rib ; they consider this slip as corresponding to the first Supra-
costal muscle of Lemur catta.

In Nijclicehus tardigradus Murie and Mivart describe a Supra-
costal muscle as passing from the third to the first rib.

Burmeister does not mention the muscle in Tarsixis spectrum,
nor Allen in T. fuse us, or Owen in Cheironigs.
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Murie and Mivart describe in their specimen of Cheiromys one
large Supracostal muscle, arising from the cartilage of the third

rib close to the sternum and inserted into the first rib just ex-

ternal to the attachment of the Subclavius, and just over the ex-

ternal half of the insertion of the Rectus, the Scalenus lying

immediately to the outer side.

Lucre neither describes nor figures the muscle in Lemur ma-
caco.

The Supracostal muscle in Mammalia presents numerous vari-

ations as regards occurrence, extent, mode of origin and insertion,

and number. This variability is well shown by the differences

just quoted, which the muscle exhibits in the various genera of

Lemuroidea,as well as by the above detailed instances of its ab-

sence.

Comparing the Lemurs with the remaining Mammalia on the

one hand, and with the higher Primates on the other, it becomes
apparent that the frequent occurrence of the muscle in the differ-

ent genera of the suborder is to be taken as an indication of the

transitional position occupied by the Lemurs, as intermediate

between the lower mammalian groups and the higher Primates.

If we sum up our linowledge concerning the supracostal mus-
cle in tabular form the following results arc obtained. (See p.

348.)

This by no means comprehensive review of the muscle in

mammalia shows that its occurrance is fairly constant in nearly

all orders until the Prosimians are reached. Here the muscle
becomes irregular in its arrangement, occasionally defaulting en-

tirely. In the cynomorphous monkeys among Primates it is

still encountered, at least in the instances examined. There is

great need of more extended investigation of this muscle in the

lower monkeys, the old world forms as well as the Hapalidae

and Cebidse, and I propose to pursue such investigation shortl}^

on material sufficiently extensive to aff"ord conclusive results.

In the Anthropomorpha and Man the muscle is absent, occur-

ring, however, at times as a rare variation in the latter. Undoubt-
edly the migration of the attachment of the Entopectoral from the

sternal line to the lateral surfaces of the ribs has played an im-

portant part in the displacement of the Supracostal muscle in

Man and the highest Apes, the Pectoral group actually occup}'-

ing the region usually assigned to the muscle in the lower forms.

A tendency to lateral recession of the caudal origin of the Ento-

pectoral has been noted above in Lemur hruneus^ and it is

possible that further investigations of the myology of the 03^0-
morpha, Arctopithecini and Platyrrhini will confirm the impres-

sion that the Supracostal muscle of the Lemuroidea represents
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the transition stage from the regular occurrence in the lower
mammalian orders to the absence in the highest Primates.

5. M. SCALExNUS.

(PI. XXVIII. and XXXIY.)

The Scalenus group lies entirely dorsad of the axillarj^ ves-

sels and brachial plexus, as these structures cross the first rib.

The ventral portion of the muscle {Scalenus anticus) is small,

inserted into the ventral margin of the first rib, just cephalad of
the attachment of the lateral portion of the Supracostal muscle.
The remainder of the muscle (Scalenus medius and posticus)

descends over the lateral surface of the thorax in two bundles,
a mesal and a lateral. The former is inserted into the cephalic
border and ectal surface of the fifth rib, having passed beneath
the cephalic digitation of the External Oblique muscle, just

mesad of the origin of the Serratus anterior from the fifth rib

(PI. XXVIII. and XXXIV.) The lateral division of the Scale-

nus passes beneath the fourth digitation of the Serratus to be in-

serted into the cephalic margin and ectal surface of the fourth
rib (PI. XXVIII. and XXXIV). The thoracic extension of the
Scaleni, and the situation of the muscles dorsad of the vessels

and nerves of the forelimb in their passage over the first rib, ap-

pear to be characteristic throughout the Lemuroidea.
Murie and Mivart (1, p. 22) describe the muscle in Lemur

catta as consisting of two masses, " the posterior (dorsal) of
which is perforated by the External Thoracic (' Respiratory ')

nerve." The}^ describe the anterior (ventral) of these divisions

as extending further caudad, being inserted into the second and
third ribs (according to Meckel also into the fourth rib), in con-

tact with part of the Serratus anterior. They find the same ar-

rangement in L. varius, only in this animal the long anterior

(ventral) portion descends as far as the fourth rib.

The same authors describe three or four Scaleni in Lemur
xanthomysfax (1, p. 22) as follows :

" The longest slip springs
from the fourth rib close to the cartilage ; it proceeds forwards
(upwards) and about the posterior (lower) third of the neck is

joined by another slip which comes from the second and third

ribs, in proximity and partial union with the Serratus magnus.
These two portions of Scaleni are inserted by two tendons

into the transverse processes of the second and fourth cervical

vertebra. A third portion of the Scaleni comes from the ante-

rior (upper) border of the first rib, and is inserted by two ten-

dons into the transverse processes of the sixth and fifth cervical

vertebrae. All these portions are placed outside the brachial

plexus '
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This arrangement seems to correspond most closel}- to that

found by us in L. bruneus, except that in this animal the thoracic

prolongation of the muscle caudad of the first rib extends to the

fourth and fifth ribs, whereas in L. xanthoviystax it occupies the

second, third and fourth ribs.

Galago crassicaudatus,a.ccov^\r\g to Murie and Mivart (1, p.

23), agrees with L. varius.

In Galago allenii the authors found a small anterior Scalenus
passing to the first rib in front (ventrad) of the lowest nerve of

the Brachial plexus; also a Scalenus mediusand posticus, arising

from the fourth to the sixth cervical transverse processes (costal

attachment is not described).

Burmeister (6, p. 37, tab. 4, fig. 9, c, c, c,) describes three

Scaleni in Tarsius spectrum, arising from the first three ribs and
going to the sixth to the first cervical vertebrae.

Allen (13, p. 41) mentions, but does not describe, the muscle
in Tarsius fuscus. Murie and Mivart find that in Gheiromys the

muscle is arranged as in L. catta, except that the " anterior "

portion extends " back " to the fourth rib. (It is diflScult to

see what is meant by " anterior " in this connection, whether
the ventral or cephalic portion of the muscle. In a foot-note it

is stated that the muscle is the "Scalenus posticus " of Meckel,

p. 159.)

Lucae (12? p. 35, tab. II, 19) describes and figures a
" Scalenus minor " in Lemur macaco as a strong, broad muscle,
arising from the first rib and passing to the transverse processes

of the six lower vertebra ; also a " Scalenus major," united
above with the minor and descending as a slender muscle on the

lateral aspect of the thorax to the fourth rib, external to the

Rectus muscle. Between these two muscles the cords of the

Brachial plexus emerge.
This is the only instance described among Lemurs in which

the relation of the Scalenus group to the fore-limb nerves is the

same as in the higher Primates, although the condition found in

this animal is foreshadowed by the small anterior scalenus of
Galago allenii^ passing ventrad of the lowest nerve of the
Brachial plexus.

6. M. Obliquus Externus Abdominis.

(PI. XXVIII. and XXXIV.)
Origin: Ectal surface and caudal margin of the nine caudal

ribs, the five cephalic slips interdigitating with the Serratus an-
terior. Also from the strong lumbar aponeurosis and from the
ventral end of the iliac crest.
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Insertion: By a strong aponeurotic lamella into the linea

alba, from the poststernum to the pubes, mesad and ventrad of

the Rectus muscle (PI. XXXY., fig. 1).

The formation of the External Abdominal Ring, transmitting

a large spermatic cord with well-developed Cremaster muscle, is

peculiar. In approaching the pubes the fibres of the'External

Oblique aponeurosis diverge to form the large external abdomi-
nal ring, dividing as usual into a medial and lateral pillar. The
lateral pillar passes underneath the spermatic cord, receiving the

same in a shallow groove, and is inserted into the lateral part of

the cephalic surface of the pubic ramus.
The medial pillar of each side, on approaching the median

line, divides into two well marked and perfectly distinct tendons.

The lateral tendons of each side decussate on the cephalic

border of the pubic S3^mph3'sis,the left tendon being superficial,

and are inserted into the bone on each side of the median line

and into the ventral surface of the pubic symphysis.
The medial tendon of the left side passes through a wide and

patent slit between the lateral and medial divisions of the right

internal pillar, without uniting with the same, and is inserted into

the cephalic margin of the right superior pubic ramus, behind
the abdominal ring and spermatic cord, constituting a Trian-
gular Ligament (Uolles^ ligament) of considerable strength and
width. The same arrangement exists on the opposite side, on a

somewhat deeper plane, the medial division of the right tendon
passing behind that of the left to form the triangular ligament of
the opposite side.

The order in which the decussation occurs from before back-
wards is therefore:

1. Lateral division of Left Internal pillar.

2. Lateral division of Right Internal pillar.

3. Medial division of Left Internal pillar.

4. Medial division of Right Internal pillar.

The medial tendon of the Left internal pillar passes entirely

free through the slit between the medial and lateral tendons of
the right pillar, no adhesion or intermingling of the aponeurotic
fibres taking place. The arrangement just detailed suggests the

correct interpretation of the Triangular Ligament ov Ligament
of Golles of Anthropotomy. The derivation of this ligament,

forming the background of the External abdominal ring, from
the aponeurosis of the External Oblique of the opposite side, not
from a reflexion of Gimbernat's ligament, cannot be doubted in

face of the arrangement of the corresponding parts in this

Lemur. Malgaigne and Cruveilhier have so described the
human triangular ligament, and their interpretation is unques-
tionablv correct.
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It is interesting to note that in tlie Cynomorphous monkeys,
and in those of the New World, the usual human arrangement of
the external abdominal ring obtains. PI. XXXV., fig. 2, shows
the inguinal region in a specimen of Gebus suhcristaius^ Gr^'^yr

the Bonnet Sapajou (Body weight 2,630 grms., Brain weight, 80

grms. Identified by Professor J. A. Allen, December 17, 1895).

In this animal the tj'pe common to man and the higher apes is

already fully developed. The External oblique aponeurosis di-

vides to form a large ring, the medial pillars interlacing closely

in the median line and forming a triangular plate, whose pointed

apex is inserted into the ventral surface of the pubic symphysis.
In the published descriptions the above arrangement of the

External oblique aponeurosis has not been mentioned as occur-

ring in other Lemurs.
Murie and Mivart (I, p. 51) describe the External oblique in

Lemur catta as a very elongated muscle, arising b}^ digitations

from the fifth to the twelfth rib incl.,the three upper digitations

being interposed between corresponding ones of the Serratus

anterior ; also arising from the lumbar fascia beneath the Latis-

simus dorsi, and behind (below) that muscle, and from the an-

terior superior spine of the ilium. Insertion" into the Aponeu-
rosis of the abdomen," closely connected anteriorly (above), at

its inner border, with the Rectus.

The authors quoted describe the external abdominal ring of

L. catta as follows :
'• The fascia forms a wide and rather elon-

gated abdominal ring, the inner pillar of which is much the

stronger, and is inserted into the anterior margin of the pubis.

The fibres composing the external pillar are more delicate, and
interlace with those covering the C remaster, which muscle is

much developed." The authors figure the muscle in Galago
crassicaudatus (1, PI. II., fig. 3, PI. III., figs. 5 and 6, and PL
IV., fig. 9, Ex. 0.) and state (1. c. p. 52) that in " Nycticehus
tardigradus there is no variety in its attachment."

In Perodicticus Van Campen (3, p. 28) describes the muscle
as arising from the eight lower ribs.

Burmeister (6, p. 45, tab. 3, fig. 1, No. 1) finds that in Tarsius
spectrum the muscle arises from all (the rib-cartilages up to the

third.

Allen (13) does not describe the muscle in Tarsius fuscus.

Lucffi (12, p. 35) merely states that in Lemur macaco the

abdominal muscle (?) presents nothing deserving special notice,

only remarking that the Rectus arises by a strong tendon from
the first rib and passes to the sj^mphysis.
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7. Scapular Muscles.

(PI. XXX., fig. 2 ; PI. XXXr. and PI. XXXII., fig. 1.)

A. M. SUPRASPINATUS

Is a strong bipenniform muscle, covered by a dense fascial

aponeurosis.
Origin: Medial three fourths of supraspinous fossa and of

deep surface of investing aponeurosis; along the cephalic border
of the scapula the adjacent margins of the Supraspinatus and
Subscapularis project beyond the bone, and arise from a strong
intermuscular septum common to both.

Insertion : By a strong tendon into radial tuberosity of
humerus. The tendon passes beneath the acromion and over
the tendon of the Entopectoral, with which it is blended.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 29) describe the muscle in Lemur
catta as arising not only from the supraspinous fossa, but also

slightl}' from the posterior (inferior) side of the spine of the
scapula towards its acromial end.

B. M. Infraspinatus

(PI. XXXIII.)

Is a narrow thick muscle, arising from the medial two thirds

of the infraspinous fossa and from the caudal surface of the

spine of the scapula, as far laterad as the acromion process. It

is inserted into the middle of the radial tuberosity of the

humerus. The tendon of insertion is closely united with those
of the Supraspinatus and Teres minor.

C. M. Teres Minor.

(PI. XXXIII.)

Origin : Lateral third of axillary border of Scapula in front

of the attachment of the long head of Triceps. Insertion into

lower part of radial tuberosity of humerus, and into the shaft of
the bone immediatel}^ below the tuberosity. It is a slender fusi-

form muscle.
Murie and Mivart d, p. 30) state that the muscle is very small

and inconspicuous in L. catta, in which species it presents the

same arrangement as in L. hruneus. The same authors find the

muscle of moderate size in Galago crassicaudatus, attached quite

to the neck of the scapula, and slightly covered b}^ the Infra-

spinatus.

In Galago allenii they found the Teres minor comparatively
larger than in L. catta, the fibres also arising more superficially

Transactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 23, February 8, 1898.
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upon the dorsum of the Infraspinatus, partly attached to the

lower border of the spine of the scapula.

The muscle in Nycticehus tardigradus is small and has the
same general arrangement as in Lemur.
Burmeister (6, p. 48, tab. 3, fig. 1, No. 10) says that it is pres-

ent in Tarsius spectrum, but very weak.
Murie and Mivart (1, p. 30) found the muscle in Cheiromys

small, but very distinct from the Teres major.

It is quite evident, therefore, that the Teres minor is gener
alh^ present in the Lemuroidea, although usually of small size

D. M. Teres major.

(PI. XXIX to XXXIII. incl.)

This is a very broad and strong muscle.
Origin : Medial third of axillary margin of the scapula; me-

dial part of dorsal surface of axillary border, between the Infra-

spinatus and Subscapularis, and from the Infraspinatus fascia.

Insertion: The fibres spread out toward the insertion, form-
ing a flat muscular sheet which becomes tendinous onl}- just be-

fore the insertion into the prominent internal bicipital ridge and
floor of the bicipital groove.
The tendon of the Latissimus dorsi lies upon the ventral sur-

face of the Teres major tendon of insertion, entirelj' free from
the same, covering only the middle third of the Teres tendon, a
large single bursa being placed between the tendons.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 29, 30) describe the muscle in Lemur
catta as arising '' from the superior half of the axillary border
of the Scapula, and from the flat surface at the posterior end of
that border." The muscle broadens out greatly in descending
and has a glistening tendinous outer surface.

The insertion, which is almost 1 inch wide, is into the inner
margin of the bicipital groove, separating the two portions of
the Coracobrachialis.

Meckel (Anat. Comp. Yol. YI., p. 262) describes the muscle
as large in the Lemurs, with an insertion into the second fifth

of the humerus.
Cuvier (11, PI. LXYIIL, fig. 2, and PI. LXIX., fig. 1, o)

figures it in Lemur varius and (PI. LXYII., fig. 1, o) in Loris
gracilis.

Burmeister (6, p. 48, tab. 3, fig. 2, 12) describes it in Tarsius,
having the same arrangement as in Lemur.
Murie and Mivart (j, PL II., fig. 3; Pi. III., figs. 5, 6, 7, and

PI. lY., figs. 13 and 14, T. ma.) figure the muscle in Galago
crassicaudatus.
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E. M. SUBSCAPULARIS.

(PI. XXIX.-XXXI.incl., PI. XXXII., fig. 1.)

The muscle presents a well marked division into a central;

and a cephalic and caudal marginal portion.

The former is covered by a dense aponeurotic lamina, broad
near the vertebral border with fibres converging toward the
glenoid angle. The lateral termination of the central portion is

overlapped and concealed by the convergence of the cephalic

and caudal marginal portions.

The cephalic marginal division is markedly bipennate in

structure. It arises from the cephalic portion of the subscapu-
lar fossa, from the cephalic border of the scapula to within a
short distance of the base of the coracoid process, and has also

a well marked origin from the aponeurotic septum between it

and the Supraspinatus, the two muscles projecting beyond the
cephalic margin of the Scapula, with a common septum inter-

posed in prolongation of the scapular margin.
The continuation of the entire muscle passes below the medial

margin of the coracoid process and the beginning of the Cora-
cobrachialis and short head of the Biceps, to be inserted into the
upper part of the internal bicipital crest and the lesser (ulnar)

tubei'osity of the humerus, the tendon of insertion being in-

timately connected with the capsule of the gleno-humeral joint.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 29) state that the muscle is very
broadh^ inserted into the ulnar tuberosity of the humerus in L.
catta and L. varius; they figure the muscle in Galago crassicau-
datus (PL III., fig, 5, and PI. IV., figs. 13 and 14, S).

Burmeister (6, p- 49, tab. 3, figs. 1-13) describes the muscle in

Tarsius as being very strong and partially divided into three
portions by tendinous intersections.

Owen (8, p. 59) describes the origin in Gheiromys as taking
place by means of three principal fasciculi.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 29) state that in the specimen ex-
amined by them this subdivision was indistinct.

The tripartite arrangement of the Subscapularis appears to be
a lemuroid character, presenting the typical arrangement of the
muscle, as it is found in the higher Primates, in a well-marked
manner.

F. M. Deltoideus.

PI. XXXII., fig. 2 ; PI. XXXIII.

Divisible into three portions, clavicular, acromial and scapular
(spine). ^ pm
The clavicular origin (PI. XXXII., fig. 2, D^) occupies'the
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lateral two-thirds of the ventral border of the clavicle, and is

intimately connected with the clavicular portion of the Ectopec-
toral, this connection becoming still more marked at the inser-

tion into the humerus.
The acromial division (PL XXXII,, fig. 2, D^) forms a strong

conical bundle, covered b}^ an aponeurotic lamella, arising from
the acromial end of the clavicle, along the ventral concave border,
and from the adjacent portion of the acromion process. It is

separable from the clavicular portion at the origin, and widely
.separated from the division arising from the scapular spine, from
the origin to just before the common insertion of all three
portions into the lateral humeral crest.

The portion arising from the spine of the scapula ( PI. XXXII.,
fig. 2, D^) is attached to the caudal surface of the spine, along its

entire length ; man}^ fibres are also derived from the infraspinatus

fascia. The muscle crosses obliquely over the long head of the

Triceps and the Brachialis anticus to reach the dorsal margin of
the common tendon of insertion.

According to the account given b^^ Murie and Mivart (1 , p. 28)
the presence of three divisions of the Deltoid has been noted in

Lemur catla and L. varius, as well as in the other species of
Lemur examined by the authors ; also in Galago crassicaudatus,

the lines of separation being less distinct in G. allenii.

Meckel (op. cit. Vol. VI., p. 258) describes the Deltoid as

single in Loris, and Murie and Mivart (1, p. 28) found it so in

Nycticehus tardigradus.
Van der Hoeven does not describe the muscle in his anatomy

of the Potto, and in the figure of the shoulder muscles '(PI. II., fig.

11) indicates but a slight tendency to a division of the Deltoid.

Burmeister (6, p. 49, tab. 3, fig. 1, No. 15) describes the Deltoid
in Tarsius as composed of two parts. Murie and Mivart find

three divisions present in Cheiromys.

8. Brachial Muscles.

A. M. Biceps (PI. XXIX.-XXXIII. inch).

Arises by two heads :

1. Goracoidhead (PI. XXX., fig. 2, and PI, XXXI, fig. 2):

Origin from medial or ventral portion of tip of Coracoid pro-

cess, combined with the Coracobrachialis.

2. Glenoid head (PI. XXX., fig. 2, and PL XXXI., fig. 2) :

Origin from margin of glenoid angle of scapula, just in front of
articular facet.

The long tendon of the glenoid head describes a sharp
bend at nearly right angles over the capsule and head of the
liumerus, confined in the upper part of the intertubercular
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groove by a very strong transverse humeral ligament, which
passes from the combined insertion of the Entopeetoral and ab-

dominal portion of Ectopectoral into the radial tubercle of the

humerus to the ulnar tuberosity, blending with the insertion of

the Subscapularis. The two heads of the Biceps unite a little

above the middle of the arm.
The larger part of the muscle is inserted by a strong tendon

into the tuberosity of the radius. From the ulnar margin of the

muscle near the insertion a smaller portion develops a ver}- well

marked semilunar fascia which passes caudad and mesad to fuse

with the deep antibrachial aponeurosis.

The Lemuroidea as a suborder present remarkable variations

in regard to the arrangement of the Biceps in the various genera.

According to Murie and Mivart (1, p. 3.3) the glenoid and
coracoid heads, as above described for Lemur hrunevs, are

present in L. catta, L. varius and L. niger, the coracoid head in

in the latter form remaining quite distinct from the glenoid head
for a considerable distance. L. macaco (12, p. 30) also con-

forms to the same type.

Perodicticus, Tarsius and Cheiromys each possess double
tendinous heads of origin.

In all the Galagos examined by Murie and Mivart the long
head, arising from the upper margin of the glenoid cavit}', is

arranged as in Lemur ; but the coracoid head remains distinct

and separate almost to the insertion, receiving, however, a few
fibres from the glenoidal portion near the bend of the elbow.

The authors describe the coracoid portion as being very remark-
able, remaining broad, flat and muscular down to the insertion,

which is into the fascia covering the forearm.

Meckel (Vol. VI., p. 291) describes but a single (glenoid) head
in Loris. Murie and Mivart (I , p. 33) also found only one head
in the same animal, although Cuvier (H, PL LXVII., fig. 2, r

and r') represents two heads.

Murie and Mivart also found but one head of origin in Nycli-

cebus tardigradus (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, p. 244), which agrees

with W. Vrolick's earlier observation (Todd's Cyclop. Anat. and
Phys., Vol. IV., p. 218;, although in his later conjoined memoir
with S. Van der Kolk the authors describe two heads.

The analysis of the Lemuroid Biceps from the above data

would therefore result as follows :

M. Glenoradialis
;

Loris gracilis.

Nyclicebus tardigradus.

Mm. GLENORADIALlS-f-CORACORADIALIS :

Lemur catta.

and all other species of Lemur.
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Perodicticus ?

Ta?^sius ?

Cheiromys.
Mm. Glenoradialis-(-Coracoradialis-(-Coracoulnaris :

Lemur bruneus.
Lemur niger.

Mm. Glenoradialis-1-Glenoulxaris-|-Coracoulnaris.
Galago crassicaudafus.

Galago garnettii.

Galago allenii.

There is evidently considerable variation in respect to the de-

velopment of the ulnar segment of the insertion of the muscle
represented b^^ the semilunar fascia.

As above stated, this fascia is strongly developed in L. bruneus,

Murie and Mivart do not mention it in L. cafta, or the other

Lemurs examined, except to imply its presence in L. niger.

In Cheiromys the}' distinctl}'^ state that it does not exist.

B. M. Coracobrachialis.

(PL XXX., fig. 2 ; PL XXXI.; PL XXXII., fig. 1.)

Origin: Combined with coracoid head of Biceps from the

tip and ventral part of the medial margin of the Coracoid pro-

cess, the origin of the latter fibres being almost directl}' muscu-
lar, whereas the portion arising in common with the short

bicipital head from the tip of the Coracoid is invested by a dense
aponeurotic lamella as far as the junction of the proximal and
middle third of the arm.
The muscle is perforated by the musculo-cutaneous nerve, at

about the middle of the main division. Immediately upon
emerging from the Coracobrachialis the nerve gives off a large

branch to the Biceps.

Insertion : The Coracobrachialis is inserted in three distinct

divisions :

1. Coracobrachialis superior: Separates from the niesal and
ental portion of the muscle just beyond the caudal border of the

Subscapularis tendon.
It passes to the proximal part of the mesal surface of the

shaft of the humerus between the tendon of the Subscapularis

cephalad and the Teres major caudad, ventrad to the proximal
portion of the mesal huaieral head of the Triceps.

2. Coracobrachialis medius forms the largest division of the

muscle. It separates from the coracoid head of the Biceps near

the caudal border of the Teres major tendon, and is inserted

distad of that tendon into the mesal ridge of the humeral shaft,
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between the Ti'iceps dorsfid and Brachialis anticus ventrad.
This portion is perforated by the musculocutaneous nerve.

3. Coracobrachialis inferior separates from the preceding
as a prolongation distad of the lateral border of the muscle

;

it forms a slender muscular bundle, descending on the medial
intermuscular septum between Brachialis anticus and Triceps,
passes beneath the Radial artery (high division of Brachial
arter}') and superficial to the Ulnar-interosseous artery and
Median nerve, to be attached to the lateral extremity of the
bony arch completing the Supracondylar foramen, close to the
mesal margin of the Brachialis anticus.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 33, 34) describe onl}^ two portions of
the Coracobrachialis in Lemur catta, the long part arising ex-
clusively from the "inner side and deep surface of the strong
inner head of the Biceps," no muscular fibres arising from the
Coracold process itself. Narrowing rapidly in descending the
muscle is inserted into the mesal border of the humerus, as far

down as the proximal border of the perforation of the internal

condyle.

The short part—which is very small—arises from the end and
deep surface of the Coracoid process, and is inserted on the dor-
sal aspect of the mesal margin of the Bicipital groove, between
the insertion of the Teres major and the high-reaching mesal
portion of the Triceps.

The longhead, reaching down to the supracondylar arch, cor-

responds to Wood's Coracobrachialis lonqiis.^

Meckel finds the muscle divided in the Makis. Murie and
Mivart (1, p. 34) found the muscle double ia L. nigrifrons.
The long portion arose tendinous from the Coracoid, and con-
tinued so, mingling with the fibres of the second portion, to the
middle of the humerus, w^hen it became fleshy. Insertion upon
the supracondylar arch.

In Galar/o crassicaudatus the authors figure a long strong and
a shorter 'weak belly (PL II., fig. 3; PI. III., fig. 5; PI. lY., fig.

14, cb^ and cb^) as entirely distinct, the former arising b}'- a
slender tendon in common with the coracoid head of the Biceps,
the latter constituting an insignificant bundle passing from the
Coracoid over the insertion of the Subscapularis to the medial
tubercle of the humerus.
The muscle also has a second slip in Galago allenii and G. peli,

the two parts " having much the same origin and insertion as in

L. catta.''^

Two portions are also found in Loris gracilis and Nycticebus
tardigradus (5, p. 244). Yan Campen (3, p. 33) describes the

•Journ. Anat. Phys. 1867, Vol. I., p. 49.
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muscle as double in Perodicticus, Owen (8, p. 60) in Gheiromrjs
and Burmeister (6, p. 49) in Tarsius spectrum

Allen (13, p. 43) merely states that in Tarsius fuscus the as-

sociation of Biceps and Coracobrachialis conforms to the pri-

mate type.

C, M. Brachialis (anticus).

(PL XXXII., fig. 2 ; PI. XXXIII.)

Arises from the whole lateral surface of the humerus, passing
as a very strong tendon cephalad as far as the distal border of

the lateral humeral tubercle, between the lateral humeral head
of the Triceps and the dorsal division of the Deltoid, whose in-

sertion is not embraced by the Brachialis.

Insertion into the Coracoid process.

D. M. Dorso-Epitrochlearis.

(PI. XXX.; PI. XXXI., fig. 1 ; PI. XXXII., fig. 2 ; PI. XXXIII.)
Origin by two slips which embrace the caudal margin of the

Latissimus dorsi. Insertion into the mesal border of the Ole-

cranon and proximal fifth of the dorsal border of the shaft of the

ulna.

Murie and Mivart (1, p. 32) describe the origin of the muscle
in L. catta as taking place from the " outer margin of the Latis-

simus dorsi near the insertion (1 e., just before it becomes ten-

dinous)." It broadens out into a thin muscular sheet, and be-

comes continuous with the fascia of the forearm between its two
insertions, which are into the inner condyle of the humerus and
the olecranon.

Cuvier (H, PI. LXIX., fig. 1, t^) shows the muscle in L. va-

rius arising from the tendinous part of the Latissimus dorsi and
passing to the shaft of the ulna.

It is present in the Galagos examined by Murie and Mivart
("insertion into inner side of olecranon process "), in Tarsius
(Burmeister) and in Gheiromys (Owen).

E. M. Epitrochleo-anconeus.

Origin: 1. From the entire dorsal border of the supracondy-
lar arch, nearly meeting the insertion of the Coracobrachialis
inferior, which is attached to the margin of the supracondylar
foramen.

2. From the medial condyle of the humerus. The fibres

converge to be inserted into the mesal margin of the Olecranon.
The ulnar nerve passes beneath the muscle, between it and the

medial humeral head of the Triceps, the fibres of insertion of the
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Epitrochleo-anconeus into the olecranon succeeding those of the

medial head of the Triceps.

Summary.

The main facts, heretofore not described, concerning the

muscle groups with which the paper deals, are as follows :

1. Presence of an axillary arch from Latissimus dorsi to the

Pectoral insertion, replacing the cutaneous muscular slips de-

scribed by Murie and Mivart in L. catta and hj Lucse in L.
macaco.

2. Arrangement of the Pectoral insertion :

a. Connection as just stated with a slip from Latissimus dorsi,

reproducing the condition found as a distinct variet}' of the

human axillary arch.

b. Connection of the abdominal division of the Ectopectoral
with the Entopectoral at the insertion into the lateral humeral
ridge.

c. Folding of the Sterno-costal sheet of the Ectopectoral at

the insertion.

d. Insertion of clavicular portion of Ectopectoral into the

superficial aspect of tendon of the sternal division, and fusion

with adjacent margin of Deltoid.

e. Lateral recession of caudal portion of Ectopectoral and
Entopectoral origin.

3. Coracobrachialis presents a division into upper, middle
and lower portions, the latter inserted into the root of the

supracondylar arch. The musculo-cutaneous nerve perforates

the middle division.

4. Presence of a large and distinct Epitrochleo-anconeus
muscle, passing from the supracondylar process and medial
condyle to the medial margin of the Olecranon.

5. Union of Brachialis anticus and lateral humeral head of

the Triceps, both extending nearly to the proximal end of hu-

merus on the lateral aspect of the shaft.

6. Among the trunk muscles the arrangement of the Supra-
costal muscle is to be especiall}^ noted, extending from the car-

tilage of the 1st rib to the 3d, 4th and 5th cartilages and the

border of the mesosternum.
7. In the abdominal group the structure of the External

Oblique aponeurosis clearl}^ foreshadows the condition found in

higher Primates, especiall}^ in relation to the construction of the

External abdominal ring, Gimbernat's ligament and the Trian-

gular or Colles' ligament of Human Anatomy.
The examination of the above detailed muscular groups in

Lemur leads to certain general considerations in reference to

the affinities of the genus.
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I. Thoracic Muscular Group.

The ai-rangement of the Thoracic muscles resembles closely

the t_ypical conditions found in some of the lower mammalia,
notably the plantigrade carnivora, e. g., Taxidea americana.

Among the more characteristic mjological features the follow-

ing can be cited :

1. Thoracic extension of the Rectus abdominis to the first rib.

2. Thoracic extension of the Scalenus group, and interdigita-

tion of the same with the External oblique and Serratus an-

terior.

3. Position of Brachial Plexus, ventrad of Scalenus group.
4. Supracostal muscle, superficial to and crossing cephalic

portion of Rictus obliquel3^

5. Continuity of Levator scapulfe and Serratus anterior.

The type which all these muscles exhibit in Lemur bruyieus is

distinctly that of the usual carnivore arrangement of the same
myological group.

II. Appendicular Muscular Group.

Is in the main distinctly' Primate in character.

Especially marked, and in i)art apparently peculiarly well de-

veloped in this respect in the species described, are the fol-

lowing :

A. Pectoral origin:

1. Ectopectoral arising in its abdominal portion by a distinct

line of origin from the aponeurosis of the External oblique.

2. Partial origin of the Ectopectoral from the costal cartilages

as well as from sternum.
3. Origin of lower segment of Entopectoral from the costal

cartilages, indicating beginning lateral recession of the deep
Pectoral origin.

B. Pectoral Insertion :

1. Overlapping of the planes, in the form of successive layers.

2. Folding of the tendon sheet from the main sternocostal
portion at the insertion.

3. Union of the abdominal Ectopectoral and the Entopectoral.
4. Superficial insertion of Clavicular portion of Ectopectoral

and union of same with the Deltoid.

G. Strong median portion of Coracobrachialis and association
of the muscle with the coracoid head of the Biceps.

Peculiar and characteristic Lemuroid features appear to be
the followino;

:
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1. Small size of Teres minor.
2. High lateral brachial origin of Brachialis anticus.

3. Union of Subscapularis and Supraspinatus, beyond cephalic
border of scapula.

4. Large size of the Teres major.
5. Double origin of Dorso-Epitrochlearis.
6. Inferior portion of Coracobrachialis.

Osteologicall}^ the high extension of the Brachialis anticus
accounts for the well developed lateral humeral ridge.

The Pectoral ridge is also extremely well developed and
prominent.
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Stated Meeting.

October 11th, 1891.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The following nominations of new members were made

:

Honorary—Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, Christiania, Norway.

Resident—Dr. G. S. Allan, 51 W. 37th St.; E. C. Brown, 280

Broadway ; W. S. Day, 203 W. 85th St. ; Francis E. Lloyd,

Teachers' College ; Emerson McMillin, 40 Wall St.; Andrew
Shiland, Jr., 262 W. 78th St.

The Section of Biology then organized, Professor Wilson in

the chair ; thirty-five persons present.

After reading the minutes, the following programme was

presented

:

C. L. Bristol, " Preliminary Peport on the New York Univer-

sity Biological Expedition to the Bermudas, 1897."

H. E\ Osborn, " A Palseontological Reconaissance."

Gr. N. Calkins, " Preliminary Report on the Columbia UniA'cr-

sity Zoological Expedition to Alaska, 1897."

0. S. Strong, " The Summer at the Marine Biological Labora-

tory at Wood's Holl, Mass."

Professor Bristol briefly rej^orted on the scope of the work
done during the summer at the Bermudas, giving an outline of

the plan of operation and the typical forms of life observed.

Professor Osborn described the summer's work of the palseon-

tological expedition from the American Museum of Natural His-

tory to Colorado, and especially the finding of a huge dinosaur,

in Wyoming, a complete fossil horse, and a llama in the Huerfano

fossil beds of Colorado.

Mr. Calkins reported on the results of the Columbia Univer-

sity Zoological Expedition to Puget Sound and Alaska, dcscrib-
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ing the general biological environment and the nature of the

fauna in the Sitka harbor. He also spoke of the wreck of the

steamer Mexico, by which the bulk of the summer's work was lost

In the absence of Dr. Strong, Mr. H. E. Crampton reported on

the line of work followed at the Marine Biological Laboratory at

Wood's Holl during the summer of 1897.

Gary N. Calktns,

Secretary.

Section of Geology.

October 18th, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

There being no business the Section of Geology immediately

formed, with twenty-four members present.

The minutes were read and approved.

Professor Stevenson then gave an interesting and careful ac

count of the International Congress of Geologists at Saint

Petersburg, and summarized the work done by the Congress

in the way of discussion, appointing committees, etc. Ad-

ditional notes were given by Professor Martin, who spoke

particularly of the handbook for the excursions, which summar-

izes the geology of Russia, and gives access to much material

which has hitherto been hard to reach.

The second paper of the evening was by Mr. Charles Bullman

and was entitled " The Auriferous Gravels of Colombia, South

America." Mr. Bullman spoke particularly of the distribution

and richness of the deposits of gold and platinum, which seemed to

him, from his examinations, to be much more extensive and valu-

able than had been reported by Mr. Nicholas in a previous paper

before the Section.

In the opinion of Mr. Bullman, the gold deposits are still be-

ing accumulated in the river valleys, and are as rich now, with

few exceptions, as they were before they were first worked
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over two hundred years ago. The paper was discussed b}- Mr. F.

C.Nicholas and by Professor Kemp. Mr. Nicholas reiterated his

previous statements, and showed why, in his opinion, the aurifer-

ous deposits were of less extensive distribution than Mr. Bull-

man considered them to be.

The third paper of the evening was a short account by the

Secretary of the work of the Geographical Section of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, at Toronto. He
spoke particularly of the cordial reception given to Americans,

and the prominent places that they received in the matter of

committees, etc. He summarized the more interesting and im-

portant papers.

The last paper of the evening was by Professor Martin, who
gave a similar account of the work done before the Geological

Section at Toronto, speaking particularly of the Presidential Ad-

dress by Dr. Dawsen,and of the paper given by Mr. J. B. TA'rrell

on the " Glacial Deposits of Northern Canada."

There was no discussion and the meeting adjourned at ten p. m.

Richard E. Dodge,

Secretary.

Stated Meeting.

October 25th, 1897.

The Academy met with Secretary Kemp in the chair. The
minutes of the last meeting were omitted.

The Section of Psychology and Anthropology then organized

and proceeded with the programme for the evening.

Professor Boaz and Dr. Farrand presented a report on the

Jesup expedition to the North Pacific coast. The principal

points covered by these reports appeared in Science of October

8th, 189T.

The third paper was a report by Dr. A. Hrdlicka on Anthro-

pology and Psychology at the Detroit meeting of the American

Association.
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The fourth paper was from the pen of Professor A. C. Haddon
on Anthropology at the Toronto Meeting of the British Associ-

ation. This paper was presented by Professor Cattell.

The Section then adjourned.
Charles B. Bliss,

Secretary of Section.

Regular Business Meeting.

November 1, 1897.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the chair.

Eleven persons present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The secretary presented from the Council the following nomi-

nations of new members :

Honorary, Dr. Fridtjof Nansen.

Resident, George S. Allan, 51 W. Slth St., E. C. Brown, 280

Broadway, W. S. Day, 203 W. 85th St.; Henry M. Howe, Colum-

bia University ; Francis E. Lloyd, Teachers' College ; Emerson

McMillin, 40 Wall St.; Andrew Shiland, Jr., 262 W. 78th St.; L.

M. Underwood, Columbia University.

All the nominees were unanimously elected by ballot.

The Secretary presented the following amendments to the

By-laws, as submitted by the Council.

Chapter YIII., Section 1 to omit the sentence " All members

who become Fellows shall pay a fellowship fee of ten dollars."

Chapter IX. Section 1 to omit " and the Transactions."

Dr. F. L. Tufts, of Columbia University, was nominated by Mr.

H. T. Wade, and Mr. A. E. Lawrence, 1 W. 81st St., by Pro-

fessor Hallock.

The Section of Astronomy and Physics then organized.

In the absence of Mr. P. H. Dudley, chairman of the Section,

President Stevenson was chosen chairman of the meeting.
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W. Hallock described a Vertical Research Laboratory as re-

cently constructed in the Physics building at Columbia Univer-

sity. He explained the construction and fixtures of the vertical

shaft, and mentioned some of the experiments that would be

made in it. He also gave a short account of the condition of

the deep well at Reibnik, in Silesia. This well had reached a

depth of 2,002.4 meters in 1896, at which depth the work was

stopped in order to study the temperature of the hole. The
greatest depth reached by the thermometers, however, was 1,959

meters, at which point a temperature of 54° R. was recorded. At
the surface the temperature was 95° R. The result showed a

gradient equivalent to 65 feet for 1° F., the same rate as was

found to exist in the well at Schladabach.

The meeting adjourned at 9:10 p. m.

J. F. Kemp, R. Gordon,

Secretary. Secretary of Section.

Biological Section.

November 8th, 1897.

The meeting was called to order by Professor Wilson, the

chairman. Twenty-two persons present. After reading the

minutes of the previous meeting, the following programme was

presented :

1. A. P. Mathews, " Chemistry of the Spermatozoa."

2. Bashford Dean, " Further Notes on the Supposed Palaeozoic

Lamprey, Palseospondylus gunni.''^

3. W. D. Matthew, " Status of the Puerco Fauna."

4. N. R. Harrington, " Notes on the Copulatory Process in

Lumbricus terrestris.^^

Mr. Mathews reported on analyses of spermatozoa in Kossel's

laboratory, Marburg. Herring, pig and bull were examined.

Herring sperm heads were separated by Meischer's method from

the tails, and were made free from albumen. They consisted of
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protamin nucleate, having the formula C4oHg4Ni4P4027,
CgoH^^N^^Og. Nucleinic appeared identical with that of salmon

sperin (Meischer), although the protamin differed from salmon

protamin as shown by Kossel. The sperm tails consisted chiefly

of a combination of lecithin, cholesterin, and albumen similar to,

but not identical with, similar constituents of salmon sperm tail.

The tails contain no nuclein. The heads contain no lecithin nor

cholesterin. Arbacia sperm contained nucleinic acid, but no

protamin. Instead of this a histon-like body. It is probable

that arbacia sperm chromatin is histon nucleate and more com-
plex than fish sperm chromatin. Neither bull nor pig sperm

contain protamin. The author suggests that simplicity of fish

sperm chromatin is difficult to reconcile with Weisman's hypo-

thesis.

Dr. Bashford Dean, in "Notes on PaljBOspondylus," gave a

brief reply to Dr. Traquair's recent objections (Pro. Zool. Soc.

Lond., March IG, 1897). The author notes :

1. That the radial-shaped markings of the type specimen are

certainly part of the fossil, since the}^ occur in a second specimen

now in the possession of Professor Stratford.

2. That his (Dean's) broader interpretation of the " impaired

nasal opening '" (Traquair) as a naso-mouth ring (as in Myxine)

was an independent as well as a necessary one, as will appear in

the full paper.

3. That the view of the presence of the radial-shaped mark-

ings, as the probable basal supports of paired fins, the relations

of Palseospondylus to the Marsipobranchs become even more

hypothetical.

Dr. Matthew, in speaking of the fauna of the Puerco Basin,

showed that the form Ilixodectes, formerly supposed to be a

primate allied to the modern Ghiromys, is a true rodent in the

first stage of evolution. It has the characteristic rodent astraga-

lus, very like that of the earlier sciuromorphs. The incisor is

intermediate between the short, rooted, spatulate incisor of most

modern mammals and the long, rootless scalpriform incisor of the

Rodentia. The root is long, but does not grow from a persistent

Tkansactions N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XVI., Sig. 24, March 11, 1898.
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pulp ; and the crown is long and pointed, but still retains much

of the spatulate shape. Dr. Matthew concluded that the first

differentiation of all the placental mammals took place at the be-

ginning of the Tertiary and not in the Cretaceous, as has fre-

quently been stated. The paper was discussed at length by

Professor Osborn and Dr. Wortman.

Mr. Harrington reported on some of the observations which

he had made on earth worms during copulation. He de-

scribed an organ which apparently has been usually overlooked.

This organ, the spermatophere of some authors, consists of a

modified seta, much enlarged at the extremity and functioning,

as Mr. Harrington suggests, to force spermatozoa into the semi-

nal receptacles of the other worm.

Gary N. Calkins,

Secretary of Section.

Section of Geology.

November 15th, 1897.

Meeting was called to order b}^ President Stevenson at 8:10

with 84 persons present. There being no Academy business, the

Section of Geology was immediately formed, and the reading of

the minutes was dispensed with by mutual consent.

The first paper of the evening was by Dr. F. J. H. Merrill, of

the State Museum, Albany, on " The Geology of Greater New
York." Dr. Merrill devoted his attention to the region east of

the Hudson River, and occupied by the crystalline and meta-

morphic rocks. He stated that the area consisted first of the

high mountains of the Highlands, composed of the pre-Cambrian

granite ; on the valley sides are gneisses, l^'ing on the slopes of

the ridges, and in the bottoms of the valleys are limestones and

rarely quartzite. These latter rocks are very highly metamor-

phosed, and probably belong in the Upper Cambrian and Silurian

Series. Besides the rocks mentioned, there are also intrusives,

cutting the altered paleozoics, including granite and basic rocks.
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The granites are sheared into gneisses, and mention should also

be made of the eruptives, that have formed serpentines. Besides

these rocks, rhere are three classes which may be called stratified,

because folds can be measured within them. At the base may be

found a stratified granite, composing the Fordham gneiss ; above

this a thick limestone deposit, and above this the well-known mica-

schists, which compose the most of the island. The Fordham
gneiss is undoubtedl}' pre-Cambrian, and is covered locally as

at Lowerre, Hastings, Sparta, Peekskill, etc., with very thin

quartzite, probably the representative of the Georgian quartzite

of Dutchess count3\ The crj'-stalline limestones occupy the

navigable river-bottoms, and most of the valleys in the vicinity of

New York, and thus have had a very important effect on com-
merce. The mica-schist is probabl}' of Hudson River age, and

has a structure trending N. 40 E., with certain cross foldings.

Fissures are filled in certain places, by intrusions of granite and

pegmatites. The whole series is crossed by a fault, named by
Professor Dana the Manhattanville Fault, running from Manhat-

tanville on the North River to the East River, and thence between

Ward's and Blackwell's Islands, to Astoria. The throw of this

fault is probably a number of hundred feet. The paper was dis

cussed by Professor Kemp, Professor Martin and the secretary

The second paper of the evening was by Captain J. J. Rile}',

entitled " The Guano Deposits of the Islands of the Southern

Pacific, and their Prehistoric Remains." Captain Riley paid

particular attention to the guano deposits of the Chincha Is-

lands, on which he had lived for a number of years. The first

guano was taken from the Island in 1804, by Humboldt ship-

ments began in 1840, and between 1850 and 1880, guano to the

value of 550 millions in gold was taken from the three islands

alone. The guano has been deposited by birds, and preserved

because the region lies in the rainless belt, where rain is uncom-

mon except about once in seven years. Captain Riley thinks

that the marked banding of the guano denotes variation from wet

to dry seasons. From the guano at the depth of 35 and 68 feet,

have been taken two burial structures, containing several bodies,

apparently entombed with great pomp, and showing a high state
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of civilization. One of tlie tombs yielded a slab covered with

emblems resembling those of the Incas. There is no waj^ of deter-

mining accurately, however, whether the guano was deposited

after the burial or previously. The islands on which the guano

is found are granitic ; the north island had a deposit of 203 feet,

in places, the middle island was of less importance, and the

southern island had a deposit of 105 feet in depth in places.

The material is like soil at the top, and hard at the bottom. The

workings were abandoned by the Government in 1880.

The paper was discussed by Dr. Julien, Professor Martin and

Professor Kemp. Dr. Julien compared these deposits with similar

deposits in the West Indies, particularly in the Island of the

Sombrero.

The last paper of the evening was by Mr. Stuart Weller, en-

titled, "A New Crinoid from the Coal Measures of Kansas." It

was read by title only, and the Academ}^ adjourned at 9:40.

Richard E. Dodge,

Secretary.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF HYDRE-
lONOCRINUS FROM THE COAL MEASURES

OF KANSAS.
(With Plate XXXVI.)

Although crinoidal columns are present in abundance in the

limestones of the coal measures, well preserved bodies of these

organisms are exceedingly rare ; and because of their rarity and
of the extravagant character which many of them assume, they
are alwaj'^s of great interest. The whole genus to which the pres-

ent species belongs is remarkable for the extravagant develop-

ment of the ventral sack with its crown of large spinose plates.

The specimen here described and illustrated has been kindly
submitted to the writer for study by Mr. L. C. Wooster, of the
State Normal School, at Emporia, Kansas, by whom it was col-

lected and to whom it belongs.

Hydreionocrinus kansasensis n. sp.

(Plate XXXVI.)
Dorsal cup depressed, nearly saucer-shaped, more than twice

as wide as high, truncated below. The margins of all the plates,
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•except the lateral margins of the infrabasals, ornamented by nar-

row papillose bands parallel to the sutures. Exclusive of these
papillose bands the plates are smooth.

Infrabasals five, large, extending far beyond the column, an-

<3hylosed into an irregularly hexagonal, nearly flat disk, the su-

tures marked by slightly elevated ridges ; central portion of the
disk slightly excavated for the attachment of the column, the
excavation surrounded by a low ridge.

Basals five, four of them broader than high, spherical-triangu-

lar in outline, in lateral contact only at the extreme lateral

angles. The posterior basal higher than wide, quadrangular in

outline, truncated distally for the reception of the special anal

plate, the lateral and proximal sides curved as in the four other

plates.

Radials five, large, twice as wide as high, the three anterior

ones heptagonal in outline, the two posterior ones hexagonal.

The proximal sides concavely curved to conform to the curved
sides of the basals, the proximal angles meeting the distal angles

-of the infrabasals and the lateral angles of the basals.

First brachials twice as wide as high, pentagonal in outline,

bearing upon the two upper sloping sides the two main divisions

of the arms.
Arms uniserial, the component plates broader than long, ex-

cept near the tips, rectangular in outline except the axials, which
are pentagonal. In the right posterior arm, the only one known,
each main division bifurcates several times, the most posterior

one showing ten subdivisions at the tip.

Badianal nearly as large as the basals, pentagonal, higher than
wide, lying upon the truncated right posterior infrabasal and be-

tween the posterior basal and the right posterior radial.

Special anal larger than the radianal, hexagonal, higher than
wide, lying upon the truncated posterior basal and between the

radianal and the left posterior radial.

First tube plate partially included in the calyx, higher than
wide, lying upon one of the upper sides of the radianal and be-

tween the special anal and the right posterior radial.

Ventral sack very large, expanding above and surrounded at

its summit by a row of large, spatulate, spinose plates which
form a crown of diverging spines upon the summit of the sack.

Remarks. The form of the plates in the dorsal cup of this

species differs materially from the other species of the genus, but
the A'^entral sack, which is the most remarkable feature of the

genus, and which is said by Wacksmuth and Springer* to be the

best character for distinction, is in all respects like that in the

Revision of the Paloeocrinoidea, I., p. 130.
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remaining species. This organ is much crushed and only par-

tially preserved in the type specimen, but enough is present to

show its great expansion towards the summit and the crown of
large spinose plates. Eight of these spatulate spinose plates are

recognizable in the specimen, all of them belonging to one side,

so that there must have been at least fifteen or more altogether.

The dorsal cup is remarkable for the large size of the infra-

basals which extend far beyond the column and do not rest in a
deep concavit}^ but are consolidated into an irregularly hex-
agonal, flat disk. The spherical-triangular form of the basals is

different from any of the other species of the genus, and the

manner of meeting in one point of the distal angles of the in-

frabasals, the proximal angles of the radials and the lateral

angles of the basals, is quite remarkable.

Geological horizon and locality. From the upper coal meas-
ures, about 700 feet below the horizon of the Cottonwood Lime-
stone, at Neal, Greenwood county, Kansas.

Stuart Weller.
"Walker Museum, University of Chicago,

August 17th, 1897.

Stated Meeting.

November 22, 1897.

The sub-Section of Philology met at 8 p. m., at the Mott

Memorial Library.

In the absence of the chairman Professor H.A.Todd presided.

The following programme was presented :

E. H. Babbitt: " Report on the Work and Condition of the

American Dialect Society."

L. A. McLouth: " Exhibition of a Photographic Fac-simile of

the Jenser Liederhandschrifty

A. V. Williams Jackson: " Report of the recent Congress of

Orientalists in Paris."

Adjournment.

The attendance was larger than usual.

Lawrence A. McLouth,

Secretary.
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Public Lecture.

November 29, 189Y.

The first public lecture of the course for 1891-1898, was de-

livered in the upper hall of the Mott Memorial Library, Novem-
ber 29th, by Mr. Herschel C Parker, of the Department of

Physics, Columbia University, upon '' Recent Geographical Ex-

plorations in the Canadian Rockies, and the First Ascent of

Mount Lefro}'." About seventy-five members and guests were

present. At the conclusion of the lecture, a vote of thanks was

passed to Mr. Parker.

Regular Business Meeting.

December 6th, 1897.

The Society met with President Stevenson in the chair.

About twenty-five members and guests present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The President presented from the Council the following nomi-

nations of new members :

Mr. A. E. Lawrence, 1 West Eighty-first street; Mr. James
Johnstone Riley, 77 Beaver street; Dr. F. L. Tufts, Columbia

University. All of whom were elected.

The amendments to the By-laws, which were submitted at the

previous business meeting, were then brought up for passage.

They are : Chapter VIII, section l,to omit the sentence " All

members who become fellows shall pay a fellowship fee of ten

dollars "; and Chapter IX., Section 1, to omit the phrase, " and

the Transactions."

On motion, both amendments were passed unanimously.
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The following new members were then proposed by Mr. Walter

H. Mead :

Frederick W. Devoe, 101 Fulton street ; Charles S. Shultz,

Hoboken, New Jersey ; Michel M. LeBrun,8 Mountain Avenue,

Montclair, New Jersey ; T. L. H. Ward, 67 Wall street.

The Section of Astronomy and Physics then organized. Presi-

dent Stevenson remaining in the Chair.

The first paper of the evening was W. Hallock, under the title

" Calculated Curves for the Position of a Vibrating String," He
showed, by means of diagrams, the mode of representing and

calculating the positions of the string when executing its funda-

mental and its overtones at the same time. The construction of

the diagram is a matter requiring a great deal of time and pa-

tience; and the amount of preliminary calculation involved for

even one overtone is very large.

H. S. Davis being absent, Professor Hallock read the paper

he had intended to present upon '' The Confirmation of Young's

Reversion Layer in the Sun," in which the theorj- of the Fraun-

hofer lines was briefly explained and a description given of

Shackleton's success in photographing these lines reversed dur-

ing the solar eclipse of 1896. Shackleton's observations were

made at Nova Zembla. A lantern slide from Shackleton's nega-

tive was exhibited.

The last paper of the evening was by Romeyn Hitchcock, on
" A New Process for the Commercial Production of Pure Ox}--

gen Gas," The author described briefl}^ the principal processes

in use up to the present time for obtaining oxygen in large

quantities, and then in detail explained the process invented by

Professor E. B. Stewart, of Chicago. The paper was largely

technical and, at its conclusion, President Stevenson made a few

remarks upon the nature of the paper.

The meeting adjourned at 9:20 p. m.

J. F. Kemp, R. Gordon,

Secretary. Secretary of Section.
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Biological Section.

Meeting of December 13th, 1897.

Professor Stratford in the chair.

Thirty-eight persons present.

The following program was presented :

E. B. Wilson, Considerations on Cell Lineage, based on a Re-

examination of some points in the Development of Annelids and

Polyclades. The paper will appear in the Annals, Vol. XI.

H. E. Crampton, The early History of the Egg in Molgula

Blanhaltenis.

Professor Wilson's paper dealt with the origin and relations

of the mesoblast in Annelids and Polj'clades to show that an-

cestral reminiscence may be represented in cell lineage. The

mesoblastic pole cells of Annelids and MoUusca are to be re-

garded historically and ontogenetically as derivatives of the

archenteron, the two rudimentary cells in Aricia and Spio being

vestiges or ancestral reminiscences of such origin. The meso-

blast of Polyclades is of ectoblastic origin and points to the

suggestion that the origin of mesenchyme cells from the second

quartet in Unio and Crepidula, or from the third quartet in

Physa and Planorbis, may be an ancestral reminiscence of the

mesoblast formation in the Pol3'clades.

Mr. Crampton reported that a true " yolk-nucleus " is found

in the oocj^te of Molgula Manhattensis ; that it is probably de-

rived from the nucleus and that it gives rise to the later yolk

spherules. The 3'olk nucleus is probably an albuminoid body

closely allied to 3'olk or deutoplasm, as shown by a number of

microchemical tests. The first maturation spindle arises en-

tirely from the germinal vesicle and is without centrosome and

asters. The first polar body receives sixteen chromosomes,

while sixteen remain in the egg. The second polar bodj- re-

ceives only eight chromosomes. The division of the first cleav-

age spindle was briefi}' described.

Mr. Crampton's paper was discussed b}- Professor Bristol,

Professor W ilson and others.

The Section adjourned at 10:15.

Gary N. Calkins, Secretary.
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[ Zoology of Puget Sound. Columbia University Contributions No. 6.]

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLANKTON OF PUGET
SOUND.

By J. I. Peck and N. R. Harrington.

(Plates XXXVII. and XXXVIII.)

In consequence of former studies in planktonic work in the
shallow waters of Buzzard's Bay, on the southern coast of Mas-
sachusetts,* the authors of this paper have sought opportunity
of studying some of the facts of the vertical distribution of sim-

ilar forms over greater depths. Such an opportunity came dur-
ing the summer of 1896, through the Columbia University Zo-
ological Expedition of that 3'earf to Puget Sound (Pacific Coast),
where our collections were made by the junior author with a

simple apparatus, designed in advance by both, but constructed
and operated by him.
The most recent interpretation^ of the very irregular coast

line of Puget Sound district is that the Cretaceous areas of Ore-
gon have been here turned on edge, while numerous depressions
and emergencies of Eocene times, augmented by glacial action,^

have resulted in the very deep bays with their many islands, and
the deep inland fresh-water lakes of the State of Washington.
Other authorities attribute more of these conditions to the action

of glaciers alone. In many instances precipitous cliffs dip per-

pendicularly into the sound for a depth of from 600 to 900 feet,^

and in water of 30 fathoms average depth there maybe a sudden
drop over a very limited area to 150 or 200 fathoms.

Over one such depression of the bottom, at Lat. 48° 5' N.,

Long. 122° 38' W. samples of water were taken for quantitative

estimate of the plankton through a vertical of 112 fathoms.
There is represented in the diagram, Plate I., from the Coast
Survey Map No. 6400 of the United States Government, the ir-

regular coast line of this body of water, and in the narrow chan-
nel at its entrance is denoted the point—indicated by a star in a
circle—where the collections here to be considered were made.
There is also given in the lower left-hand corner of tiie plate a
detail map of the area around the above point, enlarged and
showing the soundings of the immediate district. The date
was September 1, 1896, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at low

* Sources of Marine Food, U. S. Fish Com. Bulletin, 1895, p. 356.

t Described in Trans. N. Y. Acad. S(i., Vol. XVI., pp. 33-42.

i See American Geologist for Marcti and April, 1897.
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water slack tide, with the sky overcast, breeze slight and prac-

tically no sea. The distance of 112 fathoms was divided into

four equal parts, so that three intermediate samples were taken
at regular intervals between the surface and bottom collections.

The apparatus used in obtaining the samples of water from
the several depths was constructed from an earthenware jug
containing two litres, closed with a hard rubber cork of
the largest size that could be urged into the opening. This
cork is bored and fitted with a piece of glass tubing bent
just above the cork and hermetically sealed at the outer end. A
thermometer should also liave been placed in the jar through a
second perforation of the cork, but we lacked this important ac-

cessory. The jar is then heavily weighted with bars of pig-iron,

and swung with fine steel wire suitably measured off into fathoms,
and a light guide line also attached to the bent glass tube. Such
a device is represented in the accompanying cut, p. 380, showing
the jar in readiness for lowering. W is the steel wire by which
the stone jar is suspended, gl being the guide line attached to

the bent glass tube. The iron weights are so attached as to keep
the jar in its perpendicular position. The apparatus may then
be rapidly lowered to any given depth from the deck of the boat

by means of a windlass, while the guide line is simultaneously
paid out in excess. In our collections, the water being smooth,
the guide line was issued from a skiff drifting a few yards away.
As the required depth is reached, the guide line is carefully

hauled taut and then given a sharp pull, which breaks the bent
glass tube at the angle and so allows the water to rush rapidly

in, because of the surrounding pressure, and fill the jug, which is

then drawn to the surface. We believe that there is practically

no intermixture of water from other levels as the jar ascends,

even in the short glass tube that remains in the cork ; there is,

indeed, an escape of fine bubbles from the contents of the jar

because of the diminishing pressure in its ascent, and we believe

that the displacement from a full jar through so small a column
of water as fills the tube is corrected by simply emptying the

tube and neck of the jar as soon as it is received, and that there

is then a representative sample secured by this means. The ap-

paratus was tested each time by lowering it to the bottom and
returning it without breaking the tube, and it was found that its

strength was sufficient. Great care is necessary in the adjust-

ment of the cork before lowering, as the pressure at considerable

depths is very great.

The method of obtaining samples of water by means of a pump
through hose let down to the required depth was used by us in

1894 in Buzzard's Bay to a depth of twenty fathoms, and the
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same method has since been employed by Kofoid* with success

in his shallow fresh-water collections, and is recommended by
Professor Joh. Frenzelf as an effective method, but we believe

that for the small quantit}^ of water necessary for quantitative

anal3'sis by the Sedgwick-Rafter method| as here employed, or

for the " planktonocrit,''§ the above described apparatus is ade-

quate and accurate for collections up to at least 300 metres in

depth. To a litre of the water thus obtained is then added 20c. c.

of commercial formalin, by which the organisms are killed ; after

which the whole amount is filtered and then preserved in 20c. c.

of a 5 % solution of formalin. Counting is then possible accord-

ing to the original Sedgwick-Rafter plan.

In order to illustrate the distribution discovered through this

vertical in Puget Sound, five representative subjects, both plant,

animal and inorganic, were chosen from the data observed, and
these have been recorded by the plotting shown in Plate II. of
this paper. The most varied of these subjects are the diatoms,

which have been somewhat grouped together in this discussion, in

so far as the}^ generally agree in form and follow the same plan
of distribution. Thus, under the generic title Coscinodiscus have
been included in the plotting three species typified by C occulus
iridus, while the larger sized forms of the same general

shape have been arranged under Coscinodiscus asteromphalus
and include a few of the genus Arachnodiscus, and some indi-

viduals of Aulacodiscus. This plan seems advisable, since, with
the low magnification used in counting, it is difficult to separate

the constituent parts with certainty, and they all show uniformity
throughout, which would tend to group them together in any
synthetic treatment. Under the genus Feridinium also are

given two species.

There are thus laid down on Plate II. five horizontal lines in-

dicating the five levels from which material was secured, and on
these lines were laid off distances corresponding to the numbers
ofindividuals of each group obtained by us ; the points were then
connected by lines and the enclosed areas shaded in black to indi-

cate the living and unmutilated condition of the organisms, and
by oblique-lined areas to show the certainly lifeless or fragmented
individuals of the same forms. The width of the black columns,
therefore, at any of the observed levels, indicates the proportion-

ate abundance of the unmutilated individuals at that point, as

likewise the width of the oblique-lined belt shows the quantity of
the dead and the broken tests of the same.

* Bulletin of Illinois State Lab. Nat. Hist., Vol. V., Art. I.

+ Biologisc'hes Centralblatt, XVIL, Bd. Nr. 5, p. 190.

i See Kofoid, ibid., p. 21, also Jackson and Whipple in Technology Quarterly, Vol
IX., No. 4, 1896.

i By C. S. Dolley, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, May, 189G.
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From the data obtained by us, and represented b}- the plotting

on Plate II., it will now be seen that the dinoflagellate PeriiH-

nium represented in the first column, is very abundant at the

surface, also that, of the two species represented, the one, P.fusus,

is much more numerous than the other, P. divergens, the latter

being onl}^ about one tenth as numerous as the former, as is here

represented by the stippled portion on the right side of the

column. At the one-quarter depth (28 fathoms) the decrease in

this organism is very marked, while the falling off continues

thence gradually to the bottom. It is plain, however, that P.

fusus can maintain itself alive at the bottom and that the larger

species, P. divergens, shows a more uniform distribution through-

out the upper half of the vertical, but runs rapidly out in the

lower half, being absent at the last two levels.

The distribution of the diatoms included under the heading
Goscinodiscus is much more varied, as is shown in the second

column of the plate ; taking all the elements together, there is

shown a uniform increase from surface to middepth, then a rapid

increase to the three-quarters depth, with a final falling off in the

last quarter distance of the vertical. It will be seen, however,

that there is a large element of dead and broken debris here in-

cluded (represented by the oblique-lined sides of the column),

which we assume to have settled from surface strata, and which
would thus naturally increase toward the bottom. In the living

and uninjured part of the material one sees the same plan, except

that the proportion of living to dead organisms is much
greater at the surface than at any other level. The living dia-

toms of this group are over 82% of the whole number at surface,

as against 23% at the three-quarters depth, and as against 29^
at the bottom.

It may be that some currents at superficial levels are at work
in shifting off the material, so causing it to be settled or eddied

into belts and strata below, and it may be that there is also a

higher rate of disintegration in the bottom strata to account for

the lessening quantity there, but this seems hardly possible

within these short limits, and we believe that this difference in

quantity at different levels is rather due to those circumstances

which cause a sudden loss in the rate of reproduction in the

upper strata, and from which there is a subsequent settling of

the debris into the lower. As will appear upon a following page,

the diatoms here considered are very variable in quantity at the

surface, being at some times very abundant and at others (as on
the day when this vertical Avas taken) hardl}^ perceptible. From
this it is certain that the column in black as here plotted would
on another day, during a period of rapid growth at the surface,
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have been much wider, and would in fact liave been more nearly
like that represented for the Peridinium of column I. If now
they were to die suddenly out at the surface and the debris were
to gradually settle into deeper layers, an irregularity would there

be caused, such as is here evident at the three-quarters depth.
Such irregular periods of growth are doubtless less common in

the deeper layers of water, since the conditions must be more
stable in these depths, and this striking increase of Goscinodis-

cus at the 84-fathom depth, therefore, probably represents a pre-

vious period of active growth in the upper strata, and if one
were to restore to life and the former conditions of growth all

the dead and crushed debris of the three-quarters level here
brought out it would doubtless form such a column as is given in

the one just described for Peridinium. And conversely, if con-
ditions of active reproduction were suddenly to become unfavor-
able at the surface for the two species of Peridininm here plotted

(column I), and they were provided with a resistant test like that
of the large diatom, their vertical distribution would tend to as-

sume, by cessation of growth and settling of debris, that which
has now been described for Goscinodiscus.

The dividing line between the two type species

—

i. e., between
the quantity of Goscinodiscus occulus iridis a,nd that of the large

and beautiful G. asteromphalus—in this second column is shown
for each level by a small white vertical bar placed in the black
areas. All to the left of these bars is G. occulus iridis (with a
few individuals of similar size from other species or genera),
while all to the right of these white bars is G. asteromphalus.

In the third column of Plate II, portraying the distribution of
the diatom Melosira, is shown a very uniform increase in the
numbers of that organism from surface to bottom with a slight

falling off at the one-quarter depth. The individuals of this

species here enumerated were laid in short chains and each short
chain was counted as a unit in the determination, but the\' are so
small and transparent that it did not seem advisable to attempt
the separation of those living at the time of the collection from
the dead, and the whole, therefore, is plotted as living material.

It is certain, however, that the diatom can live at this depth, as

many healthy chains can be found at the bottom stratum ; and we
here conclude also that, under other conditions, the adundance of
this form would be much greater in the overlying strata of water,
and that the more rapid change of conditions above has left a
larger quota alive in the slower-changing depths. That is to say,

the increase is not so much due to conditions of activ^e growth
below as to the disappearance of a large proportion of those in

the superficial laj-ers, together with a settling of the debris into
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the levels below, although this latter process in this delicate

form must be much slower than in the diatoms of the preceding

illustration. In the three tj'pes now discussed, Peridinium^Cos-

cinodiscus and Ilelosira, the same causes may be operating to

produce the differences in their distribution, i. e., irregular per-

iods of growth and settling of dead tests where such are resist-

ant enough, and much of the vertical distribution here in ques-

tion is due to a greater or less extent to the specific gravity of

the various elements. One encounters at the lower levels not

only the immediate occupant of such water, but also the indefin-

ite accumulations of sediment from the upper water in which so

much de'bris of organic origin is formed.

In illustration of the action of sedimentation alone there is

introduced in the fourth column of Plate II. a record of the

distribution of certain sponge spicula, which of themselves,

of course, have no power of independent movement or growth,

and 3'et which are constantly found through the water, and
which increase quite regularly to the bottom. The source

of 'these is probably in the shallower waters of other localities,

from which they are introduced hither by tide currents near

the surface, and thus sown, as it were, through the whole depth

of the channel. There will also be noticed in this column show-

ing the sponge spicula, a slight falling off in the numbers at the

one-quarter depth as in Melosira, and at the bottom, as in Cosci-

nodiscus, and it is therefore reasonable to suppose that they are

obedient to the same influences in these respects, although we
assume that the greater part of this very regular distribution of

the sponge spicula is due to the gradual accumulation of mate-

rial, for long periods, by sedimentation from the whole volume
of water in which they are mixed by currents and other modes
of diffusion. The spicules here recognized are of the straight

bi-radiate type of some calcareous sponge not identified by us.

The important place filled in all planktonic studies by the Cope-

poda is not vacant here since they are abundant at surface, one-

half as numerous at the one-quarter depth (28 fathoms), and rare

at the mid-depth, only a single individual having been found

there in one of the analyses of that level. There were also Nauplii

of this form in association with the adult stages, one Nauplius

on an average to two adult individuals at each level.

Besides these organisms thus plotted and described in the

foregoing, account was taken of the many other similar forms

that occur less regularly and abundantly, such as diatoms, Fora-

minifera, Infusoria, etc. Among these also may be mentioned

certain other objects of organic origin but which are not prop-

erly to be classed as marine. Thus the detritus in suspension in
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this water includes many bits of epidermis of plants, many of the

epidermal stellate hairs like those upon many ferns. There is

also the almost constant presence of wing scales from Lepidop-
tera, and back of all the blackish or brownish granular silt, etc.

This last named detritus (sometimes called " amorphous matter ")

is indeed one of the hardest elements to understand. It is, to be
sure, not strictly speaking a part of the Plankton, and yet it

constantl}' gives character to every sample of water, and often

outnumbers by many times the actually living material. It is

most varied in its appearance, from a lloht brown flocculent basis

to finely divided grit and sand. In this particular vertical the

one-quarter depth showed more of this debris than any other
level, and, as has been seen, this is correlated with a decrease in

the quantity of living plankton or the material derived immedi-
ately from it. This relation of living organisms to detritus is

not always constant, and, for the reason that the relation between
them is so inconstant, we believe that it largely vitiates any volu-

metric estimates based upon merely the bulk of a filtrate obtained
from the water by net, planktonokrit or filter. A sample may
look, in gross, rich and promising, but on examination proves al-

most barren of living plankton, although much of the debris may
be, more or less remotel}^, organic in origin.

The observed numbers upon which this analysis rests may be
tabulated as follows :

Peridinlum fastis,
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from the 1,000 c.c. of water from each level is lodged in 20 e.e.

of the formalin preservative, while the above figures are taken
from the counting of 1 c.c. of such filtrate, or J^ part of the

whole litre of ocean water treated, at each level.

It is not to be assumed, of course, that this reduces the analy-

sis of the contents of the water to a mathematical basis, as it only
furnishes ground for estimates, based upon actual counts ; but
we do believe that it gives a true picture of the vertical distribu-

tion of certain forms at the time the samples were taken.

In notes taken in connection with the collections upon which
this paper is based, Harrington saj-s :

" Tow taken in Port
Townsend Harbor varied greatly on successive evenings. It was
noticed after a rain that the surface water had a muddled ap-

pearance, and that the net was quickly clogged with a brown
coating of Goscinodiscus and Arachnodiscus, while on other

evenings comparativel}' few of these were to be seen. The num-
ber of medusoe varied very noticeably with the roughness of the-

sea, falling of rain, etc., and a strong inshore wind always brought
in A'arious organisms, such as masses of Noctiluca.^^ He also

states that the collection from which the plotting was made was
taken at the close of a week in which there had been hardly any
rain, and that in a glass jar the water was ver\' transparent, while

a few copepods could be seen in some of the samples.

The causes for the sudden appearance of a given pelagic or-

ganism and its similar disappearance, in great numbers, are very
obscure, although the facts have often been observed. Whipple,*
from observations in the several basins of the water supply of

the city of Boston, Mass., has attempted to throw light upon the

seasonal increase in ceitain diatoms by assigning an causes the

vertical stirring up of the water, and the necessar}' presence of

oxygen in connection with the assimilation of nitrates by the

growing cells. Man}' interesting data have thus been brought
together by him, concerning the seasonal growth of this organism
in shallow fresh waters, but such conditions would with diffi-

culty be applied to marine forms over the much greater depths
here described, and it is probably true that there is more fluctua-

tion in shallow water and at the surface than in the deeper strata.

We also gather from the work of Professor John Walther,f
summarizing the work relating to the depth to which light pene-

trates, and its various spectrum absorption, etc., that the bottom
depths reached by our analj'sis in Puget Sound are onl}' about
half the distance to which the sun's rays can penetrate under

*Some observations on the Growth of Diatoms in Surface Water, Technology Quar-
terly, Vol. VII., No. 3, 1894.

fBionomie des Meeres, Jena, 1893, p. 35.
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faA'orable conditions, and also that tlie vertical sounded by us

transverses a variety of colors in the water that are due to the
absorption of the several elements of the light.

It may be said in general, therefore, of the vertical distribu-

tion here recounted, that the surface strata present the greatest

numbers of living individuals, and furnish the most favorable,

although irregular, conditions for the growth and reproduction
of these organisms ; but in the case of the large diatoms bur-
dened with a large siliceous case there is a relatively rapid sink-

ing into the strata beneath, and in other diatoms the conditions
of growth seem to be well fulfilled in the lower strata. It is also

true that all the forms here treated except the Copepoda are
found alive throughout the whole extent of our vertical, i. e.,

112 fathoms deep.

We believe, moreover, that this is the lowest depth to which
this method of quantitative estimate has been carried, and that,

as it gives analysis of water over such considerable depths, it

calls attention to them as recipient areas for material in process
of sedimentation as well as for conditions of life and growth in

an environment quite removed from the surface.

We refer, in closing, with gratitude to the cooperation of Pro-
fessor H. F. Osborn,b3^ whose provision in the Zoological Expe-
dition these collections were made possible. The identification

of the diatoms was kindl}^ aided by the photographs made by
Mr. 0. E. Schaffer, of Port Townsend, Washington, who fur-

nished very complete data in this respect for that locality. All
the labors of procuring apparatus, collecting the materials and
furnishing descriptive data referring to such work were done
by the junior author of this paper, while the quantitative esti-

mates, plottings and writing are the work of the senior author.

Biological Department, Williams College,
WiLLiAMSTowN, Mass., Nov. 20, 1897.

[Zoology of Puget Sound. Columbia University Contributions No. 7.]

THE MATURATION AND FERTILIZATION OF THE
EGG OF ARENICOLA MARINA.

By C. M. Child.

The material forming the basis of this paper was collected

during the summer of 1896, at Puget Sound, by Mr. N. R. Har-
rington, of the Columbia Universit}' Expedition. My thanks
are due him for the opportunitj' of examining the material, and
I take this occasion to express ni}' obligation.
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The eggs were taken from the body-cavity and were fertilized

almost immediately on being brought into sea-water. At inter-

vals of five minutes stages were- preserved in both Boveri's

picro-acetic acid and in acetic sublimate. Only the former
series proved of much value. The following is concerned chiefly

with the cytoplasmic elements.

During the earlier stages the eggs usually present a peculiar

elongated or flattened form (Fig. 1).* Whether this indicates

active changes of shape, such as are known to occur in some
eggs, it is impossible to say, as living eggs have not been
studied.

The just fertilized egg contains a large nucleus with a promi-
nent nucleolus, and the cytoplasm is uniform in structure, con-
taining great numbers of small yolk-granules. There is no evi-

dence of a centrosome or of any radiating structure of the
cytoplasm.
The first indication in the nucleus of approaching karyokinesis

consists in an apparent increase in the amount of tingible chro-

matin and the disappearance of the nucleolus. The nuclear
membrane begins to disappear, resolving itself into the plas-

matic network, and the chromatic substance is left free in the
cytoplasm, usually at the side of a small cavit}^ which contains
the nuclear liquid. As this is soon absorbed, the cavity disap-

pears.

Simultaneously with the disappearance of the nuclear mem-
brane, about fifteen minutes after fertilization, the first traces of
centrosome and asters which I have been able to find make their

appearance. Two very small but distinct centrosomes are seen
(Fig. 1), each surrounded by an area of deeply staining cyto-
plasm, and around this appears an extremely delicate and faint

cytoplasmic radiation extending only a short distance. There
is no ti-ace of a centi*al spindle, nor has evidence been found that

the two centrosomes arise by the division of one. They are

often much farther apart than in the egg figured.

The centrosomes increase in size and the astral rays become
longer and much thicker. Their ends can be seen to branch
and terminate in the cytoplasmic network. The region between
the two centrosomes is occupied by a spindle, formed by the
ra^^s which extend from each center toward the other. These
are often sinuous, and in some cases can be seen to be connected
by cross-branches. A section of the egg at this stage is shown in

Fig. 2.f Besides the spindle lies the chromatin, and the nuclear

*The small yoke granules which abound except in the region of the asters and
spindle are not shown in the figures. All figures were drawn with the aid of the Abb<5
camera.

t In this figure the thick egg-membrane is shown.
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cavity is also seen. At this stage the 3'oke-granules are all

forced out to the peripheral regions of the egg, the central re-

gion being occupied by the very large spindles and asters. The
short, thick chromosomes (tetrads?) arrange themselves about
the equator of the spindle, whose fibers appear to fuse, forming
a smaller number of very thick and distinct fibers. Now the

spindle begins to change its position in the egg. The move-
ment often appears to take place principally about one spindle-

pole as a center, and the aster at this pole, showing, when sec-

tioned in certain planes, a conspicuousl}' spiral structure. As
the spindle moves, the resolution of the astral rays into the

Fig. 2

C3'toplasmic network on the side from which the motion pro-

ceeds can be seen. The rays often appear to leave behind them
for a short time a trail, which is nothing but the disintegrating

ray. Daring this movement the spindle undergoes a consider
able decrease in size.

Finally the spindle—the first polar spindle—still in the equa-
torial plate stage, comes to lie radially in the egg with one pole

at the periphery (Fig. 3). In this figure a stage is shown in

which the chromosomes are beginning to divide and move to-

ward the poles. The centrosome at each pole divides, and, so

far as I have" been able to ascertain, this division may occur at

various angles to the spindle axis.

This stage is the earliest found which shows a male aster.

The spermatozoon apparently enters at any point of the peri-

phery, as it is found in most various positions with regard to

the spindle. At first it is impossible to distinguish it from the

numerous 3'^olk-granules, as it is for some time unaccompanied
by an aster. At the stage shown in Fig. 3, or often somewhat
later, a small aster appears near the sperm-head, which is now a

dense, spherical body, but increasing in size. Notwithstanding
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repeated research, I have been unable to distinguish a definite

centrosome at the center of the aster. The center appears granu-
lar, but certainh' contains no such definite bod}' as is seen later.

The sperm-aster certainly grows by transformation of the cyto-

plasmic network of the egg into fibers. Whether it all arises

from this source it is impossible to state.

Fig. ^

The chromosomes now divide and pass to the two poles, and
the first polar body is formed in the usual manner. The inner
portion of the spindle resolves itself rapidly into the C3'toplasmic

network, and the two centrosomes left at the inner pole move
apart and are seen to be connected by a delicate spindle. This
increases in size and distinctness, and polar radiations appear
as the centrosomes become farther removed from each other.

This second polar spindle revolves as it grows, assuming the

position occupied by the first, and the chromosomes arrange
themselves meanwhile on its equator.

The fully formed second polar spindle (Fig. 4) is very similar

to the first in appearance, but smaller, and possesses much
smaller polar radiations. It usualh' shows one ce'ntrosome at

each pole, though in some cases two appear at the inner pole in

late equatorial plate stages. Whether two occur at the outer
pole also it has been impossible to ascertain. The chromo-
somes now divide and the second polar body is formed, being
somewhat smaller than the first. A division of the first polar

body was never seen to occur.

In Fig. 4, to the right of the spindle, is seen a sperm-head
with a single aster containing a centrosome. At about this

stage the centrosome of the "male " aster divides. One of the

resulting centrosomes remains near the sperm-head, and the

other moves some distance from it. The two are connected by
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a delicate spindle of few fibers, and about each centrosome is a
distinct radiation, resulting from the division of the single aster.

In some cases the radiation about the centrosome more distant

from the sperm-head is seen to be smaller than the other, but it

is not certain that this is always the case. Fig. 5 shows a

sperm-head accompanied by two centrosomes with spindle and
astral radiations. In another section of this egg the second
polar body is seen to be in process of formation.

After the formation of the second polar body the spindle-

fibers disappear and the centrosomes enlarge, forming small ves-

icles, which unite to give rise to the female pronucleus. At this

stage the " female " centrosome or centrosomes disappear. The
central region of the aster appears to consist of a fine network,
and the rays become less distinct, seeming to fade away in the
cytoplasm. This is shown in Fig. 6,/, in which the female pro-
nucleus is formed and enlarging, having "already become less

dense. It has left its original position and is moving toward
the central portion of the egg.

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

In Fig. 6* at m is seen the male pronucleus with the accom-
panying cytoplasmic structures as the}' now appear. The two
centrosomes have disappeared, the polar regions of the spindle

being occupied by a fine network. The rays are evidently dis-

integrating and the spindle is barely indicated in the cytoplasm.

These structures present this appearance Avith regularity at this

stage. It is certainly not due to imperfect fixation or to other

errors in technique, for on the same slides are eggs in somewhat
earlier stages with distinct " male " centrosomes, spindle and
radiations. The following stages afford a further confirmation

*Fig. 6 is a combination of two sections of the same egg, one of which contained the
emale, the other the male elements.
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of the view that this disintegration is a part of the normal his-

tory- of these structures, for a little later there is no trace of

asters or spindles in the egg.

The pronuclei increase still further in size and show the

chromatin in the form of a long thread. Meanwhile they ap-

proach each other. At a stage when they are near together,

but before contact occurs, they are seen to be surrounded by
an area in which the cytoplasm possesses a reticular structure.

Outside of this and about it as a center a distinctly radiate ar-

rangement of the cytoplasm is found. This is evidently not an
aster, although its rays are probably perfectly similar in nature

to astral rays. There is no trace of centrosome or true aster in

the egg. The radiate arrangement of the cytoplasm appearing

at this time is evidently the expression of some activity within

the egg. It ma^' perhaps be due to the absorption of liquid

from the cytoplasm by the pronuclei in their rapid growth, and
decrease in density-. This may result in c^'toplasmic contrac-

tion, the network being stretched in a radial direction. The re-

ticular appearance of the region about the pronuclei ma}' indi-

cate that there is an accumulation of liquid there.

F'g 8

Now, at the stage shown in Fig. 7, just before the i)ronuclei

come into contact, two extremely minute asters appear in the
plane of copulation, one on either side of the pronuclei. These
are clearly seen to have no relation to the large radiation just
mentioned. At first it is impossible to distinguish any definite

centrosome at their centers, but they grow rapidly and a centro-
some soon becomes visible in each, though at first extremely
small. The two pronuclei now lie in contact. They are still

larger than before, and the chromatin threads are clearly visible.

The two asters become large and distinct, and some of the
rays are seen to end in the nuclear membranee of both pronuclei.
This stage is shown in Fig. 8. The pronuclei are elongated in
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the direction of the line connecting the two asters, as if pulled

out by the fibers attached to the membrane. In other sections

it can be seen that there are fibers connecting the two asters,

i. e., spindle fibers. In all cases one aster is slightly smaller
than the other.

Near the peripherj^ of the egg are seen in Fig. 8 the last

traces of the disintegrating rays, which are so conspicuous in

Fig. 7. As the new asters increase in size these ra3'S break
down, and the cytoplasm once more arranges itself in the form
of ra^^s about the two centrosomes.
The pronuclei do not fuse, but the membranes disappear, ap-

parently going to form at least a portion of the spindle-fibers.

The chromosomes arrange themslves about the equator of the

now large and distinct spindle, and the first cleavage begins.

Dissimilarit}' in size of the two asters are seen throughout the
cleavage.

The phenomena recounted have a direct bearing upon several

questions of considerable importance. They show, first, that the

centrosome is not permanent, at least not in its ordinary form.

It is at present impossible to prove that the centrosome which
appears in the " male" aster did not enter with the spermatzotin

and exist for a time in some non-tingible form. It is difficult,

however, to deny the possibility of its formation, together with
tliat of the aster, from the egg-C3'toplasm as the result of some
stimulus furnished by the sperm. Again, the centrosomes
which result from its division ma}', in spite of their seeming
disappearance, still exist in some form and reappear as the cen-

trosomes of the cleavage spindle. The impossibility' of dis-

tinguishing any centrosome in the cleavage-asters in their earlier

stages, and the minuteness of the centrosomes, when the}' do ap-

pear, would seem, however, to indicate a new formation. If the

cleavage centrosomes are the same as tliose which accompany the

sperm-head and then disappear, the difference in size of the two
" male" asters observed in some cases may be connected with
the difference in size of the cleavage-asters. It seems, at au}^ rate,

that the difference in size of the cleavage-asters anticipates and in-

dicates the difference in size of the first two cells of cleavage, since

the cleavage is unequal. If now the continuity of the centro-

somes were proven, and if the difference in size of the "male"
asters is of general occurrence, which is by no means certain,

then we might, perhaps, be justified in assuming that the unequal
first cleavage is determined as unequal when the " male" aster

divides. This is a point of great interest and requires further

investigation. I am inclined, however, to regard the cleavage-

centrosomes as new formations and as not related to the " male"
centrosomes.
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The egg of Arenicola affords evidence in favor of the view
that the astral rays and spindle-fibers are mei'ely temporary con-

ditions of the cytoplasm and that they ma}^ arise and disappear

as often as certain processes in the cell begin or cease. They
appear to be simpl}' the expression of an activity. It is also

shown that strnctures which are in themselves indistinguishable

from astral rays may arise as the result of processes absolutely

unconnected with karyokinesis.

A fuller discussion of these and other questions is deferred to

a later paper.

Hull Zoological Laboratory, University of Chicago,

November, 1897.

Stated Meeting.

December 20th, 189t.

The Academy met with President Stevenson in the Chair.

14 persons present. There being no Academ}^ business at the

last meeting, the reading of the minutes was omitted. Mr.

"William G. DeWitt, 88 Nassau street, was nominated as resident

member, and referred to the Council. The Section of Geology

and Mineralogy then organized.

The first paper of the evening was by Mr. Arthur Hollick, en-

titled " Recent Explorations for Prehistoric Implements in the

Trenton Gravels." Dr. Hollick described the deposits seen in

section at Trenton, N. J., during the last summer, and the ma-

terials taken from the pit b}' himself and the other members of

the special committee of scientists investigating Trenton gravels

during the early summer of 1897. He described the character-

istics of the deposits, the position of the artefacts in the gravels,

and summarized the conclusions that may be drawn from their

occurrence. A fuller account has already appeared in Science

for November 5th, 1897. The paper was discussed bj' Professor

Stevenson, Dr. Julien and Professor Martin. The second paper

of the evening was by Professor Kemp, entitled "Some Eruptive

Rocks from the Black Hills." Professor Kemp summarized the

geological features and structure of the Black Hills and asso-
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ciated rocks ; sketched the history and exploration of the

region, and noted the occurrence of rocks in the northern part

of the hills near Terry peak containing leucite. But few locali-

ties of leucite bearing rocks occur in this country, and ever}^

new locality is thus of considerable interest. The paper was

discussed by Professor Stevenson and Mr. Irving, and the

Academy adjourned at 9:55.

Richard E. Dodge,

Secretary.

N'oTE.—With the completion of this volume, the Transactions

will be merged into the Annals. The Annals will hereafter be

issued coincidentl}' with the calendar j-ears.
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PLATE I.

Map of Puget Sound in the neighborhood of Port Townsend, Wash.

Dotted lines denote localities where collections were made. To illustrate

paper by Messrs Dean, Calkins, Harrington and Griffin, p. 33.

Scale, 21 miles to an inch.
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PLATE II.

Dinichthys gouldi, Newberry; X I- A specimen showing vertebral axis,

ventral armoring and bases of dorsal and of ventral fin. From the collection

of Dr. William Clark, Berea, Ohio. A V, Anterior ventral. C, Coprolite.

D F, Basalia of dorsal fin. H A, Haemal arch. H S, Haemal spine. L P V,

Left posterior ventral. X A, Neural arch. N C, Notochord. K P V, Eight

posterior ventral. U, Plates of unknown position ( perhaps posterior laterals

(Traquair) of Coccosteixs). V F, Basalia of ventral fin (?). V G, Pelvic

girdle. V M, Ventro-median.

(The plates L P V, R P V, and portions of C, U and V F were attached to

the right half of the concretion. They are here shown as if attached to the

opposite half of the concretion: they thus appear in their actual position, but

in reversed aspects
)

(The Plate is repeated from Vol. XV., Plate VII.)
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PLATE III.

Ventro-median plate of Ditiic/dJiys terrelU, Newb. x about g. From the

Terrell Collection in Columbia University Museum.

Shown in both aspects, the ventral (ectal) being at the right.

V. p. 59.
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PLATE IV.

Edestus LeContei, n. s. From the Carboniferous of Nevada. See p. 62.

Fig 1 A, is small figure below main cut.
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FIG. 1

EDESTUS LECONTEI, N. S.







PLATE V.

Comparison of five species of Edestus. See p. 63.
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PLATE VI.

Illustrating paper by Dr. Geo. S. Huntington "On Some Points in the

Formation and Distribution of the Cervical Plexus in Cynomorphous

Monkeys. Pp. 80-93.

For explanations of Fig. 1 see pp. 91, 92; of Fig. 2, p. 92; of Fig. 3, p. 92;

of Fig. 4, p. 92.
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PLATE VII.

Illustrating paper by Dr. Geo. S. Huntington, "On Some Points in the

Formation and Distribution of the Cervical Plexus in Cynomorphous

Monkeys." Pp. 80-93.

For explanation of Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 see p. 93.
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PLATE VIII.

Map of the Bermuda Islands, reproduced from Plate X. (misprinted XI.

)

of "The Atlantic," Vol. 1, p. 272, of the Voyage of the Challenger, by Sir

C. Wyville Thomson.

The plate illustrates the paper by J. J. Stevenson, pp. 96-124, on '' Notes

on the Geology of the Bermudas."
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PLATE IX.

Illustrating paper by J. J. Stevenson, on " Notes on the Geology of the

Bermudas," pp. 96-124.

Fig. 1. Surface of the dune, near Elbow Bay, Bermudas.

Fig. 2. Quarry in the "Sandstone," Hamilton, Bermudas.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.







PLATE X.

Illustrating paper by J. J. Stevenson, on "Notes on the Geology of the

Bermudas," pp. 96-124.

Fig. 1. Exposure in cut on Cedar Ave., Hamilton, Bermudas, showing

structure of the sandstone.

Fig. 2. Sink or " Banana Hole," near Tuckertown, Bermudas.
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PLATE XI.

Illustratiiif^ paper by Arthur Hollick, entitled "The Cretaceous Clay Marl

Exposure at Cliffvvood, N. J.," pp. 128-136.

Fig. 1. Strobilites inquirendus Hollick.

Fig. 2. Cunninghamites eJegans (Corda) Endl.

Fig. 3. Cunninghamites sqtiamosus Heer.

Figs. 4, 4a. CarpoUihus drvpxformis Hollick.

Figs. 5-8. Dammara {?) Cliffwoodensis Hollick.
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Flora of the New Jersey Clay Marl.







PLATE XII.

Illustrating the paper by Arthur Hollick, entitled " The Cretaceous Clay

Marl Exposure at Cliffwood, N. J.," pp. 128-136.

Figs. 1, 2. Geinitzia formosa Heer.

Figs. 3a, 4. Araucarites ovatus Hollick.

Figs. 36, 5. Sequoia Reichenhachi (Gein.) Heer.

Fig. 6. Arissema {?) dubia Hollick.

Fig. 7. Arissema (?) Maitewamnse Hollick.
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Flora of the New Jersey Clay Marl.
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PLATE XIII.

Illustrating paper by Arthur Hollick, entitled " The Cretaceous Clay Marl

Exposure at Cliffwood, N. J.," pp. 128-136.

Figs. 1, 2. Sapindus apicalutus Vel.

Figs. 3. 4. Salix Meehii Newb.

Figs. 5, 6. Laurus plutonia Heer.

Fig. 7. Banksia pusilla Vel.

Fig. 8. Bhamnus insequilateralis Lesq.

Figs. 9, 10. Quercus (?) Novse-demrex Hollick.

Figs. 11, 12. Quercus Morrisoniana Lesq.
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PLATE XIV.

Ilhistrating paper by Arthur Holiick, entitled "The Cretaceous Clay Marl

Exposure at Cliffwood, N. J.," pp. 128-136.

Fig. 1. Celastrophylhim Neivberryanum Holiick.

Figs. 2, 3. Acer paucideidatum Holiick.

Figs. 4-7. Sterctdia sp. (?)

Fig. 8. Magnolia Woodbridgensis Holiick.

Fig. 9. Quercm {?) sp.

Fig. 10. Paliurus integrifolius Holiick (?;

Figs. 11, 12. Aralia Towneri Lesq. (?)

Fig. 13. Sassafras acuHlobtim Lesq. (?)

1
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PLATE XV.

Geological Map of a portion of eastern Colombia, S. A., along the Carib-

bean Sea.

Illustrating paper by F. C. Nicholas, pp. 166-181, on "The Mountains

and Tertiary Valleys of Eastern Colombia. '

'
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PLATE XVI.

Illnstratiiig the paper of N. R. Harrington, pp. 214-222.

Fig. 1. Eupagurus ahtsk-ensis (Benedict), with commensal Nereis cydiirus

n. sp., inhabiting iM?irt?/a shell.

Fig. 2. Lower coils of Lunaiia shell, inhabited by hermit-crab, broken

away, showing Nereis cyclurus in its normal retreat.

Fig. 3. Head and anterior somites of Nereis cyclurus n. sp. This drawing

was made by Mr. J. H. McGregor. Figures 1 and 2 are reproduced from

photographs.
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PLATE XVII.

Illustrating paper of N. E. Harrington, pp. 214-222. Drawn by the author.

Fig. 1, 2, 3. Parapodia of 10th, 20th, 30th somites Nereis cychirus, n. sp.

epitocous Nereis 9 •

Fig. 4, 5, 6. Parapodia 10th, 20th, 30th somites N. cyclurus, n. sp. ato-

cous Nereis form sexually immature.

Fig. 7. New bristle from epitocous Heteronereis form N. cyclurus.
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PLATE XVIII.

Illustrating paper of N. E. Harrington, pp. 214-222. Drawn by the author.

Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Parapodia 1st, 10th, 20th, 30th and 50th somites of K.

cychtrus, adult, epitocous Heteronereis form. Fig. 5. shows modified sexual

form of parapodium with accessory respiratory lobes on ventral cirrus and

neuropodium. All these appendages are distended with eggs even to the

tips of lobes. Two ova are shown for relative size at side of Figure 5.
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PLATE XIX.*

Illustrating paper by Stuart Weller on the " Batesville Sandstone of

Arkansas," pp. 251-282.

Figs. 1-3. Streptorhynchus wiUiamsi. 255

1. Pedicle valve.

2. Brachial valve.

3. Anterior view of cardinal process, taken from a wax im-

pression.

Figs. 4-5. Orhiculoidea batesviUensis. 255

Figs. 6. Dielasma turgida, var. elongata. 260

Figs. 7-9. Productus cestrlensis. 256

Anterior, posterior and lateral views of the same specimen.

Figs. 10-12. Spirifer keokuk. 257
Three specimens showing variation in form.

Figs. 13-15. Rhynchonella muiata. (?) 257

Pedicle, brachial and anterior views of the same specimen.

Figs. 16. Athyris suhquadrata. 258

* All the specimens figured are internal casts.
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PLATE XX.*

Illustrating paper by Stuart Weller ou the " Batesville Sandstone of Arkan-

sas," pp. 251-282.

Figs. 1, 2. Pinna arkanmna. 260

Figs. 3, 4. Aviculopecten hatesvillensis. 263

Fig. 5. Schizodus ?? sp. 267

Figs. 6, 7. Allorisma loalkeri. 265

Figs. 8, 9. Schizodus hatesvillensis. 266

Fig. 10. Pteronites Jiopkinsi. 261

Figs. 1\, 12. Pterimifesheris. 262

Fig. 13. Aviculopecten sp. 264

Figs. 14, 15. Litlwphaga? hatesvillensis 263

Figs. 16, 17. Myalina avlansana 262

* All the .specimens figured are internal casts.
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PLATE XXL*

Illustiating paper by Stuart Weller on the " Batesville Sandstone of Ar-

kansas," pp. 251-282.

Figs. 1, 2 Glijphinceras sjiha^ricus 271

1. Lateral view of an imperfect specimen.

2. Suture.

Figs. 3, 3a. Ort/ioccras €urel-e7isis ? 270

3a. Transverse section showing outline and position of siphun-

cle.

Figs. 4, 5. AUorisma arkansana 265

Fig. 6. Sangidnolites? sp 268

Figs. 7. 8. Schizodus depressus. (?) 267

Fig. 9. Bellerophon bran nerl 269

Drawn from a wax impression taken from a natural mold.

Fig . 10. Bellerophon suhlxrk 269

Fig. 11. Phillipsias^ 272

* All the specimens figured are internal casts.
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PLATE XXII.

Illustrating postliunions paper by J. S. Newberryy, entitled, " New Species

and a new (Jenus of American Fala'ozoic Fishes, etc." Edited by Bashkoku

Dkan. pp. 282-304.

Fig. 1. Cladothif^ spleii<hns, ii. s. Kinderliook Group, Burlington, Iowa,

p. 284.

Figs. 2, 2 a. Clmlodus morli/er, n. s. Lower Coal Measures, near Newport,

Ind. p. 285.

Fjg. 3. Oracanihus vetusius, St. J. & W. Kinderhook Group, (Burlington,

Iowa.
) p. 285.

Fig. 4. Oracanihus pugniunculm, St. J. & W. St. Louis Limestone,

Alton, 111. p. 288.

Fig. 5. Oracanihus lineatus, n. s. (St. Louis Limestone '? Ed.
) p. 289.

Fig. 6. Cienacanihus depressus, n. s. Kinderhook Group, Le Grand, la.

p. 291.
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PLATE XXIir.

Illustrating posthumous paper by J. S. Newberry, entitled, " New Species

andauew Genus of American Palaeozoic Fishes, etc." Edited by Bashkord
Dean. pp. 282-.304.

Figs. 1, 2. Sictliacanthus prodncius, n. s. Burlington Limestone, P>urling-

tou. La. p. 291.

Figs. 3, 4. Sfethacanthus compressus, n. s. Burlington Limestone, Burling,

ton, la. p. 292.

Figs. 5, 5 a, 6 (? Ed.) DacUjlodus princeps, N. & W. St. Louis Limestone^

Alton, 111. p. 295.

Figs. 7, 7 a. Dadylodus latus, n. s. St. Louis Limestone, Alton, 111. )). 296.

Figs. 8, 9. Dactylodus rectus, n.s. St. Louis Limestone, Alton, 111. p. 296.

Figs. 10, 11. Deltodm inornafus, n. s. Kinderhook Group, Le Grand, la.

p. 298.
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PLATE XXIV.

Illustrating posthumous paper by J. S. Newberry, entitled, " New Species

and a new Genus of American Palaiozoic Fishes, etc." Edited by Bashford

Dean. pp. 282-304.

Figs. 1-7. DcUndun cninplaiKiiiiti 'N. & \Y. ( Burlington Group— /T*/. ). p.

298.

Figs. 8-11. Ddlochis spatulatns N. & W. (Burlington Group— ^</.). p.

299.

Fig. 12. Sandalodus eUipticus n. s. Kinderhook Group, Le Grand, la. p.

299.

Figs. 13-23. Pscjihodiis {Helodus) 2)olHns,i\. s. Burlington Limestone, p.

301.

Fig. 24. Helodus coxanus, n. s. Keokuk Limestone, Keokuk, la. p. 301.

Fig. 25. Ctenodmfleisheri, n. s. Catskill Formation, Tioga Co., Pa. p. 302.

Fig. 26. Ctenodus [Sagenodus [Ed.]] migustus, n. s. Catskill Formation,

Bradford Co., Pa. p. 303.

Fig. 27-28. Slenoynnthus cormgalns, n. g. Cleveland Shales, Lorain Co., O.

p. 303.
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PLATE XXV.

Illustrating paper by F. E. Lloyd on " The Mechanisms in certain boring

Lamellibrauch Molluscs." Pp. 307-316.

Fig. 1. Pholadidea penita; resting form. Eight side; the mantle cut

away along the dotted lines. The internal aspect of the mantle pore is

ehown at p, its front view at p^.

Fig. 2. The same. Interior of left valve of resting form.

Fig'. 3. The same. Right side of working form showing muscular foot.

The wall of the abdomen and the pulps are cut away so as to show the at-

tachment of foot muscles.

aaa. accessory anterior adductor.

aa. anterior adductor proper.

a. auricle.

ab. abdomen,

ant. anterior.

apx. antero-posterior axis,

as. accessory shell piece,

c. callum.

dvx. dorsi-ventral axis.

f. foot.

fl. posterior cuticular flap,

fm. foot muscles.

g. gills.

hx. hinge axis.

p. mantle pore.

pa. posterior adductor.

pal. palps.

pr. internal process.

r. rectum.

si. siphon.

u. umbo.

V. ventricle.

va. ventral adductor.

vpc. ventral point of contact ( =ventral tubercle).

vt. ventral tubercle.
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PLATE XXVI.

Illustrating paper by F. E. Lloyd, on "The Mechanisms in certain boring

Lamellibranch Molluscs." Pp. 307-316.

(For explanations of letters see page facing Plate XXV.)
Fig. 4. PholadUlea penita. Interior of left valve of working form.

Fig. 5. Zirphsea crispata. Interior of left valve.

Fig. 6. Teredo (sp. unci ). Interior of left valve. The areas^vrithin the

dotted lines are the places of attachment of adductor muscles.

Fig. 7. Exterior of right valve of same.
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PLATE XXVir.

The spawning of the Brook Lamprey, Petromyzon unlderi, Gage. From
drawing made at Lincoln Park, April 16, 1897, by Bashford Dean, xi V.

pp. 321-323.
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PLATE XXyill.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Huntington, entitled " Contribution to the

Myology of Lemur bruneus,^^ pp. 335-363.

Muscles of trunk, forelimb detached ; left side.

(Abbreviations used in Plates XXVIII-XXXV inclusive.)

Art.Acr.Clav. Acromio-Clavicular joint.

Ax. Arch. Axillary arch from Latissimus dorsi.

Bi. Biceps.

Br. Ant. Brachialis anticus.

Clav. Clavicle.

Cor. Br. Coraco-brachialis.

D'. Clavicular portion of Deltoid.

D^. Acromial portion of Deltoid.

D''. Scapular (spine) portion of Deltoid.

D.Ep. Dorso-Epitrochlear:s.

Ect.P. Ectopectoral (Pectoralis major).

Ect.P.abd. Abdominal portion of Ectopectoral.

Ect.P.Clav. Clavicular portion of Ectopectoral.

Ect.P.Stern. Sternal portion of Ectopectoral.

Ect.P.Stern". Upper Sternal portion of Ectopectoral.

Ect.P.Stern^. Lower Sternal portion of Ectopectoral.

Ent.P. Entopectoral (Pectoralis minor).

I.Sp. Infraspinatus.

Lat. Latissimus dorsi.

N.M. Median Nerve.

N.U. Ulnar Nerve.

Obi. Ext. External Oblique.

Pr.Cor. Coracoid process.

Kect. Pectus.

Seal. Scalenus.

Serr.Ant. Serratus anterior.

S.Sp. Supraspinatus.

Subcl. Subclavius.

Subsc. Subscapularis.

Supr.Cost. Supracostalis.

Tm. Teres major.

Tmi. Teres minor.

Trap. Trapezius.

Tri. Triceps.

Tri^. Lateral hiimeral head of Triceps

Tri-. Scapular head of Triceps.
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PLA,TE XXIX.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Hiintingtou, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur briineus,^' pp. 335-363. For explanations of abbrevia-

tions see title to Plate XXVIII.
Muscles of shoulder ; ventral aspect

; superficial dissection.
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PLATE XXX.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Hnutiiigton, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur hrnneus,^^ pp. 335-363. For explanations of abbrevia-

tions see title to Plate XXVIII.
Fig. 1. Muscles of shoulder ; ventral aspect ;

superficial dissection.

Fig. 2. Muscles of shoulder ; ventral aspect ; deep dissection.
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PLATE XXX I.

Illustratiug paper by Geo. S. Huntington, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur hruneus," pp. 335-363. For explanations of abbrevia-

tions see title to Plate XXVIII.
Fig. 1. Muscles of shoulder ; ventral aspect ; deep dissection.

Fig. 2. Muscles of shoulder ; ventral aspect ; deep dissection.
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PLATE XXXII.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Huntingtou, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur hruneus,^' ])Tp. 335-363. For explanations of abbre-

viations see title to Plate XXVIII.
Fig. 1. Muscles of slioulrler ; ventral asjiect ; superficial dissection.

Fig. 2. Muscles of shoulder and arm ; dorsal aspect ; superficial dissec-

tion.
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PLATE XXXIir.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Huntington, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur hruneus," pp. 335-363. For explanations of abbre-

viations see title to Plate XXVIII.
Fig, 1. Muscles of shoulder and arm ; dorsal aspect ; deep dissection.
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PLATE XXXIV.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Huntiugton, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur iruneus," pp. 33.3-363. For explanations of abbre-

viations see title to Plate XXVIII.
Fig. 1. Muscles of Trunk ; forelimb detacbed : right side.
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PLATE XXXV.

Illustrating paper by Geo. S. Huntington, entitled, "Contribution to

the Myology of Lemur bruneus,^^ pp. 335-3G3. For explanations of abbre-

viations see title to Plate XXVIII.

Fig. 1. Lower portion of Trunk ; Pubic region and External Ab-

dominal Eing.

Fig. 2. Lower portion of Trunk ; Pubic region and External Ab-

dominal Eing of Cebus suhcristatus, Gray, $ .
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PLATE XXXVI.

Illustrating paper by Stuart Weller, entitled "Description of a new Species

of Hydreionovrinus from the Coal Measures of Kansas." pp. 372-374.

Fig. 1. Lateral view of the type specimen, of HydrHnnocrinus kansasensis

showing the calyx, the right posterior arm and the scattered plates of the

crushed ventral sack with its crown of spinose plates. (Natural size.)

Fig. 2. Basal view of the dorsal cup. (Natural size.

)

Fig. 3. Vertical view of the crown of spatulate spinose plates at the sum-

mit of the ventral sack. ( Natural size.

)

Fig. 4. Diagram showing the arrangement and proportions of the plates

of the dorsal cup. IB^ Infrabasals. B=Basals. R=Radials. Br. =
First Brachials. R.V^ Kadianal. X ^Sptcialaual. T = First tube plate.
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PLATE XXXVII.

Illustrating paper by J. I. Peck and N. R. Harrington on "Observations

on the Plankton of Paget Sound," pp.377-386.

An outline of the Puget Sound district, taken from the United States

Coast Survey Map No. 6400. The point at which the plauktonic collections

were taken is indicated by a star in a circle at the entrance of the Sound. In

the lower left hand corner is given a detail map of the channel about this

point with the soundings, our vertical having been made in a depression of

the bottom.
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PLATE XXXVIII.

Illustrating paper by J. I. Peck and N. II. Harrington on " Ohservation.s

on the Plankton of Paget Sound," pp. 377-386.

Plotting to show vertical distribution of five elements of tlie Plankton.

Surface, bottom and three intermediate levels are represented by the horizon-

tal lines upon which are laid off widths corresponding to the numbers taken

in each case. These widths at the various levels are made the basis for the

construction of the several columns which show the facts of distribution. In

the first column the black area denotes living portion, and the stippled area

the larger species. In the second column black area denotes living material,

and the oblique-lined areas the dead and mutilated parts, while the small

white bars in the black areas denote the separation of the two type species.

In the third column ( 3/e/os/ra) no attempt is made to .show distinction of

dead and living material.
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KOUNDED IN 1817".

ORGANIZATION.
The Academy is fourth in point of age among the scientific

societies of America. It was organized in 1817 as the Lyceum
of Natural History, and the present title was adopted in 1S76. The
constitution and organization are designed to make the Academy
broadly representative of Science. The meetings and publica-

tions of the Academy are therefore open to all departments of

scientific research.

The former Presidents have been : Dr. Samuel L. Mitchell,

1817-1833. Professor John Torrey, 1824-1826; 1836. Major

Joseph Delafield, 1827-1837; 1839-1865. Professor Charles
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A
ANATOMY.

In Charge of G. S. Huntington.

The exhibit is designed to illustrate the results obtained by

the use of the intra-arterial injection of a lo % Formalin Solution

for the purpose of hardening the thoracic viscera in situ. The
topographical exposures which can be made in this way afford

in many respects entirely novel views of the mutual relations of

lungs, mediastinal contents and thoracic walls.

Plaster Casts.

1. Topographical Anatomy of Upper Thoracic Region.

Exhibited by Dr. J. A. Blake.

a. Portion of Thorax lying above a section passing through

sternum at a level just below cartilage of 2d rib and

through 6th dorsal vertebra. Hardened in Formalin,

pleura removed and structures dissected into relief.

b. Same except that section passes in a slightly higher plane.

c. Same, level of section 3d, dorsal vertebra and upper

margin of sternum.

d. New born infant in which respiration had not been

established. Formalin; thorax, from which anterior

portions and lungs have been removed with parietal

pleura.

e andy. Right and left lungs of same, showing impressions

of mediastinal structures, colored to correspond with other

casts.

2. Series of Preparations and Casts, human and com-

parative, of thoracic cavities and contents. (See label

on each preparation for explanation.)

9
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Color Scheme

Connective and indifferent tissues Yellowish Pink.

Bones Pale Yellow.

Tendons and ligaments Bluish White.

Muscles Crimson Lake.

Pericardium Pale Green.

Vessels.

Arteries (Systemic) Vermilion.

Veins " Dark Blue.

Pulmonary arteries Purple.
" veins Crimson.

Thoracic Ducts (Lymphatic vessels) Emerald Geeen.

Trachea and Bronchi. Yellow.

CEsophagus Pink.

Nerves White.

Bronchial glands (Lymph Nodes) Dark Green.

Thymus Pink.

B
ASTRONOMY.

In Charge of J. K. Rees.

Reproduction of Plates taken, for the Harvard Col-

lege Observatory, at Arequipa, Peru, with the

Bruce Photographic Telescope.

a. Plate i. Cluster N. G. C. 6067.

6. Plate 2. Eta Carinae.

c. Plate 3. Trifid Nebula.

Copies of Photographs of the Moon taken at the Lick Ob-

servatory.

a. Negatives fi'om enlarged photographs of the Moon used

in making the Lick Atlas of the Moon.

6. Plates 1-5 of the Lick Atlas of the Moon,

c. Transparency of a portion of lunar surface.

Columbia College Observatory Exhibits.

a. Measuring machine for stellar photographs, vs^ith im-

provements.
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b. Long exposure plates of circiimpolar stars made for

Prof. H. Jacoby at Helsinfors.

4. Exhibit by Warner & Swasey, of Cleveland, Ohio.

a. Position Micrometer for the 40-inch Equatorial of the

Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago.

b. Eye end Micrometer of the 6-inch Meridian Circle for

the U. S. Naval Observatory.

c. Micrometer for 4-inch Meridian Circle for University of

Pennsylvania.

d. Graduated Circle together with verniers of the 4-inch Me-
ridian Instrument of the University of Pennsylvania—this

circle was graduated on Warner & Swasey's new engine.

e. Several Photographs of Astronomical Work.

5. Exhibit by Prof. Alfred G. Compton, Department of

Applied Mathematics, The College of the City

of New York.
a. Electro-gyroscope to illustrate precession.

b. Artificial Horizon, designed to diminish the effect of

tremors.

6. Exhibit by Prof. E. E. Barnard, of Yerkes Observa-

tory of University of Chicago.

a. Several prints from photographs of stars, etc.

7. Exhibit from Lowell Observatory, Mexico.

a. Drawings and photographs of Mars, Venus, Mercury,

and Jupiter's satellites.

b. Double star orbits and list of new double stars discovered

by T. J. J. See.

c
BOTANY.

In Charge of Lucien M. Underwood.

I. Specimens of some New and Little Known Plants of

Eastern North America. Exhibited by Prof. N. L.

Britton.
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2. a. New Species of Plants from Bolivia and Vene-

zuela.

b. Dendrobangia, a new Genus from Bolivia.

c. Economic Plants from the Lower Orinoco. Ex-

hibited by Dr. H. H. Rusby.

3. A new Plum from Connecticut.

4. Studies in Epilobiaceae.

a. A new genus, Ludwigiantha

.

b. A new genus, Gaurella.

c. New species of Anogra^ Kneiffia and Sphcerotigma.

^. The Genus TradescantiA IN the Southern States. All

the forms of one group have been designated usually

by the name Tradescantia Virginiana but they naturally

segregate themselves into nine or more species.

6. Miscellaneous New Species from the Southern States

in ^uercus^ Portulaca^ Nymphcea^ Ribes^ Oxalis,

Cynoctoniim^ Chrysopsis and Solidago.

Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 exhibited by Dr. John K. Small.

7. The North American Species of Agrimonia with origi-

nal drawings.

8. The Distinctions between Geum Canadense and Geum
flavum.

9. Scrophularia leporella and Lechea juniperina, new

species of plants from Northeastern America.

Nos. 7, 8 and 9 exhibited by Eugene P. Bicknell.

9a. Studies in the Leguminos^, illustrated by specimens.

Exhibited by Anna Murray Vail.

10. New and Interesting Plants from New Mexico. Ex-

hibited by Elmer O. Wooton.

11. Studies in the Genus Aster, with specimens showing

the variations of certain species. Exhibited by Professor

E. S. Burgess.

12. New American Grasses. Illustrated by herbarium speci-

mens. Exhibited by George V. Nash.



13- New Species of Potentilla and its Allied Genera,

with drawings prepared for a monograph of Potentilla

and its allies. Exhibited by P. A. Rydberg.

14. Herbarium Specimens illustrating the Variability of

SPECIES OF PoLYPODiUM IN CALIFORNIA. Exhibited by

Marshall A. Howe, Columbia University.

15. Specimens of the Rare Hart's Tongue Fern {Scolo-

pendriu?}i) from Chittenango Falls, Madison county.

New York. Exhibited by Willard N. Clute.

16. Some of the Rare Ferns of Alabama, with herbarium

specimens. Exhibited by L. M. Underwood.

17. Mosses from the Vicinity of Lake Placid and Adiron-

dack Lodge, illustrating the flora of the highest peaks

of the Adirondack Mountains, N. Y., including Marcy,

Mclntyre and Whiteface. Exhibited by Elizabeth G.

Britton.

18. Microscopic Preparations Illustrating the Hepatic
Flora of California. Exhibited by Marshall A.
Howe, Columbia University.

19. Manuscript of "A Revision of the North American
IsoTHECiACEAE AND Brachytheciaceae," with speci-

mens of new and interesting species. Exhibited by A.

J. Grout.

20. Characeae Americanae. Part H, fascicle 3, with

specimens of the new species therein described.

21. New species of Characeae, with illustrations of speci-

mens.

Nos. 20 and 21 exhibited by Dr. Timothy Field Allen.

22. A Study of the Moulds of the Bacterial Laboratory
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons. Ex
hibited by Smith Ely Jelliffe, M.D.

23. Some of the Bacteria of the Croton Water Supply.

Exhibited by F. G. Knerr, M.D., and Smith Ely Jel-

liffe, M.D.
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24- A Study of the Microscopical Organisms of the Croton
Water Supply. Exhibited by Karl M. Vogel, Ph.G.,

and Smith Ely Jelliffe, M.D.

25. Specimens illustrating various forms of Exobosidium Vac-

cina (Fuckel) Worom'n, as it appears on different hosts

and at different times of the year. Exhibited by Dr.

Herbert M. Richards.

26. Illustrations of Alabama Fungi.

a. PeridertJiium cerebj'um Feck ; a parasitic fungus affect-

ing the pine'and causing the death of many young trees

in various parts of the Southern States.

b. New and interesting species of Polyporus.

These specimens are in boxes designed to be used for

the preservation of bulky specimens, such as cones and

other large dry fruits, woody fungi and the like ; the

boxes are in multiple sizes and are designed to fit into a

tray or drawer the size of the standard herbarium sheet.

27. Polyporus officinalis^ a rare fungus recently collected in

Wyoming, said to be used as a substitute for quinine in

certain portions of the country. The specimen is about

one-third of the entire plant.

Nos. 26 and 27 exhibited by L. M. Underwood.

28. Diagrams illustrating the effect of wounding on the respira-

tory activity and temperature of various plant parts, to-

gether with drawings of some of the apparatus employed

in investigating the same. Exhibited by Dr. Herbert M.
Richards.

29. Demonstration of the Transpiration Current in the

Stems of Plants. The water absorbed by the roots

passes through the stem and is exhaled in large part by

the leaves. In this demonstration a plant freed of its

roots is connected with a tube filled with water. This

tube passes imder the microscope and the observer sees

the water current on its way to the stem and leaves.

The microscope, of course, appears to reverse the direc-

tion of the current.
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30. Chemotaxis. This term designates that directive force

discovered by Pfeffer which controls the movements of

many organisms. Thus are the pollen tubes attracted

through the tissues of the stigma to the ovules, the sperma-

tozoids to the archegonia. In the illustration given the

bacteria are seen crowding into the tubes, attracted by

the KNO3.

31. Microscopical Studies.

a. Embryo sac of Liliufti rubrum. (Hermann's Platino-

aceto Osmic mixture and Strasburger's iodine green-

fuchsine method.)

b. Pollen formation in Azalea viscosa. (Kernschwarz-

Victoria blue.)

c. Abortive ovules of Musa (the banana). The sections

show the seed-coats and the nucleus perfectly formed,

although seeds are never matured.

d. Longitudinal section of ovary of Onagi'a biennis^ show-

ing crystal-bearing sacs filled with mucilage and centrally

placed bundles of crystals (raphides).

e. Transverse section of the last, showing the distribution

of the sacs.

Nos. 29, 30 and 31 exhibited by Dr. Carlton C. Curtis.

32. Microscopic Preparations and Drawings, illustrating

the plate of cells by which the ordinary deciduous leaf

petiole is separated from the stem. Exhibited by Ada
Watterson, Barnard College.

33. Microscopic Preparations and Drawings, illustrating

one phase of Symbiosis ; Nostoc colonies in the thallus of

Blasia. Exhibited by Louise B. Dunn, Barnard College.

34. Microscopic Slides, Powders, Leaves, Roots and Her-
barium Specimens, illustrating some of the officinal

drugs and their adulterants.* Exhibited by Dr. Albert

Schneider.

* Nos. 34, 35 and 36 were undertaken in the interest of the Research
Committee C (investigating powdered drugs) of the Revision Committee
of the United States Pharmacopoeia, to discover characters by which each
can be identified in a powdered condition.
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a. A comparative study of the roots of Rio Ipecac ( Cepha:-

lis Ipecacuanha) and Carthagena Ipecac
( Cephcelis

acuminata)

.

b. A comparative study of the arils of Myristica fragrans

and Alyristica ]\Ialabai-ica (true and false mace.)

c. The comparative anatomy of the earlier and later leaves

of Eucalyptus globulus.

d. A comparative study of the leaves of species of Pilocar-

pus found in commerce under the name of "Jaborandi."

35. Microscopic Preparations and Drawings illustrating a

comparative study of the pow^dered bark of stem and

root of Sassafras.* Exhibited by Katharine C. Bur-

nett, Barnard College.

36. Microscopic Preparations and Drawings illustrating a

comparative study of Picrcena excelsa and Quassia amara

to discover characters by which each drug can be identi-

fied in the powdered condition.* Exhibited by Frank-

lin G. Hills, Barnard College.

37. A Copy of Vol. I. of the Illustrated Flora of the

Northern States and Canada. Exhibited by Pro-

fessor N. L. Britton and Hon. Addison Brown.

38. Current Volumes of the Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club and Memoirs of the Torrey Bot-

anical Club. Exhibited by the Torrey Club.

39. The Linn^an Fern Bulletin, a journal devoted to the

study of Ferns and their Allies. Exhibited by Willard

N. Clute.

40. Thesis, "On the Origin and Development of Stip-

ules." Exhibited by A. A. Tyler.

41. A Copy of " Ferns and Fern Allies of New England,"

by Raynal Dodge. Exhibited by Willard N. Clute.

* Nos. 34. 45 and 36 were undertaken in the interest of the Research
Committee C (investigating powdered drugs) of the Revision Committee
of the United States Pharmacopoeia, to discover characters by which each

can be identified in a powdered condition.
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D

CHEMISTRY.

In Charge of Charles A. Doremus.

1. Regulus of Iron obtained by Henri Moissan, Membre de

rinstitut (Academic des Sciences), Honorary Member
of the New York Academy of Sciences, and illustrating

his method of preparing diamonds.

2. Electric Furnace. Exhibited from the Department of

Chemistry of the College of the City of New York by

Prof. R. Ogden Doremus.

This furnace was constructed in the mechanical shop

of the College from designs of M. Moissan and was used

at the lecture he delivered before the Academy and other

Scientific Societies on October 27, 1896.

With it silicon was distilled.

3. Electric Furnace and chemical compounds produced there-

with. Exhibited by C. E. Pellew, S. A. Tucker and

A. P. Van Gelder.

4. Electric Furnace, double arc construction. Exhibited by

Charles F. McKenna.

5. Electric Furnace arranged for projection after model of

Roberts-Austen. Exhibited by the College of the City

of New York through Charles A. Doremus.

6. Lantern Attachment for projection of Plateau and other

experiments, devised by Charles A. Doremus. Exhibited

by the College of the City of New York.

7. Junkers Gas Calorimeter.

8. Platinum Rhodium Pyrometer. Nos. 7 and 8 are exhibited

by the College of the City of New York.
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9. Flame of Endothermic Gases, acetylene and nitrous ox-

ide. Exhibited by Charles A. Doremus.

Acetylene C^H^ has an endothermic value of 61,100

colories.

Nitrous oxide N^O an endothermic value of 18,470

colories.

10. Collection of Specimens, Photographs, etc., illustrat-

ing the production of Thomas slag, its conversion into

phosphatic fertilizer and effect on vegetation. Exhibited

from the Chemical Division of the Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C, by Harvey W. Wiley.

11. Crystalline Copper formed in electrolytic tanks. This

formation was initiated by gases carried by the atmos-

phere from Newtown Creek to the copper works. Ex-

hibited by J. B. F. Herreshoff.

12. New Assay Balance weighing to the -^-^ of a milligram.

Exhibited by the College of the City of New York.

13. Collection of Artistic Glass, showing application of

scientific methods for the production of lustres, irides-

cences and mass color. Exhibited by Louis C. Tiffany,

Corresponding Member of the " Institut " (Academic des

Beaux Arts)

.

14. Collection of new Coloring Matters. Exhibited by

Wm. J. Matheson Co., Ltd.

a. Hemolin X. S.^ Patented. This is the pure coloring

matter of logwood presented in a dry, crystalline form,

of absolute purity and uniformity of brilliancy and

strength. This product will not melt as is usual with

Solid Logwood Extracts, and differs from them very ma-

terially.

b. Morin Telloiv^ Patented. This product is a pure color-

ing matter of Fustic presented in a dry, crystalline form,

and presents in its appearance and general properties the

same relation to Fustic as the above Hemolin, patented,

does to Logwood.



c. Graitular lantiin. This product is the tannin mat-

ter of Sumac in a dry, crystalline form, and its relation

to Sumac is similar to that of the two products above

given.

The three above products are the first successful arti-

cles of this class to be manufactered and their production

is a decided step in advance over the usual extracts.

d. Naphtyl Blue Black N. This is the only coal tar color

which will produce upon wool, the same shades as Log-

wood in both transmitted and reflected light. It can be

readily substituted, therefore, for Logwood, and its cheap-

ness and much greater permanency to atmospheric and

similar reagents make it extremely valuable and interest-

ing in this line of work.

e. Diamine Jet Black C. B. This is the only known
coal tar dye which will produce upon cotton, shades

similar to those produced by Logwood. It is easy of ap-

plication and its permanency has caused it to replace log-

wood dyeing for cotton, almost exclusively.

f. Diafninogene. This is the only coal tar dye that will

produce upon cotton, shades which are identical to those

pi'oduced by Aniline Black. It is dyed by the mod-

ern method of diazotization and developed, and the

results thus produced, while identical in shade to Aniline

Black, are much superior in fastness and in the condition

in which they leave the fibre.

The above exhibit is rather unique in the fact that the

first three products show the advancement made by the

manufacturers of natural dye stuffs, to offset the assault

of the coal tar colors while the last three products show

the warfare that is being waged by the Aniline Colors

against the natural product. The first three products,

therefore, stand in direct opposition, as it were, to the

last three.

15. Collection of Specimens of Raw Materials and the
Products Obtained from them in the manufacture of
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acid potassium tartrate, " cream of tartar." Also un-

usual crystals of tartaric acid.

Exhibited by Wm. McMurtrie.

The above is an example of present methods in chem-

ical manufacture where great pvirity is attained through

working on a large scale.

i6. Unusually Large and Handsome Crystals of Hydro-

chlorate OF Cocaine and of the alkaloid cocaine.

Exhibited by Wm. Jay Schieffelin.

17. Trillot Apparatus for preparing gaseous formaldehyde

for disinfection.

18. Antivenomous Serum of Dr. Calmette.

Antidote to snake bites.

19. Autosprays for the application of medicinal and chemical

substances.

20. Rhodinol or artificial oil of rose.

21. Large Crystals of Vanilline or artificial vanilla.

Nos. 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 are exhibited by Harold H.

Fries.

22. New Specimen Bottle.

23. Apparatus for Evolution of Gases.

Nos. 22 and 23 are exhibited by Peter T. Austen.

24. Method of Collecting and Analyzing the Gases in

Canned Goods. Exhibited by Charles A. Doremus.

25. Electric-centrifugal made in college mechanical shop

by Charles E. Dressier. Exhibited by The College of

the City of New York.

26. Solutions of Cellulose and commercial products there-

from as fibres for incandescent electric lamps and films.

Exhibited by Dui-and Woodman.
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K
ELECTRICITY.

In Charge of G. F. Sever.

1. Historical Collection of Incandescent Lamps, show-

ing the development of the lamp and its component parts,

from the first crude forms to the present 220 volt, high

efficiency lamps. Exhibited by M. K. Eyre.

2. Thomson 14" Spark Inductorium, Crookes Tubes and
Fluoroscopes, as made by the General Electric Co.

Exhibited by W. H. Meadowcroft.

This collection illustrates the more recent develop-

ments in the apparatus as applied to the generation and

utilization of Rontgen rays.

3. Enclosed Arc Lamps. Exhibited by the Electric Arc

Light Co.

This type of lamp has become an interesting feature

of both the scientific and engineering world. The ex-

hibit shows the various parts of the regulating mechan-

ism and the lamps in actual operation.

4. Apparatus Illustrative of the Jacques Carbon Bat-

tery. Also batteries showing the generation of electri-

cal energy from carbon without the application of heat.

Used by Mr. W. E. Case in lecture experiments and ex-

hibited by the Electrical Engineering Department, Co-

lumbia University,

This latter apparatus shows that it is possible to gen-

erate electrical energy from carbon without the applica-

tion of heat, as is done in the Jacques battery.

5. Apparatus for Obtaining the Maximum Value of a Direct

Current in any Circuit and the Time Elapsing Be-

tween the Make and Break of the Circuit. Exhib-

ited by C. M. Clark and C. W. MacMullen, senior

students in Electrical Engineering, Columbia University.
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Exhibited in this instance in connection -with the inves-

tigation of the action of "Magnetic circuit breakers" as

used in electric light and power circuits.

6. Induction Coil with 20" Spark. Crookes tubes for use in

making Rontgen ray photographs. Photographs of the

pelvis and thorax. An early arc lamp mechanism. Ex-

hibited by M. O'Connor.

7. One Horse-Power Self-Starting Synchronous Motor.

Starts by connecting one side of the armature and one

winding on the field as a series motor on an alternating

current circuit. When the proper speed has been at-

tained, a switch is thrown, thereby changing the alter-

nating current to the alternating current side of the arma-

ture and making the motor a synchronous one. The

former side of the armature now generates a direct elec-

tromotive force, which sends current through the field

windings, thus exciting them.

8. Porcelain Insulator as used on the Niagara-Buffalo trans-

mission line to support wires between which exists a

pressure of 10,000 volts. Nos. 7 ^"d S are exhibited

by the Electrical Engineering Department, Columbia

University.

9. Induction Coil and Circuit Breaker for generation of

Rontgen rays. Exhibited by M. I. Pupin.

10. Special Crookes Tubes and Specimens of German Tubes

for X-ray Work. Igniter for gas engines. Exhibited

by Max Osterberg.

1 1 . Novel Arc Light Carbon Carrier.

12. One of the two Original Henry Induction Coils.

Nos. 1 1 and 1 2 are exhibited by R. Ogden Doremus.
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ETHNOLOGY AND ARCHEOLOGY.
In Charge of Franz Boas and M. H. Saville.

1. Skeleton as found in a burial mound near Mays Lick, Mason
County, Kentucky. Collected and prepared by Harlan

I. Smith.

2. Model of an Altar Mound containing human burial. North

Fork Works near Chillicothe, Ohio. Modelled by Har-

lan I. Smith.

Nos. I and 2 are from the collections of the American

Museum of Natural History.

3. Arch^ological Specimens from New York City. Col-

lected and exhibited by W. L. Calver.

4. Codex Vaticanus, No. 3773. Chromo-photographic re-

production of the celebrated pre-Columbian Mexican

manuscript preserved in the Vatican Library, Rome, pub-

lished in 1896 by the Duke of Loubat. Exhibited by

M. H. Saville.

5. Codex Legislatif. Carbon reproduction of the unpub-

lished Mexican manuscript, preserved in the Library of

the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. Exhibitedby the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History.

6. Reproduction of the Unpublished Mexican Manuscript
OF the Florence Library, Part of the History of

Mexico, by Father Sahagun. Exhibited by the Pea-

body Museum of Harvard University.

7. Arch^ological Specimens Illustrating Recent Dis-

coveries at the Ruins of Omitlan, State of Guer-
rero, Mexico. Collected by William Niven. From
the collection of the American Museum of Natural

History.
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8. Photographs and Plan of a Recently Discovered Az-

tec Temple Near Tepoztlan, State of Morelos,

Mexico. Explorations of Francisco Rodriguez and M.

H. Saville.

9. Prehistoric Inca Garments of Ancient Peru, from

Graves near Lake Titicaca.

10. Shell, Bead and Feather Work of Ancient Peru,

from Ruins of Gran Chimu.

11. Busts of KwAKiuTL Indians, Vancouver Island. Mod-

eled by Mr. Kaspar Mayer.

Nos. 9, 10 and 11 are from the collections of the

American Museum of Natural Histoiy.

13. Water Color Paintings of Eskimo by R. W. Porter.

Exhibited by Mr. R. W. Porter.

13. Anthropometric Instruments AND Their Use. Exhib-

ited by Dr. A. Hrdlicka, of the Anthropological Depart-

nient of the State Pathological Institute.

14. Collection of Implements from the Eskimo of South-

ampton Island. Exhibited by Captains Geo. Conner

and Th. Luce.

15. Games of the Eskimo of Smith Sound. Collected by

Lieut. R. E. Peary. From the collections of the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural Histoiy.

16. DiviNATORY Diagrams. From the collections of the

Museum of Archaeology, University of Pennsylvania.

Exhibited by Mr. Stewart Culin.

17. Rock Painting from British Columbia. Exhibited by

Mr. James Teit.

iS. Conventionalized Designs from the North Pacific

Coast. Arranged by Mr. Franz Boas.

19. Specimens illustrating the Culture of the Indians of

Northern Mexico. Collected by Dr. Carl Lumholtz.

Nos. 18 and 19 are from the collections of the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History.
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a
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.

In Charge of J. McK. Cattell.

1. Set of diagrams for fluttering heart delusions.

2. Two Disks of Kirschmann's Design : one showing a grada-

tion from black to white in geometrical series ; the other

showing gradation in arithmetical series.

3. Microphonic Receiver and Writing Point, such as was

used by Binet and Henri.

4. Plaster Mask with Specimen Tracings, showing eye and

hand pulses and respiration.

Nos. I, 2, 3 and 4 exhibited by E. C. Sanford, Clark

University, Worcester, Mass.

5. An Electrical Drop Shutter apparatus for showing

visual test cards for different lengths of time.

6. Regulating Pendulum to mark off intervals of time.

7. A Set of Weights for showing the influence of size on the

estimation of weight.

8. An Instrument for measuring the amount of Brentano's illu-

sion in judging length of lines.

Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 are exhibited by Chas. B. Bliss,

New York University.

9. Instruments for studying the force, extent and time of

movements and the effects of sensations on movements.

Exhibited by J. McK. Cattell, Columbia University.

a. Oval hand dynamometer (Collin).

b. Hand dynamometer (Galton)

.

c. Dynamometer giving archer's pull (Galton).

d. Spring dynamometer for arm (Cattell)

.

e. Dynamometer for forefinger, used in the study of fatigue

and the effect of sensation on movements for kymograph

(Cattell).
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/. Instrument for the study of fatigue (Mosso)

.

g. Instrument for accuracy of extent of movement (Cattell).

h. Instrument for right and lelt movements (Jastrow).

i. Instrument for time of movement ; w^ith chronoscope

(Cattell).

GEOLOGY.

In Charge of J. F. Kemp.

Suite of Selected Specimens for Lecture-Room Use,

mostly dynamical in nature.

Exhibited by Prof. R. E. Dodge, Teachers College.

a. Slab of Cambridge Slate, to show faulting parallel to

the bedding.

b. Obsidian from the Lipari Isles, showing conchoidal frac-

ture.

c. Large sand-blasted pebble from Cape Cod, Mass.

d. Slab of slate from Slate Island, Boston Harbor, to show

topographical effects of faults.

e. Specimen of Roxbury conglomerate, showing particu-

larly large pebbles.

f. Banded and faulted Dakota Sandstone.

Suite of Specimens Showing the Contact Zone of the

Sierra Tlayacac, State of Morelos, Mexico, and illus-

trating a remarkable case of recrystallization of a sedi-

mentary rock by contact with eruptive masses. The

coarser and finer grained representatives of the darker

(earlier) eruptive and lighter (later) intrusion are shown.

The darker was shattei'ed by the disturbance attending

the eruption of the later rock. Exhibited by Prof. A. C.

Gill, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Mountain-building Studies.

Numbers 3, 4, and 5 are exhibited by the Laboratory
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of Experimental Geology, Harvard University, through

T. A. Jaggar, Jr., the maker and deviser of the studies.

a. Diagrams showing compression chest w^ith which experi-

ments were made.

b. Four diagrams illustrating influence of rate of compres-

sion of models E, F, G.

c. Three models illustrating the influence of initial varia-

tions ; B, C and D.

Glacial Delta Studies.

a. Three mounted diagrams showing stages of experiment.

b. One unmounted diagram showing cross section of delta.

c. One unmounted diagram showing special study of water

level in relation to formation of delta.

Ripple Mark Studies.

a. Four plates showing influence of amplitude by oscillation.

b. One plate showing cross ripples.

Sand-blasted Pebbles.

a. Limestone pebble, engraved and polished by the drifting

sand of the desert, Wadi Amara, Arabia Petrea.

b. Pebble of snowy gypsum, with similarly engraved sur-

face, Wadi Amara, Arabia Petrea.

The above were collected by Dr. Bolton. They may

be compared with Exhibit ic. Exhibited by Dr. A. A.

Julien, Columbia University, and H. Carrington Bolton,

Washington, D. C.

A Series of Copper Ores and Wall-rocks, from Butte,

Mont., collected June, 1896, by J. F. Kemp, by whom
they are exhibited. The ores are chalcocite, enargite,

bornite, chalcopyrite and tetrahedrite and all contain sil-

ver. Rhyolite is an important rock in the neighbor-

hood of the veins, and light-colored granite is not far

away. Silver mines also occur in the camp, with an en-

tirely different set of minerals from the copper. A few

of these are shown, with their gangue of rhodochrosite.

The specimens illustrate also the quartz ledges that con-

stitute the outcrops of the veins.
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8. A Series of Ores and Rocks, Illustrating the gold ores now

extensively mined in the so-called Potsdam sandstone of

the Black Hills, S. D. The specimens were collected

in July, 1S96, by J. F. Kemp, by whom they are exhibited.

The ores are mostly telluride of gold and its oxidation

products and are segregated along vertical fissures called

"verticals" in the vicinity of intruded phonolites and

other porphyritic rocks. The mineralized sandstones are

cellular in character.

9. Leucite-phonolites, from the Leucite Hills, Wyo., col-

lected and exhibited by J. F. Kemp, Columbia Univer-

sity. These curious and exceptional rocks were the first

leucite rocks discovered in America, and the second out-

side of the continent of Europe. They cap a series of

dissected mesas in the Bad Lands in southeastern Wyom-
ing.

10. Suite of American Pottery Clays, feldspar and flint.

12 specimens. Exhibited by Heinrlch Ries.

Products of different grades made from these materials,

and series of photogi-aphs illustrating the clay deposits

and methods of manufacture. Described in 17th Ann.

Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. IV, 1897.

1 1

.

Suite of Fuller's Earth Specimens from the American

localities. 15 specimens and photographs. Collected

and exhibited by Heim-ich Ries.

This material is used for clarifying oils, and is rapidly

superceding animal charcoal for this purpose. Until

two years ago it was only found in commercial quantities

in England.

12. Suite of Clays from Alabama. 10 specimens. Col-

lected and exhibited by Heinrich Ries.

Recent investigations show that Alabama has vast clay

resources, especially in her Cretaceous and Tertiary

formations. To be described in forthcoming bulletin of

the Ala. Geol. Survey by H. Ries.
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13. Limestones and Intruded Trachyte from 4 miles west

of Sturgis, S. Dak., exhibiting contact effect of lava on

limestone. Collected by the exhibitor, Heinrich Ries of

Columbia University.

14. Specimens Illustrating the Metamorphism of Gab-

BROS in the western Adirondacks. Collected and ex-

hibited by Prof. C. H. Smyth, Jr., Hamilton College,

Clinton, N. Y.

15. Contorted Pegmatite Veins from the vicinity of Gouver-

neur, N. Y. Collected and exhibited by Prof. C. H.

Smyth, Jr.

16. A Series of Specimens illustrating the geology of the Ber-

muda Islands as described before the Academy, January

18, 1897. T^^^Q paper is now in press. Collected and

exhibited by Prof. J. J. Stevenson, New York Univer-

sity.

17. Views of Greenland Glaciers, taken by the Cornell Uni-

versity Greenland Expedition in the summer of 1896.

Small photographs made by R. S. Tarr, larger ones by

J. O. Martin.

a. A large view of the Cornell Glacier, Lat. 74° N. made

by the combination of six 5x7 pictures. View taken

from an elevation of 1400 feet above the ice-laden fjord

in the mid-ground. The land contact and sea front of

the glacier shown distinctly. A characteristic nunatak.

Mount Schurman, rises above the ice in the middle of

the picture at a distance of about ten miles from the

camera, elevation 2400 feet. A newly born nunatak

just appears above the surface on the right hand side.

Extent of ice front of glacier in the picture about seven

miles. Line of contact between sky and ice about 50

miles distant. 50 or 60 miles of ice included between

the extreme left and extreme right of the picture. This

is a characteristic view of the inland ice, its contact with

the land and its sea front.
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b. Three albums of miscellaneous views taken on the way
to, and in Greenland. Individual pictures labeled.

Those in which trees appear were taken at Cape Breton

Island and are to show some remarkably perfect bars

and wave-built shore lines of several kinds. Numerous

pictures of floe ice and icebergs, Esquimaux, Esquimaux

houses and glaciers. Nearly all the glacier pictures are

from the Cornell Glacier which is shown in the large

picture, No. i.

c. A series of views in Greenland showing glaciers and

glaciated lands, mounted upon cards and accompanied

by explanation, written on the photograph.

Exhibited by Prof. R. S. Tarr, Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.

Specimens Illustrating the Occurrence of Mangan-
ese IN THE BaTESVILLE ReGION OF ARKANSAS.

Exhibited by Gilbert van Ingen, Columbia University.

The manganese occurs in two conditions : i . Original

condition as deposited in nodular form in fine mud on

the bottom of a deep ocean. 3. Secondary due to re-

crystallization after erosion and decomposition of the

limestone and shale containing the nodular form. The

nodular form occvu's as it was deposited in a shale of

deep water oi-igin, which shale rests upon the surface of

a limestone of Hudson age, and beneath a limestone of

Niagara age. The graduation from the shale with man-

ganese nodules to the pure fossiliferous Niagara lime-

stone is well shown in the specimens. This nodular

form of manganese is not marketable because of its high

percentage of contained phosphorus.

The marketable manganese is the secondary form

found in the residual clay which fills cavities formed in the

" Hudson" limestone by erosive agencies. It has been

formed in the lower portions of the clay pockets by the

leaching of the nodules in the shale and limestone and

by the subsequent recrystallization, and occurs in masses

of irregular shape often weighing several tons.
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19- A Series of Maps Illustrating the Recent Progress

of the United States Geological Survey in impor-

tant districts, viz :

a. Yellowstone Park, showing the areal geology.

b. A portion of Eastern Tennessee, covering six atlas sheets,

giving the distribution of the Paleozoic rocks.

c. A portion of Virginia and West Virginia, comprising

three atlas sheets, also giving the distribution of Paleo-

zoic rock.

d. Three sheets of a folio in Virginia, giving specially the

distribution of the Carboniferous coal-bearing rocks, the

economic features and the structure of the region.

e. A portion of the Gold Belt region of California, cover-

ing two atlas sheets, showing the rocks of the Gold Belt

and also an old volcanic cone in the Sacramento Valley.

Exhibited by the United States Geological Survey,

through Mr. Bailey Willis, Geologist and Assistant to

the Director.

Several topographical sheets are added by the Chair-

man of the Section, which illustrate the maps that can

be procured, so far as made, for five cents each, postpaid,

on application with remittance to the Director of the

United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

3o. Brecciated Dikes from the Lake Champlain Valley.

Exhibited by Theodore G. White, Columbia Uni-

versity.

Three instances of diabase dikes, thickly packed with

partially rovmded fragments of granite, gabbro, labra-

dorite, hypersthene, sandstone, etc.

a. From Cumberland Head, near Plattsburgh, N. Y. ; a

dike I ^ feet wide, cutting an anticline of the Trenton

limestone, as shown in the accompanying photograph.

The amygdaloidal edges of the dike are also shown.

b. From the end of Willsboro' Point, N. Y. ; a dike 6 feet

wide in the Utica slate.
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c. From Wil lards' Ledge Quarry, Burlington, Vermont,

cutting the Potsdam sandstone. As shown in the sketch

exhibited, the dike was about 3 feet wide, but occupied

two parallel wedge-shaped cavities.

A few other dikes of interest, from the same region,

are shown, with appended notes.

I

MINERALOGY.
In Charge of George F. Kunz.

MiNERALOGicAL APPARATUS recently acquired by the Min-

eralogical Department of Columbia University.

1. FuESS Microscope with simultaneously rotating nicols.

2. Seibert LiTHOLOGicAL Microscopes ; A, 11.

3. Klein's Universal Rotation Apparatus for Crystals,

especially for determination of optical principal sections

and measurement of angles between optic axes in liquids

of high index of refraction.

4. Klein's Universal Rotation Apparatus for Thin Sec-

tions, especially for exact orientation of haphazard sec-

tions and determination of their optical constants.

5. Traube's Apparatus for darkening field of goniometer.

6. Laspeyere's Burner for monochromatic light.

7. Lamp for goniometer.

8. Attachment for Converting Fuess goniometer into an

axial apparatus.

9. Attachment for Deliquescent Crystals, Fuess goni-

ometer.

10. Von Federow Mica Wedges for measuring strength of

double refraction.
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11. MoDEi-s OF Positive and Negative uniaxial indicatrices

and of the biaxial indicatrix with sections normal and

oblique to optic axes.

12. Apparatus for Electrical Heating on stage of micro-

scope.

13. Total Reflectometer. Moses-Weinschenck.

14. Photographic Camera for microscope.

Nos. I to 14 exhibited by Prof. A. J. Moses, of Co-

lumbia University,

15. Barites. From the Bad Lands of South Dakota. These

barites occur on calcite in the centre of septaria, which

are often nine feet in diameter. Collected by Professor

E. H. Babovn\

16. Fibrous Gypsum. From the Fort Benton clays, near New-
castle, Wyo. Collected by H. Ries.

17. Sylvanite Crystals (altered). From Anaconda Mine,

Cripple Creek, Colo.

18. Silver Ore (Polybasite) on Barite. From Aspen, Colo.

On account of the peculiar manner in which this mineral

occurs, it has been called "X-ray ore."

19. Apatite and Pyroxene in Calcite. Bradley Mines, Orange

County, N. Y,

Nos. 15 to 19 exhibited by Heinrich Ries.

20. Covellite. From the copper mines at Butte, Montana.

Several pieces obtained about i ,000 feet below the sur-

face. Is a brilliant, blue copper sulphide, CuS, and is

a rather rare mineral.

21. Andalusite. Pink prisms one to two inches square ; from

a great pegmatite vein that had been opened for tin ores

in the Black Hills, S. D.

22. Allanite. From Mineville, N. Y. Recent discoveries of

well bounded crystals that occur in a pegmatite vein,

with orthoclase and quartz.

23. Zircons. From a pegmatite vein in the iron mines at Mine-

ville, N. Y.
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24- TiTANiTES. From the iron mines at Mineville, N. Y.

Nos. 20 to 24 exhibited by Prof. J. F. Kemp, Co-

lumbia University.

25. Fluid-Inclusions in Mineral Cavities. Among the in-

ckisions caught up during the crystallization of minei'als,

those of a fluid character are most interesting, consisting

of a gas (usually air or carbon dioxide) and a liquid

(water, saturated solution of common salt, or liquid car-

bon dioxide). In quartz, the enclosing cavities some-

times constitute five per cent, of the volume. Three

varieties are exhibited.

a. Liquid Carbon Dioxide, vi^ith gas-bubble, in large cavity

in slice of quartz, from North Carolina. Mounted in

tank of immersion-apparatus, on microscope stage, for

determination of temperature of critical point of the

liquid, marked by sudden expansion and disappearance

of liquid or bubble, on application of gentle heat. In

this apparatus a current of air from the warm breath

(temp. 37° C.) is sufficient for the identification of the

critical temperature of carbon dioxide (26° to 28° C.) to

an accuracy of J^ of a degree.

b. Brine and Liquid Carbon Dioxide, with gas-bubble, in

white topaz, from Minas Geraes, Brazil. The tubular

cavities show a parallel disposal to the prismatic faces of

the crystal. Within them delicate curves near the extremi-

ties show the contact between the denser brine (occasion-

ally with salt cubes) which occupies the prongs, and the

limpid, colorless carbon dioxide with its floating bubble,

w^hich occupies the centre. The bubble adheres, of

course, to the uppermost side of the cavity, as in a

natural spirit-level.

c. Gas Bubble in Spontaneous Motion, in the quai'tz of

syenyte from Columbia, New Hampshire. This bubble,

about I micron (2-5io"Tr
ii'^ch) in diameter, dashes from

wall to wall of the cavity, in restless motion, like a

monad seeking for escape. This motion must have con-
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tinued during the ages which have elapsed since the

consolidation of the granite ; its cause is probably identi-

cal with that of the " Brownian movement." On the

amount of contraction indicated by the relationship of

the volumes of the liquid and gas, the temperature and

the pressure have been estimated, at which the consoli-

dation of the rock must have been effected.

26. Pseudo-Organic Forms in Mineral Structures. The
fact of the partial survival of true organic forms in

metamorphic rocks has often misled the lithologist in

reference to films and lamellated, radial, cellular, curved

or branching structures, of purely crystalline origin.

a. Supposed Crinoids in thin sections of the meteorite

which fell at Knyahynya, Hungary ; under low magni-

fying power. Recognized and described by Dr. Otto

Hahn in his work "Die Meteorite (chondrite) and ihre

Organismen," Tubingen, 1880. Cui*ved crystalline

lamellae in a chondrite of the mineral bronzite.

b. Branching Canals in the supposed gigantic foraminifer,

Eozoon canadense, in Laurentian limestone at Cote St.

Pierre, Quebec, Canada. The upholders of the organic

nature of this structure mainly rely on the resemblance

of these serpentine threads in calcite to the canals in the

"intermediate skeleton" of the foraminifer, Calcarina.

c. Structure in Decomposed Menaccanite, resembling that

of coral, in diabase of Ilkendorf, Saxony. Alternating

lamellae of black menaccanite and white calcium titanite.

Nos. 25 and 26 are exhibited by Dr. A. A. Julien, of

Columbia University.

27. Suite of Minerals from Elkhorn, Montana.

a. Silver, two specimens.

b. Calamine, five specimens.

c. Smithsonite.

28. Covellite, Butte, Montana.

29. Tourmaline, Haddam, Connecticut.

Nos. 27, 28 and 29 are exhibited by A. Chester Beatty.
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30. Calcite. Suite of specimens from Joplin, Missouri.

a. Group of large golden crystals, 20x12x12 inches.

b. Group of golden crystals.

c. Suite of fine crystals.

d. Associated with galena, chalcopyrite and sphalerite,

group 20x18x8 inches.

31. Calamine PsEUDOMORPHS after calcite, colored by green-

ockite.

32. Vanadinite and Descloizite.—Suite of specimens from

Mammoth, Arizona.

33. Orpiment, ciystallized, Mercur, Utah.

34. Hematite on Lava ; also loose ciystals, near Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

35. Tourmaline, near Haddam, Connecticut ; suite of multi-

colored crystals.

Nos. 30 to 35 are exhibited by George L. English.

36. Sphalerite (Blende), Chalcopyrite and Dolomite, on

fossiliferous limestone. Joplin, Mo.

37. Calcite. Golden crystal. Joplin, Mo.

38. Calcite. Yellow crystal ; doubly terminated. Joplin, Mo.

39. Chalcopyrite. French Creek, Pa.

40. Ptilolite. Berufiord, Iceland.

41. Heulandite. Berufiord, Iceland.

Nos. 36 to 4-1 are exhibited by Win. G. Rothe.

42. Quartz. Four twin crystals, Narushima, Hizen, Japan,

belonging to the collection of W. D. Schoonmaker.

43. Olivine Crystals. Meillarguis, Auvergne, France.

44. Ekdemite on Wulfenite. Mammoth Mine, Pinal County,

Arizona.

45. Limonite. Pseudomorph after Siderite, Catawba County,

N. C.

46. Arsenic. Native (crystallized) . Akadani, Echizen, Japan

Nos. 42 to 46 are exhibited by Roy Hopping.
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47' PsEUDOMORPHS after Halite, single and interpenetrating

crystals of common salt, replaced by calcite ; on the road

to Easontan, Jamaica, West Indies. Collected by F. C.

Nicholas.

48. Martite, altered magnetite crystals; still further changed

superficially, to limonite. Chihuahua, Mexico. Nos.

47 and 48 are exhibited by L. P. Gratacap, for the Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist.

Note.—Among recent additions to the gem-cabinet

of the American Museum of Natural History are a re-

markable specimen of green tourmaline, cut, from Paris,

Maine ; and of fire-opal from Queretaro, Mexico ; also

very large crystals of rhodocrosite (carbonate of man-

ganese) from Park County, Colorado, and a suite of

twenty tourmaline crystals from Haddam, Connecticut,

with associated quartz and albite. These may be seen in

the Morgan collection of gems in the Mineralogical

Hall.

49. Sapphire, series of crystals, from Yogo Gulch, Fergus

County, Montana, together with a series of drawings of

crystals.

50. Prosopite from near Park City, Utah.

51. Meteoric Iron from Rosario, Department of Olancho,

Honduras, Central America.

Nos. 49, 50 and 51 are exhibited by George F. Kunz.

52. Pseudomorphs, Quartz after Wollastonite, Diana, Lewis

County, N. Y.

53. Pseudomorphs, Qiiartz after Pyroxene, Pierrepont, St.

Lawrence County, N. Y.

54. Pseudomorphs, Talc after Qiiartz, Gouverneur, St. Law-
rence County, N. Y.

55. Pseudomorphs, Mica after Scapolite, Gouverneur, St.

Lawrence County, N. Y.

Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55 are exhibited by Professor C. H.
Smyth, Jr., Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.
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56. Caswellite. Franklin Furnace, Svissex County, N. J.

Exhibited by Wallace G. Levison.

57. Crystallized Pectolite, showing terminated crystals,

Paterson, N. J. Exhibited by A. H. Ehrman.

58. Meteoric Iron found at Locust Grove, Henry County.

North Carolina (Saratite variety of Brezina.)

59. Meteoric Iron, Forsyth County, Georgia, polished etched

section.

These tvs^o last irons are interesting, inasmuch as they

do not show the Widmanstatten figures M^hen etched,

as nearly all meteoric irons do.

Nos. 58 and 59 are exhibited by George F. Kunz.

60. Zincite (ruby-red), in translucent Willemite, very large

specimen ; Franklin Furnace, New Jersey.

Exhibited by Wallace G. Levison.

J

PALEONTOLOGY.

In Charge of Gilbert van Ingen.

Petrotome. a Machine for Cutting Rocks, Minerals

and Fossils with Precision. Exhibited by the in-

ventor. Prof. William B. Dwight, Vassar College,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The purposes of this machine with its accessories ai'e :

( 1
) The facile, firm and accurate adjustment of the plane

of any rock or mineral, from the smallest to quite large

sizes, however irregular in shape and however fragile;

(2) the adjustment and control of the cutting disk by ad-

justable friction-rollers, so that the sectioning can be done

by either small or large disks (/. e.^ from six to twelve
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inches in diameter), with great accuracy, facility and

economy of material. No improvement is claimed for

the cutting disk itself.

With this instrument can be cut sections of eight to

twelve square inches and from -^ to j^-q inch thick, hav-

ing quite true and smooth surfaces.

2. Thin Sections and Other Specimens Illustrating

Character of Work Done with the Dwight Pet-

ROTOME. Exhibited by the Department of Geology

and Mineralogy of Vassar College.

The frame contains thirty-three sections of various

mineralogical and geological specimens of variable size,

all made by students of Vassar College in their regular

laboratory work. (This frame was exhibited at the

World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago.)

Specimens on the table show various grades in the proc-

ess of cutting, and different methods of firmly holding

the object to be cut.

3. Fossils from the Cambrian and Ordovician Rocks of

Dutchess and Orange Counties, N. Y.

Exhibited by Prof. William B. Dwight, Vassar

College,

a. Lower Cambrian (Olenellus horizon). Camerella minor

and Olenellus asaphoides or O. tkompsom in quartzite

from Stissing Mountain, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

b. Middle Cambrian (Olenoides horizon). Limestone from

Stissing Station, containing Olenoides stissingensis,,

Kutorgina stissingensis^ Iphidea tener.

c. Upper Cambrian (Dikellocephalus horizon). Limestone

near Poughkeepsie with : Ptychoparia calcifera^ Ag-
raulos saratogensis, Ptychoparia spiculata^ Ltngu-

lep is pinncefo rt7i is .

d. Calciferous Limestone, Eoordovician. From Rochdale,

Dutchess County, N. Y. Cyrtoceras vassarina^ Or-

thoceras henrietta^Bathtnoceras sp. nov. nom-prop. B.

Americana. (The first specimen of the prosiphonata
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\J>rochoanites\ reported in America.) Bathyurus crotal-

ifrons^ B. taurifroJts^ Ophileta compacta^ O. sordida^

Lituites nom-prop. L. serpentina. From the metamor-

phosed limestones of the Millerton-Pawling Marble belt.

OpJileita compacta^i O. sordtda, Orthoceras sp?

e. Trenton Limestone, Neoordovician. From Pleasant Val-

ley, Dutchess County, N. Y. Solenopora compacta^

Conodonts.) Tetradium celluloszi7?i^ Leperditia cylin-

drical Isochihiia niinutissima and other Entomos-

traca, Plutnulites sp. nov. Brachiopod., new, allied to

the genus Monomerella.^ while also having features of

Lingula and Lingulops.

f. Hudson and Utica Shales, Neoordovician. Not separa-

ble in Dutchess County. From Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Orthis testiidinaria and Plectambonites sericea. From
Wurtemberg, Dutchess County, N. Y. Graptolites of

genera Ccenograptus^ Dicranograptus^ Afonograptus^

Clitnacograptus.

g. Trenton Limestone Fossils from Newburgh, Orange

County, N. Y. Cleiocrimis grandis., C. magnijicus^

Schizotreta conica showing embryonic shell.

Permian and Carboniferous Rocks and Fossils from
Kansas and Nebraska.

Exhibited by Prof. Charles S. Prosser, Union Col-

lege, Schenectady, N. Y.

a. A set of the Permian rocks of Kansas accompanied by

some of their characteristic fossils.

The Upper Coal Measures and fossiliferous Permian

formations of Kansas, which have recently been named
and described by Prof. Prosser, consist of the following

formations arranged in ascending order : Webaunsee,

Cottonwood, Neosho, Chase and Marion. For descrip-

tions of above see the following publications: Bull.

Geol. Soc. Amer.^ VI, 29; Journ. Geol.., Ill, 682,

764 ; University Geol. Survey of Kaiisas, II, 51.
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b. Carboniferous Rocks and Fossils of Nebraska. A par-

tial representation of the Carboniferous rocks and fossils

of southeastern Nebraska.

The rocks of southeastern Nebraska have been referred

to both the Carboniferous and Permian systems ; but in

a recent paper Prof. Prosser correlates them with the

Webaunsee and Cottonwood formations of the Kansas

Upper Coal Measures. See Journ. Geol.^ V, Jan.-

Feb. No., p. I, and Feb.-Mar. No., p. 14S.

c. Fossils from various New York formations.

See especially Hamilton flagstone with worm-tracks

from Otsego County, and Fish scales and bones from

the base of Chemung group of Otsego County.

Rocks and Fossils from the Clinton and Hamilton
Formations of New York State.

Exhibited by F. B. Loomis, Amherst, Mass.

a. Clinton.

1

.

Specimens of the Hematite bed at Rochester, N. Y.,

and other localities.

2. Fossils of the Hematite Bed.

Several young and new forms are included. Par-

ticular attention is called to microorganisms in the

chert. A microscope and drawings will illustrate

the series.

b. Hamilton fossils from Canandaigua Lake, N. Y.

1. A series of the Hingeless Brachiopods : Lingula.,

Dignomia., Orbiculotdea^ Cra7iia^ Pholidops.

2. A series of Lamellibranchs, Gasteropods and

Cephalopods.

Types of Recently Discovered Fossils.

Exhibited by Department of Geology of the American

Museum of Natural History.

a. Lower Silurian (Calciferous-Chazy) beds at or near

Fort Cassin, Vt.

Described by R. P. Whitfield in Bull. A. M. N. H.,

Vol. IX. (in press)

.
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Rhinopora prima

^

Ecculiotnphalus compressus.,

Protorthis cassinensis, Maclurea affinis^

Protorthis minima^ Nautilus perkinsi^

Afurchisonia cassina, Harpes cassiitensis,

Bucania champlainensis^ JVilejts striatus^

Straparollina minima^ BatJiyii7'iis perkinsi.

These specimens were collected by Prof. H. M. Seely,

of Middlebury College, Vt., and Prof. G. H. Perkins, of

University of Vermont, in 1S95 and 1896.

b. From beds of the horizon of the Lower Helderberg

group, Waubeka, near Milwaukee, Wisconsin. De-

scribed by R. P. Whitfield, in Bui. A. M. N. H., Vol.

VIII., pp. 299-304, pi. XII-XIV.

Crustacea belonging to the order Phyllocarida : En-
tomocaris telleri^ Ceratiocaris tno7iroei^ C. podurifor-

7nis.

These fossils were collected by Messrs. C. E. Monroe
and E. E. Teller, of Milwaukee, in 1S95 and 1896.

c. From Cretaceous strata on the island of Jamaica. W. I.

Collected by Mr. F. C. Nicholas, and described by R. P.

Whitfield in Bui. A. M. N. H., Vol. IX. (in press).

Radiolites (L,apeiro?isia) nicholasi ; R. I'udis^ ad-

hcerens^ cancellatus^ macroplicatus^ annulosus ; Cap-

rina Janiaic<^nsis ; CaprineUa occidentalism qicadi'an-

gularis ; Caprinula gigaiitea ; Ba^'rettia inonilifera^

B. sp. nov.

Other fossils from the same beds are introduced to

show the associations of animal life in the Cretaceous of

Jamaica. All the Jamaica fossils exhibited were col-

lected by Mr. Nicholas in 1896.

EURYPTERUS GIGANTEUS GrOTE AND PiTT, FROM THE
Waterlime at Buffalo, N. Y.

Exhibited by Prof. J. J. Stevenson, New York Uni-

versity.

Eurypterus^ a genus allied to the modern Horse-

shoe crab, attained a considerable development in point
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of both number of species and individuals in the Silurian

period. The quarries of the Waterlime, near Buffalo,

N. Y., have yielded many specimens. The fragment

exhibited represents an individual of unusually large

size.

8. Black River and Trenton Limestone Fossils from the
Lake Champlain Valley.

Exhibited by Theodore G. White, Columbia University.

The invertebrate fossils show^n are selected from a

large collection which is the basis of a forthcoming

monograph on the stratigraphy of the Champlain Tren-

ton formations.

I. Brachiopods.

a. Series of the species and varieties of the genera

Strophomena and Rafinesquina.

b. Series showing variation in forms of Orthids and

Plectambon ites.

c. Various species of Lingula^ Trematis and other

inarticulate forms.

2. Trilobites. Sets illustrating forms of the

genera

:

a. Asaphus. d. Trinucleus.

b. UlcBnus. e. Ceraurus.

c. Triarthi'us. f. Pterygojnetopus

.

9. Models of Trilobites.

Exhibited by Prof. Charles E. Beecher,Yale University

Museum, New Haven, Conn.

I . Recently definite knowledge has been obtained re-

garding the anatomy and affinities of Trilobites. Their

relationships are with the Crustacea of which they form

the most primitive division. They may, in a general

way, be considered the ancestors of the modern lobsters,

shrimps and crabs.

The models exhibited show the results of the latest in-

vestigations regarding the structure and appendages of
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these animals. The type here represented is the species

7riarthrus Becki from the Utica Slate, near Rome,

N. Y.

The model of the upper, or dorsal, side presents the

carapace of the animal with its divisions of (
i ) cepha-

lon, or head; (2) segmented thorax, or body; and (3)

pygidium, or tail. The walking and swimming legs are

seen extending ovitward from beneath the edge of the

carapace. In front is a pair of long, slender, jointed

antennules.

The model of the lower, or ventral side, shows the

details of the appendages more completely. Each seg-

ment of the body has a pair of biramous or branched

limbs. One series of legs is adapted to crawling, and

the other is provided with fringes, and forms a series

of swimming appendages. At the origin of each branched

limb there is a process extending obliquely backward to-

ward the center. These are called gnathobases, and on

the head they become jaw-like organs.

The large plate between the bases of the antennules is

the upper lip, or hypostoma. Just below it is a smaller

plate, forming the lower lip, or metastoma. The mouth

is situated between the two.

The models are enlarged two diameters, and are made
of various materials, as colored plaster of Paris, emery,

and copper.

10. Developmental Series of Graptolites and Pteropods
FROM the Lower Utica Shale at Dolgeville,

N. Y.

Exhibited by Dr. Rudolph Ruedemann, Dolgeville,

N. Y.

a. Specimens illustrating development of Diplograptus

pristls Hall and D. Ruedematini Gurley. (Report

State Geologist, N. Y., for 1894 [in press] ).

Nos. I and 2 are two well-developed stellate groups of the two
species.
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No. 3 shows arrangement of stellate colonies of D. ruede-
inatini on the sea floor.

In the center of the colonial stock a "funicle" (cf Nos. 14,

49, 50) can be observed. The funicle is a stem which connects
the bases of the stipes and is enclosed in a chitinous capsule, the
" central disk," which again is attached to a larger organ, the
" basal cjst." The latter appears sometimes as a square plate.

Nos. 4-12 show the central pai'ts.

The central disc has been found to be sometimes surrounded
by a whorl of chitinous sacs, which in a few instances have been
observed to contain siculse, and, therefore, have been termed
" gonangia."

No. 13 shows a " gonangium " with enclosed siculje.

Nos. 14-19 exhibit "gonangia" as whorls of mostly four
chitinous plates.

No. 20 shows a colony from which the crowd of siculaj around
it has been discharged. Some of the sicula; remained undetached
and developed into new stipes, the sicula; becoming the most
distant part of the stipe.

Nos. 21, 39, 44 show examples of undetached siculce.

Detached sicula;, Nos. 22-25, possess a basal appendage which
appears in the fossil state as a subquadratic plate with a central
node from which proceeds the " caulis" of the sicula.

The detached siculse developed, by budding of theca, into a
"stipe" or " rhabdosome," the primary stipe of a new colonA^
Equal-aged stages of the growing stipes are mostly found ag-
gregated together, as seen in No. 26.

Nos. 27-36 are successive growth-stages of the primary stipe,
which illustrate the growth from a stipe with one theca (No. 27)
to one with nine thecae. On most of the specimens the basal
appendage is also discernible.

After the primary stipe had reached a certain size the first

generation of gonangia developed on the basal appendage.
Many of the sicula;, generated in these, remained attached to
the parent colony and formed a whorl of secondary stipes, by
which the colony assumed the stellate appearance.

Nos 37 and 38, young colonies with the first generation of
gonangia and siculse.

Nos. 39-42, colonies of siculse.

No. 43, central disk with only four siculae.

Nos. 44 and 22, more advanced colonies with siculie in the
center.

No. 45, young colony with primary stipe.

Nos. 46-48 show development of siculae into secondary stipes.

No. 49 exhibits a young colony with a distinct funicle and
No. 50 one with funicle and central disk.

No. 51 is a colony which distinctly exhibits two generations
of stipes (No. I shows three generations).

No. 52 is a slab covered with the broken stipes of D. ruede-
manni. This is the common mode of occurrence of this fossil.

A parallel arrangement of the fossils indicating a flow of
water, is noticeable on all slabs with fragments of stipes. (See
Amer. Geol., June, 1896.)
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b. Specimens illustrating the mode of development of

Conularia gracilis Hall (vide. Amer. Geol., Mar. and

Aug., 1896, and Report State Geologist, N. Y., 1894

[in press]).

The specimens show that the 3'ounger stages of Conularia
gracilis were attached to foreign bodies by basal cup-shaped ap-

pendages, and tliat the development began with small conical

shells Yz mm. long, which were provided with triangular proc-

esses at the aperture. In course of development the marginal
grooves appear, by which the shell assumes the four-sided pyra-
midal shape of the mature stage. Later also the surface sculp-

ture of intersecting transversal and longitudinal ribs becomes
noticeable.

Many of the shells of the middle stages of growth are strongly
arcuate. This, as well as the absence of the sides of the pyra-

mid between the stronger walls of the marginal grooves, give to

many of the fossils an appearance which differs from that of a
well-preserved Conularia. Both features are due to a beginning
decomposition before fossilization.

1 1 . Fossil Insects from the Tertiary Deposits at Flor-

issant, Colorado.

Exhibited by Samuel H. Scudder, Cambridge, Mass.

Florissant has furnished more fossil insects than any

other locality in the world (amber localities excepted).

The larger number of those found are still undescribed.

This exhibit embraces types of a few of the species de-

scribed by the exhibitor, with a few still undescribed

species. All the principal orders are represented and

the specimens have been selected with 'a view to va-

riety. Three butterflies are shown, a group of which

less than a score of specimens are known to exist. Il-

lustrations of some insects from other American localities

as well as from Florissant are shown on the plates on

the wall.

LIST OF SPECIES EXHIBITED.

Arachnida (Spiders).

8269. Anyphcena i?iterita.

1 1 65 1 . Nephila pefzfiatipes.

Orthoptera.

13544. Labiduromma avia (Earwig).
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16422. Tyrbula russelli (Grasshopper).

\_Lithopsyche styx on same stone].*

1 1557. Lztkymnetes guttatzis (Green or Long-horned

Grasshopper).

1 3550- Orchelimum placidum.

ISeuroptera.

S87S. Ephemera iinmobilis^ nymph (May-fly).

8 1 63. Lithagrio7t timbratum (Dragon-fly).

8 1 64. .^^schna separata (Dragon-fly).

7340. Palceochrysa stricta (Lace-winged fly)

.

Hemiptera (Bugs, etc.).

8085. T'epkraphtswalshti (^?,\na\\ev) (Plant-lice).

Pterostigma recurvum (larger) (Plant-lice).

411. Petrolystra gigantea (Froghopper)

.

1 3573 • Palaphrodes cincta

.

4288. Closterocoris elegans.

9197. Rhepocaris prcevalens.

2856. Palceoschistus ligatus (Shield-bug).

Coleoptera (Beetles).

12432. Geralophusfossilius (Weevil).

8528. Balaniitjts dtittoni (Weevil).

929. Pam. Cerambycidce.

7807. Parolamia rudis (Cerambycid)

.

406. Alelanophila sp. (Buprestid).

1 6410. Staphylinus vetulus (Rove-beetle).

1 1 262. Amara dance (Ground-beetle).

401. Pterostichus ptimpellyi (Ground-beetle).

9208. Myas timbrat'um (Ground-beetle).

DiPTERA (Flies).

2242. Pam. Ortalidce.

13703. Paloestrus oligocenus (Bot-fly).

8165. Pam. Syrphidce.

405. Pale7nbolnsJlorigerus.

13685. Tipula Jlorissanti (Crane-fly).

402. Tipula lethcea (Crane-fly).

1 63 10. Tipula magnijica (Crane-fly).
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EPiDOPTERA (Butterflies).

394. Prodryas persephone.

(The most perfect fossil butterfly ever found.)

16354. Apanthesis lence.

16422. Lithopsyche styx.

* \_Tyrbula russelli on same stone.]

Hymenoptera (Wasps, etc.).

S640. Fam. Pompilidc€^ near Anoplius.

12. Fossil Resins with inclusions of Insects.

Exhibited by Messrs. Clarence Lown and Henry

Booth, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The specimens exhibited show the gum in its crude

state, the great variety of color and the numerous inclu-

sions of bark, leaves and insects of all kinds.

13. Photographic Diagrams of Paleontological Sub-

jects, illustrating a new method of making w^all dia-

grams.

14. ECHINODERM FROM THE SuB-CaRBONIFEROUS OF THE MIS-

SISSIPPI Valley.

Specimens illustrating the growth of a Paleozoic sea-

urchin, Melonites multiporus. Described and illus-

trated by Professor Jackson and Mr. Jaggar in Bull.

Geol. Soc. Amer., Vol. VII., 1S96.

Nos. 13 and 14 are exhibited by Prof. R. T. Jackson,

Hai-v-ard University.

15. Plants and Invertebrates from the Tertiary and
Cretaceous Formations of the North Atlantic

Coast.

Exhibited by Arthur Hollick, Columbia University,

New York City.

a. Phragmites aqueJiongensis^ sp. n, Hollick. These

specimens represent a new species of fossil grass from

the Tertiary (Miocene?) of Staten Island, recently de-

scribed in a paper before the Torrey Botanical Club of

New York City.
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b. Fossil Plants from the Clay Marl at Cliffwood, N. J.
A collection representing the flora of the clay marl hori-

zon of the New Jersey Cretaceous. This is the first col-

lection of fossil plants of any extent made from this hori-

zon, and contains a number of new species, recently de-

scribed before the New York Academy of Sciences.

c. Cretaceous Molluscs from Block Island and Montauk
Point.

The existence of Cretaceous strata at these localities

was first positively proven by means of these fossils, col-

lected in 1896.

16. Fossil Fishes from the Devonian Rocks of Ohio and
Scotland.

Exhibited by Prof. Bashford Dean, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City.

a. Dinichthys: Vertebral column of small species (Z>.

goiddi '?) showing fin bases and plates of ventral shield.

From the Devonian of Ohio. Collected by Dr. Wm.
Clark.

This specimen is of interest as showing for the first

time traces of an internal skeleton in an American
Arthrodiran. The head of a large species of this genus

was exhibited at a former reception of the Academy.
b. Coccosteus : Vertebral column. From the Devonian of

Scotland.

The structures in a typical European Arthrodiran will

enable a comparison with those of Dinichthys.

c. Dipterus: Vertebral column and bases of unpaired fins.

From the Devonian of Scotland.

These structures as represented in a contemporary

Lung-fish may be interestingly compared with those of

Coccosteus and Dinichthys.

17. Fossil Mammals from the Tertiary Beds of the
Western States.

Exhibited by the Department of Vertebrate Paleon-

tology, Amei"ican Museum of Natural History.
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a. Mounted Skeleton of Hoplophomus friincEzms Leidy,

An extinct Saber Tooth Tiger from the White River

Oligocene of South Dakota. Discovered by Dr. J. L.

Wortman. Mounted by Adam Herman.

b. Disarticulated Skeleton of Hoplophoimis primceviis

Leidy. A remarkably perfect skeleton found by Mr.

I. A. Peterson in the Bad Lands of the White River

Oligocene, South Dakota.

c. Mounted Skeleton of Palceosyops palodosos Leidy. One

of the ancestral Titanotheres from the Bridger Eocene of

Wyoming. Found by Dr. J. L. Wortman and mounted

by Adam Herman.

d. Cast of Skull and Lower Jaws of Diplacodon^ the Uinta

Eocene ancestor of Titanothernim. Showing an early

stage in the development of the horns.

e. Part of Skeleton of Euprotogonia pnercensis Cope.

One of the earliest of the hoofed mammals known.

From the Upper Puerco (Torrejon Beds) of New Mex-

ico. Found by Mr. Walter Granger of the Expedition

of 1896.

/. Skull and lower jaws of Coryphodon sp. One of the

early Eocene forerunners of the Mintacheres. From the

Wasatch Eocene of the Big Horn Basin, Wyoming.

Expedition of 1S96.

g. Lower jaw of Dissacus saurognathus^ a new species of

Creodont or ancient flesh-eater from the Upper Puerco

(Torrejon Beds) of the San Juan Basin, New Mexico.

Found by Mr. Barnum Brown, of the expedition of 1896.

h. Specimens illustrating a new and primitive suborder of

ancestral Edentates (Ganodonta). The origin of the

great order Edentata which is principally South Ameri-

can in its distribution, has remained a puzzle to zoologists

until the discovery during the past year of a large part of

the skeletal structure of one of the members of this group

in the Upper Puerco (Torrejon Beds) of New Mexico.

This discovery indisputably establishes the fact that the
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Ganodonta gave rise to the Edentata and fixes the origin

of this important order of living mammals in North

America, in the earliest Eocene times.

I. Family Stylinodontid.e.

1. Parts of the skeleton of He7niga7ius atariidens

Cope. From the base of Puerco. Cope collec-

tion.

2. Various parts of the skeleton of Psittacotherium

multifragum Cope. From the Upper Puerco

(Torrejon Beds), mainl}- from the expedition of

1896. Discovered by Dr. J. L. Wortman and
Barnum Brown.

3. Lower jaws of Calamodojt simplex Cope, from

the Wasatch Eocene of the Big Horn Basin, Wyo.
Cope collection.

4. Molar tooth of Stylinodon cylindrifer Cope,

from the Wind River Eocene, Wyo. Cope col-

lection.

5. Drawings of Stylinodo7i minus Marsh, from the

Bridger Eocene of Wyoming.

II. Family Conoryctid^.
1. Parts of the skeleton of Onychodectes tissofiensis

Cope, from the Lower Puerco of New Mexico.

2. Parts of the skeleton of Conoryctes coi7ima^ Cope,

from the Upper Puerco (Torrejon Beds), New
Mexico.

Exhibition of water colors illustrating the extinct verte-

brates of North America, continuing the series which

was exhibited last year by Charles Knight

;

1. The Restoration of JMastodoTi a77ie7'icanus.

2. Paleosyops pahidosus.
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K
PHOTOGRAPHY.

In Charge of William Stratford.

New Forms of Lenses. Zeiss' Portrait, Rectilinear and

Wide Angle. Each element is made of four parts.

With photographs made by the lenses. Exhibited by

the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

New Form of Lens. Goerz Rectilinear. Each element is

made of three kinds of glass. With photographs made

by lens. Exhibited by C. P. Goerz.

Photographic Apparatus. Exhibited by the Scovill &
Adams Optical Co.

Apparatus for Photo-Micrography. Illustrating the

method of projecting images of minute objects. Ex-

hibited by Henry S. Stearns.

Apparatus for the Production of Roentgen, or " X "

Rays, in Action, (i) A source of current; (2)

Ruhmkorff induction coil; (3) Crookes' tubes; (4)

Fluoroscope, or fluoroscent screen. Series of radio-

graphs showing structures of body ; fractures and

foreign bodies. Exhibited by E. B. Meyrowitz.

Apparatus for Projection, (i) For the lantern slide;

(2) for the microscopic slide. Exhibited by J. B. Colt

&Co.

Process Work, (i) By screen; (2) by etching; (3) by

color. The stages of the processes are illustrated by

plates and prints. Exhibited by Heliotype Printing Co.

,

Boston, Mass.

Projection of Pictures in CdLOR. By means of colored

screens. Exhibited by J. B. Colt & Co.

Examples of Lipmann's Process. A negative having the

color of the object is obtained directly from the object.

Exhibited by William Stratford.
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10. Photomicrographic Prints of Various Objects. Ex-

hibited by E. G. Love and H. S. Stearns.

11. Photographic Prints. Illustrating methods of printing

and kinds of paper. Exhibited by J. W. McKenzie and

W. E. Woodbury, and through J. G. D. Knight, Corps

of Engineers, and R. Birnie, Ord. Dept., U. S. A.

12. Glass Positives. Colored and uncolored. Illustrating

application of photography to geological, astronomical

and war studies. Exhibited by the Museum of Natural

History, College of the City of New York and the War
Department, through J. G. D. Knight, Corps of Engi-

neers, and R. Birnie, Ord. Dept., U. S. A.

L
PHYSICS.

In Charge of Wm. Hallock and John F. Woodhull.

1

.

A Row OF 7 BuNSEN Burners with Aluminum Tubes to

show

:

a. The seven spectrum colors with the evaporated salts as

lithium or strontium, red ; calcium, orange ; sodium,

yellow ; barium, yellow-green ; thallium, green ; indium,

blue
;
potassium, violet.

b. To produce monochromatic light in considerable quan-

tity for certain optical purposes.

c. To produce a pure Bunsen flame of considerable intensity

to serve as a light for photographic purposes, and illus-

trating its high actinic intensity.

d. To heat long tubes as a substitute for a combustion fur-

nace.

2. Hard Glass Containing Pieces of Opaque Substances

AND Metals, to show that Draper's law that all sub-

stances become incandescent at the same temperature is

not applicable to those which remain transparent at that

temperature.
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3. Apparatus for Showing to an Audience the Phosphor-

ESENCE of Fluorite and other Minerals by Heat.

Nos. I, 2 and 3 were designed and are exhibited by

Wallace Goold Levison.

4. Set of Photographs Demonstrating the Regular Re-

flection OF THE X-RAYS. Exhibited by O. N. Rood.

5. Two X-RAY Detectors (fluoroscopes) , new form especially

adapted to research. Exhibited by C. C. Trowbridge.

6. Set of Low Resistance Shunts for Electrical Work.
Exhibited by H. C. Parker.

7. Mechanism for Illustrating Double Refraction in

Crystals.

8. Mechanism for Illustrating the Interference of Light.

9. Thermometers of New Design for Subterranean Tem-
perature Work.

10. Hydraulic Illustration of the Wheatestone Bridge.

Nos. 7 to 10 are exhibited by W. Hallock.

11. A Device to Obtain a Beam of Light for the Adjust-

ment OF A Spectroscope, etc.

13. Apparatus for Determining the Velocity of Sound
by Resonance.

13. Apparatus for Studying Vibrating Strings.

Nos. II, 12 and 13 are exhibited by the Department of

Physics of Columbia University.

14. Long-focus Camera and Photographs. Exhibited by

H. S. Curtis.

15. A Variable Graphite-asbestos Resistance. Exhibited

by W. Hallock.

16. A Set of Graphite High Resistances. Exhibited by

H. C. Parker.

17. Apparatus for the Study of Color Phenomena.

18. A Physical Projection Lantern.

Nos. 17 and 18 are exhibited by Ernest R. vonNardroff.
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19. Original Diagrams of Track Inspections, showing the

comparative undulations on light and heavy rail sections.

20. Condensed Diagrams of the Inspection of the N. Y.

C. & H. R. R. R.

21. Condensed Diagrams of the Inspection of the Boston

& Albany R. R.

22. Two Cuts of Rails, Showing the General Law of

THE Compound Fracture under the "Drop," the base

breaking first, then the head as an independent member.

In a few cases the head remained unbroken.

23. Six Cuts, Showing Ingots, the Fracture of Broken
Ingots, the " Drop" and Drop Tests of Rails.

24. Micrometric Apparatus to Measure the stress on

the Rails Under a Locomotive.

25. Autographic Apparatus to Measure the Elongation

AND Compression of the Base of Rails in the Track
Under Moving Trains. New.

Nos. 19 to 25 are exhibited by P. H. Dudley.

26. Apparatus for Teaching Elementary Physical Sci-

ence IN Schools. Devised and exhibited by John F.

Woodhull, Teachers College.

27. Telescopes Belonging to Spectroscope, Lenses of

Quartz and Calcite, and New Thallium or Huggins

Prism.

28. Landolt new Polariscope.

29. FuESS NEW Petrographic Microscope Stand and Ac-

cessories.

30. Apparatus for Furnishing Monochromatic Light for

the Goniometer.

Nos. 27 to 30 exhibited by Miss Hitchcock.

31 . Resonant Tube and Tuning Fork, with electrically main-

tained vibrations.
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32. Interference Apparatus, consisting of a tuning fork

with three resonators of which two are opposite the faces

of the prongs and the third is opposite the space between

them.

Nos. 31 and 32 are exhibited by the Department of

Applied Mathematics, the College of the City of New
York, by A. G. Compton.

PHYSIOGRAPHY.

In Charge of R. E. Dodge.

1

.

Topographic Map of Crater Lake, Oregon ; together

with description illustrative of the same. A new map
lately issued by the United States Geological Survey.

2. Physical Map of Europe in the Habenicht-Sydow series.

Exhibited by the American agent. The J. L. Hammett
Co., 352 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

3. Topographic Model of Southern New England.

Scale, one inch equals two miles; vertical exaggeration

3. Tilted, dissected and partially drowned peneplain,

with monadnocks rising above it, and lowlands sunk into

it along the softer rocks. Exhibited by maker, E. E.

Howell, 612 17th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

4. Topographical Model of New York and Vicinity
;

exhibited by the maker, Mr. Howell. This model is

upon the same scale as the one of Southern New En-

gland. Also same model slated.

5. Relief Map of New Jersey; vertical exaggeration 10.

Recently issued and exhibited by the State Geological

Survey of New Jersey.

6. Model of Coastal Plain, showing the typical physio-

graphical features of such a region. Exhibited by the
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designer and maker, Prof. W. M. Davis, Harvard Uni-

versity.

7. Models of a Mountainous and Fiorded Coast. Made
and exhibited by Prof. Davis. These models are

absolutely new, and the first of a series which are con-

templated in the immediate future.

8. The Jones Model OF THE Earth ; showing the contour

of the ocean and the shape of the continents. Exhibited

by the publishers, A. H. Andrews Co., Chicago.

9. Deep-Sea Globe, 12 inches in diameter, exhibited by the

same company. A companion globe to the model of

the earth.

10. Mounted Topographic Sheets, United States Geological

Survey, with the rivers colored blue to bring out charac-

teristic drainage features of Coastal Plain, Interior Low
land, Mountains, Great Valley and Alleghany Ridges.

This map covers a lai-ge region from Washington south-

westsvard.

11. Model of Typical Glacier, showing all familiar details

of glacial action, by A. Heim.

12. Model OF Typical Torrent Valley, showing relation

of culture thereto; made by A. Heim.

Nos. 10, II and 12 are exhibited by the Teachers Col-

lege.

13. Topographic Map of the White Mountains, N. H., a

group of monadnocks of hard rock rising slightly above

the well-marked even upland of region.

14. Topographic Map of the Platte Valley, Nebraska,

showing peculiar physiographic features of this great

valley of the plains.

15. Topographic Map of Drumlin Area of Southern
Wisconsin, showing effects of physiography on culture.

Nos. 13, 14, and 15 are exhibited by the United States
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Geological Sui-vey, through Mr. Bailey Willis, Geologist

and Assistant to the Director.

1 6. Series of Books Showing Physiographic Progress

During the Last Year. Loaned mostly by the

chairman of the committee.

17. Map Showing Magnetic Declination in United States

IN 1900, compiled by Henry Gannett and published in

the Seventeenth Annual Report of the Director of the

U. S. Geological Sui^vey.

N
ZOOLOGY.

In Charge of C. L. Bristol and Bashford Dean.

1

.

Plans and Models of the New York Zoological Park.

a. A colored map of the Zoological Park, showing the

preliminary arrangement of the grounds and buildings.

Prepared by William T. Hornaday.

b. A relief model of the Zoological Park, showing the

physical contours and distribution of the forest and water

areas. Prepared by William T. Hornaday.

c. Photographs of the principal zoological parks of Europe,

many of them taken especially for the Society.

d. Ground plans and preliminary sketches for the elevations

of the proposed lion house and the proposed monkey

house. After plans by C. Grant La Farge, architect.

e. Annual report and other documents of the Society.

Exhibited by the Zoological Society, through Henry

F. Osborn and William T. Hornaday.

2. Cytology. Recent Cell Methods.
a. Demonstration of mitotic figures and centrosome in the

eggs of Ascaris inegalocephala. Exhibited by E. B.

Wilson, Columbia University.
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b. Demonstration of mitotic figures and centrosome in gas-

ti^opod ova. Exhibited by H. E. Crampton, Jr., Colum-

bia University.

c. Spermatogenesis of A77iphiuma. Exhibited by J. H.

McGregor, Columbia University.

I. Double spiremes of reproductive cells.

3. Double-stained spermatids.

d. Preparations illustrating the formation of tetrads in

Anasa tristis. Exhibited by F. C. Paulmier, Columbia

University.

e. Early stages in the development of the catfish, Amturus^

showing relation of blastoderm to yolk. Exhibited by

F. B. Sumner, Columbia University.

Collections from the Pacific Coast made by Colum-

bia University Expedition of 1S96.

a. Egg cases and eggs of Chimcera colliei. A shark-like

fish representing the sub-class Holocephali. This group

is a particularly interesting one palaeontologically, and it

is hoped that the developmental study of one of its few

living representatives may throw some more definite light

upon its kinships. Some of these embryonic stages have,

for the first time, been collected (near Monterey, Cal.,)

and are exhibited by Bashford Dean.

b. Adult and L,ar\a\ C/iimcsra co^h'ei. Exhibited by Bash-

ford Dean.

c. Strings of Eggs of the Californian Myxinoid, Bdellostoma

stouti.

d. Embryos of Bdellostotna.

e. Ovaries of Bdellostofna.

f. Adult Bdellostoma.

The Myxinoid division of the sub class Marsipo-

branchii^ Lampreys and Hags, is as yet but little studied

developmentally ; the only embryos hitherto collected,

the present excepted, were taken near Monterey by Prof.

G. C. Price, of the Leland Stanford University. Collected

near Monterey, Cal. Exhibited by Bashford Dean.
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g. Lower Metazoa from Puget Sound and Alaska.

1. Z^zVjv^wa: (mounted specimen) . Found in the renal

gland of the great Octopus of the Pacific waters.

It is one of the group of Mesozoa described by Van
Beneden as intermediate between Protozoa and

Metazoa.

2. Lucernaria cainpanulata. A scyphozoon, proba-

bly a primitive form showing both medusoid and

hydroid characteristics. Found in tide pools at

Port Townsend.

3. Various hydroids dredged in Puget Sound.

a. Obelia gelatinosa.

b. Plumularia setacea.

c. Plumularia ?

d. Aglosphenia.

e. Salacea.

4. Various medusae collected in Puget Sound.

a. Polyorchis coeruleus.

b. Nuronema.
c. Thantnantias^ 2 species.

5. Three Scyphomedusse collected in Alaska.

6. Various Anthozoa.

a. Metridium on rocks near Port Townsend.

b. Actinoloba ? Dredged in Puget Sound, thirty

fathoms.

c. Pen7iatula rubra. Dredged in Puget Sound,

twent}'^ fathoms.

7. Various sponges dredged at different depths in Puget

Sound.

8. Dendrobcena (Ice Worm). Kn Oligoch(Eteio\xnA

imbedded alive in the ice of Muir Glacier, Alaska.

Exhibited by Mr. Gary N. Calkins.

h. Crustacea, Annelids and Echinoderms from Puget Sound

and Cape Flattery.

I. (a) Nereis cyclurus commensal with Eupagurus

alaskensis^ (b) Terebella with a commensal Poly-
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noid, and (c) //alosydna yra^i'lis living between

foot and mantle of Fisstirella. These Annelids are

Interesting examples of the commensal habit which

is adopted by certain segmented worms to ensure a

home and a means of support from their neighbors.

3. A new member of the family Entoconchidae. Mol-

luscs bearing shell, etc., in their lai^val stage, but

degenerated to egg-bearing tubes when adult.

3. The sessile Holothurian, Psolus.

4. The large crabs of the Pacific.

a. Cancer magister.

b. Cancer pi'oductus.

c. Maioid and other deep water crabs.

Exhibited by N. R. Harrington.

i. Molluscs from Puget Sound Region.

1. Zyep^on rude commensal upon Gebia pugettensis.

2. Placuanomia upon a Saxidomiis valve, having as-

sumed surface markings of latter.

3. Pholadidea penita series showing atrophy of foot.

4. Teredo^ with section of pile honeycombed by ani-

mal.

5. Cardiuvi sp. ( ?) showing color and pattern varia-

tion.

6. Pecten^ Amusium^ Schtzothcerus, Cryptochiton

and other characteristic molluscs of the Puget Sound
region.

Exhibited by B. B. Griffiin.

From Department of Mammalogy and Ornithology,

American Museum of Natural History.

Moose Group. Main floor, east wing. Mounted at the

Museum. Illustrates improved methods of taxidermy

and exhibition.

Newfoundland Caribou ( Tarandtis terrcenovce Allen)

.

Types of the species. Main floor, east wing, wall case

on south side of the wall.
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6. Greexlaxd Walrus {^Odobc^tius rosmariis). Specimens

to be used for a group. Main floor, east wing, wall

cases at the entrance to the Hall.

7. Skin and Skull of Ccenolestes obscurus Thomas, a still

existing survivor of the family Epanorthidae of Ameg-
hino, representing a new family among recent Marsu-

pials. A Diprotodont, representing in South America

the Diprotodonts of Australia. Collected at Bogota,

Colombia. Received in exchange from the British

Museum.
(On this form cf. Thomas, P. Z. S., 1S95, pp. S70—

87S, pi. 50.)

8. Hybrids between the common fowl ( Galhis bankivd) and

the guinea fowl {JVumida vieleagris). From Cuba.

Presented by Dr. Juan Vilar6. No. i, a male, progeny

of a game cock and guinea hen. No. 2, male, progeny

of another game cock and another guinea hen. No. 3,

male, progeny of a white male guinea fowl and a white

barnyard fowl. No. 4, male, progeny of a male game
cock and a guinea hen.

Specimens of the game cock and guinea fowl are

shown for comparison with the hybrids.

9. Groups of Birds illustrating changes of plumage in the

same species. Snowflake, Bobolink, Orchard Oriole,

Scarlet Tanager.

Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are exhibited by the Department

of Mammalogy and Ornithology, American Museum of

Natural History.

NOTICE.

The Academy has on exhibition its publications of the last

year, including the Annals^ Memoirs and Transactions.
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